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Editorial
In recent years Representation has tended to shy away from
articles of a technical nature and restrict itself to the non-
technical.  While there may be some advantages in this course
of action, it has left those with technical things to say on
voting systems without a suitable outlet for their ideas and
arguments.  The members of the Electoral Reform Society's
Technical Committee, and others, have been unhappy about
this.  Hence this new venture,  which it is intended to circulate
to those Society members who request it.

In this first issue, we reprint some earlier articles that deserve
a wider circulation.  Those by B L Meek, originally published
over 20 years ago in French, have been available in English
only as a typed and duplicated version containing many errors.
These are classic papers which have led to much discussion in
recent years.  Whether one agrees with Meek's conclusions or
not, it cannot be denied that those who argue about his method
need to know what he did actually say.

The article by D R Woodall was also printed with an error
originally and this reprint includes the necessary correction.
Although Woodall's method is basically the same as Meek's, it
was entirely independently derived and it is interesting to see
his different approach.

The article by C H E Warren has not been published before.  It is a
slightly rewritten version of a paper first submitted in 1983, but not
then accepted.  Warren's method is similar in spirit to the other two,
but differs in the way it performs. Each of the two counting methods
has an advantage over the other in some circumstances so, although
a majority of the ERS Technical Committee prefer the Meek/
Woodall formulation, the Warren alternative is worth bearing in
mind.  The final paper discusses the differences.

I D Hill

Chairman, ERS Technical Committee

A New Approach to the
Single Transferable Vote 

Paper I: Equality of Treatment of voters
and a feedback mechanism for vote
counting.
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With some differences in presentation, the paper was
originally published in French in Mathématiques et
Sciences Humaines, No 25, pp13-23, 1969.
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Abstract
It is shown that none of the counting methods so far used in
single transferable vote elections satisfies the criterion that
all votes should, as far as possible, be taken equally into
account. A feedback method of counting is described which
does satisfy this criterion within the general limitations
imposed by the STV system. This counting method, though
very laborious for manual counting, would be feasible in
automated elections.

1. Introduction
While the preferential voting system known as the Single
Transferable Vote (STV)1 has been criticised on various
grounds, the following advantages claimed for it do not
seem to have been seriously challenged:

(A) The number of ‘wasted’ votes in an election (i.e,
which do not contribute to the election of any
candidate) is kept to a minimum.

(B) As far as possible the opinions of each voter are
taken equally into account.

(C) There is no incentive for a voter to vote in any way
other than according to his actual preference.

It is the purpose of this and a subsequent paper to consider
(A), (B) and (C) from a decision-theoretic viewpoint, within
a single constituency; it will be shown that (A), (B) and (C)
in fact do not hold in present STV procedures, but may be
made to hold, within certain overall limitations, by
appropriate modification of the counting method.

2. The wasted vote
An essential feature of an STV election is the ‘quota’. If
there are s vacancies to be filled, the quota q is the smallest
number such that, if s candidates have q votes each, it is not
possible for an (s+1)th candidate to have as many as q
votes. Thus if the total votes are T, then T−sq < q, but
T−s(q−1) > q−1, whence q = [1+T/(s+1)], where the square
brackets denote ‘integer part of’.

Candidates with more than q votes are elected, and have
their surplus votes transferred according to the next
preferences marked; if there are no such candidates, the
bottom candidate is eliminated and all his votes so
transferred. Repeated application of these rules ensures that
at the end of the count s candidates have at least q votes
each and so the total wasted vote w satisfies w < T/(s+1).

Given s and T, it is clear from the definition of q that
condition (A) is satisfied provided the next preference at
each transfer is always given. It is possible for the above
inequality, and hence condition (A), to be violated, if w is
increased by the addition of votes which are non-

transferable because no next preference has been indicated.
In this paper we shall assume that this does not occur; it will
be shown in a second paper that it is possible still to satisfy
(A) in such cases by modifying the definition of q.

3. Equality of treatment
The discussion of condition (A) shows that, in general,
there will be some wasted votes, except in the  trivial  cases
when s ≥ T. It is therefore not possible under STV to
guarantee that all votes will be taken equally into account
(e.g. votes with first preferences for runner-up candidates),
although all are taken indirectly into account when
calculating the quota.2

Within this obvious limitation, attempts have been made to
eliminate possible sources of inequity of treatment by
various modifications of the counting rules. Such sources
include:

(i) the choice of which votes to transfer from the total
for a candidate who has exceeded the quota

(ii) errors introduced by taking whole-number approx-
imations to fractions of totals for transfer −
particularly in elections with small total vote

(iii) calculation of the proportion for transfer from an
elected candidate on the basis of the last batch of
votes transferred to him, and not on his total vote.

The common way of overcoming difficulties (i) and (ii) is
to use the variant of STV known as the Senate Rules. Each
vote is divided into K parts (usually K = 100 or 1000) and
each part treated as a separate vote (of value 1/K) with
identical preference listings.

Difficulty (i) is overcome by transferring the appropriate
proportion of each divided vote, while the method clearly
reduces the errors involved in (ii) by the factor 1/K. If
K=10n this is simply working to n decimal places. The value
of K has only to be increased until the errors are too small
to affect the result of the election.3 The method is
equivalent to transferring the whole vote at an appropriately
reduced value, and it is this interpretation we shall use from
now on.

Difficulty (iii) is slightly more technical, and warrants
further explanation. Suppose at some stage a candidate has
obtained x (<q) votes. By transfer from another (elected or
eliminated) candidate he now acquires a further y votes,
where x+y > q. His surplus is now z=x+y−q. It would
appear that his x+y votes should now be transferred,  with
value reduced by the factor z/(x+y).

It is, however, common practice for only the y votes to be
transferred, with value reduced by the factor z/y. The reason
for adopting this procedure is simply the practical one, in a
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manual count, of reducing as much as possible the rescrutiny
of ballots for later preferences. However, neither this nor the
argument that ‘the difference is unlikely to affect the result’
are particularly relevant to a decision-theoretic discussion,
though we shall return to the practicability problem later.

Of more importance here is the argument ‘in STV a vote only
counts for one candidate at a time, and should count for the
first preference where possible’. If accepted, this would of
course also render difficulties (i) and (ii) irrelevant, and the
Senate Rules unnecessary; the first part of it is in fact
sometimes used as a ‘proof’ that STV satisfies condition (B).
But even without the Senate Rules the statement is false;
however the surplus votes are chosen for transfer, it is the
existence of the untransferred votes which makes the
transferred votes surplus. A vote not only counts directly for
one candidate; it can indirectly affect the progress of the
count, the pattern of transfers, and ultimately the election or
non-election of other candidates.4  

It is this fact which is at the root of the failure of STV to
satisfy condition (B).

In the specific situation described above, the candidate
achieves election not only because of the accession of the y
new votes, but because of the existence of the x previous
votes; hence for condition (B) to be satisfied, all x+y votes
should be transferred at the appropriate reduced value.

However, there is yet a fourth difficulty, one which does not
seem to have been recognised hitherto.

(iv) In determining the next preference to which a vote is
to be transferred, elected as well as eliminated
candidates are ignored.

Let us suppose that of y votes to be  transferred,  y/2 are
marked next to go to candidate A, and y/2 to candidate B.   Let
us further suppose that A has already been elected; under STV
the y/2  votes which  would otherwise go to him are
transferred to the next candidate marked (assumed C in every
case) provided that that candidate is not also already elected.
Thus y/2 go to B, and y/2 to C.    The inequities are plain;  the
votes  for A which enabled the y/2 to go to C rather than A
had no say in their destination, while C obtains these votes at
the same value as B receives his. Suppose these y votes were
originally first-preference votes for a candidate D, now
eliminated; those who voted for A next and then C at least
have had their second choice elected, while those who voted
next for B have not − yet these votes go, under STV, to both B
and C at full value.

In section 6 we shall describe a counting mechanism which
overcomes all these difficulties.

4. Making the most of one's vote
Any system which contains wasted votes contains at least
some element of incentive to vote in other than his preferred
way; the case for (C) in STV is that it is difficult for a voter to
be sure (rightly or wrongly) that his vote will be wasted, both
because the number of wasted votes is relatively small, and
because the wasted votes are those for the non-elected but
non-eliminated candidates − i.e. of the stronger, not the
weaker, runners-up. However, it is also possible for voters to
take advantage of the features of STV described in section 3,
provided they are sufficiently well informed, by voting in a
sophisticated manner. This is most easily shown by an
example:

Let T=3599, s=3, q=900, and the unsophisticated first-
preference votes for the six candidates A, B, ... F be as
follows:

       A        B       C        D        E       F

  1020    890    880     589     200    20

In this case the 120 surplus votes of A divide 60 to B, 20 to C,
40 to D and the elected candidates are A, B and C.

Suppose there are 170 voters who above voted A, D, C ... It is
known that the second-preference votes of F will go to C, and
of E to D. Then the sophisticated way for these 170 to vote is
F, A, D, C,... in order to prevent A from being elected on the
first count.

       A        B       C        D        E        F

    850    890    880     589     200    190

On the elimination of F, his original 20 votes go to C, and the
170 sophisticated votes return to A. However, the 120 surplus
is now taken entirely from this batch (see (iii) in section 3)
and goes to D. C having no surplus, E must be eliminated and
D is elected.

A different type of sophisticated voting is given below:

T=239, s=2, q=80.

Unsophisticated case: C and A elected:

   C,A,B...      C,B,A...     B,A....     A,B.....

       120             80            31            8

Sophisticated case: C and B elected:

   C,A,B...      C,B,A...    E,B,A...     B,A....     A,B.....

       120             50            30              31            8
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It seems to be a new result that sophisticated voting is
possible in STV, though it is well-known that it can occur in
other voting systems and considerable work has been done
on decision processes using a games-theoretic approach.
Black5 in his discussion of STV does mention the possibility
of ‘an organised minority (perverting) the use of the system’
but only in connection with a candidate with just the quota
on first preferences who is rated last by the rest of the
electorate. STV supporters would claim that if a candidate
can obtain a quota this ipso facto entitles him to be elected,
particularly if he gets the quota on first preferences, and it is
certainly difficult to understand what Black means by
‘pervert’ in this context.

5. Other considerations
At this point we shall mention some other aspects of STV,
mainly in order to define the limitations of the present
discussion. Proper treatment of the points raised in this
section are well outside the scope of the present work, and is
the subject of a projected further, more general paper.

The conditions (A), (B), (C) discussed so far were chosen
simply because they seem to be specific to STV among
constituency-type systems in parliamentary elections.
However, other conditions could be applied, notably those
specified by Arrow in his General Possibility Theorem.6

As STV elections are multi-vacancy, the preferences
between candidates listed by the voters do not as they stand
represent an ordering of independent alternatives, and so
Arrow's  analysis is not directly applicable. The deduction
from the voter’s ordering of candidates of his ordering of the
actual independent alternatives (the possible subsets of the
set of all candidates who might actually be elected) is by no
means straightforward. Nevertheless, at some stage of the
count the process reduces to electing one candidate to one
remaining vacancy, and so the consequences of the theorem,
and the Condorcet paradox, cannot be escaped. Using the
alternatives as they stand, even though they are not
independent, STV clearly satisfies Arrow's conditions 1, 4,
and 5. The condition 3 of independence of irrelevant
alternatives is not satisfied, nor is condition 2 (the positive
association of social and individual values). This can be
seen from the above analysis.

A related point, and probably the strongest decision-
theoretic argument against STV, is the fact that a candidate
may be everyone's second choice but not be elected. This
difficulty is not overcome by the feedback method, and it
does not seem to the author to be possible to do so while
retaining a system which would be recognisably a ‘single’
transferable vote.

Virtually all other discussion of STV, both for and against,
seem to have been about political and not decision-theoretic
considerations.

For example, Black5 does discuss STV from what he terms
the ‘statical’ point of view, but although he does express
some disquiet about the ‘heterogeneity’ involved in STV
(basically, that some votes count for first preferences, others
for second or later preferences), he does not go into the
problem in detail and concludes ‘in spite of those
drawbacks (STV) has merits ... it is not difficult to see why
many people, regarding it purely as a statical system,
(Black's italics) should hold (it) in esteem’. The italicised
phrase is to introduce other, ‘dynamical’ arguments against
STV.7 Black does not discuss the conditions mentioned
here; though the germ of the idea of inequity is contained in
the word ‘heterogeneity’; in fact as section 3 shows, the
heterogeneity which worries him is more apparent than real,
and the feedback method described in section 6 eliminates
what there is. Nor − oddly − does the ‘everyone's second
choice’ problem, even though this is closely connected with
the doubts mentioned at the end of the last section.

6. The feedback process
One of the criticisms of STV which is often made is that its
rules are too complicated, and are not derived from
principles which can be simply stated. The above discussion
shows that this is not surprising; the rules are in many cases
little more than rules of thumb, designed for practical
convenience rather than theoretic merit. The feedback
process, however, is derived from simply-stated principles:

Principle 1. If a candidate is eliminated, all ballots are
treated as if that candidate had never stood. 8

Principle 2. If a candidate has achieved the quota, he
retains a fixed proportion of every vote received, and
transfers the remainder to the next non-eliminated
candidate, the retained total equalling the quota.

Principle 1 is the one which leads to the feedback
mechanism. For, suppose a voter marks his ballot A, B, C,..
and A is eliminated, the ballot, by Principle 1, is
henceforward treated as if it read B, C,.. on the assumption
that if A had not stood at all, the voter would have ordered
the other candidates as before and B would have been first
preference9. But suppose that B has at an earlier count
reached the quota. Then this ballot must now be treated as
an original first preference for B; that is, according to
Principle 2, the same proportion of this vote must be
retained by B as for the others, passing the rest to C (instead
of the whole vote going to C as in previous methods).
However, this will mean that the total retained by B is now
greater than the quota. Thus the proportion of B's votes to
be retained must be recalculated, and will in fact drop − in
other words we must go back to the beginning, with A now
eliminated. This is the feedback process.

Note that the proportion of each of B's votes to be
transferred is increased by this accession of support; B's
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supporters have a say in the transfer of the extra surplus, since
it is their existence which has made it surplus. All support for
B is now treated equally, being divided proportionately to
leave him with exactly the quota.

Consider now the effect of Principle 2. The transfer of B's
vote may lead to another candidate, D, being elected. All
votes, new and old, for D, have now to be divided, leaving D
with the quota and distributing the rest to the next non-
eliminated candidate. Some ballots may have B, another
elected candidate, as next candidate. Under previous rules,
only continuing (i.e. non-eliminated and non-elected)
candidates can receive transfers. Now these votes are regarded
as extra support for B: he takes the proportion allotted him by
D, retains the proportion that he keeps of all he receives, and
transfers the rest − now the third marked candidate. Formerly
the third candidate would get all of the proportion transferred
by D (see (iv) section 3).

It can be seen that B will once more have more than the quota
if he does not again reduce the proportion which he retains.
However, the increased proportion transferred may in part go
to D who will therefore have to reduce the proportion he
retains.  This will react back on B, and it is clear that we have
an infinite regression.  However, it is also clear that the
proportions for transfer do not increase without limit, there
being only a finite total surplus available from B and D, who
must each retain a quota.  The problem is in fact a math-
ematical one of determining the proportions to be retained by
each which will leave them both with a quota, taking into
account the extent of mutual support.  If pB is the proportion B
transfers, and pD that which D transfers, supporters of both B
and D have their votes transferred to third preferences at value
pBpD. Those putting B first have 1−pB retained by him and
pB(1−pD) retained by D; those putting D first have 1−pD
retained by him and pD(1−pB) retained by B.

We now, as examples, give the formulae for the proportions
for transfer in the cases of 1, 2, 3 and 4 elected candidates:

One candidate

t1(1−p1)=q

This is the same formula as before, except that t1 now
contains all effective first-preference votes for the candidate,
including those obtained from eliminated candidates, who by
Principle 1 are now ignored. The proportion p1 is recalculated
every time t1 is increased by the elimination of a candidate.

Two candidates

The first elected candidate has t1 first preference votes, of
which t12 have the second elected candidate as second
preference. Hence p1t12 are passed on to that candidate.
Similarly p2t21 are received from the second candidate. Thus

(t1+p2t21)(1−p1)=q

(t2+p1t12)(1−p2)=q

Three candidates

The votes received by candidate 1 are now his first-preference
t1, second-preference p2t21 from candidate 2 and p3t31 from
candidate 3, and third-preference p2(p3t321) from candidate 3
(1st), 2 (2nd) and p3(p2t231) from candidate 2 (1st), 3(2nd).

Thus:

[t1+p2t21+p3t31+p2p3(t321+t231)](1−p1)=q

Two similar formulae hold, obtained by cyclic permutation of
the suffices.

Four candidates

The formula now is:

          4                4           4           

[t1+ Σpiti1 + Σ    Σpipjtij1 + p2p3p4 Σ't(234)1](1−p1)=q

       i=2           i=2(i =/    j) j=2

where Σ' indicates summation over all permutations of (234);
there are three similar formulae.

The extension to any number of candidates is straightforward.
It should be noted:

(i) The formulae for n candidates may be reduced to those for
n−1 candidates by eliminating the nth equation and putting
pn=0 in the others;

(ii) Full recursion is not necessary on the elimination of a
candidate if none of the totals or subtotals in the formulae in
use at that stage are changed as a result.

7. Calculating the proportions
It can be seen that one of the difficulties involved in the
feedback process arises from the need to calculate the
proportions for transfer. However, a simple iterative procedure
enables this to be done to any required accuracy. We shall take
as the simplest example the position with two elected
candidates, where the equations to be solved are, as above:

(t1+p2t21)(1−p1)=q            (1)

(t2+p1t12)(1−p2)=q            (2)

In these equations only the pi are unknown. Suppose we guess
a value of p2 which is too low; then (1−p1) will be too large in
equation (1), that is p1 will also be too small. If we substitute
this in equation (2) it will similarly give a value of p2 which is
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too low.

The total vote for the two candidates is t1+t2; for them both
to be elected t1+t2 ≥ 2q. Suppose the strict inequality holds;
in a non-trivial case t12, t21 are both non-zero. Further, at
least one of t1, t2 is greater than q; assume it is t1. If we put
p2=0 in (1) we can solve for p1, giving a value p1>0. This p1
is the proportion to be transferred if candidate 1 were the
only elected candidate; thus t2+p1t12 ≥ q or candidate 2
would not be elected. If the equality holds, candidate 2 only
just gets the quota and so p2=0 from equation (2); thus the
equations are solved.

If the strict inequality holds, we get a value of p2 > 0 which
is too small.  Substituting in (1) increases the coefficient of
(1−p1) and hence increases p1; the new value of p1 is
increased (but is still too low). Substitution in (2) gives
similarly an increased, but too low, value of p2. Thus the
iterative process gives monotonically increasing sequences
of values p1, p2 bounded above, which hence tend to limits
which are the solutions of the equations. A cycle of
iterations which leads to two successive sets of values the
same to the given accuracy is taken as the approximate
solution required. Note that the approximate values may be
slightly smaller than the exact ones, but this is exactly what
we want; otherwise too much of the support for the
candidate concerned would be transferred and he would be
left with less than the quota. The process can also be easily
shown to work in the limiting case, t1+t2=2q.

It is clear that the success of this iterative procedure depends
on the fact that all the quantities in the totals (the
coefficients of (1−pi) in each equation) are non-negative,
and that therefore it will work for any number of equations
provided they are solved cyclically in order of election −
this condition being necessary to avoid getting negative
values of pi. Since the counting process can only increase
the totals of support for elected candidates, it is also clear
that the pi for those candidates can only increase as the
count progresses;10 thus it is safe to take as starting values
of the pi the ones obtained at a previous stage, putting pi=0
initially for newly-elected candidates only (in which case, as
mentioned above, the equations reduce to the ones at the
previous stage and hence will yield, at the beginning of the
iteration, the same answers).

It can be shown fairly simply that the convergence rate of
the iterative process is likely to be unsatisfactory only when
both of the following conditions hold; that all the pi are
small, and the cross-totals tij  etc, are as large as possible.
This would not cause difficulty even on the rare occasions
on which all these conditions were satisfied, since the
occurrence of slow convergence can be detected in advance
and allowed for, while at a later stage in the count some at
least of the pi are likely to rise sufficiently to accelerate to
the true convergence satisfactorily.

8. Conclusions
It is obvious even from the above example that the feedback
process is a much more laborious method of arriving at a
result than any at present in use; in a full-scale election with
thousands of ballots to scrutinise, it would be very lengthy
indeed. However, even the present methods are sufficiently
lengthy to make it worthwhile using computers to help in
the counting,11 and if this is done, then complex counting
methods are no problem.

It may be argued that the actual results of any election
would be different so infrequently that the additional
complication is unnecessary. This is a matter for conjecture,
or preferably, for further investigation. However, the
method has been tried out in two cases, once using figures
obtained by a quasi-random process, and once in an actual
STV election. In both, there were differences in the
candidates elected.12  Particularly since STV supporters lay
such emphasis on the criterion of equality of treatment
(condition (B)), it would seem worthwhile in automated
counting to adopt the feedback method.

To sum up, the feedback method does satisfy the criterion,
subject to the limitations imposed by the basic STV system
− i.e. the theoretical minimum of wasted votes, and the
elimination of candidates. There is one further limitation not
so far discussed, imposed by the voters themselves if they
take advantage of the possibility allowed by STV of listing
only some of the candidates in preference order. The
extension of the feedback method to cover this is dealt with
in Paper II; it turns out that the extension also, as a bonus,
allows voters to express their views much more accurately
than under previous STV methods.13
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Abstract
The feedback counting method used for Single Transferable
Vote elections, developed in an earlier paper, is extended to
cover situations in which there are non-transferable votes. It is
shown that present counting methods, on the other hand, may
not satisfy the condition that the number of wasted votes be
kept to a minimum in such situations. The extension of the
method to permit voters to give equal preferences to
candidates is also described.

1. Introduction
In an earlier paper1 (hereafter referred to as Paper I) the
Single Transferable Vote (STV) system of voting was
considered from the point of view of certain conditions, the
main one being that as far as possible the opinions of all
voters are taken equally into account; it was shown that
present STV counting methods do not satisfy this condition. A
'feedback' counting mechanism was suggested which would
overcome this problem. In Paper I, however, we confined
ourselves only to the cases where, whenever a vote is
rescrutinised for transfer, a next preference is always given. In
this paper we shall show how the feedback method can be
extended to cope with situations where no such preference is
available. We shall here adopt the reverse procedure to Paper
I; we shall consider the application of the feedback
mechanism to these cases first, and only then discuss present
counting methods in the light of the conditions.

2. Rules for vote-casting
Even within the same voting system major differences can be
made simply by changing the rules governing what constitutes
a valid ballot. For example, in a multiple-vacancy election by
simple majority where each voter has one independent vote
for each vacancy, the result can be totally different if the voter
is forced to use all of his votes (in effect to vote against his
favourite candidates) instead of using only some.2  In STV the
equivalent requirement would be that all candidates should be
listed in preference order. However, in the simple-majority
case distortions can arise in that some votes may not be
genuine, having only been added in order to make up the
correct number; in STV a voter may only wish to express his
preferences for a few candidates, being indifferent to the
remainder. Normal STV practice is in fact to accept as valid
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any ballot showing a unique first preference; thereafter the
voter may, optionally, give further preferences for as many
or as few of the remaining candidates as he wishes. In STV
the feedback mechanism could be applied as it stands
simply by declaring as invalid any votes which do not give
preferences for all candidates or (relaxing this somewhat)
declaring invalid during the progress of the count any vote
encountered for which a next preference is required but not
available, and then restarting the count. However, it would
clearly be more satisfactory not to impose additional
restrictions on the voter if this can be avoided.

3. Extension of the feedback method
We recall here the two principles of the feedback
mechanism stated in Paper I:

Principle 1. If a candidate is eliminated, all ballots are
treated as if that candidate had never stood. 

Principle 2. If a candidate has achieved the quota, he
retains a fixed proportion of every vote received, and
transfers the remainder to the next non-eliminated
candidate, the retained total equalling the quota.

Since transfers are only made from eliminated or elected
candidates, non-transferability only arises when all the
marked candidates are eliminated or elected. The simplest
case to consider is that when all the marked candidates are
eliminated. By Principle 1, such a ballot has to be treated as
if those candidates had never stood; and hence as if the
ballot is invalid. This implies that the total T of valid ballots
is reduced; this in turn implies that, on the elimination of
any candidate, if non-transferable ballots occur the feedback
should include the recalculation of the quota, using the
reduced value of T.

The case of a ballot with marked candidates who are elected
is less straightforward. Suppose an elected candidate C
receives a total x of votes with no further preferences
marked on them (any marked eliminated candidates can, by
Principle 1, be ignored). By Principle 2, C must pass on a
fixed proportion p of these, as all other, votes and retain the
rest as part of his quota. The difficulty arises because it is
not clear to whom these votes should be transferred.

If the difficulty were to be avoided by increasing the
proportion transferred of votes for which a next preference
is marked, to enable all x votes to be retained by C, this
would clearly reintroduce inequities of the kind Principle 2
was designed to eliminate. Not to transfer the proportion at
all would mean leaving C with more than the quota (see also
section 4). The two possible ways of strictly obeying
Principle 2 are

(a) to divide the otherwise non-transferable proportion
equally between the remaining (i.e. unmarked and
uneliminated) candidates; or

(b) to subtract this quantity from the total T of votes
cast, and recalculate the quota with the new value.

Method (a) is based on the view that the voter regards the
unmarked candidates as of equal merit, which is why he has
not given preferences. The second method is based on the
view that the voter's action is a partial abstention; he has not
sufficient knowledge of these candidates to judge between
them, and prefers to leave the choice to the other voters. It
should be noted that the two methods are not equivalent; in
the first the totals of the unmarked candidates, in particular
the non-eliminated ones, are raised equally, whereas in the
second the quota increases the proportions transferred from
the elected candidates, and the increase in the votes of non-
elected candidates will vary according to these values.

For the moment we shall resolve the (apparent) dilemma by
making the (apparently) arbitrary decision to adopt the
second method. The prima facie case for this is that in
general some unmarked candidates will be elected
candidates, and hence the adoption of the first method will
in any case involve the recalculation of the quota. However,
the real justification will appear in section 6, when it will be
shown that the dilemma need not, in fact, exist at all.

4. Current STV practice
Current STV procedure in dealing with non-transferable
votes involves different rules in different circumstances.
The main rules are

(i) If a vote is not transferable from an eliminated
candidate, it is set aside; such votes play no further
part in the count.

(ii) If the number of votes non-transferable from an
elected candidate is not greater than the quota, those
votes are included in the quota and only the
transferable votes determine the distribution of the
surplus. If the number is greater than the quota, then
the transferable votes are transferred (at unreduced
value), the difference between the non-transferable
votes and the quota increasing the non-transferable
total.

In Paper I we considered STV from the point of view of
three conditions. Condition (C) we shall discuss later; the
others were

(A) The number of wasted votes in an election (i.e.
which do not contribute to the election of any
candidate) is kept to a minimum.

(B) As far as possible the opinions of each voter are
taken equally into account.

It is clear at once that, when there are non-transferable
votes, condition (B) cannot be satisfied even by the
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feedback counting method unless recalculation of the quota is
included, for otherwise candidates at a later stage of the count,
when a number of non-transferable votes have accumulated,
need less that the original quota to be elected. Indeed, if as
many as q votes become non-transferable, it is impossible for
the last elected candidate to achieve a full quota.

We saw in Paper I that condition (A) is satisfied when there
are no non-transferable votes. When votes do become non-
transferable these have to be added to the 'wasted' total W, and
the formula in Paper I becomes

                 W < T/(S + 1) + T0

where T0 is the non-transferable total. However, this is
derived from a quota calculated on the total T and not on the
total available vote T ' = T – T0. Thus with recalculation of the
quota we have

                 W' < T '/(S + 1) + T0 = W – T0 /(S + 1) < W

i.e. condition (A) is violated unless the quota is recalculated3.

It is clear that rule (ii) above is an attempt to satisfy condition
(A), but it only does so at the cost of violating condition (B);
for example,  if  a  candidate E is elected with q + x votes, q of
which are non-transferable, the x remaining votes will be
transferred at unreduced value to the next preference even
though their earlier preference for E has been satisfied.
Further, the present rule that votes cannot be transferred to an
elected candidate (see Paper I) means that both by rule (i) and
by rule (ii) many whole votes may be declared completely
non-transferable, thus swelling T0 and W above, whereas the
feedback method allows each vote to count partly for the
elected candidates marked and only a fraction becomes non-
transferable.

Thus, on two grounds, current STV counting methods violate
condition (A). It could perhaps be argued that the feedback
method cannot satisfy condition (A) unless method (a) rather
than method (b) of section 3 is used when dealing with
unmarked candidates. We shall discuss this point in section 6.

5. Recalculating the quota
It can be seen that in recalculating the quota and having to
apply it in retrospect to candidates already elected, the same
difficulties occur as in the simple feedback situation, without
non-transferable votes, described in Paper I. We consider first
the case of an elected candidate. If some of his votes are non-
transferable, the appropriate proportion is subtracted from the
total vote, and the quota recalculated. The reduction in the
quota makes more of the elected candidate's votes surplus,
which increases the proportion for transfer; this increases the
non-transferable proportion to be subtracted from the total,
which further reduces the quota, and so on. The equations to
be solved are

              q = [(T – p1t10)/(S + 1) + 1]                       (1)

              t1(1 – p1) = q                                              (2)

where, as in Paper I, S is the number of vacancies, T is the
total votes (now ignoring any which mark only eliminated
candidates), t1 the total for the elected candidate, p1 the
proportion he transfers, t10 the total vote for the candidate not
transferable to others, and q is the quota.

These two equations can be solved easily for p1 and q by
equating the expressions for q; however, if there is more than
one elected candidate the iterative method of finding the pi,
described in Paper I, will be needed, and it is convenient to
discuss the extension of the iterative process to include the
recalculation of the quota in terms of the simplest case, above.
Equation (1) with p1 = 0 gives the original value of q.
Equation (2) then gives a first value of p1 > 0 . Substitution of
this value in (1) gives a new value of q smaller than before;
use of the new q in (2) gives a larger p1, and so on. Thus we
have a monotone increasing sequence of values for p1,
bounded above by 1, and a monotone decreasing sequence of
values of q bounded below by 0; these sequences must
therefore tend to limits which are the solutions to the
equations. The convergence rate is satisfactory; simple
analysis shows that the errors are multiplied in each cycle by a
factor which is at most 1/(S + 1).

The process is extended to the case of n elected candidates by
adding to the equations in Paper I the equation

                      q = [Tn /(S + 1) + 1]

which must be evaluated for q first in each iterative cycle.  
Tn = Tn(p1,p2,....,pn) is the total available for transfer in each
case; for n = 1, 2, 3 it is given by

               T1 = T – p1t10

               T2 = T – {p1t10 + p2t20 + p1p2(t120 + t210)}

              T3 = T – {Σ1piti0 + Σ2 pipjtij0 + Σ3 p1p2p3 t(123)0}

In these formulae tij ...k0 is the total transferable from
candidate i to candidate j, to ..., to candidate k but not further;
Σ1denotes summing over i;  Σ2  denotes summing over all i, j,
i /= j;  Σ3 denotes summing over all permutations of (123).

The reader will easily derive equivalent formulae for higher
values of n; putting pn = 0 in the expression for Tn gives the
expression for Tn-1.

6. Equal preferences
In section 2 we discussed briefly the effect of different
validity rules on otherwise identical voting systems. The usual
STV counting procedures depend on the existence at each
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stage of a unique next preference, the only deviation
allowed being, as we have seen, that the absence of further
preferences does not make the vote as a whole invalid. It is
standard practice to accept as valid a vote with a unique first
preference, and to accept further preferences provided one
and only one is marked at each stage; if no, or more than
one, next preference is given at any point, all markings at
and past this point are ignored.

For the simplest form of STV counting, involving the
physical transfer of ballot papers from pile to pile, the need
for a unique next preference is obvious. However, with the
feedback method such a restriction is no longer necessary,
and indeed it is not necessary even with Senate Rules
counting. A vote can be marked A1, B1, C2, ... with A and B
as equal first preferences and credited at 0.5 each to A and
B. If A is elected or eliminated the 0.5 is transferred at
reduced or full value to the next preference − which of
course is B and not C. In effect, such a vote is equivalent to
two normal STV votes, of value 0.5 each, marked A,B,C...
and B,A,C... respectively. Similarly, if A, B, C are all
marked equal first, this is equivalent to 6 (= 3!) votes of
value 1/6 each, marked A,B,C...; A,C,B...; B,A,C...;
B,C,A...; C,A,B...; and C,B,A... . It is easy to see that this
can be extended to equal preferences at any stage, and that
K equal preferences correspond to K! possible orderings of
the candidates concerned, each sharing 1/K! of the value at
that stage.

Such an extension of the validity rules enables us to resolve
the dilemma between the methods (a) and (b) in section 3 of
dealing with non-transferable votes. A voter who, at a
certain stage, wishes his vote, if transferred, to be shared
equally between the remaining candidates, can simply mark
those candidates as equal (i.e. last) preferences. Thus the
dilemma does not after all exist; both of the methods can be
used, and the voter himself can determine which is to be
used for his own ballot by the way that he marks it; failure
to rank a candidate indicates a genuine (partial) abstention.

This extension of the validity rules also enables condition
(C) of Paper I to be satisfied more closely. The condition
was:

(C) There is no incentive for a voter to vote in any way
other than according to his actual preference.

Here we are interpreting this condition in a particular way
not discussed in Paper I: the STV voting rules not merely
encourage but force a voter to vote other than according to
his preference in the restricted sense that, e.g. if he rates two
candidates as equal first he is not allowed to vote
accordingly, but must assign a preference order between
them which may well be arbitrary. In view of the importance
of first preferences in STV, this is undesirable. A voter is
similarly forced to make an unreal ordering of candidates to
which he is indifferent if, for example, he has listed his real
preferences but wishes to give the lowest ranking to a

candidate he particularly dislikes. This kind of voting is
very common.

Permitting equal preferences thus gives much greater
flexibility to the voter to express his ordering of the
candidates, and is thus a desirable reform whether the
feedback method is used for counting or the Senate Rules
retained.4

7. Concluding remarks
Two distinct problems arise in the development of a voting
system; the information with regard to the choices which is
required from each voter, and the way in which this
information is to be processed to arrive at "the social
choice".

The first problem is mainly outside the scope of these
papers, but has been touched on in the last section. It is a
basic assumption of STV that the individual preference
orderings of each voter is sufficient information5 to obtain
the social ordering, and the voting rule extensions described
above follow naturally from this principle, and indeed bring
STV more closely into line, in a certain sense, with the
work of Arrow.6

The possible development of (preferential, transferable)
voting systems which use further relevant information is the
subject of continuing work.8

The second problem is the classical problem of decision
theory. Assuming the basic STV structure, these papers
have shown that the feedback method of counting is needed
to satisfy the declared aims of STV as a decision-making
procedure more consistently.

This improvement can be made without causing any more
difficulty to the voter, and allows the counting procedure to
be described by two simple principles instead of by a
collection of rules, some of which are rules of thumb.

The disadvantage of the method is the need for many
repetitive calculations, which for reasons of sheer
practicality rules it out for manual counting except when the
numbers of vacancies, candidates and votes are small.
However, as pointed out in Paper I, an STV count is already
a sufficiently tedious process for it to be worthwhile to use a
computer, and the additions to the feedback method
described in this paper would be simple to add to the
computer program.

As E G Cluff has pointed out,7 one advantage of election
automation is that one is not restricted in the choice of
voting system to what is practically feasible in a manual
count. The feedback method can lead to different results
from the Senate Rules in non-trivial cases, and is therefore a
choice to be considered when the automation of STV
elections is being implemented.
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The Single Transferable Vote is by far and away the fairest
form of electoral system. Nevertheless, when the counting in
STV elections is carried out by hand, rather arbitrary

decisions have to be made in order to simplify the count, and
these introduce anomalies. Although small in comparison with
anomalies present in other electoral systems, these anomalies
may affect the result, and are certainly annoying to the purist.

The biggest anomaly is caused by the decision, always made,
not to transfer votes to candidates who have already reached
the quota of votes necessary for election. This means that the
way in which a given voter's vote will be assigned may
depend on the order in which candidates are declared elected
or eliminated during the counting, and it can lead to the
following form of tactical voting by those who understand the
system. If it is possible to identify a candidate W who is sure
to be eliminated early (say, the Cambridge University Raving
Loony Party candidate), then a voter can increase the effect of
his genuine second choice by putting W first. For example, if
two voters both want A as first choice and B as second, and A
happens to be declared elected on the first count, then the
voter who lists his choices as 'A B ...' will have (say) one third
of his vote transferred to B, whereas the one who lists his
choices as 'W A B ...' will have all of his vote transferred to B,
since A will already have been declared elected by the time W
is eliminated. Since one aim of an electoral system should be
to discourage tactical voting, this seems to me to be a serious
drawback.

If, on the other hand, one agrees that surpluses will be
transferred to candidates who have already reached the quota,
then one has to do something to avoid the never-ending
transfer of progressively smaller surpluses between two
candidates. Whatever strategy one adopts, it is bound to
introduce other anomalies, albeit smaller than the one already
described.

If the counting is carried out by computer, however, no such
arbitrary decisions are necessary, as the never-ending transfer
can be carried out to completion, or at least until the surpluses
remaining to be transferred are less than (say) a millionth of a
vote. The resulting procedure is described in the next
paragraph in a different way. It is comparatively simple in
concept, and the undoubtedly long calculations are all safely
hidden inside the computer.

The counting is divided into rounds, in each of which one
candidate is eliminated. In each round of the elimination, a
scaling factor is assigned to each candidate, representing the
proportion that will actually be credited to him out of the
votes potentially available to him, in such a way that: 

1) a candidate who has already been eliminated in a
previous round is assigned scaling factor 0, so that no
votes will be credited to him in the current round;

2) a candidate whose fate is undecided at the end of the
current round is assigned scaling factor 1, so that all the
votes potentially available to him are credited to him;
and
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3) a candidate who by the end of the current round has
at least the quota of votes necessary for election (and
so is certain to be elected) is assigned a scaling factor
less than or equal to 1 so that the number of votes
credited to him is brought down exactly to the quota.

 The candidate with the smallest number of votes is then
eliminated, and the process is repeated until the number of
candidates remaining is equal to the number of places to be
filled.

For example, suppose that, in a given round of the counting,
candidates A and B are certain of election and have scaling
factors of two thirds and three quarters respectively, and
candidates C, D and E have already been eliminated in
previous rounds, whereas the fates of the remaining
candidates remain undecided. Then a voter who lists the
candidates in the order C, A, D, B, E, F will, in the current
round, have none of his vote assigned to C. The whole of his
vote will be passed down to A, who will retain two thirds of
it. The remaining third of his vote will be passed over D and
down to B, who will retain three quarters of it (that is, one
quarter of a vote). The twelfth of a vote that is still
unassigned will be passed over E and down to F, who will
retain all of it.

The calculation of the scaling factors, which would be
prohibitively long to do by hand, could be carried out quite
easily by computer. However, once the computer had done
the work, it would be possible to check by hand that the
computer was correct; certainly this would take no longer
than carrying out the whole count by hand as at present. 

(This situation is not unusual in mathematics. Suppose, for
example, that you were asked to find a number x between 1
and 2, accurate to seven places of decimals, such that (say)   

 x5 + x4 – 4x3 – 3x2 + 3x + 1 = 0.

You would find it very tedious to do so by hand, even with
the aid of a pocket calculator.  Suppose, however, that a
computer were to do the work and tell you that the answer is
1.6825071; then it would take you only a few minutes to
check that the computer was correct.) 

The size of computer required would depend on the size of
the electorate, on the number of places to be filled and, to a
lesser extent, on the number of candidates. In the case of an
election with both a very large electorate and a large number
of places, it might even be impossible to carry out the
calculations in a reasonable time with the present generation
of computers. 

However, for parliamentary elections, there would be no
problem: the calculations could be done quite easily even on
a mini-computer. 

Since proposing the above method, I have learnt that it is
not new; a differently worded but exactly equivalent method

was proposed by Brian Meek in 1969.1,2  I hope it will be
possible to agree that, whenever computer counting is used
in STV elections, this method should be used. 
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Introduction
Whatever criticisms may be levelled against First-Past-The-
Post as a system of voting, at least the system has the merit
that, although the count may be conducted in many ways,
all ways give the same result. The Single Transferable Vote
is demonstrably a better system of voting, but the system
has the disadvantage that the result depends upon how the
counting is conducted.

Counts have been done in many ways, and in some peculiar
ways by some well-meaning, but unversed, enthusiasts for
STV. One of the commonest methods of conducting the
count, and indeed the method that the Electoral Reform
Society uses, is that given by Newland and Britton.1  Their
paper tells one how to conduct a count by their method, but
not why they make many of the arbitrary decisions that they
do. Woodall2 has suggested that they are made for
expediency − to simplify the count − and he goes on to
propose another method, which he advocates whenever
computer counting is used. As Woodall points out, his
method would be prohibitively long with human counting.
As Woodall also states, a differently worded but an exactly
equivalent method to his had been proposed by Meek in
1969.3,4

The object of this paper is, first, to consider some of the
principles that are felt to be important in deciding upon a
method for conducting the count, and then to go on and
propose a method that meets these principles.

Principles
The first principle of the STV system is that election is by
quota. A candidate is deemed elected when the vote
assigned to him attains a given quota. The quota is chosen
as the minimum vote which will not allow more than the
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required number of candidates to be elected. This is the Droop
quota, and is the total valid vote divided by one more than the
number of candidates to be elected.

The second principle concerns the transference of a voter's
vote to the preferences later than his first preference. The
voter needs to be assured that his later preferences will in no
way upset the voter's earlier preferences. Equally a voter's
later preferences should not be considered unless, in regard to
each earlier preference candidate, either the voter has borne an
equal share with other voters who have voted for that
candidate in giving him the necessary quota, or that earlier
preference candidate has been eliminated. The way in which
Newland and Britton conduct a count does not meet this
principle.

The third principle concerns the elimination of candidates.
Unfortunately no-one appears to have proposed a principle in
this regard. So what is usually done is that, when no candidate
has a surplus above the quota, in order to allow the count to
continue, the candidate whose vote is least is eliminated.

Method
If, after counting the first preference votes, the votes for one
or more candidates exceed the quota, then the essential feature
of the method proposed here is that these candidates are
allowed to retain only part of the vote that had been expressed
for them such as will give each candidate just the necessary
quota. The part of the vote that the candidate retains is called
the 'amount retained'. The voters who have voted for one of
these candidates, for whom the amount retained is x1, say,
then have an amount remaining of (1–x1), which is then
transferred to the voters' expressed second preferences. If an
expressed second preference has an amount retained of x2,
say, and if x1+x2 is less than unity, then the voter still has an
amount remaining of (1–x1–x2), which is then transferred to
the expressed third preference, and so on. Proceeding in this
way, the end of the first stage of the count is reached when
some candidates have just the quota, whereas the remainder
have varying amounts of vote less than the quota.

The candidate whose vote at the end of the first stage is least
is eliminated. This means that, wherever his name appears on
a ballot paper, it is 'passed over', and, in effect, all the later
preferences are 'moved up one'. Elimination of a candidate
will usually cause the votes for some other candidates to
exceed the quota. The amount to be retained by each
candidate is then reduced to such lower value as will give
each candidate just the necessary quota. Voters who have
voted for these candidates with reduced amount retained will
then find that they have more vote remaining for transference
to later preferences. Proceeding in this way, at the end of each
stage of the count, some candidates will have just the quota,
whereas the remainder will have varying amounts of vote less
than the quota. 

Eventually the number of non-eliminated candidates will be
reduced to one more than the number to be elected. When the
amounts to be retained are now recalculated so as to reduce
each candidate's vote to the necessary quota, all candidates
will have just the quota, so the one candidate who has an
amount retained of just 1 is the one eliminated. The remaining
candidates are deemed elected.

If at any stage a ballot paper does not contain sufficient
preferences for transference to be made, then the balance of
vote is ascribed 'non-transferable', and the quota is
recalculated excluding the non-transferable vote. 

The main question that the proposed method of conducting
the count poses is: how does one decide upon the amount to
be retained by each candidate at each stage? From what has
been said, the amounts retained have to be such that, when the
count is made, each candidate to whom an amount to be
retained of less than 1 has been assigned achieves just a quota.
The problem of finding the amounts retained, and the
associated quota, is a mathematical one which is relatively
straightforward, even if protracted, but which a computer can
help to solve. Here we are concerned only with the principle,
not with precisely how the task be done. However, it is not
necessary for everyone to know how to assign the amounts
retained. As Woodall2 has exemplarily pointed out, it is only
necessary for anyone to be able to check that the assigned
amounts retained do in fact achieve the desired result.
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Meek or Warren counting
I D Hill. 
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The Meek system and the Warren system for counting an STV
election are very similar, but whereas the fractions of a vote
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retained by successive elected candidates are multiplicative
under Meek, they are additive under Warren. For example, if
candidate A is keeping 1/2 of everything received and
candidate B is keeping 1/3, a vote reading AB... will, under
Meek, give 1/2 of a vote to A and 1/6 of a vote to B (i.e. 1/3
of the remaining 1/2), leaving 1/3 of a vote to be passed on
further. With those same fractions under Warren, a similar
vote will give 1/2 of a vote to A and 1/3 of a vote to B,
leaving 1/6 of a vote to be passed on further. (It should be
noted, though, that in any actual case the fractions will not
usually be the same under the two systems). The Warren
system will often lead to the situation where not enough
vote remains for the fraction required; in such a case all that
remains is taken and nothing remains to go any further.

There is no difference in the ease of writing a computer
program to satisfy the one system or the other; the choice
can be made solely on which is regarded as better in
principle. It should also be reported that in real examples of
STV elections, as distinct from artificially constructed
examples, no case has yet been found where the two elect a
different set of candidates, so the difference for real life
seems to be slight.

There has been much argument over which system is to be
preferred. In the end, we have settled on a particular
example which demonstrates that each system can be said to
suffer from a difficulty that the other one solves. It must
therefore be a matter of judgement which difficulty is
regarded as the more serious, rather than a firm decision of
one always being better than the other.

The Meek rationale is that all transfers from a surplus
should be in proportion to the 'votes-worth' put into that
surplus. Thus 5 identical votes, each of current value 1/5,
should have the identical effect to that of 1 complete vote
for the same preferences. The Warren rationale is that no
voter should be allowed to influence the election of an
additional candidate until having contributed as much as any
other voter to the election of each candidate who has already
been elected and is named earlier in the voter's preferences.
Thus the 5, each of value 1/5, are to be treated as 5, not as
the equivalent of 1.

The example that shows the differences has 5 candidates for
3 seats and 32 votes, leading to a quota of 8.0. The votes
are: 

           12 ABC,   12 BE,   7 C,   1 D.

Meek supporters can point out the Warren anomaly that A
and B each had a substantial surplus on the first count, yet
the 12 ABC votes are given by the Warren system entirely to
A and B and, in consequence, C fails to get the 1 extra vote
needed for election and E takes the third seat. Under Meek,
C easily beats E.

Warren supporters can point out the Meek anomaly that if

the 12 ABC voters had voted BAC instead, the Meek
system would have behaved exactly like the Warren system,
and E would have beaten C. It seems illogical that the
choice of C or E should depend upon the ordering by those
12 voters as ABC or BAC when A and B were both elected
anyway.

Deciding between the two systems must therefore remain a
matter of personal preference.

It may be of interest to see exactly how each of the two
systems would treat this example. Each would note that A
and B are both elected on the first count, each having 12
first preferences for a quota of 8.

The Meek system would calculate that A needs to keep 2/3
of everything received whereas B needs to keep 1/2, these
fractions being derived so that each of A and B keeps
exactly a quota.   The 12 ABC votes would be allocated as
2/3 of 12 = 8 to A, 1/2 of the remaining 4 = 2 to B, the
remaining 2 to C.   The 12 BE votes would be allocated as
1/2 of 12 = 6 to B, the remaining 6 to E. At the next count
the current votes would therefore be A 8, B 8, C 9, D 1, E 6.
The third seat is thus assigned to C and no more needs to be
done.

The Warren system would calculate that A's amount
retained needs to be 2/3 and B's 1/3, again derived such that
(under the different counting method) each of A and B
keeps exactly a quota. The 12 ABC votes would be
allocated as 2/3 of 12 = 8 to A, 1/3 of 12 = 4 to B. The 12
BE votes would be allocated as 1/3 of 12 = 4 to B, the
remaining 8 to E. At the next count the current votes would
therefore be A 8, B 8, C 7, D 1, E 8. The third seat is thus
assigned to E and no more needs to be done.
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Editorial
Voting matters is concerned with the implementation of the
Single Transferable Vote. However, STV is merely one
method of analysing ballot papers in which preferential voting
is used. In consequence, other methods of analysis could
provide some insight into STV. In this issue, one particular
problem of STV is highlighted, namely that of the elimination
of a popular candidate with few first-preference votes. David
Hill and Simon Gazeley provide algorithms to ‘overcome’ this
problem and discuss the consequences. Due to the
impossibility of satisfying apparently simple requirements,
Douglas Woodall has shown that overcoming the above
problem is bound to introduce other anomalies.

Brian Wichmann.

STV with successive
selection — An alternative to

excluding the lowest 
S Gazeley
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The problem with current STV systems
A feature of STV which is not shared by other preferential
voting systems is election on attaining a certain number of
votes (the ‘quota’).  If the number of candidates who have a
quota of first preference votes is insufficient to fill all the
seats being contested, those which are left are filled by
candidates whose quotas contain votes which have been
transferred from other candidates.  These transfers take two
forms: of surpluses above the quota for election from
candidates who are already elected, and of all the votes
previously standing to the credit of candidates who have been
excluded in accordance with the rules.  

When it is necessary to withdraw a candidate from contention,
all versions of STV currently in use exclude the one who has
fewest votes at that time. It is contended that the
consequences of this rule in conventional STV formulations
can be haphazard and therefore unjust in their effect. Consider
the following count:

          AD  35
          BD  33
          CD  32     

There are here 3 separate and substantial majorities: against
A, against B and  against C.  The only thing that all the voters
agree on is that D is preferable to two out of the other three
candidates; yet STV excludes D first, however many seats  are
being contested.  Unfairness and anomalies such as this arise
because candidates are excluded before the full extent of the
support available to them has been investigated.  Even though
every ballot-paper may have the same candidate marked as
the next available preference, that candidate will not survive if
they do not have enough votes now.

An even more serious consequence of the ‘exclude the lowest’
rule is that it is possible for voters to assist their favoured
candidates by withholding support rather than giving it.
Consider the following election for one seat:

          AC  13
          BC   8
          CA   9

Having been excluded, B's votes go to C, who now has an
absolute majority and gets the seat.  But suppose that two of
A's supporters had voted BC instead:

          AC 11
          BC 10
          CA  9

Now C is excluded first and A gets the seat.

Is it possible, then, to remove this anomaly without
introducing another?  The answer, unfortunately, is ‘no’.
Woodall1 proposed that every count under any reasonable
electoral system should have the following four properties:

1. Increased support, for a candidate who would
otherwise have been elected, should not prevent their
election;
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2.  a. Later preferences should not count against earlier
preferences;

     b. Later preferences should not count towards earlier
preferences;

3.   If no second preferences are expressed, and there is
a candidate who has more first-preference votes than
any other candidate, that candidate should be elected;

4.   If the number of ballots marked X first, Y second
plus the number marked Y first, X second is more
than half the total number of ballots, then at least one
of X and Y should be elected.

He then proved that no such system can be devised.  

We have already noted that current STV systems can (but
usually do not) fail on Woodall's first property; this is the
failure that in Dummett's2 eyes precludes consideration of
STV as a possible option for public elections in the UK.  As
no system can have all four properties, a price for having
one has always to be paid in terms of lacking at least one
other.  Under the system proposed below, some counts (but
by no means all) may fail to have Woodall's first or second
property, but all will have the other two. Whether the price
is worth paying is a question to which no definitive answer
can be given: it is ultimately a matter of personal preference.

STV by successive selection (SS) 
The object of exclusion in current STV formulas is to
release votes from one candidate to be transferred to others
so that one or more of them will get a quota.  STV(SS)
retains the transfer of votes from candidates who are not yet
elected, but differs from present STV systems in that no
candidate is permanently withdrawn from contention. When
it becomes necessary to release a candidate's votes, that
candidate is ‘suspended’ (withdrawn temporarily) after
being identified as the one whose election to the next vacant
seat would be least appropriate.

Manual STV systems need to keep within reasonable
bounds both the time taken to count an election and the
scope for human error and this need can give rise to
anomalies.  Meek3 and Warren4 have devised schemes
without these anomalies for distributing votes which would
be impracticable using manual methods. STV(SS) is
designed (but not yet programmed) to be run on a computer
using either of these schemes, but only one should be used
in any one election.  

In addition to Woodall's four properties, every count under a
reasonable system would have the property that of a set of d
or more candidates to which d Droop quotas of voters are
solidly committed, more than (d-1) should be elected; if the
set contains fewer than d candidates, all of them should be
elected.  According to Dummett, a group of voters are

‘solidly committed’ to a set of candidates if every voter in
the group prefers all candidates within the set to any
candidate outside it. STV(SS) and other STV formulas
achieve proper representation of sets of candidates by
withdrawing from contention candidates who have less than
a quota of votes and by transferring surplus votes from
those candidates who have more than a quota.

The principle underlying STV(SS)
STV(SS) is predicated on the proposition that when no
surpluses remain to be transferred, there is only one
candidate (barring ties) who is the most appropriate
occupant of the next seat. Appropriateness depends among
other things on who has been elected already: if Candidate
X is the ‘most appropriate’ and Candidate Y is the ‘next
most appropriate’ at any given point, it does not follow
when X is elected that Y is now the ‘most appropriate’. The
next candidate to be elected is the one who can command a
quota and for whose election the other non-elected
candidates need to sacrifice the smallest proportion of their
votes.  

Under STV(SS), each non-elected candidate in turn is tested
to see what proportion of the votes of the other non-elected
candidates have to be passed on in addition to the surpluses
of the elected candidates to give them the quota. Of those
who can command a quota, the candidate who requires the
smallest proportion of the others' votes is the ‘most
appropriate’ to be elected next. The process is best
illustrated by an example.  Consider the following votes for
one seat:

            A  49
            BC 26
            CB 25

No candidate has a quota, but instead of excluding the
lowest we test each candidate in turn to see which is the
‘best buy’.  Let us test A first. The quota is 50 and B and C
have 51 votes between them; we therefore change their
Keep Values (KVs: see the Annex for further details) from
1.0 to 50/51 (0.9804).  At the second distribution the votes
look like this:

            A   49.0000
            B   25.9708
            C   25.0096

The new total of votes is 99.9804, making the quota
49.9902.  A still has not got the quota, so the count
proceeds.  The final distribution looks like this:

            A   49.0000
            B   24.8216
            C   24.1784
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At this point, we record the fact that the common KV of B and
C is 0.8020.  If we now test B, we find that the final common
KV of A and C is 0.5152; when we test C the common KV of
A and B is 0.5050.  

At first sight, A seems the obvious choice to get the seat:
however, if A were to be successful, Woodall's fourth property
would be lacking.  No candidate should be elected who cannot
command a Droop quota of the votes which are active at the
time of their election.  If we remove C from contention (C is
‘least appropriate’ as the other candidates had to give up the
greatest proportion of their own votes to secure C's quota) and
redistribute C's votes, B now secures a Droop quota and is
elected.

But why make the selection on the basis of the other
candidates' final KVs?  The reason is that these represent the
degree of support that exists for the proposition that a given
candidate should be added to the set of elected candidates.
Suppose that some of the votes in an election were cast as
follows:

            AC   54
            BC   45

(there may be other candidates and other votes, but these need
not concern us) and that it is necessary for 33 of these votes to
be passed from A and B to C.  This is achieved by setting the
common KV of A and B at 0.6667 − A and B have to pass on
0.3333 of the current value of each incoming vote to secure
C's quota.  But suppose the votes had been 

            ABC 54
            BAC 45

the other votes and candidates being the same.  This time, to
give 33 votes to C, the common KV of A and B has to be
0.4226 i.e. 0.5774 of the current value of each incoming vote
has to be passed on, over 1.7 times as much.  The lower a
candidate is in the order of preference of the average vote
being considered at any point, the lower the common KV of
the other non-elected candidates has to be in order to give that
candidate a quota.

How STV(SS) works
STV(SS) has two parts: detailed instructions to the computer
are given in the Annex.   What follows is a general description
and explanation of their functions.

The first part 

In the first part, the non-elected candidates are ranked in
‘order of electability’, which forms the basis on which
candidates are elected or suspended. All the non-elected
candidates are sub-classified at the start as ‘contending’.
There are two further sub-classifications, namely ‘under test’
and ‘tested’; only one candidate at a time is under test. The

object is to ascertain for the candidate under test what
proportion of the votes of the contending and tested
candidates it is necessary to pass on to give them the current
quota.  Each non-elected candidate in turn is classified as
under test.  If a candidate under test is classified as elected,
the first part is repeated.

When the candidate under test and the elected candidate have
Q or more votes each, the candidate under test has recorded
against their name the common KV of the contending and
tested candidates: this is that candidate's ‘electability score’.
When all the non-elected candidates have been tested, they are
ranked in descending order of electability score: this ranking
is for use in the second part.  An electability score of 1.0
indicates that the candidate needs to take no votes from other
unelected candidates to get the quota, so there is no reason not
to classify that candidate as elected at once.

The second part

In the second part, the next candidate to be elected is
identified on the basis of their ranking from the first part and
their ability to command a Droop quota of votes.  The highest
candidate in the ranking is elected as soon as it is shown that
they can command a Droop quota of currently active votes. If
the highest candidate cannot, the second highest non-
suspended candidate gets the seat instead. In this part, non-
elected candidates are sub-classified as ‘contending’,
‘protected’ (contending candidates become protected when
they get a quota) and ‘suspended’; they are all classified as
contending at the start. Suspended candidates have a KV of
0.0. At the end of the procedure, all the candidates' KVs are
reset at 1.0.

Contending candidates are suspended in reverse order of
ranking: protected candidates cannot be suspended before the
next candidate is classified elected. The fact that a candidate
has a Droop quota of currently active votes now does not
necessarily indicate that they will achieve one at a subsequent
stage and vice-versa. The rankings obtained in each pass
through the first part are crucially dependent on which of the
previously contending candidates was elected in the preceding
second part.

An example
Let us see how STV(SS) works on the examples on page 1:

              Count 1              Count 2 

     AC  13      AC  11
     BC   8      BC  10
     CA   9      CA   9
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In Count 1, the ranking is A (the common KV of the other
two candidates would be 0.7962), C (0.7143) and B
(0.2023), so B is suspended first and C gets the seat.  The
Count 2 ranking is C (0.7143), A (0.6311) and B (0.2929); B
is once more the first to be suspended so C again gets the
seat.

Conclusion
As specified above, the system appears to be long-winded:
there are possible short-cuts, but these would obscure
essentials and have been excluded.

STV(SS) is a logical system which is submitted as a
contribution to the continuing debate on what the
characteristics of the best possible system might be.
Refinements are necessary (for instance, a way of breaking
ties has to be devised), but there is here the basis for a
debate.
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Annex 

STV(SS) — Detailed Instructions
The first part

1. If there is any candidate for whom no voter has expressed
any preference at all, treat every such candidate as having
withdrawn. If fewer than (N+1) candidates remain, end the
count; otherwise, set the ranking of every remaining
candidate to equal first.

2. Classify every non-elected candidate as contending and
repeat the following procedure until there are no contending
candidates left:

a. Set every candidate's KV at 1.0 and select a
contending candidate to be the candidate under test.

b. Examine each ballot-paper in turn and distribute the
value of the vote in accordance with the voter's
preferences and the KVs of the candidates as follows:

       Either
      i.  The Meek Formulation. Offer the vote to each

candidate for whom the voter has voted in
order of preference expressed. Multiply the
fraction of the vote which has not yet been
allocated by the KV of the candidate to
whom it is being offered, and allocate that
proportion of the vote to that candidate. Any
part of the vote left over after all the
candidates for whom the voter has voted
have received their share is non-
transferable.

        or
       ii.    The Warren Formulation. Offer the vote to

each candidate for whom the voter has
voted in order of preference expressed.
Award to each candidate in turn a fraction of
the vote equal to that candidate's KV; if the
fraction of the vote remaining is less than
the KV of the current candidate, award all
that is left to that candidate. Any part of the
vote left over after all the candidates for
whom the voter has voted have received
their share is non-transferable.

c.   Calculate  the  quota  according  to  the  formula
Q=V/(N+1), where V is the total number of votes
credited to all the candidates and N is the number of
seats being contested.

d. If the elected candidates and the candidate under test
have at least Q votes each, go to Step e. Otherwise,
calculate new KVs for all the candidates as follows:

 i. For all the elected candidates and the candidate
under test, multiply the current KV by Q and divide
the result by that candidate's current total of votes.

 ii. Multiply the common KV of the contending can-
didates and the tested candidates by (V–(E+1)Q)/T,
where E is the number of candidates elected so far
and T is the total of the votes credited to the
contending and tested candidates.

   If any new KV exceeds 1.0, reset it at 1.0.  Go to Step
b.

e. Record the common KV of the contending and tested
candidates against the name of the current candidate
under test; let this be that candidate's ‘electability
score’.  Classify that candidate as tested.

3. If no tested candidate has an electability score of 1.0,
rank the tested candidates in their existing order within
descending order of electability score and go to Step 5.
Otherwise, classify as elected every tested candidate whose
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electability score is 1.0.

4. If there are N elected candidates, end the count. Otherwise,
go to Step 2.

The second part

5. Classify every non-elected candidate as contending and set
every candidate's KV to 1.0. Repeat the following procedure
until either the highest-ranked contending or protected
candidate and the elected candidates have Q or more votes
each, or there are only N non-suspended candidates.

a. Examine each ballot-paper in turn and distribute the
value of the vote in accordance with the voter's
preferences and the KVs of the candidates as follows:

      Either
   i. The Meek Formulation. Offer the vote to each

candidate for whom the voter has voted in
order of preference expressed. Multiply the
fraction of the vote which has not yet been
allocated by the KV of the candidate to whom
it is being offered, and allocate that proportion
of the vote to that candidate. Any part of the
vote left over after all the candidates for
whom the voter has voted have received their
share is non-transferable.

      or
     ii. The Warren Formulation.  Offer the vote to each

candidate for whom the voter has voted in
order of preference expressed.  Award to each
candidate in turn a fraction of the vote equal
to that candidate's KV; if the fraction of the
vote remaining is less than the KV of the
current candidate, award all that is left to that
candidate. Any part of the vote left over after
all the candidates for whom the voter has
voted have received their share is non-
transferable.

b.    Calculate  the  quota  according  to  the  formula
Q=V/(N+1), where V is the total number of votes
credited to all the candidates and N is the number of
seats being contested. Classify any contending
candidate with Q or more votes as ‘protected’.

c. If any candidate has more than Q votes, calculate a new
KV for each such candidate by multiplying their present
KV by Q and dividing the result by their present total of
votes. Otherwise, suspend the contending candidate
who is ranked lowest.  

6. Classify as elected the highest-ranked contending or
protected candidate.  

7. If N candidates are elected, end the count: otherwise, go to
Step 2.

Sequential STV
I D Hill
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The Meek system for counting an STV election overcomes
most of the troubles encountered in using older systems
designed for counting by hand, but the problem of premature
exclusion remains. Premature exclusion of a candidate occurs
when someone is the lowest because hidden behind another
who, in the end, is also not going to succeed. If A, who would
otherwise have been elected, fails because B stood and was
elected instead, it is bad luck for A but there is nothing
disturbing about it in principle. If, however, A fails because B
stood, but then B does not get in either, that is disturbing.

Exclusion of the lowest candidate, when an exclusion is
necessary, is the trouble.  After all, if the so-called first past
the post is not necessarily the right person to elect, then
neither is the last past the post necessarily the right one to
exclude.  Is there some other way of handling things that
would do better?  What is needed is a mechanism to discover
initially which candidates have some hope of election and
which have virtually none, and to get rid of the ‘no-hopers’ at
the start of the count.  Others cannot then suffer from their
presence.

Let the election be to fill k seats from n candidates, and let m
= n − k.  Sequential STV then consists of a number of main-
phases and sub-phases, each being an STV election for k seats
but with varying selections of candidates.  The STV elections
are preferably conducted using Meek-style counting but other
rules could be used.

Main-phase 1.  All n candidates, but instead of dividing into
elected and excluded, divide them into probables and others
respectively.  Set all n candidates to unmarked.

Sub-phase 1.1.  The k probables plus any other one candidate.
Set the winners to marked.

Sub-phase 1.2.  The same k probables plus any other one
candidate not yet tested.  Set any unmarked winners to
marked.

etc.

Sub-phase 1.m.  The same k probables plus the last candidate
not yet tested.  Set any unmarked winners to marked. 

If at any sub-phase there is a tie that has to be settled using
random selection, then all k + 1 of the candidates involved are
set to marked.
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Main-phase 2.  All marked candidates, dividing into
probables and others.   If the resulting set of probables is the
same as a previous set, those candidates are elected and the
process finishes.  Otherwise reset all n candidates to
unmarked and continue. 

Sub-phases 2.1 - 2.m.  As 1.1 - 1.m but using the new
probables.

Main-phase 3.  As main-phase 2.

etc. etc.

It may be noted that anyone getting a quota of first
preferences on the original count is, in fact, certain to be
elected in the end, but to be classified for the time being as
probable does no harm. 

The process must terminate because there is only a finite
number of sets of k that can be formed from n.  Usually it
will terminate with two successive main-phases showing the
same set of k probables.  In that case the result is firmly
established.  If, however, the two showing the same set are
not successive it will mean that the system is cycling in
Condorcet-paradox style.  In that case it may be that a better
rule could be devised than taking the first set to occur twice
but it has to be recognised that a totally satisfactory answer
is impossible.

Each candidate is given a fair chance by being tested against
each new set of probables and since each sub-phase consists
of only k + 1 candidates for k seats, exclusion is never
necessary during the sub-phases so the ‘exclude the lowest’
rule is not operative there.

Example
With 5 candidates for 2 seats, suppose the votes

104 AEBCD
103 BECDA
102 CEDBA
101 DEBCA
  3 EABCD
  3 EBCDA
  3 ECDBA
  3 EDBCA

It is evident that E is a strong candidate, in that if any one of
A, B, C or D were to withdraw, E would be the first elected.
Yet under simple STV the first action is to exclude E, and B
and C are elected.  Under sequential STV we find 

Phase   Candidates     Winners         Probables       Marked
 1    ABCDE      BC       BC
 1.1   BCA       BC                BC
 1.2   BCD       BC                
 1.3   BCE       BE                E
 2     BCE       BE       BE
 2.1   BEA       BE                BE
 2.2   BEC       BE
 2.3   BED       BE
 3     BE        BE       BE      

B and E are consequently elected.  It will be noted that
some elections may be repeats of ones already done (main-
phase 2 and sub-phase 2.2 in the above example are both
repeats of sub-phase 1.3).  The result may of course merely
be copied down without actually repeating any calculations. 

Should it be used?
If any scheme is to be adopted to get rid of (or at least to
ease) the problem of premature exclusion, I believe that this
is about as good as can be devised.  Yet, after much
consideration, I do not recommend it for general use,
because it breaks the rule, which simple STV always obeys,
that a voter's later preferences ought not to interfere with
that voter's earlier preferences. 

The following example to demonstrate this trouble is
derived from those that Douglas Woodall devised to prove
his ‘impossibility’ theorem.  Let there be 3 candidates for 1
seat and votes

 25 A
 17 BC
 16 C

Phase   Candidates      Winner         Probable       Marked

 1     ABC       A        A
 1.1   AB        A                  A
 1.2   AC        C                  C
 2     AC        C        C
 2.1   CA        C                  C
 2.2   CB        B                  B
 3     BC        B        B      
 3.1   BA        A                  A
 3.2   BC        B                  B
 4     AB        A        A

So A is elected.  But if the A voters had put in C as a second
preference, we get

 25 AC
 17 BC
 16 C
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Phase   Candidates      Winner         Probable       Marked

 1     ABC       A        A
 1.1   AB        A                 A
 1.2   AC        C                 C
 2     AC        C        C
 2.1   CA        C                 C
 2.2   CB        C
 3     C         C        C     
 

and C is elected.  So the A voters have failed to elect A
because they gave C as a second preference. 

Even if this is a rare event, it still means that we cannot assure
voters that their later preferences cannot upset their earlier
preferences.  I believe that this is too high a price to pay.
There is not much point in reducing the frequency of one type
of fault if, in doing so, you introduce another fault as bad.

Only one seat
The system is really intended, as is STV in general, for
situations where there are several seats to be filled, but it can
also be used in place of Alternative Vote for a single seat.
Trying it out on many examples suggests that, for realistic
voting patterns, it is almost certain to elect the Condorcet
winner if there is one, but artificial examples can be devised
to demonstrate that there is no guarantee that it will do so.

For example, let there be 4 candidates for 1 seat and votes

98 ADCB
98 CDBA
99 BDAC
 3 ACBD
 2 CBAD

Phase   Candidates      Winner         Probable       Marked

 1    ABCD       A        A 
 1.1   AB        B                 B
 1.2   AC        A                 A
 1.3   AD        D                 D
 2    ABD        B        B
 2.1   BA        B                 B
 2.2   BC        C                 C
 2.3   BD        D                 D
 3    BCD        C        C      
 3.1   CA        A                 A
 3.2   CB        C                 C
 3.3   CD        D                 D
 4    ACD        A        A

So A is elected, even though D would be the Condorcet
winner (for the results of AD, BD and CD are all D).  It
should be emphasised, though, that this is not likely in
practice but only with carefully devised artificial examples.
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                      Two STV Elections
B A Wichmann
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I believe two STV elections may be of interest to the readers
of Voting matters, due to the implications of the results on the
properties that an ideal STV algorithm should (perhaps) have.

The first election is the Eurovision Song contest for 1992
which is an interesting election to analyse since the votes are
publicly available, in spite of the voters not knowing of the
other votes. Each country votes for the songs of other
countries by awarding 12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 points,
which can be transcribed into STV preferences.

The points system gave for those over 100: Ireland (155), UK
(139), Malta (123), and Italy (111). Since the points total is
given after each country has voted, the commentator (Terry
Wogan) reported that Ireland was unbeatable by the UK
before the last few countries voted. An analysis of the votes
by other means is quite different.

The ERS hand counting rules declare the UK as the winner, as
does the Meek STV algorithm. However, more countries
preferred Ireland to the UK than the contrary (by 12 to 11,
rather close). Indeed, by the Condorcet rules, Ireland would
be the winner, since Ireland is preferred to any other country
by a majority. The reason that the ERS rules elect the UK is
that Ireland is eliminated earlier, leaving the last contest
between Malta and the UK, which the UK wins. The Meek
algorithm is similar, but with Italy being the last to be
eliminated.

One STV algorithm due to Tideman considers all possible
pairs of results. In the case of a single seat, Tideman will elect
a Condorcet winner (assuming there is one) and hence
chooses Ireland in this case. One is therefore left to wonder if
an ‘ideal’ STV algorithm should always elect a Condorcet
winner, assuming there is one.
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The second election is one for which I acted as returning
officer for a rather unusual ‘election’ at my place of work.

The research institute at which I work has had a library for a
group of about 60 scientists for at least 30 years. As the
research has changed over the years, new journals have been
ordered. However, except in obvious cases, it has not been
clear which journals should be cancelled — especially since
a complete ‘run’ of a journal will be lost. I therefore
proposed that an STV election be run to determine which
journals should be cancelled and which new ones to order.

The management agreed to this proposal and hence I ran the
election as follows: A list was obtained of the (about) 200
journals, which were assigned a code. The scientists were
asked to place up to 40 journals in preferential order, being
given about a month to place their ballot.

Quite a bit of effort is necessary to fill in the ballot paper.
Nobody attempted more than the 40 preferences, the
average being about 20. About half of those eligible voted,
which I thought was quite reasonable, since quite a few
would have no direct use for the library.

The ballot revealed that 4 journals were in the library but
not on the list provided. Eight journals were written in by
electors which were not in the library.

The analysis of the results proved very interesting. With 31
people voting for a total of 198 journals, the quota is a lot
less than 1. This implies that about the first six preferences
would be selected for any reasonable number of journals.
However, there was not a fixed number of ‘seats’, and hence
I had to decide what threshold to set. Due to the difficulty
for the electors, I did not interpret the ballot papers
according the usual ERS rules. In one case in which one
preference was unclear, I omitted that preference but did not
ignore subsequent preferences. In two other cases in which a
journal was selected twice, I merely ignored the second
choice.

An initial analysis showed that 27 Journals did not appear in
any position on the ballot papers. This gave an instant
selection of journals to cancel. I ran the ballot with the
option to cancel 10 and 20 further journals.

I have several STV algorithms available on my home
computer which I used to compute the result. I had decided
in advance that I would use the Meek algorithm for the
election, but the other versions could be used to see what
difference it made.

The first problem was that the programs I had, required a
trivial modification to handle as many as 200 ‘candidates’.
After having made that modification, it was found that the
programs would not work on my PC because the full results
over-filled my floppy discs! A further modification was
needed to output only the final table and a summary of the

eliminations and elections.

The three versions of STV were:

1) The Meek algorithm, as published in the Computer   
Journal (1987, Vol 30, p277)

2) The ERS hand-counting rules (as programmed by
David Hill)

3) The Tideman algorithm, as approximated by my
program.

The ERS results were quite unacceptable which shows that
the hand-counting rules do not seem to have been used upon
such an election. The problem is that if the election is run
with the same number of seats as those selected in any
preference, the algorithm does not select just those selected
by the electors! This problem can be expected of any
algorithm that does not see subsequent preferences.

The other two algorithms produced virtually identical
results. With the reduction to 20 fewer journals than those
selected, one difference was found between Meek and
Tideman. A manual inspection of the results with the two
journals in question, showed no clear distinction.

After producing the result, I computed for each of the 31
ballots, the way in which the final stage of the ballot had
divided up the vote. This information was given to each
elector. It created further interest in the STV algorithm.
Those who had given more preferences had, in general, a
lower non-transferable loss. However, the variations were
very large. For instance, a person would gave the largest
number of preferences (36) had a small loss, while a person
would gave 15 preferences had no non-transferable loss.

I conclude from this election that STV can be used for such
selections, but that the ERS hand-counting rules are not
appropriate. Also, any STV algorithm approved by ERS in
future should not suffer from this noted defect. Namely, if
only N candidates are represented in the preferences and N
is the number of seats, then the algorithm should elect those
N. This requirement does not seem to lead to additional
problems. It appears that the STV algorithms which
recompute the quota can satisfy this requirement, since in
the particular circumstances the entire ballot papers are then
processed.
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An STV Database
B A Wichmann

Since we know that no single algorithm for STV can have all
the properties one might like, it appears that some statistical
analysis may be needed to select an optimal algorithm. People
do not vote at random and therefore any effective analysis
must take into account voting patterns. For instance, if voters
always voted strictly along party lines, proportional
representation among such parties would be an important
factor.

Collections of ballot papers from real elections would be
useful for any practical analysis. There is a de facto standard
for the representation of ballot papers in a computer, being the
form used by the Meek algorithm. Hence collection of such
data is practical and useful. Both David Hill, Nicholas
Tideman and myself had such collections, accumulated
informally over several years. I have now put this collection
into a consistent framework so that the material can be
provided to anybody who would like it — merely post a
floppy disc to me, and I can return the disc with this data.

The data available has been classified in a number of ways as
follows:

Real: Data here is that from real elections, with the
possible exception that a statistical sample of the total
ballot papers would be acceptable. The reason for this is
that it presents a means of providing ‘real’ data without
providing the total information. There are potential
dangers in analysis of real data, since an alternative
algorithm could elect a different person, giving rise to
concerns about the election itself, rather than the
principles involved. Another reason for accepting a
subset of all the votes is that this is all that may be
feasible for a large election. Obviously, this data is
provided in a form which precludes the identification of
the election involved. There are currently 46 data sets in
this class.

Mock: This is data from genuine elections, except that no
position or office is at stake. Mock elections are often
used to educate people into the principle of STV. There
are currently 2 sets in this class. 

Semi: Elections in this class are not genuine elections,
but are clearly related to real elections. Examples in this
class are ‘ballot’ papers derived from published STV
elections (from Northern Ireland), elections from the
Eurovision Song Contest and elections in which there
was no fixed number of ‘seats’. There are currently 21
data sets in this class.

Test: Data in this class are not derived from any election

but have been constructed to demonstrate the difference
between some algorithms, show a bug in a computer
algorithm, or some similar purpose. There are currently
129 in this class.

I would very much welcome additional data, especially from
real elections in which some ‘party’ aspect is involved. The
data can be provided in a form in which the origin cannot be
traced. I have analysed an Irish election to produce a single
data set in the Semi class, but this is very time consuming and
has to make a number of assumptions to produce anything
like the actual ballot papers. Hence real data is much superior.

Is a feedback method of
calculating the quota really

necessary?
R J C Fennell
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The March issue of Voting matters reprinted papers by B L
Meek, 1,2 D R Woodall 3 and C H E Warren.4 In this paper I
will propose that their feedback method of calculating the
quota is not necessary. To do this I will consider some of the
basic principles of the Single Transferable Vote (STV) system.

One problem identified5 is that if a candidate is elected any
further preferences for that candidate are passed over. The
question to be considered is ‘are elected candidates continuing
in the election or should they be considered as no longer
available to receive votes’?

In other words is the purpose of a vote in the Single
Transferable Vote system to try to elect candidates in the order
the voter wishes or to place candidates in popularity order and
have this order respected whatever the outcome of the rounds
of the count? I suggest that it is the former. Once a candidate
has been elected he has achieved the aim of participation in
the election and, henceforth should take no further part in the
election. Under these circumstances the manual counting
method is satisfactory.

We will take a voting paper that shows preferences A,B,C,D
and assume that B was elected on the first round. The transfer
of B's surplus elects A on the second round. The question now
arises on our paper, should the transfer of A's surplus go to B
or C. Let us assume that our voter had future vision when
deciding the preferences and knew that B would be elected in
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the first round; would our voter put B as the second
preference?  I suggest that anyone so gifted would select the
preferences A,C,D thus maximising the transfers to the
candidates they wished to see elected. Of course this
foresight is not available to voters so to cover all
possibilities the voter will elect to keep to the original
selection knowing that the counting system will not waste
any part of a vote by transferring it to a candidate already
elected.

In practice few voters would take the risk of excluding a
candidate on the grounds that they are certain to be elected.
If too many did then B would not be elected. Voters can be
expected to behave in a rational fashion and vote for the
candidates of their choice in the order they wish. When a
candidate has been elected they have achieved the aim of
both the candidate and the voter. The voter will now wish
any surplus votes to be concentrated on the unelected
choices.

Another problem identified by Meek6 is how to treat
unmarked candidates. He suggests that they should be
considered either as being of equal merit, or that the voter
wishes to leave the ordering of these candidates to others.
Meek ignores the third possibility that the voter does not
wish these candidates to have any part of the vote. The
omission of the third alternative in Meek's paper is possibly
due to the voting instructions that take a form similar to
‘place the candidates in order until you can no longer
differentiate between them’. If the instructions were
changed to a form similar to ‘place the candidates in order
until you no longer wish the remaining candidates to have
your vote’ it would be clear how the voter required
unmarked candidates to be treated. Under these
circumstances the manual counting method is satisfactory.

If STV is to be used in local or parliamentary elections
many voters will only want to vote for their particular party.
They will not wish any proportion of their vote to go to
candidates of a party with an opposing view to theirs. If
votes are apportioned to all non-selected candidates, voters
will have no way of ensuring that they do not vote for
candidates of a party whose policies they cannot agree with.

The other problem foreseen by Meek7 that I will consider is
the possibility of voters indicating the same preference for
two or more candidates. He suggests that this should be
allowed and the counting system modified to accommodate
it. The Electoral Reform Society (ERS) supports the Single
Transferable Vote system, not the Transferable Multi-vote of
Unity Value System. This second system may exist but it is
not that supported by the Society and therefore should not
be considered. The Single Transferable Vote system requires
voters to cast a single vote, all or part of which may be
transferred. That a multiple vote may have unitary value is
irrelevant, it is a single vote which must be utilised.

D R Woodall8 raises a different problem, that of the tactical
voter. He postulates a situation where there are several
Sensible Party candidates, say A,B,C and one Silly Party
candidate, W. The tactical voter decides that W will be
excluded and in order to maximise the transfer of votes after
the first round he will vote W,A,B,C rather than A,B,C
which is the real  preference. The problem for the tactical
voter comes when several voters take the same line. Assume
in this election that the quota is 200. If 201 voters vote
tactically and put W first then W will be elected reducing
the vacancies available for Sensible Party candidates. In
these circumstances the tactical voters will be as silly as W's
party. The only way to avoid this is to place preferences in
the order the voter wishes the candidates to be elected and
not to attempt to vote tactically.

One of the main advantages of STV is that attempts to vote
tactically are likely to end in a result that will not suit the
tactical voter. The situation above could happen irrespective
of the number of candidates or the size of the quota. The
only safe way for voters to use their vote successfully is to
vote according to preference.  

The three works printed in the March issue of Voting
matters may be mathematically rigorous but are they
required? My contention is that if the basic principles of the
Single Transferable Vote system are carefully considered
then the feedback method of counting is unnecessary. The
manual method used to date is satisfactory to ensure the
correct result.

There is one further matter to be considered. If the feedback
method is to be used, the constant recalculations necessary
will require computers to be used. It is recognised in the
papers supporting the method that it is too laborious to use
hand counting. While the ERS has voted to use both
computer and manual counting for its internal elections, I
doubt if a system which cannot reasonably be counted by
hand will be accepted by the general public. Computers are
quick but they rely on the integrity of their programming.
Computer technology is not yet at a state where incorrect
programming, whether by accident or intent, will always be
exposed. While it is not possible to say that the currently
accepted Newland/Britton hand counting rules will always
produce the correct result, they will produce a satisfactory
result. I can see no reason to change the current system of
counting.
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Editorial
In this issue we have a mixture of papers. There is a
continuing debate about revisions to the ERS rules, which
arose from Fennell's paper in the last issue.

Hill and I, in separate papers, consider the effect of small
changes — steadiness or stability. Global properties and
local properties are the topic of Woodall's paper which I
hope could be used as a basis for terminology and analysis
in further issues of Voting matters.

It would be nice to automate all suggested algorithms for
STV and compare them against a library of test cases.
Unfortunately, the effort involved often precludes this which
means that choices are being made on less than perfect
information (not unlike elections themselves).

Brian Wichmann.

Comparing the stability of
two STV algorithms 

B A Wichmann
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The problem of stability
This note does not consider the usual properties of STV
algorithms that have been the subject of Woodall's analysis,
but that of stability. For a mechanical system modelled by
continuous variables, the analysis of stability is an
application of differential calculus. We cannot use such an
approach with STV algorithms since the system is discrete,
and we know that some small changes are bound to produce
a discrete change in those elected.

For an STV algorithm, we could have too much stability in
that part of the ballot papers are simply ignored — for
instance, by only using the first preference. On the other
hand, we could have an algorithm which lacks stability in
vital respects by changing the result for inconsequential
changes to a ballot paper.

One change made to a ballot paper can be regarded as
small, due to the nature of the preferential system. Since the
usual means of balloting does not provide for the voter to
give equal preference, when the ballot paper records ABC,
this might be because A and B were regarded as equal, but
the voter specified A first arbitrarily. Hence the voter could
equally have written BAC instead. Hence given the ballot
ABC, the voter's true intentions could perhaps have been
expressed as BAC or ACB. In general, given n preferences,
n−1 ballot papers constructed by interchanging
neighbouring preferences could be regarded as small
differences.

Now consider two algorithms for STV which have broadly
similar properties (as do all serious contenders). Figures 1
and 2 represent graphically these two algorithms.

Figure 1

Figure 1 represents a stable algorithm since small changes
are unlikely to change the result of an election, while Figure
2 represents an unstable algorithm. If we were operating in
two dimensions, then the property of stability could be
measured rather like the game of shove-halfpenny: one
would measure the probability that a small circle placed at
random on the figure crossed one of the dividing lines.
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Figure 2

In the case of STV algorithms, we do not have a simple two-
dimensional system, and hence the figures are a crude
diagrammatic representation. To measure the probabilities we
must conduct a suitably controlled experiment. Fortunately,
we can use a computer to aid this process so that we can
perform the equivalent of shove-halfpenny sufficiently often
to obtain results which are likely to be meaningful.

The experimental method
We now specify the experimental method to compare the ERS
hand counting rules versus the Meek algorithm. (Any two
algorithms could be chosen, but this seems the most
interesting pair.)

We select an actual election for which the ballot papers are
available. We also choose a number, about 20, which is the
number of ballot papers from the full set that is to be selected
at random. (We return to the choice of this number n later.)

From each real election, we derive 100 mini-elections by
randomly selecting n ballot papers. The experimental method
is to analyse the effect of making small changes to these mini-
elections. The analysis is as follows. Firstly, we compute the
result of the two algorithms from the mini-election. (The
result need not be the same for the two algorithms, nor the
same as for the full election.) We now consider all the
possible similar mini-elections derived by making one small
change to one of the ballot papers. (This is potentially
hundreds of elections — hence the computer.) This particular
mini-election is on the edge if a specific criterion is met, say
at least one of the small changes produces a different result.

The choice of n is important. If n is very small (say 1), then it
is clear that the mini-election will not be representative of the
real election. On the other hand, if n is large (say the full
election), then the computation of the ‘edge’ becomes too
large, and also the number of possible mini-elections becomes
too small (in this case only 1). Care must be taken over the
specific criterion for being on the edge. If one takes
something like the ERS council elections (i.e., several posts to
fill with no parties, so that small changes are likely to make a
difference to the outcome), with the criterion that any small
change resulting in a difference implies being on the edge,
then there is a danger that all mini-elections are on the edge!

For the 100 random mini-elections we perform a different
analysis in each of the three experiments given here. If one
could assume statistical independence, then it would be a
simple matter to undertake a χ2 test to see if the result is
significant. Unfortunately, we do not have elections with a
large enough number of ballot papers to ensure the
independence, and therefore we must be content with a non-
statistical treatment.

The programs and test data
Two programs have been written, one for using the ERS
algorithm and the other the Meek version. Apart from the
STV algorithm in use, both work in an identical fashion. They
read 100 mini-elections in the conventional format. Firstly, the
result is computed for this election, then every possible small
change is made, and for each such change, the number of
changes to those elected is recorded.

The number of changes to those elected for one small change
is usually 0 (no change), but is sometimes 1, rarely 2 and very
rarely 3. Hence for each ballot paper in the mini-election, n−1
integers are output, representing the number of changes
arising from each of the n−1 possible interchanges of adjacent
preferences, where n is the number of preferences marked on
the ballot paper. This implies that the output is of similar
length to the input — an important consideration, since if
complete results were printed for each election result
computed, hundreds of pages of material would be produced.

The analysis is most easily seen by considering an example. A
mini-election from election R038 is as follows:

 17 5
1 11 9 10 0
1 10 17 5 9 11 16 0
1 6 16 2 1 14 17 10 9 11 5 8 4 12 13 15 0
1 4 8 12 15 13 0
1 17 5 11 1 16 10 2 0
1 5 9 10 11 17 0
1 3 7 9 14 17 0
...
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Elect C



1 8 10 13 11 17 0
1 9 5 6 17 0
1 11 10 5 17 9 0
1 6 4 15 14 16 8 1 0
1 6 14 16 1 2 4 13 12 8 15 0
1 13 4 15 12 8 0
0
"A.1 " "B.2 " "C.3 " "D.4 "
"E.5 " "F.6 " "G.7 " "H.8 "
"I.9 " "J.10 " "K.11 " "L.12 "
"M.13 " "N.14 " "O.15 " "P.16 "
"Q.17 "
"1R038: H3H "

The above data is for an election with 17 candidates for 5
seats, in which the first ballot paper selects candidate 11 (K)
as the first preference, then 9 and lastly 10. The names of
the candidates are the letters A-Q, a convention used
throughout.

The program computes the effect of making all possible
interchanges of adjacent preferences, which for Meek gives:

v1 +F-L-B-O-P-H-G-N-E-M-C+I+Q-K+J+A-D 68
0 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
...
2 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 1 
1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 m

The first line gives the result (with Meek) for this mini-
election, where +F-L means F is elected and L is excluded,
etc. (The v1 and 68 are not relevant.) Then, starting with the
last ballot paper and working back towards the beginning,
the number of differences to the result is printed for each
possible interchange. Hence the last ballot paper has four
possible interchanges, the first one giving no difference, but
the last three each making a single difference. So in this
case, interchanging the first two preferences makes no
difference, but interchanging the 2nd and 3rd preferences
does change the result by one candidate. The 'm' relates to
the third experiment and is explained later.

One other program is needed which selects n ballot papers
at random from a real election, and repeats this 100 times.
This program is fast and straightforward.

For the main election data, six real elections have been
chosen from the data already available (see Voting matters,
Issue 2). The statistics from these elections are as follows:

Identifier   Papers  Candidates  Seats     n

R006    239     9     2   20
R008    261    10     3   25
R010    270     9     5   27
R017    479     8     1   15
R033    196    14     7   25
R038    177    17     5   20

Unfortunately, none of the elections in the data base are
from elections involving parties, and so such elections
could not be selected for this study.

We can now summarise the results obtained by example.
For election R017, 100 mini-elections are computed by
selecting 15 ballot papers from the actual 479. For each of
these mini-elections, we compute what difference (if any)
would be made by a single transposition of a preference.
This is repeated for each possible transposition, which in
this case, involves the analysis of 4585 elections!

Experiment 1
We now consider the issue raised initially — that of the
‘size’ of the edge dividing the line between different
election results. We therefore need to devise a criterion for
being on the ‘edge’, and compare the results for the six
elections with the two algorithms.

Criterion: Some change for any transposition

Election    ERS edge       Meek edge

R006    74        65
R008    80        74    
R010    95        87    
R017    69        74
R033    99        95    
R038   100       100

This table means, for instance, that for the 100 mini-
elections derived from R006, 74 are on the ‘edge’ for ERS
and 65 for Meek — which implies that there were 26 or 35
elections for which no change was made by any
transpositions. Hence a very high proportion of the mini-
elections are on the ‘edge’, over three quarters in almost all
cases. However, even the most optimistic assumption shows
that there is not much difference between the two
algorithms.

We now change the criterion for being on the edge so that a
lower proportion are on the edge.

Criterion: More than three transpositions make a change
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Election    ERS edge       Meek edge

R006    41        38
R008    55        46    
R010    76        57    
R017    32        49
R033    91        75    
R038    94        91

We again conclude that there is not much difference between
the two algorithms.

We need to look at aspects other than the actual size of the
edge to see significant differences.

Experiment 2
In this experiment, conducted with the programs and data as
before, we look at properties of the edges rather than their
actual magnitude.

Given a mini-election which is on the edge, then we know at
least some transpositions of the preferences will change the
result. It is therefore natural to ask which specific
transpositions can change the result. Clearly, it is more likely
that transposing the first two preferences will alter the result,
but what about the subsequent transpositions? We therefore
analyse the number of times a transposition makes a change,
against the position of the transposition (pi ).

Combined results
      p1  p2  p3  p4  p5  p6  p7  p8  p9 p10 p11 p12
R006
 ERS 283  31  14   6   4   0...
Meek 310 147  61  39  23  16  14   0...
R008
 ERS 452  56  11   8   5   4   0   1   3   0...
Meek 393 161  70  42  25  13  12  11   0...
R010
 ERS 668 173  36  21   9   4   2   0...
Meek 423 174  82  34  21  18  13   0...
R017
 ERS 214  27   4   5   2   1   0...
Meek 279 210 123 119 104  94   0...
R033
 ERS 979 227  78  31  17   8   3   2   1   0   0   1
Meek1876 392 225 144 117  91  69  61  57  41  41  34  37
R038
 ERS 734 203  44  31  17   6   3   2   0   1   1   0
Meek 723 502 376 346 157 138 107  97  91  44  36  33

In the table above, for each of the six elections, the number of
times a transposition makes (at least) one change to the result
is tabulated against the preference position for all the 100
mini-elections. The difference between ERS and Meek is now
obvious. The number of changes for the first preference
between the two algorithms is similar and is surely not
significant. However, in all subsequent preferences, many
more changes arise from Meek than from ERS.

In examining the subsequent preferences, there is no natural
scale to work to, since a change in preference n is more

significant if there are n candidates than 2n candidates. The
number of seats is also relevant to this scale. Hence in
analysing the table above, both the number of candidates and
seats must be considered.

We can add up the results from each election for those
positions beyond the number of seats (s) for each election,
giving the following results:

                                  Position
                  s +1        s+2         s+3        >s+3

ERS     61    21    15    11
Meek   530   364   293   596
ratio  8.7    17    19    54

Hence we conclude that transposing preferences beyond the
number of seats has virtually no effect with ERS as compared
with Meek.

Experiment 3
In a paper in this issue of Voting matters, Woodall defines the
property mono-raise. For the elections analysed by the
experiments undertaken here, we can determine the extent to
which a weaker property than mono-raise is violated. Since
our analysis determines the effect of a single interchange in
the preferences, given a preference pair A,B which is replaced
by B,A, the raising of the order of B should not disadvantage
B. This implies that if the election with A,B elects B, then that
with B,A should also elect B. If this condition is not satisfied,
then mono-raise is violated, and is marked by 'm' in the
output files.

We can now compare the violation rate for ERS and Meek,
which is as follows:

Election    ERS violations       Meek violations

R006       0           32
R008       2           29
R010       5            8
R017       5           78
R033       5           70
R038       0          141

Hence there is no question that Meek violates mono-raise
much more than ERS. This is likely to be due to the increased
sensitivity of Meek to the effects of late preferences.

Conclusions
The analysis undertaken in this paper has led to the following
conclusions:

1. There is no evidence that the ERS and Meek
algorithms are any different with respect to the size of
the boundary between the election of different
candidates.
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2. Making small changes by transposing preferences
later than the number of seats makes virtually no
difference with ERS but a substantial difference with
the Meek algorithm.

3. Meek violates mono-raise much more than ERS.

Point 2 indicates that the Meek algorithm is much more
sensitive to the voter's wishes than ERS, and moreover this
sensitivity is not at the expense of making the algorithm less
stable. However, the fact that Meek violates mono-raise so
much more than ERS might question the extra sensitivity of
Meek. It would appear that an ideal algorithm would have
the sensitivity of Meek, but would only violate mono-raise
with the same frequency as ERS. I suspect that it is actually
the extra sensitivity of Meek that gives rise to the mono-
raise violations, so that the best of Meek and ERS is not
possible.

It appears that the results presented here have some
limitations. Firstly, the mini-elections necessarily have a
small number of ballot papers and so the results need not
apply to larger elections. Secondly, a consequence of the
small number of ballot papers is that in many cases, random
choices are made by both the ERS and Meek algorithms.

The comparative steadiness
test of electoral methods

I D Hill
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In comparing one electoral method with another it is useful
to examine their comparative steadiness.  It should be noted
that it is only a comparative test and does not give a
"goodness" score for any individual method on its own but
only for one method relative to another.  Nor does the fact
that any method comes out as the better of the two by this
test indicate that it is necessarily better in any other way.

To use it, first run each method for the same number of seats
and the same given set of votes and see whether they both
elect the same candidates.  If they do, this test is not
applicable.  Otherwise, see whether there is one or more
candidate whom neither method elects.  If there is no such
candidate, again the test is not applicable.  In particular, the
test can never be applicable if the number of candidates is
only 1 greater than the number of seats, but the fact that it is
often not applicable does not destroy its value in those cases
where it does apply.

If the test is applicable, then treat all candidates who failed
to be elected by either method as withdrawn, and re-run
each method.  If each method continues to elect the same
candidates as before, then there is nothing to choose
between them on this test for this particular set of votes.  If,
however, one method makes no change in whom it elects
while the other makes a change, then the no-change method
gains a point in comparison with the other.

For example, if there are 5 candidates for 3 seats, and the
votes are:

        51 ABC
        44 ABD
         5 EABD

the current ERS rules will elect A, B and D whereas the
Meek rules will elect A, B and C.  They agree that E is not
elected, so the comparative steadiness test treats E as having
withdrawn and re-runs the election.  Now the Meek rules
still elect A, B and C, but the ERS rules switch to electing
A, B and C too.  Meek therefore shows greater steadiness
for this particular set of votes. 

While such artificial elections are important as illustrations,
what most matters is which rules are steadier for real
elections.  Taking the 57 real elections that I have available,
I find the test to be applicable for only 10 of them.  In 4 of
those, these two systems are both steady, neither changing
its result when the relevant candidates are withdrawn.  In
the other 6, however, the Meek system remains steady but
the ERS system changes.  By this test, the Meek system
seems to be superior, so far as the evidence goes, though a
few more results in the same direction would help to make
more certain that the difference is not just a chance effect. 

It should be noted, of course, that discovering a lack of
steadiness must not be used to change the result of a real
election, which must always be in accordance with the rules
as laid down for that election.  The test is only for research
purposes, not to interfere with a result.

Editorial Note: It is possible to apply the steadiness test
even when an election gives the same result. This can be
done by selecting random ballot papers from the election in
the manner of the mini-elections in the previous paper. With
the 100 mini-elections from the real election R006, 17 of
these elect different candidates so that the steadiness test
can be applied. Of these 17, none were steady for the ERS
rules, while 13 were steady according to Meek. One mini-
election could not be considered since a random choice was
made. For the remaining 3 mini-elections, neither were
steady, and in one case, the removal of the no-hope
candidates causes the two algorithms to interchange the
results!
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Response to the  paper  by R
J C Fennell

P Dean
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I was surprised to see the existing manual system defended by
R J C Fennel as being beyond reproach.

The basic flaw in the manual method is that it allows for the
election of candidates receiving less than the quota. This has led
to Tasmania requiring at least 7 preferences, combined with a
rotated ballot paper since 1973. Even in our own elections some
are elected with 4 fewer votes when there are 8 non-transferable
votes.

There is a refinement which could easily be introduced in
manual elections. This is that when the stage is reached when
some candidate(s) fail to reach the quota, a recount takes place
with only those remaining taking part. This means that votes
previously wasted on candidates with no chance can then
influence the result by being allotted to a lower preference for a
candidate previously elected. The result will then be
demonstrably fair. Taking an actual mock election in the Solent
area in 1989 as an example, in which there were 20 candidates
for 5 seats. The manual result gave a lead of 4.88 to the last
elected — although short of the quota. The Meek system
elected the runner-up instead by a margin of 2.01 votes. If a
further 5 counts has been added the manual system would have
come to a similar result, but by an even larger margin of 7.42.
The new result is demonstrably fair — with the last candidate
having 2.53 over the quota.

Sometimes the unfair result is even obvious to the public. Such
a case occurred in Cork East in 1954. The two Fine Gael
candidates received 153 more votes than the two Fianna Fail
candidates (1162 non-transferable) yet Fianna Fail won 2 of the
3 seats. Such results discredit the whole system.

The current mechanised system is quite unsuitable for small
elections. For instance, with 9 votes and 18 candidates for 3
seats it proceeds to eliminate 7 candidates with 1 vote
completely at random. It is quite clear that a different order of
exclusion would give a different result. Personally I favour a
points method based upon the preferences expressed which
would give some form of ranking order to be used instead of
the random method.

Are better STV rules
worthwhile?

  A reply to R J C Fennell
I D Hill
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R J C Fennell's article, in Voting matters issue 2, raises a
number of matters that deserve reply.

Taking a voting paper naming ABCD in order of preference,
where B has been elected on the first count and A is elected on
the second count as a result of transfers from B, he asks
whether that paper's surplus should go to B or to C.  He
appears to have failed to notice that, in the current ERS rules,
it is totally immaterial whether the vote is taken as if it were
ACD instead of ABCD, because that paper's surplus does not
go anywhere.  The voter's second and subsequent preferences
are completely ignored, the whole paper remains with A,
while only the new votes that A has received are redistributed.  

Let us look instead at the point that he was trying to make.
Suppose, in that same election, that C was also elected on the
first count, and we have a paper naming BACD.  That paper
will pass from B to A and will be further  redistributed, at a
suitable value.  Should it go to the next choice C, or jump
over C straight to D as currently happens?  He suggests that
such a  voter with future vision would not have put C into the
list, so it is right to jump to D.  But all voters ought to be
treated alike, and therefore, if we are to treat one as if future
vision existed, we must do so to all others too, and most
voters would wish to change their votes if they knew what
was going to happen; nobody would vote for the runner-up, of
course.  But such a change would make sense only if nobody
else changes; if we treat everybody as though allowing them
to change, the assumed future vision would collapse, no
individual could then know how to change and the whole
system would become wildly unstable.  There is only one
satisfactory way out, and that is to treat each vote in strict
accordance with what it says, and not by what we assume that
it might have said if only the voter had known what would
happen.

Transferring to a candidate who has already been elected, as
in Meek-style STV, does not waste votes, as is suggested,
because the same size surplus is passed on in any case.  The
change is only to whether the surplus is taken fairly, from all
relevant groups in proportion to their current totals of votes,
or unfairly in some other way.  To change the example,
suppose that there are 100 AC votes and 10 BAD votes in a
situation where the quota is 77.  A is elected on the first count
giving 77 to stay with A for quota, 23 to be transferred to C.
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If, later on, B is excluded then in current ERS rules the 10
all pass to D.  The Meek alternative is that only 3 pass to D,
while 7 more of the original ACs pass to C.  The two
methods are

ERS    100 votes    77 stay with A    23 go to C
further 10 votes                      10 go to D
                  
Meek   100 votes    70 stay with A    30 go to C
further 10 votes     7 stay with A     3 go to D

In either case 77 have been kept and 33 redistributed, but I
do not see how anyone could claim that the first method is
satisfactory if we are able to operate the second.  The article
suggests that the voters ‘will wish any surplus votes to be
concentrated on the unelected choices’.  That is to say that
the BAD voters would like the first alternative. Of course
they would; that is not in dispute.  But it is not fair to the AC
voters to allow it. 

The next point addressed by Fennell is the treatment of
‘short lists’, that is to say votes that would be transferred if
they had a next choice, but do not show one.  He mentions
the two possible treatments discussed in detail by Meek, but
says that Meek's papers ignore a third possibility, and it is
evident that he is thinking of something like the current ERS
rule.  He is wrong to say that Meek ignored this; his paper
said ‘If the difficulty were to be avoided by increasing the
proportion transferred of votes for which a next preference
is marked, to enable all x votes to be retained by C, this
would clearly reintroduce inequities of the kind Principle 2
was designed to eliminate’. I agree with Meek that this
possibility does not deserve any more discussion than that,
but many people have failed to see that this method is wrong
in principle, and a far greater quantity of writing has gone
into it in the last few years than can be reproduced here. I
can well see that people might take the wrong decision on
this at a first quick glance, but the number who continue to
do so even after thought and discussion is quite
extraordinary.

I disagree with Meek that the voters should be given the
choice between the two methods he discusses in detail. This
would have to mean explaining to them the different effects
of each, a task that I would not wish on anyone. Meek
points out that the two can give different results; usually
they do not but, in the few cases we know of where they do,
to give the relevant surplus to ‘non-transferable’ and reduce
the quota to compensate is always the preferable option.

Fennell suggests that these voters may not wish other
candidates to have any part of the vote. I agree with that —
indeed I insist that, whatever those voters wish, we have no
right to assume what their wishes are, but only to obey what
their ballot papers say, namely that if they become entitled
to a further choice they wish to abstain from making one. It
is true that, in the current ERS (and most other) rules, the
ballot papers are not physically transferred to any other

candidate, but what matters is not what is done with pieces
of paper, but the effect of the rule.  Consider the  simple
case, with 4 candidates for 2 seats, and votes

        40 AB
        17 CD
         3 DC

The quota, in current ERS rules, is 20.  So 20 votes go to A
and A's surplus of 20 goes to B, and A and B are elected, but
the situation is ‘on a knife-edge’ for, if D were to withdraw
before the count, A and C would be elected.  Now with a
knife-edge situation any relevant change in one direction
must settle the matter, and it is certainly a relevant change if
half B's support is lost, to give

 

        20 AB
        20 A
        17 CD
         3 DC

Yet the current ERS rules take no notice whatever, but still
give 20 to A and 20 to B.

It is sometimes argued that if the AB voters had had pre-
vision, they would have gone straight to B but, as argued
above, we cannot allow that without  allowing pre-vision to
other voters too. Given pre-vision, the DC voters would
have voted for C. Given pre-vision, the A plumpers need not
have bothered to vote at all. The only fair thing to do is to
take what the ballot papers actually say, and everything in
proportion to the numbers involved. That means that half
A's surplus must go to B, and half to non-transferable,
which gives C the second seat.

Provided that the quota can be changed to allow for the
non-transferables, as in Meek's method, it can be shown that
this does not waste any extra votes at all. What one method
wastes in non-transferable, the other wastes on leaving
more votes with elected candidates than they now need to
be sure of election. With hand-counting methods, where
true quota-reduction is not practicable, it could be the case
that the present rule does more good than harm, but I know
of no evidence to support such a view.

Turning to the discussion of whether voters should be
allowed to express equality of preference if they wish,
rather than a strict ordering, I cannot agree that it ought not
to be considered. It is undoubtedly the case that the absence
of this feature is regarded by many as a major disadvantage
of STV.  There are some difficulties of implementing it, and
it would complicate the instructions to voters. I believe that
it is something that we ought to consider introducing one
day, but that there are more important things to be done
first.
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Fennell then discusses the ‘Silly Party candidate’ method of
tactical voting discussed in Woodall's paper. He is right, of
course, that trying to utilise it may be to the voter's
disadvantage if a wrong guess is made, and would certainly be
troublesome if too many voters tried to do it. It is a bad
feature though that it should be possible at all.  Furthermore it
is not necessary for there to be a silly party candidate or
tactical voters for the effect to occur. It always happens to
those voters who put as first preference the first candidate to
be excluded, no matter how sincere their choice, causing a
distortion that should be avoided if possible.

Fennell is correct that it is not practicable, save for very small
elections, to use methods such as those proposed without
doing the count by computer but, in this electronic age, can
that really be an adequate reason for putting up with second-
best results? He queries whether computer-generated results
would be trusted and this is certainly something to which
attention has to be given. There are two distinct ways in which
things might go wrong. The first is in the input of the data
from the ballot papers, but this could be subject to repetition if
a recount is requested.

The second possibility of error is in the program to calculate
the results but, in a public election it could be arranged that,
once the data input has been agreed as correct, each candidate
would be given a copy of the data on floppy disc.  Each party
would have its own program, each independently written from
the rules specified in the Act of Parliament, and its own
computer near at hand.  Within a few minutes each could have
checked that the official result is agreed.  Such a system
would lead to much greater protection against errors than
anything that could be done with hand-counted STV.  

The article concluded that ‘the currently accepted Newland/
Britton hand counting rules ... will produce a satisfactory
result.  I can see no reason to change the current system of
counting’.  What is meant by a satisfactory result?  In
comparing the results of real elections by hand-counted rules
and by Meek rules the result is different more often than not,
and all the indications are that the result is not merely
different but better, in more accurately representing the voters'
wishes. Now that the ability exists to do something better than
can be done by hand, it would be absurd to try to exist in the
past.  Does it not matter to the Electoral Reform Society (or
others) whether we get the best result or not?

Properties of Preferential
Election Rules

D R Woodall
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1.  Introduction
I have often been struck—and never more than in the last
year—by how much the types of argument used by the
supporters of the Single Transferable Vote (STV) differ from
those used by its opponents. When it comes to the details of
the count, the supporters of STV almost invariably try to
defend its procedures directly, on the grounds that they follow
certain principles, or that they do with each vote exactly what
the voter would want done with it, if the voter were able to be
present at the count and to express an opinion. Unfortunately,
there is no guarantee that adopting sensible procedures, at
each stage of the count, will lead to a system with sensible
properties, and the opponents of STV often emphasize its less
desirable properties. In particular, it is now well known that
STV is not monotonic: that is, that increased support, for a
candidate who would otherwise have been elected, can
prevent that candidate from being elected. It was ostensibly
because of this and related anomalies that the Plant Report
rejected STV.

Properties of electoral systems can be thought of as
"performance indicators", and like any other performance
indicators they need to be used with care. If one chooses a set
of performance indicators in advance, it may well be possible
to manufacture a high score on those indicators in an artificial
way, which does not represent good performance in any real
sense. Nevertheless, it seems to me that the Electoral Reform
Society needs to pay more attention to properties if it is not to
be sidelined in the electoral debate. In particular, since
different desirable properties often turn out to be mutually
incompatible, it is important to discover which sets of
properties can hold simultaneously in an electoral system.
Only then will it be possible to decide whether there are
electoral systems that retain what is essential in STV while
avoiding some of the pitfalls.

The purpose of this article is to introduce a long list of
technical properties that an election rule may or may not have,
to invent snappy descriptive names for them all, and to
discuss them with special reference to STV. Except where
otherwise indicated, statements made about STV apply
equally well to the Newland-Britton and Meek versions of
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STV. In a later article I hope to address the question of
monotonicity in more detail.

2.  Notation and terminology
As is usual in the Social Choice literature, I shall use lower-
case letters a, b, c,... to denote candidates (or choices). Each
voter casts a ballot containing a preference listing of the
candidates, which is written as (for example) abc, to denote
that the voter places a first, b second and c third, with no
fourth choice being expressed. A preference listing is
complete if all candidates are included in it and truncated if
some are left out. (A preference listing that leaves out just
one candidate will be treated by most election rules,
including STV, as if it were complete; but one should not
call it complete, since some election rules may not treat it as
such.) A profile is a set of preference listings, such as might
represent the ballots cast in an election. Profiles may be
represented in either of the forms shown for Elections 1 and
2 below, indicating either the proportion, or the absolute
number, of ballots of each type cast.

The term outcome will be used in the sense of "possible
outcome" (assuming there are no ties). Thus in an election to
fill two seats from four candidates a, b, c, d, there are six
outcomes, corresponding to the six possible ways of
choosing the two candidates to be elected:  {a, b}, {a, c},
{a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d} and {c, d}.

    Election 1        Election 2
  (1 seat)          (2 seats)
ab   0.17         a   9    ea   4
ac   0.16         b   9    eb   4
bac  0.33         c  10    fc   1
cb   0.34         d  10    fd   1
                           fe   6

An election rule is usually thought of as a method that,
given a profile, chooses a corresponding outcome—or, in
the event of a tie, chooses two or more outcomes, one of
which must then be selected in some other way (such as by
tossing a coin). However, this description is not quite
adequate to deal with the complexities of ties. Consider
Election 1 above, with the votes counted by STV (or, rather,
by the Alternative Vote (AV), which is the rule to which
STV reduces in a single-seat election). No candidate reaches
the quota of 0.5, and there is an initial tie for exclusion
between a and b. If b is excluded then a is immediately
elected, whereas if a is excluded then b and c tie for
election. Thus a is elected with probability ½, and b and c
are elected with probability ¼ each.

A similar situation arises in Election 2, again under STV.
There are 54 votes cast, so the quota is 18, and there is an
initial tie for exclusion between e and f. If e is excluded then
f, c and d must also be excluded, and a and b are elected;
whereas, if f is excluded, then a and b must also be
excluded, and then e is elected and c and d tie for second

place. Thus the outcome {a, b} is chosen with probability
½, and the outcomes {c, e} and {d, e} are chosen with
probability ¼ each.

Because of examples like these, I define a (preferential)
election rule to be a procedure that, given a profile,
associates a corresponding non-negative probability with
each outcome, in such a way that the probabilities
associated with all possible outcomes add up to 1. The
"normal" situation is that all the outcomes are given
probability 0 except for one, which has probability 1
(meaning that that outcome is chosen unequivocally). If
anything else happens, then we say that the result is a tie
between all the outcomes that have non-zero probability.

3.  Axioms
There are so many properties that an election rule may
have, that it is useful to categorize them in some way. Four
in particular seem sufficiently basic to deserve to be called
axioms. The first is more or less implicit in the above
definition of an election rule; but it has a name, and so for
completeness I include it here.

Anonymity. The result should depend only on the number of
ballots of each possible type in the profile (and not, for
example, on the order in which they are cast, or on
extraneous information such as the heights of the
candidates).

Neutrality. If some permutation is applied to the names of
all the candidates on all the ballots in the profile, then the
same permutation should be applied to the result. For
example, since STV is neutral, if a is replaced by c and c by
a on every ballot in Election 2 above, then STV would
choose {b, c} with probability ½ and {a, e} and {d, e} with
probability ¼ each. One consequence of neutrality is that a
tie in a single-seat election cannot be resolved simply by
electing the first in alphabetical order among the tied
candidates.

A rule that is both anonymous and neutral is called
symmetric.

Homogeneity. The result should depend only on the
proportion of ballots of each possible type. In particular, if
every ballot is replicated the same number of times, then the
result should not change. It is this property that enables us
to describe profiles as in Election 1 above, showing the
proportion, rather than the absolute number, of ballots of
each type cast.

Discrimination. If a particular profile P0 gives rise to a tie,
then it should be possible to find a profile P that does not
give rise to a tie and in which the proportion of ballots of
each type differs from its value in P0 by an arbitrarily small
amount. This rules out, for example, the following method
of electing one candidate from three: elect the candidate
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who beats both of the others in pairwise comparisons, if there
is such a candidate, and otherwise declare the result a three-
way tie. For in that case, not only would the profile in
Election 3 below give rise to a tie, but anything at all close to
it would also give a tie, contrary to the axiom of
discrimination.

                abc  1/3
Election 3:     bca  1/3
(1 seat)        cab  1/3

A proper election rule is one that satisfies the above four
axioms; that is, one that is anonymous, neutral, homogeneous
and discriminating. The term "axiom" is used rather freely in
the literature as a synonym for "property", but I shall restrict
its use to these four, which I regard as genuinely axiomatic, in
the sense that I am not interested in any rule that does not
satisfy them.

A word of warning is needed about homogeneity. In any
practical election where the count is carried out by computer,
there will be a limit to the number of decimal places that the
computer can hold accurately. Thus there are bound to be
situations in which two numbers that are not really equal are
regarded as equal by the computer program, because they
become equal when rounded to the appropriate number of
decimal places. In this case, if every ballot were replicated the
same, sufficiently large, number of times, then the difference
between the two numbers of votes would become significant,
and the computer might give a different result. However, this
is a minor problem, introduced by the practical need to round
numbers; the axiom of homogeneity should be applied to the
underlying theoretical rule, with no rounding.

With this interpretation, STV is a proper election rule.

4.  Global or absolute properties
It is convenient to divide properties into global or absolute
properties on the one hand, and local or relative properties on
the other. The former say something about the result of
applying an election rule to a single profile, whereas the latter
say something about how the result should (or should not)
change when certain changes are made to the profile. Not all
properties fall unambiguously into one of these two classes,
but sufficiently many do for the distinction to be useful.

The most important single property of STV is what I call the
Droop proportionality criterion or DPC. Recall that if v votes
are cast in an election to fill s seats, then the quantity v/(s + 1)
is called the Droop quota. 

DPC.    If,   for  some  whole  numbers  k  and  m  satisfying
0 < k ≤ m, more than k Droop quotas of voters put the same
m candidates (not necessarily in the same order) as the top
m candidates in their preference listings, then at least k of
those m candidates should be elected. (In the event of a tie,
this should be interpreted as saying that every outcome that

is chosen with non-zero probability should include at least
k of these m candidates.)

In statements of properties, the word "should" indicates that
the property says that something should happen, not
necessarily that I personally agree. However, in this case I
certainly do: DPC seems to me to be a sine qua non for a fair
election rule. I suggest that any system that satisfies DPC
deserves to be called a quota-preferential system and to be
regarded as a system of proportional representation (within
each constituency)—an STV-lookalike. Conversely, I assume
that no member of the Electoral Reform Society will be
satisfied with anything that does not satisfy DPC.

The property to which DPC reduces in a single-seat election
should hold (as a consequence of DPC) even in a multi-seat
election, and it deserves a special name.

Majority. If more than half the voters put the same set of
candidates (not necessarily in the same order) at the top
of their preference listings, then at least one of those
candidates should be elected.

The following rather weak property was formulated with
single-seat elections in mind, but it makes sense also for
multi-seat elections and, again, it clearly holds for STV.

Plurality. If some candidate a has strictly fewer votes in
total than some other candidate b has first-preference
votes, then a should not have greater probability than b
of being elected. 

The next property has been suggested to me by Brian
Wichmann in the light of his experiences reported in the last
issue of Voting matters6.

No-support. A candidate who receives no support at all
(that is, who is not listed by any voters in their
preference listings) should not be elected unless every
candidate who receives some support is also elected.

This is not satisfied by STV with the Newland-Britton rules.
For example, if x receives no support at all, and the only
support that y receives is on ballots marked ay, where a
reaches the quota as a result of transfers from other
candidates, then x and y will both be recorded throughout as
having no votes (since the ay ballots are not re-examined
when a reaches the quota), and so y is as likely to be excluded
as x. It seems that no-support is satisfied by Meek's version
of STV, although I do not have a formal proof of this.

The remaining three global properties consist of Condorcet's
principle, which was proposed by M. J. A. N. Caritat, Marquis
de Condorcet (1743-1794), and two modern strengthenings of
it. We say that a voter, ballot or preference listing prefers a to
b if he, she or it lists a above (before) b, or lists a but not b.
Let p(a, b) denote the number of voters who prefer a to b. We
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say that a beats b (in pairwise comparisons)  if  p(a, b)  >
p(b, a); that is, if the number of voters who prefer a to b is
greater than the number who prefer b to a. We say that a ties
with b (in pairwise comparisons) if p(a, b) = p(b, a). A
Condorcet winner is a candidate who beats every other
candidate in pairwise comparisons. A Condorcet non-loser
is a candidate who beats or ties with every other candidate
in pairwise comparisons; note that if there is more than one
Condorcet non-loser then all the Condorcet non-losers must
tie with each other.

Note that there need not be a Condorcet winner, or even a
Condorcet non-loser. In the profile shown in Election 3
above, a beats b,  b beats c and c beats a,   all by the same
margin of 2/3 to 1/3. This is the so-called Condorcet
paradox or paradox of voting: even though each voter
provides a linear ordering of the candidates, the result when
the votes are totalled can be a cyclical ordering. The
Condorcet top tier is the smallest nonempty set of
candidates such that every candidate in that set beats every
candidate (if any) outside that set. In Election 3, the
Condorcet top tier consists of all three candidates. If there is
a Condorcet winner, then the Condorcet top tier consists just
of the Condorcet winner. If there is a Condorcet non-loser,
then the Condorcet top tier contains all the Condorcet non-
losers, but it may possibly contain other candidates as well.

Condorcet's principle and the two strengthenings of it given
below were formulated originally for single-seat elections in
which every voter provides a complete preference listing;
but I have reworded them here so that they make sense
(although they are not necessarily sensible) for all
preferential elections.

Condorcet1. If there is a Condorcet winner, then the
Condorcet winner should be elected.

Smith-Condorcet4. At least one candidate from the
Condorcet top tier should be elected.

Exclusive-Condorcet (see Fishburn2). If there is a
Condorcet non-loser, then at least one Condorcet non-
loser should be elected.

Note that Smith-Condorcet and exclusive-Condorcet
both imply Condorcet, and Smith-Condorcet also implies
majority. Smith-Condorcet seems a very natural extension
of Condorcet. Exclusive-Condorcet is also very natural,
but it is of much less importance since it differs from
Condorcet only when there is a "tie" for first place under
pairwise comparisons, and that will not happen very often.

Election 4      Election 5
(1 seat)        (2 seats)
abc     0.30    ad      0.36
bac     0.25    bd      0.34
cab     0.15    cd      0.30
cba     0.30

STV does not satisfy Condorcet, and so it certainly does
not satisfy either of the above two extensions of it. This can
be seen in Election 4 above. Under STV (AV), b is excluded
and a is elected. However, b is the Condorcet winner,
beating both a and c by the same margin of 0.55 to 0.45.
This example highlights a fundamental difference in
philosophy between STV and Condorcet-based rules.
Loosely speaking, STV tries to keep votes near the tops of
the ballots. Thus the preferences of the cba voters for b over
a will not even be considered under STV until c is
excluded, which means that in this example they are not
considered at all, since b is excluded before c. In contrast,
Condorcet's principle requires that, right from the outset, the
preferences of the cba voters for b over a should be given
equal weight with the similar preferences of the bac voters.
However, despite this difference in philosophy, Condorcet
and majority are not actually incompatible in single-seat
elections: if one wishes, one can use AV (or any other
system of one's choice) to select a candidate from the
Condorcet top tier. Any such rule clearly satisfies Smith-
Condorcet, and hence satisfies both majority and
Condorcet, although it is a moot point whether it is really
any better than AV on its own.  In multi-seat elections,
Condorcet is undesirable, in my opinion, because it is
incompatible with DPC, as shown by Election 5 above.
Here the quota is 0.33

. 
, and so DPC requires that a and b

should be elected, whereas d is the Condorcet winner.

5. Local or relative properties: monotonicity

Local or relative properties are concerned with what
happens when a profile is changed in some way. We shall
say that a candidate is helped or harmed by a change in the
profile if the result is, respectively, to increase or to
decrease the probability of that candidate being elected.

As we saw in Election 4, under STV the later preferences
on a ballot are not even considered until the fates of all
candidates of earlier preference have been decided. Thus a
voter can be certain that adding extra preferences to his or
her preference listing can neither help nor harm any
candidate already listed. Supporters of STV usually regard
this as a very important property, although it has to be said
that not everyone agrees; the property has been described
(by Michael Dummett, in a letter to Robert Newland) as
"quite unreasonable", and (by an anonymous referee) as
"unpalatable". There are really two properties here, which
we can state as follows.

Later-no-help. Adding a later preference to a ballot
should not help any candidate already listed.

Later-no-harm. Adding a later preference to a ballot
should not harm any candidate already listed.

We come now to the different versions of monotonicity. The
basic theme is that a candidate x should not be harmed by a
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change in the profile that appears to give more support to x;
but one gets different flavours of monotonicity if one specifies
different ways in which the profile might be changed.

Monotonicity. A candidate x should not be harmed if:

(mono-raise) x is raised on some ballots without
changing the orders of the other candidates;

(mono-raise-delete) x is raised on some ballots and all
candidates now below x on those ballots are deleted
from them;

(mono-raise-random) x is raised on some ballots and
the positions now below x on those ballots are filled (or
left vacant) in any way that results in a valid ballot;

(mono-append) x is added at the end of some ballots
that did not previously contain x;

(mono-sub-plump) some ballots that do not have x top
are replaced by ballots that have x top with no second
choice;

(mono-sub-top) some ballots that do not have x top are
replaced by ballots that have x top (and are otherwise
arbitrary);

(mono-add-plump) further ballots are added that have x
top with no second choice;

(mono-add-top) further ballots are added that have x top
(and are otherwise arbitrary);

(mono-remove-bottom) some ballots are removed, all
of which have x bottom, below all other candidates.

There is also the following property, which is not strictly a
form of monotonicity but is very close to it. It is an extension
to multi-seat elections of a property proposed by Moulin3 for
single-seat elections.

Participation. The addition of a further ballot should not,
for any positive whole number k, reduce the probability
that at least one candidate is elected out of the first k
candidates listed on that ballot.

These properties are not all independent. For example,

mono-raise-random implies both mono-raise and
mono-raise-delete;

mono-raise and later-no-help together imply mono-
raise-delete;

mono-raise-delete and later-no-harm together imply
mono-raise-random;

mono-sub-top implies mono-sub-plump;

mono-sub-plump and later-no-harm together imply
mono-sub-top;

mono-append and mono-raise-delete together imply
mono-sub-plump;

mono-append and mono-raise-random together imply
mono-sub-top;

mono-add-top implies mono-add-plump;

mono-add-plump and later-no-harm together imply
mono-add-top;

participation implies mono-add-top.

Moreover, in single-seat elections,

participation implies mono-remove-bottom.

Also, if truncated preference listings are not allowed, then
mono-raise-random implies mono-sub-top.

                      ab     10
    Election 6:       bca     8
      (1 seat)        ca      7

STV satisfies mono-append but none of the other properties,
although in single-seat elections AV satisfies mono-add-plump
and mono-add-top.  To see that AV does not satisfy mono-
raise, mono-raise-delete, mono-raise-random, mono-sub-
plump, mono-sub-top or mono-remove-bottom, consider its
effect in Election 6 above.   As it stands, c is excluded and a is
elected. But if two of the bca ballots are removed, or replaced
by a or by abc or by anything else starting with a, then b is
excluded and c is elected instead of a.

     Election 7      Election 8
     (2 seats)       (2 seats)
     ab      30      ac      207
     ac      90      bd      198
     bd      59      bdac     12
     cb      51      cd      105
     d       70      dc      105

To see that STV does not satisfy mono-add-plump or mono-
add-top, consider Election 7. The quota is 300/3 = 100, so
that a is elected with a surplus of 20. This is divided 5 to b, 15
to c, and so b has 64 votes to c's 66, b is excluded, and d is
elected. Suppose now that we add a further 24 ballots with d
top. The quota is now 324/3 = 108, so that a's surplus is now
only 12. This is divided 3 to b, 9 to c, and so b has 62 votes to
c's 60, c is excluded, and b is elected instead of d.

Although all the monotonicity properties look attractive, I do
not think that mono-remove-bottom is desirable in multi-
seat elections. Consider Election 8. The quota is 627/3 = 209,
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and so DPC requires that we elect b and either c or d. It
seems to me that {b, c} is clearly the better result (although
STV gives {b, d}). But if we now remove the 12 bdac
ballots, then the quota drops to 205, so that we must elect a
and either c or d. It seems to me that now {a, d} is the better
result (although STV gives {a, c}). Thus the removal of the
12 ballots that have c bottom should, in my opinion, harm c.

All the monotonicity properties seem desirable in single-seat
elections. However, I proved7 that no rule simultaneously
satisfies mono-sub-plump, later-no-help, later-no-harm,
majority and plurality. Since I do not think anyone would
seriously consider a rule that did not satisfy both majority
and plurality, this shows that in order to have mono-sub-
plump one must sacrifice either later-no-help or later-no-
harm (or both). Whether or not this is desirable may depend
on what other properties one can gain at the same time.

Mono-raise-random, mono-sub-top and participation are
very strong properties, and it is possible that they are
incompatible with DPC. If one could find a reasonable-
looking "STV-lookalike" rule that satisfied all the other
monotonicity properties (except for mono-remove-bottom
when there is more than one seat), then I personally might
well prefer it to STV itself. But we are a long way from
finding such a rule at the moment.

While on the subject of monotonicity, I should mention one
other monotonicity property, if only to dismiss it
immediately.

House-monotonicity. No candidate should be harmed
by an increase in the number of seats to be filled, with
no change to the profile.

This seems to me to be plain wrong. Consider the profile in
Election 5, for example, which is a very slight modification
of one suggested to me by David Hill. If one were using this
profile to fill a single seat, then clearly d should be elected
(although that is not the result achieved by AV). But if this
same profile were used to fill three seats, then clearly a, b
and c should be elected; thus d is harmed by the increase in
the number of seats.

Another property that is related to monotonicity is known in
the literature as consistency8 or reinforcement3, but I prefer
to call it by its mathematical name:

Convexity. If the voters are divided into two districts
and the ballots from each district are processed
separately and the results in the two districts are the
same, then processing the ballots of all voters together
should give the same result.

                    (a)    (b)   (a)+(b)
              ab     6      3      9
Election 9:   bc     4      4      8
(1 seat)      cb     3      6      9

STV does not satisfy convexity. Again, I cannot do better
than to quote an example of David Hill's (Election 9). In
district (a), c is excluded and b is elected. In district (b), a is
excluded and b is elected. But when the ballots from the
two districts are processed together, b is excluded and c is
elected.

Convexity is one of the best-understood of all properties.
Young8 proved that a symmetric preferential election rule
for single-seat elections satisfies convexity if and only if it
is equivalent to a point scoring rule (in which one gives
each candidate so many points for every voter who puts
them first, so many for every voter who puts them second,
and so on, and elects the candidate with the largest number
of points). Since no point scoring rule can possibly satisfy
DPC, it follows that convexity and DPC are mutually
incompatible. This is a pity, because convexity implies
several of the monotonicity properties; but, sadly, it is of no
use to us.

Of course, the absence of convexity will hardly ever be
noticed in practice, since elections are not counted both in
separate districts and together as a whole. But it is worrying
inasmuch as it may suggest that something odd is going on.

6.  Further properties
A question that is sometimes asked about STV is, is a
truncated preference listing treated as if all the remaining
candidates were placed equal last? Since STV (in its usual
formulation) does not allow for equality of preference, the
question does not really make sense. But one can make
sense of it as follows. The symmetric completion of a
truncated preference listing is obtained by taking all
possible completions of it with equal weight, chosen so that
the total weight is 1. For example, suppose that there are
five candidates, a, b, c, d, e. Then 

the symmetric completion of a ballot marked abcd is a
single ballot marked abcde, with weight 1;

the symmetric completion of a ballot marked abc
consists of two ballots, each with weight ½, one
marked abcde and the other marked abced;

the symmetric completion of a ballot marked ab
consists of six ballots, each with weight 1/6,
completed in the six different possible ways: that is,
abcde, abced, abdce, abdec, abecd and abedc; 

the symmetric completion of a ballot marked a consists
of 24 ballots, each with weight 1/24, completed in the
24 different possible ways; and so on.

Symmetric-completion. A truncated preference listing
should be treated in the same way as its symmetric
completion.
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It is not difficult to see that AV satisfies symmetric-
completion. Although AV is usually described in terms of a
quota, it can alternatively be described as follows: repeatedly
exclude the candidate with the smallest number of votes, until
there is only one candidate left. The effect of replacing
truncated preference listings by their symmetric completions
is simply that, at each stage in the count, the votes of all non-
excluded candidates are increased by the same amount. It
follows that the order of exclusions is not affected, nor
therefore is the eventual winner.

                a       60
Election 10:    ab      60
(2 seats)       b       14
                c       46

To see that STV does not satisfy symmetric-completion in
general, consider Election 10. The quota is 180/3 = 60, so that
a is elected with a surplus of 60. Under the Newland-Britton
rules, the whole of a's surplus goes to b, who is elected. Under
Meek's method, the transfer of a's surplus ends with the quota
reduced to (180 − 36)/3 = 48, with 36 non-transferable votes
going to ‘excess’, and 36 votes transferred to b. Either way, a
and b are elected. However, if each ballot is replaced by its
symmetric completion, then, of a's surplus of 60 votes, 45 go
to b and 15 to c, and c is elected instead of b.

Election 11     Election 12
(2 seat)        (3 seats)
ab      40      ab      40
ba       2      ba       2
cd      12      cd      12
dc       6      dc       6
                e      180

David Hill has sent me an example, which I have modified
slightly above, to show that quota reduction is preferable to
symmetric completion in STV. In Election 11 the quota is 60/3
= 20, and so a and b are elected. In Election 12 the quota is
240/4 = 60, so that e is elected with a surplus of 120. Under
symmetric completion, this would be used to increase the
votes of the remaining candidates by 30 each, so that a would
be elected first, after which d would be excluded and c would
be elected. However, if the quota is reduced to 20 after the
election of e then a and b are elected as in Election 11. To
paraphrase David's comments slightly, "Election 12 has one
extra candidate, one extra seat, and a large number of extra
voters whose sole wish (apparently) is to put that extra
candidate into that extra seat. It is nonsense that the original
60 voters should get a and c elected in Election 12 instead of
the a and b they would have got from Election 11."

The remaining properties are all concerned with the avoidance
of "wrecking candidates".  A "wrecking candidate" is a
candidate who is not elected but who, by standing for election
and so "splitting the vote", prevents someone else from being
elected. One might naïvely hope to avoid wrecking candidates

altogether, which would result in the Independence of
Irrelevant Alternatives, or IIA:

IIA. If a candidate x is not elected, then the result of the
election should be as if x had not stood for election.

However, it is easy to see that no discriminating election rule
can satisfy both IIA and majority. For, consider Election 3
above. By the axiom of discrimination, there must be a profile
arbitrarily close to this one that does not give rise to a tie. If
this profile results in the election of a, then b is a wrecking
candidate: for, if b had not stood for election, then c would
have been elected (by majority, since roughly two thirds of
the voters prefer c to a); thus the result of the election is not as
if b had not stood. In a similar way, if b is elected then c is a
wrecking candidate, and if c is elected then a is a wrecking
candidate.

In an attempt to find a property weaker than IIA but
expressing a similar idea, I came up with the following.

Weak-IIA. If x is elected, and one adds a new candidate y
ahead of x on some of the ballots on which x was first
preference (and nowhere else), then either x or y should
be elected.

Unfortunately I do not know of any sensible election rule that
satisfies even this. Certainly STV does not. For example, if
there are 15 ballots marked x and 14 marked z, then AV (and
any sensible rule) will elect x; but if 10 of the 15 x ballots are
now changed to read yx, then AV will exclude x and elect z
instead.

An alternative weakening of IIA has been proposed by
Tideman5. In his terminology, a number of candidates form a
set of clones if every preference listing that contains one of
them contains all of them, in consecutive positions (but not
necessarily always in the same order). He says that a single-
seat election rule is independent of clones if it satisfies the
following properties, which I have reformulated here so that
they make sense for multi-seat elections as well.

Clone-in. The expected number of candidates elected
from any given set of clones should not increase if one
member of the set is deleted from every ballot
containing it.

Clone-no-help. Replacing a candidate x by a set of
clones should not help any other candidate y.

Clone-no-harm. Replacing a candidate x by a set of
clones should not harm any other candidate y.

                xx'a    13
                x'xa    11
Election 13:    abc     10
(2 seats)       bc      12
                c       14
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It is not difficult to see that AV satisfies all the clone
properties. I am fairly sure that STV also satisfies clone-in
in multi-seat elections, although I do not have a formal
proof of this. To see that STV does not satisfy the other two
clone properties, consider Election 13. The quota is 60/3 =
20. Nobody having reached the quota, a is excluded and b is
elected; then x' is excluded and x is elected. However, if the
clones x and x' are replaced by a single candidate x, then x
has 24 votes initially and so is elected, and the surplus of 4
votes goes to a; therefore b is excluded, and c is elected
instead of b. So replacing x by a pair of clones helps b and
harms c.

Clone-no-harm is actually incompatible with DPC. To see
this, note that if only two candidates stand in a 2-seat
election, where the voting is (say) x 70, y 30, then both must
be elected. But if x is replaced by a pair of clones and the
voting is now xx' 35, x'x 35, y 30, then DPC requires that x
and x' should both be elected. This suggests that clone-no-
harm is not a desirable property for multi-seat
elections—and Tideman never suggested that it was. But
clone-in and clone-no-help both look sensible to me, even
for multi-seat elections.
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Editorial
Readers will have noticed that there has been a significant
delay in the appearance of this issue. The reason is very
simple — a lack of sufficient material. Also, in reading this
issue, you will see many familiar names amongst the authors.
The conclusion is that we need a wider base for the authorship
than we have currently. Hence could I ask all readers to ensure
that friends with similar interests subscribe to Voting matters?

In the last paper in this issue, Douglas Woodall uses
barycentric coordinates to present the analysis of election
results with three candidates. Unfortunately, this elegant
method of presentation is regarded by the media as too
complex for general use. In consequence, in the recent three-
way by-election, the comparison between the previous general
election and the by-election was hard to understand. Perhaps
this is an advantage to the three party managers who could all
claim a ‘victory’.

Brian Wichmann.

Progressive Elimination
P Dean
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In my previous article [Issue 3, page 6] I took the Solent mock
election of 1989 to show that electing 5 candidates from a
field of 20 gave a different result to choosing 5 from the last
6.

It occurred to me that a computer used in a progressive
elimination (19 from 20, then 18 from 19 and so on) could
give a different result. Dr Hill proved this to be the case,
though he did not favour this method.

Whereas all systems elected candidate Nos 1, 7, 9 and 18; the
normal manual method elected No 2, but electing 5 from the
last 6 preferred No 20. The progressive elimination finally
elected No 19 with No 14 as the runner-up. An examination of
the first 5 preferences on each ballot paper revealed that No
19 came 2nd (60),  No 20 - 6th (45),  No 14 - 7th (37),  and
No 2 - 8th (34).

This demonstrates that a candidate with considerable
secondary support can easily lose out in such an election. No
19 was originally 9th to be eliminated, and No 14 was 13th to
go out, being less than a vote behind his running mate - No 2.

Taking only the top 8 based on the first 5 preferences
produced that same result as the progressive elimination
process.

Meek and monotonicity
 I D Hill
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In Voting matters issue 3, B A Wichmann reported that, using
data sampled from real voting patterns, ‘Meek violates mono-
raise much more than ERS’.  Is this something that Meek
supporters should worry about?

We know: (1) that all electoral systems have to suffer from
some anomaly or other; (2) that STV's anomaly is that it can
fail on monotonicity i.e. a change of vote in a candidate's
favour can cause that candidate's defeat; (3) that traditional
rules do not even look at a voter's second or subsequent
preferences if the first preference is elected later than the first
count.  So the way to make Meek run into an anomaly where
traditional rules do not is to find a case where monotonicity
trouble occurs among the preferences that such rules ignore.

Although the numbers of such violations reported are indeed
considerably greater for Meek, it should be remembered that
these arise from examining many thousands of pseudo-
elections, and the proportions of occasions are small.  For
example, the greatest number of Meek violations found was
141 from a data set called R038, but that number comes from
12421 comparisons of one pseudo-election with another.
Furthermore each of these pseudo-elections has only 20
voters, which is very few for electing to 5 places from 17
candidates.  So the degree of trouble should not be
exaggerated, but nevertheless 141 Meek violations were
found and no ERS violations in comparisons derived from
that particular data set.
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It should be borne in mind that the method used to form
these pseudo-elections from any given data set involved
sampling each time from the same set of votes and thus
there are many repetitions, of particular votes being used
more than once. This makes it difficult to judge what the
results would be from truly independent samples.

I have examined one case in detail to see what it shows and,
to avoid all bias in choosing which case to examine, I
decided to take the first one found in the data sets available
to me. This involved 14 candidates (A − N) for 7 seats, and
contained among its votes one for EJICDNG in that order of
preference. Those elected are EFGHIJN by Meek rules, but
if that one vote is changed to read EIJCDNG (all other votes
being unchanged) which should be to I's advantage, those
elected become CEFGHJN, and I has lost the seat to C.

The current ERS rules elect EFGHJCN with 25%
probability, EFGHJAI with 58% probability and EFGHJCI
with 17% probability, depending upon how two random
choices come out.  That they reach the same result, given
the same random choices, irrespective of whether the one
vote is as in the original data set or changed, is inevitable
because the only vote changed is from EJICDNG to
EIJCDNG.  At the first count E has 3 votes where the quota
is 3.13 and so is not yet elected.  At the second count 2 votes
starting GE are transferred to E each at value 0.55, to give E
a total of 4.10 and a surplus of 0.97, but that surplus is
redistributed solely from the 2 newly-received votes.
Whether J or I comes next in the vote that is changed is
never even looked at.

Using Meek rules with either set of votes GEFHJ are elected
and BDKLM are excluded.  At that point with the original
votes A has 2.145 while C has 2.100, C is excluded, N and I
elected and A left as runner-up.  With the modified votes, A
has 2.053 while C has 2.060, so A is excluded and nearly all
A's votes pass to C.  This results in C and N elected, I as
runner-up.  Either way it is a very close-run thing, but who
is ahead, of A and C, happens to reverse and the result
unfortunately causes the observed lack of monotonicity.

Should all this worry Meek supporters?  I think no more
than the fact that lack of monotonicity is an upsetting
feature of all STV.  We could get rid of that feature by
abandoning STV altogether and refusing ever to look at
preferences beyond the first, but we know that what is lost
by so doing far exceeds what is gained.  Similarly if we do
not look at later preferences some of the time (even when
they are relevant) then we can get rid of the feature some of
the time, but again, what is lost by doing that far exceeds
what is gained. In general, looking at voters' later
preferences whenever they are relevant helps to meet those
voters' wishes; that it is occasionally troublesome is a pity
but cannot be helped.  It remains true that the voter
concerned could not possibly anticipate such an effect, so it
cannot lead to tactical voting, and also that even if such

votes were to arise in reality, the lack of monotonicity
would never be noticed except by detailed research of the
ballot papers such as is hardly ever performed.

In case anyone wishes to examine this data set further, here
are the original votes in Wichmann-Hill format.  For those
not used to this:

14 7 means 14 candidates for 7 seats;

1 5 10 9 3 4 14 7 0 means a vote for candidates 5 10 9 3 4
14 7 in that order, the initial 1 meaning 1 vote and the 0
terminating it, and so on;

Following all the votes there is an extra 0 to terminate them
all and then the names of candidates in the order of their
reference numbers, and a title for the election.

To get the modified votes, change the first one to start 1 5 9
10 instead of 1 5 10 9, and change the title on the last line.

  

14 7
1 5 10 9 3 4 14 7 0
1 3 5 13 12 7 1 4 8 0
1 8 7 10 12 13 3 6 4 14 11 9 1 2 5 0
1 5 11 14 7 9 0
1 6 7 10 11 12 3 0
1 8 7 5 13 12 14 6 3 1 2 0
1 6 7 10 12 0
1 7 9 5 8 10 14 3 4 1 2 6 11 12 13 0
1 10 7 12 5 8 3 6 9 14 0
1 7 5 11 6 0
1 1 12 3 14 8 6 13 5 0
1 7 5 12 10 14 4 3 9 6 0
1 9 0
1 7 6 10 12 9 14 0
1 1 12 3 8 14 6 5 13 0
1 10 1 12 8 6 3 9 0
1 8 5 12 3 9 1 7 13 10 11 4 6 0
1 3 4 7 10 0
1 7 10 8 12 3 4 9 14 1 13 2 6 11 5 0
1 14 11 5 10 0
1 14 13 2 1 3 9 12 4 5 8 0
1 7 8 9 5 6 0
1 7 12 4 9 8 14 3 11 0
1 5 14 7 0
1 6 7 10 12 0
0
"A""B""C""D""E""F""G"
"H""I""J""K""L""M""N"
"Original"
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Trying to find a winning set
of candidates

I D Hill

In Voting matters issue 2, I introduced the idea of Sequential
STV and came to the conclusion that it should not be
recommended for general use.  But there remains something
very attractive in trying to find a set of candidates, of the right
size for the number to be elected, such that if an STV election
were conducted with that set plus any other one candidate,  all
other candidates being treated as withdrawn, that set would
always be the winners.

We know from Condorcet's paradox that in the one-seat case,
where the set is of size 1, there may not be any winner who
fulfils the criterion, but at least if we can find such a winner,
the result is unique.

In the multi-seat case, we can still get results where no set
satisfies the criterion.  For an example, consider 4 candidates
for 2 seats and votes 1 AB, 1 BC, 1 CD, 1 DA.  If we choose
AB to test we find that ABD leads to AD as winners; testing
AD we find that ACD leads to CD; testing CD we find BCD
leads to BC; testing BC we find that ABC leads to AB.  So
round in circles we go.

But now things are far worse for, even where a set to satisfy
the criterion  is found, it may not be unique.  Again consider 4
candidates for 2 seats and  votes 6 A, 6 B, 5 C, 5 D, 4 DA, 4
DB, 4 CA, 4 CB, 4 BC, 4 BD, 4 AC, 4 AD.   If we choose AB
as potential winners, we find that ABC elects AB and ABD
elects AB, which would seem to confirm the choice; but if we
choose CD we  find that ACD elects CD and BCD elects CD,
so that choice is also confirmed.   Looking at the votes we can
see that AB is, in fact, the better choice, but  merely to find
any set that fulfils the criterion is not adequate.

Can we then say that, having found a potential winning set,
we need only  look at disjoint sets to see if there are any
others?  Again things are not  as easy as that.  Consider 6
candidates for 4 seats, with the same votes as  in the last
example, with the addition of 20 E, 20 F.  Then if we choose
ABEF as potential winners, we find that ABCEF elects ABEF
and ABDEF elects  ABEF, seeming to confirm the choice; but
if we choose CDEF we find that ACDEF elects CDEF and
BCDEF elects CDEF, so that choice is also confirmed, and the
sets are not disjoint as they both contain E and F.

It is clear therefore that there cannot be a universally best
algorithm.  For everyday practical use, I believe that simple
STV by Meek's method should remain the algorithm of
choice. 

A simple model of voter
behaviour 

B A Wichmann
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Voting patterns
The additional information provided by preferential voting
means that it is difficult to characterise voter behaviour. For
instance, one cannot state that a voter supports party A merely
because his first preference is for party A. The total
information provided in a preferential ballot is very much
larger than in X voting, although the result sheet only
provides a small fraction of this information.

An obvious question to raise is if the information provided in
a ballot can somehow be simplified to provide the essential
content. In this paper, a simple model is proposed which
appears to provide the essential information from a
preferential ballot.

An example
The principle behind the model is most easily understood by
means of an example. The model does not depend upon the
number of seats to be filled (indeed, should this value alter the
voting patterns?).

Hence we consider the case with four candidates: Albert,
Bernard, Clare and Diana, with the votes cast as follows:

     20  AB
     15  CDA
      4  ADC
      1  B

From this data, we compute the number of each pair of
preferences, adding both the starting position and a
terminating position. For instance, the number of times the
preference for A is followed by B is 20, and the number of
times the starting position is ‘followed by’ A is 20+4=24. The
complete table is therefore:

    A   B   C   D   e
s  24   1  15   0   -
A   -  20   0   4  15
B   0   -   0   0  21
C   0   0   -  15   4
D  15   0   4   -   0

Obviously, a preference for X cannot be followed by X,
resulting in the diagonal of dashes. The entry under s-e
could represent the invalid votes.
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Having now computed this table, we can use it to
characterise voting behaviour. For instance, 24 out of 40, or
60% of voters gave A as their first preference. More than
this, we can use the table to compute ballot papers having
the same statistical properties. For example, if the first
preference was A, then the second row of the table shows
that the subsequent preference should be B, D or e in the
proportions of 20:4:15. Due to the fortunately large number
of zeros in the table, we can easily compute the distribution
of all the possible ballot papers which can be constructed
this way. Putting these in reducing frequency of occurrence
we have:

AB    30.8%    (50.0%)
A     23.1%
CDAB  16.9%
CDA   12.7%    (37.5%)
C      7.9%
ADC    6.1%    (10.0%)
B      2.5%    ( 2.5%)

The figures in brackets are the frequencies from the original
data — which can be seen to be quite different.

A number of points arise from this example:

1. The computation of the frequencies needs to take into
account the valid preferences. For instance, the
frequency of the ballots starting AD is 0.6×4/39 =
6.1%; the next preference can only be C, since the
other option in the table is A which is invalid.

2. The large percentage that plump for A is due to the
combination of the large percentage having A as the
first preference, and the large percentage having A as
the last preference, even though plumping for A does
not occur in the original ballot. One would not expect
this to occur in practice.

3. In this example, the table seems to be larger than the
original ballot papers in information content. Exactly
the opposite would occur with real elections with
hundreds or more ballot papers.

4. Note that the number of occurrences of A in the
ballot papers is the sum of the column A and also the
sum of row A (which are therefore equal).

5. It is clear that the ballot papers constructed this way
do not have the same distribution of the number of
preferences as the original data. However, the mean
number of preferences is similar, but smaller (2.19 for
the computed data, 2.45 for the original). Clearly,
when all ballot papers give a complete set of
preferences, the computed data will rarely, but
sometimes, give plumping.

6. If the voters voted strictly according to sex (A,B or
C,D), then this characteristic would be preserved by

the model. Similarly, the model does characterise
party voting patterns.

The conclusion so far is that the model characterises some
aspects of voter behaviour, but does not mirror other
aspects. However, from the point of view of preferential
voting systems, we need to know if the characterization
influences the results obtained by a variety of STV
algorithms. The property can be checked by comparing sets
of ballot papers constructed by the above process against
those produced by random selection of ballot papers from
the original data.

We take the ballot papers from a real election which was to
select 7 candidates from 14, being election R33 from the
STV database. From this data, which consists of 194 ballot
papers, we select 100 elections of 25 votes by a) producing
random subsets of the actual ballots, or by b) the process
described above.

For each of the 200 elections we determine 4 properties as
follows:

1. Determine if the Condorcet top tier consists solely of
the candidate G. This was a property of the actual
election.

2. Determine if the Meek algorithm elects candidate C.
This was a property of the actual election.

3. Determine if the ERS hand counting rules elects
candidate N. This was a property of the actual
election.

4. Determine if Tideman's algorithm elects candidate E.
This was not a property of the actual election.
Unfortunately, computing the result from this
algorithm can be very slow, and hence the result was
determined for 50 elections rather than the 100 for the
other three cases.

The results can be summarised by the following table:

               Subset   Process  Number
Condorcet (G)    75       67      100
Meek (C)         42       34      100
ERS (N)          56       47      100
Tideman (E)      14       20       50

I believe that the four properties above are sufficiently
independent, and the elections themselves independent
enough to undertake the χ-squared test to see if the two sets
of elections could be regarded as having come from the
same population. Passing this test would indicate that the
statistical construction process is effective in providing
‘election’ data for research purposes.

The statistical testing is best done as a separate 2 × 2 table
test of each line. The first line, for example, gives the table
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        Condorcet Analysis
          (G)  other
Subset    75    25     100
Process   67    33     100 
         —————————————————
         142    58     200

The four tables give P = 0.28, 0.31, 0.26 and 0.29
respectively, using a two-tailed test. So, so far as this test
goes, these show no significant differences in the two
methods.

Acknowledgement
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 Monotonicity — An In-Depth
Study of One Example

D R Woodall
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Here is a fairly typical example of the way in which
monotonicity can fail with STV (or, as in this case, AV).
Consider the pair of single-seat elections below. In Election 1,
no candidate has reached the quota of 15, and so c, the
candidate with the smallest number of first-preference votes,
is excluded. All c's votes are transferred to a, and so a is
elected. However, just before the result is announced, it is
discovered that two of the ballots placed in the pile labelled
bca are not in fact marked bca at all, but abc, so that the true
situation is as in Election 2. Naturally a is delighted with this
increased support. But now b has the smallest number of first-
preference votes, and so, when the count is redone, b is
excluded instead of c. All b's votes go to c, and so c is elected
instead of a. So the effect of this increased support for a is to
cause a not to be elected.

        Election 1   Election 2
abc         11          13
bca         10           8
cab          9           9
Excluded     c           b
Elected      a           c

This is the sort of anomaly that has caused some people to
reject the whole idea of STV. The question I want to discuss
here is, how serious is it really? Certainly nobody is going to
pretend that it is desirable; but is it really as bad as some
people have been making out?

The first thing to notice is that nobody has been wrongly
elected. One might object that it cannot possibly be the case

that a is the right person to elect in Election 1 and that c is the
right person to elect in Election 2, in which a clearly has more
support. But it does not really make sense to talk about "the
right person to elect" in these elections. In Election 1, for
example, there are 19 voters who prefer c to a, and only 11
who prefer a to c, so that c seems a better candidate to elect
than a. But then there are 21 voters who prefer b to c, and
only 9 who prefer c to b, and so b seems a better candidate to
elect than c. But then again, there are 20 voters who prefer a
to b, and only 10 who prefer b to a, and so a seems a better
candidate to elect than b. Whichever candidate you choose to
elect, someone else can claim to be better! (Of course, this is
just an example of the famous Condorcet paradox.) In this
situation one should not talk about which is the right
candidate to elect, but, rather, about which candidates it would
be permissible to elect. It seems to me that in either of these
elections it would be perfectly permissible to elect any one of
the three candidates. In this situation STV really does no more
than make a somewhat arbitrary selection from among the
permissible candidates. It is certainly unfortunate that it
chooses a in Election 1 and c in Election 2, where a clearly
has more support; but it is in the nature of such processes that
this sort of thing will happen.

Figure 1

Let us examine more closely what is going on here. Because
there are only three different types of ballot present, we can
represent the situation diagrammatically, using what are
known as barycentric coordinates in a triangle. Suppose we
draw an equilateral triangle of unit height (Figure 1). If we put
a point inside the triangle and drop perpendiculars from it, of
lengths x, y and z, to the three sides of the triangle, then it is
easy to prove that x + y + z = 1, the height of the triangle. So
if we label the three corners of the triangle with the three
different types of ballot, as in Figure 1, then we can use the
point depicted to represent an election in which the proportion
of voters voting abc is x, the proportion voting bca is y, and
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the proportion voting cab is z. Thus, for example, the top
vertex of the triangle represents an election in which all the
voters vote abc; the mid-point of the left side represents an
election in which half vote abc and half vote bca; and so on.

Figure 2:  candidate excluded

Suppose now that we exclude the candidate with the
smallest number of first-preference votes. Figure 2 shows
which candidate is excluded. For example, to the right of the
vertical line through abc there are more cab than bca
ballots; and above the middle of the three lines through cab
there are more abc than bca ballots. So in the region marked
b, there are fewer bca ballots than ballots of either of the
other two types, which means that b has fewest first-
preference votes. Similar remarks apply to the other two
regions.

Figure 3:  candidate elected

Now consider what happens if b is excluded. All of b's votes

are transferred to c. So the only way that a can win is if
more than half the ballots are marked abc; that is, we are
above a horizontal line drawn half way up the triangle. (Of
course, in this case a will be elected outright — one would
not normally exclude b first; but it would make no
difference to the outcome if one did.) Similar remarks apply
to the other two regions, and so the result of the election is
as indicated in Figure 3. Figure 3 also shows the points
representing Elections 1 and 2. Election 1 is in the region
where a is elected. Election 2 is obtained from it by
converting two bca ballots into abc, hence by moving
parallel to the left edge of the triangle. This takes us into the
region in which c is elected. Of course, if one continues a
bit further in the same direction, then one gets back into the
region in which a is elected.

The problem is caused, in a sense, by the fact that the
regions are not convex. However, one cannot make them
convex without violating the spirit of STV. Their convexity
is equivalent to the property called Convexity in Woodall1;
and, as mentioned there, the only election rules that possess
this property are point-scoring systems, which do not
conform to the spirit of STV.

Figure 4:  where monotonicity fails

This representation also gives us a way of visualizing where
monotonicity fails. If there are two elections (involving
only these three types of ballot) that between them show
this type of failure of monotonicity, then both elections
must lie inside the central region indicated in Figure 4. Note
that this region is completely contained within the large
dotted triangle, which is where the Condorcet paradox
arises. So, in this example, monotonicity does not fail
except when there is a Condorcet paradox. However, it is
important to stress that, in general, monotonicity can fail
even when there is no Condorcet paradox.

Figure 4 suggests the following interpretation. There are
certain regions in which it is quite clear who ought to be
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elected, and in these regions STV elects the candidate that one
would expect. But in the middle there is a grey area, where it
is not at all clear who ought to be elected, and it is in this grey
area that STV behaves in a somewhat haphazard manner; it is
really doing no more than making a pseudo-random selection
from the appropriate candidates, and it is here that small
changes in the profile of ballots can cause perverse changes in
the result.

The effect of this is to blur the result of an STV election.
Nobody is being wrongly elected, because the problem only
arises in the region where one cannot say for certain who
ought to be elected anyway. And there is no systematic bias
that would, for example, favour one political party rather than
another. But the accuracy with which the person or persons
elected in an STV election can be said to represent the views
of the voters is less precise than it would be if this sort of
anomaly did not arise.

The obvious question at this point is whether one can find a
system that retains the essential features of STV while
avoiding this sort of anomaly. The answer depends on what
one regards as the essential features of STV. As we shall see
in a later article, it is not possible to avoid this anomaly
without sacrificing at least one property that many supporters
of STV regard as essential. Nevertheless, I shall describe there
a system for single-seat elections that gains so many forms of
monotonicity, while sacrificing only one property of STV, that
I personally would be willing to recommend it as a better
system than the Alternative Vote. Unfortunately, it is not
feasible when the votes are to be counted by hand. Also, it is
not clear whether it can be extended in any sensible way to
multi-seat elections; this is a crucial question, which I have so
far been unable to answer.
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Editorial
In this issue, two long and one short article appear which I
hope will be of substantial interest to readers. In the first,
Crispin Allard produces some estimates of the likely rate of
non-monotonicity, based upon a mock election. Secondly,
Hugh Warren gives an interesting example of the Condorcet
paradox which can only serve to show the inherent
complexity of preferential voting. Lastly, I report on a
program which attempts to produce plausible election data
from STV result sheets.

Estimating the Probability
of Monotonicity Failure in a

UK General Election
Dr C Allard
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1. Summary
Three years ago, the Plant Report rejected STV as a system
worth considering for elections to the House of Commons,
citing evidence submitted by Michael Dummett (based on
an example originating from Reference 2) on the grounds
that it could be non-monotonic. In this paper I attempt to
estimate the probability of a monotonicity failure which
affects the number of seats won by a party. I estimate the
probability of this occurring in a multi-member constituency
in one election as: 2.5 × 10-4, equivalent to less than once
every century across the whole UK. [This result was first
reported in Reference 1 as 2.8 × 10-4. I have revised this
down as a result of a refinement in the method.]

2.  Representing the problem
Consider an n-member STV constituency, in which n-1
candidates have so far been elected, and the three remaining
candidates (denoted A, B and C), one each from the
Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat Parties are
competing for the final place. The conditions for
monotonicity failure are as follows:

1.    A is ahead of B, and B is ahead of C;

2.   When C is eliminated, his transfers put B ahead of
A, so that B is elected;

3.   If a number of voters switch their relevant
preference from A to C, so that both A and C are
ahead of B, then when B is eliminated, A is ahead of
C, so that A is elected;

for any ordering of A, B and C.

Writing these conditions down in mathematical terms we
get:

1.      a > b > c.

2.      a < b + αc.

3.      There exists x such that:         a − x > b                         
       c + x > b                         
             a > c + 2x + βb
where

a   =  the proportion of votes credited to A

b   =  the proportion of votes credited to B

c   =  the proportion of votes credited to C

α   =  TCB − TCA

β   =  TBC − TBA

Tij     = the proportion of i's votes which transfer to j if i
is eliminated.

(α and β can be considered as the level of advantage which
one party can expect to gain over another as a result of the
exclusion of a candidate from a third party).

The following conditions are equivalent to 1-3 above:

M1.     b > c

M2.     a < b + αc.

M3.     a > max{2b − c,  (2 + β)b − c}

Using barycentric coordinates (and denoting each point of
the triangle to represent one candidate having all the votes),
these conditions are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1

Thus, if we assume a uniform distribution, the probability of
this type of monotonicity failure is the ratio of the area of the
small triangle (either PQR or STR, whichever is the smaller)
to the area of the large one (ABC). To see why we must take
the smaller triangle, note that to satisfy condition M3, a point
in Figure 1 must be below both the lines:

  a = (2 + β)b − c  and  a = 2b − c .

Note that if β > α, conditions M1-M3 cannot simultaneously
be satisfied, so in this case we define: Area (STR) = 0.

Switching to Cartesian coordinates,

   x = c + b/2

   y = √3 b/2

the areas of the three triangles are found to be:

  Area(ABC) = √3/4

  Area(PQR) = 

  Area(STR) =

                     = 0 otherwise

So if we let p be the probability of monotonicity failure, we
can find its value as follows:

else p=0

Or, by substituting,

      γ = max{α, β, 0}

      δ = max{min{α, β}, 0}  

we obtain a single equation for p:

(P1)    

3. Estimating the transfer patterns
Clearly we need to know the likely pattern of transfers
between candidates from different parties, which requires
access to the ballot papers of a typical British electorate
voting by STV for real political parties. Last year an ERS/
MORI exit poll of 3,983 London voters was conducted during
the European Parliament elections, in which they were asked
to cast preferential votes in two multi-member constituencies.
The results form by far the best available data on the likely
behaviour of British voters in an election conducted by STV.

Details of the poll may be found in Reference 3, which
includes tables of terminal transfers (transfers of votes from a
candidate whose party has no further candidates left who are
still eligible to receive votes). Unfortunately, there is no
terminal data from Conservative candidates, since none
occurred in the count of the mock vote, so this data cannot be
used.

Instead I try to consider all the possible transfers of votes
which could have taken place. For each of the two
constituencies (London North and London South), and for
every ordered triple of candidates (Conservative, Labour, Lib
Dem), the following data extracted from the poll results is
used.

The number of votes which would transfer to the Labour
candidate (if the Conservative were to be eliminated leaving
only the Labour and Lib Dem candidates); the number which
would transfer to the Lib Dem candidate in such
circumstances; and the number which would be non-
transferable.
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This data is repeated for the each of the Labour and Lib
Dem candidates being eliminated, providing 840 data sets
(sadly not independent!) on which to base the estimate of
transfer patterns, and hence estimate p. The number of data
sets arises from 216 ordered triples in London North (6-
seater), 64 in London South (4-seater), and three data sets
for each ordered triple.

4.  Method
In outline, I employ the following method (using an Excel
spreadsheet):

i) For each data set (representing the potential transfers
from one candidate from one party to two candidates
from the other parties), the proportions Tij  of votes
transferred to each of the surviving candidates are
calculated. 

ii) These proportions are then adjusted using the
following approximate shrinkage equation:

where:

 T 'ij     represents the shrunken estimate of the
proportion of i's votes which transfer to j if i is
eliminated.

T-̄
-
ij  is the weighted sample mean of Tij  based on
exclusions of candidates from the same party in a
particular constituency.

s  is the sample variance of Tij .

n is the size of the data set (the number of first
preferences credited to the excluded candidate).

t   =  0.0004

  Note that this is based on a two-stage hierarchical
model, in which (for a given constituency and party)
there is a party mean value of Tij , with variance
0.0004, about which the candidates' Tij  values are
distributed. 

iii) Based on the values of T 'ij , γ, δ and p are calculated,
using the above definitions and equation P1.

iv)  For each ordered triple of candidates, the three
values of p (one for each potential elimination) are
summed to allow for all the possible ways in which
monotonicity might fail, giving a total probability P.

v) For each constituency, a weighted mean of the
probabilities is calculated.

vi)  Finally a weighted mean of the probabilities for the
two constituencies is taken to produce the result:

        ε(P) = 2.5 × 10-4.

So, if the UK is divided into 138 multi-member
constituencies, as proposed in Reference 4, and assuming an
average of one General Election every four years, we would
expect one instance of final-stage monotonicity failure
affecting party standing under STV roughly every 115
years.

5. Justifying the approach
The problem of estimating the probability of monotonicity
failure under STV is complicated, involving political
considerations and statistical judgement as well as pure
mathematics. So inevitably I have had to make a number of
assumptions and simplifications. I will now attempt to
identify all the potential objections to my approach and
answer some of the possible criticisms.

5.1 Only monotonicity failure affecting parties is
considered.

It is almost certainly true that the probability of affecting
individual candidates within a party is much greater. For a
start, far more voters are prepared to transfer within a party
than between parties. This is supported if we look at ERS
Council Elections (which are like elections between
candidates of the same party since all support electoral
reform), where potential instances have been observed.

Nevertheless, given that STV is the only system which even
attempts to represent intra-party opinion, any minor
‘imperfection’ in this respect is irrelevant to the choice of an
electoral system. And it is certainly the case that most of the
opponents of STV are far more concerned with party
representation.

Finally, it is a necessary simplification since intra-party
transfer patterns are notoriously unpredictable and difficult
to model.

5.2 The model only covers three parties and final-stage
transfers.

Of course, earlier stages and a greater number of parties
allow more opportunities for monotonicity failure.
However, I claim that the probability of this making a
difference to the final result is tiny compared to the figure I
have calculated above.

To see this, consider the diagram in figure 1. The effect is
only possible when there are three candidates with very
similar votes (Q is the geometric centre). Thus, if there are
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four candidates competing for the final place, a candidate who
‘benefits’ in the penultimate stage is still very unlikely to
benefit in terms of election (and one who ‘loses’ probably
would not have been elected anyway).

If there are four candidates competing for two places, with
three in danger of elimination, then the fourth may be
discounted (as a certainty), and we are back to the original
problem. Only in the case where there are four or more
candidates all with similar votes might a relevant situation
arise; it is reasonable to ignore such nth order terms.

5.3 The method assumes a Uniform (prior) distribution of
votes between the three parties.

This assumes that the three parties each have the same
marginal distribution. In a one-member constituency this is
highly unlikely, but in a multi-member constituency the
relevant distribution to consider is the remainder, once n-1
seats have been ‘allocated’, and the appropriate number of
quotas deducted from each party's vote.

Therefore, in order for the assumption to be reasonable, all we
need is to have across the country three parties capable of
achieving proportions of votes over a range of at least one
quota. This would typically be achieved by a party receiving
10% or more of the national (or regional) vote.

A similar principle is at work behind the Wichmann-Hill
pseudo-random generator, where the sum of a number of
variables is known to tend to normality, but the fractional part
of the sum remains rectangular. There is room here for
someone to conduct a proper analysis, which I am confident
would uphold my assumption.

5.4 The results are based on an opinion poll conducted only
in London.

This represents probably the biggest area of doubt about the
result and, since this is the best data available so far, there is
no way of avoiding it. The STV ballot paper was constructed
by listing (nearly) all candidates in each of the Euro-
constituencies represented. Since this was an election for
MEPs, recognition of most individual candidates must have
been relatively low.

However, we can only speculate on how voters would react in
a General election conducted by STV, and it is by no means
obvious that voting patterns would be substantially different.
The same applies to the London factor. While the relative
positions of the parties would vary across the country, there is
no reason to suppose that the nature of voting patterns would
be any different.

5.5  Why has shrinkage been applied in this way?

Shrinkage is one of the results of Bayesian analysis which has

been accepted by non-Bayesian statisticians as representing a
true effect which does not appear in more traditional models. I
have judged that a hierarchical model is relevant to this
situation, so we must take account of shrinkage. A reference
will be given in the next issue of Voting matters to provide an
explanation of shrinkage for non-statisticians.[Not produced?]

If the charge is that I have not defined a full Bayesian
hierarchical model, with detailed multivariate prior
distributions etc., then I plead guilty. This was done
deliberately to avoid specifying prior distributions which
might obscure the argument. The value of t is arbitrary but, I
believe, reasonable. A little sensitivity analysis shows that it
does not affect the final result by more than a tenth.

5.6 The weightings used in the final calculation do not allow
for some votes having a greater effect.

Rather than try to work out what effect the voting patterns
might have had in this particular election, I wanted to gain an
estimate of overall voting patterns. This means considering
both first and last place candidates, since in different
constituencies each party will have somewhere between 0 and
5 ‘safe’ seats, so the candidate involved in a three-way battle
could be anyone between the first and sixth most popular in
that party.

The best way to cope with such uncertainty is to assign equal
weightings to each elector.

6.  Conclusions
Using the best data available and using reasonable
assumptions I have estimated the probability that
monotonicity failure would arise in a UK General Election
conducted by STV. That probability turns out to be extremely
small. In political terms it may as well be zero. Opponents of
STV will need to come up with better reasons if they wish to
reject it out of hand.
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Appendix: Summary Statistics
Below is a table showing the transfer trends in North and
South London. The transfers are weighted means, expressed
as percentages of the respective first preference votes. The
advantages (corresponding to α or β) are given after
adjusting for shrinkage. See section 4 for a full explanation.
Each party is shown with the number of first preference
votes cast in the poll for candidates of that party.

       Of the 3,983 voters polled, 3,013 expressed a valid first
preference for a candidate from one of the three main
parties, of whom 1,778 were from North London and 1,235
from South London. The overall probabilities of
monotonicity failure were found to be 0.00013 in North
London and 0.00043 in South London, giving a (weighted)
mean of 0.00025 and a sample variance of 2 × 10-8.

An example showing that
Condorcet infringes a
precept of preferential

voting systems
C H E Warren

a b c d e f g g h i j k f l h l m h g n o p d h q r s t n b i u j v w

It is one of the precepts of preferential voting systems that a
later preference should neither help nor harm an earlier
preference. The purpose of this paper is to show that the
Condorcet system of preferential voting infringes this
precept.

Consider an election for one seat in which there are 3
candidates:

A is a Catholic Conservative White

B is a Protestant Labour White

C is a Catholic Labour Asian

There are 99 voters:

17 want Labour, they prefer a White to an Asian, and they
are indifferent as to sect, so they vote BC.

16 want Labour, they prefer an Asian to a White, and they
are indifferent as to sect, so they vote CB.

15 want a Catholic, they prefer Labour to Conservative
and they are indifferent as to race, so they vote CA.

17 want a Catholic, they prefer Conservative to Labour,
and they are indifferent as to race, so they vote AC.

16 want a White, they prefer Conservative to Labour, and
they are indifferent as to sect, so they vote AB.

15 want a White, they prefer Labour to Conservative, and
they are indifferent as to sect, so they vote BA.

1, whom we shall call Voter X, wants primarily a
Conservative, and wants also an Asian and a Protestant,
so is undecided whether to vote AC or AB, but settles for
AC.

1, whom we shall call Voter Y, wants primarily a
Protestant, and wants also a Conservative and an Asian,
so is undecided whether to vote BA or BC, but settles for
BA.

1, whom we shall call Voter Z, wants primarily an Asian,
and wants also a Protestant and a Conservative, so is
undecided whether to vote CB or CA, but settles for CB.
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Accordingly the votes are as follows:

AB 16
AC 18
BA 16
BC 17
CA 15
CB 17

The Condorcet method for the election yields the following
results:

C beats B by 50-49

A beats C by 50-49

B beats A by 50-49

Accordingly we see that Condorcet produces a paradox.

(Incidentally, the Single Transferable Vote, which amounts to
the commonly called Alternative Vote in this case, would
‘exclude the lowest’, C, and hence would elect B.)

If the paradox is resolved by electing A, then, if instead of
voting AC Voter X had voted AB, Candidate B would have
beaten Candidate C, and accordingly by the Condorcet
method Candidate B would have been elected. Therefore
changing the second preference of Voter X from C to B works
to the detriment of his first preference A.

If the paradox is resolved by electing B, then, if instead of
voting BA Voter Y had voted BC, Candidate C would have
beaten Candidate A, and accordingly by the Condorcet
method Candidate C would have been elected. Therefore
changing the second preference of Voter Y from A to C works
to the detriment of his first preference B.

If the paradox is resolved by electing C, then, if instead of
voting CB Voter Z had voted CA, Candidate A would have
beaten Candidate B, and accordingly by the Condorcet
method Candidate A would have been elected. Therefore
changing the second preference of Voter Z from B to A works
to the detriment of his first preference C.

Therefore, no matter how the paradox is resolved, the precept
that a later preference should not harm an earlier preference is
infringed.

Producing plausible party
election data

B A Wichmann

The STV database lacks any data from public elections which
involves political parties1. This is hardly surprising due to the

legal constraints on public election data. However, from the
point of view of election studies, this omission is very
unfortunate. Statistical studies of real election data are
important, since we know that desirable logical properties
cannot be universally satisfied.

For public elections, the only information available is that of
the result sheet. Unfortunately, this information is very much
less than that contained in the ballot data itself. Only a few
preferences expressed by votes are actually exercised in the
counting process and therefore can be reconstructed from the
result sheet. It is possible to produce minimal ballot papers
which will give the same effect as the result sheet, but such
ballot data is very unlike the (unknown) ballot data itself. In
contrast, we are here attempting to produce ballot data which
appears similar to the actual data, so that our constructed data
can be used instead of the real data.

In this study, we are using the Irish election data for the years
1969 and 1973, since this is available in a convenient book
format which is easy to process, see Knight and Baxter-
Moore3. The first election in the book, is that for Carlow-
Kilkenny. For this, we have:

It might therefore appear that we have a hopeless task since
the result sheet contains a thousand times less information
than that of the (missing) election data. 

However, we established2 that if we can provide a matrix
giving the probabilities of A being followed by B (for all
candidates A, B), then election data can be constructed which
appears to have the statistical properties one would expect, at
least as far as the election results are concerned with the usual
STV algorithms. Hence if we can produce an estimate for the
A-B probabilities, we can construct plausible data.

Taking the result sheets for all the Irish elections for 1969, we
can study just the first transfers made. These transfers are not
restricted in the potential choice that can be made by the
elector, and therefore can provide a basis for the probabilities
we wish to estimate. To compare one constituency with
another, we label the candidates  FF1, FF2,.. for Fianna Fail in
order of the first preferences, and similar for Fine Gael (FG1,
etc), Labour (LA1, etc) and others (OT1, etc). (Fortunately,
this is exactly the order listed in 3) We only need to consider
the three main parties since they account for around 97% of
the first preference votes. However, the ‘other’ candidates
must be taken into account with transfers, and hence appear as
a notional party.
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Information content

Result 9 bits     

Result sheet 800 bits     

Election data 800,000 bits     
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LA1
�

LA2
�
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�

LA4
�

OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT
�

Carlow-Kilkenny -411 0
�

313
�

43
�

7
�

2
�

1 21
�

22
�

0
�

Cavan 169 171 117 237
�

294
�

72
�

-1255 -495 458
�

232
�

Clare 0
�

64
�

23
�

19 42
�

346
�

-533 39
�

Clare-S Galway 15 51
�

20
�

82
�

10 18 348
�

-561 17

Cork NW -4815 3828
�

114 120 128 75
�

550
�

0
�

Cork SE -3679 3182
�

152 122 86
�

138 0
�

Mid Cork -1165 490
�

391
�

91
�

41
�

15 41
�

96
�

0
�

NE Cork -1159 450
�

454
�

69
�

3
�

44
�

4
�

127 8
�

0
�

SW Cork 141 87
�

1719 784 -3216 395
�

90
�

NE Donegal -1539 1422 47 50
�

20 0
�

Dublin C -935 662
�

168 20 6
�

3
�

4 14 6
�

4 8
�

21 18 1 0
�

Dublin NC -3254 1743 676
�

630
�

48 64
�

28 0
�

42 23 0
�

Dublin NE -4268 2054 1710 98
�

48 23 12 0
�

55
�

41 24 168 35
�

0
�

Dublin NW 89
�

46 27 57
�

99
�

35
�

21 -2305 535
�

719 677
�

0
�
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�

3
�

11 8
�

10 8
�

10 19 -149 0
�

Dublin SE 46 12 25 -1731 1469 132 21 19 7 0
�
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�

5
�

11 16 4 5
�

33
�

22 10 4 26 -154 6
�

NC Dublin 0
�
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�

8
�
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�

8
�
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�

11
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�

25 17 331
�

330
�

-830 18

Dun Laoghaire - 0
�

24 25 -3317 2030 956
�

102 53
�

35
�

59
�

33
�

0
�

NE Galway 19 26 9
�

-477 203 168 52
�

0
�

W Galway -780 445 189 27 44 10 28 18 19 0
�

N Kerry 242 403 69
�

934
�

304
�
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�

-2425 122

S Kerry -1583 1243 57
�
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�

Kildare 197 188 74 305
�

118 193 178 146 -1496 97
�

Laois-Offaly 0
�
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�
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�
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�

487 91
�
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�
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�
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�
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�

4
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�

20 0
�

E Mayo 74 58
�
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�
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�

W Mayo 36
�
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�

46
�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�

Monaghan 64
�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�

4
�
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�
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�

8
�

3
�

0
�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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41
�

0
�

Table 1

All first transfers,

Irish elections 1969

Table 2

Transfers from Fianna Fail

Table 3

Transfers of 1,000 preferences
from Fianna Fail

Table 4

Transfers from  Fine Gael

Table 5

Transfers from Labour

Table 6

Transfers from other parties

Consistuency
�

FF1 FF2 FF3 FF4 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT

Carlow-K *
�

-411 313
�

43
�

7
�

2
�

1 21
�

22
�

0
�

Cork NW
�

-4815 3828
�

114 120 128 75
�

550
�

0
�

Cork SE
�

-3679 3182
�

152 122 86
�

138 0
�

Mid Cork -1165 490 391
�

91
�

41 15 41 96
�

0
�

NE Cork -1159 450 454 69
�

3
�

44 4 127 8
�

0
�

NE Donegal
�

-1539 1422 47
�

50
�

20
�

0
�

Dublin C
�

-935 662
�

168 20
�

6
�

3
�

4
�

14 6
�

4
�

8
�

21
�

18 1 0
�

Dublin NC
�

-3254 1743 676
�

630
�

48
�

64
�

28
�

0
�

42
�

23
�

0
�

Dublin NE -4268 2054 1710 98
�

48 23 12 0
�

55
�

41 24 168 35
�

0
�

W Galway -780 445 189 27 44 10 28 18 19 0
�

S Kerry
�

-1583 1243 57
�

122 18 143 0
�

W Limerick
�

-3358 1098 1695 175 73
�

93
�

144 60
�

20
�

0
�

N Tipperary
�

-1533 628
�

480
�

102 71
�

222
�

14 16 0
�

S Tipperary
�

-1942 1208 462
�

88
�

40
�

13 74
�

38
�

19 0
�

Waterford * -2118 1071 679
�

35
�

93
�

156 24 60
�

Wicklow -1010 272 544
�

36
�

37
�

80
�

41 0
�

FF1 FF2 FF3 FF4 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT

599
�

222 18 35
�

28 8
�

1 38
�

19 2 1 24 2 0
�

2

FF1 FF2 FF3 FF4 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT

19 29
�

8
�

5
�

527
�

244
�

51
�

68
 

14 9
¡

3
�

9
¡

3
�

0
�

8
�

FF1 FF2 FF3 FF4 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT

59
�

54
�

54
�

0
�

108 86
�

46
¢

5
�

296
�

125 63
 

51
�

53
�

FF1 FF2 FF3 FF4 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 OT1
�

OT2
�

OT3
�

NT

100 128 36
�

258
�

110 43
¢

2
�

182 41
¢

9
¡

1 29
�

6
 

56
�



Table 1 gives the first transfers for all* the 1969 Irish
elections. The candidates are labelled as above and NT (for
Non-Transferable). A blank in the relevant columns indicates
no such candidate. Others are listed in the order given in
Knight and Baxter-Moore3.

Table 2 shows the transfer from Fianna Fail alone. The star
against the Waterford entry represents a change from the
original. In this case alone, the FF transfer was by
elimination; but we wish to put under FF1 the candidate from
which transfers were made, which implies permuting the
columns as shown. Again, the star against the Carlow-
Kilkenny entry represents a change from the original. Here,
the candidate FF2 already had the quota, and therefore was
not eligible for transfers (or rather any such transfer would
have been ignored) and hence the transfer to FF3 is regarded
as being for FF2, being the next available FF candidate. 

The columns can now be added up to see what the average
transfers are. (The total transfers are 33,549, but we express
this as votes transferred per thousand.) This result is shown in
Table 3, where FF1 here represents the first Fianna Fail
candidate to which transfers could be made. As expected, this
indicates weak cross-party voting and that the most popular
person within a party is that based on first-preference votes. 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 give the corresponding transfers of 1,000
votes from Fine Gael, Labour and the other parties
respectively.

Hence we now have estimates for our A-B probabilities,
although these figures are very crude for the following
reasons:

1. The tables show large variations between con-
stituencies.

2. Comparing constituencies with different numbers of
candidates for each party is dubious.

3. Grouping all other candidates into a notional party is
clearly dubious also.

Nevertheless, we now have some estimates that are probably
as good as we can get in the circumstances.

The next process is to use the above estimates for providing
default transfer probabilities in those cases in which the result
sheet does not provide this information.

For each of the Irish elections for 1969, we compute the
transfer probabilities that can be found from the result sheet.
For the other values, we use our estimates. This then allows
for plausible ballot data to be computed by program.

The computer program does need to reduce the ballot data
to manageable proportions. For Carlow-Kilkenny in 1969,
there were 46,073 ballot papers. If we constructed this
number of ballot papers individually by program, we would
have a 750K bytes data file — too big to process rapidly.
We can reduce the data file to a more manageable size by
having piles of identical papers, which all the computer
algorithms can handle rapidly. The program uses piles of
500, 100, 50, 10, 5 and 1 paper(s), adjusted so that the
correct number of total ballot papers is produced, and the
first preference counts are the same as the result sheet. The
data file is now reduced to about 11K bytes.

The program also attempts one further adjustment. The
ballot papers match the first preferences and the total votes
cast exactly, but the match to subsequent transfers is only
similar in terms of the proportion of the occurrence of A-B's
in the papers. To obtain a better, but not identical fit, the
program computes many examples using different seeds for
the random number generator, and selects the best example.
Determining the fit between a ballot paper set and the result
sheet is not straightforward. To undertake the comparison
properly would require a computer version of the Irish STV
rules which was not available. Instead, the ERS rules were
used, which has a number of differences from the Irish
version. The most obvious difference is rounding the votes
to whole numbers (single ballot papers are transferred),
rather than one hundredths; but this makes little difference
in this case with over 10,000 votes cast in each election.

To summarise, the program takes as input:

 1. The transfers between parties deduced from a set of
elections.

 2. The result sheet from a specific election from that
set, giving the party affiliation of each candidate.

 3. Seeds for the random number generator, and a
number of trials from which to select the ballot set
with the best fit.

From this, the program outputs a set of ballot papers giving
a ‘good’ fit to the specified election. Note that by changing
the seeds for the random number generator, slightly
different sets of ballot papers will be produced.

This program was then used to construct plausible ballot
sets for the 1969 and 1973 Irish elections. The elections in
1973 were regarded as distinct from 1969, so that the same
process as illustrated above was used to construct another
table of transfers per thousand votes between parties.
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* Donegal-Leitrim is excluded since this has the Speaker of
the Dail elected unopposed, so comparisons are difficult.



A summary of the results from analysing the election data
appears below. The meaning of the entries in the table are as
follows:

Dn On my home computer, I have nine different STV-
like algorithms. Listed here is the number of
algorithms giving a different result from the actual
Irish election. A result of D0 is not printed.

Cn A Condorcet ranking is computed from the election
data. From this, the lowest-ranked candidate is found
who was elected. Cn is the number of un-elected
candidates ranked at least as high as that candidate.

Pn From the Condorcet ranking, a Condorcet paradox is
evident. Pn indicates the number of candidates
involved in the paradox. The plus sign indicates that
the paradox involves both elected and un-elected
candidates. (Note that a Condorcet paradox involving
the ‘top’ candidate is undoubtedly a problem when
electing a single candidate, but not necessarily in
other cases.)

IEM  Of the nine STV algorithms that were used to
analyse the data, two are of special interest: Meek and
the ERS hand-counting rules. Of the three when the
Irish result is compared, the odd-one-out is noted (by
a single letter). (Note that in the single case of Dublin
SW for 1969, all three algorithms gave a different
result, so there was not an ‘odd-one-out’.)

The method of construction implies that it would be unwise
to assume that there was an actual Condorcet paradox for
South West Cork, since this property is dependent in part
upon the data which has been added by statistical means.
However, it would be reasonable to suppose that the
fraction of elections in Ireland having a Condorcet paradox
is about one third, and about a quarter have a paradox
involving elected and unelected candidates.

In many cases, the election result is clearly marginal
between two candidates, and hence differences between the
STV algorithms is not surprising.

Two elections stand out as being very different. For Dublin
South West for 1969, all three main algorithms gave a
different result. After the top candidate, the next six were in
a Condorcet paradox. It seems clear that this seat is a
potential example of non-monotonicity. I have been unable
to determine if this is so, since I do not know of any
computationally feasible way of determining the property.
As an exercise for the readers, I have reproduced the result
sheet, together with the fit my program produces, to allow
others to determine if non-monotonicity occurs. I have been
able to simplify the data by reducing the number of piles
substantially, and also reduced the number of votes by a
factor of ten, but this still does not provide an easy way of
determining this vital property. David Hill has commented
on this by noting that perhaps the property is not so
important if it is impractical to determine its validity for a
specific election.

The other unusual result is that for Longford-Westmeath for
1973. This is the only case in which there were two sets of
candidates involved in Condorcet paradoxes in one election.

There is only a weak correlation between those elections
having C≠0 and those having D≠0. There is some
correlation between the C's and P's, which is hardly
surprising due to the underlying dependence upon
Condorcet. A Condorcet paradox involving both elected and
unelected candidates is no guarantee that any of the STV
algorithms will produce a different result as can be seen
from Dublin North Central for 1973.

All the computer data produced in this study is available
from me on request.
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Consistuency Result 69 Result 73

Carlow-Kilkenny C1
£

P3+ D2 P5

Cavan C1
£

D2 P3

Clare D6 C2
£

M C1
£

P4+

Clare-S Galway C1
£

D2 C1
£

Cork NW D3 C3
£

P4+ D2 C1
£

Cork SE D2 D2 C1
£

Mid Cork D2 C1
£

NE Cork D6 C1
£

M
¤

D7 C1
£

M
¤

SW Cork D1 C2
£

P3+ D1 C2
£

P4+

NE Donegal D1

Dublin C C1
£

Dublin NC D1 C1
£

C2
£

P5+

Dublin NE C2
£

D2 C2
£

P3

Dublin NW C1
£

P5+ C1
£

Dublin SC D1 C4
£

D8 C1
£

M
¤

Dublin SE C1
£

D8 C1
£

M
¤

Dublin SW D9 C3
£

P6+ ME C2
£

P4+

NC Dublin C1
£

P3+

SC Dublin D1 D1 C1
£

Dun Laoghaire - D2

NE Galway C1
£

W Galway D3 C1
£

M

N Kerry D6 C2
£

P5+ I

S Kerry C1
£

P4+ C1
£

Kildare C1
£

Laois-Offaly D6 C1
£

P4+ M D3 C1
£

E

E Limerick C1
£

C1
£

W Limerick D1

Longford-W D1 C4
£

D8 C4
£

P3,3+ M
¤

Louth D1 P3

E Mayo C1
£

P4+ D1 C1
£

W Mayo C1
£

Meath D1 C1
£

C1
£

P3+

Monaghan D2 C1
£

D8 C2
£

M
¤

Roscommon - P3

Sliogo-Leitrm C1
£

N Tipperary C1
£

D3 C1
£

P3+

S Tipperary C2
£

Waterford D7 C1
£

P3+ I D2 C2
£

P5+

Wexford C3
£

P5+

Wicklow D9 C2
£

I
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Appendix 
The table below is the Irish result sheet as from Knight and
Baxter-Moore, except that additionally the results computed
by the program from the plausible data are shown in italics.

The actual event elected FF1, LA1, LA2 and FF2. The ERS
rules with the plausible data elected FF1, LA1, LA2 and FG1,
while the Meek algorithm with the plausible data elected FF1,
LA1, LA2 and FG2.

There is a single Condorcet winner in LA1, but the set of
candidates FF1, FF2, FG1, FG2, LA2 and OT1 are in a
Condorcet paradox with the plausible data

.
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Candidate Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV Stage V Stage VI Stage VII Stage VIII Stage IX Stage X Stage XI Stage XII
Dowling

¥
5724

¦
4

§
5728

¦
12 5740

¦
22

¨
5762

¦
15 5777

¦
651

©
6428

©
-589 5839

¦
5839

¦
5839

¦
5839

¦
5839

¦
5839

¦
FF1

ª
5724

«
5724

«
5725

«
5726

«
5726

«
5726

«
6186

¬
5839

«
5839

«
5839

«
5839

«
5839

«
Lemass


2512

¨
6

©
2518

¨
11 2529

¨
13 2542

¨
3

®
2545

¨
771

¯
3256

®
520

¦
3776

®
43

§
3819

®
28

¨
3847

®
15 3862

®
73

¯
3935

®
772

¯
4707

§
FF2

ª
2512

°
2564

°
2564

°
2564

°
2564

°
3487

±
3757

±
3917

±
3983

±
4020

²
4210

²
5147

«
Sherwin

³
1643 5

¦
1648 12 1660 14 1674 5

¦
1679 -1679

FF3
ª

1643
´

1643
´

1643
´

1643
´

1643
´

O'Keeffe
µ

1331 11 1342 341
®

1683 5
¦

1688 242 1930 22 1952 2 1954 21 1975 88
¶

2063 23 2086 -2086

FG1
ª

1331
´

1343
´

1800
´

1800
´

2050
°

2050
°

2050
°

2050
°

2100
°

2174
°

McMahon
·

1203 16 1219 193 1412 18 1430 579
¦

2009
¨

43
§

2052
¨

8
¶

2060
¨

26
¨

2086
¨

91
¸

2177
¨

22
¨

2199
¨

1539 3738
®

767
¯

4505
§

FG2
ª

1203
´

1220
´

1320
´

1320
´

1933
´

1983
´

2021
°

2021
°

2021
°

2206
°

3689
±

5594
«

Lowe


856
¶

4
§

860
¶

94
¸

954
¸

10 964
¸

-964

FG3 856
¹

862
¹

963
º

963
º

Redmond
»

759
¯

5
¦

764
¯

-764

FG4
ª

759
¼

760
¼

O'Connell
µ

5273
¦

33
®

5306
¦

38
®

5344
¦

169 5513
¦

31
®

5544
¦

61
©

5605
¦

10 5615
¦

435 6050
©

6050
©

-211 5839
¦

5839
¦

5839
¦

LA1 5273
«

5298
«

5298
«

5509
«

5509
«

5609
«

5609
«

6359
¬

6359
¬

5839
«

5839
«

5839
«

Dunne 5136
¦

22 5158
¦

23 5181
¦

468 5649
¦

20 5669
¦

129 5798
¦

23 5821
¦

1065 6886
©

-1047 5839
¦

5839
¦

5839
¦

5839
¦

LA2 5136
«

5149
«

5150
«

5771
«

5771
«

5781
«

5781
«

6459
¬

5839
«

5839
«

5839
«

5839
«

Butler
½

1643 10 1653 10 1663 136 1799 11 1810 10 1820 4
§

1824 -1824

LA3 1643 1649 1649 1659 1759 1809 1809

Farrell
¾

893
¶

4
§

897
¶

1 898
¶

-898

LA4 893
¹

894
¹

894
¹

Corcoran
¿

2066
¨

28
¨

2094
¨

24
¨

2118
¨

29
¨

2147
¨

45
§

2192
¨

38
®

2230
¨

22
¨

2252
¨

186 2438
¨

195 2633
¨

90
¸

2723
¨

196 2919
¨

-2919

OT1
À

2066
°

2086
°

2186
°

2186
°

2186
°

2236
°

2274
°

2444
°

2906
°

3128
±

3568
±

McKeown 154 -154

OT2
À

154
´

Non transferable 6
©

6
©

5
¦

11 14 25 13 38
®

14 52
¦

52
¦

48 100 645
©

745 61
©

806
¶

278 1084 1380 2464

NT
Á

1 1 52
«

52
«

52
«

54
«

105 147 149 210 936
º

Total
Â

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

29193
¨

Dublin South West, 1969
Ã



Editorial
A survey has been conducted of the readership of Voting
matters which has resulted in a number of changes; these
changes are reported on page 9. I have written individually to
all those that took the trouble to write to ERS. Please write
again if you have further suggestions, and especially if you
have material for potential inclusion.

This issue contains five articles. The first is a republication of
a further article by Brian Meek. Readers should take note of
the preface which points out the very different nature of this
article from the other two that Voting matters has republished.
The second article contains a description of  mine of a two-tier
form of STV. I am not advocating this, since it appears to be
inferior to standard STV. 

The third article is a very detailed analysis of the degree of
representativity in Irish STV elections by Philip Kestelman.
Please note the use of the term magnitude to mean the number
of seats in a multi-seat election.

Douglas Woodall's article is a very detailed analysis of the
rules that could be used for single-seat elections. The
importance of this work in my view is that of questioning the
desirability of the property that later preferences should not
harm or help earlier ones. Whatever your own views are, I
hope you will note the consequences of the various
impossibility theorems which shows that, even with just one
seat, conflicting properties abound. This article does define a
large number of terms but I hope readers will find the
explanation of those terms adequate.

The last article is by David Hill which analyses the results
which have previously been reported in Replaying the 1992
General Election. This paper illustrates the difficulties in
producing accurate predictions for an STV election when only
9,614 ballot papers are available for all of the UK.

Brian Wichmann

A transferable voting
system including intensity

of preference
B L Meek

Ä g j f i Å h h Æ j k i n Ç f p p d h t n l È b p j i c t h i p g h É Ê j i c Ë k t n v v h c h
Ì n i Í n i É s p g f i Í É Ì n i Í n i e t Î r Î Ì s w Ï d j k f g p j u v h Ç f k

n g j c j i f v v Ð È b m v j k d h Í j i Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö Ò Ó × Ø Ù Ú Û Ú Ó Ü Ý × Ú Þ Ý Ú Û
ß Ù Ö Ò × Þ Ú Û É à á É â n ã ä à å æ ã È È Î á ç Î å w

Preface to this republication
After I wrote the two papers describing what has since
become known as ‘Meek's method’ — published (in
French) in Mathématiques et Sciences Humaines in 1969
and 1970, and republished in English in Voting matters
No.1 — I went on to write a third paper, which the same
journal published (in English!) in 1975.  Some people have
been aware of the existence of this third paper, and this led
to a request that it too be republished in Voting matters.  I
have no objection to this being done, but it is important to
stress that its status is quite different from the other two.

The first two papers present my analysis of STV counting,
and how it can be made as accurate as possible.  The
method totally accepts the basis of STV as it is, and does
not alter or challenge its fundamental assumptions at all.  (It
does seem to challenge some people's own assumptions
about STV, but that's not the same thing at all!)  As such,
‘Meek's method’ was always intended as a practical method
for conducting an STV count, albeit an expensive one at
that time — far less so now, of course.  Years later, David
Hill, Brian Wichmann and Douglas Woodall demonstrated
beyond question that it is a practical method, and earned my
eternal gratitude for so doing.

This third paper does not have that status at all.  It is in fact
no more than an academic exercise, exploring an issue
which arises from time to time in the literature on
aggregation of individual preferences.  It demonstrates that
a method of taking account of intensity of preference is
possible.  This is very far from advancing it as a practical
method for implementing an election.

I have never regarded it as a practical method.  I do not
advocate its adoption, and I shall be very annoyed if anyone
attempts to present it as (say) ‘Meek's proposal’ or
otherwise imply that I advocate its use.  It should not even
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be linked to ‘Meek's method’ (e.g. by alleging it is an
extension to my method), at least without very careful
qualification.  The reason is that ‘Meek's method’ is STV,
whereas the process described in this paper is not STV. (It is
certainly not a ‘single’ transferable vote, for a start.)  The way
that votes are cast and interpreted is quite different from STV.

To be sure, the vote counting shares some similarities, but that
is only because the same logic that led to the invention of
STV and to the Meek method has been applied to the
aggregation process.  The individual votes being aggregated
are, however, not STV votes.  The consequence is that the
result can end up very far from STV, as the paper itself clearly
shows.

So the paper should be read for what it is, a mathematical
demonstration that individual preferences can be fairly
aggregated while still taking intensity of preference into
account, and not as a suggested practical method for
conducting elections.  If that is done, there should be no
misunderstandings.  A voting system, derived from the STV
(Single Transferable Vote), is described which includes
intensity of preference while avoiding difficulties due to inter-
personal comparison of utilities.  It is shown that this system
allows the voters some control over the method used to
aggregate their preferences.

Introduction
This paper describes a voting procedure with a number of
interesting properties.  Chief among these are the inclusion of
intensity of preference in a non-controversial manner — i.e. in
a way which avoids the difficulty of inter-personal
comparison of utilities — and that in various limiting cases
the procedure is equivalent to well-known voting systems
such as simple majority, the single transferable vote, the
single non-transferable vote, etc.  The paper first describes the
voting procedure, then looks at the properties mentioned, and
finally shows that the procedure offers a partial solution to the
problem of determining which voting procedure to use in
some decision situation.

The procedure
Any voting procedure consists of two parts — that of vote
casting, and that of vote counting.  In this case the vote
casting procedure for the elector is to assign weights to the
different candidates to indicate the order and strength of his
preferences between them.  It is a basic assumption that
strength of preference is transitive, e.g. that if a voter thinks
that he prefers A twice as much as B, and B three times as
much as C, then he prefers A six times as much as C and can
express his preferences by assigning weights to A, B, and C in
the ratio 6:3:1.

The vote counting procedure begins by normalising all the
weights wij  which the ith voter gives to the jth candidate, so
that

 

 

c being the number of candidates.  This is the key, as we shall
see later, to the avoidance of troubles due to inter-personal
comparison of utilities, since it ensures that as far as possible
each voter has an equal say in the voting procedure.

The count proceeds by summing all the weights for all the
candidates, i.e. calculating

v being the number of voters.  Thereafter the count proceeds
much in the same way as in the single transferable vote, as
modified by the proposals in two earlier papers1,2.  An STV-
type quota is calculated according to the formula 

 

where s is the number of seats to be filled and

is the total vote, and the brackets indicate that the integral part
is to be taken. q is the minimum number such that, if s
candidates have that number, any other candidate must have
less than that number.

(In practice it is likely that working will be to fractions of
votes — say three decimal places, in which case the "+1" in
the formula for q is replaced by "+0.001", or equivalently the
weights wij  are normalised to sum to 1000 for each voter and
the formula for q is unaltered.)

The count may proceed by one of two steps.  If no Wj exceeds
q, i.e. no candidate has reached the quota, then the candidate
with lowest Wj, say candidate x, is eliminated.  All the wij  are
then renormalised with all wix made equal to zero.  The
principle adopted is that if a candidate is eliminated the count
proceeds as if that candidate had never stood;  the assumption
is that the elimination of a candidate does not alter the voter's
relative preferences between the remaining candidates.  (It is
of course quite possible to take issue with this assumption.)

If, however, a candidate, say y, has Wy greater than q, another
renormalisation takes place so that Wy is reduced to q.  This
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means that all wiy are reduced by the factor q/Wy, and all wij ,
j≠y, are increased by the factor (1 + wiyq/Wy)/(1 − wiy).  By
this means the weights allocated by each voter i are adjusted
in a quite natural way, so that those supporting y give him
no more support than is necessary to ensure his election.

  Counting continues by the application of one or other of
these rules until the requisite number s of candidates are
elected.  Once elected and allocated the quota q the weights
for that candidate are of course not included in the
recalculation.  This makes the procedure somewhat simpler
than in the modified form of STV described in [1].
However, if all of a voter's choices — i.e. those candidates
he has allotted a positive weight — are eliminated, the quota
q has to be recalculated as in [2] so that this undistributable
vote is not included; similarly, when all a voter's choices
have been elected and allotted recalculated weights, the
residue is non-distributable and also must be subtracted
from W. Recalculation of the quota does of course imply
recalculation of the weights of elected candidates, and an
iterative procedure as described in [2] can be used to obtain
the new q and wiy to any desired accuracy.

Intensity of preference
When expressed crudely in the form “It is of more benefit to
me to have A rather than B than it is for you to have B rather
than A”, inter-personal comparison of utilities is patently
invidious.  Nevertheless in actual voting situations intensity
of preference is often taken into account.  If A and B want to
go to a museum when C wants to go to the funfair, the
collective choice is frequently the funfair, without any sense
of dictatorship or lack of democracy, simply because all
know that C's preference is much the most intense.

Lest this be regarded as too trivial an example, it is often the
case in committee that the collective choice for chairman is
X, even though a majority prefer Y, simply because a
substantial minority strongly object to Y.  Any theory of
voting which does not allow for intensity of preference is
certainly incomplete, and any voting system which does not
permit its expression cannot be wholly satisfactory.

The present system is based on two principles:  that the only
person who can gauge the intensity of his preferences is the
voter himself;  and that as far as possible each voter should
contribute equally in the choice of those elected.  In a multi-
vacancy election (s > 1) there is more than just a single
choice involved, and so it makes sense to allow a voter to
express his preference intensities by contributing all his
voting power to the choice of one candidate, or to share this
power between the choices of different candidates.  Of
course, it is possible to regard an s-vacancy election as a
single choice from the nCs possible combinations of s
candidates out of n elected, but this view invalidates the
assumption that elimination of a candidate does not alter the
voter's relative preferences.  This is because each
combination is independent;  a voter may rank candidates

individually A, B, C, D in that order, but rate them in pairs
AB, BD, CD, BC, .... since he thinks A will only work
satisfactorily in combination with B. This kind of multiple
election is essentially the election of a team of s people,
rather than s individuals.  STV, and the present system, is
concerned with choosing a set of s independent individuals
from a larger set of c candidates.  An STV vote is a vote for
one individual (the first choice) and only subsidiarily and in
special circumstances for lower choices.  The present
system enables the voter to have a say in all the s choices if
he wishes, but his share in the whole decision process
remains the same, up to the wastage involved in
nontransferable votes or those given to unelected candidates
who remain when the s winners have been chosen.

Equivalence to other voting systems
(a) STV

Let 1 > ε > 0.  Let the voters order their choices 1−ε, ε−ε2,
ε2−ε3,..... εc-2−εc-1, εc-1.  Then the closer ε is to 0 the closer
the actual voting process becomes equivalent to STV.  For
example, suppose there are 5 candidates and ε = 0.01.  A
voter's choice will be in the proportions 0.99, 0.0099,
0.000099, 0.00000099, 0.00000001, counting 99% for his
first choice.  If his first choice is eliminated, the four lower
votes remain, and total 0.01.  These have to be renormalised
to add up to 1, and so are multiplied by 100 to give 0.99,
0.0099, 0.000099, 0.000001.  A similar argument applies to
votes transferred from elected candidates.

(b)  Single non-transferable vote

This, trivially, is when the voter gives 1 to his first choice
and 0 to all the others.

(c)  Simple majority with multiple vote

Here the voter gives 1/s to each of s candidates, or perhaps
1/k to each of k candidates, k < s. These are special cases of
giving α to k candidates and β to c−k candidates,   where
αk+β(c−k) = 1 giving a weighting between a more preferred
and a less preferred group. 

(d)  Cumulative vote

In this case the voter gives α1, α2, .... αk,  to k candidates
respectively, such that

 

 

For an exact analogy to the cumulative vote each α i must be
a multiple of 1/s.
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The choice of voting procedure
Such a voting system would require a more than usual
sophistication on the part of the voter.  This being so, one can
consider a further sophistication.  The choice of voting
procedure is one of immense importance in the democratic
process, and no system is wholly stable wherein a substantial
minority is dissatisfied with the voting procedure in current
use.  The required consensus may either be achieved through
ignorance or habit, or by general agreement that a system is
fair even though another may be advantageous to many,
perhaps even a majority.  In situations where there is
awareness of and controversy about the different properties of
voting systems, the present system offers a possible way out
of deadlock.  For, if most voters use the system in one of the
ways described in the last section, then the election will be
largely determined according to that voting procedure.
Looking at it from the point of view of parties, each party can
urge the voters to use the method they favour of filling in the
ballot forms.  However, it is a weakness in this area that
voting systems are so often argued about in terms of fairness
to parties or candidates, seldom in terms of fairness to voters.
The present system, whose main fault is its complexity, has
the virtue of that fault in that each voter can specify as
precisely as he wishes the way his vote is to be counted,
without this being imposed by others on him or on others by
him.  Most voting systems allow some such flexibility;  the
virtue of this system is the much greater precision with which
the sophisticated voter can specify his wishes, without his
being able by strategic voting to exercise more influence on
the final result than is implied by his actual possession of a
vote.

Concluding remarks
Despite the scope for manipulation which the system offers, it
is clearly derived from and shares the principles of the STV
system, particularly with the concept of the quota and the
transferability of votes above the quota.  One of the chief
objections to STV is that it does not guarantee the election of
a Condorcet winner, e.g. when one candidate is everyone's
second choice.  While the present system does not guarantee
the election of such a candidate (this is obvious, since as
shown earlier the system can approach arbitrarily closely to
STV), it does render it more likely, and will ensure it provided
that the weights given to the candidate are large enough i.e. if
the candidate is considered a good enough substitute for their
first choice by a sufficient number of electors.  The price that
one has to pay for this improvement to STV is the greater
complexity, particularly for the voter.
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A form of STV with single-
member constituencies

B A Wichmann
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One over-riding concern that appears in the Plant report is the
desire to retain single-member constituencies in any reform of
the electoral system for the House of Commons. A natural
question is if STV can be adapted in some way to retain
single-member constituencies, but avoiding the non-
proportionality of the Alternative Vote (AV). This paper
presents such an adaptation.

The basic idea is to use a two-tier system in a similar manner
to the German system by having single-member
constituencies augmented by members elected in a more
proportional manner. The second tier is a group of
constituencies which, for convenience, we call a county. The
electors provide two ‘votes’ by giving the usual preferences to
the candidates in their constituency and then also providing a
preference vote to all the candidates in their county.

The election proceeds in two stages, firstly each constituency
is considered individually using STV (which degenerates to
AV). However those votes which have not been used to elect a
candidate here are forwarded to the county vote (or second
stage). The county vote first eliminates those candidates
already elected at the first stage, and then uses STV to fill the
county seats.

The main parameters of this voting system are the number of
single-member constituencies used to form a county, and the
number of seats available at the county level. It appears that
about 5 (or more) constituencies should be grouped into a
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county in order to provide reasonable proportionality and
that the number of county seats should be not less than 2 for
the same reason.

This system is quite different from conventional STV for a
number of reasons:

1. This system, like FPTP has safe seats, whereas STV
has no such equivalent. For instance, in the Irish
elections, almost every constituency has a Fianna Fail
or Fine Gael candidate who is not elected. My reason
for concluding this is that I believe that the main
parties, even for safe seats, would not propose more
than one candidate since this would appear to present
a divided party.

2. The elector's ability to select within a party is
restricted. If you are a Conservative party supporter in
a safe Conservative constituency with a male
candidate, you could not select a woman candidate
(given the restriction noted above of a single
candidate). On the other hand, if you were in a Labour
constituency, your vote would be wasted, allowing
you to select a woman candidate from the county list
as your first preference.

3. Minority interests would be represented at the county
level. These interests would be accumulated as wasted
votes and hence would have a good chance of
representation, depending upon the number of county
seats.

Of course, the advantage of this system is that there is no
reliance upon the ordering of a party list which is outside
direct voter control.

There are some technical details to resolve. I have based my
proposal on the use of the Meek algorithm for STV,
although this is not strictly essential. However, it is clearly
important to compute the fraction of each vote which is
wasted (from the first stage) in order to conduct the second
stage. This is straightforward since for each voter who
contributes to the elected candidate, the percentage wasted
is simply the percentage of votes above the quota. This
implies that about ½ of the votes would go forward to the
second stage. This might imply that about half of the seats
should be at county level, but a smaller number is probably
satisfactory.

My belief is that this proposal would be quite easy to
implement, at least using the Meek algorithm. However,
since we have no similar system, it does not seem possible
to construct realistic data with which to do any serious study
of its suitability.

Is STV a form of PR?
P Kestelman
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Introduction
In my view, Single Transferable Voting (STV) is the best
electoral principle: whether electing one representative by
Alternative Voting (AV), or several representatives by multi-
member STV. The Collins English dictionary succinctly
defines proportional representation (PR) as “representation
by parties in an elective body in proportion to the votes they
win”.

The 1937 Irish Constitution prescribes that both the President
and parliamentary deputies (TDs) shall be elected “on the
system of proportional representation by means of the single
transferable vote”. Of course, PR is not an electoral system;
but a principle, to which different elections approximate to
widely varying degrees.

Accordingly, the basic question is whether STV achieves PR;
and if so, how far?  To answer this question, we need some
overall measure of electoral representativity (‘pro-
portionality’); of which the simplest is the Rose Index12. For
reasons which will become apparent, I have renamed the Rose
Index, Party Total Representativity (PTR).

Party
Table 1 demonstrates the calculation of PTR, for the 1994
European Parliamentary Election in the Irish Republic.
Notice that the total over-representation of all over-
represented party votes (+23.7% of first preferences) is
equal and opposite to the total under-representation of all
under-represented party votes (−23.7%). This overall
deviation is the Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI) of party
disproportionality10, — “the most widely used measure of
disproportionality”9.

Thus LHI measures the total under-representation of all
under-represented party-voters. Complementing LHI is the
Rose Index, PTR = 100.0 − 23.7 = 76.3% of first preference
votes. For comparison, in the 1994 European Parliamentary
Election in Britain (First-Past-the-Post), PTR = 70.4%. This
low British PTR (definitely not PR) approximated the Irish
PTR (76.3%); and the corresponding STV final count PTR
(81.7%) was little higher.

Cole3 over-estimated final count PTR by excluding non-
transferable votes. Moreover, non-transferable votes are
under-counted by conventional STV proportionating Droop
Quota surplus votes among transferable next preferences
(ie. continuing candidates only11). Besides, “using later-
stage figures overstates the proportionality of STV”6.
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In the first four European Parliamentary elections (1979-94),
the Irish PTR ranged from 76.3% to 87.0% of STV first
preferences; hardly more representative than the British PTR,
ranging from 70.4% to 78.6%. In the 1990 Irish Presidential
Election, PTR increased from 38.9% of first preferences to
51.9% of final preferences yet nobody regards AV as PR!

Indeed, none of the foregoing STV elections has achieved
anything like PR. However, in the last six Irish general
elections (1981-92), PTR has ranged from 90.1% to 96.9% of
first preferences, as may be seen in Table 2.

Apparently, multi-member STV is only ‘semi-proportional’.
More remarkably, three and five member STV constituencies
mediated comparable representativity. This refutes the
widespread belief that “political science research establishes
conclusively that PR electoral districts must elect at least four
MPs before they deliver proportional outcomes”5. Indeed,
four member STV constituencies proved invariably less
representative than either three or five member constituencies,
although the differences were small.

Cumbency
Bogdanor1 observed that STV advocates prefer to secure
“proportional representation of opinion ... which cuts across
party lines. But since they do not give a clear operational
definition enabling one to measure ‘proportionality of
opinion’, it becomes difficult to offer any evaluation of their
claim”. Nonetheless, published election results provide some
usable, non-party data for each candidate, including
Cumbency: that is, whether incumbent (immediately previous
representative) or non-incumbent (‘excumbent’).

Analogously to party, consider the relationship between
cumbency  first preferences and seats. Instead of PTR,
incumbent and excumbent candidates are treated as
representing two different parties; and Cumbency Total
Representativity (CTR) is calculated, as in Table 3.

Such low CTRs arise from incumbents invariably over-
representing their first preferences (high incumbent S%−V%).
Notice the distinction between this finding and the
unsurprisingly, greater electability of incumbent candidates
(high incumbent S%−C%, where C% is the fraction of
incumbent candidates).

Of course, incumbents are far more likely than excumbent
candidates to be men. Hence the importance of disentangling
cumbency from gender.

Gender
At the 1992 Irish General Election, 19% of candidates were
women: 8% of incumbents and 24% of excumbent candidates.
Among elected candidates (TDs), only 12% were women: 8%
of incumbents, and 23% of excumbent TDs. Thus allowing for
cumbency, TDs fairly represented candidates by gender.

What of the relationship between votes and seats, by gender
(electoral representativity proper)? In 1992, voters cast 13%
of their first preferences for women candidates: slightly
under-represented by women TDs (12%).
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Table 1: Party Representativity analysis of the European
Parliamentary Election, Irish Republic 1994.

Party Votes (V%) Seats Deviation (S%-V%)

first
�

final
�

(S%) first
�

final
�

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0

Fianna Fáil 35.0 37.4 46.7 +11.7 + 9.3

Fine Gael 24.3 30.8 26.7 + 2.4 -  4.1

Labour 11.0 4.2 6.7 -  4.3 + 2.5

Green 7.9 8.9 13.3 + 5.4 + 4.4

Cox (Munster) 2.5 4.6 6.7 + 4.2 + 2.1

Others/Non-transferable
�

19.4 14.2 0.0 -19.4 -14.2

Over-represented 69.6 93.3 +23.7

                            55.1 73.3 +18.3

Under-represented 30.4 6.7 -23.7

                            44.9 26.7 -18.3

Source: Irish Times, 14 June 1994.

Source: Dáil Éireann4

District magnitude

Date All 3 4 5

1981 94.2 95.4 89.8 94.7

1982 (Feb) 96.6 97.4 95.6 95.8

1982 (Nov) 95.8 97.4 92.8 95.3

1987 90.1 89.5 89.1 89.9

1989 92.9 94.0 91.1 92.2

1992 91.8 90.2 89.5 91.5

Table 2: Party Total Representativity by district
magnitude in Irish Republic general elections.

Table 3: Cumbency Total Representativity by district
magnitude for Irish Republic general elections

District magnitude

Date All 3 4 5

1981 86.2 85.0 83.8 88.6

1982 (Feb) 85.0 77.9 92.6 83.0

1982 (Nov) 83.7 72.6 87.0 87.3

1987 81.6 80.2 79.9 83.8

1989 87.9 96.2 82.2 86.9

1992 85.4 76.7 90.4 86.3

Source: Dáil Éireann4



As with cumbency, we could calculate a Gender Total
Representativity (GTR) for each election and district
magnitude. However, because there are only two genders
(non-transferable!), and so few women candidates (and
hence votes for women), it seems more illuminating to
aggregate the previous five general elections (1981-89); and
to calculate Gender Representativity Ratios (GRRs).

GRR is the ratio of female seats per vote to male seats per
vote (first preference). Table 4 gives GRR, by district
magnitude and cumbency.

In 1981-89 overall, first preferences for women candidates
were slightly under-represented (GRR = 0.94). However,
allowing for cumbency, women TDs slightly over-
represented their first preferences (excumbent GRR = 1.07).

Of particular interest, three member STV constituencies
over-represented votes for women by 20% (GRR = 1.20);
leaving them under-represented in five member
constituencies by 20% (GRR = 0.80) overall. Among
excumbent candidates in three member constituencies, first
preferences for women were over-represented even more
spectacularly; only 5% of votes electing 10% of the TDs
(GRR = 2.26). By contrast, in five member constituencies,
15% of the voters for excumbent candidates preferred
women, represented by 14% of the TDs (GRR = 0.89).

Alphabetic bias
It is widely believed that candidates appearing high on
ballot-forms enjoy some electoral advantage. On Irish
general election ballot-forms, candidates' names are listed in
surname-alphabetic order. Voters' preferences for (less
familiar) excumbent candidates may well be more
vulnerable to  ‘Positional Voting Bias’14.

Notice that we are interested here in three distinct
relationships: between candidates and votes (first
preferences): between candidates and seats; and between
votes and seats (electoral representativity proper).
Aggregating five Irish general elections (1981-89), Table 5
confirms that higher placed excumbent candidates attracted
disproportionately more first preferences (V%/C%
decreasing, from 1.18 for A-C surnames, to 0.89 for N-Z
surnames).

Consequently, excumbent TDs over-represented candidates
with A-C surnames by 20% (S%/C% = 1.20); under-
representing those with K-M surnames by 20% (S%/C% =
0.80). However, notice something else: excumbent
candidates with L-P forenames were even more over-
represented (S%/C% = 1.32); leaving those with Q-Z
forenames even more under-represented (S%/C% = 0.60).
All the more remarkable, considering that forenames are not
ordered alphabetically on ballot-forms; and perhaps voters'
preferences for surnames were not positional, after all!

Relating excumbent first preferences to seats (electoral
representativity proper), D-J surnames and L-P forenames
were over-represented (by 12% and 24%, respectively);
while K-M surnames and Q-Z forenames were under-
represented (by 16% and 32%, respectively). How should
we compare surname with forename representativities
overall?

We could treat every single name-initial letter of the
alphabet like a party (N=22), and calculate both Surname
Total Representativity (STR) and Forename Total
Representativity (FTR). Aggregating five Irish general
elections again gives Table 6, comparing STR with FTR by
district magnitude and cumbency.
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Table 4: Gender Representativity Ratio by district
magnitude in Irish Republic general elections 1981-89

District magnitude

Cumbency All 3 4 5

All 0.94 1.20 1.04 0.80

Incumbent 1.10 1.01 1.19 1.02

Excumbent 1.07 2.26 0.98 0.89

Source: Dáil Éireann4

Table 5: Excumbent Candidate Surname/Forename
Representativity Index Irish Republic general elections
1981-89

Initial Vote/ Seat/ Seat/

Name letter Candidate Candidate Vote

=V%/C% =S%/C% =S%/V%

A-C 1.18 1.20 1.02

Surname D-J 0.99 1.12 1.12

K-M 0.96 0.80 0.84

N-Z 0.89 0.91 1.01

A-E 0.95 0.95 1.01

Forename F-K 1.08 1.02 0.94

L-P 1.06 1.32 1.24

Q-Z 0.88 0.60 0.68

Source: Dáil Éireann4

Table 6: Excumbent Candidate Surname/Forename Total
Representativity Index by district magnitude in Irish
Republic general elections 1981-89

District magnitude

Cumbency All 3 4 5

All 95.5/94.8 93.3/91.7 91.8/89.7 93.1/95.6

Incumbent 97.1/96.4 96.0/95.3 94.4/93.4 96.1/97.2

Excumbent 90.7/88.6 75.3/80.8 83.8/85.0 85.2/88.1

Source: Dáil Éireann4



Overall, first preferences for surnames and forenames were
represented with comparable fidelity (STR = 95.5%: FTR =
94.8%); again, with little difference by district magnitude.
Among excumbent candidates, TDs represented surnames
slightly more faithfully than forenames (STR = 90.7%: FTR =
88.6%) overall; by district magnitude, somewhat less.
Altogether a muddy picture, without obvious implications for
ordering candidates' names on ballot forms (surname —
alphabetical or random).

Conclusions
Considering the quantitative notion of PR, the measurement
of electoral representativity remains curiously neglected. The
simplest measure of overall party disproportionality, the
Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI), complements the Rose Index,
or Party Total Representativity (PTR). Indeed, PTR may be
construed as the degree to which any given election — from a
national aggregate down to a single member constituency —
achieves PR (rarely 100%).

Single member STV (Alternative Voting) hardly mediates PR,
even at the national level (as in Australia2). In the four
European Parliamentary elections in the Irish Republic, even
multi-member STV has only achieved PTRs ranging from
76% to 87%: scarcely more representative than First-Past-the-
Post in Britain: ranging from 70% to 79%.

However, the last six Irish general elections (1981-92) have
proved considerably more representative, PTR ranging from
90% to 97%. Thus multi-member STV alone mediates quasi-
PR15; requiring a few additional members to guarantee PR
(eg. final count best losers: ‘STV-plus’, as in Malta7).

More remarkably, Irish three and five member STV
constituencies have proved comparably representative. That is
good news for voters, oppressed by the lengthy ballot-forms
characterising larger STV constituencies (perhaps listing 20
names). It is equally good news for reformers, dismayed at the
prospect of anonymously vast STV constituencies, electing as
many as seven MPs (eg. representing all three London
boroughs of Greenwich, Lewisham and Southwark13).

The concept of Total Representativity proves a most versatile
tool, even beyond party considerations. In respect of
cumbency, multi-member STV remains invariably non-PR;
with Cumbency Total Representativity ranging from 82% to
88%. On the other hand, first preferences for women
candidates have been represented near-proportionally; with
an aggregate  female-to-male S%/V% ratio of 0.94 overall.
Nonetheless, three member STV constituencies over-
represented votes for women, under-represented in five
member constituencies.

Aggregating five Irish general elections also confirmed that
excumbent candidates listed higher on ballot-forms tended to
attract disproportionately more first preferences; thereby over-
representing candidates with A-C surnames, and under-
representing K-M surnames(S%/C%). Yet TDs over/under-
represented candidates with L-P/Q-Z forenames even more
steeply. Moreover, first preferences for both surnames and
forenames were represented with comparable fidelity. It may
not be so important to randomise ballot-forms after all:
another relief for preferential voters accustomed to alphabetic
order!

At best therefore, in mediating party first preferences (the
main consideration), multi-member STV alone is not quite a
form of PR. Nonetheless, in national parliamentary elections,
Irish STV has proved far more representative than British
FPP. That conclusion may be brought even closer to home, by
calculating another measure (perhaps user-friendlier than
PTR).

Under both AV and FPP, around half of all voters elect
candidates; whereas under multi-member STV, nearly 90% of
voters elect at least one representative of their preferred party.
In Irish general elections, this Constituency-Represented Party
Vote-fraction (CRPV) has also proved conspicuously invariant
with district magnitude, as shown in Table 7.

Maximising each CRPV, multi-member STV minimises vote-
wastage. Thus quantifying STV's principal virtue, CRPV
should allay the concern over STV — apart from its
complexity — expressed by the Plant Working Party on
Electoral Systems8. Of course, STV enjoys other virtues!
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Table 7: Constituency-Represented Party Vote-fraction
by district size for Irish Republic General Elections
1981-89

Date District size

All 3
�

4 5
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�
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�
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�

93.0
�

1982 (Feb) 92.6
�

94.0
�

91.3
�

92.8
�

1982 (Nov) 92.3
�

94.6
�

89.4
�

93.4
�

1987 83.6
�

85.3
�

81.0
�

84.8
�

1989 87.3
�

90.9
�

84.9
�

86.7
�

1992 86.7
�

85.7
�

84.9
�

88.7
�

Source: Dáil Éireann4
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Monotonicity and Single-
Seat Election Rules

D R Woodall
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1.  Introduction
This article investigates the monotonicity properties of
preferential election rules for filling a single seat. Section 2
lists the properties of interest, which form a subset of those
introduced in Woodall4. Section 3 describes several known
election rules and two new ones (QLTD and DAC), whose
properties are tabulated in Table 1. Section 4 describes a
number of impossibility theorems, which are also
represented symbolically in Table 1. These theorems say
that certain combinations of properties cannot hold
simultaneously, because the properties in question are
mutually incompatible. In Section 5 I attempt to summarize
the current state of knowledge and indicate what remains to
be done.

Throughout this article I consider only the single-seat case.
This does not reduce the force of the impossibility theorems
in Section 4. We are interested in universal election rules,
which will work for filling any number of seats. If certain
properties are mutually incompatible even in the single-seat
case — that is, there is not even a single-seat election rule
with all these properties — then it is almost inconceivable
that there will be an election rule with all these properties
that works for any other number of seats, and there certainly
cannot exist a universal election rule with them all. So, in
practice, an impossibility theorem for single-seat election
rules is as good as one that considers multi-seat elections as
well. But in the case of the examples in Section 3,
considering only single-seat elections is a real limitation,
and I have resorted to it only because I have found the
multi-seat case too hard to handle. There are many election
rules that possess properties in the single-seat case that they
do not possess in the multi-seat case, and there are many
single-seat election rules that cannot apparently be extended
to multi-seat elections in any sensible way, and so the multi-
seat case is much harder to analyze.

I think the most important problems facing mathematicians
who are interested in STV are, first, to discover which
monotonicity properties are compatible with DPC (the
Droop Proportionality Criterion)4, or with majority (the
property that DPC reduces to in single-seat elections—see
Section 2 below); and then to find an election rule that
satisfies DPC and as many monotonicity properties as
possible. In the case of single-seat elections, I have found a
rule (DAC) that satisfies majority and many monotonicity
properties, which I would be prepared to recommend as
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preferable to the Alternative Vote (AV). Admittedly it fails to
satisfy one important property of AV, that later preferences
should not count against earlier preferences, but in return for
this it gains five properties that AV does not possess.
However, at the moment I have not been able to extend DAC
in any sensible way to multi-seat elections, and I do not know
whether this will prove to be possible, or whether it will be
necessary to start afresh with a new idea.

2.  The properties
These properties were all introduced in Woodall4, where they
were discussed in more detail, and so I shall only state them
briefly here. Of the seven global or absolute properties
mentioned there, three are of interest to us now:

Plurality. If some candidate x has strictly fewer votes in
total than some other candidate y has first-preference
votes, then x should not have greater probability than y
of being elected.

Majority. If more than half the voters put the same set of
candidates (not necessarily in the same order) at the top
of their preference listings, then at least one of those
candidates should be elected.

Condorcet. If there is a Condorcet winner (that is, a
candidate who would beat every other candidate in
pairwise comparisons), then the Condorcet winner
should be elected.

Of these three properties, majority is by far and away the
most important. Plurality is also important, but it is much
less likely to be violated: every reasonable electoral system
seems to satisfy it, whereas many systems proposed or
actually used, such as first-past-the-post, point-scoring
systems and approval voting, fail majority. Condorcet is a
very attractive property, but, as we shall see in Section 4, it
leads to problems with monotonicity. My aim is to find a
system that satisfies majority and as many of the
monotonicity properties as possible.

Among the local or relative properties introduced in Woodall4

we shall consider seven of the nine versions of monotonicity,
together with participation, later-no-help and later-no-
harm. The remaining two versions of monotonicity, mono-
append and mono-add-plump, are omitted because they
hold for all the election rules discussed in Section 3 and do
not feature in any of the impossibility theorems in Section 4.

Monotonicity. A candidate x should not be harmed if:

(mono-raise) x is raised on some ballots without
changing the orders of the other candidates;

(mono-raise-delete) x is raised on some ballots and all
candidates now below x on those ballots are deleted
from them;

(mono-raise-random) x is raised on some ballots and
the positions now below x on those ballots are filled (or
left vacant) in any way that results in a valid ballot;

(mono-sub-plump) some ballots that do not have x top
are replaced by ballots that have x top with no second
choice;

(mono-sub-top) some ballots that do not have x top are
replaced by ballots that have x top (and are otherwise
arbitrary);

(mono-add-top) further ballots are added that have x
top (and are otherwise arbitrary);

(mono-remove-bottom) some ballots are removed, all
of which have x bottom, below all other candidates.

Participation. The addition of a further ballot should not, for
any positive whole number k, reduce the probability that at
least one candidate is elected out of the first k candidates
listed on that ballot.

Later-no-help. Adding a later preference to a ballot should
not help any candidate already listed.

Later-no-harm. Adding a later preference to a ballot should
not harm any candidate already listed.

3.  Examples of election rules
First-Preference Plurality (FPP), or First-Past-the-Post, elects
the candidate with the largest number of first-preference
votes. This rule behaves extremely well with regard to all the
local properties (although it satisfies later-no-harm only if
second and subsequent preferences are ignored totally, and are
not used to separate ties). However, it does not satisfy
majority or Condorcet: in Election 1 below, FPP elects c,
but majority requires that a or b should be elected, and a is the
Condorcet winner.

                ab      30
Election 1:     ba      25
                c       45

Point Scoring (PS) methods are those where each candidate is
given a certain number of points for every voter who puts them
first, a certain (smaller) number for every voter who puts them
second, and so on, and the candidate with the largest total number
of points is elected. These methods have very similar properties
to FPP, although later preferences can now count against earlier
preferences, so that later-no-harm fails, and mono-raise-
random and mono-sub-top also fail in most cases. To see that
PS systems do not satisfy majority or Condorcet, suppose that
just over half the voters list three candidates in the order abc, and
just under half list them in the order bca. Then both majority
and Condorcet require that a should be elected, but any PS
method will choose b.
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The Alternative Vote (AV) was discussed at length in
Woodall4 and so I shall content myself here with tabulating
its properties in Table 1. Unlike FPP and PS, it satisfies the
all-important majority property, but it behaves rather badly
with respect to monotonicity.

There are many known election rules that satisfy
Condorcet's principle; for example, nine such rules are
discussed by Fishburn1. In the present context (looking for a
more monotonic substitute for AV) we are really only
interested in rules that satisfy majority. Among such rules,
the one with the largest number of other properties seems to
be one that is not among the nine considered by Fishburn,
namely to use a point scoring method to select a candidate
from the Condorcet top tier. This method is described as
C−PS in Table 1. It satisfies all three of the global properties
that we are considering, but it behaves badly with respect to
the local properties.

My first serious attempt to find a rule that would rival AV
resulted in what I call Quota-Limited Trickle-Down
(QLTD). Although this has now been superseded by DAC, I
describe it here because it is simpler. One starts by crediting
every candidate with all their first-preference votes. If no
candidate exceeds the quota (of half the number of votes
cast), then one gradually adds in the second-preference
votes, then the third-preference votes, and so on, until some
candidate reaches the quota. For example, it may be that if
one credits every candidate with all their first-preference
votes, all their second-preference votes and 0.53 times their
number of third-preference votes, then exactly one
candidate is brought up to the quota; that candidate is then
declared elected.

               abcdef     12
               cabdef     11
Election 2:    bcadef     10
               def        27

It is easy to see that this rule satisfies majority. At first I
thought it satisfied all the most important monotonicity
properties as well. However, I now realize that it fails
mono-add-top. This can be seen from Election 2 above.
Here the quota is 30, and if one gives every candidate all
their first and second-preference votes, plus 0.7 of their
third-preference votes, then a gets 30 votes, b 29.7, c 29.4,
d 27, e 27 and f 18.9; thus a is elected. However, if one adds
six extra ballots marked ad, then the quota goes up to 33,
but now d reaches the quota on first and second preferences
alone: the count is d 33, a 29, b 22, c 21, e 27 and f zero. In
Election 2 itself, a is behind d (by 23 to 27) on the basis of
first and second-preference votes, but a overtakes d when
the third-preference votes are added in. Adding six extra ad
ballots increases a's and d's first and second-preference
votes by the same amount, and this causes d to reach the
quota: a would again overtake d if the third-preference
votes were added in, but this does not happen because the
election has already ended.

Election 3      Acquiescing Coalitions
ab   11     {a, b, c} 30      {c}   12
b     7     {b, c}    19      {a}   11
c    12     {a, b}    18      {b}    7
            {a, c}    12

My most recent attempt to find a substitute for AV has
resulted in what I call the method of Descending
Acquiescing Coalitions, or DAC, which is the first election
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Table 1

Properties of Impossibility

specific election rules theorems

FPP PS AV C-PS QLTD
"

DAC 1 2 3
#

Plurality √
$

√
$

√ √
$

√ √
$

•
Majority × × √ √

$
√ √

$
•

Condorcet × × × √
$

× × • •
Mono-raise √

$
√
$

× √
$

√ √
$

×
Mono-add-top √

$
√
$

√ × × √
$

×
Mono-remove-bottom √

$
√
$

× × √ √
$

×
Participation √

$
√
$

× × × √
$

× ×
Mono-raise-random √

$
× × × × × × ×

Mono-sub-top √
$

× × × × × × ×
Mono-raise-delete √

$
√
$

× × √ √
$

× ×
Mono-sub-plump √

$
√
$

× × √ √
$

× ×
Later-no-help √

$
√
$

√ × √ √
$

× •
Later-no-harm √

$
× √ × × × × •

The thick box delimits those properties that make sense even if truncated preference
listings are not allowed. The top three properties are global while the others are local or

relative.



rule that I am really happy with. The coalition acquiescing to
any set of candidates comprises all voters who have not
indicated that they prefer any candidate not in that set to any
candidate in that set. For example, in Election 3 above, there
are 19 voters who acquiesce to b and c, namely, the 7 who
voted b and the 12 who voted c; none of them actually voted
for both b and c, but none of them have said that they prefer a
to either of these candidates, and so they are said to acquiesce
to this set of two candidates. Similarly, the 18 voters who
acquiesce to a and b comprise the 11 who voted ab and the 7
who voted b. The 12 voters who acquiesce to a and c are
exactly the same as those who acquiesce to c, namely, the 12 c
voters. And so on.

In DAC, one first lists the sizes of all the acquiescing
coalitions in decreasing order, as I have done above, and then
works down the list from the top, eliminating candidates until
only one is left. The largest acquiescing coalition always
contains every voter, since every voter acquiesces to the set of
all candidates; this does not help towards deciding who should
be eliminated. In the above example, the next largest
acquiescing coalition comprises 19 voters, for {b, c}; the fact
that a is not included in this set means that a is the first
candidate to be eliminated. The next acquiescing coalition
comprises 18 voters, for {a, b}. Since c is not included in this
set, c is next to be eliminated. This leaves only one candidate
not eliminated, namely b, and so b is declared elected. (Note
that AV would exclude b first and then elect c in this
example.)

Election 4     Largest Acquiescing Coalitions
adcb   5      {a, b, c, d}  30      {a, c}    8
bcad   5      {a, b, c}     13      {b, c, d} 8
cabd   8      {d}           12      {b, d}    8
dabc   4      {a, d}         9      {c}       8
dbca   8

Sometimes several candidates can be eliminated at once. For
example, in Election 4, the largest acquiescing coalition not
containing all voters comprises 13 voters, for {a, b, c}; thus d
is the first candidate to be eliminated. The next largest
acquiescing coalition is for {d}, and so it appears that a, b and
c should all be eliminated at once, leaving no candidate
remaining uneliminated. In this case one simply ignores this
coalition: it does not help in distinguishing between the
remaining three candidates. The next coalition is for {a, d},
and this causes b and c to be eliminated, so that a is elected.

Election 5   Largest Acquiescing Coalitions
acbd    6      {a, b, c, d}     25
adbc    3      {a, b, c}        14
adcb    3      {a}              12
bcad    4      {a, c}           10
cabd    4      {a, d}            6
dbca    5

It is not difficult to see that DAC satisfies majority, since if
more than half the voters put the same set of candidates (in
various orders) at the top of their preference listings, then

every other candidate will be eliminated before any candidate
in that set. With slightly more difficulty, it can be proved that
DAC satisfies all the other properties ticked in Table 1.
However, it does not satisfy mono-raise-random or
mono-sub-top: if two of the four dabc ballots in Election 4
were replaced by acbd then c would be elected instead of a.
Also, it does not satisfy Condorcet: in Election 5, DAC
elects a, but c is the Condorcet winner. And it does not satisfy
later-no-harm: if the seven b voters in Election 3 had voted
bc instead, then c would have been elected instead of b. We
shall see in the next section that there cannot exist any
election rule satisfying Condorcet or later-no-harm as
well as all the properties of DAC; but it is not clear whether
there is any rule that satisfies mono-raise-random or
mono-sub-top as well as everything that DAC does.

4.  Impossibility theorems
Of the three theorems summarized symbolically in Table 1,
the one of greatest interest in the present context is Theorem
3. However, it is also the most difficult to prove, and so I shall
discuss the two simpler theorems first.

Theorem 1 says that if plurality and Condorcet hold then
mono-add-top cannot hold; that is, there is no election rule
that satisfies all three of these properties. This is easily seen
by considering Election 3. Which candidate would such a rule
elect? Since c has more first-preference votes than a has votes
in total, a cannot be elected, by plurality. But adding two ba
ballots would make a the Condorcet winner, and so b cannot
be elected, by Condorcet and mono-add-top. And
similarly c cannot be elected, because adding five cb ballots
would make b the Condorcet winner. Thus, whichever
candidate was elected, at least one of the three properties
would be violated! (Of course, our rule could declare the
result of Election 3 to be a tie; but this would lead to a
contradiction in a similar way.)

It seems that most of the Condorcet-based properties
discussed in the Social Choice literature would in fact elect a
in Election 3, and so violate plurality (whereas AV elects c
and DAC elects b). How seriously one regards the failure of
plurality depends on how one interprets truncated preference
listings, and that in turn may depend on the rubric on the
ballot paper. If the 12 c voters are merely expressing
indifference between a and b and not hostility to them, and so
can be treated in exactly the same way as if half of them voted
cab and half voted cba, then the violation is not too serious.
But if, by plumping for c, these voters are not just saying that
they prefer c to a, but that they want c and definitely do not
want a (or b), and if the seven b voters also definitely do not
want a (or c), then it is clear that c has more support than a
and so a should not be elected.
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              abc   3     acb   2
Election 6:   bca   3     bac   2
              cab   3     cba   2

Theorem 2 says that if an election rule satisfies Condorcet's
principle, then it cannot possess any of the seven properties
that are crossed in the column headed 2 in Table 1. This is a
lot to prove. Fortunately most of it can be proved by
considering variants of Election 6 above. The only bit that
cannot is the incompatibility of Condorcet with
participation; this is proved by Moulin2, and I shall not
attempt to reproduce his proof here. The following proof of
the rest of Theorem 2 invokes the axioms of symmetry and
discrimination, for a precise statement of which see
Woodall4.

So suppose we have an election rule that satisfies
Condorcet. By symmetry, the result of this rule applied to
Election 6 above must be a 3-way tie. But by the axiom of
discrimination, there must be a profile P very close to the
one in Election 6 (in terms of the proportions of ballots of
each type) that does not yield a tie. So our election rule,
applied to profile P, elects one candidate unambiguously;
and there is no loss of generality in supposing that this
candidate is a. However, there are ways of modifying the
profile P so that c becomes the Condorcet winner, so that
our election rule must then elect c instead of a. This
happens, for example, if all the bac ballots are replaced by
a; and the fact that this causes c to be elected instead of a
means that our election rule does not satisfy mono-raise-
random, mono-raise-delete, mono-sub-top or
mono-sub-plump. It also happens if all the abc ballots
are replaced by a, and this shows that our election rule does
not satisfy later-no-help.

To prove that our election rule does not satisfy later-no-
harm, it is necessary to consider a slight modification of the
profile in Election 6, in which the second and third choices
are deleted from all the abc, bca and cab ballots. Again, our
election rule, applied to this profile, must result in a 3-way
tie. But again, there must be a profile P' very close to this
(in terms of the proportions of ballots of each type) that
does not give rise to a tie, and we may suppose that our
election rule elects a when applied to profile P'. But if we
replace the a ballots in P' by abc, then b becomes the
Condorcet winner, and so must be elected by Condorcet's
principle; and this shows that our election rule does not
satisfy later-no-harm.

Together with the result of Moulin2 already mentioned, this
completes the proof of Theorem 2, that an election rule that
satisfies Condorcet cannot satisfy any of the seven
properties crossed in the column headed 2 in Table 1.

Theorem 3 is a result that looks superficially similar to
Theorem 2, and the proof is similar in character but much
harder. The theorem says that if an election rule satisfies

majority, later-no-help and later-no-harm then it
cannot possess any of the seven properties crossed in the
column headed 3 in Table 1. This is a substantial
improvement on the result sometimes known as “Woodall's
impossibility theorem”3, which asserts that there is no
election rule that satisfies plurality, majority, later-no-
help, later-no-harm and mono-sub-top. In obtaining
the improvement, I have needed to adopt an axiom of
discrimination that is somewhat stronger than the one stated
in Woodall4, although one that must surely still hold for any
real election rule. I am also grateful for help from my
research student, Ben Tarlow.

Because the proofs of the different parts of Theorem 3 are
quite complicated, I shall just sketch the proof of the easiest
part, which is that there is no election rule that satisfies
majority, later-no-help, later-no-harm and mono-
sub-plump (or mono-sub-top). Suppose, on the
contrary, that we have a rule that satisfies these four
properties. The first part of the proof is to show that it must
elect a in election A1 and c in election A3 in the above
table. This is not too difficult to prove, using symmetry and
mono-sub-top, provided that neither of these elections
results in a tie. However, although it may seem highly
implausible that either of them should yield a tie, I cannot
see any way of proving that this is impossible. Instead, I
have used the strong form of the axiom of discrimination in
order to show that, if it does happen, then one can vary the
proportions 0.34, 0.33, 0.3 and 0.36 in these profiles by
very small amounts in a consistent way so as to obtain very
similar profiles in which it does not happen.

The rest of the proof is much easier to explain.   Let us
write X → x to mean that x is definitely elected in Election
X (that is, with probability 1), and X  /→  x to mean that x is
definitely not elected in Election X (that is, x does not even

tie for election in Election X). Also, ⇒  is used to mean
"implies that". Therefore

A1 → a ⇒  A2 → a  by later-no-harm,

A2 → a ⇒  A2  /→ b  (clearly),

A2  /→ b ⇒  A4  /→ b  by mono-sub-plump,

A3 → c ⇒  A3  /→ a  (clearly),

A3  /→ a ⇒  A4  /→ a  by later-no-help,

A4  /→ a and A4  /→ b ⇒  A4 → c,

A4 → c ⇒  A5 → c  by mono-sub-plump,
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A5 → c ⇒  A5  /→ b  (clearly),

A5  /→ b ⇒  A6  /→ b  by later-no-help.

However, majority requires that A6 should result in the
election of either a or b, and the axiom of symmetry therefore
requires that a and b should tie for election in A6, each with
probability ½. This contradiction shows that there can be no
election rule satisfying the four properties described.

The details of this proof, and the proof of the rest of Theorem
3, can be found in Woodall5, which is not yet published but is
available from the author at the Department of Mathematics,
University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD, email
drw@maths.nott.ac.uk .

5.  Conclusions
In attempting to find a single-seat preferential election rule
that satisfies majority and is generally monotonic, I have
come up with only one rule, DAC, that I would be prepared to
recommend as preferable to the Alternative Vote, and then
only when the count is carried out by computer. DAC is much
more complicated than AV, and I have not given great thought
to how one would implement it on a computer, but I do not
think there would be any great difficulty unless the number of
candidates was unrealistically large. DAC admittedly fails to
satisfy one important property of AV, that later preferences
should not count against earlier preferences, but in return for
this it gains five monotonicity properties that AV does not
possess, including the very strong participation property,
and so I would regard it as preferable.

However, DAC only works for filling a single seat, and I have
not so far found any sensible way of extending it to multi-seat
elections. The major remaining problem seems to me to be to
find a multi-seat preferential election rule that satisfies the
Droop Proportionality Criterion and is generally monotonic. It
is not clear whether one can do this by modifying DAC, or
whether it will be necessary to start afresh with a new idea.

From the mathematical point of view, there is still a great deal
of work to be done on single-seat elections. The general
problem is to determine which sets of the properties listed in
Table 1 are mutually compatible. The examples discussed in
Section 3 and the impossibility theorems in Section 4 give
some answers. For example, Theorems 2 and 3 show that both
FPP and AV possess maximal compatible sets of these
properties, and that moreover these are the only two maximal
compatible sets of properties that include both later-no-help
and later-no-harm. Surprisingly, I have not been able to
prove that the properties possessed by DAC form a maximal
compatible set; Theorems 2 and 3 show that one cannot add
either Condorcet or later-no-harm to these properties, but
I cannot prove that one cannot add mono-raise-random or
mono-sub-top (although this seems unlikely, since these

last two are extremely strong properties, which hardly any
election rules seem to possess). Another problem of this type
is to determine whether there is any rule that satisfies
majority, Condorcet and either mono-add-top or mono-
remove-bottom. While problems of this type may seem to
have little direct relevance to STV, the ideas generated by
attempts to solve them may turn out to be more relevant than
at first appears, and in any case we cannot afford to know less
about such questions than our opponents do.
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Some comments on
Replaying the 1992 general

election
I D Hill
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At the time of the 1992 general election, Patrick Dunleavy,
Helen Margetts and Stuart Weir conducted research designed
to indicate how Britain would have voted under alternative
forms of voting.  Their report 1,2 states that the result “poses a
problem for STV advocates” in that the allocation of seats is
far from proportional by first preferences and severely
disadvantages the Conservatives. They are very forthright in
their claims that the study shows what would actually have
happened.  A subsequent letter3 hoped that the Electoral
Reform Society would “address the problems for STV that
our ... study identified”.  It is, of course, not possible fully to
address such problems without the data, and I am grateful to
the authors for letting me have a copy.

In the comments that follow, I have concentrated entirely on
the STV part of the document, ignoring the work that they
also did on Alternative Vote, Additional Member, and List PR
systems. 
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The data were obtained from a sample of 9614 people
across 13 regions of the UK (excluding Northern Ireland).
The sampling and interviewing was done by ICM, using
their professional experience of getting a representative
sample within each region.  The interviewees were given a
ballot paper of 17 candidates, in sections by party, their
names being those of actual candidates in the general
election in that region.   They always consisted of 4 each
from the 3 main parties, plus 5 others who included the
nationalist parties in Scotland and Wales.  Within this
pattern, the aim was to give a mix of well-known and lesser-
known, of men and women, etc. 

The country was divided into 5-member constituencies so
far as possible, but with some 4-member ones, by
combining the actual single-member constituencies within
each region. There  were 133 such constituencies,
consistently misquoted as 123 in their reports.

Much trouble was taken to get representative samples, but
for analysis the regional results were reweighted for each
multi-member constituency “to produce distinctive local
profiles”.  I do not doubt that this was done with good
intentions but, so far as I can see, the anomalous results that
“pose a problem for STV advocates” result almost entirely
from this reweighting.

My analysis has necessarily had to be slightly incomplete
because of some missing files.  I am told that some
computer discs have become unreadable and these files are
going to be difficult to retrieve, so it seems better to go
ahead with reporting what I can without them. Those
missing concern all four of their East Anglian
constituencies, 5.4% of the total  data, and three of the
Greater London ones (those that they call Richmond and
Kingston, Hillingdon, and Central London).   We can derive
the regional Greater London results, from the other
constituencies in the region, but not the reweighting for each
of these three missing constituencies.

Of the available files, there are some that show trouble in
the data in that some spurious figure zeros appear, that lead
much of the data to be ignored by my STV computer
program that was used.  Luckily only one of these instances
leads to a different result by political party from what they
found, but there are also four others not suffering from this
particular trouble, where the results by party seem to have
been incorrectly reported.  For the reweighting of the data,
the authors say that “the 1992 general election results
provide a complete picture of people's first preferences” so
they use those to reweight the voting patterns.  Even if this
actually gave an improvement, I completely disagree with
the beliefs behind it.  A very important reason for wanting
electoral reform is that election results at present do not
show people's true preferences.  Common observation
shows that vast numbers of people vote tactically, not for
what they would most like to see but for candidates who,

they think, have some chance of success, and trying to keep
out the party they most dislike. The squeeze of the third
candidate in by-elections is notorious and a similar effect in
general elections, to a lesser extent, certainly exists.
Whether a better electoral system would make much change
in voters' stated preferences or not we simply do not know;
until we try the real thing the evidence is not available.

Having done the reweighting, for better or for worse, they
report (in their Table 11): 

                       Con    Lab     L/D   others
Pure proportionality   273    222     114     25
STV                    256    250     102     26

and this is what they say that STV supporters have to
ponder. If we do the analysis by what appear to be the
original data for each region, without such reweighting, it
means using the same voting pattern for every multi-
member constituency within the region, which is a crude
model and often unrealistic but is probably the best that can
be done with the data available.   The results (with some
assumptions for missing files) are:

                       Con     Lab     L/D 
others
Pure proportionality   273     222     114     25
STV                    274     230     108     22

I think that it is they who have some pondering to do.

I cannot see how the numerical values of their reweighting
were derived, but my requests for clarification have not
been successful.  If, as I believe, it was intended to bring the
first preferences, by party, closer to the general election
votes, it does not seem to have done so. The results are in
the large table.

If anything the results after reweighting seem further from
the general election results than do the raw ones, and
certainly the Conservatives have been marked down.

It might be claimed that it is the individual multi-member
constituency figures that matter rather than these overall
ones, so I have looked at one constituency in detail to see
whether that improves the picture.  I chose to do this for my
home constituency which, in their scheme, would be the
combination of the present constituencies of Herts SW,
Herts W, Hertsmere, Watford and St Albans. As an example
of their reweighting, in this constituency every vote in the
raw data with a Conservative first preference has been
treated as 98 identical votes, every vote with a Labour first
preference as 121 identical votes, every vote with a Liberal
Democrat first preference as 87 identical votes and every
other vote as 94 identical votes.

For this constituency I find: 

                    Con     Lab     L/D    other
General election   53.3%   25.1%   20.3%   1.3%
STV (raw)          52.7%   23.0%   20.0%   4.3%
STV (reweighted)   51.2%   27.6%   17.3%   4.0%
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Apart from slightly reducing the others figure, which is far
too big nevertheless, has the reweighting helped? I doubt it.

I am well aware that it is much easier to criticize such a study
than to perform one, but it does seem to me that a better
scheme would have been to take their 9614 interviews equally
from each of their 133 multi-member constituencies, i.e. about
72 per constituency, and then use the results in raw form.  It
might be argued that 72 votes are not many for electing to 5
seats, but that is all you get with a total of 9614.  You do not
get any more actual information by using the same figures
many times with reweighting.

The authors also comment on “some apparently extraordinary
results — as with the election of 5 Green MPs in the south
east region”, and that only 2 of the 5 would survive if Meek
rules were used (I make it only 1 of the 5 actually).  In
interpreting this we need to remember that it is the same set of
votes being analysed over and over again, and the identical
person as Green candidate, merely with different reweighting
for each constituency in the region. That may have been the
best that could be done in the circumstances, but I wish they
would not claim that this is what would actually happen in
practice.  Again it is the reweighting that has produced the
odd effect — no Green is elected if the original, unmodified,
observations are used. 

They seem to think it a disadvantage of STV that it can react
with different results when the votes change only slightly.  I
think it an advantage that most constituencies become
marginal for their final seat. At present it is only the marginal

constituencies that have any real effect on who wins a general
election.  Under STV nearly every voter can feel that it is
worth voting as it could make a difference.

They also make a point of the fact that “STV is only
contingently proportional” if comparing seats with first
preferences by party. So it should be. It often helps to explain
a point such as this by using an exaggerated example.  To
repeat one that I have used elsewhere, if we have 9 candidates
for 3 seats, A1, A2 and A3 from party A; B1, B2 and B3 from
party B; C1, C2 and C3 from party C and the votes are 

          20   A1   B1
          20   A1   C1

a party-based proportional system would have to elect A1, A2
and A3 as all first preferences were for party A, whereas STV
will elect A1, B1 and C1 and appear to do badly if one insists
on comparing seats with first preferences by party, but it has
done what the voters have asked for, and that should be the
aim of an electoral system.

What is more their data show that, of all interviewees who
selected at least two preferences with each of their first two
from the three main parties, only 79% of them chose the same
party for both choices. If this is nothing like what would
happen in practice, then the exercise cannot be quoted as
meaningful in this respect. Their report claims strongly that
their figures do represent what would happen in practice, but
they cannot have it both ways; if they are right in that, then
the authors' wish to see party proportionality by first
preferences is not shared by the electorate. I believe that the
wishes of the electors are what matter. 
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General election
.

STV (raw figures)
/

STV (after reweighting)
/

Region Con
0

Lab L/D other1 Con
0

Lab L/D other1 Con
0

Lab L/D other1

East Anglia 48.7 37.1
2

12.7 1.5 - - - - - - - -

East Midlands 48.9
3

35.2
2

14.8 1.1 46.5
3

39.2
2

12.0 2.3
4

46.3
3

39.5
2

12.0 2.3
4

Greater London
.

45.2 35.1
2

18.0 1.7 41.0 37.1
2

18.1 3.8
2

40.3 39.5
5

16.0 4.2

North West 39.4
2

45.1
3

14.2 1.3 37.6
2

46.3
3

13.9 2.1
4

36.7
2

47.3
3

13.8 2.2
4

Northern 29.6 55.1
6

15.2 0.2
7

26.0 56.8
6

15.2 2.0 26.1 56.8
6

15.1 2.0

South East
/

54.6
6

20.4 23.7 1.2 52.7
6

23.0 20.0 4.3 52.7
6

23.3 19.8 4.3

South West
/

48.1
3

17.2 32.8
2

1.9 49.3
3

21.7
4

24.8
4

4.1
3

49.2
3

21.9
4

24.8
4

4.1
3

West Midlands 49.4 34.1
2

15.7 0.7
7

45.2 40.5 10.7 3.6
2

44.3 41.6 10.4 3.7
2

Yorks & Humber
8

37.5
2

45.7
3

15.5 1.3 39.0
2

44.2
3

12.8 4.1
3

38.3
2

45.0
3

12.5 4.2
3

Highlands 38.0
2

11.0 20.1
4

30.9
2

23.2
4

28.0
4

17.4 31.4
2

22.0
4

28.5
4

18.9 30.5
2

Strathclyde
/

19.8 49.9 7.8 22.5 24.1 47.2 5.2
6

23.5 23.3 48.0 5.2
6

23.6

East Central Scotland 29.9
4

34.1
2

14.8 21.2
4

28.0
4

36.0
2

18.3 17.7 28.4
4

35.2
2

18.7 17.6

Wales 26.0 50.8
6

11.8 11.4 32.0
2

43.7 13.1 11.2 31.1
2

44.1 13.2 11.6

Percentage share of votes by region

East Anglia missing, italic figures approximate due to missing files



My overall conclusion is that it has been claimed that STV
advocates have some problems to deal with, but in fact it is
the authors of the study who need to deal first with the
problems that they have created. 
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 Brian Lawrence Meek, M.Sc, FRAS, C.Eng, FBCS.
1934 - 1997. 

Brian Meek died on 12 July 1997. He was a member of the
Electoral Reform Society for many years, and in the annals
of the Single Transferable Vote his name will surely be
immortal. Alongside the three pioneers Hill, Andrae and
Hare, the other great names are Droop, Gregory and Meek.
Various others have made improvements from time to time.
This is not intended as any disparagement of them — fine-
tuning of the system is not to be despised; it all helps if well
done. It was Meek though who re-thought the system from
scratch for the age of the computer and put it upon a proper
mathematical basis. It should be recorded that a major part
of the Meek system was also devised, quite independently,
by Douglas Woodall a little later.

It is a pity that, although Meek's system is simpler in
principle and easier to understand than other versions of
STV, it is too long-winded if tried by hand. A computer is
necessary, and since not everyone is willing to use
computers for counting all elections, it will be necessary for
a number of years yet to keep the approximate methods,
suitable for hand-counting, available too. However, for any
organisation that is willing always to use computers for its
elections it would be madness to continue with approximate
methods when Meek's method is available.

We have lost a man who did something really great in this
field. One day that fact will be common knowledge for all
proponents of STV.

I.D. Hill
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Editorial
This issue contains five articles within the tradition that has
now been established. This concentrates upon the properties
of various STV algorithms as seen from examples or
computer simulation.

In the first paper, Hugh Warren illustrates a counter-intuitive
case of the application of STV where two halves are not the
same as one whole.

My own article provides the results of a computer simulation
of 'large' STV elections which casts doubt on the use of the
hand-counting rules in that case.

David Hill provides a simple comparison between the hand-
counting rules and the computer method due to Meek. In a
separate article, he shows how one can compute with Meek
how one's vote has contributed (or otherwise) to the elected
candidates.

In another paper by Hugh Warren, an example is provided in
which equality of preference does not have a property that one
might reasonably expect. David Hill responds to this in the
final paper of this issue.

On reviewing this material, I conclude that I should appeal for
a broader spectrum of papers. STV is not just a minority
interest. I am a member of the John Muir Trust which aims to
preserve wild places in Scotland. The trustees are elected
annually by the membership by STV using the Meek
algorithm. (Nothing to do with me.) I have been given an
impressive list by Eric Syddique of organisations known to
ERS that use STV (107 in total, but omitting the John Muir
Trust). Can I appeal to readers to send details of other
organisations so that I can publish the list in a subsequent
issue of Voting matters?

Brian Wichmann

On the lack of Convexity in
STV

C H E Warren
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If the voters in a constituency are divided into two districts
and the ballots are processed separately and the results in the
two districts are the same, then there is said to be convexity if
processing the ballots of all voters together gives the same
result.

As Woodall1 has pointed out, quoting an example of David
Hill's, STV does not satisfy convexity. We give here a further
example, in which the lack of convexity arises, not from the
elimination of candidates as in David Hill's example, but from
the transfer of surpluses. We assume that these transfers are
made by the method currently recommended by the Electoral
Reform Society, and which the Electoral Reform Society uses
for its own elections — the Meek2 method.

There are four candidates A, B, C, D, and three seats to be
filled. The voting is as follows:

          District 1    District 2    Constituency
ABD           10           -              10
BAD            -          10              10
AC             -           8               8
AD             -           1               1
BC             8           -               8
BD             1           -               1
D              1           1               2
Totals        20          20              40
Elected     A,B,C       A,B,C            A,B,D

This further example reinforces Woodall's comment in the
article quoted that ... sadly, convexity is of no use to us, as this
seemingly ideal property conflicts with a more desirable
property.
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Large elections by
computer

  B A Wichmann

Introduction
By a large election, in this article we mean elections in
which there are a large number of candidates, say over 100.
Such an election was reported in reference 1, in which the
periodicals to be retained in a library were to be decided. In
that case, the Meek algorithm was used4, but on re-running
the same data with the Newland-Britton (ERS) rules5, a
disturbing fact was noted. Towards the end of the count,
none of the remaining candidates were credited with any
votes at all, so that the last few ‘seats’ were filled at random
from the remaining candidates. This was quite
inappropriate, since the number of journals that received
some support in the votes was more than enough to fill all
the places.  Hence Woodall has defined the property No-
support in reference 2 to cover this issue.

In this paper, we are concerned not with the limiting case of
the ERS rules electing candidates without support, but with
other large elections in which some candidates are elected
despite having less than half the quota. In such situations, it
might appear that the ERS rules might elect the ‘wrong’
person. Unfortunately, it is not easy to devise a means of
determining the ‘right’ choice. Here we use random ballot
papers with some characteristics of a real election.

UKCC
The United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Mid-
wifery and Health Visiting (UKCC) election is the largest
one conducted by Electoral Reform Ballot Services Ltd (at
least, using STV). It is possible that other such elections
could arise of this type if multi-national organisations
undertake employee-council elections to satisfy the ‘Social
Chapter’.

The data from the last UKCC election is impressive: 129
candidates for 7 seats with 62,216 ballot papers. The
election is conducted to the ERS rules assisted by
Rosenstiel's program.

Mr Wadsworth of ERBS has kindly given me the
information above and also a print-out from the Rosenstiel
program which gives for the seven elected candidates:

            First   Stage    Votes
         Preference  when     when
Candidate   Votes/ elected   elected/
            Quota            Quota
A          112.8%      1     100.0%
B           17.3%    122      47.7%
C           19.8%    121      53.2%
D           21.0%    121      50.5%
E           16.0%    123      34.9%
F           11.1%    123      36.4%
G           11.0%    123      42.6%

The concern here is that since one candidate was elected on
only about one third of the votes that had to be retained by
the most popular candidate, can one be sure the correct
choice was made? The result of that particular election is
not being questioned, but the choice of algorithm for
elections of this type.

Computer processing
Since the computer programs to conduct elections are not
used for the large public elections, there is no experience in
using these programs for very large elections. As noted
above, Rosenstiel's program was used for UKCC, but this
program is for assisting a manual count, and could not be
used for the Meek algorithm (for instance). Although the
programs for the ERS rules (by I D Hill) or that for Meek
do not have hard limits, it is not immediately obvious that
they could be used for elections as large as that for UKCC.

To determine the feasibility of using these programs on a
PC (personal computer) for elections like UKCC, a program
was written to construct a large number of random ballot
papers. Of course, real ballot papers were not available, and
even if they were, the data preparation problem would be
formidable.

At this point, a major problem arose. Both Meek and the
ERS computer programs allow for the storage of the
complete set of preferences. If this information is written to
temporary disc storage, then the programs will run quite
slowly. However, the total storage for UKCC-like elections
is around 8Mbytes, which is only just within the reach of
current PCs. The obvious solution was to undertake
modifications to both programs to take advantage of the fact
that only a small fraction of the total possible number of
preferences would be specified. In fact, the modification to
Meek was very easy and undertaken, but that for ERS
(which is much more complex in computer terms) was too
difficult. In any case, both programs were successfully run
with random data on my home computer.
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The conclusion from this study was that running the Meek or
ERS rules on a modern PC would be possible for large
elections. However, program modifications would be
desirable to ensure that the programs kept within system
limits. It was also observed that both programs produced
result files which were excessive in size (and too big to print
with convenience). With the preferences kept in main store,
the time both programs took to execute was limited by the
speed of processing; moreover, it was linear in the number of
ballot papers. The time taken for the programs on my home
computer was  about 500 seconds per 10,000 papers for Meek
and about ten times faster than that for the ERS rules. These
times are clearly minor compared with the data preparation
overheads in undertaking such counts.

Random UKCC-like data
Having determined that it is feasible to undertake UKCC-like
elections on a computer with either Meek or the ERS rules,
we now wish to see if there is a significant risk of either
algorithm producing the ‘wrong’ result.

For this part of the study we use simulated data with only
1,000 papers, rather than the 62,000 that were actually
recorded for UKCC. The reason for this reduction is to save
on the computer time required, since many elections must be
analysed (in fact, 100 elections were used). However, to have
a realistic chance of determining the effect of using either
algorithm, it is clear that the ballot papers must adhere to
some of the characteristics of the real data.

The method used to construct the papers was to use a random
number generator, but to use some of the characteristics of the
UKCC election to determine the distribution functions used.
The two major parameters are the popularity of each
candidate and the length of each ballot paper. We can estimate
the popularity of each candidate in the real election by means
of their (known) number of first preference votes. Hence the
popularities of the candidates in the simulated elected were
adjusted so that the leading candidate had more than the quota
of first-preference votes, candidates numbered 2 to 20 had
reducing popularity of 95% of the previous candidate, and the
remaining candidates had a constant popularity of 95% of the
20th candidate. The reason for this constant tail is that if the
95% rule was carried on, it was observed that the lower
candidates had virtually no votes at all.

The distribution of the length of preferences chosen was as
follows: For those expressing a single preference: 8.0% of the
papers; for two preferences, 8.7%; for 3: 9.4%; for 4: 10.1%;
for 5: 10.9%; for 6: 11.6%, for 7: 12.3%, and for 8 to 11
preferences: 7.2%. This distribution increases linearly to 7,
the number of candidates then drops to a constant amount.

We can now compare a randomly produced set of papers with
those above from UKCC. In this case with random ballots, the

quota becomes 1000/8=125, instead of 62216/8=7777 for the
real election. The table entries below and for the comparative
table for UKCC are expressed in proportion to the quota to
give directly comparable data.

            First   Stage    Votes
         Preference  when     when
Candidate   Votes/ elected  elected/
            Quota            Quota
A          129.6%      1     100.0%
B           16.8%    119      53.3%
C           10.4%    121      46.1%
D           13.6%    121      46.9%
E           12.0%    121      45.3%
F            8.8%    121      44.1%
G            9.6%    121      42.2%

The pattern is clearly similar. We need not be concerned about
minor differences, since the study is of elections of this
general type. To generate each set of ballot papers merely
requires as input the three integer seeds for the random
number generator. In consequence, all the data presented here
which is based upon a set of 100 elections can be recomputed
from 300 integers. The seeds for the election in the above
table were 1, 1 and 18.

Comparative tests: Meek versus ERS
We now have the ability to generate large election data and
process the results with two algorithms: Meek and the ERS
rules. The remaining problem is to determine characteristics
of the results which would decide between the two. In fact,
four different tests were applied as follows:

Non-transferables: In this test, the number of non-
transferable votes of each algorithm are compared. The
‘better’ algorithm is the one which gives the lower figure.

Condorcet: In this test, we take those elections produced
in which the two algorithms elected different candidates.
We then compare the first candidate elected by Meek
who was not elected by ERS with the first candidate
elected by ERS who was not elected by Meek. The
comparison is by Condorcet. Since there is no correlation
between the votes for different candidates, the winning
algorithm for this test is the one which has the higher
number of Condorcet winners.

No-hopers: In this test, we eliminate the candidates with
no realistic hope of being elected, namely the candidates
numbered 21-129, so there are 20 candidates. Again,
since there is no correlation between the votes of
different candidates, the winning algorithm for this test is
the one for whom this change makes the least difference.
In other words, one is expecting the removal of the no-
hope candidates to make no difference.
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Steadiness: This test is that specified by I D Hill in
reference 3. The test is applied when there is only one
pair of candidates elected differently by Meek and
ERS. The election is then re-run with only 8
candidates. The winner is the algorithm for which this
makes the least difference to the result.

At this point, the author thinks that readers should reflect
upon the tests above. If the results are against your favourite
algorithm, will you be convinced that your algorithm should
not be used for such elections?

We now consider the results of each of these tests:

Non-transferables: There is a consistent pattern with
the number of non-transferable votes with each
algorithm which can be summarised as follows:

  Meek 559.0 (±18.8);  ERS 482.6 (±13.7); Meek/ERS
1.159 (±0.031); where the range represents two
standard deviations. Hence Meek consistently gives
16% more non-transferable votes.

Condorcet: Out of the 100 elections constructed with
the random ballot papers, 30 produced a different
result. Hence for these 30, the Condorcet test could be
applied. The results were that for 24 cases, Meek
elected the Condorcet winner, and for 6 cases, ERS
elected the Condorcet winner.

No-hopers: In this test, we wish to know if the
elimination of the no-hope candidates changed those
that were elected. For Meek no change occurred for
any of the 29 cases examined, but there were changes
for all but three cases with ERS.  Hence Meek is a
clear winner here.

Steadiness: This test is applied to the 29 cases in which
there was one difference between the two algorithms.
To pass the test, the result of the election with just
eight candidates must be the same as for the full
election. Meek passes the test for all of the 29 cases,
and ERS 6 times (and failed 23 times). Again, Meek
is the clear winner of this test.

The above analysis understates the differences between the
two algorithms. Of the 29 cases that can be compared for
steadiness, the following table indicates how the results
compared in 20 cases:

               Meek Elects   ERS Elects
129 candidates  [S]+A            [S]+B
20 candidates   [S]+A            [S]+A
8 candidates    [S]+A            [S]+A

Here [S] represents a set of six candidates and A and B are
different candidates not in the set [S]. In other words, ERS
reverts to the Meek result when the no-hope candidates are
removed, and this reversion is retained when only 8

candidates are considered. This is clearly strong evidence
that the full election using the ERS rules produces the
‘wrong’ result.

Conclusions
The study indicates that it is feasible to use computer
algorithms such as Meek on a PC for elections as large as
that for UKCC (although the data preparation problem has
not been considered). Furthermore, a comparison between
Meek and ERS shows that Meek is superior except for the
number of non-transferable votes. The increased number of
non-transferable votes is clearly secondary to producing the
‘correct’ result, and from that perspective, the Meek
algorithm appears to be superior. The fact that random
papers from no-hope candidates can change the result is
strong evidence against the ERS rules.

Of course, this study only relates to elections with a large
number of candidates. It can hardly be considered a
criticism of Newland and Britton, since it is doubtful
whether they ever conducted an election of the size
considered here. [Added in this printing: See Issue 8, page
3].
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Meek style STV − a simple
introduction

I D Hill
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For its 1996 Council election, ERS used the Meek counting
rules, instead of the Newland and Britton rules that are
suitable for counting by hand.  Now that there is sufficient
availability of computers, I believe that ERS owes it to itself
and to its members to use the best rules of which we are
aware.

However many people seem to be muddled as to what this
involves and some seem to be sadly misinformed.  It is
therefore desirable to have available a simple listing of what
is the same and what is different in these systems.

It needs to be said clearly that there is no intention of
abandoning STV.  The system adopted (taking its name from
B L Meek who first proposed it) retains all the essential
features and aims of STV, but uses the power of modern
computers to get a closer realisation of the voters' wishes,
better meeting all the traditional STV virtues.

Some of the main changes were mentioned by Robert
Newland in Comparative Electoral Systems, section 7.8(c).
He wrote that these further refinements ‘which would be
likely rarely to change the result of an election but which
greatly lengthen the count, are not recommended’.  At the
time, that was probably a reasonable judgement but
information gained since then has shown it to be untrue that
the result would rarely change, whereas lengthening the count
is unimportant when counting is by computer where, either
way, the counting time is trivial compared with the effort
needed to input the data.

Meek style STV - what is the same?
1. Each voter votes by listing some or all of the

candidates in order of preference.

2. Each voter is treated as having one vote, which is
assigned initially to that voter's first-preference
candidate.

3. A quota is calculated, as the minimum number of votes
needed by a candidate to secure election.

4. If a candidate receives a quota of votes or more, then
that candidate is elected, and any surplus votes (over
the quota) are transferred to other candidates in
accordance with the later preferences expressed by the
relevant voters.

 5. If, at any stage of the count, no surplus remains to be
transferred, but not all seats are yet filled, then the
candidate who currently has fewest votes is excluded.
Votes assigned to that candidate are then transferred to
other candidates in accordance with the later
preferences of the relevant voters.

Meek style STV - what is different?
6. All surpluses are transferred simultaneously instead of

in a particular order.

7. Surpluses are taken, in due proportion, from all
relevant votes, not only from those most recently
received.

8. To make that work properly it is necessary to give
votes to already-elected candidates and not "leap frog"
over them.  This does not waste votes as the same
number are transferred away again, but now in due
proportion to all relevant votes.

9. Whenever a candidate is excluded, the count behaves
as if that candidate had never existed (except that
anyone previously excluded cannot be reinstated).

10. Whenever any votes become non-transferable, the
quota is re-calculated, based on active votes only.  This
lower quota then applies not only for future election of
candidates, but also to already-elected candidates
giving them all new surpluses.

11. No candidate is ever elected without reaching the
current quota.

12. For surpluses, every relevant vote goes to the voter's
next choice, at fractional value.  If there is no next
choice, the fraction becomes non-transferable.

13. At an exclusion all the relevant votes are dealt with at
once.  There is no doing one little bit at a time.  

14. The only disadvantage is that it is too tedious to do by
hand, but has to be by computer.

Examples
    1. A very simple, though artificial, example of the
superiority of the Meek method is seen in 4 candidates for 3
seats.  If there are only 5 voters and the votes are: 2 ABC, 2
ABD, 1 BC it is obvious to anyone, whether knowing
anything of STV or not, that the right solution must be to elect
A, B and C, as the Meek method does, yet traditional hand-
counting rules elect A and B but declare the third seat to be a
tie between C and D.

    2. In a real election held recently, I shall call 4 of the
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candidates A, B, C and D of whom at the last stage, A and B
had each been elected with a surplus, C had been excluded
and D was still continuing, to be either the last elected or the
runner-up.  Four of the votes gave preferences as ABCD,
ACBD, CABD and ABD.  As C had been excluded, these
became identical votes, each now having A as first
preference, B as second and D as third.  The Meek method
would have treated them identically, but the rules actually in
use gave D wildly different portions of these votes, as
follows:

Vote      Rules as used           Meek rules
        Portion of vote assigned to   Portion of vote assigned to

        A    B   C    D       A     B    C    D
ABCD  0.72 0.28  -    -     0.471 0.285  -  0.244
ACBD  0.72  -    -   0.28   0.471 0.285  -  0.244
CABD   -    -    -   1.00   0.471 0.285  -  0.244
ABD   0.72 0.28  -   -      0.471 0.285  -  0.244

The variation between all of the vote going to D, and none
of it doing so, is really startling.  

How was my vote used?
I D Hill

If an election has been conducted by STV using Meek
counting, and the final keep values have been published (as
I think that they should be), any voters who remember their
preference orders can work out how their votes were used,
as follows.

Suppose you voted for Bodkins as first preference, for
Edkins as second preference, etc., where their final keep
values were published as 0.310, 0.772, etc., as shown in the
table below. The first thing to do is to make such a table
with the order of preference that you actually used for the
real candidates and fill in their published final keep values
in column (3).

Always start with 1.000 as the first item, one line above
your first candidate, in column (6), and then in each row in
turn, fill in columns (4), (5) and (6) using the rules shown.

When an excluded candidate appears, such as Atkins above,
the keep value is 0.000, so no part of the vote is kept.  When
a candidate was either the runner-up or the last to be elected,

such as Firkins, the keep value is 1.000, so that candidate
keeps everything received and later preferences get nothing.

Column (5) tells how the vote was used.  0.310 of it went to
help elect Bodkins, 0.533 of it went to help elect Edkins,
0.110 of it went to help elect Dawkins and the remaining
0.047 went to Firkins and, if Firkins was runner-up, was
unused.

I have been asked by someone who has seen the above to
produce something similar for traditional-style STV (and, in
particular, for Newland and Britton rules, second edition).
Having had a look at the problem, I have concluded that, for
anyone who really understands what is going on, the
information can be derived from the result sheet in an ad
hoc way, but that it is not possible to do anything as general,
or as simple, as the above.

This should be offered as an exercise for those who think
the traditional rules simpler than the Meek rules.  Let them
do it.  I do not deny, of course, that the traditional rules are
less long-winded for making a hand-count, but in every
other way, in principle and in practice, the Meek rules are
much the simpler.

STV and Equality of
Preference

C H E Warren

The Single Transferable Vote is a preferential voting
system, in which the voter has to list the candidates in the
order in which he prefers them.

One of the questions which is asked is whether a voter
should be permitted to express an equality of preference
between two candidates whom the voter assesses as equal in
his judgement. My view is that the expression of equality of
preference should be permitted in principle, although of
course it would complicate both the voting and the
subsequent count.

If a voter does express an equality of preference between
two candidates A and B, then it is assumed that this is
tantamount to his expressing two half-votes with non-equal
preferences, one half-vote for A followed by B, and the
other half-vote for B followed by A, but the half-votes
otherwise identical.

However, Bernard Black is concerned that, if equality of
preference is permitted, a voter may see neither of his equal
preferences elected, whereas if the voter had given one of
his two a clear preference then at least he would have got
that one elected.
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Preference Candidate Final keep Previous vote Vote kept Vote

value remaining remaining

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

previous (6) (3) ×  (4) (4)−(5)

1.000

1 Bodkins 0.310 1.000 0.310 0.690

2 Edkins 0.772 0.690 0.533 0.157

3 Atkins 0.000 0.157 0.000 0.157

4 Dawkins 0.702 0.157 0.110 0.047

5 Firkins 1.000 0.047 0.047 0.000

6 Gaskins 0.570

7 Catkins 0.978



The following example of an election for 3 seats from 6
candidates by 30 voters, for which the quota is 7.5,
exemplifies Black's concern. 29 of the voters vote as follows:

      1 AB
      1 BA
      9 CAB
      1 CEF
      9 DBA
      1 DEF
      3 EF
      4 F

The thirtieth voter is undecided between A and B. If this
thirtieth voter votes AB, or votes BA or expresses an equality
of preference between A and B, then the votes after the
surpluses of C and D have been transferred are:

       AB         BA         ½AB + ½BA
       A  4.25    A  3.25    A  3.75
       B  3.25    B  4.25    B  3.75
       C  7.5     C  7.5     C  7.5
       D  7.5     D  7.5     D  7.5
       E  3.5     E  3.5     E  3.5
       F  4       F  4       F  4

We see that if the voter gives a clear preference for either A or
B, then that one gets elected, because the other one is now
eliminated and his votes then transferred to the preferred one.
However, if the voter expresses equality of preference, then E
is now eliminated, and E's votes then transferred to F who is
elected, so that neither A nor B is elected. Hence Black's
concern is justified.

The main benefit that is likely to arise from permitting
equality of preference, as Douglas Woodall has said, is not for
voters who are undecided between their top preferences, but
for voters who want to put certain candidates as their bottom
preferences, below a whole lot of candidates whom they do
not know much about, but for whom being able to give
equality of preference would be ideal.

David Hill has shown, in an unpublished paper, that, in a real
election, this middle group of candidates whom the voter does
not know much about is more likely to be of relevance with
Meek1 counting than with Warren2 counting, because with
Warren counting the count does not extend down to this
middle group of candidates.
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Equality of preference − an
alternative view

I D Hill

In the preceding paper1, Hugh Warren states 'Hence Black's
concern is justified', but the example from which he derives
this opinion is not convincing.  It really concerns the question
of how a tie is to be resolved, since in each of his three cases
the AB supporters have 7.5 votes and the EF supporters have
7.5 votes.  This makes it critically dependent on using a
version of STV in which the quota is defined to give precisely
7.5 as in Newland and Britton, second edition2 and not 7.5
plus a minimal amount as in most versions of STV, such as
Newland and Britton, first edition3, for  example.  It also
depends on the rule that anyone reaching the quota is to be
deemed elected at once even though some other candidate
could catch up if the process were continued.

I am not objecting to those features, but if we are prepared to
base conclusions on examples that depend critically on them,
it is easy enough to construct one that points to the opposite
conclusion.  Consider 4 candidates for 3 seats with an odd
number, n, of voters who support A and B, and an equal
number, n, who support C and D.  The quota will be n/2 and if
the AB party do not use equality, no matter how they arrange
their votes between saying AB and saying BA, one of their
candidates will have more than a quota, and the other less
than a quota, on the first count.  If the CD party all put C and
D as equal first, each of their candidates will have exactly a
quota on the first count and consequently either ACD or BCD
will be elected.

It follows that Black's concern is not justified.  In these
extreme cases use of equality could either harm or help and it
is not possible to know which.  In reality such extreme cases
rarely, if ever, occur.  What would normally happen if equality
were used would be for one of the two candidates to go out
(either as excluded or elected) at some stage and then the
relevant part of the vote would be transferred to the other
candidate, so nothing would be lost.
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Editorial
In this issue, a new format is being used, but without any
change to the content or type of material being published.

It is hoped that future issues of Voting matters will be made
available via the Internet. However, printed copies will
continue to be made which can be ordered from ERS. Due
to some limitations of the most straightforward means of
producing material on the World Wide Web, the printed
copies will be the master ones, and presentation on the Web
may have some defects.

The first article which lists those organisations known to use
STV is an example of material which should be available on
the Web anyway. Given this, then updating the list can more
easily be undertaken.

As before, I am concerned about the lack of variety in the
authors of material. Electronic publication could easily
encourage contributions from other countries.

Brian Wichmann.
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Organisations using STV
The following is an alphabetical list of organisations known to
use STV in the UK or the Republic of Ireland. In the interests
of brevity, local organisations are not always included.

3M plc
Aberdeen University SRC
Adlerian Society of the UK
Allied Dunbar
Amnesty International
Association for Jewish Youth
Association of Municipal Engineers
Association of University Teachers (AUT)
Association of Teachers & Lecturers (ATL)
Association of Logic Programming
Automobile Association
Avon Cosmetics
Bar Council
Bardsey Island Trust
Bass plc
Beechlawn School
Birmingham Labour Group
Birmingham University
Bow Group
British Airports Authority
British Dental Association
British Psychological Society
British Association of Colliery Management
British Association of Dermatologists
British Association of Counselling
British Computer Society
British Council
British Humanist Association
British Medical Association
British Mensa Ltd
British Union of Anti-Vivisection
Brittle Bone Society
BUPA plc
Cambridge University Student Union
Campaign for Homosexual Equality
Cardiff Union Services
Celtic Film and TV Association
Church of England
Church of Wales
City Literary Institute
Committee of Vice Chancellors & Principals
Consumers' Association
Coopers & Lybrand
Crosslinks
Derbyshire E. R. Group
Drake & Scull Engineering Ltd
Du Pont UK Ltd
Eastern Electricity
East Midlands Electricity
Engineering Council
Electronic Data Systems
Express Newspapers Pension Ltd
Faculty of Public Health Medicine
Family Law Bar Association
Gateshead & South Tyneside LMC
General Dental Council
General Medical Council
Gilberd School
Glasgow Caledonian University
Gouldens
Greater Manchester Police
Greater London Unison

Guild of Hospital Pharmacists
Headmasters' Conference
Hoechst UK Ltd
ICL plc
Imperial Tobacco
Institute of the Motor Industry
Institute of Chartered Accountants 
Institute of  Civil Engineers
Institute of  Electrical Engineers
Institute of Linguists
Institute of Management Services 
Institute of Mechanical Engineers
Institute of  Public Relations
International Association of Teachers of English as a

Foreign Language
John Muir Trust
King's College London Students' Union
Leeds University Union
Lewisham & Kent Islamic Centre
London Borough of Sutton
London Electricity plc
London School of Economics Students' Union
Liberal Democratic Party
Liberty
Logica plc
Manweb plc
Mercury Communications
Methodist Conference
Midland Bank plc
Mountain Bothies Association
National Association of Teachers in Further & Higher

Education (NATHE)
National Citizens' Advice Bureaux
National Federation of Housing Associations
National Freight Consortium
National Grid plc
National Westminster Group
National Power
National Union of Journalists
National Union of Mineworkers
National Union of Rail, Maritime & Transport Workers

(RMT)
National Union of Students
National Union of Teachers
Neural Computing Applications Forum
News International Newspapers Ltd
Northeast Fife D.C.
Northern Electric plc
Northern Sinfonia
Norweb plc
Pensions Management Institute
Pensions Trust
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain
Powergen
Price Waterhouse
Professional Association of Teachers
Prudential Assurance
Royal College of General Practitioners
Royal College of Midwives
Royal College of Nursing
Royal College of Pathologists
Royal Statistical Society
Royal Town Planning Institute
Scottish Nuclear
Secondary Heads Association
Shantiniketan Centre, Southall
Shell UK
SeeBoard plc
Smith & Nephew plc
Solicitors Family Law Association
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South Oxfordshire D.C.
Stoneham Housing Association
Southern Electricity plc
South East Electricity plc
South Wales Electricity plc
South West Electricity plc
Telegraph Newspapers
Total Oil Ltd
Theatrical Management Association
UK Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery and Health

Visiting (UKCC)
UK Council for Graduate Education
University of Bristol
University of Wales Swansea Students' Union
University of Ulster Students' Union
Union of Democratic Mineworkers
Union of UEA Students
Yorkshire Housing Association
Yorkshire Water
Zionist Federation of Great Britain

The various companies named above will not be using STV
to elect their Boards of Directors which are usually Yes/No
ballots, but to elect Pension Fund Trustees. The accountancy
partnerships of Coopers & Lybrand and Price Waterhouse
use it to elect their Executive partners. These particular
elections are unique in that, apart from partners retiring
during the year, all partners are automatically candidates.

Quotation Marks
Dear Sir,

There are one or two matters I would like to comment upon.

In his article Large Elections by Computer, Dr Wichmann
says there is strong evidence that the traditional method of
STV counting produces the 'wrong' result. I would suggest
that even with the use of quotation marks this is an
unfortunate comment. The result is surely correct within the
rules which have been used, and to suggest otherwise is to
imply that there is something inaccurate, or wrong, with the
count. It might lead to defeated candidates thinking they
were defeated as a result of some procedural error by the
Returning Officer, which would not be the case. It would be
wiser to say that the election result might be different. I do
not think we would wish to appear to cast doubts upon our
own ballot organisation to count an election by STV.

The real problem with elections of this kind is the
proportion of candidates to the number of places to be filled.
In the UKCC example there were over 18 times more
candidates than the 7 places to be filled. 129 candidates
appears to offer those voting the widest possible choice, but
the choice is unreal. Unfortunately few of the voters have
sufficient knowledge about the candidates to be able to put
more that a small number of candidates in preferential order.
The candidates are allowed to provide information about
themselves but there is still a great deal of information to
read. One answer might be to re-examine the nomination
process, with a view to there being more assentors to the
nominations. The organisation may, of course, not wish to

do this because it might create an unreasonable hurdle to
nomination.

Dr Wichmann is under a misapprehension when he says It
can hardly be considered a criticism of Newland and
Britton, since it is doubtful whether they ever conducted an
election of the size considered here. Major Britton and Mr
Newland were closely involved with drafting the electoral
arrangements for the UKCC and took a very close interest
in the first two elections at Chancel Street to see how the
counts went. The report of the first UKCC election records
that 441 candidates were nominated and that 61,715 people
voted. Therefore it would appear that there has been a
decline in the number of candidates nominated. I can recall
both Major Britton and Mr Newland being somewhat
concerned at the number of candidates nominated for the
first election, but thought the number would decline when it
was realised that most of those nominated had no real hope
of being elected. At the first two elections no candidate
achieved the quota, the whole election consisting of
exclusions, candidates being elected with a reduced quotient
as votes became non-transferable. It was not until the third
or fourth UKCC election that I recall being told that for the
very first time a candidate had attained the quota during the
count. My recollection is that Major Britton and Mr
Newland would probably have recommended that the
nomination procedure be amended if the number of
candidates had not declined to a more manageable number
for the voters.

E M Syddique, ERS

A reply
I owe readers an apology if they were under any
misapprehension on the use of the quotation marks. Of
course, there was no implication that the rules were not
correctly applied; indeed the simulations I made assumed
that. It is also worth noting that since I used artificial ballot
papers, the implications for any specific election (like the
last UKCC one) are unclear.

I cannot apologise to Major Britton and Mr Newland for not
realising their involvement in the early UKCC elections
which were even bigger than the one I analysed.

I believe that a major contributory factor to the results I
obtained was that not only was one candidate elected with
the quota, but that the others were elected with very much
less than the quota. The re-computation of the quota
undertaken by the Meek method therefore makes a bigger
difference than would typically be the case.

Lastly, it seems to me that an advantage of STV should be
that many candidates can compete. Hence introducing
barriers to nominations seems against the spirit of STV.

B A Wichmann.
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Are non-transferables bad?
I D  Hill

Brian Wichmann1 put forward four different tests of whether
one vote-counting algorithm had done better than another and
invited readers, before reading on, to consider whether they
would regard failure on each test as a serious matter.

I did not cheat, but made the requested consideration before
reading on.  I concluded that I accepted his tests called
Condorcet, No-hopers and Steadiness but I totally rejected his
test called Non-transferables.  I then found, not much to my
surprise, that he had found Meek's method to be a clear
winner (on his particular data) on the three tests that I
accepted as valid, while Newland and Britton (2nd edition)
rules had done ‘better’ on the Non-transferables test which I
had rejected, so I think it important to explain just why I had
rejected it.

My view is that everything should always be in accordance
with what the votes say, in proportion to their numbers and, if
some votes, in whole or in part, are entitled to transfer and do
not indicate a wish to be transferred anywhere, then it is
morally wrong not to make them non-transferable, in whole or
in part as the case may be.

That being so we cannot say which of two methods is better
on the basis of the number of non-transferables, until we
know the cause of the difference.  If method 1 shows more
than method 2, we must ask whether this is due to method 1
making some votes non-transferable unnecessarily, or to
method 2 failing to make votes non-transferable when they
should be.  With methods of which we know nothing except
the outcome of this particular test, we can really say no more
than that.

In the actual case, however, we do know the methods in detail
and are aware that Meek's method never makes anything non-
transferable except when it is right to do so.  It follows that, if
the Newland and Britton rules get a smaller number, it is they
that are failing to do the right thing.   

Reference
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Some Council Elections
B A Wichmann

Introduction
This paper is an analysis of some Council elections based
upon computer simulation in a similar manner to two previous
papers 1,2. The analysis starts with (five) result sheets, since
they are the publicly available record of the elections. The
first stage consists of using a computer program to produce a
set of ballot papers which reproduces the result sheet (or gets
very close to that). The second stage consists of running a
number of experiments based upon elections which select a
random subset of the ballot papers. The third stage is a further
analysis of the results.

This paper is concerned with STV elections in which there are
no ‘party’ affiliations. Hence the voting patterns are different
from those which applied in the Irish elections analysed in the
first reference. The identity of the actual council elections
used for this study is not stated here, since this is irrelevant
and could detract from the conclusions which are thought to
be relevant for all elections for several seats in which there are
no parties involved.

Constructing ballot papers
Given a result sheet, then it is possible to construct a set of
papers which would produce the same results. In producing
such a set by hand, the obvious method is to work forward
stage by stage. However if no transfers occur from candidate
A (say), such a method will give preferences that, if A
appears, stop at that point. In other words, preferences that are
not required to produce the results as given in the result sheet
are not given. Clearly, the voter will not necessarily do this,
and more significantly, other algorithms may use subsequent
preferences. Hence a more general means is required of
producing ballot papers.

The program used in this study works as follows. The
program computes transfer rates from A to B if candidate A
was eliminated or had a surplus to transfer (and B was
available for transfers). If no such transfer occurred, then an
estimate is used based upon the first preferences for B.

Ballot papers are now constructed using a random number
generator with an exact match for the first preferences. This
set is then used as the starting point of an iterative process,
working stage by stage, to obtain a very close fit to the actual
result sheet. The program cannot necessarily obtain a perfect
match when transfers of surpluses are involved. Experiments
showed that the starting position which was dependent upon
the seeds for the random number generator did not have a
large effect on the accuracy of the final fit to the actual
election.
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An example
To give a fuller explanation of the method of constructing
ballot papers from a result sheet, we give a simple example.
Consider an election in which the votes for electing one
candidate from 4 was:

10 AB
5 BCD
6 BAD
6 CDA
1 C
8 DAB

The result sheet from these ballot papers using Newland-
Britton is:

     Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3
A         10       10        0
B         11       11       21
C          7        0        0
D          8       14       14
Non-T      0        1        1

Since we are concerned with a council election without
parties, we consider each candidate in the same way. We can
judge the overall popularity of each candidate from the first
preference votes. We now construct a matrix to represent the
probability of X being followed by Y in any preference (X
could clearly be the last preference given, so Y is allowed to
be the Non-Transferable option). For instance, given
candidate D, then the preference specified after D is
assumed to be A, B or C in the ratio 10:11:7 (since these are
the ratios of the votes on the first preferences).

We can make a better estimate of the transfer probabilities,
since we do have a limited amount of information from the
result sheet. In this case, for stage 2 in which C is
eliminated, we know that the next preferences were either D
or non-transferable in the ratio 6:1, respectively. Hence, we
can adjust our matrix accordingly. For stage 3, in which A is
eliminated, the transfers were entirely to B, but the papers
could have had a preference to C which would have been
ignored. This clearly reflects the adjustments made to the
matrix. The final matrix, based upon one hundredths of a
vote, in this case becomes:

                    TO
FROM    NT     A    B    C    D  
STRT     -   278  306  194  222
  A      0     - 1000  194  222
  B      0   278    -  194  222
  C    143   278  306    -  857
  D      0   278  306  194    -

The program now computes a trial set of ballot papers with
an exact match on the first preferences, but using a pseudo-
random number generator and the above matrix to produce
the remaining preferences. Finally, adjustments are made to
the papers to obtain a better match to the result sheet.  The

root mean square error is computed over the entries in the
result sheet, which gives 0 in this case for the 3×5 entries,
since we have a perfect match.

The ballot papers produced in this case (which depends
upon the seeds used for the random-number generator)
were:

2 ABCD
7 ABDC
1 ACBD
3 BADC
4 BCDA
2 BDAC
1 BDC
1 BDCA
1 C
2 CDAB
4 CDBA
1 DABC
4 DBAC
1 DBCA
1 DCAB
1 DCBA

There are clearly many differences between the initial ballot
papers and the above. However, since there are 64 ways of
voting, it is quite unlikely that 10 ballot papers would be
identical as with the initial papers (and in this sense, the
final set must be regarded as more likely than the starting
set). The construction method in this case gives very few
papers with incomplete preferences, since the result sheet
had few non-transferables.

Five real elections
The results of running the program for the five elections are
given in Table 1. The result sheets were from the
application of Newland-Britton3.  A very close fit was
obtained in all cases. The entry Next gives the difference in
the number of votes between the last candidate elected and
the next highest. This figure is also divided by the number
of votes to give a numeric indication of how close the
choice of the last elected candidate is. For election B, the
result was very close since this difference was a mere 14
votes (from 8739, ie  0.16%). In performing both Newland-
Britton and Meek upon the ballot papers constructed by the
program, only one result was obtained which was different
from the actual result. For election B, Meek produced a
result different from the actual election, but this is hardly
surprising, due to the closeness of the final candidate
elected.

The experiment
The experiment concerns the influence of candidates with
no realistic hope of being elected upon the result. With the
UKCC analysis2, it was observed that such no-hopers had a
bigger influence with Newland-Britton rules than with
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Meek. In this case, 100 elections were run by selecting 200
ballot papers at random (repeated five times for each actual
election). For these 100 elections, both Newland-Britton and
Meek were run. The second row in Table 2 gives the number
of times out of the 100 that the results from Newland-Britton
and Meek were different. For the 500 elections the result was
different for 88 cases, which implies that 4% of the candidates
were treated differently.

The first row in Table 2 gives the number of candidates which
were never elected in any of the 100 elections, called no-
hopers. It would seem that this is not an unreasonable
definition of those that have no chance of election, since we
know that the number of first-preference votes is not always a
good indication.

The 88 elections in which Newland-Britton/Meek gave a
different result were now re-run with the no-hopers
eliminated. The results of this are recorded in Table 2 in the
rows with indented titles. In all but one case, the difference
between the two algorithms was just one candidate. However,
the result of the re-runs is somewhat confusing except for the
simple case in which the elimination of the no-hopers makes
no difference. The results in the table are classified as follows:

No change. In this case, the elimination makes no
difference and hence these cases are not supportive of
either Newland-Britton or Meek.

Revert to Meek. In this case, the result from Meek does
not change, but that for Newland-Britton changes to
that of Meek. Such a case is taken as supporting the use
of Meek.

Revert to Newland-Britton. This is the exact opposite of
the previous case and is taken as supporting the use of
Newland-Britton.

Meek unchanged. In this case, the result for Meek does
not change, but that for Newland-Britton does (but not
to that of Meek). This case is regarded as supporting the
use of Meek.

Both change. In this case, both change to a different
result. This is obviously not supportive of either
algorithm.

Invert both. In this case, the results of both algorithms
change to the previous result of the other one! Clearly
not indicative of either Newland-Britton or Meek.

Other. None of the above, and again not supportive of
either algorithm.

The overall count from the above classification is that 56
cases are neutral, 27 support Meek and 5 support Newland-
Britton.

Conclusions
In appears that realistic ballot papers can be computed from
the result sheets. However, it is difficult to validate this
process, since at the moment, actual ballot papers are not
available from real elections of any size. I would like to
appeal for such ballot papers, perhaps in computer format,
since such papers could be made available without revealing
the source which surely would be satisfactory once the period
of elected candidates had finished. All the election data
obtained so far is for small elections for which the study
above could not be applied.

The first result from this study is that Newland-Britton and
Meek produce a different result for about 4% of the seats. The
observed rate for the Irish elections in 1969 was 2.8% (3 out
of 143) and for 1973 was 4.9% (7 out of 143). The difference
between 1969 and 1973 is due to a decline in the party voting
and hence is consistent with a figure of 4% given in this study.

Does a difference of 4% matter between two STV algorithms?
Obviously, it is reasonable to say this is insignificant against a
difference of around 30% when STV is compared to First Past
The Post. On the other hand, for the Electoral Reform Society,
it is surely unsatisfactory to have such differences.
Unfortunately, resolving this issue, as we are all aware, is not
easy.
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Table 1: Five Council Elections

Election A
V

B C
W

D E Total
X

Candidates
W

17 17 16 13 12 75
Y

Seats
Z

4
[

4
[

4
[

4
[

6
\

22
]

Votes
^

5764
_

8739
`

9364
a

8486
`

1669 34022
b

Stages
Z

13 15 12 10 10

RMS error(votes)
c

0.05
d

0.04
d

0.41
d

0.06
d

0.28
d

Next 128 14 221 75 7.46

Next/Votes 0.0222
d

0.0016
d

0.0236
d

0.0088
d

0.0045
d

Actual=New-Br yese yese yese yese yese
Actual=Meek yese no yese yese yese

Table 2: Results of simulations

Election A B C D E Total

No. No-hopers 7 7 6 3 3 26

New-Br = Meek 78 84 83 86 81 412

New-Br   Meek 22 16 17 14 19 88

   No change 13 8 11 10 9 51

   Revert to Meek 6 5 3 2 7 23

   Revert to New-Br 1 2 1 1 0 5

   Meek unchanged 2 1 0 1 0 4

   Both change 0 0 2 0 1 3

   Invert both 0 0 0 0 1 1

   Other 0 0 0 0 1 1

≠



The remaining result is that Meek has more indicative cases
in its support than Newland-Britton by about 5 to 1 in the
above experiment. Does this matter? Surely, a key
advantage of STV is that candidates can enter without
upsetting the result if they have no realistic chance of being
elected. Providing other hurdles for candidates seems
against the spirit of democracy.
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 Measuring proportionality
   I D Hill

When you can measure what you are speaking about and
express it in numbers, you know something about it, but
when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory
kind.  Lord Kelvin.   

It is important to consider what the problem actually is, and
solve it as well as you can, even if only approximately,
rather than invent a substitute problem that can be solved
exactly but is irrelevant.  Anon.

I agree with the first of those quotations but I agree much
more strongly with the second one.  As Philip Kestelman
points out in a recent article1, if we are to talk of
proportional representation, and to claim that one aim of
STV is to achieve it, it is desirable that we should have
some idea of how to measure it and thus be able to detect
the extent to which one system or another is able to achieve
it.

Many indices have been proposed for the purpose, of which
Kestelman prefers the Rose index, or Party Total
Representativity (PTR) as he renames it.  While differently
formulated, the various indices all seem to have similar
effects, usually placing different elections in the same order
of merit even if the numbers that they assign are very
different.  They mostly depend, in one way or another, on
the differences between percentages of votes by party and
percentages of seats by party.  It seems a little odd when

considering a multiplicative type of thing, like
proportionality, to use an additive type of measure, but this
does overcome some difficulties that might otherwise arise
when parties get zero seats. 

A correlation measure
There is an additional measure that is rather different from
all these, mentioned by Douglas Woodall2 as having been
proposed by Dr J E G Farina and depending on the cosine
of an angle in multi-dimensional space.  This is not a
concept with  which the general public would feel easily at
home, but the measure does turn out to be closely
associated with the statistical measure known as the
correlation coefficient, and many people seem to feel happy
that they know what correlation means (even if, in fact, they
do not).  However the ordinary correlation will not do,
because it measures whether points tend to be grouped
around a straight line, but not all straight lines give
proportionality.

For example with votes of 200, 400 and 600 and the
proportional 2, 4 and 6 seats we get a correlation of 1.0, but
the non-proportional 3, 4 and 5 seats equally get 1.0 as
those points also fall on a straight line.  To get a suitable
measure we also need to include the same numbers over
again, but negated. Thus 200, 400, 600, −200, −400, −600
with 2, 4, 6, −2, −4, −6 gives a correlation of 1.0 as before,
but 200, 400, 600, −200, −400, −600 with 3, 4, 5, −3, −4,
−5 gives only 0.983 demonstrating a less good fit. 

The fatal flaw
If going for any of these measures, I like the last one best,
but they all have one fatal flaw — they depend only upon
party representation and only upon first preference votes.  It
is possible to use them upon features other than formal
political parties if there is enough information available on
those other features, which usually there is not.  Kestelman
does so, but this is rarely done, while how to extend them to
deal with anything other than first preferences does not
even seem to be discussed.  They therefore, to my mind, fall
within the terms of the second quotation in my heading, as
the substitute problem that is irrelevant. 

It is true that, in many elections, voting is mainly in terms
of party, and that most people's party allegiances will be
detectable in terms of their first-preference votes, but I
object to those who say that all we need to know about an
electorate is to be found in those things.  I much more
strongly object to any suggestion that voters ought not to
vote cross-party if they wish, or even should not be allowed
to do so.   

It often helps discussion to look at an exaggerated case,
even though it is far removed from what normally happens
in practice.  An example that I have used before concerns 9
candidates: A1, A2 and A3 from party A; B1, B2 and B3
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from  party B; C1, C2 and C3 from party C.  The election is
for 3 seats and the votes are, say, 

50% A1 B1
50% A1 C1

If a system elects A1, A2 and A3 the above measures will all
say that it has done well — with 100% of the votes for party
A and 100% of the seats for party A.  Yet nobody actually
voted for A2 or A3 at any level of preference.  From that
election STV would elect A1, B1 and C1, the candidates
whom the voters mentioned, yet such measures will all say
that it has done badly.  While I believe that a measure of
proportionality, if we can find a suitable one, would be a good
thing I am not prepared to accept as useful any measure that
cannot deal sensibly with that case. 

Minor parties and independents 
A further difficulty with all these measures occurs if there are
a number of minor parties (and/or independent candidates),
none of which get enough votes to be entitled to a seat.  If
each of them is put into the formula as a separate entity, you
get one answer, but if you put them together as “others” you
may get a very different answer because that number of votes
for a single party would have been worth a seat (or more).
Such minor parties are likely to be so divergent that to elect
any one of their candidates to represent all their voters would
be quite unsatisfactory.    

STV's proportionality
STV's proportionality comes from what Woodall 3 calls DPC
for “Droop proportionality criterion”.  This says that if, for
some whole numbers k and m (where k is greater than 0 and m
is greater than or equal to k), more than k Droop quotas of
voters put the same m candidates (not necessarily in the same
order) as their top m preferences, then at least k of those m
candidates will be elected.  In particular this must lead to
proportionality by party (except for one Droop quota
necessarily unrepresented) if voters decide to vote solely by
party.  Anti-STVites may argue that this is not altogether
relevant because people may not vote like that, but they
cannot have it both ways — if voters are not concerned solely
with party, and do not vote solely by party, then measures that
assume that only party matters must be wrong. 

The STV argument is that it will behave proportionately, as
defined above, so long as voters do vote solely by one thing,
whether that is party or not, but if (as is usual) voters have a
mixture of aims and motives it will adjust itself to match what
they do want to a reasonable degree.  Looking at how it works
suggests that it must do so, but I know of no way of proving
it.  What I find obnoxious is to find those who oppose it
saying that it cannot be guaranteed to do so, and therefore
wanting instead some system that does not even attempt it.

Furthermore STV gives the voters freedom to show their true
wishes, major party, minor party, independents, sole party or
cross-party, by sex or race or religion or colour of socks, or
whatever they wish, whether others think that a sensible way
of choosing or not.  Even if it did not give a reasonable degree
of proportionality as well, it would be worth it for that
freedom and choice. Party proportionality is a bonus, not the
be-all-and-end-all.  It may be that “when you cannot express it
in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory
kind” but can we measure love, or aesthetic pleasure, or
scientific curiosity?  Perhaps there would be some advantages
if we could measure them, but our inability to do so does not
in the least affect our conviction that they are things worth
having.  Let us continue to seek a useful measure, but not be
bound by imperfect ones.

First-preference measures unsatisfactory

Even within strictly party voting, the first-preference
measures are unsatisfactory. Consider a 5-seater constituency
and several candidates from each of Right, Left and Far-left
parties.  Suppose that all voters vote first for all the candidates
of their favoured parties, but Left and Far-left then put the
other of those on the ends of their lists.  If the first preferences
are 48% Right, 43% Left, 9% Far-left, all the measures will
say that 3, 2, 0 is a more proportional result than 2, 3, 0.  Yet
STV will elect 2, 3, 0 and that is the genuinely best result,
because there were more left-wing than right-wing voters.
There is no escape by comparing with final preferences, after
redistribution, instead of first preferences. That is merely to
claim that STV has done well by comparing it with itself. 
Our opponents may sometimes be dim, but I doubt whether
they are dim enough to fall for that one. 

Conclusion
I remain of the opinion that a measure of proportionality is
very much desired if we can find a suitable one, but we know
of none, and an unsuitable one may be worse than useless. 
What do others think?
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Editorial
I must apologise for the absence of an issue since May1997,
but this has been due to a lack of material. There is no doubt
that the primary reason for this lack has been the May 1997
elections and the consequences in terms of the political
debate on voting reform which has engaged many potential
contributors.

The first article by David Hill considers the vexed question
of constraints. After producing an elegant possible solution
to the problem, he advocates that constraints should not be
used. It seems to me that constraints can be used, but only
modestly. For instance, if a Council is to be elected having a
treasurer who must be a qualified accountant, then a
constraint is better than having a separate election. Also, for
national bodies, it is difficult to get young people elected
since they are not as well-known which again seems to me
to be reasonable grounds for a constraint. What do others
think?

The second paper was prepared to submit to the Scottish
Office as a result of the paper giving the proposed electoral
system for the Scottish Parliament. This has obviously been
partly overtaken by events.

The third paper on voter choice and proportionality was
prepared as a result of the ERS AGM, and has been
submitted to the Electoral Commission. 

The last two papers consider a topical issue: how to prepare an
ordered list of candidates given preferential voting. In this
case, the Liberal Democrats and the Green Party have decided
upon different methods which are specified in these two
papers. The one point of agreement, which is also supported by
others, is that the method of ordering a list given by Newland
and Britton should not be used for this purpose! In both the
second and third edition of Newland and Britton's book, they
suggest that the order of election within the STV stages should
be used to order the candidates (see section 2.5).

For the tenth issue, I plan to produce a combined index of all
the issues to that date. I also hope to produce a volume
containing all these issues in one binding, hopefully with good
reproductive quality. The intent is to provide a more
convenient permanent record.

I also plan to provide Internet access to Voting matters via the
UK Citizens On-Line Democracy, which has been agreed by
ERS. This Internet site provides discussion groups and other
informal material on democratic issues. UKCOD has also
collected comments on the Government proposals for a
Freedom of Information Bill (http://
foi.democracy.org.uk/).  I believe that providing
access to Voting matters by this means will encourage further
international contributions. The printed version will be the
authoritative one, since it is not possible to control layout
precisely on the Internet, nor can references be guaranteed to
remain valid over a long time-frame. The Internet version may
also be delayed by the conversion effort required.

Brian Wichmann
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  STV with constraints
I D Hill
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Introduction
Elections sometimes include constraints such as, for example,
saying that those elected must include at least a given number
of each sex.  How is it to be done?

The traditional way is set out, for example, in the ERS booklet
by Grey and Fitzgerald, that preceded the later rules by
Newland and Britton.  I have sometimes heard their method
referred to rather rudely as “the naïve rules”.  Basically they
are the same as those in the Church of England's 1981
regulations and say: (1) that if a point is reached in the count
where a specified maximum number of candidates of the
constrained type has been elected, then any other candidate of
that type must be excluded as soon as possible; (2) that if a
point is reached where the number unexcluded of the
constrained type equals a specified minimum, then any such
candidate not yet elected must be guarded, such that when
choosing a candidate for exclusion at any later point, the
lowest non-guarded one must be chosen.

Multiple constraints
Grey and Fitzgerald make no mention of the possibility of
more than one constraint or how such is to be handled.  The
Church of England's 1981 regulations, however, specified that
the same rules should be applied to each constraint
independently. It was pointed out that this could lead to
trouble because two constraints may interfere with each other.
The example used was: suppose there are 3 seats to be filled,
and one constraint requires at least 2 women, while another
requires at least 2 black people.  If the available candidates are
2 black men, 2 white women and 1 black woman, where no-
one has a quota and the last-named has fewest votes, she
would be excluded by looking at each constraint separately,
whereas that exclusion makes it impossible for the constraints
to be met.  It might be objected that such requirements are
unlikely but: (a) regulations must allow for all possibilities;
(b) however unlikely for a complete election, such a thing
could easily arise at a late stage of something larger.

In consequence, the Church of England's 1990 regulations
gave no specific rule for handling multiple constraints but left
it to the presiding officer to do as seemed right at the time.

An alternative for a single constraint
An alternative approach has been devised by Colin Rosenstiel
and colleagues for use by the Liberal Democrats in their
internal elections, where STV is to be used with a constraint
on the minimum number of each sex to be elected.  Their
method is (a) to run STV with the correct number of seats and
no constraints.  If more of one sex are found to be required,
then (b) to rerun with more and more seats until it is found
which extra candidates of that sex to elect, and (c) to rerun
with fewer and fewer seats until it is found which candidates
of the other sex to exclude.  There are some difficulties, but
on the whole this seems at first glance to be an elegant
solution for a single constraint, though it is not feasible unless
the count is to be by computer and it is not easy to see how it
could cope with more than one constraint. It should be noted,
however, that it is incompatible with any promise to voters
that their later preferences cannot upset their earlier ones.

Although attractive at first sight, I have now come to the
opinion that this method is wrong in principle.  Indeed this
opinion relates to any scheme that starts with ordinary STV
and says that, if that produces a result that meets the
constraints, it should be accepted.  Such a method is always
wrong.  This opinion may seem odd; does it mean that there is
something wrong with ordinary STV?  Yes, of course there is.
We know well that a perfect electoral method is impossible.
The main fault with ordinary STV lies in its “exclude the
lowest” rule, which can lead to unjustified exclusion on
occasions.  The justification of the rule is that it seems to be
impossible to find a better one without violating the promise
that a voter's later choices cannot upset that voter's earlier
choices.  It is generally thought to be better to accept the fault
than to violate that.

Excluding the lowest is on the grounds that we must exclude
someone and that candidate looks, on current evidence, the
least likely to succeed.  But if we have a constraint that makes
it totally impossible for some other candidate to succeed, it is
plain daft not to exclude that candidate first.

A simple example can explain the point clearly.  Suppose 4
candidates for 2 seats.  A and B are men, C and D are women.
The votes are:

19 ABD.
 8 CD..
 3 DC..

giving a quota of 10.  A is elected at once and passes his
surplus to B, but with no further surplus someone must be
excluded and, without constraints, it is most sensible to
exclude D, who looks the least likely to succeed, and make a
fair fight between B and C for the second seat, which C wins.
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Suppose, however, that there is a constraint to say that 1
man and 1 woman must be elected.  A and C, as by plain
STV, are 1 man and 1 woman, but the reasoning by which
they were chosen is now quite inadmissible.  It cannot be
said that D “looks the least likely to succeed” because, no
matter what happens, it is absolutely certain that B cannot
succeed and a fair fight between B and C is impossible.  The
remaining seat must go to a woman and a fair fight between
C and D is what is necessary.  Excluding B, D beats C.

So, by plain STV, A and C are elected, 1 man and 1 woman.
Yet, with the constraint of 1 man and 1 woman, it is right to
elect A and D instead.  This may seem remarkable, but if
there is any flaw in the logic I should like to hear of it.  The
conclusion must be that the title “naïve method” has been
wrongly ascribed. 

Tackling multiple constraints
How then should multiple constraints be tackled?  I believe
that the traditional way for a single constraint is right but it
needs to be extended to deal with multiple constraints as
such, not with each single constraint independently.  This is
not easy, but if people will introduce multiple constraints,
the difficulties are their fault.

The Grey and Fitzgerald rules must be extended to say that
whenever a situation is reached such that certain candidates
must be elected, or must fail to be elected, if all constraints
are to be met then the appropriate action is required.  It
should be noted that such situations can be met even before
vote counting starts, and it may even be that no solution is
possible.  Regulations need to deal with such cases.

It is superficially attractive to look at each possible set of
candidates that could be elected and enquire of each set
whether it meets all the constraints, classifying each set as
positive or negative.  At every stage, each set ruled out as
inconsistent with those now elected or excluded would be
reclassified as negative, any candidate appearing in every
positive set would be marked as “guarded” (i.e. not to be
excluded, but still to receive votes until reaching a quota),
while any candidate appearing in no positive set would be at
once excluded.  However, if thoughtlessly implemented, this
scheme could easily lead to a combinatorial explosion.  For
example to elect 20 candidates out of 40, there would be
over 10,000,000,000 sets and if a computer could examine
1000 sets per second to classify them, it would take over 4
years merely to go through them once.

A more practicable scheme is to note that the candidates can
be grouped according to which constraint features they
possess. Usually there are many identical in such respects
and looking at them individually is not necessary but only at
the number in each group.  With that simplification it has
been found possible to implement a solution, but it remains
sufficiently complicated that to try to do it without computer

help is inadvisable.  By hand and eye it is all too easy to
miss the vital moment when constraints need to be applied,
and if missed, disaster can ensue later.

A (disguised) real election
An example of this can be seen in an election that actually
occurred though, for obvious reasons, I shall disguise it. I
shall also simplify it a little.

Suppose an election in which there are 28 candidates for 14
seats.  The candidates, with two-letter code-names for the
groups are

 4 English men    (EM)
 7 English women  (EW)
11 Scottish men   (SM)
 3 Scottish women (SW)
 2 Welsh men      (WM)
 1 Welsh woman    (WW)

Constraints say that those elected have to be 7 English, 6
Scottish, 1 Welsh and additionally 7 men, 7 women.

Suppose that the first to be elected is a Welsh man.  Anyone
would at once see that the other Welsh man and the Welsh
woman cannot now succeed so it is right to exclude them at
once to let their supporters move elsewhere.

Suppose that the next to be elected are 2 English men and 2
English women, and that the next step after that is to
exclude a Scottish woman.  How many people would notice
that this is a critical point, where everything will go wrong
later unless constraints are applied?  I think that few people
would; without careful analysis it is hard to notice.

The point is that only 2 Scottish women remain, we have to
elect 6 Scottish altogether, and have elected none as yet.
Therefore we must elect at least 4 Scottish men.  But we are
restricted to 7 men in total and we have already elected 3. It
follows that we must elect exactly 4 Scottish men, and that
means that the 2 remaining Scottish women must now be
guarded, and that the 2 remaining English men must be
excluded as soon as possible, as they cannot now succeed
without upsetting the constraints.

If such an election has to be carried out by hand, the best
way is to prepare in advance, preferably with a computer to
help, a list of all the possible ways, by groups not by
individuals, in which a conformant result could be obtained.
This can be done as soon as the candidates are known, when
there is time to devote to it before the count.  In the present
instance, there are 8 possibilities:
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   EM  EW  SM  SW  WM  WW
    0   7   6   0   1   0
    1   6   5   1   1   0
    1   6   6   0   0   1
    2   5   4   2   1   0
    2   5   5   1   0   1
    3   4   3   3   1   0
    3   4   4   2   0   1
    4   3   3   3   0   1

With such a list at hand during the count, its lines can be
deleted as soon as they become impossible.  Thus as soon as
the first to be elected is found to be a Welsh man, any line
with WM set to 0 goes out, leaving just

   EM  EW  SM  SW  WM  WW
    0   7   6   0   1   0
    1   6   5   1   1   0
    2   5   4   2   1   0
    3   4   3   3   1   0

The election of 2 English men and 2 English women leaves
just

   EM  EW  SM  SW  WM  WW
    2   5   4   2   1   0
    3   4   3   3   1   0

and the second of these becomes untenable when only 2
Scottish women remain.  Knowing that the first line is now
the only way to meet the constraints shows the steps
necessary much more clearly than could be seen without it.
With a bit of practice, to follow such a list, as an indication of
the interaction of the constraints with the STV count, becomes
a little easier.  However, it can never be really easy.

In case anyone should suggest that such a complicated
example is implausible, I should repeat that it did actually
occur except that I have disguised it and simplified it.

Conclusions
I believe that the approach given above is the best way, within
STV, to implement constraints but that they should not be
employed unless it cannot be avoided.

The mechanisms of STV are already designed to give voters
what they want, so far as possible, in proportion to their
numbers. It should be for the voters to decide what they want,
not for anyone else to tell them what they ought to want.

The magazine Punch in 1845 included “Advice to persons
about to marry — Don't”.  My advice on constraints is similar.

Comments on the Scottish
Electoral proposals
I D Hill, R F Maddock and B A Wichmann
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It is clear than the proposal (made in July by the Government1

in advance of the September 1997 Referendum) is an
incomplete draft. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to list the
logical problems which are in this draft, since it is unclear
how a complete proposal would rectify the flaws. In some
cases, aspects which are undefined could be resolved by
taking the proposals made at the Scottish Constitutional
Convention, but this is something to be submitted to a
referendum to authorise a constitutional change. No matter
how worthy that body, it would be absurd to regard its
proposals as being in any way definitive for such a purpose.

Why admit the existence of parties?
Although the existence of parties is a key aspect of the
proposals, we feel bound to query this for the reasons below.

1. To formally acknowledge the existence of political
parties is not currently part of the UK electoral
framework. Surely such a significant step should be
justified by showing that the general objectives can
only be satisfied by this step.

2. Who is to be entitled to register a party? How are the
names of such parties to be resolved to avoid
confusion? Several names could cause confusion: The
New Labour Party or The Tory Party or even just
Liberal.

3. The proposal appears to suggest that the stated
objective is to attain proportionality of party
representation within the Scottish Parliament. However,
the UK already accepts that proportionality can be
attained without formal recognition of parties by means
of the Single Transferable Voting system used for the
Northern Ireland European Elections.

4. The proposal has several logical flaws, most of which
arise from the party identification (see below).

The whole process appears to have been designed to give as
much power as possible to party organisations and as little as
possible to the electorate, making a mockery of what
democracy should be.
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On the other hand, the recent case of the Literal Democrats
indicates that standardized party labels have some benefits.

Can one have independent MSPs?
It is clear that independent MSPs could not be elected from
the Party lists, but for the constituency MSPs this appears to
be possible. After all, we have such an MP for Westminster
and therefore the question is not academic. The basic right
for anyone to seek election should not be unreasonably
restricted and therefore one must assume that those seeking
election as a constituency MSP need not have a party
affiliation.

Can a 'rejected' MSP be elected?
This can happen under the German system and results in the
electorate being very sceptical about elections. This happens
as follows:

A candidate who is seeking re-election is both a
constituency candidate and is on a party list. If the candidate
fails to obtain election for the constituency, the person can
nevertheless be elected via the party list. If the person
concerned was overtly unpopular and lost by a significant
swing, then to be subsequently elected is perverse.

No electoral system should give rise to anomalies as gross
as the above, since it can seriously damage the electoral
process in the eyes of the electorate. (However, we know
that 'perfection' is not possible for electoral systems which
implies that minor anomalies cannot be avoided.)

One party list or many?
It is not clear if there is a single party list for each party, or
one for each European Constituency. Note that the rules
appear to allow for a party which is already over-
represented to obtain additional seats due to being under-
represented within one European Constituency (thus
increasing the lack of proportionality).

Better proportionality would be obtained for a single list
allocated on the basis of the entire Scottish vote. If the aim
is to elect on the basis of European Constituencies, then why
not STV for each such constituency?

Some problems
A list is made here of the main flaws that we have noticed.
We cannot guarantee that the list is complete.

1. Who specifies the party lists? In practice, a good
fraction of the MSPs are not determined by the
electorate but by those who draw up the lists. In
consequence, it is most important that the mechanism
for producing these lists should be well-defined (or
even an explicit statement that the party organisations

determine the list by means of their own choosing). If
the list is specified by the party organisations without
any electoral process, then it is clear that this aspect is
less democratic than any other mechanism currently
in use within the UK.

 2. When are the party lists published, and by whom? Is
the list on the ballot paper? Surely the lists have to be
published by the returning officers, but what
restriction, if any, is placed upon the lists? (One could
allow 'cross-benchers' to appear, as in the Lords. We
assume that the lists are published before polling
day!) The Scottish Constitutional Convention
proposals appear to suggest that the list is just that,
with no 'party' as such, which leaves open how parties
are linked to constituency MSP's to determine the
number of additional members.

3. Can a (previously) sitting MSP also be on a party
list? If this is allowed, then the German problem
arises, as noted above. In consequence, it seems best
to exclude this. Obviously, if an MSP is elected as a
constituency member, then one must assume that his/
her name is deleted from the party list. This might
present a practical problem if the MSP appeared on a
different list from his/her own European
Constituency.

4. What duplicates can appear on the party lists? If a
person could appear on the party list for more than
one European constituency, then logical problems
arise due to the coupling of the voting between the
European Constituencies. In particular, the result
would depend upon the order in which the European
Constituencies were considered.

5. The dependence of the proposals on the European
Constituencies seems odd since the government has
indicated its intention that the next European election,
which will occur before the elections to the Scottish
parliament, will use a regional list system, and thus
the current European constituencies will no longer
exist. The white paper does say that if the European
constituencies are changed the boundary commission
will make "appropriate arrangements for the Scottish
Parliament".

6. A popular MSP could stand as an 'independent' so
that his/her seat would not count for his/her party,
thus increasing their additional members by one.

7.  In a somewhat similar position to the last problem, a
party could have a different label for its constituency
candidates than for its party list. This would make the
party list label appear under-represented (no seats),
thus being eligible for additional members.
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8.  Apart from the voting system, we regard it as quite
wrong that Scottish MPs will apparently be allowed to
continue to vote at Westminster for what is to happen in
England on the devolved issues.

9. The statement that the number of Scottish seats [in
Westminster] will be reviewed begs more questions
than it answers. The number of seats could even be
increased! (However, Donald Dewar, introducing the
white paper in the Commons, indicated that the number
of Westminster constituencies was likely to be reduced
at the next boundary review, and the white paper says
that such changes would lead to corresponding changes
in the number of both constituency and additional
members in the Scottish parliament.)

10.  It has been noted in New Zealand that a result of a
mixed system of constituency members and party lists
is a potential conflict between local party workers (who
want to get their constituency member elected) and the
party organisation (who might prefer the next person on
the list instead).

11.  The proposals call for 129 members which appears to
be a consequence of the constituency numbers with the
need for 56 additional members to obtain
proportionality. Contrast this with STV for each of the 7
European Constituencies which could obtain the same
degree of proportionality with around half the number
of MSPs. (The cost saving would be very significant,
and the body might well be more effective.)

12. Candidates must be resident in the UK, including
therefore resident outside Scotland, which is different
from most local elections in Britain, where the
candidate must reside in the area administered by the
assembly in question.

13. Can a Westminster MP simultaneously be an MSP?
Nothing is mentioned about this, so one assumes the
answer is yes, as it is for MEP, MP, county councillor,
district councillor, parish councillor,... However, the
proposals made by the Scottish Constitutional
Convention state that being an MSP is a full-time
appointment and thus excluding such roles (except
perhaps being a Peer).

14. The arrangements for by-elections are not stated,
although proposals were made by the Scottish
Constitutional Convention, which we assume apply
(namely, a conventional by-election for constituency
MSPs, and the next on the party list for the additional
members).

15.  It is not specified what happens if a party list is
exhausted.

16.  If an MSP, elected from the party list, resigns from
the party or is expelled from it, is resignation as an
MSP to be required?

Reference
1. The Internet Scottish Office pages, and those from the

Scottish Constitutional Convention. 

The above paper records our comments at the time that it was
written. We recognise that some of its queries have now been
answered.

Voter Choice and
Proportionality

B A Wichmann and R F Maddock

At the Electoral Reform Society 1997 AGM, Hugh Warren
produced an eye-catching diagram in which several electoral
systems were plotted on a diagram in which the two axes were
voter-choice and proportionality. The diagram was not
intended to give precise measures of the characteristics of
each electoral system, but merely their relationship. However,
for (party) proportionality, the Rose Index is a reasonable
approximate measure. For voter-choice, no existing measure
appears to be available which would be necessary to provide a
more accurate representation of the diagram.

A possible measure of voter choice is the information-
theoretic value of the result of an election, which appears to
be new. For instance, in a dictatorship which has mock
elections, the result is known beforehand, and therefore the
information-theoretic value is zero. On the other hand, if the
electorate is given a choice between three candidates then,
assuming that each outcome is equally likely, the information-
theoretic value is log2(3)=1.58. As the number of possible
outcomes increases, so does this measure of voter choice.

For values of the Rose Index, Kestelman1 gives values for the
major electoral systems. It must be acknowledged that the
Rose Index as a measure of party proportionality, may not be
appropriate for STV elections, as pointed out by David Hill2.

We compute the values for a hypothetical election for a 600
seat assembly in which there are three parties. For the use of
STV, we take 120 constituencies each electing 5 members.
For the regional list, we take 10 regions electing 60 candidates
each. For the additional member system, we assume 300 seats
elected directly and 300 added by proportionality. Note that if
n seats are to be filled with 3 parties, then the number of ways
to do this is n2/2+3n/2+1. We assume that all possible
outcomes are equally likely. The entries in the diagram are as
follows:
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First Past The Post (FPTP): Rose Index 70% (UK),
voter choice is 600 log2(3)=951.

Alternative Vote (AV): Rose Index 72% (Australia),
voter choice is 600 log2(3)=951.

Single Transferable Vote (STV): Rose Index 92%
(Ireland), voter choice is 120 log2(5C15)=1386. (We
are assuming each party has five candidates and
therefore could theoretically obtain all five seats;
hence the number of possibilities is the number of
ways of selecting 5 from 15.)

Additional Member System (AMS): Rose Index 98%
(estimated), voter choice

   300 log2(3)+log2(3002/2 +3×300/2+1)=491.

Party List (PL): Rose Index 98% (estimated), voter
choice is log2(6002/2+3×600/2+1)=17.5.

Regional party Lists (RL): Rose Index 98%
(estimated), voter choice is 10 log2(602/2+3×60/
2+1)=109.

It is important to note that this diagram will change if the
underlying assumptions are changed, for instance, if the
number of parties was increased from 3 to 4. An alternative
way to compute voter choice values would be to take into
account the probability of the various outcomes, based upon
appropriate statistical data. This was considered initially but
rejected due to the difficulty of the calculation and the
problems in finding appropriate statistical data. If the voting
system was changed, then one can only guess at the future
statistical data. (The diagram here has the x-axis reflected
from Hugh Warren's version so that the Rose Index is
increasing.)

The conclusion from this diagram is hardly unexpected:
party lists do not give voter choice, and FPTP/AV do not
give party proportionality, while STV can claim, to a
reasonable degree, to provide both.

References
1. P Kestelman. Is STV a form of PR? Voting matters.

Issue 6. p5-9.

2. I D Hill. Measuring proportionality. Voting matters.
Issue 8. p7-8.

Producing a Party List
using STV

C Rosenstiel
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With some of the current proposals for electoral reform,
parties will be required to produce a list from whom
candidates will be elected in order from the top. STV can be
used to construct the ordered list, given a preferential ballot
of all party members. 

The conventional use of STV to elect n members gives
members of equal status, since the order in which STV
elects does not necessarily determine the strength of their
support. Repeated use of STV elections can be used to
determine an order as follows:

Given a total list of 10 (say), then the first step is to
determine those on the list (without an ordering) by running
an STV election with all the candidates and 10 seats to fill.
The next step is to run an STV election for 9 seats with 10
candidates being those previously elected (using the same
ballot papers). The eliminated candidate is then placed last
on the list. Next, an STV election if run with the remaining
9 candidates with 8 seats to determine the next lowest
candidate, and so on.
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This process might sound tedious, since so many STV
elections are run, but if a computer is used, it is
straightforward. Note that the above process will not work in
reverse, i.e. selecting the top candidate first. The reason for
this is that when electing two candidates, it can happen that
neither of those elected is the previously selected ‘top’
candidate.

Two elections were taken in which there was more than ten
candidates to which we have applied the algorithm above to
order the top 10 candidates. The results obtained were as
follows:

                     Election 1      Election 2
This algorithm    :  ABCDEFGHIJ      ABCDEFGHIJ
Order of election :  CABDEFGHJI      CBAFEHDGIJ

As expected, it can be seen that the order of election does not
give the same result as successive elimination. Hence this
algorithm is recommended in producing party lists.

Editorial comment

It has been suggested to me that if the Meek method is used,
then just one election would suffice (to determine the order of
the 10 candidates). Their order can be found from the
retention factor in the final table of the election results — the
smallest retention factor implying the strongest candidate
since that candidate required the smallest proportion of the
votes retained to get the quota. These values do give a
measure of their relative support, unlike the order of election.
In the elections above the Meek results were:

                     Election 1      Election 2
Meek 'keep' factor:  ABCDEFGJHI      ABCEFDHGIJ

This would appear to indicate that the methods of ordering of
the candidates produce a similar result. In practice, both
methods would need to use a computer and hence there seems
to be little to choose between them. 

Ordered List Selection
J Otten
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Rationale
The electoral system to be used for the next European
Elections requires ordered lists of candidates from each party.
It was felt that the advice in the ERS booklet 1 that If an order
is desired, this is provided by the order of election (2.5) was
inadequate — it would effectively lead to a First Past the Post
contest for the top place on the list. 

Were we to know in advance that we would win, say, n seats
in a region, then it would be straightforward to use STV to
select n candidates from the potential candidates and put them

in the top n places in our list. If we don't know n in advance
(which we don't!) then we can perform this operation for
every possible n, i.e. from 1 up to the number of seats
available in the region, and attempt to construct a list whose
top n candidates are those victorious in the nth selection
ballot. (There is really only 1 ballot — the division into n
ballots is notional.)

This ideal solution fails when a candidate elected for one
value of n is not elected for a larger n. In such cases either the
STV result for a smaller n must constrain that for the larger
(top-down) or vice versa (bottom up). Reasoning that the
Green Party would be unlikely to win large numbers of seats
in any region, we opted for top-down.

Algorithm
Each count is conducted by ERS rules 1 with the following
alterations. We start with the count for the first place (n=1)
and work down.

5.1.6 Calculate the quota

Divide the total valid vote by one more than the ordinal
number of the count. Eg for the third count, divide the total
valid vote by 4. If the result is not exact, round up to the
nearest 0.01.

5.2.5 Excluding Candidates

Do not exclude any candidate in one count if they have
already been elected to the list in an earlier count. This may
introduce distortions to the results of later counts, but is
necessary to preserve the integrity of the earlier counts.

If a count is proceeding identically to an earlier count, and an
exclusion by lot is required, then the result of the earlier lot
should be taken as read. Otherwise the lot must be recast. (cf
5.6.3)

5.3.3 and 5.4.2

For the purpose of these rules (i.e. receiving transfers), a
candidate elected in a previous count (not stage) should be
treated as a continuing candidate for purpose of receiving
transfers during the count, until they are deemed elected
again.

5.5.2 Completion of the Count

For the purpose of this rule, any candidate elected to the list in
a previous count shall be deemed elected. Therefore the count
may stop as soon as a single candidate is deemed elected, who
was not elected in a previous count. In exceptional
circumstances it is possible that two candidates, not
previously elected may exceed the quota in the same stage.
Only one may be elected. Resolve as follows (in order of
priority):
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1. If more than one value of papers is transferred during
that stage, and only one candidate is elected as a
result of the transfer of an earlier (i.e. higher valued)
batch, then that candidate is deemed elected.

2. If both exceed the quota during the transfer of the
same batch, then elect the one with the higher vote.

3. According to 5.6.2

4. By lot.

Other deviations
My apologies to the Electoral Reform Society for these, but
they do seem to be popular in some quarters.

Where regional parties have agreed to adopt gender balance
constraints, then the usual constraint rules shall be used.
This usually means excluding all the candidates of a
particular sex at the beginning of an even-numbered count. 

Each region was free to determine its own gender balance
formula. For example one region might require a list of half
men and half women with no constraints on position, and
another region might require that the top two candidates
were a man and a woman with no constraints on the other
candidates. Whatever formula was chosen, this was applied
within the system by excluding any ineligible candidates at
the beginning of a round. Hence the top place on each list
would be open to both sexes, and subsequent places would
only be constrained in the event of an imbalance. Notably
the London region decided not to impose a gender balance
formula, and the top three candidates are all women. 

On each ballot form there is a notional candidate called “Re-
Open Nominations” (who is of indeterminate sex). If Re-
Open Nominations is elected to the list, then there must be a
fresh election for that place and lower places on the list.
This is a distortion of STV which could be used by a
majority to deny minority representation, although there is
no evidence of this happening. STV, rightly in my view,
omits this sort of negative voting, but it is popular in the real
world outside public elections, such as in student unions.

Conclusions
Although the justification for starting at the top of the list
and working down, as opposed to starting at the bottom or
even in the middle, is not particularly strong, this system is a
reasonable solution to the question of seeking an ordered
list. In particular it ensures that however MEPs are elected
in any region from the party, they are as proportionally
representative of the range of opinion in the party as their
number allows.

Reference
1. R A Newland and F S Britton. How to conduct an

election by the Single Transferable Vote.  ERS 3rd
Edition. 1997.
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Editorial
The publication of the Jenkins Commission report has
presented ERS with a dilemma. The role of STV is minimal
and on any reasonable measure, the degree of voter choice is
not on the same scale that STV would provide. However, the
report in my mind raises a technical challenge. If one accepts
as a political imperative that 80% of the seats must be from
single-member constituencies, can one devise a scheme with
an increased voter choice which is simple to understand?

I certainly believe that this is possible. Moreover, I think that
one should accept the significant support for First Past The
Post (FPTP).

The Jenkins proposal of having two votes seems to me to be
basically flawed since it then requires a mathematical
adjustment to correct the mis-representation from the single
member constituencies. Why not have just one vote, which
either elects your chosen candidate for the single-member
constituency or is transferred to the ‘county’ vote?

With an additional 20% to be elected at the ‘county’ level, and
STV being the electoral mechanism, one needs about 15
single member constituencies to be merged into counties.
These counties would therefore elect three members, giving
useful voter-choice and good proportionality.

What would such a scheme look like from the point of view
of the voter?  The single-member voting would retain FPTP
and hence would correspond to the existing system apart from
a 20% increase in the size of these constituencies.

This implies that votes which would undeniably be ‘wasted’
under the present system would now be transferred to the
county vote. Here the voter has a bigger choice, but more
difficult decisions to make. With perhaps 12-20 candidates to
rank in order to elect 3 people, the situation would be very
similar to that of the voter in the Irish Republic. The key
difference is that this STV vote would only apply to those
voters who did not select a winning candidate at the single-
member constituency level. Surely this scheme would end the
need for strategic voting. The use of the Alternative Vote, as
proposed by Jenkins, would therefore be unnecessary.

If voter choice is to mean anything at all, surely the voter
must be able to choose between candidates of the same party.
By having STV with three seats, such a choice would be
effective. Increasing the size of the STV areas would have
some advantages in terms of proportionality, but would
probably give a ballot paper that was too cumbersome
(compared with current practice).

Brian Wichmann.
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The Handsomely Supported
Candidate Ploy

C H E Warren
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There is an electorate of 1400, who have to elect candidates
to fill 6 seats, so clearly the quota is 200. The electorate is
made up of 418 members of the Labour Party and 982
members of the Conservative Party. Labour should,
therefore, get 2 seats, and the Conservatives 4.

The Conservatives put up 5 candidates — L, A, B, Z and Y.
Candidate L is the Party Leader, and is handsomely
supported because of his ability to hold the party together,
despite its Europhile and Europhobe wings. Candidates A, B
are on the Europhile wing, and Candidates Z, Y on the
Europhobe wing. If all the Conservatives voted sincerely
their voting pattern would be as follows:

503 LAB
479 LZY

Whether the count is done by Newland & Britton1, Meek2

or Warren3, 4 Conservatives would be elected — L, A, Z
and B. Not surprisingly the Europhiles get one more seat
than the Europhobes because they are the slightly larger
faction. 182 Conservative votes would be ‘wasted’, as
would 18 Labour votes, thereby making up a quota of 200
votes in total which are perforce ‘wasted’ in any STV
election.

However, the Europhobe Conservatives adopt the
Handsomely Supported Candidate Ploy. Above everything
else they want to see their leader, Candidate L, elected. But
they argue that their support of 479 voters should be enough
to ensure that Candidate L is elected if they insincerely give
him their second preference only, even if those Europhiles
are even more insincere and don't give Candidate L a
preference at all!

In practice the Europhiles vote sincerely, so the voting
pattern turns out to be:

503 LAB
479 ZLY

If the count is done by Newland & Britton or Meek, the
Europhobes' ploy pays off, because the 4 Conservatives
elected are L, A, Z, Y. So, by their ploy, the Europhobes
have ‘captured’ the fourth Conservative seat for the
Europhobes.

Of course one can not guarantee that one will always gain
an advantage by adopting the ploy, but it is always worth
trying on, for one can not lose provided it is done prudently,

as in the example here, by not relegating a handsomely
supported candidate to a preference where one has not the
support to get him elected no matter what other voters do.

The Handsomely Supported Candidate Ploy, if practised by
a group, can lead to a discernible gain, as just demonstrated.
However, the principle, that one can gain an advantage by
not giving one's first preference to a handsomely supported
candidate, holds even for voters voting individually.

Consider an election for nine seats by 100 voters, so the
quota is 10, in which the voting pattern is as follows:

39 H...
19 M...
41 ....
 1 HM...

H is clearly a handsomely supported candidate, and M a
moderately supported candidate. These two candidates do
not figure in the voting pattern other than in the places
shown.

If the count is done by Meek the individual voter HM... will
have 0.37025 of a vote to pass on to his third preference
after H and M have retained just the votes necessary to
attain the quota.

However, if the individual voter decides not to give his first
preference to the handsomely supported candidate H, who
would be his sincere first preference, but instead to vote
MH..., then he finds that he has 0.37342 of a vote to pass on
to his third preference.

It is the principle that is salient from this example — that
one can get more out of one's single vote by not giving
one's first preference to a handsomely supported candidate.
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An example of ordering
elected candidates

C H E Warren

Colin Rosenstiel has proposed that elected candidates can be
ordered by successive elimination1. In an unpublished note of
the same date (May 1998), Eric Syddique has proposed
essentially the same method. However, in Newland &
Britton2, the method proposed is to take the order of election.
The purpose of this paper is to show that these two methods
can produce very different results.

Consider the following election of 4 candidates from 7
contenders by 600 voters, for which the voting profile is:

 50 AC
 70 AD
115 BED
100 CD
115 D
 65 ED
 50 FCD
 35 GBED

Since the quota is 120, we obtain the following result sheet
from the ascription of the Newland & Britton principles,
avoiding the rounding errors which the practical application
of their method as given by them introduces.

Hence the order of election is A, B, C and then D.

With the Rosenstiel/Syddique method of successive
elimination, with E, F and G eliminated the votes are:

120 A
150 B
150 C
180 D

B, C and D are selected and A is placed fourth and eliminated
henceforth. The votes are then:

150 B
200 C
250 D

C, D are selected, and B is placed third and eliminated
henceforth. The votes are then:

200 C
400 D

C is now placed second and D first. To summarise, the order
is D, C, B and then A.

Hence the two methods produce ordering which is exactly the
opposite of each other.
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STV with constraints
Earl Kitchener

Hill 1 describes a useful way of dealing with constraints, but
then says that “It should be for the voters to decide what they
want, not for anyone else to tell them what they ought to
want”. If, as is normally the case, the rules for elections have
been set by the voters, there is no-one else, because it is the
voters themselves who have decided in advance that they
want, say, at least one new member and at least one sitting
member. I feel that the ERS should encourage the use of
constraints, so that we can learn whether they turn out to be
helpful.

When voting is on party lines, it may be desirable to
‘entrench’ the rules by only allowing them to be changed by
more than a simple majority. This is because a party in power
can often find alterations whose only merit is that they would
favour it. In some cases this would force constraints on
unwilling voters.
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Response by I D Hill
I am grateful to Lord Kitchener for his courtesy in letting
me see his paper in advance and for having no objection to
my putting a reply in the same issue.

Although it is true that constraints would sometimes have
been set by the voters themselves, it is by no means always
so. For example, some Church of England elections are
subject to constraints that have been set by Act of
Parliament. Even where the voters have set them, it will
usually be an earlier set of voters who have done so,
constraints being set in the bye-laws of the organisation and
continuing to exist for many years; the actual voters have no
opportunity to alter them at the time of an election.

There is much to be said in favour of rules specifying that at
least a certain number of people of particular types must be
among those nominated as candidates, but it should be for
the voters to decide whether they wish to elect them or not.
As soon as they are forced to elect some, the whole election
can become distorted by that fact. So I stick to my point of
view that, in general, constraints within STV are a bad thing
and should be avoided if at all possible. If there is no
avoiding their use, the method employed should be as in my
article.

A problem for Andrae and
Hare
I D  Hill
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With any form of STV there is a question about the best way
to transfer surpluses when they arise. Some people seem to
think that provided the right number are taken, and no vote
is specifically misused, it does not much matter how it is
done. Others claim that such conditions are not sufficient,
and that methods should be used that correctly interpret the
wishes of the relevant voters as a whole.

The argument turns up interestingly in a fascinating book, to
be found in the McDougall Library Andrae and
Proportional Representation by Poul Andrae, son of Carl
Andrae who introduced STV to Danish elections in 1855.
The book is partly a complaint that Thomas Hare gets all the
credit for the invention of STV and his father very little.
Hare first suggested STV in 1857, whereas Andrae actually
introduced it in 1855. The complaint appears to be justified
and it looks as though perhaps Hare himself did not really
want to know about Andrae, but it is always dangerous to
judge something like this after hearing argument from one
side only. The author of the book is evidently totally
unaware of what Thomas Wright Hill did in 1819.

Andrae's system was simply to shuffle the voting papers
and then count them just once, allocating each to its earliest
preference who had not already attained a quota, and finally
elect all those with a quota, plus the highest of those with
less, to give the right number to fill the seats. There was no
system of exclusions, with redistribution of those votes.
Hare's earliest versions were somewhat similar to this.

On the question of how to redistribute a surplus, there is in
the book a problem that was put to Andrae, of a case where
it was said that his system could give an absurd answer.
Andrae, in reply, points out that one of the rules of his
system is that the voting papers are to be thoroughly
shuffled before counting and, if that rule is obeyed, the
probability that they are counted in the particular order on
which the absurd result depends is so small that it can be
ignored. In this he is correct (and he calculates the
probability correctly too).

However the problem was also put to Hare, and Hare's reply
is to try to justify the absurd answer as reasonable. I wonder
whether any STV supporter nowadays would agree with
Hare. 

The problem concerns 5 candidates for 3 seats, and votes:

299 ABD
200 ACB
101 ACE

Hare and Andrae agree that the quota should be 600/3 = 200
and for present purposes let us not dispute that, even though
we think that Droop's quota is preferable. The problem says:
suppose the votes are counted in the order as given, using
Andrae's system. Then, of the first 299, 200 go to A and 99
to B, the next 200 all go to C (leap-frogging A) and the final
101 to E (leap-frogging both A and C). As the system does
not use exclusions, the final seat is awarded to E, because
101 exceeds 99 even though nowhere near a quota.

Andrae's correct reply is that, even in the unlikely event of
such votes being made, the probability merely that all the
299 come out before any of the 200 is 1/q where q is a
number of 117 digits, without even taking account of the
fact that all those have to come before the final 101. This is
certainly a remote enough probability to be ignored. 

He does not mention that a similarly silly answer could
result from

2 ABD
2 ACB
2 ACE

where the probability is as high as 1/90, but I feel sure that
he would have said that his system was designed for big
elections, not such tiny ones, though to my mind a good
system ought to work sensibly for any size of election.
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Hare, however, according to the book, wrote 

I am willing ... to adopt the result, which I believe is
perfectly reconcilable with the principle that is at the
foundation of this method of voting, and also
reconcilable with justice. The object is to give the
elector the means of voting for the candidate who most
perfectly attains his ideal of what a legislator should be,
but it does not contemplate giving him the choice of
more than one ...  

The primary purpose of giving the voter the opportunity
of adding to his paper the second, third, or other names
for one of whom his vote is to be taken on the
contingency of the name at the head not requiring it, is
not to add greater weight to his vote, but to prevent it
from being thrown away or lost owing to a greater
number of voters than is necessary placing the same
popular candidate at the head of their papers ... 

Thus the first 200 voters, whose voting papers are
appropriated to A, have no ground of complaint
(because of the non-election of B), for their votes have
been attended with entire success ... Still less have the
second 200 voters, whose votes were appropriated to C,
any reason to complain, for they also have not only
elected a favourite candidate of their own, but, equally
with the first 200, they are gratified by the triumphant
success of A. The 99 voters for B have also the latter
satisfaction, and if they failed to return their next
favourite candidate, it is simply because 101 are more
than 99.

I should have to change my mind about supporting STV, if
that were good STV reasoning, but I do not accept that it is. I
agree that it is right to allow each voter just the one vote, but
if 299 say AB whereas 301 say AC, to pass A's surplus as 301
to C and only 99 to B, instead of dividing it out in proportion
to the voters' wishes, is grotesque. 

It is extraordinary that Hare thinks it just and reasonable to
elect E even though the total number of voters mentioning E
at any level of preference is far less than a Droop quota. Any
modern STV system would take the quota as 600/4 = 150,
elect A with a surplus of 450 to be divided almost equally
between B and C, who then each have more than a quota and
all seats are filled. 

Even if the votes had been merely

200 ACB
101 ACE

to elect ACE rather than ACB would be obviously absurd.
With the additional 299 ABD votes it becomes even more so.
Does any reader think that Hare was talking sense?

A review of the ERS97 rules
B A Wichmann

Recently, I was asked to interpret the Newland and Britton 3rd
edition rules1 (referenced as ERS97) with some specific
examples and therefore read the rules carefully for the first
time. I think I was largely successful in interpreting the rules
correctly, but was surprised at a number of features of their
presentation.

Over the last 20 years, I have been involved with the
specification of programming languages for the International
Standardization Organization (ISO). The requirements here
are again for precision and clarity. ISO have adopted drafting
rules for standards which I think are very helpful and are not
far removed from the style of the presentation of section 5 of
ERS97. There are a number of detailed differences in which I
prefer the ISO approach. These differences are as follows:

1. Separation of normative (requirements of the standard)
and non-normative text. In ISO, the model election
would be a non-normative annex. In fact only sections 5
and 6 are normative.

2. In ISO, defined terms would appear before the main
text. In ERS97, the Glossary in section 6 appears after
their usage in section 5.

3. In ISO, notes are non-normative and laid out in a
manner to make this clear. The note in 5.6.2 in ERS97
is clearly normative (and uses shall, as in ISO
standards).

It seems to me that the adoption of the ISO drafting rules
would be a worthwhile undertaking if any revision of the rules
was contemplated. Indeed, I see no reason why a suitable
revision should not be proposed to ISO as a standard, since it
would allow other organisations (in any country) to use it by
reference. Currently, many organisations contain rules for
STV in their constitution which is unsatisfactory when the
rules themselves are very old — a method of reference would
be useful in such contexts.

My major and perhaps controversial comments on the rules
arise from my desire to see it formulated more closely as an
algorithm, rather than as a description. In trying to interpret
the rules, one is necessarily performing a function like that of
executing a computer program. Since the main purpose of the
rules is surely to aid Returning Officers, then the computer
program approach is helpful. Of course, I am not suggesting
that computer terminology should be used, but merely that the
style should allow for conversion into a program in an
obvious manner.
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My specific points arising from the above computer
perspective, and from other analysis are as follows:

1. There is no provision for conducting a count with the
aid of a computer or by an entirely automatic process.
Since computer programs of both types are routinely
used for this purpose, this is a major fault. Note that
the Church of England rules2 make specific provision
for this, including the certification of appropriate
programs by ERS. Breaking ties by lot needs a
different wording allowing for the use of a pseudo-
random number generator.

2. I think the wording associated with checking and
records should be separated by being in a paragraph
after the corresponding actions. (This is not
straightforward as some paragraphs are a mixture.)

3. As I see it, only those paragraphs which are needed
for reference purposes need be numbered. This would
reduce the apparent complexity of the rules.
Currently, the whole of section 5 needs to be read to
determine what use is made of each part of the rules.

4. Section 5.5 (completion of the count) is not
referenced at all, since it is invoked when appropriate
conditions are satisfied. This is not algorithmic in the
conventional sense, indeed, in computer terms could
be seen as ‘interrupt-driven’. I think this section
should be used explicitly.

5. The calculation of the quota and the recording of
transfers appears to give the impression of
undertaking computations to one hundredth of the
vote. However, this is not achieved, since that
accuracy requires that the transfer values are
computed to a greater accuracy. Indeed, if p votes are
transferred, then there is a truncation error of at most
p/100, which implies that transfer values should be
computed to about (number of digits in total votes)+1
digits.  I do not believe that an arithmetic approx-
imation which can lose a whole vote is acceptable
since the voter could reasonably equate the loss to his/
her vote. Unfortunately, the rules depend upon
(number of papers)×(transfer value) in hundredths of
a vote, so it is difficult to increase the accuracy
without complexities elsewhere. Hence I conclude
that this problem is inherent in this type of rule and
could be seen as a defect in ERS97.

6. The rules mention coloured forms, but the colouring
is not apparent in the copy of the forms in the
example  — the solution is to print the ‘beige/blue/
green/white/pink/yellow’ on the forms, so that
photocopying them retains the information (or so they
can be photocopied onto the correct colour paper).

7. Not all uses of the defined terms appear in bold in
the rules. I would suggest that the uses of a defined
term uses a different font (say, italic).

8. Paragraphs used in more than one place should be
given a name and referenced by name (as with the
sections 5.3 and 5.4).

9. A batch is a set of bundles each having the same
transfer value, not a type of bundle as given in 6.1.

10. The definition of stage of the count is ambiguous,
or perhaps depends upon the layout to parse.

11. The definition of transfer value should have
‘deemed elected’ rather than ‘elected’.

12. The statement that for small elections counting slips
are not required should be made once at the start,
rather than each time slips are mentioned.

13. The second sentence of 5.6.4 is confusing. Surely
the point is that an auditable record of the count
should be kept? If all recording forms are optional,
then why are counting slips specifically mentioned in
5.1.3, 5.3.12 and 5.4.3?

14. The term ‘formally excluded’ (in 5.5.2) clearly
means exclusion without the application of the rules
associated with exclusion, although this is not
explicitly stated.

I have attempted to reformulate the rules along the lines that
ISO would use, but I do not regard the result as at all
satisfactory. My attempts were based upon a minimal
change to the wording, but it appears that a more radical
approach is needed.

A few issues have been noted by others that I should also
add for completeness:

a) Conventional practice appears to be that the transfer
values are not included in the result sheet. I do not
like this, since the values are hard to reconstruct and
are available.

b) The handling of withdrawn candidates is not
mentioned in section 5 of ERS97, although it is
surely a possibility with all elections (and is noted in
section 2.2).

c) A minor ambiguity has been noted in the rules. (I
hope to report fully on this in the next issue of Voting
matters.)
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Conclusions
Is any ‘improvement’ to the wording needed? I think the rules
should be readily usable just from the booklet. In this regard,
the model election and examples given are very helpful.
However, they do not cover all the situations that can arise.
Moreover, for the model election, the actual papers are not
included (not unreasonable for 785 voters, but this means that
this single long example cannot be re-worked completely by
the reader). Also, the explanations given are not always
adequate. For instance, in Section 8.2 it is said that, because
the surplus could change the order of the last two, it ‘must be
transferred’, without any hint being given that it is required to
look at whether the next two or more to go out are definite, in
which case it must not be transferred. In the particular
instance the action taken is correct, but that is not the point.
How to decide that it is correct is not fully stated as it should
be3.

Of course, the fact that ERS runs courses in conducting an
STV election is very helpful as is the large number of people
that have had such training and can pass on their skills to
others.

Hence I conclude that improving the wording is not that vital,
but it would be a shame not to consider the ISO approach if a
revision was produced in the future.
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Quantifying Representativity 
P Kestelman
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Introduction
What is a Proportional Representation (PR) electoral system?
Seriously begging that question, Gallagher (1991: 49) argued
that “Each method of PR minimizes disproportionality
according to the way it defines disproportionality, and thus
each in effect generates its own measure of dis-
proportionality”.

However, Gallagher overlooked Single Transferable Voting
(STV); an omission repaired by Hill (1997), invoking a
‘Droop proportionality criterion’ (DPC: Woodall, 1994: 10):
“If, for some whole numbers k and m (where k is greater than
0 and m is greater than or equal to k), more than k Droop
quotas of voters put the same m candidates (not necessarily in
the same order) as their top m preferences, then at least k of
those m candidates will be elected. In particular this must lead
to proportionality by party (except for one Droop quota
necessarily unrepresented) if voters decide to vote solely by
party”.

Thus defined, PR systems include Alternative Voting (AV:
k=1); though over half the voters may be unrepresented!
According to the 1937 Irish Constitution, not only
parliamentary deputies (multi-member STV), but also the
President (AV), shall be elected “on the system of
proportional representation by means of the single
transferable vote”.

Yet nobody regards AV as a PR electoral system. In fairness to
Woodall (1994: 10), “Any system that satisfies DPC deserves
... to be regarded as a system of proportional representation
(within each constituency)”. At that level, Hill's “exaggerated
case” (three-member STV) is persuasive; however
disproportional to Party First Preferences. Nonetheless,
constituency level ‘PR’ (including AV) is not enough for PR
as normally construed. 

Hill (1992) reasoned that, if voters vote solely by party, each
nominating sufficient candidates, “then STV will produce
splendid proportionality, ... , while any discrepancy due to
fractions of quotas can be expected to even out over a number
of multi-member constituencies”. Indeed, the main political
question is how faithfully total seats reflect Party First
Preferences overall (regionally and/or nationally).
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Party Total Representativity
In parliamentary elections, the simplest measure of total
disproportionality is the overall deviation between over-
represented Party Seat-fractions and Vote-fractions: the
Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI),

        LHI = ½ Σ ABS ( S% - V% ), 

where S% = Party Seat-fraction (percent); 
          V% = Party Vote-fraction (percent); and
     Σ ABS = Sum of magnitudes (over all parties).

LHI complements the Rose Index of Proportionality (RIP);
for which I prefer the more explicit term, Party Total
Representativity (PTR). 

Table 1 below demonstrates the calculation of PTR =
100%-LHI for the 1997 Irish General Election, which
proved unprecedentedly disproportional to Party First
Preferences.

Table 1: STV Party (First Preference) Votes and Seats:
Numbers, Fractions and Deviations: General Election,
Irish Republic, 1997 

* Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI) = 12.9 percent =
Overall deviation between over-represented Party
Seat-fractions and Vote-fractions: complementing
Party Total Representativity (PTR) = 87.1 percent.      
        Source: Dáil Éireann (1998). 

The Independent Commission on the Voting System
(Jenkins, 1998: 47) gave a 1997 Irish General Election LHI
of only 9.8 percent (their DV or ‘deviation from pro-
portionality’: Dunleavy et al, 1997: 10). However, the two
main parties (Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael) alone received
11.6 percent more Seats than Votes (First Preferences); and
exact LHI=12.9 per cent (Table 1). LHI (and hence PTR)
are often miscalculated.

Other Measures
McBride (1997: 9) invoked “O'Leary's index of
proportionality”: the ratio of each party's Seat-fraction to its
First Preference Vote-fraction (S%/V%). However, the
problem is how to combine such party-specific ratios (or
deviations, S% - V%: see Table 1 above) into some measure
of overall disproportionality. O'Leary (1979: 100) favoured
the Rae Index of Disproportionality (RID), measuring party
average disproportionality (contrast LHI above):

     RID = 1/N Σ ABS ( S% - V% ),

where N = Number of parties exceeding 0.5 percent of votes.

The palpable arbitrariness of this average disproportionality
per party (why not a cutoff-point of 0.1 percent, or 5.0 per-
cent of votes, for that matter?) may be redeemed somewhat
by defining N as the ‘effective number of parties’ (Laakso
and Taagepera, 1979): 

          N1 = 1 / Π PP        or      N2 = 1 / Σ P2, 

 where P = Party Vote-fraction or Seat-fraction;
    and Π = Product (over all parties). 

Taagepera and Shugart (1989: 260) preferred N2 on
practical grounds; though (entropy-based) N1 enjoyed
“equally good conceptual credentials”. 

Gallagher (1991) argued that RID was “too sensitive to the
number of parties”; to which LHI was “much too
insensitive”. Accordingly, he proposed a “least squares
index”: the Gallagher Index of Disproportionality,

          GID = (½Σ ( S% - V% )2)½.

Nevertheless, Gallagher (1991: 47) considered “probably
the soundest of all the measures” the Sainte-Laguë Index, 

  SLI = Σ ( S% - V% )2 / V% = (Σ S%2 / V%) - 100 %.

Unfortunately, SLI ranges theoretically from zero to
infinity; which Gallagher acknowledged was “less easily
interpreted” than LHI or GID (ranging 0 - 100 percent).
Thus in the 1997 Irish Presidential Election,  AV First Count
LHI = 55 percent (complementing PTR = 45 percent:
President McAleese's First Preference Vote-fraction: Table 2
below); whereas SLI = 121 percent!
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Party Number Fraction (%) Deviation

(Constituency) Votes Seats Votes Seats

(V) (S) (V%) (S%) (S%-V%)

Total 1,788,985 166 100.0 100.0      0.0

Fianna Fáil 703,682 77 39.3 46.4 +7.1

Fine Gael 499,936 54 27.9 32.5 +4.6

Labour 186,044 17 10.4 10.2       -0.2

Progressive Democrats 83,765 4 4.7 2.4       -2.3

Green 49,323 2 2.8 1.2       -1.6

Sinn Féin 45,614 1 2.5 0.6       -1.9

Democratic Left 44,901 4 2.5 2.4       -0.1

Socialist 12,445 1 0.7 0.6       -0.1

Lowry (Tipperary N) 11,638 1 0.7 0.6       -0.0

Blaney (Donegal NE) 7,484 1 0.4 0.6 +0.2

Healy-Rae (Kerry S) 7,220 1 0.4 0.6 +0.2

Gildea (Donegal SW) 5,592 1 0.3 0.6 +0.3

Fox (Wicklow) 5,590 1 0.3 0.6 +0.3

Gregory (Dublin C) 5,261 1 0.3 0.6 +0.3

Unrepresented 120,490 0 6.7 0.0       -6.7

Over-represented 1,234,765 136 69.0 81.9 +12.9*

Under-represented 554,220 30 31.0 18.1       -12.9



Table 2: AV Party Vote-fractions, Seat-fractions and
Deviations, by Count: Presidential Election, Irish
Republic, 1997 

* First Count LHI = 54.8 percent:  PTR = 45.2 percent.

† Final Count LHI = 44.4 percent:  PTR = 55.6 percent.   
          Source: Irish Times, 1 November 1997.

Lijphart (1994: 60) preferred GID as steering “A middle
course between the Rae and Loosemore-Hanby indices. Its
key feature is that it registers a few large deviations much
more strongly than a lot of small ones”; and contrasted two
hypothetical elections (abstracted in Table 3 below).

Without  defining  any  ‘Lijphart  Proportionality  Criterion’,
he maintained that Election 1 was “highly disproportional”
(GID = LHI = 5.0 percent); whereas Election 2 was “highly
proportional” (GID = 2.2 percent; but LHI = 5.0 percent).
Ironically, his intuitively “much more proportional” Election 2
yielded the higher SLI, considered by Gallagher (1991: 49)
“the standard measure of disproportionality” !

Woodall (1986: 45)  preferred the Farina Index, 

     FI = cos-1 ( Σ S% V% /  [ Σ S%2 Σ V%2 ]½ ).

FI is the angle between two multi-dimensional vectors, whose
coordinates are Party Seat-fractions and Vote-fractions:
theoretically ranging between 90° (cos FI=0) and zero degrees
(parallel vectors: exact PR). As a fraction of a right angle, FID
= FI/90°; so ranging 0 - 100 percent (instead of 0 - 90°).

In Table 3, FID (like RID and GID) evaluates Election 1 as
more disproportional than Election 2. However, as Hill (1997)
recognised, FID also poses problems of interpretation;
remaining a far cry from the pristine simplicity of LHI.

Hill (1997) reproached PTR and other measures (their “fatal
flaw”) as confined to Party First Preferences. Nonetheless, he
acknowledged that the concept of Total Representativity may
be generalised (e.g. from Party to ‘Cumbency’, Gender and
Name: Kestelman, 1996); and extended beyond the STV First
Count. Yet he regarded Final Count PTR as merely comparing
STV with itself!

Table 3:  Five Measures of Overall Disproportionality:
Two Hypothetical Elections

    

*As defined in the text above. 

Minor / Micro-Parties 
As Hill (1997) implied, minor parties and independents
(‘microparties’ — representing nobody but themselves) may
need disaggregating before calculating overall measures of
disproportionality. Exact LHI necessitates disaggregating the
votes for every represented party (and elected independent)
from unrepresented parties; as in Table 1 above. SLI may also
be calculated without disaggregating unrepresented parties. 

On the other hand, exact GID requires disaggregating even
unrepresented party votes. Moreover, in evaluating a few large
deviations (S% - V%) as more disproportional than many
small deviations, with the same total deviation (and hence
LHI), GID implies that, the more fissiparously people vote,
the more they deserve to be under-represented. In contrast,
LHI  consistently  measures  the  total  under-representation
(Σ S%-V%) of all under-represented voters.

Conclusions
Gallagher (1991: 33-34) lamented that “There is remarkably
little discussion of what exactly we mean by proportionality
and how we should measure it ... how do we decide which is
closer to perfect proportionality?” — when comparing
different elections. Notice already two different senses of the
term ‘proportionality’ here! Hence my preference for the term
‘representativity’ for measures admitting matters of degree to
the relationship between votes and seats.
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Candidate Vote-fraction (V%) Seat- Deviation (S%-V%)

(Party) First Final fraction (S%) First Final

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0     0.0     0.0

McAleese (FF) 45.2 55.6 100.0 +54.8   +44.4

Banotti (FG) 29.3 39.2 0.0       -29.3       -39.2

Scallon (Ind) 13.8 0.0 0.0       -13.8          0.0

Roche (Labour) 7.0 0.0 0.0         -7.0          0.0

Nally (Ind) 4.7 0.0 0.0         -4.7          0.0

Non-transferable 0.0 5.2 0.0           0.0         -5.2

Over-represented 45.2 55.6 100.0 +54.8* +44.4†

Under-represented 54.8 44.4 0.0        -54.8       -44.4

Election 1 Election 2

Party Votes (V%) Seats (S%) Votes (V%) Seats (S%)

Total 100 100 100 100

A 55 60 15 16

B - - 15 16

C - - 15 16

D - - 15 16

E - - 15 16

F 45 40 5 4

G - - 5 4

H - - 5 4

J - - 5 4

K - - 5 4

Disproportionality Index (percent)*

LHI 5.0 5.0

RID 5.0 1.0

GID 5.0 2.2

SLI 1.0 1.3

FID 6.2 4.9



Gallagher (1991: 46) reported that, at 82 national elections
in 23 countries (1979-89), LHI, GID and SLI (but not RID)
proved impressively correlated with each other: so why
complicate matters? Besides, measuring average
disproportionality (RID) necessitates counting parties — a
rather moveable feast — and there seems little virtue in
quantifying some hybrid between the distinct concepts of
total and average disproportionality.

There remains legitimate scope for debating the relative
merits of STV first or final preference representativity, in
national aggregate or constituency average, respecting party
or other considerations. In evaluating the representativity
mediated by different electoral systems, no measure is
perfect. 

A generation after its introduction (Loosemore and Hanby,
1971), LHI survives relatively unscathed. I remain
peculiarly susceptible to the complement (PTR) of that
simplest LHI; doubting whether more complex measures of
overall disproportionality would materially affect electoral
comparisons (for example, STV representativity by District
Magnitude: Kestelman, 1996). 
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Editorial
This publication has now entered the Internet age! Future
issues will appear on the ERS Web site (http://www.electoral-
form.org.uk). Those who have no access to the Internet and do
not wish to do so, need not be concerned, since a printed copy
will continue to the available from ERS as before.

As Editor, I will ensure that those without Internet access are
at no disadvantage. On the other hand, I would be happy to
receive articles by e-mail to Brian.Wichmann@freenet.co.uk.
Material should be in standard formats, such as HTML or PDF
(and also RTF), rather than in proprietary word-processor
formats.

Although the ERS Web site will have the current issue, there
will be some delay in conversion and checking before it will
be available there. Hence the printed copy should be available
first, and that version should be regarded as the authoritative
source (due to conversion and presentation problems with
HTML).

I hope to arrange for all the back issues to be available on the
Internet via a suitable Archive site. I have prepared a
‘combined’ issue for all of Issues 1-10, which is available
from me in electronic format (HTML and PDF).
Unfortunately, since this combined issue amount to 112 pages,
it has not been possible for it to be professionally printed,
since the cost is excessive for the likely sales.

The delay in this issue indicates the continuing problem of the
lack of material from a small authorship. I am hoping that
exposure of the material to international access via the
Internet will encourage other parties to contribute in the
future.

In the first article, Hugh Warren suggests a way of merging
STV with FPTP, at least as far as the ballot itself is
concerned. Could this encourage STV counting? Comments
are welcome.

Philip Kestelman provides another article on proportionality
with reference to the Jenkin's proposals.

Earl Kitchener makes a suggestion that Borda scores should
be used to break tie rather than relying on a random choice (at
least in the first instance).

My own article on checking two STV computer programs has
proved controversial due to the issue of quota-reduction
which is one of the new features in the 1997 edition of the
ERS hand-counting rules. This issue is explained in the
following article by David Hill; and Colin Rosenstiel, as co-
author of the new rules, provides a response. Readers should
judge for themselves whether a revision to the rules is
required to ensure that no ambiguity exists.

Brian Wichmann.



Incorporating X-voting into
Preference voting by STV

C H E Warren
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1. Introduction
One of the thing said by many people, particularly by those
who have used the X-voting system for many years, and by
journalists, is that preference voting by STV is difficult to
understand. However much advocates of preference voting
by STV may find this view unjustified, and itself difficult to
understand, they must accept that it is a view that is
expressed, and no doubt genuinely held by a lot of people.

The purpose of this paper is to make the point that, instead
of trying to win over the X-voting enthusiasts to the STV
way of voting, consideration should be given to allowing the
X-voting enthusiasts into the preference voting by STV
system.

2. The Basic Idea
The basic idea is that, in addition to those who wish to vote
in the STV way by showing preferences 1, 2, 3, .. in the
recognized way, those who wish to vote by putting an X
against the candidates they wish to see elected should be
allowed to do so, provided of course that they do not put an
X against more candidates than the number to be elected.

3. Interpretation of the Ballot Paper
With some ballot papers marked in the STV way by
preferences 1, 2, 3,.. and some marked by an X against a
number of candidates, the way in which it is suggested that
the two may be accommodated is to treat the X votes as
equal preference for a first preference candidate.

The allowing of equal preferences in the STV system is a
matter which has been talked about in the past, but usually
ruled out on the grounds that it would make an already
complicated system more complicated. However, to allow
equality of preference to be exercised on the first preference
only should not lead to seriously greater complexity.

4. The count
The count is not of course a matter with which the voters
have to concern themselves, provided that they can be
assured that it is being done in a fair way.

If there are, say, 10 candidates to be elected, then at the first
stage of the count, each candidate will have a number of
votes of value 1 from the preference votes, and a number of
votes of value 0.1 from the X-votes.

From this point onwards the count can proceed just as if it
were a regular STV count, except that, of course, when
surpluses have to be transferred, it will only be the
preference votes for which the amount retained will be
reduced, thereby allowing some of the vote to be transferred
to the next preference.

5. Conclusion
The advocates of preference voting by STV have been
trying for over 100 years to beat the advocates of X-voting.
There is an adage which says If you can't beat them, join
them. What is proposed here is not so much a case of
joining them as incorporating them.

It is possible that, in the course of time, the X-voters will
see that their interests could be better served by going
across to preference voting, but the proposal is not to try
and force STV on them.

Editorial Comment
The above proposal effectively merges the voting methods
of First Past The Post and STV, so that the user can choose
which method to employ. However, given that an STV-style
count is to be undertaken, it seems logical to make an
extension to Warren's proposal as follows: Allow the voter
to place any number of X's on the ballot paper. Each X
counts as a first-preference value of 1/n, where n is the
number of X's. With this proposal, an election for a single
candidate in which the voter judges two candidates as of
equal merit and no others of interest, two X's can be used,
counting as 0.5 for each. More significantly, in my own
experience for some elections, one can have, say, 6 seats to
fill, but one has knowledge of only, say 3 candidates. Under
conventional X-voting (and Warren's proposal) one could
place 3 X's and loose half of ones voting power. Under this
suggestion, 1/3 of a vote would go to each candidate and
there would be no loss of voting power.
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AV-plus, PR and 

Essential AMS

Philip Kestelman

Nomenclature
Much like Proportional Representation (PR), Single
Transferable Voting (STV) is not an electoral system but a
principle. There are various forms of STV: single-member
STV, better known as Alternative Voting (AV); and multi-
member STV, using various counting procedures (with
potentially different results).

In October 1998, the Independent Commission on the Voting
System (ICVS) recommended AV-plus for electing 659 UK
MPs: mostly in around 543 AV constituencies, with 15-20
percent compensatory MPs, in 80 relatively small Top-up
areas (electing 4 - 11 total MPs per area, including one or two
Additional Members). Compensating parties under-
represented by Constituency MPs (AV), d’Hondt allocation of
Top-up MPs would render total MPs semi-proportional to
Second / Party Votes, with choice of candidate within party
(Open List PR4).

Is AV-plus a form of PR? Is AV-plus an Additional Member
System (AMS)? Indeed, is AV-plus a form of multi-member
STV? Answers to all three questions depend on what you
mean by PR, AMS and STV, respectively!

Proportional Representation
Ritchie (Tribune, 11 June 1999) has argued that

“The Jenkins Committee’s recommendations have much to
recommend them, but there is little more chance of them
delivering a proportional result than there is under the present
system”.

His introduction of a probabilistic element is welcome: here
comparing AV-plus with so-called ‘First-Past-the-Post’ (FPP).

Jenkins4 estimated that, in the 1997 UK General Election
(FPP),  AV-plus  would  have  reduced the “DV score” from
21 percent to 13.2 percent. Measuring Deviation from
Proportionality, DV = Loosemore-Hanby Index = LHI8. LHIs
of 4 - 8 percent represent practically “full proportionality”;
and for AV-plus, Jenkins4 claimed only ‘broad
proportionality’.

Compare other d’Hondt systems. In the May 1999 Scottish
Parliamentary Election (FPP-plus: seven Top-up MSPs per
Region × 8 = 56 / 129 = 43 percent), the Second / Party Vote
LHI was 10.5 percent. Ironically, total MSPs proved more
representative of First / FPP Votes (LHI = 5.4 percent)! In the
May 1999 Welsh Assembly Election (FPP-plus: four Top-up
MWAs per Region × 5 = 20 / 60 = 33 percent), the Party Vote
LHI was 11.2 percent (Guardian, 8 May 1999).

In Britain, the June 1999 European Parliamentary Election
LHI reached 14.1 percent (Closed List PR: 84 MEPs: 4 - 11
per Region: Guardian, 15 June 1999): ‘broad proportionality’.
Such pure d’Hondt seat allocation favours larger parties,
proving considerably less representative than Largest
Remainder (which would have yielded LHI = 6.1 percent).

Over the last 10 Irish general elections (multi-member STV,
1969-97), aggregate First Count LHI averaged 7.0 percent
(ranging 3.4 - 12.9 percent between elections: from ‘full PR’
down to ‘broad PR’ in 1997). Between three- and five-
member STV constituencies (averaging 7.0 and 7.4 percent,
respectively), LHIs differed insignificantly7. In the June 1998
Northern Ireland Assembly Election (six-member STV), First
Preference LHI was 6.6 percent (Irish Times, 29 June 1998).

Additional Member Systems
Now used in Germany, New Zealand, Scotland and Wales,
FPP-plus is frequently referred to misleadingly as the AMS.
Thus Bogdanor2:

“the additional member system is, conceptually, a ‘closed’ list
system ... it combines many of the faults of the first-past-the-
post system with many of the defects of list systems of
proportional representation”.

Confusingly, Bogdanor was alluding to “a variant of the
German system”, recommended by the Hansard Society
Commission on Electoral Reform: FPP without separate party
voting, topped-up regionally with FPP ‘best losers’ (25% of
all MPs1).

At the 1994 German General Election, 328 Constituency MPs
were elected by FPP (First Votes); d’Hondt allocating 328
Top-up MPs, in 16 Regions, according to Second Votes
(Closed List PR9). However, Second Votes may indicate
voters' second preference parties5; as suspected in the 1999
Scottish and Welsh elections (Times, 8 May 1999):

“All electors then had a second vote. This should have been
used to indicate their favourite political party. There is
widespread confusion on this point and the fear that some
people thought that they were being asked for their second
preference”.

Voting separately for constituency MPs and parties — One
Voter Two votes — may well encourage tactical (insincere)
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voting. Especially in areas safe for the most-favoured party,
a Second Vote for that party would elect no Top-up MP (and
thus be wasted); and it would be more rational to vote for a
less-favoured party, against a least-favoured party4.

The average area represented by a German MP under FPP-
plus in 1994 was over 20 times that of 656 FPP
constituencies. In contrast, the mean area covered by each
MP under AV-plus, with two Top-up MPs per area, would be
only three times that of 659 FPP constituencies — just like
three-member STV!

STV-plus
It is not widely realised that, in Malta since 1987, five-
member STV has operated with a conditional AMS6. At the
1981 General Election, the Nationalist Party received an
absolute majority of First Preferences (50.9 percent), but a
minority of STV seats (31 / 65 = 47.7 percent).

Public outrage forced a constitutional amendment,
guaranteeing a bare parliamentary majority to a party
exceeding half of all STV First Preferences. At the 1987
Maltese General Election, the Nationalists won the same
majority of First Preferences (50.9 percent), and minority of
STV seats (47.7 percent); and therefore received four
additional seats (totalling 35 / 69 = 50.7 percent of all MPs).

The 1992 General Election required no compensatory seats.
Yet at the 1996 General Election − with fine impartiality −
the Maltese Labour Party won 50.7 percent of First
Preferences, but only 47.7 percent of STV seats!
Accordingly, for a bare parliamentary majority, Labour
received four additional seats (again totalling 50.7 percent
of all MPs).

These few compensatory seats (4 / 69 = six percent) were
occupied by STV Final Count ‘best losers’: runners-up for
the party under-represented by STV alone. Thus Additional
Members both stood for election and retained their
constituency links.

The Maltese AMS (STV-plus) neatly solved an acute
political problem. Incidentally, Malta remains a two-party
polity, despite the opportunities for party fragmentation
afforded by multi-member STV.

In the June 1998 Northern Ireland Assembly Election, the
Social Democratic and Labour Party won more STV First
Preferences than the Ulster Unionist Party (177,963 /
172,225 votes); but fewer Members (24 / 28 seats). That
owed little to vote-transfers (Irish Times, 26 June 1998):
even SDLP final ‘preferences’ exceeded those for the UUP
(191,091 / 185,560 votes). The SDLP deserved five
Additional Members (29 / 28 total seats proportionating
SDLP to UUP).

STV-plus could well be generalised to British conditions;

and would remedy the corruption of Party Vote
Management — a form of tactical voting which disfigures
Irish STV3. Party Vote Management involves a party’s
supporters spreading their First Preferences evenly among
its candidates: intended to keep them in the STV count for
as long as possible (hoovering up stray transfers). In
addition, each party nominates one more candidate than it
expects seats; avoiding premature elimination through
spreading its votes too thinly (‘over-nomination’).

Proportionating total (Constituency + Compensatory) seats
to Party First Preferences, STV-plus could also reconcile the
main parties (fearing the spectacle of disunity) to multi-
member STV's wider choice of candidate. With each party's
candidates competing for the voters’ affections, their First
Preferences would complement each other in determining
parliamentary party strengths under STV-plus. AV-plus
could be redeemed likewise.

Essential AMS
AV-plus clarifies that AMS is not essentially FPP or Closed
Party Lists. Both STV-plus (e.g. Malta), and the Hansard
Society Commission variant of the German AMS, show that
separate voting for Constituency Members and Parties is
equally inessential. Anxious to avoid “all traces of a party
list”, the Hansard Society Commission recommended that
all candidates should stand in constituency elections1.

Likewise, the ICVS stressed “open as opposed to closed
lists for Top-up members”: Second / Party Votes offering a
choice of candidate4. However, with three candidates per
major party, preferential (rank-ordered, numbered) Second
Votes  are  clearly  better  than  categorical  (single choice,
X-marked) voting.

In that case, why not simply integrate First / AV with
Second / Party votes: semi-proportionating total (AV + Top-
up) MPs to AV First Preferences; with AV Final Count ‘best
losers’ as Top-up MPs? Aiming to maximise AV First
Preferences (and hence total MPs), each party would
become highly motivated to nominate more than one
candidate per constituency.

Thus could an improved AV-plus increase voter choice, both
within and between parties. With a transferable choice of
candidate within party, Party First Preferences are most
sincere.

The ICVS argued that separating Constituency from Party
votes would liberate voters from unwanted candidates of
preferred parties; and that transmuting Constituency ‘best
losers’ into Top-up winners would be hard to explain4. Valid
against FPP-plus, both objections are much attenuated by
more than one AV candidate per Constituency Party.

One Voter One Vote could then become far less wasteful
than One Voter Two Votes. In both Scottish and Welsh
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elections, around half of both First and Second votes elected
nobody (Guardian, 8 May 1999).

Moreover, the ICVS version of AV-plus (switching between
preferential and categorical voting) is even more complicated
for voters than multi-member STV. Indeed, it has been argued
— rather cruelly — that its very complexity would favour that
next step!

Conclusions
ICVS-proposed AV-plus is an Additional Member System
(AMS), mediating semi-PR (‘broad proportionality’). AMS is
confined neither to FPP-plus nor to separate Constituency and
Party List voting. 

AV-plus would be simplified by integrating Constituency with
Party voting, each party nominating more than one AV
candidate per constituency; rendering total MPs semi-
proportional to First Preferences; and exploiting the rich crop
of Final Count ‘best losers’ as Top-up MPs. AV-plus could
thus achieve much towards multi-member STV (which may
also benefit from some mild topping-up: STV-plus).

It remains unclear why the Scottish Parliament includes more
Top-up Members (43%) than the Welsh Assembly (33%):
both more than the ICVS-proposed House of Commons (15-
20%). With 20−25 percent Top-up MPs, AV-plus would
increase Party Representativity (‘proportionality’). 

In the end, parties must nominate parliamentary candidates;
while the voter’s predicament is paramount. With preferential
voting in fairly small Top-up areas, AV-plus essentially places
PR on a human scale. Commitment to that principle need not
rule out debate on technical improvements (short of multi-
member STV) before the Referendum.
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Tie-Breaking in STV
Earl Kitchener

It is a fundamental principle of STV that later preferences
should not affect the fate of earlier ones; this encourages
sincere voting, but means that some arbitrary or random
choice must be made to break ties, which can give
unreasonable results.

An extreme case can arise where there is one seat and the
electors are the same as the candidates; for example, if a
partnership is electing a senior partner. Each candidate may
put himself first, and all, except candidate A, put A second.
Under most present rules, one candidate then has to be
excluded at random, and it may be A. There is no way of
getting over this unreasonable result without looking at later
preferences, and the system of Borda scores is probably as
good as any; with N candidates, N-1 points are allotted to a
first preference, N-2 to a second, and so on. If it were desired
to increase the importance of early preferences, the interval
between values could be increased for early preferences. Ties
in this system would be very rare, and it could be used to
break ties in the normal STV counting.

In the above example no candidate or voter could reasonably
object to the result, but in a real election, reported by Hill1,
with four candidates for one place, the voting was:

        A B C    1
        B A D    1
        A C D B  1
        B C A    1

The quota is two, which both A and B have. Under the
proposed system A, with nine, beats B's eight. The second
voter may complain that his second preference, for A, enabled
A to beat his first preference. If the second voter had known in
advance how the others were going to vote, he would not have
put A second; but it is not unusual in small STV elections for
a voter to find that if he had known the other voters' intentions
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he would have voted differently. He has got his second
preference in, so has not much to complain about. In view of
the uncertainty of voting intentions it is doubtful whether
the proposed rule would lead to insincere voting, and it
would avoid the possibility of A being unreasonably
excluded in the first example. It has the virtue of satisfying
Woodall's “No support” property2, that no candidate who is
not listed by any voter should be elected unless every
candidate who receives some support is elected.

Hill has described a Sequential STV system3 which deals in
a more general way with the problem of premature
exclusion of a candidate with few first preferences, but
many other early ones; Hill does not recommend it, because
of the breach of the rule against looking at later preferences.
The present proposal, being confined to tie-breaking, might
be less likely to lead to insincere voting, which is the main
(and perhaps the only) objection to looking at later
preferences.
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Checking two STV
programs

B A Wichmann

Last year, I received a request from the Electoral Reform
Ballot Services to ‘validate’ the computer software that they
use to perform elections for their customers. Before that
work was finished, I had another request from ERS itself to
re-certify the program used to perform elections in the
Church of England. Since there was a substantial overlap
between both of these activities, these are reported together.

The checking undertaken was merely to ensure that the
election results reported were as required by the respective
rules. Hence many issues which might be of interest were
not examined, such as: the user-friendliness, speed and
memory requirements, number of satisfied users, maturity of
the program, etc. In fact, the two programs which were
tested are very different: David Hill's program is a complete
system for data entry and edit, counting and presentation of
the results and has been available for some years. In
contrast, Keith Edkins' program is solely a counting
program and is a recent development.

ERBS's requirements were identified as mainly to check a
program that implements the ERS rules that were published
in 19971 (ERS97). However, their requirements are
significant in terms of the capacity required, amounting to
the ability to handle up to 350 candidates and up to 250,000
votes. In principle, modern computers have no inherent
difficulty in handling elections of that size, provide the
software is designed appropriately.

If software is to be shown to be reliable, then a large
number of test cases need to be run, or an alternative means
needs to be devised to show logically that all the relevant
functionality is correctly implemented. In performing the
first certification of the Church of England rules in 1990,
the technique adopted was to ensure that all the code in
David Hill's counting engine was executed, and that the
election results obtained were correct (checked by Eric
Syddique). It was not thought that the same technique could
be applied effectively for the ERBS validation, so the use of
many tests was used instead.

If high reliability is to be demonstrated then several
hundred tests should be run (corresponding to some years of
use by ERBS). This immediately gives a difficult problem
— how can one be assured that the result produced by the
computer is correct? Initially an attempt was made to
determine a small number of tests which performs all the
relevant functionality which would then make manual
checking feasible. However, the individual actions in
ERS97 are quite numerous and difficult to identify — for
instance, the result sheet does not state many specific
actions undertaken during a count. Hence it seemed that the
best means for undertaking the checking was to compare
two programs for the ERS97 rules which were available. 

Comparing two programs to increase reliability is not
widely regarded2, but in this case, the two programs were
known to have very different internal workings and were
quite independently developed. Hence it was thought that
the comparison would be effective.

Unless comparisons can be made automatically by program,
the number of tests will be limited to a level which would
not give the assurance needed. Hence to facilitate such
comparison and to avoid  the need for the STV programs to
produce elaborate printing, an output format was designed
that could be input into a spreadsheet for printing. This
format is logically just the conventional Result Sheet, but
specified so that mechanical checks, such as those on row
and column arithmetic, can be made. I am grateful to both
authors that they amended their programs to produce this
output since the testing would have been very tedious
without that. Two small differences were located between
the programs but an analysis showed that neither could
change the result. Finally, the comparisons were automated
which resulted in a successful validation of Keith Edkins'
program.
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No formal validation was undertaken of David Hill's program
for these rules, but, of course, the same results were obtained.
The program is not designed to handle ERBS's very large
elections. It currently has 50 as its maximum number of
candidates. ERBS would also wish for Colin Rosenstiel's
interpretation of the quota reduction rules to be applied, but
this has not been implemented, as explained in David Hill's
article3.

A number of issues arose from the validation as follows:

Quota reduction

A logical problem has been noted by David Hill in ERS97
which arises when the quota is reduced before any candidate
is elected. This issue is defined and discussed in a separate
article in this issue3. The consequences for this validation was
that no comparison was possible when this situation arose
since David Hill's program does not produce a result, due to
the uncertainty in the meaning of the rules. The problem can
be regarded as serious, since around 25% of those tests which
are based upon real elections involved quota reduction. I
decided that I could not formally sign my validation report,
since, in my opinion, the meaning of the rules was sufficiently
uncertain in this respect. Subsequent to undertaking this work,
an analysis showed that the problem could only arise when
transfers occurred after quota reduction. For instance, this
cannot happen when there is only one seat. An analysis of my
election data suggests that the quota reduction problem
actually arises in about 12% of real elections. Readers can
decide for themselves the significance of this problem from
the two articles about quota reduction in this issue3,8.

New data base

The data base of election data described in Voting matters4 has
been substantially enhanced as a result of both validations.
This data is now available on a CD-ROM. In order to
facilitate the collection of data from real elections, a program
has been written, available as a MS-DOS/Windows program,
which produces an anonymous version of election data by
taking a statistical sample. Anybody can therefore add data to
the collection without concern for the confidentiality of the
source. (The data base contains the results for each election
for the two rules being considered here, and also for the Meek
rules.)

Capacity tests

In order to check that large elections could be handled, a
program was written to generate large test data together with
the results in result sheet format. This technique showed that
these large tests can indeed be handled by any modern PC.

Tie-breaks

If an election requires the use of a tie-break, then a computer
program makes a random choice. When comparing two
programs, such a tie-break can result in two valid, but
different results. This made the validation awkward, since
either that election had to be ignored, or one of the programs
had to be re-run with the option taken by the other program
enforced. In most such elections the results were not
compared, and as a result, a small difference between the two
programs was not detected. The proposal to resolve tie-breaks
by Borda scores would largely avoid this problem7.

Church of England validation
Since the objective here was to revalidate David Hill's
program, little would be gained in repeating the activity
undertaken for the first validation. There were two changes to
the Church's specification: a small change to rectify the
Lichfield anomaly (which influences the main counting logic,
see below), and the much larger change to add the handling of
constraints. The logic used to handle constraints is specified in
Voting matters5.

The testing of the main counting logic relied upon the
previous testing and the clearance of the Lichfield anomaly.
Also, all the tests run were checked for the correctness of the
row and column arithmetic. Hence the main effort was in
checking the constraint handling.

The new Church of England rules (GS1327)6 merely specify
the actions to be taken during the count using the concept of
candidates which are doomed or guarded. A doomed
candidate is one that cannot be elected if a conformant result
is to be obtained. A guarded candidate is one that must be
elected if a conformant result is to be obtained. GS1327 does
not specify the forms that the constraint might take, although
it is understood that David Hill's program provides direct
support for the constraints that are actually used by the
Church. The program requires that every candidate is a
member of one and only one constraint group. The constraints
themselves specify the maximum and minimum number in a
set of constraint groups.

A concern was that it might be possible to specify some
constraints which would cause the program to compute for an
effectively unbounded length of time. This does not seem
possible, basically because the constraints are linear.
However, a test was devised which produced a very large
table of potential solutions which caused the program to
produce a message that insufficient computer storage was
available. David Hill has subsequently modified his program
to use a file for the table within the counting process which
now handles even this case.
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Although the program provides direct support for only one
form of constraint, indirect support is provided for a much
larger range of constraints. As an example, suppose that the
constraint groups are Scottish, English and Welsh. A
constraint that is not directly support would be that the
number of English elected is greater than the number of
Scottish elected. However, the indirect method was capable
of handling this case.

The approach to testing constraints was to take some
elections from the data base (which are like real elections)
and add constraints and then check for a conformant result.
It was thought that 13 tests adequately covered the
implementation of the constraint logic. It appears that the
released program handles constraints which are very much
more complex that would arise with Church of England
counts.

Lichfield anomaly

A problem arose with the use of previous rules which
resulted in the change to the rules even when constraints are
not being used. This is called the Lichfield anomaly after the
diocese where it arose. A simple test case (based upon an
example from David Hill) would be to elect 2 from 5 with
the following voting pattern:

20 AC
13 B
12 C
 2 DB
 1 EB

Under the old rules, even though exclusions were one at a
time, A's surplus redistribution would be deferred, because it
could not change who were the bottom two. Under the new
rules it is not deferred because it could change who is the
bottom one.

Old rules                    

A  20  20  Elected
B  13  +1   14  +2   16  Elected
C  12       12           Elected
D   2        2  −2    0
E   1  −1    0

New rules

A  20 −4  16  Elected
B  13
C  12 +4  16  Elected
D   2
E   1

A large election

The original certification of David Hill's program did not
cover (as it really should have done)  the data preparation
side. Hence this time, an effort was made to use and test the
input logic of the program. A large election was input, both

by use of a text editor, and by use of David Hill's program
with all the checking options enabled. The conclusion from
this was that double-entry should be used in almost all
circumstances, since several data entry errors would
otherwise be undetected. On the other hand, the program
behaved perfectly.  (A few points were noted on the user
interface, which has resulted in some improvements to the
released version.)

Conclusions
Suitable techniques can be used to check STV software. The
results have revealed some defects in the programs
involved, which, of course, have been removed. However,
in fairness to the authors, it is unclear if any of these defects
would have remained undetected. Hence the main gain is
additional confidence in the software and a reduced risk that
such a program would fail during an actual count.

Copies of the full report on both validations are available
from the author. Electronic copies are available by mailing a
request to Brian.Wichmann@freenet.co.uk.
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Quota reduction in hand-
counting STV rules

I D  Hill

The 1997 ERS rules for STV1 include a rule for reducing the
quota if some votes become non-transferable before anyone
has been deemed elected.  In general, such a rule is to be
welcomed, as the smaller the quota can legitimately be made
the better.

However, in attempting to implement this rule in my STV
computer program I ran into difficulties of interpretation.  It
may be that the circumstances that cause such difficulty
would rarely arise in practice, but that is irrelevant.  Rules,
and programs derived from them, have to work in all
circumstances.  I wished to know whether the difficulties were
real, or whether I was being over-fussy in imagining them, so
I consulted a number of people, chosen as being
knowledgeable in STV, and asked for their views on what the
rules required with each of four examples.  Their replies were
sufficiently varied as to show that there is a real problem.

The rules in question are:

5.3.1 If a surplus arises at the first stage, select for
examination all the papers which the candidate has
received.

5.3.2 If a surplus arises at a later stage, because of the
transfer of another surplus or the exclusion of a
candidate or candidates, select only the last received
batch of papers, which gave rise to the surplus.

With minor changes of wording those two rules are as in the
previous edition, but we now also have:

5.4.8 If any papers have become non-transferable before
any candidate has been deemed elected, recalculate the
quota as in paragraph 5.1.6, ignoring the non-
transferable vote. 

The first three examples were as shown below.  The fourth
was somewhat different as it did not do what was intended
and it is better here to show the intended case instead of the
unintended one.

Election 1  Election 2  Election 3   Election 4
 17 AB..     14 AB..     17 AB..      12 AB..
 11 BC..     11 BC..     11 BC..      11 BC..
 10 CD..     10 CD..     10 CD..      10 CD..
 10 DA..     10 DA..      9 DA..      10 DA..
  6 E(plump)  6 E(plump)  6 E(plump)   6 E(plump)
              3 EAC..     1 EAC..      5 FAD..

In each of these there are 2 seats to be filled and 54 votes.  In
each case the initial quota is 54/3 = 18.  In each case 6 votes
become non-transferable before any candidate is deemed

elected, so the quota is reduced to 48/3 = 16.  In each case
candidate A now has over a quota of votes.  How do the rules
require A's surplus to be dealt with?

As a result of the exercise, it seems clear to me that trying to
implement these rules would not be sensible until they have
been amended for, even in the simplest cases, elections 1 and
2, it is not absolutely clear where A's surplus should go, since
it cannot really be said that the papers concerned ‘gave rise to
the surplus’.  In election 3 there was much disagreement about
how much goes to C and how much (if any) to B.  If experts
disagree,  to the extent that was observed, on what the rules
mean, what hope is there for an ordinary returning officer?

In election 4 the ‘gave rise to the surplus’ wording is even
more far-fetched than in the other cases, and my own view is
that this case is not catered for in the rules.

I am grateful for an additional case that was suggested to me
later by one of those whom I had consulted:

        Election 5
        14 AB..
        11 BC..
        10 CD..
        10 DA..
         3 E (plump)
         6 EAC..

I would probably have got this one wrong, as my first reaction
on seeing it was ‘No problem here’, because A has already got
more than the original quota by the time it is known that any
votes have become non-transferable, so quota reduction
would not apply, but not so.  Although exceeding the quota, A
is not actually deemed elected (para 5.4.9) until after the
quota reduction has been made (para 5.4.8).

My own view is that, in principle, the right way to do such
quota reduction is to re-start the election after the reduction,
with the equivalent of a new Stage 1, treating all excluded
candidates as if withdrawn, but the wording of the current
rules does not seem to support that.  For the moment what is
wanted is the publication of a clarifying amendment to the
rules, so that users can know how to proceed.  This issue can
be resolved only by a properly authorised statement from the
ERS Council.

Reference
1. Newland R A and Britton F S.  How to conduct an

election by the Single Transferable Vote.  3rd edition.
Electoral Reform Society. 1997.
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The problem of surpluses 
when the quota is reduced

Colin Rosenstiel

Normally a candidate elected with a quota receives ballot
papers at the stage at which their votes first exceed the
quota. Since the changes to the rules made in 1997 it is now
possible for a candidate to be elected with a surplus at a
stage where they receive no ballot papers. If the quota is
reduced at the same stage from a larger number than the
candidate's current vote to a figure below that vote they can
be declared elected with a surplus. It has of course been
possible for a candidate to be elected without a surplus at a
stage where they receive no ballot papers since the
introduction of the second edition of the rules in 1976.

The candidate's surplus does not then arise from papers
received at that stage, the rule heretofore. However the
principle remains that their surplus is derived only from the
last-received parcel of papers, their first preferences if no
papers have been received since then. The rules in detail
say:

5.3 Transfer of a surplus

5.3.1 If a surplus arises at the first stage, select for
examination all the papers which the candidate has
received. 

5.3.2 If a surplus arises at a later stage, because of the
transfer of another surplus or the exclusion of a
candidate or candidates, select only the last received
batch of papers, which gave rise to the surplus.

Any difficulty in interpreting this wording is because of the
possibility of different interpretations of the term ‘arises’.
The candidate declared elected due to the quota being
reduced may not have received any papers at the stage in
question. I would therefore maintain that only perversity
could lead to the conclusion that the word ‘arises’ could
refer to any other stage than the one at which the papers
were received and that the most recently received parcel of
papers should be the ones used to transfer the surplus as has
always been the case.

It is also possible for the papers forming a surplus to be
worth less than the value of the surplus. This is again not
new, in terms of transferable papers, and is to be treated in
the same way — no paper may be transferred at a higher
value than it had when received by the candidate with the
surplus.

In his article Dr Hill1 gives a number of examples which he
claims there are difficulties over interpretation of the rules
quoted above. He doesn't explain what the difficulties are. If

the precise wording above is not applicable (which I argue
above is not the case anyway) what rules does he imagine
are to be followed?

There is also a problem about the importance of this
supposed difficulty. The figure of 12% of cases is
mentioned by the Dr Wichmann2, though without
supporting evidence. His original claim was for 25% of
cases but it turns out that half were AV elections where no
surplus can ever be transferred! 

Bear in mind that the disputed cases require (a) a reduced
quota (b) a surplus arising at a stage where the elected
candidate receives no papers (c) that surplus to be
transferred. Since the rule came in I have counted many
elections. Just three had reduced quotas. In no cases did a
surplus arise at a stage where a candidate received no votes,
let alone such a surplus requiring to be transferred.

References
 1. I D Hill. Quota reduction in hand-counting STV rules.
Voting matters. Issue 11. p9.

2. B A Wichmann. Checking two STV programs. Voting
matters. Issue 11. pp6-8.

Brian Wichmann responds
Colin Rosenstiel correctly quotes my article which on
reflection might be confusing. The 25% refers to those
elections in which, logically, quota reduction takes place.
The 12% refers to those elections in which subsequent
transfers take place. Nobody knows what fraction of the
12% are truly ‘ambiguous’ in the sense raised by David
Hill. I would regard any significant percentage as quite
unacceptable, since surely STV should be no less certain
that First Past The Post. To avoid any problems, I would
suggest that the Council of the ERS formally accepts a
small wording change proposed by Colin Rosenstiel in a
letter to David Hill dated 8th November 1998.
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Editorial
Issue 9 of Voting matters contained two articles on the vexed
question of ordering candidates when preferential voting is
used. In the first article here Joe Otten returns to this question
in the light of some problems noted in the previous
‘solutions’.

In the next two articles, David Hill questions the suggestions
made in two different articles that appeared in Issue 11. As
often happens in this area, a suggestion which seems fine
initially, may have subtle difficulties — at least as far as
people other than the author are concerned!

My own article for this issue considers the effect of numerical
accuracy of STV when using the Meek algorithm. Unlike the
hand-counting rules, the algorithm itself does not define the
accuracy that should be used, although omitting this
information is the convention with numerical algorithms.

Bob Jones questions what one wants from an electoral system
and considers the use of Decision Analysis to make sense of
the conflicting requirements. Readers are invited to make their
own contribution. The editor hopes that, given sufficient
response, a further article might be appropriate which should
provide a view from the entire readership of Voting matters.

A major article is provided by Simon Gazeley in which a new
algorithm is proposed for a computer-based STV count. As is
to be expected with such an algorithm, it will take a
significant effort to validate. No doubt, if a program is
produced to implement it, some ambiguities will be noted.
Given an implementation, then comparisons should be
straightforward. It appears that the algorithm is essentially
more complex than, say Meek — but does that matter? 

David Hill provides a third article which is surely a warning
to all who advocate STV. We have no ‘standard’ for STV and
in some Australian elections, the rules do not appear to give
the benefits which one would expect.

Recently, an Internet group has been formed on STV. As
editor, I will keep a watching brief on this, both to report
material in Voting matters and also to encourage others to
write articles. As is usual with Internet traffic, it is rather
informal and not suitable for direct publication.

A combined issue for Volume 1 of Voting matters has been
prepared. Unfortunately, it is not economic to print it, but it is
available from me in the electronic format PDF which can be
printed easily on most modern computers.

Brian Wichmann.



Ordered List Selection
revisited

J Otten
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1.  Problems with methods advocated
in Voting Matters 9

I was struck by a comment by Hill1 that Rosenstiel's
alternative method to the use of constraints violated the
principle that later preferences should not be allowed to
count against earlier ones (I will refer to this as ‘the
principle’ in this paper). This was because the method
involved running repeated counts on the same vote profile,
and thus a later preference may have its effect in one count
when the fate of earlier preferences was still to be decided in
a later count.

I realised that the same criticism could be levelled at the
method I advocated for selecting an ordered list2 (in this
case of candidates for a party to offer at a European
Parliament election conducted using a list system). It could
also be levelled at the similar system proposed by
Rosenstiel3. In each case multiple counts were used, and the
result of one count could affect the result of another — by
the use of a constraint in my case, or by overriding it in the
other.

Example 1:

AC   2
AD 10
BC 10
C   8
DC   6

This gives the following results:

Vacancies Results

      1  C
      2 AC
      3 ABC

Both methods give the Result: CABD.

Suppose Rosenstiel's method was used, and those voting BC
changed their vote to BDC, example 1 gives

Vacancies Results

       1 C
       2 AC
       3 ABD

Now, C gets last place, and B and D are tied for third. The
tie is broken by looking at first preferences, so D is third.

Then there is a similar tie for second between A and B, so B
is second. Result ABDC. Voters have improved the position
of B by changing later preferences. 

My method would still give the order CABD with example
2, but would violate the principle given a similar example.

Wichmann4 suggests using the Meek keep factor for
determining the ordering, and this case is not so
immediately obvious, since only one count is held. The
Meek algorithm does not allow later preferences to
influence whether earlier preferences may be elected.
However later preferences may affect the size of the keep
factor for elected candidates, and so if this is used to order
the candidates, the principle is violated. Electing 3, this
gives ABCD in example 1 and ABDC in example 2.

2. Using the Orange Book method
The Orange Book simply suggests that if an order is
required, the order in which candidates are elected during
the count should be used. This seems, on face value, to be
inadequate for selecting a long list of candidates, since the
contest for the significant top places would be rather similar
to a First Past the Post election, with a few candidates above
the quota being given positions dependent only on the
numbers of first preferences received. Newland himself,
author of the early editions of the Orange Book, indicates in
his Comparative Electoral Systems why he thinks this
method is wrong, advocating a top-down method.

The method appears to rest on the assumption that it is the
determination of the whole membership of the list that is the
primary purpose of the election. That is not the case. The
purpose is that however many seats the party wins, the
people thus elected are those who were selected by an STV
ballot with the appropriate number of vacancies. Thus in the
Green Party, where no more than 1 seat was won in any
region, the top of the list should be the AV winner (as
indeed they were, since the Green Party used a top-down
method.) The Liberal Democrats won 2 seats in some
regions, so there the appropriate selection would be that of
the top two candidates by an STV election with 2 vacancies. 

The problem is that the number of seats that a party will win
is unknown at the time of selection. However, it may be
reasonable to guess at that number. The order of election
(orange book method) would give the order of the
candidates elected in the selection ballot, and the reverse
order of exclusion could determine the order of later
candidates. If a party wins 1 more or fewer seats, the
distortion might not be that great.

This does not seem entirely satisfactory, but I cannot see
how better can be done without abandoning the principle.
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3. Abandoning the Principle
A great many articles in Voting matters have discussed the
principle. Some have suggested that it might be relaxed, for
example to allow Borda scores to be used to break ties5.
Personally I think the only strong argument against Condorcet
style election rules is that they violate the principle. Therefore
if the principle must be lost, we may as well look at later
preferences more freely and use an election rule more in
keeping with Condorcet principles, and do better than any of
the methods advocated in Voting matters 9. 

It seems to me that a great many voters would welcome a
substantial benefit to a second or third preference at the
expense of a small risk to a first preference. STV does seem to
rest on the assumption that the strength of a voter's support for
their first preference is such that other considerations are
overridden. While I don't think this assumption is true for very
many voters (except perhaps for die-hard party loyalists), it is
right for STV to make it. It is right because it makes the task
of voting much easier. The voter does not need to assess how
his or her use of later preferences might affect the fate of an
earlier one. The principle encourages voters to indicate their
true preferences.

Nonetheless, if the price of the principle is reducing a contest
to near equivalence to First Past the Post, I believe that price
is too high. I suggest the next question is how may we reap
the benefits of the information the principle denied us. In the
one vacancy election, systems which violate the principle may
benefit by being able to guarantee the election of the
Condorcet winner if there is one. I seek now to generalise this
benefit to the election of an ordered list.

4. Generalising Condorcet principles to 
    multiple vacancies
Hill 6 describes the complexity that can arise when trying to
generalise the concept of a Condorcet top-tier to a multiple
vacancy election. However, if we are considering a list
selection then we are not simply looking for a subset of all the
candidates, but adding them one at a time to a list. This
simplifies the problem somewhat. Also for the purposes of
simplicity I shall refer to Condorcet to mean any single-
winner rule satisfying the Condorcet Criterion. The manner in
which cycles should be resolved is not a significant concern
here; nor is whether Meek or ERS97 rules are used, although
computer counting will be necessary.

The method which follows builds an ordered list from the top
down. It, like Condorcet, does not use exclusions at all, but
considers at every stage, all possible pairs of candidates for
the next position to see if one beats all the others. Like STV,
votes are retained by elected candidates so they have less or
no influence on later positions.

The top position is elected by Condorcet (call this candidate
P).

For every pair, X and Y of other candidates, we must
determine which is preferred to the other for the second place.
We calculate the result of an STV election between P, X and Y
for 2 places (other candidates being withdrawn). This
calculation determines whether X is preferred to Y or vice
versa. We read off the support for X and Y after any surplus
for P has been redistributed and this completes one element in
the Condorcet result square. (Normally it is only of interest
which of X or Y is elected in this election. However the
magnitude of the difference in support will be relevant if a
cycle-breaking method needs to be employed.) The
calculation is repeated for all other pairs of candidates, not
including P (or at least for as many pairs as are necessary to
determine the winner). Call the candidate thus elected to
position 2 Q.

We need to repeat this exercise for position 3, 4, 5, etc, and
we now have more than one elected candidate. Each time we
perform an STV count including all the elected candidates,
PQR..., and a pair of unelected candidates X and Y, and no
others, giving one element of the Condorcet result square as
before. We then repeat this for every pair of unelected
candidates, and add our new Condorcet-style winner to the
list. 

Applied to Example 1, the result tables look like this:

(+ values imply row candidate beats column candidate)

Condorcet (6 AV counts between 2 candidates)

       A      B      C      D
A            +2    -12      +6
B     -2            -6      -6
C    +12     +6             +4
D     -6     +6     -4

Position 2: (3 STV counts with 3 candidates, C and two
others)

AvB: C has a surplus of 2, which is non-transferable - A 12, B
10

AvD: C has a surplus of 6, which is non-transferable - A 12, D
6

BvD: C has no surplus - B 10, D 16

       A     B      D
A           +2     +6
B     -2           -6
D     -6    +6

A is elected to position 2
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Position 3: (1 STV count with all candidates)

BvD:  A has a surplus of 3,  which goes 0.5 to C and 2.5 to
D - B 10, D 8.5

        B     D
B           +1.5
D     -1.5

B is elected to position 3

Result: CABD

Changing the 10 votes from BC to BDC as before (example
2) creates a cycle:

Position 1:

      A      B      C       D
A           +2     -12      -4
B     -2            -6      -6
C    +12    +6             -16
D     +4    +6     +16

D is the Condorcet Winner and is elected to position 1.

Position 2: 

AvB: - A 12, B 10

AvC: - A 12, C 8 (D is guarded, so A is not elected)

BvC: D has a surplus of 4 which goes to C (strictly 3.96
with ERS97) - B 10, C 14

      A      B      C
A           +2      +4
B     -2            -4
C     -4    +4

A is elected to position 2

Position 3: 

BvC: - B 10, C 8.5 (C and D are guarded, so B is not
elected)

      B       C
B           +1.5
C   -1.5

A is elected to position 3.

Result: DABC

D and C have swapped places, as is reasonable given the
change of votes from BC to BDC. 

Instead of using a usual cycle-breaking rule, an alternative
would be to combine the election for the position in
question with the following one, elect two, and then go back
to the first, where there are now only 2 candidates to choose
from, so there can be no cycle. (This would be a normal

STV election for the top two. Alternatively we could
consider every possible triple, but this may lead to further
cycles.)

This procedure is a synthesis of STV and Condorcet. At
each position a Condorcet-winner is added to the list, once
votes cast for already-elected candidates have been
discounted (reduced in value) in the manner of STV. It is
not vulnerable to the exclusion of potential winners with
few first preferences.

It could also form the basis for a synthesis of STV and
Condorcet for unordered elections, although this would be a
solution looking for a problem as regular STV is available
here. Seeking to elect n candidates we could apply the STV
rule to every subset of n+1 of the candidates and see which
n were able to beat off any individual challenger. As Hill6

says, the subset of n with this property may not exist, or
may not be unique. However the generalised Condorcet
method above could be adapted in such cases to arbitrate
between competing sets of candidates, or to provide a result
where there appears to be none.

5. Summary of examples
                             
                            Ex 1    Ex 2
Repeated count rules:
Rosenstiel
 /Bottom Up Overriding (R):

                             CABD   ABDC
Otten
 /Top Down Constrained (O):

                             CABD   CABD
Top Down Overriding (TDO):

                             CABD   CABD
Bottom Up Constrained (BUC):                 
                             CABD   ABDC 
One count rules:
Wichmann Meek (2 places) (WM2):

                             CABD   CABD
Wichmann Meek (3 places) (WM3):

                             ABCD   ABDC
Orange Book (1 place) (OB1): 
                             CABD   CABD
Orange Book (2 places) (OB2):

                             ACBD   ACBD
Orange Book (3 places) (OB3):

                             ABCD   ABDC
Generalised Condorcet rule:
Generalised Condorcet (GC):

                             CABD   DABC

I have not described the last two repeated count rules —
they are hybrids of the Rosenstiel and Otten rules, which
might be called Bottom Up Overriding and Top Down
Constrained respectively. It is worth noting that BUC, like
GC, does not use exclusions, (candidates already allocated
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to lower positions are withdrawn before the start of the next
count) but with different results.

What are the best results? CABD seems to be a clear favourite
for example 1. With example 2, the elementary conflict is that
if the electorate were to be represented by one person, the best
person (from an AV point of view) would be C, and if it were
to be three, the best people would be A, B and D. Rules which
take greater care over the top end of the list (O, TDO, WM2,
OB1) therefore place C highly and those which concentrate on
the bottom (WM3, R, BUC, OB3) place C low. Notably WM3
and OB3 place C low even in example 1. 

We have, it seems, not entirely escaped from the consideration
in point 2, of needing to know what position on the list is the
crucial one. If it is believed that a particular position on the
list, say 4th, is the key one, an STV count for 4 winners could
be followed by BUC to fill the top 3 and O to fill the positions
from 5 down (or R and TDO respectively).

As to be expected GC succeeds in finding the Condorcet
winner D in Example 2, who is not found by any of the other
methods. Obviously this is an example of my choosing, and I
have no doubt that other examples may show GC generating
inferior results.

6. Conclusions
I have described three broad approaches to ordered list
selection, all of which are unsatisfactory. The methods used
by the Green Party and Liberal Democrats violate the
principle, but fail to take advantage of the information this
releases. The Generalised Condorcet method uses this
information but also violates the principle. The orange book
method, used as described here, may lead to a severely
distorted result if the guess is wrong.

While the methods described in 1, appear for the moment to
be the most practical solution to the question of ordering, the
fact that counts for differing numbers of candidates frequently
produce inconsistent results undermines their credibility. 

A significant source of these inconsistencies is changes in
early exclusions or the order of exclusions and in which
parcel of papers elects a candidate, resulting from the higher
or lower quota. (Meek should be less vulnerable to two of
these effects.) While my generalised Condorcet method
conceals any comparable inconsistencies that might be
present, the fact that it eliminates exclusions altogether, means
that it should be robust against exclusion-related effects.

The disadvantages are greater complexity and probably a
more frequent violation of the principle that later preferences
should not count against earlier ones. It will also require
considerably more computer time than the alternatives, which
may be an issue with a very large election, particularly if
Meek is used. It would not be desirable to adopt a rule that

then had to be abandoned for very large elections.

I do not at this point advocate that a generalised Condorcet
method is adopted. However, I think the idea has its merits,
and I do believe the question of ordering demands further
consideration. While a single rule may not be appropriate for
all circumstances, it should be possible to narrow the field
somewhat from that in section 5.
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Tie-breaking in STV
I D  Hill

Earl Kitchener1 puts forward a scheme for using Borda scores
for tie-breaking within STV.  In general Borda scores are not a
sensible way of conducting elections, but for this one purpose
it will seem preferable to many people, to use something that
takes note of the wishes of the voters, rather than a resort to
randomness.  The question is whether any such scheme would
cause more trouble than it is worth.

We need to remember that ties rarely occur except in the case
of very small elections, but it is just those very small ones
where voters can see what is happening, and where the effect
of later preferences upsetting earlier ones may be most
troublesome.

In the real case quoted by Kitchener, there were 4 candidates
for 1 seat.  The 4 candidates were also the voters but not
everyone voted for themselves.  The votes were

ABC     1
BAD     1
ACDB  1
BCA     1
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giving an AB tie for first place whether judged by
Alternative Vote or by Condorcet.  Using Borda scores as
tie-breaker, A is elected, but this is solely because of a third
preference for A against a fourth preference for B.

Now Voter 2 has a right to be cross about that.  He put A as
second choice meaning, according to all the best
explanations of STV,  “If B is out of the running, then I wish
to support A”  but B was not out of the running at that point.

Suppose there were the same set-up the following year.
Voter 2 is likely to decide to plump because putting in a
second preference the previous year was to his
disadvantage.  But Voter 1 may realise this and decide that
he must plump too to counteract Voter 2's plumping — then
Voters 3 and 4 will need to think about their strategies.

Whether anyone decides to plump or not is not really the
issue.  What matters is that tactical considerations have been
allowed in, where STV (in its AV version in this case) is
supposed to be free of them.

It may seem a pity to decide it at random, but such looking
at the votes only decides it on the grounds that Voter 3
preferred D to B whereas Voter 4 preferred A to D.  Is that
really relevant when D is clearly out of it anyway?

My own conclusion is that to look at later votes in such
circumstances, by Borda scores or any other method, is not
a good thing to do, but I recognise that it is a matter of
judgement, not of a clear right and wrong.
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Mixing X-voting and
preference voting

I.D. Hill

Hugh Warren1 puts forward a plan to incorporate X-voting
into an STV election, so that those who prefer it are not
forced into STV against their will.  The aim is very sensible
but, as he says, the voters must “be assured that it is being
done in a fair way”.  As Hamlet said: “ay, there's the rub”.
Is it possible to find a way that actually is fair and, equally
necessary, will be accepted as fair by those concerned?

The Warren suggestion is to treat Xs as equal first
preferences, treating each X as worth 1/m where there are m
places to be filled.  Now suppose, as he does, that m = 10.  If
two voters each plump for a single candidate, one using an
X and the other using a 1 in marking the paper, would it be
regarded as fair for the second of those to be treated as
worth 10 times as much as the first?  Surely not.

In an editorial footnote, Brian Wichmann suggests an
alternative formulation, treating each X as worth 1/n where
n is the number of Xs marked on the paper.  That would
solve the above difficulty, but only at the expense of
introducing a new one.

Suppose two candidates get X-votes only, one getting 20 Xs
each of value 0.5, because those voters used two Xs each,
the other getting 40 Xs each of value 0.2, because those
voters used five Xs each.  The first then has a total vote
value of 10, the second a total vote value of 8.  So if one of
the two is elected it will be the one getting 20 Xs, not the
one getting 40 Xs.  Would X-voters regard that as fair?  I
am quite sure that they would not.  It is just this sort of
situation that I presume that the Warren formulation was
carefully designed to avoid.

Is there any way of doing it that everyone would think fair
in all cases?  I doubt it.

Reference
1. C H E Warren.  Incorporating X-voting into

Preference voting by STV.  Voting matters, Issue 11,
p2. 2000.

The computational
accuracy using the Meek

algorithm
B A Wichmann

Introduction
The Meek algorithm1 is specified without regard to the
accuracy of the computation (with the exception of the
convergence criterion, which is not relevant to this paper).
The formulation in Pascal uses the type real which is
traditionally floating point, but this could have varying
accuracy or even be replaced by a rational arithmetic
package of unbounded precision. A natural question to ask
is what computational accuracy is required to ensure that
the ‘correct’ candidates are elected, ie, the same candidates
as if infinite precision was used. We demonstrate by
examples, that there are cases in which very high precision
is required.

An example
If a candidate A has first preference votes which only just
exceed the quota, then those who have given A as their first
preference will have only a small fraction of their vote
passed on to their subsequent preference. Moreover, if most
of A's subsequent preferences are for B (say) and just one
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for C, then the fraction going to C can be made smaller still.

The above leads to the following example in which 3 seats are
to be filled:

333    AX
333    AY
333    AZ
333    BX
333    BY
333    BZ
667    X
667    Y
667    Z
    1    ABX
    1    ABY
    2    BAX

The total number of votes is 4003, which gives an initial
quota of 1000.75. Since A and B each have 1001 first
preference votes, there is a surplus to transfer after their
election of a quarter of a vote.  This implies that the weight
associated with A and B is roughly (1−1/4000).  This further
implies that the vote ABX makes a contribution to X of
roughly 1/16,000,000th of a vote.

After the election of A and B, one of X, Y or Z must be
eliminated. In the cases above, it is clear this should be Z,
since that candidate has no contribution from the last three
votes, but X and Y do. However, if the implementation of
Meek only recorded millionths of a vote, then the last three
candidates would be regarded as equal, in which case, a tie-
break would occur.

For this test, we are only concerned as to what happens at the
third stage. If a tie-break occurs, we know that the
implementation does not have the accuracy necessary to
compute the same result that would arise from infinite
accuracy.

The above example illustrates that the accuracy required to
give the same result as with infinite precision is unbounded
even with six candidates (since we can just use more votes to
increase the accuracy needed). However, the same technique
can be employed with more candidates to increase the
accuracy without increasing the number of votes. For
instance, with 69 candidates and less than 1,000 votes, one
can produce an example requiring 127 decimal places! The
full details of this are available from the author.

Conclusions
There are somewhat bizarre voting patterns in which the
accuracy required by the Meek algorithm is high, if the same
result is to be obtained as that which would result from
infinite precision.

One cannot expect the accuracy provided by an actual
implementation to be high enough to guarantee the same
result as that from infinite precision. (The highest available
accuracy that is easily provided on a modern computer is 17
decimal places.)

The examples used here involved only the first two stages of a
count. However, an important property of the Meek algorithm
is that there is no accumulation of rounding error from one
stage to the next, since the state is just the (discrete) record of
those elected and eliminated. The weights are not really
relevant since they only provide a starting point for the next
iterative step.

One could gauge the impact of computational accuracy if one
knew the rate at which ties arose which are not due to an
algebraic tie. If such a computational tie arose with my
database of around 370 elections, then it should be detected.
In work which involved comparing two implementations of
Meek(using all these 370 elections), it is likely that one
implementation would report a tie-break when the other
implementation did not. Such an occurrence did not arise.

Hence the overall conclusion is that the accuracy of the
existing implementation of 64-bits is sufficient in practice, but
not theoretically if the requirement is to produce the same
result as that given by infinite precision.
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A Comparison of Electoral
Systems using Decision

Analysis
H G Jones
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 Introduction
Decision Analysis is a method by which comparisons between
different courses of action may be evaluated in order to obtain
a desired end product. In the field of electoral reform the end
product is the best electoral system, and the means of
evaluating different systems is by comparing how well they
measure up to desirable features of such systems.

The idea of applying Decision Analysis to electoral systems
was first suggested by Tony Cooper, chairman of DERG,in
the late 1980s and initially the performance of a system
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against each feature was evaluated as excellent, good, fairly
good and poor. More recently the evaluation has been
carried out numerically with scores being given up to a
maximum of 10.

As well as this scoring procedure, it was realised that certain
features were of greater importance than others, and
weighting factors (WF) were therefore applied to each
feature. For example, proportionality is considered to be
very important and is thus given a WF of 3 , the relevant
feature score being multiplied by WF. On the other hand
ease of counting is not of great importance as the returning
officer and his or her staff will have been trained to deal
with the relevant system. In this case the weighting factor
(WF) is taken as 1.

Notation for systems
1. Single Member Constituencies

FPTP(SM): First-past-the-post.

AV(SM): Alternative Vote.

2. Multi-Member Constituencies

PL(MM): Party List based on the whole country (as in
Israel).

PLRC(MM): Party List based upon regions using a
closed list.

PLRO(MM): Party List based on regions with an open
list.

STV(MM): Single Transferable Vote.

3. Hybrid Systems

AMS(HY): Additional Member System as used in
Germany and in differing forms for the Scottish
Parliament and Welsh Assembly.

AV+(HY): AV(SM) with a top-up as proposed by Lord
Jenkins for Westminster.

AV+50(HY): Similar to AV+(HY) but having equal
numbers of local and regional members.

Notation for Features
PRO-R: How proportional is the result within a region?

(A region is visualised as, say, ten adjacent single-
member constituencies).

PRO-N: How proportional is the total election result?

CHO-P: Is there a choice within a party as well as
across party lines?

ONECM: Is there one class of elected members?

EASV: How easy is the system for the voter?

EASC: How easy is it to conduct the count?

EASBC: Does the system ease the task of determining
constituency boundaries?

EW&E: Does the system encourage women and
persons of ethnic minorities to stand for election?

LOC: How closely is the elected member linked to his
or her constituency?

PLOC: How easily can a voter contact an elected
member of their own political persuasion?

My Decision Table
1. Weighting factors

The weighting factors I have chosen for the features above
are:
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Feature

System PRO-R PRO-N CHO-P ONECM EASV EASC EASBC EW&E LOC PLOC Total Ranking

FPTP(SM) 3(9) 4(12) 0(0) 10(20) 10(20) 10(10) 2(2) 2(6) 10(30) 4(8) 55(117)

AV(SM) 4(12) 5(15) 0(0) 10(20) 9(18) 9(9) 2(2) 2(6) 10(30) 6(12) 57(124)

PL(MM)) 10(30) 10(30) 0(0) 10(20) 10(20) 7(7) 10(10) 5(15) 0(0) 0(0) 62(132)

PLRC(MM) 10(30) 10(30) 0(0) 10(20) 10(20) 8(8) 10(10) 5(15) 2(6) 3(6) 68(145)

PLRO(MM) 10(30) 10(30) 5(10) 10(20) 9(18) 7(7) 10(10) 7(21) 2(6) 4(8) 74(160) 3

STV(MM) 8(24) 9(27) 10(20) 10(20) 8(16) 7(7) 10(10) 10(30) 9(27) 10(20) 91(201) 1

AMS(HY) 9(27) 10(30) 0(0) 5(10) 9(18) 9(9) 7(7) 7(21) 8(24) 3(6) 67(152) 4

AV+(HY) 7(21) 8(24) 5(10) 5(10) 8(16) 7(7) 5(5) 5(15) 9(27) 7(14) 66(149) 5

AV+50(HY) 10(30) 10(30) 5(10) 5(10) 8(16) 7(7) 7(7) 7(21) 8(24) 7(14) 74(169) 2



WF=3 for PRO-R, PRO-N, EW&E, LOC.

WF=2 for ONECM, EASV, PLOC, CHO-P.

WF=1 for EASC, EASBC.

2. Decision Table

The figures in parentheses are obtained by multiplying the
score (out of 10) by the weighting factor WF, thus obtaining a
weighted score. The total (weighted) score is the sum of the
weighted scores for each feature of a system. The figures
presented in the table gives my own judgement of the features
for each system.

Conclusions
On this basis STV appears to be the best system. This,
however, is something I have believed for the last 20 years or
so. Maybe I have been subconsciously biased!

The scoring and weighting reflects my personal opinions and
feelings. Small differences in scoring and, particularly in
WFs, can easily change the above conclusions and I would be
grateful for other opinions.

STV with Elimination by
Electability Scores

Simon Gazeley

1. Introduction
It is widely thought among students of electoral reform that a
candidate in a single-seat election who can beat every other in
Condorcet pairwise comparisons is the most representative
possible of the expressed views of that electorate. This
proposition can be disputed, but for present purposes I shall
regard it as axiomatic. The Condorcet principle can be
extended to cover elections for n seats when n>1; one way of
achieving this is to conduct mini-elections by STV to select n
out of every possible set of n+1 candidates, and to elect the set
of n candidates that wins the largest number of these mini-
elections.

There are two problems with this extended form of
Condorcet. One is that, when two or more seats are being
contested, it is not practicable for any but the smallest
elections: 15 candidates contesting 5 seats would give rise to
5005 contests; 27 candidates standing for the 15 seats on the
Council of the Electoral Reform Society would give rise to
13,037,895 contests. Confronted with the result sheet of such
an election, the electorate would find it difficult to understand
how the winning candidates won and, perhaps more
importantly, how the losing candidates lost. The other

problem is that there could be more than one set of n
candidates (whether n>1 or n=1) which gain the equal greatest
number of victories. We would have to provide some kind of
tie-breaker.

I believe that we can achieve the effect of Condorcet for one
or more seats without these practical difficulties. Indeed,
David Hill1 has suggested one such scheme which selects sets
of n candidates and tests each set against the other candidates
one at a time. He admits that his scheme can elect a candidate
other than the Condorcet winner in an election for one seat: I
believe that the system propounded here will always elect the
Condorcet winner, if there is one.

2. A Brief Digression on Proportionality
Woodall2 has proved that no system can be devised which has
all the following properties:

1. Increased support, for a candidate who would
otherwise have been elected, should not prevent their
election.

2. a. Later preferences should not count against earlier
preferences.

  b. Later preferences should not count towards earlier
preferences.

3. If no second preferences are expressed, and there is a
candidate who has more first-preference votes that any
other candidate, then that candidate should be elected.

4. If the number of ballots marked X first, Y second, plus
the number marked Y first, X second, is more than half
the number of ballots, then at least one of X and Y
should be elected.

Given that preferential voting is desirable, few would consider
any system which lacks either of properties 3 or 4 to be
acceptable. Woodall later3 extended 4, dubbing it the “Droop
Proportionality Criterion” (DPC), which he stated thus: 

If, for some whole numbers K and L satisfying 0<K≤L, more
than K Droop quotas of voters put the same L candidates (not
necessarily in the same order) as the top L candidates in their
preference listings, then at least K of those L candidates
should be elected.

A voter who puts those L candidates (in any order) as the top
candidates in order of preference is said to be “strongly
committed” to that set of L candidates. We will refer to a set
of candidates to whom one set of voters is strongly committed
as a “DPC set”. 

Under any of the rules in current use, the elimination of
candidates in an STV election makes votes available to other
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candidates in the DPC sets to which they belong. No
candidate who has a quota at the relevant stage is
eliminated, and, with insignificant exceptions, eliminations
are made one at a time. This ensures that the result of an
STV count is consistent with the Droop Proportionality
Criterion. STV with Elimination by Electability Scores
(STV(EES)) shares this characteristic.

3. The aim of STV(EES)
Conventional STV (whether by Meek's method4 or one of
the manual methods) is directed towards identifying with as
little ado as possible the candidates who should get the
seats: election takes precedence over elimination. The
problem with this approach is that only as many of each
voter's preferences are examined as are necessary to award
the quota to sufficient candidates within the rules. For
example, the second and subsequent preferences of the
voters whose first preference was cast for the eventual
runner-up are not even examined.

On the other hand, the aim of STV(EES) is to identify those
candidates who certainly should not be elected. It does so by
taking account of all the preferences of every voter; in some
circumstances, this feature will cause the system to fail on
Woodall's second property. To identify candidates for
elimination, it calculates “electability scores” (see below)
for the candidates: as new electability scores are calculated
at successive stages, these form the basis for the elimination
of candidates one by one until only sufficient are left to fill
the available seats. These remaining candidates are elected.

STV(EES) differs in another way from conventional STV.
As we are identifying candidates for elimination, not
election, we do not have to use the Droop quota, and in fact
its use can lead to perverse results. Instead, we calculate the
“threshold”, which any of the other candidates must be able
to attain in order to survive.

4. How STV(EES) works
STV(EES) is based on Meek's method, the most significant
feature of which in this context is that votes are transferred
in strict order of the voter's preference, regardless of
whether the receiving candidates already have a quota of
votes or not. In STV(EES), all candidates start as
“contending” candidates. We then calculate the “electability
score” (see below) of each contending candidate in turn, and
candidates are withdrawn on the basis of those electability
scores. 

A stage of STV(EES) culminates in the withdrawal, either
temporary or permanent, of a candidate. It consists of two
substages: the first establishes the threshold of votes which a
candidate must be capable of achieving in order to survive;
the second is to test whether the candidates who start with
less than the threshold can in fact achieve it. At the end of
the second sub-stage, one of these candidates is withdrawn

from contention. This withdrawal takes one of two forms:
the candidate is either “eliminated”, which means that (s)he
takes no further part in the count, and is treated from that
point on as though (s)he had withdrawn before it started; or
is “temporarily excluded”, which means that (s)he is
withdrawn for the time being, but comes back in after the
next elimination.

Before explaining how to calculate electability scores, we
must define the “retention factor”, which Meek calls the
“proportion retained”. In a Meek count, a point will be
reached when a candidate has more than the quota. Clearly,
that candidate should get less of the incoming votes in the
next iteration of the count than were credited this time; and
in successive iterations, the proportion of each incoming
vote that stays with that candidate will diminish. The
tendency will be for each new total of votes credited to that
candidate to be closer to the quota than the last. To achieve
this, an incoming whole vote or fraction of a vote is
multiplied by an amount m where 0<m<1; the result of this
multiplication is the fraction of that vote which is credited
to that candidate. This amount m is known as the retention
factor. Retention factors start with a value of 1.0, and those
for the candidates with more than the quota are re-
calculated at every iteration; thus retention factors will
diminish as the count progresses. The Droop quota is also
re-calculated at every iteration on the basis of the votes
credited to candidates, ignoring those which have become
non-transferable.

In an STV(EES) election, the first sub-stage of each stage is
the calculation of the threshold. It does this by calculating
the mean of the votes of the n candidates who have the most
votes. Surpluses over the mean are transferred, then a new
mean is calculated. This process of distributing the votes,
calculating the mean, and transferring surpluses is repeated
until the first n candidates have the same number of votes.
The top n candidates are then known collectively as the
“probables”, and their common total of votes is the
threshold (T). The value of T remains fixed throughout the
second substage, which is the calculation of the contending
candidates' electability scores. Let C be the contending
candidate whose electability score we are calculating (the
“candidate under test”), and let all the contending
candidates other than C have a common retention factor of
c. C's own retention factor remains at 1.0. In successive
iterations, c and the retention factors of the probables are
recalculated until the votes credited to all the probables are
equal to the threshold and C either has the threshold or has
less than the threshold while no other contending candidate
has any votes at all. At this point, c is declared to be C's
electability score. The electability scores of the remaining
contending candidates are calculated in like fashion. The
smaller C's electability score, the greater the number of
votes that have had to be transferred from contending
candidates other than C in order to ensure that C and the
probables get their thresholds. 
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If the votes credited to the candidate under test and the
contending candidates have a collective total of less than T,
this indicates that the probables had a Droop quota of votes
each when that candidate's electability score was being
calculated. In that case, that contending candidate is
eliminated, and all the non-eliminated candidates are re-
classified as contending. On the other hand, if all the
contending candidates' electability scores are at least 0.0, the
one with the highest electability score is temporarily
excluded, and only the existing probables are re-classified as
contending. The new set of contending candidates proceeds to
the next stage.

Stage succeeds stage until there are only n candidates who
have not been eliminated, and those final candidates are
elected. Note that at any stage when there are only n+1
“active” candidates (ie, candidates who have not been
eliminated or temporarily excluded), one of them is certain to
be eliminated. We therefore know that candidates will be
eliminated until only n active candidates survive; thus an
STV(EES) election must come to an end.

STV(EES) aims to identify a set of n candidates which can
score at least as many victories in Condorcet mini-elections as
every other. This means, for every eliminated candidate X,
that there must be no set of n candidates including X which
can score more victories in Condorcet mini-elections than
every set of n not including X. We know at any given stage
that every probable is better supported at that stage than X,
and that every temporarily excluded candidate was better
supported than X at the time of their temporary exclusion.
Any DPC set to which X belongs has more members than can
be elected by the number of voters that support it, and every
other member of that DPC set is better supported than X. We
can therefore be confident, though not certain, that there is no
set of n candidates including X that can score more victories
in Condorcet mini-elections than every set of n not including
X. We can, however, state with certainty that in a count for
one seat, the Condorcet winner (if there is one) will win. This
is because, by definition, the Condorcet winner will win a
contest with any one other candidate: and since no candidate
is eliminated unless n other candidates have a Droop quota of
votes each, the Condorcet winner cannot be eliminated.

5. An Illustration
Six candidates are contesting two seats, and votes are:

ABCDEF 3670
CBAEFD 3436
DEFABC 1936
EFDBCA 1039
FDECAB 1919
      =====
      12000

After sub-stage 1.1, A and C are probables, and the threshold
(the number of votes held by both A and C when transfers are
complete) is 3436. At sub-stage 1.2, electability scores are:

B 0.1319
D 0.4125
E 0.2860
F 0.3478

This means that if D, E, and F had a common retention factor
of 0.1319, A, B, and C would have 3436 votes each when
surpluses have been transferred; if B, E, and F had a common
retention factor of 0.4125, A, C, and D would have 3436 votes
each when surpluses have been transferred, and so on. As D
has the largest electability score at this stage, we act on the
presumption that D has a better chance of being elected than
B, E, or F, and so we ensure by temporary exclusion that D
does not run the risk of being eliminated at substage 1.2. Note
that this presumption is like the presumption of innocence in a
criminal trial: the process tests it and may very well overturn
it.

At substage 2.1, effective votes are:

ABCEF 3670
CBAEF 3436
EFABC 1936
EFBCA 1039
FECAB 1919
     =====
     12000

Again, A and C are probables and the threshold is 3436. At
0.7608, E's electability score is higher than B's or F's, so E is
temporarily excluded at substage 2.2. Effective votes are now:

ABCF 3670
CBAF 3436
FABC 1936
FBCA 1039
FCAB 1919
    =====
    12000

At substage 3.1, A and F are probables, and the threshold is
4016.9493, more than the current Droop quota. As neither B
nor C can get that many votes if the other is temporarily
withdrawn, we can eliminate both. D and E are now
reclassified as contending, making effective votes: 

ADEF 3670
AEFD 3436
DEFA 1936
EFDA 1039
FDEA 1919
    =====
    12000
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At substage 4.1, A and D are probables, and the threshold is
3696.7554. At substage 4.2, E's electability score is 0.4741
and F's is 0.3385, so E is temporarily excluded. Active votes
are now:

ADF 3670
AFD 3436
DFA 1936
FDA 1039
FDA 1919
   =====
   12000

At substage 5.1, A and F are probables, and the threshold is
4309.9757, more than the current Droop quota. D cannot get
that many votes and therefore is eliminated. E now comes
back in, and active votes are:

AEF 3670
AEF 3436
EFA 1936
EFA 1039
FEA 1919
   =====
   12000

At substage 6.1, the threshold is 5040.5, more than the
current Droop quota, and A and E are probables. There is no
prospect that F can attain the threshold, so we eliminate F. A
and E are the only active candidates left, so they are elected.

6. Discussion
The example above is unusual in that there are two discrete
DPC sets, ABC and DEF, supported respectively by 7106
and 4894 voters. The result is consistent with the Droop
Proportionality Criterion in that each set contributes one
winning candidate. In fact, an exhaustive Condorcet count
produces a three-way tie for first place between AD, AE,
and AF. This results from a paradox whereby AD wins the
ADE contest, AE wins the AEF contest, and AF wins the
ADF contest. Any of these outcomes is as valid as either of
the others. It is noteworthy that STV(EES) does not “hang
up” on a Condorcet paradox.

If there are too few DPC sets with sufficient support to
“soak up” all n seats being contested, can the system still
produce a reasonable outcome? Let there be 4 candidates
contesting 2 seats with votes:

ABCD 41
BCDA 30
CDAB 25
DABC 24
    ===
    120

The results of an exhaustive Condorcet count are:

Contest Winners

ABC AB
ABD AD
ACD AC
BCD BC

We have a paradox in that AB wins the ABC contest, but
AD wins the ABD contest and AC wins the ACD contest;
there is also a four-way tie. As A starts with a quota of first
preferences, A must be one of the winning candidates, but
which of the other three should take the second seat?

Under STV(EES), A and B are probables, and the initial
threshold is 35.5. At stage 1, the electability scores of C and
D are respectively 0.5625 and 0.54, so C is temporarily
excluded. At stage 2, A and D win the ABD contest, and B
is eliminated. At stage 3, A, C, and D remain in the contest,
so A and C are elected.

How can the elimination of B and D be justified? Part of the
answer is that D was in only one winning set in the
exhaustive Condorcet count, whereas the other candidates
were in at least two. But is there any objective reason why
B rather than C should be eliminated? Here we must
confess that the system may be said to be perverse: 95
voters prefer B to C, but only 25 prefer C to B. In defence
of this outcome, we can say that set AC is one of the joint
Condorcet winners, so it meets the aim of STV(EES); and
that when a tie is the result of a paradox, it will be arbitrary
to some extent. But I would still have preferred AB to be
the winning set in this case.

I submit that STV(EES) will in most cases (perhaps all)
give a result that is compatible with an exhaustive
Condorcet count: and that even if it does not, the result will
still be defensible.
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Annex - An Algorithm for STV(EES)
All candidates start as contending candidates with a retention
factor(RF) of 1.0. They should be in random order.

The suggested procedure is as follows:

Substage 1

1. Set every active candidate's retention factor to 1.0.

2. Repeat the following procedure until n candidates have
T votes each.

  a. Distribute the votes in accordance with “Distributing
the Votes” below.

  b. Calculate T, the mean of the votes of the n candidates
with most votes.

 c. For every candidate who has more than T votes,
calculate a new retention factor by multiplying their
present RF by T and dividing the result by the number
of votes credited to that candidate.

3. If n candidates have T votes each, classify those n
candidates as probables. If more than n candidates have
T votes each, classify the first n in ranking order as
probables.

Substage 2

1. Select each contending candidate in turn to be the
“candidate under test” and calculate their electability
scores as follows:

a. If T>V/(n+1), where V is the total of votes credited to
all the candidates, mark the candidate under test for
elimination. Otherwise, set the retention factor of the
contending candidates, the candidate under test, and the
probables, to 1.0, then repeat the following procedure
until the probables and the candidate under test have T
votes each, or until T>V/(n+1):

i. Distribute the votes in accordance with “Distributing
the Votes” below.

ii. Recalculate the retention factor (RF) of any probable
who has more than T votes by multiplying it by T and
dividing the result by the number of votes credited to
that  candidate.        Recalculate  the  common  RF  of

the contending candidates by multiplying it by
(V−(n+1)T)/C, where C is the total of votes credited to
the contending candidates other than the candidate
under test.

b. If T=V/(n+1) and there are only n+1 active candidates.
or if T>V/(n+1) mark the candidate under test for
elimination. Otherwise, set the electability score of the
candidate under test to the common RF of the other
contending candidates.

2. Award the probables a notional electability score of
1.0, then rank the active candidates in their present
order within descending order of electability score.

3. If any contending candidate is marked for elimination,
eliminate all the marked candidates, reclassify all the
non-eliminated candidates as contending, and rank
them in random order. Otherwise, temporarily exclude
the highest-ranked contending candidate, set that
candidate's RF to 0.0, and reclassify only the probables
as contending candidates. 

Distributing the Votes

Examine each vote in turn and:

1. Multiply the value of the vote by the retention factor of
the voter's first preference. Award that amount of the
vote to that candidate.

2. If any of the vote is unallocated, multiply it by the
retention factor of the candidate of the voter's next
preference. Award that amount of the vote to that
candidate. Repeat until none of the vote is left, or until
the voter's preferences are exhausted. 

3. If any of the vote is left when all the candidates have
had their shares, put it to non-transferable.

How to ruin STV
I D Hill

To ruin STV by turning it, in effect, into merely a party list
system, the following steps may be taken:

1. Make voting compulsory so that even the laziest have
to turn out;

2. Insist that votes, as given by voter-defined preferences,
are not valid unless every candidate (from a long list) is
given a preference number, without gaps or repetition;
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3. Allow the voter the alternative option of merely
ticking a party box, and take that to indicate an STV
vote as specified by the chosen party;

4. Use traditional STV counting rules, so that it can be
guaranteed that, if you choose your own order, either
your first choice will not be elected, or if elected but
not on the first count, then all your hard work entering
later preferences will be totally ignored;

5. Insist that, as the party box method is optional, this is
not taking anything away from the voters.

Since many voters are lazy, most can then be expected (save
in very exceptional circumstances) to use the party box
method, as to do anything else is a lot of work and almost
certainly for no benefit. Is it unimaginable that party
politicians would try to pervert STV in this way?
Unfortunately not; all these things now happen in Australia,
and nearly all the virtues of STV have consequently been
lost.

To see the dire effects of this, consider the election of 6
Senators for New South Wales at the 1998 Federal Election,
for which there were 69 candidates. In some Australian STV
elections not all the candidates have to be given preference
numbers, though they usually require a substantial number.
In this one all 69 had to be put in strict preference order. Just
imagine doing that when the alternative of merely ticking a
party box was available.

Probably many voters would not be aware of the effect
mentioned in item 4 above, so that may not have much
effect on what happens, but it would certainly add to the
frustration for anyone who did know about it.

The remarkable thing in the circumstances is not that
practically everyone used the party option but that 19012
voters, or 0.51%, did not.

The whole output table is much too vast for reproduction
here, but the sense of it can be derived by looking at just the
party that did best, with candidates A1, A2, A3 and A4 in
that order on the party ticket. The first four stages for those
candidates were:

Eventually A3 also was elected. It can be seen, just from
this small part of the information, how the party listing is
totally dominant, and crushes all individualism. In
particular, note how the party's preference for A3 over A4
overwhelms the fact that A4 got three times as many first
preferences as A3. In fact, after transfers, all the votes
ended up pointing at the three candidates highest on the list
of the above party that took three seats, the two candidates
highest on the list of another party that took two seats, the
candidate first on the list of a further party that took one
seat, and the candidate first on the list of the runner-up
party. For the candidates, it is clear that getting a high place
on the party list, rather than being liked by the voters, is
what matters, as with party list systems in general.

Is it wise to tell politicians that STV can be perverted like
this? Given that it has already happened in Australia, it can
hardly be hidden from them anyway. The important thing is
to bring the facts to the attention of STV supporters, so that
they know that it is something to be ready to fight against.
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Editorial Note
Unfortunately, there was a very misleading
typographical error in Issue11. This was on
the table marked Old rules on page 8. The
entry against candidate C should have the
word 'Elected' deleted. I am sorry if this
caused any confusion. A corrected version
is available electronically from me.

A1 1446231 −909698 536533
"

536533
"

536533
"

A2 2914 +908567 911481
#

911481
#

−374948 536533
"

A3 864 +196$ 1060 +11$ 1071 +374505 375576
%

A4 2551 +130$ 2681 +3$ 2684 +199 2883
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Editorial
As the political debate intensifies prior to a General Election,
the search for a better technical understanding continues here.

Hugh Warren responds to remarks made about his suggestion
for merging X voting with STV.

The issue of undertaking recounts with STV is very unclear.
Even with computer counts, ensuring that there are no errors
whatsoever in the data input is unrealistic. My own paper
provides details of a computer system designed to detect if an
STV election is close enough to justify a recount.

Joe Otten provides details of an algorithm for handling STV
elections with complex constraints. Even though such
constraints override the voters' intentions, it seems that several
elections are of this type and hence there is a demand for such
an implementation.

David Hill provides an analysis of STV when equality of
preference is permitted. It seems that there are problems in
this area, so the fact that conventional STV does not provide
equality is not necessarily a disadvantage.

Lastly, I provide a paper concerned with the transparency of
STV. The conclusion is to call for the partial disclosure of the
votes so that anybody can perform an effective check on the
counting process. Comments on this and all the other papers
are welcome!

CD-ROM Publication
With the support of the McDougall Trust, I am collecting
electoral material with the aim of publishing it in CD-ROM
format.  It is intended, for example, that the publication will
include all of Voting matters. (As a separate exercise, back
issues of the journal Representation may be made available
on CD ROM as well.) The main emphasis will be on the
collation of election data, especially that involving STV or
preferential voting.  If you have or know of material which
you think could be suitable, please contact me. A key
advatange of the CD ROM media is that well over 5,000
pages can be placed on one disc.

Brian Wichmann

The principal objects of the McDougall Trust (The
Arthur McDougall Fund) are to advance knowledge of
and research into representative democracy, its forms,
functions and development and associated institutions.
The Trust is governed by a High Court Scheme issued
in 1959 which states its charitable purposes as being ‘to
advance knowledge of and encourage the study of and
research in: political or economic science and functions
of government and the services provided to the
community by public and voluntary organisations: and
methods of election of and the selection of and
government of representative organisations whether
national, civic, commercial, industrial or social.’



Mixing X-Voting and
Preference Voting

C H E Warren

In my paper on incorporating X-voting into preference
voting by STV1, without saying so I had treated it as
axiomatic that a method of mixing X-voting and preference
voting should reduce to either X-voting or preference voting
by STV should all the voters be of one sort.

In a comment at the end of my paper, the Editor suggested
an alternative formulation which, sadly, would not reduce to
X-voting as it is always practised should all the voters be X-
voters. The Editor's formulation would not therefore satisfy
the axiom mentioned above.

The answer to the question at the end of David Hill's paper2

“Is there a way of doing it that everyone would think fair in
all cases?” is surely “No”.

There are the hardliners on both sides — those who think
that anything other than X-voting is not fair, and those who
think that anything other than preference voting by STV,
which I imagine includes David Hill, is not fair.

The most that one can hope for, then, is not a way of doing
it that everyone would think fair, but a way that a majority
of considered opinion would think fair.

The major response that I have had to my paper1 so far is
that “it is a good idea”.
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Recounts with STV
B A Wichmann

Introduction
With Westminster elections, if a result is sufficiently close, a
recount is undertaken to reduce the risk of an incorrect
result being declared. Of course, with First Past The Post, a
simple measure of the closeness of the result is possible, so
that the criteria for a recount can be easily given. (A
virtually identical problem has arisen with the US elections
in  Florida in which obsolete technology is employed!)

With STV, recounts are very rarely undertaken due to the
problems that this would give.  In Newland and Britton
rules1, both first and second edition, there was an
instruction, at the end of each stage  “Ascertain that
candidates and/or their agents are content” and a  recount of
the stage could be called for if not.  The difficulty with  this
is that it may not become evident that an early stage needs
checking until a later one has occurred, and the only sure
strategy for  candidates was always to ask for a recount
after every stage.  In the latest edition of the rules, those
words have, in any case, been  omitted.

However, when the count is conducted by computer, the
computer itself can be used to assess the need for a
‘recount’.  The article is not concerned with the actual
process of undertaking a recount (merely running the
counting program again would be pointless), but with
providing a tool to assess the risks of an incorrect result
being obtained due to a typing error when the papers are
entered manually.

This article describes a set of computer programs,
developed for Electoral Reform Ballot Services, which
assesses the need for a recount.

The concept
At first, I thought that the problem was too difficult to
undertake, since if a change is made to even one ballot
paper, it is hard (in general) to predict any change of result.
However, given a computer program that can undertake a
count in a matter of minutes (if not seconds) then an
alternative method is available which does not require any
analysis of the result of changes in specific papers.

The stages are as follows:

1. A simple model is produced of the manual data entry
process, together with the likely data entry errors.

2. From the data entry error analysis, a computer
program is produced which simulates such errors.

3. The above computer program is used to construct a
hundred (or more) copies of the original election data
with simulated errors.

4. The simulated elections are counted by program and
the results compared with the original results to see if
an incorrect result is likely.

This process can be made effective since the speed of
modern computers allows a hundred of more copies of an
election to be counted in a reasonable time. (It is surely
sufficient for an overnight batch computer run to produce
the result — although for smaller elections, a result should
be obtained in a few minutes. Examples so far have only
taken about an hour to run.)
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The system
The system consists of two programs: one which produces
copies of the original election with data errors added, and
another which analyses the results from all the elections.
Provision is made to handle the Meek rules2 or the ERS97
rules1. In addition, a batch execution run is produced to call
the relevant election counting program on all the simulated
elections.

The data entry model is essentially one of key depressions
using ballot papers in which the voter adds preference
numbers. Since typing errors have known patterns, a
reasonable guess can be made of the potential errors in terms
of those errors. However, it is difficult to accurately calibrate
the rate of errors. Such errors are naturally rare, say 1 in 5,000
characters, but at this rate one would need to double-check
many thousands of characters to obtain a good estimate of the
error rate. In addition, the computer entry programs used for
ballot entry already include some checks and hence the error
simulation program ensures that these checks will be passed.
Also, the staff of ERBS are naturally familiar with the
requirements and appear to take special care with the first
preference (not actually allowed for in the current program).
There is some evidence that the staff at ERBS may realise at
the end of the ballot paper that they are ‘out-of-step’ and
hence go back to correct an error. In view of the above, there
is clearly some doubt as to the accuracy of the model of data
errors, but the statistical nature of the problem makes some
doubt inevitable.

After some experimentation, the data error rate was set at one
key depression per 6,000 characters. However, if the error
would then be detected by the STV program, such as arising
from a repeated preference, the corresponding change is not
made.

Results
This can be illustrated by an example taken from a real
election (which has been made anonymous).

Data error analysis program, version 1.01
Basic data of original election:
 Title: R048: STV Selection Example 1   
 To elect 10 from 29 candidates.
 Number of valid votes: 944
 Count according to Meek rules

Data used to simulate input errors to count:
 Key errors taken as 1 in 6000 key depressions.
 Duplication and removal of papers taken
                     as 1 in 6000 papers.
 Number of simulated elections produced: 100
 Seeds were initially:  16215,  15062 and   7213
          and finally:  17693,  15003 and  25920

Some statistics from the generated election data:
 Average number of commas added for each election: 1
 Average number of commas deleted for each
                                         election: 1
 Average number of interchanges for each election: 2
 Average number of papers deleted for each
                                         election: 0
 Average number of papers duplicated for 
                             each election: 0
 Average number of papers changed for each
                                  election: 4
 Average number of papers changed at
                            preference: 1 is 1

Candidates elected in the original election and all
simulated ones:
 Jane BENNETT  
 Robert BROWNING     
 Joan CRAWFORD 
 Francis DRAKE 
 Mary-Ann EVANS
 Kate GREENAWAY
 John MASEFIELD
 Alfred TENNYSON     
 Sybil THORNDIKE     

Candidates not elected in the original election or
any of the simulated ones:
 James BOSWELL 
 Emily BRONTE  
 George BYRON  
 Eric COATES   
 Ella FITZGERALD     
 Stella GIBBONS
 Graham GREENE 
 Sherlock HOLMES     
 Samuel JOHNSON
 John KEATS    
 Alice LIDDELL 
 Harold PINTER 
 Walter RALEIGH
 Margaret RUTHERFORD 
 Will SHAKESPEARE    
 Percy SHELLEY 
 John WESLEY   
 Virginia WOOLF

The program records the known details of the election which
includes the type of count used: Meek in this case. Then the
statistics are recorded on the simulated elections. Firstly, there
is the key depression error rate used, then the seeds used for
the pseudo-random generator so that the process can be re-run
if required. Then a summary is produced of the changes made
to the papers. Note that one of the changes is that of repeating
and duplicating a paper (both changes are needed to reflect
the checks made on the total number of papers). The commas
indicate moving onto the next preference. Note that of nearly
1,000 papers, typically one change is made to the first
preference position.

Of course, the changes that will be of most interest are those
relating to the election of the candidates. The first two lists are
the candidates which are always elected or always excluded
— there should be no doubt about the status of these.
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The last table indicates the position with those candidates
whose status varied in the 101 elections performed (1
original and 100 simulated).

The number of such candidates is two. In the case of Clara
Bow, she was elected in the original election and also in
98% of the simulated ones, ie in two cases she was not
elected. The case with Benjamin Franklin is exactly the
opposite.  However, merely knowing that percentage is not
what is required. We need an estimate of the probability of
an incorrect result, which is the likely value of the
percentage in the long run, that is if infinitely many
simulated elections were used. This long-term value is
estimated to lie between 93% and 100% (to a 95%
probability).

In this particular case the result is not seriously in doubt.
However if the percentage range included the 50% figure,
then it is proposed that this would be sufficient to require a
recount.

Conclusions
The method proposed here appears to be an effective means
of determining if a recount should be undertaken for an STV
election. However, the technique does depend upon a
statistical model of the nature of the data preparation errors
which is always going to be hard to produce.

The method can be applied to assess the impact of data
errors arising from mechanically produced data, assuming
the data error rate is high enough to warrant its use.

I am grateful to David Hill who provided some Pascal code
which gives the 95% probability ranges — a vital part of the
system.
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STV with multiple
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J Otten
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The problem
David Hill writes in Voting matters1 that the handling of
constraints should be undertaken by marking as doomed
candidates who cannot be elected if a conformant result is
to be obtained, and marking as guarded those candidates
who must be elected for a conformant result. A doomed
candidate is eliminated immediately so that the next
preference can be taken into account, while guarded
candidates await attaining a quota (if that is possible).
However, where multiple constraints are to be applied, then
Hill states we should list all the possible ways that the
constraints might be met, so that we can tell when it is
necessary to guard or doom continuing candidates. If you
are unfamiliar with these details, I recommend reading
Hill's article first.

In this paper we consider the situation with two independent
sets of constraints, such as nationality and gender. A group
of candidates are those sharing the same constraining
characteristics. While I agree that Hill's method works, and
that simpler methods do not, there is a problem when the
numbers of candidates and groups of candidates become
large. For instance, suppose there are 20 candidates to be
elected from 30 groups, with 2 candidates in each group,
there would be astronomic number of cases (≈330), of which
maybe only half can be ruled out by the constraints. Such a
list of possibilities would take far too long to calculate on a
fast computer with efficient code, and occupy an excessive
amount of storage. This is clearly not feasible. It might
appear that such complexity of constraints should not arise
in practice — unfortunately it has arisen which has
prompted the approach given here.

A worked Example
We re-work Hill's example which is that of 14 to be elected,
where must be 7 English, 6 Scottish and 1 Welsh, and
additionally 7 Men and 7 Women. We refer to each of these
by the initial letter with the nationality first. In this example,
there are 8 possibilities listed:

4
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Number of other candidates: 2
 Original Result  Simulated Result(95% conf. limits) Name
     Elected          Elected  98% ( 93% to 100%)     Clara BOW     
  Not  Elected    Not Elected  98% ( 93% to 100%)     Benjamin FRANKLIN   

End of report



   EM  EW  SM  SW  WM  WW
    0   7   6   0   1   0
    1   6   5   1   1   0
    1   6   6   0   0   1
    2   5   4   2   1   0
    2   5   5   1   0   1
    3   4   3   3   1   0
    3   4   4   2   0   1
    4   3   3   3   0   1

Each time an election or exclusion causes one or more of
these results to become impossible, we cross it out. We can
then see when it is necessary to guard or doom candidates.

This problem requires a solution that does not involve listing
every combination since the size of the list rises exponentially
with the number of groups. I believe this is possible if we
deduce and keep track of every constraint as it applies to
every group. In Hill's example this is possible. At the crucial
point he argues that “...only 2 Scottish women remain, we
have to elect 6 Scottish altogether and have elected none as
yet. Therefore we must elect at least 4 Scottish men. But we
are restricted to 7 men in total and we have already elected 3.
It follows that we must elect exactly 4 Scottish men, and that
means that the remaining 2 Scottish women must be guarded,
and that the 2 English men must be excluded as soon as
possible,...”

This argument is sound, and does not itself rely on an
exhaustive listing of all the possible combinations. I propose a
procedure which implements this sort of logic in a way that
can be automated and performed at the start of the count and
after every election and exclusion.

The way I propose to represent this is as in the following grid.

A row (of 4 lines) corresponds to each gender constraint and a
column to each nationality constraint. A cell, with 4 entries,
Elected, Min, Max, Cands, corresponds to a candidate group
or to a row or column total or to the grand total. The grid has
been initialized with the numbers of candidates in each group,
and the various totals required by the constraints (as from

Hill's example). Of course, we have none elected in this initial
table, the constraints are as given before, and the new
information is that concerning the candidates.

The basic method is to repeatedly apply five rules to a table
until a stable condition is produced which essentially provides
a bounding box which must enclose any conformant solution.
We need to apply these rules initially (to confirm that a
solution is possible) and at each election and elimination.
Each rule is triggered by a condition which should be satisfied
by a conformant solution.

1.  In each group we require: Elected ≤ Min ≤ Max ≤
Cands.  Rule — increase Min or decrease Max. If as a
result of applying the rules Min > Max then no
conformant result is possible (there is no bounding box)
and we do not regard this as a settled state.

2.  In each group, the Min must be possible — i.e. it must
be possible for this few to be elected, even if the current
minimum is elected from the row/column, and the
maxima elected from each other group in that row/
column. Rule — increase Min. 

3.  Like 2, for maxima — in each group, it must be
possible for this many to be elected, even if the current
maximum is elected from the row/column, and the
minimum elected from each other group in the row/
column.  Rule — decrease Max.

4.  The row/column minimum must be at least the sum of
the minima of the items in the row/column.  Rule —
increase Min. 

5.  The row/column maximum must be no more than the
sum of the maxima of the items in the row/column.
Rule — decrease Max.

Hence if any of the conditions required is violated, we apply
the associated rule until a settled state is reached.

Once the grid is in a settled state, and if in any cell Elected =
Max then continuing candidates in that cell are doomed. If in
any cell Min = Cands then all continuing candidates in that
cell are guarded.

I hope it is clear that each of these rules is a logical necessity,
as is its Rule when it applies. What is not so clear is that
following these rules is sufficient to ensure that candidates are
always doomed or guarded as necessary.

To see what is going on, let us apply the above now before we
start counting the votes, as we need to in order to ensure that
there is a conformant result and to identify any candidates
which may be initially guarded or doomed.

5
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English Scottish Welsh Total

Men Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 0 0 0 7

Max 7 6 1 7

Cands 4 11 2 17

Women Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 0 0 0 7

Max 7 6 1 7

Cands 7 3 1 11

Total Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 7 6 1 14

Max 7 6 1 14

Cands 11 14 3 28



a)  By 1, Max English Men must be reduced from 7 to 4
because there are not enough candidates. Similarly,
Max Scottish Women must be reduced from 6 to 3. 

b)  By 2, Min Scottish Men = 2. There are at most 5
non-Scottish men, and we need 7 men altogether. 

c)  Similarly by 2, Min English Women = 3. Since Min
English + Max English Men = 7. 

d)  By 2, Min Scottish Men = 3. Since Min Scottish
Men + Max Scottish Women = 6.

This is a settled state, so we conclude that a conformant
result is possible, and we can start counting the votes. The
first event is the election of a Welsh man, which we mark as
a 1 in the space referring to the number of Welsh men
elected. This requires the following alterations:

a)  By 1, Min Welsh Men = 1.

b)  By 3, Max Welsh Women = 0. 

c)  By 2, Min English Women = 4. 

d)  By 3, Max English Men = 3. 

This is a settled state. We now have 2 cells where Elected =
Max, so the continuing candidates in those cells, a Welsh
Man and the Welsh Woman are doomed. The doomed

candidates are removed from the grid by reducing the
Cands entry.

The next events are — the election of 2 English Men and 2
English Women, and the exclusion of a Scottish Woman.
We would in practice update the grid after each of these 5
events, but for the purpose of this example, we will do it in
one go.

a)  By 1, Min English Men = 2, due to the election. 

b)  By 1, Max Scottish Women = 2. 

This completes the actions directly as a result of the
elections, but now we must continue to give a settled state

c)  By 2, Max Scottish Men = 4. 

d)  By 2, Min English Women = 5. 

e)  By 3, Max English Men = 2. 

f)  By 2, Min Scottish Men = 4. 

g)  By 2, Min Scottish Women = 2. 

h)  By 3, Max English Women = 5. 

At this point, the grid is in a settled state, and we know
precisely how many are in each group, so the constraints
problem has been solved. Elected = Max for English Men,
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English Scottish Welsh Total

Men Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 0 3 0 7

Max 4 6 1 7

Cands 4 11 2 17

Women Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 3 0 0 7

Max 7 3 1 7

Cands 7 3 1 11

Total Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 7 6 1 14

Max 7 6 1 14

Cands 11 14 3 28

English Scottish Welsh Total

Men Elected 0 0 1 0

Min 0 3 1 7

Max 3 6 1 7

Cands 4 11 2 17

Women Elected 0 0 0 0

Min 4 0 0 7

Max 7 3 0 7

Cands 7 3 1 11

Total Elected 0 0 1 1

Min 7 6 1 14

Max 7 6 1 14

Cands 11 14 3 28

English Scottish Welsh Total

Men Elected 2 0 1 3

Min 2 3 1 7

Max 3 6 1 7

Cands 4 11 1 17

Women Elected 2 0 0 2

Min 4 0 0 7

Max 7 2 0 7

Cands 7 2 0 9

Total Elected 4 0 1 5

Min 7 6 1 14

Max 7 6 1 14

Cands 11 13 1 25

English Scottish Welsh Total

Men Elected 2 0 1 3

Min 2 4 1 7

Max 2 4 1 7

Cands 2 11 1 16

Women Elected 2 0 0 2

Min 5 2 0 7

Max 5 2 0 7

Cands 7 2 0 9

Total Elected 4 0 1 5

Min 7 6 1 14

Max 7 6 1 14

Cands 11 13 1 25



so the 2 continuing English Men must be doomed, and Min =
Cands for the Scottish Women, so these must both be
guarded. The count will continue to determine which of the
English Women and which of the Scottish Men are elected.

All I have demonstrated here is that this method achieves the
same result in this case as Hill's method. However, I hope that
it is clear how it works and why it should therefore work for
all 2-dimensional constraints problems.

Rules 4 and 5 were not needed as none of the Row total or
Column total Min and Max could be altered. This was because
the constraints were of the rigid “must equal 7” variety rather
than the more flexible “must be between 5 and 9” variety.

Constraints and the STV rules
Given the logic above for handling constraints, then this must
be integrated into an STV system which would use a specific
rule set in the unconstrained case. We consider this with three
sets of rules: The Church of England rules2 (a hand-counting
system which makes provision for constraints), the current
ERS rules3 (hand-counting with no provision for constraints)
and Meek4 (computer-counting with no provision for
constraints).

The logic above, using guarded and doomed, depends upon
electing and excluding candidates one at a time. None of the
three sets satisfy this, and in consequence, the integration of
these STV rules with the constraint logic is non-trivial. The
addition is naturally simplest with the Church rules, since they
have been written with that intent. However, the rules
themselves are without constraints and a separate section
gives a series of amendments to the rules which are to be
applied in the case of constraints. The wording of the special
section is reasonably straightforward since elections and
exclusions take place one at a time.

Consider the following situations:

i) Suppose A is excluded, and this causes C and D to be
doomed. The Church rules just exclude A at this stage, and
then exclude C and D at the next stage. It seems possible to
exclude all three together, but this surely makes no difference.

ii) Suppose A and B are to be excluded (with A having fewer
votes than B), and the exclusion of A causes B to be guarded,
and C and D to be doomed. This then is essentially the same
case as above.

iii) Suppose A and B are to be excluded (with A having fewer
votes than B), and the exclusion of A causes C and D to be
doomed, but does not affect the status of B. It is clear that C
and D should be excluded before B, since transfers from C
and D could spare B from exclusion.

This last case shows the importance of exclusions being

undertaken one at a time. This implies that the rules in ERS
for multiple exclusions should be changed to handle
constraints. Indeed, whatever method is used to handle
constraints, the serialization of elections and exclusions is
needed.

With Meek, the published algorithm only allows single
exclusions, but the version implemented by I D Hill allows for
a single exclusion and multiple elections at one stage. Both
the elections and the exclusion need to be serialized to apply
the constraints logic.

With all the rules, if two candidates achieve the quota at the
same stage, then the election of one could cause the other to
be doomed. Hence, if this is a tie, the tie-breaking logic would
need to be applied to produce a result, even though this was
not necessary without constraints.

Conclusions
The logic for handling constraints which was first specified by
David Hill can be implemented in a manner that does not
involve the use of large lists. This can be combined with the
conventional STV rules, provided changes are made to elect
and exclude candidates one by one.

Our illustration here was with an example having two
independent types of constraint and therefore requiring two-
dimensional tables. However, the same logic can be applied
with higher dimensions if required.

With larger problems, the size and number of dimensions, and
hence the computational requirements, will increase in
proportion, not suffering the combinatorial explosion that the
listing of all possible combinations does.

Software has been written to implement this procedure and
successfully tested on a 4×16×9×3 hypercube.
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Difficulties with equality
of preference

I D  Hill

One of the things that some people do not like about STV is
the fact that voters have to give a strict order of preference
of those candidates whom they mention, where they would
sometimes prefer to be allowed to express equality. Even
where they are clear about the ordering of their first few
preferences, and their last few, they may well wish to
separate out their middle candidates from their high ones
and their low ones without ordering those middle ones.

Instructions to voters
Difficulties arise in deciding how such equality is to be
specified.  Suppose candidate A is first preference, then B
and C equal, followed by D.  Some voters will wish to mark
those first four candidates as 1, 2, 2, 3.  Others will insist
that logic requires 1, 2, 2, 4, while still others may want to
use 1, 2½, 2½, 4. What is allowed has to be specified and
made not too difficult to follow.

One way out of such difficulties is to say that any numbers
the user may wish can be used, but only their order will be
taken into account. But if such freedom is to be allowed to
those who use equality, it must in fairness also be allowed to
those not using equality. This disables some useful tests that
can be made for correctness of data input to a computer file.
Furthermore suppose someone uses 0; is this to be regarded
as better than 1?  Then suppose that there are 17 candidates
in total and that one voter marks four candidates as 1, 2, 3, 4
while another marks four candidates as 1, 2, 3, 17. Did they
both really mean the same thing? I doubt it. 

Such difficulties are not fatal, but they need careful thought,
and they may complicate the instructions to voters. If they
lead to less secure input of data to the computer because of
the checks that can no longer be made, that also matters.

Counting the votes
There are other difficulties though in how to count such
votes. The basic idea is as set out by Brian Meek1, that a
vote for A(BC)D, where the brackets indicate equality of
preference for B and C, should be treated as half a vote
reading ABCD and half a vote reading ACBD, and similarly
with equalities of more than two candidates. This needs
careful handling to avoid a “combinatorial explosion” if
equality of large numbers of candidates is allowed.

However there is a difficulty of principle, rather than merely
of the mechanics of the operation, that arises if voters
choose to mention all candidates and to put two or more of
them in equal last place. Meek's paper mentioned this

possibility with approval, as allowing voters the option of
indicating all remaining candidates as equal, as an
alternative to not mentioning them at all. It is the one point
in Meek's STV papers where I have to disagree with him,
for allowing that option would mean having to explain to
voters how to choose which method to use and what their
different effects could be; not a task that I would wish on
anyone. Or alternatively, just not to mention it, leaving
voters uninformed about what they are doing.

The trouble is that there are two important principles in
counting votes that are here in conflict:

1. that a vote should be interpreted in accordance with
what is actually written on it, and in no other way;

2. that votes of identical meaning should be treated
identically.

Now, with five candidates, for example, if one voter marks
ABC as the first three preferences and stops there, while
another voter marks ABC(DE), the strict interpretation of
how to handle the two votes, once the fate of A, B and C
has been settled, is different, but their meaning, in terms of
preferences, is identical. If voters had been asked to express
degrees of preference in some way, perhaps those two
things might not be thought identical, but all that they have
been asked for is an order of preference, and I cannot see
how those two orders could possibly be thought different.
This difficulty does not arise where equality is not allowed,
since it so happens that two votes ABCD and ABCDE are
treated identically by STV in any case, if those five are the
only candidates.

There are three options: (1) to treat them differently even
though their meanings are identical; (2) to treat both votes
as if they had been ABC(DE); (3) to treat both votes as if
they had been ABC. Of these I believe the third option to be
the most satisfactory, in that there are cases where an
abstention gives a better result than an equality of all
remaining candidates, but I know of no case where the
opposite can be claimed. (See Woodall's discussion of
“symmetrical completion”2). I have therefore adopted this
approach in my STV computer program.

The difference comes out very clearly in the results of an
actual election, that used my program and allowed equality.
Some voters, believe it or not, put all the candidates (not
merely enough to fill all seats) as equal first choice. The
program did not blink an eyelid but put those votes at once
into non-transferable, treating them merely as a new way of
abstaining.  Surely this is right, rather than the alternative of
diluting the meaningful votes with this useless information.

Having decided on option (3) then, there arises yet another
problem. One of the two fundamental principles on which
the Meek system is based is “If a candidate is eliminated, all
ballots are treated as if that candidate had never stood”.
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Suppose then that we have 5 candidates and someone has
voted AB(CD). The (CD) equality has to be included as these
are not last places; it is important to the voter's wishes that C
and D, though not differentiated from each other, are both
preferred to the unmentioned E.

If E is now excluded, we must behave as if E had never been a
candidate.  With E gone, all four remaining candidates are
mentioned and, in accordance with the option adopted above,
the AB(CD) vote must now be treated as AB.  Any part of the
vote that was previously awarded equally to C and D now
becomes non-transferable instead. This still treats them
equally, of course, but it can have the odd effect that
somebody's vote may go down in the course of the count,
whereas normally votes can only go up until the candidate is
elected or excluded. This is certainly an extra complication
that one has to be ready to explain if it occurs.

Overall, my conclusion is that, although allowing equality has
some advantages, and it can be implemented, the
complications may be too many to be worth it. On the other
hand, those bodies that have actually used it  report no
difficulties, and say that the facility is strongly valued by a
significant number of electors.
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Is STV transparent?
B A Wichmann

Introduction
The problem with the issue of transparency is to decide what
it means. Even then, to be useful, we need something which
can be measured, at the very least in an informal sense. Is
transparency just a matter of assurance? In which case this can
be assisted by auditing, such as is used in the ISO 9000
quality management standard. I think not, since we surely
accept that we need to trust those performing the election
count. Even with a witnessed count, such as in public

elections, we still need to trust those handling the ballot as
any conjurer can testify. Even given that trust, we expect
evidence that the count has been conducted according to the
relevant rules.

Use of computers
Even if the election rules are such as to permit a manual
count, it is quite likely that an STV count will be conducted
using a computer. Hence we now have to question the validity
and evidence for such a computer-based operation.

The public perception of computers is mixed. Few check the
arithmetic in their bank statements — so surely we should
accept such arithmetic when it can be checked by hand. On
the other hand, the very complex calculations in weather
forecasting cannot be checked, and we all know that the
results are far from perfect. Fortunately, an STV count is
nearer to a bank statement than to weather forecasting and
hence public trust is not unreasonable.

An interesting analogy to trusting a computer-based count is
that of safety-critical software which must be trusted. The
recent problems in the railway industry, specifically passing a
signal at red, is being tackled by the automatic train protection
system which uses computers to stop the train. Indeed, on the
Docklands Light Railway, the problem has been solved by
having no drivers! In other words, we trust computers to be
more reliable than people, at least when the situations are
well-defined.

Nevertheless, there is something comforting about seeing
piles of ballot papers building up against each candidate
which is lost when machine counting takes place. For those
witnessing a manual count, it is comforting because it is easier
to place trust in people you can see. The experience in Florida
is a warning that machine counting can be flawed unless
sufficient controls are exercised.

Complexity
It cannot be denied that the counting process of First Past The
Post (FPTP) is simple. This, in itself, is a substantial aid to
transparency. Hence the simpler the rules, the easier it is to
demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt, that the rules have
been applied. Indeed, transparency might be a euphemism for
to understand rather than anything associated with
verification and auditing.

All the different STV rules must be regarded as complex. The
nature of the complexity is different in the hand-counting
variety compared with the machine-based versions like Meek.
If rules designed for manual counting are used, but
implemented using a computer, then the issue of transparency
is different — since one must be concerned with the
correctness of the software.
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Proponents of a specific rule are likely to claim it is simple
— not unreasonable if they know it well. The fact is that we
have no widely accepted measure of complexity and hence
we cannot use complexity as a means of quantifying
transparency.

Criteria for Transparency
The main approach is to demonstrate traceability from the
ballot papers through to the election result. The actual
papers themselves are of no concern (in this article) and
hence it is assumed that they can be (or have been)
transcribed without error. There is no doubt that FPTP is
100% transparent.

We now consider three examples of STV from the point of
view of transparency.

ERS97, by hand

We are assuming that ERS97 is followed to the letter2.
Hence we have a defined result sheet. Hence the question
arises as to whether this information provides complete
traceability. It does not since the following information is
missing:

1. The transfers at substages are merged and just the
total transferred listed.

2. The quota is listed only once, and hence if quota
reduction takes place, one assumes that only the final
quota is listed. Hence it will not be clear that quota
reduction has taken place.

3. When a tie-break is required, there is no indication as
to how this should be recorded (if at all).

4. In ERS97, a tie can be broken on the basis of (the
first difference of) a substage result, but these results
are not recorded on the result sheet.

Church of England, by computer

The Church of England regulations3 do not specify in detail
the form of the result sheet, but a pro-forma result sheet is
provided by Church House. This is similar to the ERS97
result sheet and therefore does not list substages as above.

Items 2 and 4 of the previous case do not apply to the
Church of England rules, and therefore the remaining issue
is the manner for recording tie-breaks.

However, all the computer programs that conduct STV
counts provide substantial detail on the actions performed
— much greater than the typical result sheet. This includes
the resolution of any tie-break. Hence one has a reasonable
degree of transparency if the fullest form of computer output
is available.

On the question of checking the computer software, the
Church of England rules are relatively easy to program and
the corresponding checking of the software is also
manageable (at least without the facility of constraints
which is not considered here).

Meek, by computer

The issues here are quite different from those with the two
previous cases with hand-counting rules. The algorithm is
defined1, and hence the correctness of the software is
relatively simple to address.

The problem is that at each stage, a computation is required
which needs at least a Spreadsheet to handle with ease.
Moreover, without any other information than the votes and
keep values for each candidate at each stage, it is not
possible (in general) to determine the preferences which
gave the observed result. In other words, we have lost
traceability to the actual ballot papers. (A similar situation
arises with multiple exclusions with ERS972, but it is not so
common.)

Other issues
Two questions a voter could reasonably ask need
consideration:

What happened to my vote?  In the case of hand-counting
rules, a detailed knowledge of the rules is required as well
as the result sheet. The rules are devised so that relatively
few of the preferences given are used — this is deliberate to
minimise the actual work involved in a count. Hence, in
most cases, it is simple to trace the position of the paper
amongst the piles of papers within the count. For the
Church of England rules which does not allow multiple
exclusions, it is more straightforward to trace your vote. It
is even simpler with Meek5, since at each stage, all the
papers are re-considered. The formula using the keep values
for each candidate gives the fraction of the paper going to
each candidate. If issues of security could be resolved, a
voter could interrogate the voting system to validate and
trace his/her vote.

What if I changed my vote?  This is similar to the last
question except that if the change was sufficient to alter the
decisions on election and elimination, then the subsequent
stages would be in doubt. The uncertainty arises because
preferences may then be inspected which were never
examined before — and hence cannot be determined from
the result sheet.

The Data Protection Acts of 1984 and 1999 imply that the
candidates have some rights of access to the information
about them contained in the preferential ballots. The 1984
Act is reasonably straightforward to follow and my view
was that the candidate should be told, if a request is made,
of the number of votes he/she attained in each preference
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position, assuming the data was held on a computer.

The 1999 Act is much more complex and very hard for
anybody other than a trained lawyer to interpret. It does cover
manual as well as computer counts. As I understand it, ERBS
has never been asked for information under the Act nor has
concluded what information should be disclosed.

Conclusions
The transparency of STV is nowhere near that of FPTP,
regardless of the voting rules in use. Currently, it is not really
possible for a voter to obtain the same level of understanding
for an STV ballot as for FPTP.  This is a serious loss, since in
many cases, the impact of a single vote with STV could
change the result and the voter should be aware of this. (Of
course, this loss is more than compensated by the additional
information STV uses.)

I conclude that the above should be rectified by two changes
to current practice:

Preferences should be published if they contribute to the
count.

This is not complete publication of the ballot papers. My own
experience suggests that complete publication might allow
some individual papers to be identified which would be
contrary to the overriding need for a secret ballot. For the last
remaining candidate, say, only the initial preference is
inspected, and hence all that would be stated would be the
total number of first preferences attained. Similarly, many
papers differing in some preferences would be grouped
together, since the differences were not used in the ballot.

It has been suggested to me that full publication would be
possible for large elections in which the identification of a
single paper would be more difficult. I have rejected this since
it would imply an arbitrary decision as to when an election is
large. Moreover, for large ballots, the published summary of
the papers would be small compared with the total, and hence
would not be an excessive requirement.

Full publication would also allow candidates to try other STV
rules which would not necessarily encourage acceptance of
the declared results. For some (small) elections, the summary
proposed here for publication would be the complete data
from the ballot papers. However, in this situation, it may well
be possible to derive that information directly from the result
sheet anyway, so formal publication could not be regarded as
sacrificing ballot secrecy.

In the case of the Meek rules, the removal of the unseen
preferences is undertaken as follows (where KV is the Keep
Value of a candidate):

1. Remove all preferences for withdrawn candidates

2. For each eliminated candidate A, compute at the point
of elimination, the set X of candidates having KV=1.0
(must be continuing or elected candidates). Remove all
preferences for A that appear after any candidate within
X (in each paper).

3. For those candidates B for which KV=1.0 at the end of
the count, eliminate all preferences after B. (Hence a
first preference for B will have only a first preference.)

Similar logic can be produced to remove unseen preferences
for the hand-counting rules.

Joe Otten made an interesting comment about a witnessed
count. If you could not go in person, could you provide your
own copy of a vote-count program to observe the count?  I
think not, since it would provide terrible problems if the
results did not agree, and the returning officer could not be
expected to ensure that the provided program only undertook
appropriate actions. (David Hill4 made a similar point that the
data should be available for people to run their own program.) 

Internet facilities should be available for voters to
determine what happened to their vote. 

This would be simple to provide and can be made secure by
means of a Java applet that runs on the voter's computer.

Assuming that the used preferences are available in an
electronic format, then anybody would be able to re-run the
election count with suitable software. This is surely as
transparent as possible. The Internet facility would allow
voters to understand the impact of their vote without having to
be an expert in the particular STV rules in use.
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Editorial
Readers will no doubt be pleased to know that New Zealand
has passed legislation to use STV in area Health Board
elections and also in some local elections. Some may be
surprised that the legislation specifies the use of the Meek
algorithm and hence means that a computer count will be
undertaken. Although these elections will not be until 2004,
work is in progress to ensure that appropriate software is
available and fully meets the requirements. I hope that
developments can reported via Voting matters.

In a separate move, the Republic of Ireland is considering the
use of computers to undertake its counts, although in this case,
the rules are those in the Irish constitution which were
designed for a manual count.

In the first article in this issue Simon Gazeley reports a means
of undertaking a manual count which avoids the need to elect
candidates with less that the quota of votes. Comments on the
logic of this proposal or its feasibility would be welcome.

In the second article, I report on the observed differences in
those elected with the current ERS rules compared with the
Meek algorithm — somewhat topical in view of the New
Zealand decision (although it was motivated by preparing an
election data-based for publication on the McDougall Trust
CD-ROM).

 

In the third article, David Chapman makes a proposal for
electing one candidate which is described as preferential
approval voting. The counting method seems straightforward
to undertake manually and yet claims some of the benefits of
the more complex algorithms.

In the last article Bob Jones reports on the questionnaire
which was circulated with Issue 12. Unfortunately, the
number of responses was rather small and hence it is difficult
to deduce much from the replies. The Decision Analysis table
that Bob produced can be recommended as a means of
encouraging people to think more deeply about the issues
involved.

McDougall Trust CD-ROM
The CD-ROM, mentioned in the last editorial, should be
available early in 2002. Hence if you have material that
would be suitable, or know the source of such material, please
let me know. Election data from the UK, Ireland and Malta
will be included.

The CD will contain an acknowledgement to the many
referees would have aided in this publication and especially to
Dr David Hill who has proof-read all 14 issues.

Brian Wichmann.



STV with Symmetric
Completion

Simon Gazeley

Meek's1 formula for STV differs from manual systems in
significant ways which have been explained by Hill2.  These
differences make Meek more acceptable to many than
manual STV, but it means that a computer is necessary for
any but the very simplest Meek counts.  I believe it is
possible to improve manual STV without either losing the
ability to do it manually, or introducing some unintended
unacceptable effect.  The current ERS rules3 are taken as a
starting point in formulating the changes proposed, and will
be referred to as N-B.

When a candidate has a surplus, N-B transfers the “parcel”
of votes which gave rise to that surplus — ie, the votes
which that candidate received most recently.  Note that the
ballot-papers will all be of the same value, which can be 1.0
or less.  The papers in the parcel are sub-divided into
transferable votes (those on which a subsequent preference
has been expressed for a candidate who is not yet elected or
eliminated), and non-transferable (those on which all the
candidates for whom a preference has been expressed are
either elected or eliminated).  If the total of transferable
votes at their present value is less than or equal to the
surplus, they are all transferred at that value to the voters'
next preferences, and sufficient of the non-transferable votes
are left with the elected candidate to preserve that
candidate's quota with no surplus; any non-transferable
votes over and above the quota are put to the non-
transferable pile.  If the total of transferable votes is greater
than the surplus, a new value is calculated for each
transferable vote such that when all of them are transferred
at that value, their total value is equal to the surplus, and the
elected candidate is left with the quota.

This procedure in effect shares out the non-transferable
votes among the continuing candidates in the proportions of
the transferable votes, and can give a result which I consider
perverse.  Consider the following count for two seats,
adapted from one devised by David Hill:

Case 1
A       60
AB      60
CD      51
DC       9

The quota is 60, so A gets the first seat.  N-B ignores the 60
voters who expressed no preference after A.  It transfers the
60 AB votes at full value to B, who now gets the other seat.
On the other hand, Meek transfers all the votes credited to
A, in this case at a value of 0.5.  Thus B gets 30 of the AB

votes, while 30 of the A votes go to non-transferable.  The
new total of effective votes is now 150, making the new
quota 50.  C, with 51 votes, has attained this new quota and
gets the second seat.  

Now suppose that the 60 A voters had in fact expressed
second preferences, three for C, the rest for B.  Votes would
be:

Case 2
AB      117
AC        3
CD       51
DC        9

In Case 2, the N-B count is identical to the Meek count.  A
gets the first seat, but this time all the votes credited to A are
transferred at a value of 0.5, leaving A with 60.  B gets 58.5
of the transferred votes and C gets 1.5, increasing C's total
to 52.5.  Now, nobody other than A has the quota, so we
eliminate D.  C's total of votes now goes up to 61.5, more
than the quota, so C gets the second seat.  Comparing Cases
1 and 2, we see that the additional 57 votes on which the
second preference is for B are counteracted under N-B by
just three voters whose second preference is for C. 

Owing to the habit of many voters of not casting
preferences for all candidates, the total number of votes
credited to candidates tends to decline as the count
proceeds.  This is countered in some rules by requiring the
voters to cast preferences for all candidates, forcing them to
register preferences they do not feel and perhaps cannot
justify.  This means that in N-B counts, the final candidates
to be elected often have less than a quota.  As the quota is
higher in these cases than it needs to be, the opportunity is
lost to transfer as many surplus votes as could have been
transferred if the quota had been lower from the beginning
but still attainable by only as many candidates as there are
seats.  In a Meek count, the quota is recalculated at every
stage to take account of the votes which become non-
transferable and all surpluses over each successive value of
the quota are transferred.  Thus, the only criterion for
election in a Meek count is attainment of the quota.

It is reasonable to presume that a voter who does not rank
all the candidates is indifferent to the fates of the candidates
left unranked, and therefore does not wish the vote to
favour any of the unranked candidates over the others.  As
the example above clearly shows, N-B can give second and
subsequent preferences more votes than the voters are
presumed to have intended them to receive.  Note that the A
voters have no right to feel aggrieved; if they had wanted to
cast further preferences, they were perfectly entitled to do
so.  However, the CD voters are certainly entitled to protest
that the 60 A votes were treated by N-B in effect as AB
votes, thus denying the second seat to C.  

In a manual count, the option of reducing the quota as in
Meek is not available, as the count would have to be
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restarted at every change of the quota.  The other option is to
share among the continuing candidates the votes which would
otherwise have been non-transferable, treating them as if they
had in fact been cast as equal lowest preferences for the
candidates concerned.  Following Woodall4, I shall call this
“symmetric completion”.  To those who are against symmetric
completion on the grounds that it is never justified to award
any part of a vote to a candidate for whom no preference has
been expressed, my response is that symmetric completion
treats all short votes alike and does not give too much weight
to surplus votes on transfer.  In both these respects, it is
superior in my view to N-B.

With symmetric completion, the numbers of votes credited to
the continuing candidates will usually be greater than they
would have been under N-B, especially at the later stages.
This means that there will be a tendency for more surpluses to
be available for transfer, and therefore for more voters'
preferences to be taken into account.  Applying symmetric
completion to Case 1 above, we get at the first stage

A       120
C        51
D        9

The quota is 60, and A is elected.  A's votes are all transferred
at a value of 0.5 to next preferences: the 60 AB votes go to B,
who now has (60 × 0.5) = 30 votes, and the 60 A votes go
equally to B, C, and D, who each get (20 × 0.5) = 10 votes.
Votes are now:

A       60
B       40
C       61
D       19

and C gets the second seat.  

Implementing STV with symmetric completion (STV-SC)
would entail some changes to the N-B procedure.  This is best
illustrated by an example.  Six candidates are contesting three
seats, with votes:

A        59
AEFB     66
B       172
BCAE     12
C       112
CABD     86
D        11
DFEA    195
E        33
EDCF    148
F        21
FBDC     85

                   ====
                   1000       

The quota is 250.  As no candidate has the quota, F, with
fewest votes, is eliminated.  As in N-B, the 85 FBDC votes
are transferred to B.  Although STV-SC puts the 21 F ballot-
papers to the non-transferable pile, it does not put the 21 F
votes to non-transferable, as all votes in STV-SC are
transferred.  Instead, we call these 21 votes on which no
further preferences are expressed “dividend votes”, because
they are divided equally among the continuing candidates, in
this case 21/5=4.2 to each.  The number of dividend votes is
calculated as the difference between the total of votes
currently credited to candidates and the original total of valid
ballot-papers; a running total is kept against each candidate's
name of the number of dividend votes (s)he has received, and
the stage at which they were gained.  Effective votes at stage
2 are:

A       129.20
B       273.20
C       202.20
D       210.20
E       185.20

Now, the sum of A's votes and B's surplus is less than the
votes credited to E, the candidate in last-but-one place. 
Under N-B rules, and therefore under STV-SC rules, the
transfer of B's surplus is deferred, and we eliminate A at once.
The 66 AEFB votes go to E, the 59 A papers to non-
transferable.  The total of votes credited to the candidates is
now 936.80; the 63.2 dividend votes are awarded equally to
C, D, and E, 21.06 to each.  Votes are now:

B       273.20
C       223.26
D       231.26
E       272.26

We now transfer B's surplus, as that is the larger.  The most
recent parcel received by B contains the 85 transferred FBDC
votes, plus A's share of the 21 dividend F votes, making 89.2
in all.  We now transfer the 85 FBDC votes to D and the 4.2 F
votes to C and D @ 23.2/89.2=0.26.  As this boosts D's total
above the quota, we end the count. 

The only criterion for election in STV-SC, as in Meek, is
attainment of the quota.  To cater for rounding errors in
transferred votes, the number of dividend votes is recalculated
at each stage as the difference between the original total (in
this case, 1000) and the total of the votes credited to
candidates after all transferable votes have been transferred;
the number of dividend votes awarded to each continuing
candidate is truncated if necessary to two decimal places.  As
the total of the votes credited to the candidates is the same
after each stage as it was after the previous one (except
perhaps for rounding error), surpluses can arise at any point,
giving the voters concerned a greater opportunity than under
conventional N-B to influence the subsequent course of the
election.
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Should symmetric completion be imported into Meek?  The
answer is emphatically no.  Woodall4, using an example
provided by David Hill, has shown that quota reduction in
Meek is preferable to symmetric completion, even though
Meek himself was equivocal on the point.  The purpose of
this paper has been to show that, given the practical
constraints of a manual count, symmetric completion can
deal with a problem that may arise in N-B without in
general substituting one that is as bad or worse.  
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Do the differences matter?
Brian Wichmann

Introduction
In preparing material for a CD-ROM which contains ballot
data1, I have revised and extended the data which makes it
feasible to undertake meaningful comparisons between the
different STV counting rules.

It is naturally regrettable that the counting rules do indeed
produce different results, that is, elect different candidates.
This is to be expected, especially when comparing the Meek
algorithm with the hand counting rules. Approximations
must be made to provide a feasible manual process, so if it
is required that a witnessed count be undertaken (and hence
the moving of ballot papers between piles for each
candidate) then a manual counting rule is required.

Unfortunately, real election data is hard to collect due to the
confidentiality that usually applies to such data. However, a
computer program has been written to produce such data
anonymously by a random process which would not
invalidate statistical tests on the anonymous data. This has
resulted in a few more data sets from which a comparison
can be made.

The two counting algorithms being compared here are
Meek2 and ERS 973.

Data selection and comparison
The total election data contains many examples used to test
counting software which is not representative of real ballot
data. However, 188 ballot sets have been identified as
appropriate in three classes, as follows:

R001-R060. Data from real elections. This includes a
few in which a random selection has been made from
the total in the real election.

M001-M091. This data has been constructed from
result sheets in such a way as to reflect real ballot
data. In particular, the ones constructed from
elections in the Irish Republic has been adjusted to
reflect the observed transfers between the parties.

S001-S019, S021-S038. This set is constructed from
data such as the Eurovision Song Contest, in which
preferential voting could have been applied.

When a count is conducted, if a random choice has to be
made, it is hard to conclude that a real difference has
occurred. In fact, 29 of the above elections produced a
different result, but in 10 of these a random choice was
made and hence we ignore these.

We are therefore left with 19 differences out of 188
elections, ie 10.1% different. (I could have omitted those for
electing one person, but I did not. These are mainly the third
class above in which no difference was observed.)
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Case
�

Votes
�

Candidates
�

Seats
�

Non-transferables Difference

(Meek-ERS97)/Votes

M005 27,757 7 3 -0.23% 1 (0.57%)

M010 38,410 9 4 1.83% 1 (0.71%)

M019 29,193 13 4 -1.06% 1 (*)

M028 44,454 13 5 -0.76% 1 (0.05%)

M051 39,991 10 4 0.13% 1 (0.45%)

M059 35,038 11 4 -0.13% 1 (0.58%)

M060 25,553 9 3 -0.96% 1 (0.33%)

M066 24,825 9 3 -1.79% 1 (*)

M070 44,914 13 5 -0.54% 1 (0.03%)

M073 36,407 8 4 0.16% 1 (1.01%)

M078 27,881 8 3 -0.07% 1 (0.38%)

R004 42 10 5 0.12% 1 (2.50%)

R005 58 8 7 3.79% 1 (0.40%)

R033 211 14 7 -2.61% 2

R040 257 20 15 0.07% 1 (*)

R045 2,908 12 5 5.95% 1 (0.83%)

R046 853 10 9 13.69% 1 (0.09%)

R048 944 29 10 0.04% 1 (0.15%)

R059 1,147 10 6 -0.40% 1 (0.03%)



In the table, the last entry records the number of seats whose
occupancy changed and, in brackets, the number of votes less
than the quota which the Meek algorithm recorded against the
candidate which ERS97 elected (expressed as a percentage of
the total number of votes).  Hence for M005, the last
remaining candidate which the Meek algorithm did not
eliminate was the one elected by ERS97 and had 6358.85
votes against a quota of 6517.76 (6517.76-6358.85=158.91
votes = 0.57% of 27,757).  The star indicates that the
remaining candidate in the Meek count was not the one
elected by ERS97 and hence the two counts diverged at an
earlier point — not just the last stage.  Of course, in the one
case in which two seats differed, it is not possible to provide a
simple numerical difference.

It can be seen from the table that the differences are
significant and large in some cases. In five cases (M070,
R004, R005, R046 and R048) the differences are small and
perhaps could be regarded as acceptable. The total number of
seats in these 19 elections is 106 with 20 differences and
hence a discrepancy in those elected of 18.8%, or 2.1%
difference if all the elections are considered.

The difference in the handling of non-transferables between
the two algorithms is a matter of controversy. To indicate
whether the number of non-transferables is a factor, the
difference that the two algorithms give in the number of non-
transferables is expressed as a percentage of the total votes. In
the case of R046, ERS97 has a very much lower number of
non-transferables which surely has a key effect on the result.
However, in general, the pattern is not so clear.

It could be that the method of constructing the Mddd data
(first class above) produces results which would not be typical
of real elections. However, the table clearly shows that the
Rddd (real elections, second class) examples show similar
differences.

Conclusions
I conclude that unless it is essential to have a manual,
witnessed count, the Meek rules should be used for STV
counting. The approximations introduced to enable a manual
count produces too many differences for the hand counting
rules to be used otherwise.

Any of the data upon which this paper is based can be
provided to interested parties.
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Preferential Approval Voting
D E Chapman
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Introduction
This paper puts forward a new method for electing, by use of
preferential voting, a candidate to fill a single seat. It is
proposed as an improvement on the normally used single-seat
electoral systems such as Plurality (as used for the
Westminster Parliament), Second Ballot (previously used in
France) or Alternative Vote (used in Australia). The new
system is similar in its working to Approval Voting (the
system proposed in 1982 by Brams and Fishburn1). However,
it achieves this effect by means of preferential voting instead
of the simple X voting of the latter system. It is therefore
called Preferential Approval Voting, or PAV for short.

The advantage claimed for PAV is one of equity, that as
compared with other systems, it gives candidates and parties a
stronger incentive to be equally responsive to the different
sections of the electorate. Also, PAV appears to be a highly
practicable method of election. It is not complicated to count,
having about the same level of complication as the Alternative
Vote, and it could easily be counted by hand, not needing to
be counted by computer, however large is the number of
candidates.

PAV can best be explained by means of its relation to
Approval Voting. The procedure of Approval Voting is simply
this: the electors vote (non-preferentially) for as many
candidates as they like, for one or for more than one, and the
candidate who gets most votes is elected. PAV simulates this
procedure by use of preferential voting (that is, voting where
the elector votes by marking the candidates in order of
preference, 1 for a first preference, 2 for a second preference,
and so on, for as many candidates as he wishes).  

Now under Approval Voting, the voter will always vote for the
candidate whom he most prefers. But under what
circumstances will he vote further down his preference
ordering, voting in addition for his next-preferred candidate,
or for several of the next-preferred candidates? It seems likely
that he will do so if he expects that a candidate whom he very
much less prefers has some chance of being elected, and if he
thinks that voting for the next-preferred candidate or
candidates will reduce this chance. For example, a voter
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whose first preference is Labour, second is Liberal
Democrat, and third is Conservative, will always vote for
the Labour candidate, and might vote for the Liberal
Democrat in addition, if he thinks that the Conservative has
a significant chance of winning.   

PAV approximately simulates this voting behaviour, by use
of the preference orderings provided by the voters. Thus
PAV always counts the voter as voting for his first-preferred
candidate. PAV counts him as voting for his next-preferred
candidate when the latter is preferred to the leading
candidate, that one who so far in the counting has obtained
most votes. In other words, this leading candidate is treated
as one who has a significant chance of being elected, and
therefore voters are assumed to vote for the candidates they
prefer to him. 

The rules of PAV
Here are the full rules of PAV. The electors vote by putting
the candidates in order of preference. “Points” are assigned
to candidates, according to the preferences for them, and the
candidate with most points is elected. For this purpose, the
counting of the votes proceeds in stages, as follows. 

The first stage. In respect of each ballot paper, a point is
given to the candidate marked as first preference on that
paper. The points of each candidate are counted, and the
leading candidate is found (that is, the candidate who has
most points). If there is a tie between two or more
candidates, one of them is selected by lot to be the leading
candidate.

Any further stage. Those ballot papers are considered, in
respect of which a point has not so far been given to the
leading candidate of the previous stage. In respect of each
such ballot paper, a point is given to the candidate next-
preferred to the last candidate to receive a point, provided
this next-preferred candidate is preferred to the leading
candidate of the previous stage. The leading candidate (who
will possibly be a new one) is then found, that is, the
candidate who has obtained most points up to and including
the current stage.

These further stages are repeated, each one giving more
points to the candidates, until the final stage is reached, at
which none of the electors' next preferred candidates is
preferred to the leading candidate, so that no candidate is
entitled to receive any further point. At this final stage, the
candidate who has most points is elected. 

It will be seen that the method of counting the votes for
PAV, is somewhat similar to that for the Alternative Vote.
Under both PAV and AV, the first stage is to count the first
preferences on all ballot papers. In each later stage, the next
preferences are counted on a limited number of the ballot
papers, until the winning candidate is found.

A preferential system which bears some resemblance to
PAV is that of Descending Acquiescing Coalitions (DAC).
DAC is a new preferential election method for filling a
single seat, which was recently proposed by Woodall2,3, as
an improvement on the Alternative Vote (which is discussed
more fully below). DAC resembles PAV in that both can be
regarded as a preferential simulation of Approval Voting.
However, Woodall2 admits DAC is “much more comp-
licated than [the Alternative Vote]”, and would be likely to
require a computer to carry out the counting. Thus it is clear
that PAV will be much simpler than DAC (see below). 

The effects of PAV
In order to illustrate the working of PAV, and to demonstrate
the properties of the system, let us consider some numerical
examples. We first consider Election 1, where the electors'
preferences are single-peaked, that is, preferences are based
on some dimension (such as that of left-to-right positions in
policy), on which each voter has his own most-preferred
point, and on which he prefers any other point less, the
further it is from his most-preferred point. 

(The notation used to describe the election is explained as
follows. The first lines show the voters' preference listings
of the candidates. Thus in the top line, 35 voters rank L
first, C second, and R third. The subscripts against some of
the candidates in a preference listing, show in what stage
points are given to the candidate. Thus in the third line, 16
points are given to C in the first stage, and 16 points are
given to R in the second stage. After the preference listings,
each column shows the total points which have been
obtained by each candidate by the specified stage. Thus by
stage 2, L has obtained 35 points, C 65, and R 49. The
greatest total of points, that of C, is shown in underlined, C
being the leading candidate at stage 2.)

Election 1

35  L1C R
16  C1L R
16  C1R2L
33  R1C2L

      Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3

L    35    35    35  
C    32    65    65
R    33    49    49

In stage 1, each candidate gets one point for each first
preference. L is the leading candidate, getting most points.
In stage 2, candidate C (who is the next preference of the 33
first-preference supporters of R, and who is preferred by
them to L, the leading candidate of the previous stage)
therefore gets 33 more points. Similarly, R gets 16 more
points, by being preferred to L by 16 first-preference
supporters of C. C, now having most points, becomes the
new leading candidate. In stage 3, none of the next-
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preferred candidates is preferred to C, the leading candidate of
the previous stage, and so no candidate gets any more points.
Thus C, having most points in the final stage, is elected.

We can use the results of Election 1 to illustrate how PAV
deals with incomplete preference listings, that is, ballot papers
which do not express a preference for all the candidates. It
makes no difference whether or not a last preference is
expressed by the voter. For example, if the 33 voters voting
RCL voted RC instead, this would not alter the result, since
we would still know, for stage 2, that  they preferred C to L,
the leading candidate, so that C would still get 33 extra points.
However, it does make a difference if a non-last preference is
not expressed. For example, if the 33 voters voted just R, that
is, first preference for R, with no preference given for any
other candidate, then C would get no extra points in stage 2,
since no preference for C over L would have been expressed.   

But let us return to the original results of Election 1 as shown
above. In this situation of single-peaked preferences, PAV has
elected the centre candidate in the left-to-right dimension. This
candidate elected by PAV is also the so-called Condorcet
winner, that is, the candidate who beats each other candidate,
always being preferred to the other candidate by a majority of
voters. (C is preferred over L by 65 voters to 35 and over R by
67 to 33.) Note that PAV achieves this result (that is, of electing
the centre candidate or Condorcet winner) despite the fact that
C has fewest first preferences, which would prevent C from
being elected under the Alternative Vote, that form of
preferential system which is most commonly used for electing
to one seat.

However, if PAV is actually in use for a series of elections, then
it is unlikely that the electors' preferences between the
candidates will remain single-peaked. For candidates L and R
will surely come to realise that under PAV, their respective
extremist positions are going to lose them election after
election, and so they will adjust their appeals to give themselves
a better chance of winning.  Thus L will appeal to the
supporters of R, to persuade more of them to change their
preference listing to RLC instead of RCL, and R will appeal to
supporters of L to get them to change to LRC. The pattern of
the electors' preferences will then no longer be single-peaked,
but will tend towards what might be called a symmetrical
pattern, where there is about the same number of voters with
each possible preference listing (that is, in this case, one-sixth
LCR, one-sixth LRC, and so on). Thus a typical election might
be something like Election 2.

Election 2

18    L1C4R
17    L1R3C
17    C1L4R
15    C1R2L
17    R1C2L
16    R1L3C

    Stage 1    Stage 2    Stage 3    Stage 4    Stage 5

L   35   35     51     68    68
C   32   49     49     67    67
R   33   48     65     65    65

Thus by broadening their appeal, L and R have got more
points, and L has succeeded in getting elected. L now gets
second preferences, not only from first-preference supporters
of C as before, but also from the first-preference supporters of
R, and similarly R now gets second preferences from the first-
preference supporters of L. This illustrates how PAV gives a
candidate or party the incentive to appeal to, and to be
responsive to, all sections of electors. 

Election 2 can be used to illustrate the general strategy by
which a candidate will seek to win under PAV. A candidate
wins by getting a point from the most voters. A candidate C
gets a point from any one voter V either if  C gets V's first
preference, or otherwise if C is preferred by V to that one of
the leading candidates who is least preferred by V. Thus in
Election 2, L gets a point not only from the 18 LCRs and 17
LRCs, but also from the 17 CLRs and the 16 RLCs. 

This has implications for a candidate's general strategy. He
will be primarily concerned to persuade voters to prefer him
over their least preferred leading candidate. Once they do this,
he will not seek to persuade them to give him a still higher
preference (that is, a first preference in Election 2), since this
will tend to be difficult to achieve, and in any case it will not
bring him any more points. Thus when there are three leading
candidates, as in Election 2, each one will direct his appeal
primarily at those electors who have tended to give him last
preference, and in general, each candidate will be seeking to
get second preferences rather than first preferences. 

Further properties of PAV
PAV has the same property as does the Alternative Vote, and
also DAC, that a candidate who gets an absolute majority of
first preferences is necessarily elected. This can be simply
shown as follows. Suppose A has the first preferences of more
than half the voters. Thus A is the leading candidate at the first
stage, with a point from more than half the voters. At the
second stage, the best that any other candidate can do is to get
a point from every voter who did not vote first preference for
A, that is, he must get points from less than half the voters.
Thus A, with a point from more than half the voters,  must be
the leading candidate at the second stage. By a similar
argument, A must be the leading candidate at the next stage,
and at any stage after that. Thus A must be elected. 

However, PAV is unlike the Alternative Vote in that the
candidate with fewest first preferences can be elected, as was
the case in the single-peaked example of Election 1 above.
Indeed, PAV can enable a candidate to get elected who has
very few or even no first preferences. A non-single-peaked
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example of this, which might well occur occasionally in
practice, is Election 3. Here a candidate C, who has few first
preferences, gets more points than either A or B (each of
whom have close to half the first preferences) by persuading
many of As and Bs first-preference supporters to give C
their second preferences. 

Election 3

32    A1C3B
16    A1B4C
15    B1A4C
32    B1C2A
 2    C1B2A   
 3    C1A3B   

  Stage 1    Stage 2    Stage 3    Stage 4    Stage 5

A  48    48    51     66     66
B  47    49    49     65     65
C   5    37    69     69     69

This lack of the need for first preferences under PAV, can be
expected to reduce the entry barrier against new candidates.
For it is likely to be easier to gain second preferences than
first preferences, thus making it easier under PAV for a new
candidate to compete successfully with already established
candidates, than it would be under the Alternative Vote, or in
particular under Plurality. Thus under PAV, at least when it
has been in use for some time, it is likely that few
candidates will obtain a majority of first preferences, and
that the most usual situation in each constituency will be for
there to be three strong candidates (or perhaps sometimes
more than three) in not very unequal competition. In other
words, it is likely that under PAV, there will be a tendency
towards a symmetrical situation like that shown in Election
2.

In all the examples given above, Elections 1, 2 and 3, there
were only three candidates competing. How then will PAV
operate, if there is a larger number of candidates? The same
procedure will be followed, that of sorting and counting the
next preferences stage by stage, until that stage is reached,
where no next-preferred candidate is preferred to the leading
candidate, and thus no candidate is entitled to receive any
further points. Because there are more candidates, there will
of course be more next preferences to sort and to count. But
the extra counting need not be in proportion to the number
of extra candidates. The reason for this is that on any one
ballot paper, only the top preferences need to be counted,
down to the preference for the candidate who is one
preference step above that one of the “leading candidates”
whom the voter least prefers. It is likely that the extra
candidates will be given a very low preference (or no
preference) by most of the voters, and that because of this
their preferences for them will not need to be counted.   

Election 4 is given below, as an example of a four-candidate
election. Election 4 is assumed to be a re-run of Election 2,

in which one party, the party which previously ran L as its
candidate, now runs two candidates L and M, one a woman
and one a man, in order to give the electors a wider choice.
Electors are assumed to put L and M in the same position in
their preference listings as they put L in Election 2.

Election 4

10    L1 M2 C R
 8    M1 L2 C R 
 9    L1 M2 R C
 8    M1 L2 R C 
 9    C1 L2 M R
 8    C1 M2 L R
 8    C1 R3 L4 M
 7    C1 R3 M5 L
 9    R1 C3 L4 M
 8    R1 C3 M5 L
 9    R1 L4 M C
 7    R1 M3 L  C

  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3   Stage 4   Stage 5   Stage 6

L  19   44    44    70     70    70
M  16   43    50    50     65    65
C  32   32   49    49     49    49
R  33   33   48    48     48    48

PAV and Condorcet
Another question of some interest is how PAV differs from
Condorcet, the well-known method of electing to a single
seat by means of preferential voting. Under Condorcet, A
beats B if there are more voters who prefer A to B than
those who prefer B to A. But under PAV, A beats B if there
are more voters who give A a first preference, or otherwise
prefer A to a “leading candidate”, than those who give B a
first preference, or prefer B to a leading candidate. Thus an
important difference between the two systems, is that under
Condorcet, a voter supports either A or B, but cannot
support both; whereas under PAV, it will often be the case
that the same voter supports both A and B, preferring A to a
leading candidate, and also preferring B to a leading
candidate. Not surprisingly, PAV is in this respect similar to
normal Approval Voting, where any one voter can vote (in
this case with an “X”) for both A and B.

But how far does PAV tend to elect the Condorcet winner
(CW)? The CW was elected in Election 1, where
preferences were single-peaked, and also in the more likely
preference situation of Election 2 (L, the PAV winner, being
preferred over C by 51 voters to 49 and over R by 52 to 48).
However, in Election 3, where C, the PAV winner, got most
of his votes from second preferences, the CW was not
elected, the CW being candidate A (who was preferred over
B by 51 voters to 49, and over C by 63 to 37). It thus
appears that in practice, in the preference situations most
likely to occur, PAV has a very high probability of electing
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the CW, but that it might not elect the CW in some unusual
situations, where the PAV winner obtains an especially high
proportion of his points from lower preferences.

PAV and Descending  Acquiescing
Coalitions (DAC)
It is of especial interest to compare PAV with DAC, which is
another new single-seat  preferential system which can be
regarded as a preferential simulation of Approval Voting. The
rules of DAC can be explained as follows. 

A voter is said to acquiesce  to a set of candidates  if there is
no candidate outside the set whom he prefers to any candidate
in the set.  (In other words, in respect of any pair of
candidates, one in the set and one outside the set, he always
either  prefers the candidate in the set, or expresses no
preference between them.) The set of all those voters who
acquiesce  to the candidates A and B is referred to as the
coalition acquiescing to A and to B, or as {A, B}.  For
example, if there are only three candidates A, B and C, then
{A, B}will be all those voters voting as follows: ABC, AB,
BAC, BA, A or B. 

That candidate is elected who obtains the acquiescence of a
greater  number of voters than any other candidate. This is
determined as follows. A candidate A is said to beat a
candidate B if the greatest coalition acquiescing to  A and not
acquiescing to B, is greater than the greatest coalition
acquiescing to B and not acquiescing to A. That candidate is
elected who beats  each other candidate.

This can be illustrated by the following two examples, taken
from Woodall2 .

Election  5 (Election 3 of Woodall)

11 AB
 7 B
12 C

This produces acquiescing coalitions as follows, in
descending order of size.

{A, B, C} 30
{B, C} 19 
{A, B} 18
{A, C} 12
{C} 12
{A} 11
{B}  7

B  beats  A,  because {B, C} > {A, C}.   B  beats  C,   because
{A, B}> {A, C}. Thus B is elected.

Election  6 (Election 4 of Woodall)

5 ADCB
5 BCAD
8 CADB
4 DABC
8 DBCA

This produces a set of the greatest acquiescing coalitions as
follows.

{A, B, C, D}   30
{A, B, C}      13 
{D}    12
{A, D}     9
{A, C}     8
{B, C, D}     8
{B, D}     8
{C}     8

A beats B, because{A, D} > {B, C, D}.  A beats C, because
{A, D}> {B, C, D}. A beats D, because{A, B, C}> {D}. Thus
A is elected.

Let us now compare DAC with PAV. Under DAC, A beats B if
more voters are in the greatest coalition acquiescing to  A and
not acquiescing to B, than are in the greatest coalition
acquiescing to B and not acquiescing to A. Under PAV, A
beats B if there are more voters who give A a first preference,
or otherwise prefer A to a “leading candidate”, than those who
give B a first preference, or prefer B to a leading candidate.  

DAC is like PAV, and unlike the Alternative Vote, in that it
does not require a candidate to get first-preference votes in
order to get elected, and so it can elect the candidate with
fewest first preferences (as it does in Election 5). The two
systems DAC and PAV are similar to each other, and to
Approval Voting, in that  each  of them can give value to one
or more of the highest non-first preferences  of an elector, and
in that if it does, the value of a non-first preference is the
same as that of a first. DAC can thus be regarded as a
preferential  simulation of Approval Voting, as can PAV.

PAV and lack of monotonicity
A system is non-monotonic if it is possible under it for a
candidate  who gets more voting support, to lose the election
as a consequence.  The ten monotonicity properties, that is,
ways in which a system can be monotonic or not, are analysed
in Woodall2,3. Elections 7 to 9 below, show PAV to be non-
monotonic in at least two of these ways.
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Election 7

10 A1 B2
9 B1 
2 C1 B 
9 C1  
8 D1 A2

    Stage 1    Stage 2    Stage 3

A  10    18     18
B   9    19     19
C  11    11     11
D   8     8      8

Thus B is elected. 

Now  suppose that in Election 8, the two voters who voted
CB in Election 7, change to voting BC instead. The stages
of the count will then be as shown below, and A will be
elected. Thus by moving up the preference listing of these
two voters, B will have lost the election.

Election 8

10 A1 B
 9 B1 
 2 B1 C3 
 9 C1  
 8 D1 A2

    Stage 1    Stage 2    Stage 3    Stage 4

A  10    18    18    18
B  11    11    11    11
C   9     9    11    11
D   8     8     8     8

Alternatively, suppose that  in Election 9, the profile is as in
Election 7, except that  three new voters enter the election,
and vote first preference for B, so that the second line in the
election profile is 12 B instead of 9 B.

Election 9

10 A1 B
12 B1 
 2 C1 B3 
 9 C1  
 8 D1 A2

Stage 1    Stage 2    Stage 3    Stage 4

A  10    18     18     18
B  12    12     14     14
C  11    11     11     11
D   8     8      8      8

Thus A is elected.  Again, B has lost the election, this time
by getting more voters to vote for him.

It should be pointed out that the Alternative Vote is also
non-monotonic, whether more or less so than PAV I am
unable to determine.  DAC, on the other hand, was designed
to satisfy as many monotonicity properties as possible, and
in fact satisfies  eight out of ten of them. 

How far, then, would this lack of monotonicity in PAV be a
problem not just in theory, but in actual practice in real
elections? The main objective of PAV is to give each
candidate the incentive to be responsive to each section of
electors.  Thus the important question is, how far will lack
of monotonicity interfere with this incentive? Will a
candidate (such as B in Elections 7 to 9 above) ever have
the incentive to displease the electors, so that they give him
a lower preference, or so that fewer of them vote for him? 

This seems unlikely, for two reasons. First, a non-
monotonic profile of votes such as those of Elections 7 to 9
seems itself unlikely when candidates are competing
strongly, not only for first preferences, but for second and
third preferences as well. Then the profile tends towards a
more symmetrical pattern such as that shown in Election 2
above, which would be monotonic. Second, in order for the
candidate to be provided with this negative incentive,  he
must be able to predict that the overall profile of votes at the
next  election  will be such as to produce this non-
monotonicity, and furthermore that his own votes will be in
that presumably narrow range where he will benefit  from
losing votes. In the absence of this prescience, the candidate
will have the incentive to respond positively to the electors,
in the expectation that nearly always it will be beneficial for
him to get more votes rather than fewer of them. Thus it
seems unlikely that  this lack of monotonicity  will affect
the candidates' incentives, or will  be of practical
importance.

Strategic voting
It is well known that any non-probabilistic method of
election provides the opportunity, in some situation or other,
for electors to engage in strategic voting. What form then
will this strategic voting take, under PAV? It appears that
the most likely strategy will be for the voter to give a
truncated preference listing. For example, if it is expected
that either A or B will get most points, and that both will get
considerably more than C, then some of the ABCs (that is,
electors whose preferences are A first, B second, C third)
might adopt the strategy of voting only a first preference for
A, and giving no preference for the other candidates (and
similarly some BACs might vote only a first preference for
B). Thus by not giving any votes to B, the ABCs make it
more likely that A, their first preference, will be elected.

The other systems similar to PAV are liable to strategy in a
similar way. Thus under normal (non-preferential) Approval
Voting, a similar strategy is very likely to be used—ABCs
voting only for A and BACs voting only for B, when the
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election is expected to be a two-horse race between A and B.
Under DAC, a preferential system with some similarity  to
PAV, this same strategy of the truncated preference listing is
likely to be used (according to Woodall4). 

How far, then, is it a problem, that there is this opportunity for
strategy under PAV? The strategy will be used in
constituencies where two of the candidates are clearly
stronger than the others, and it is expected that the winner will
be one or other of them. But in constituencies where there are
three or more strong candidates, and it is unclear which of
them is going to get most points, the electors will tend not to
vote strategically, but to express fully their preferences
between these candidates. 

However, there are reasons to expect that any constituency
will tend to move from the former situation towards the latter,
that is, from one with two strong candidates to one with three
or more. Firstly, as it was shown above, PAV does not require
a candidate to get many first preferences in order to win, and
so it presents relatively little entry barrier to an effective new
candidate. Secondly, when there are two strong candidates, let
us say A and B, and a weaker candidate C, the strategic voting
which this situation encourages actually benefits C. For some
ABCs will vote only first preference for A, which will reduce
Bs votes, and some BACs will vote only first preference for
B, thus reducing As votes. This reduces the number of first or
second preferences which C needs to get, to approach about
the same number of votes as A or B, making it easier for C to
become a third strong candidate. It will then be uncertain
which of the three candidates is going to get most votes, and
strategic voting will become unlikely. 

Thus in conclusion, it seems that the tendency in any
constituency is towards a situation where there are three (or
perhaps more than three) strong candidates, each with some
chance of winning. To the extent that this situation occurs, the
truncation strategy will tend not to be used, and voters will
express fully their preferences for the candidates.   

An evaluation of PAV
In the view of this paper, the main objective of an electoral
system is to provide the elected candidates, and the parties to
which they belong, with the incentive to respond to the needs
of the electors; and to respond not just to a part of the
electorate, even a majority part, but to respond equitably to
each section of electors, each possible minority. How far then
does PAV provide the incentive to this equitable all-round
responsiveness? 

To answer this question, let us consider the examples of
Elections 1 and 2 above. In Election 1, candidates L and R fail
to respond to all sections of electors, L not responding to the
right-wing electors, and so getting a last preference from
them, and R not responding to the left-wing electors.

Consequently, they lose points, and neither of them has any
prospect of getting elected. 

However, in Election 2, each of them has broadened his
appeal to include the whole electorate, L responding to right-
wing electors, and R to left-wingers. L now gets second
preferences, not only from centre electors as before, but also
from right-wing electors, and similarly R gets second
preferences from left-wingers. Thus by broadening their
appeal, L and R get more points, and L succeeds in getting
elected. This illustrates how PAV gives each candidate the
incentive to respond to each section of electors. 

Note that in Election 2, the situation between all three
candidates is symmetrical in the sense that any two candidates
compete with each other for the second preferences of the
third candidate's first-preference supporters. Thus L and R
compete for the second preferences of centre electors (just as
they did in Election 1). But now L competes with C for right-
wingers' second preferences, and similarly R competes with C
for left-wingers' second preferences. Any one candidate thus
needs to be responsive to the first-preference supporters of
any other candidate, in order to compete with the third
candidate for their second preferences. For example, L needs
to be responsive to centre electors to compete with R, and to
right-wing electors to compete with C. Thus PAV gives each
candidate the incentive to be responsive to each section of the
electorate.

Another way of understanding the incentives provided by
PAV is as follows. In the likely situation where there are three
candidates competing, and each becomes a leading candidate
at some stage in the counting, a candidate receives one point
for each first preference and one point for each second
preference. Thus (assuming all voters express their second
preferences), a candidate needs to get either a first-preference
or a second-preference vote from at least two-thirds of the
voters in order to get elected. He is not likely to achieve this,
in competition with two other candidates also trying to do the
same thing, unless he appeals to each section of electors. Thus
the candidate has the incentive to respond to each section of
the electorate.

Furthermore, a first preference is worth no more than a second
preference--both are worth only one point. Thus there will be
no need for a candidate to appeal to a given section of electors
any more strongly than is necessary to get second preferences
from it, and no reason to give the section any specially
favourable treatment, in order to obtain from it a higher
proportion of first preferences. This is clearly a factor making
for the candidates' more equal responsiveness to each section.  

It is interesting to compare the situation under PAV as
described above, with that under the Alternative Vote. Here, in
order to get elected, a candidate needs to obtain the support
not of two-thirds of the voters, but of only one-half. Thus he is
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likely to appeal less widely. Further, each candidate must
strive for first preferences, since the candidate with fewest
first preferences will be excluded. This seems likely to
create an incentive for a candidate to favour some sections
of electors over others, in order to get first preferences from
them. 

To illustrate this, let us consider an example with three
candidates, A, B and C, where it is expected that C will be
excluded, and that it will be a close finish between A and B.
Each of A and B will have his core supporters, to whom he
is strongly responsive, in order to obtain first preferences
from them. Also, each of A and B will be strongly
responsive to those voters giving first preference to C, in
order to compete with the other candidate for these voters'
second preferences. But A will tend to be unresponsive to
the core supporters of B, because of the difficulty of
persuading them to switch from first preference for B to first
preference for A. Similarly, B will tend to be unresponsive
to the core supporters of A. Thus the Alternative Vote, by
forcing candidates to strive for first preferences, makes for
their unequal responsiveness to the different sections of
electors. In comparison, PAV, which makes no requirement
for first preferences, will give candidates the incentive to
respond more equally to each different section of electors.

PAV in the UK
If PAV were introduced in the UK for the Westminster
Parliament, the present single-member constituencies would
be retained. The only difference for the electors would be
that they would vote by putting candidates in order of
preference, instead of X-voting for only one candidate. 

What then would be the effect on the parties' shares of
seats? The present Plurality system, which essentially gives
a seat to the candidate with most first preferences,
discriminates strongly against the Liberal Democrats, who
have third most first preferences. However, under PAV, they
would be likely to get many more seats than now, since
there seems no reason why they should not get about as
many second preferences as either of the other two major
parties. Thus it seems likely that the three major parties
would be more equal in their seats than they are now, and
that no one party would get a majority; so that a coalition
government would need to be formed, by some two of them.  

The point of most interest, and the main advantage claimed
for the new system, is that it would give parties the
incentive to change their policies to be more inclusive, more
equitably responsive to the different sections of the
electorate. For example, the Conservative Party currently
tends to be  unresponsive to strong Labour supporters, since
under the present Plurality system few of them could be
persuaded to switch to voting for the Conservatives. But
under PAV, the Conservative Party would become more
responsive to them, in order to compete with the Liberal
Democrats for their second preferences. Similarly, the

Conservatives would become more responsive to strong
Liberal Democrat supporters, in order to compete for their
second preferences with Labour. Thus the three major
parties would tend to converge in policy, towards a policy
more equally responsive to each section of electors; and as a
result of this convergence, a coalition government formed
by any two of them would be likely to be stable, and
acceptable to all sections of the electorate. 

Other uses of PAV
PAV could be used with advantage, instead of the Two-
Ballot System, for the election by popular vote of individual
office-holders, such as the president of France, the president
of Russia, or the prime minister of Israel. The advantage of
PAV for this purpose, can be explained as follows. Under
the Two-Ballot System, the usual rule is that if there are
more than two candidates on the first ballot, and no-one
gets a majority of the votes, then the two strongest
candidates go forward to the second ballot, where one of
them must get a majority. Thus a moderate or centre
candidate, who is widely acceptable to the electorate, and
who could win in the second ballot if he got there, may well
fail to get elected, because he gets too few votes on the first
ballot. But as was explained above, under PAV there is no
requirement to get first preferences (corresponding to first-
ballot votes in the Two-Ballot System), and a candidate can
be elected just as well by second as by first preferences.
Thus this moderate or centre candidate, with few first
preferences but many second preferences, is likely to get
elected under PAV, where he would not be elected under the
Two-Ballot System.

For similar reasons, it might be desirable to use PAV for
purposes such as the following: the election of a president,
or of a chairman, by the members of a legislature; the
election of the party leader by the party membership, or by
the party's MPs. 

PAV could also be used for a multi-option referendum, to
enable the electorate to choose one option out of three or
more. This can be justified as follows.

In the usual type of referendum, electors choose between
two options, these options being some proposed action, let
us say A, and the status quo S. Proposers will be concerned
to find an A which will get a majority over S, and in doing
so they may come up with an A which is very harmful to the
minority, while perhaps only marginally beneficial to many
people in the majority. Thus the two-option referendum
might lead to very unequal treatment of different sections of
the electorate, and to division and conflict. 

However, if a PAV-using multi-option referendum is
introduced, a compromise option C is likely to be proposed,
one which is better than A for S preferrers and some A
preferrers, and better than S for other A preferrers. Thus
there will be three options on the ballot paper, A, S and C,
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for the electors to place in order of preference. Since C will
have many second preferences, it is likely that C will be
adopted. This illustrates how a PAV-using multi-option
referendum tends to improve the outcome, reducing the risk
that any section of the electors will be severely harmed.
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Introduction
An article describing the application of Decision Analysis to
choice of “best” electoral system was given in Issue 12 of
Voting matters. Readers were invited to complete their own
version of the Analysis Table supplied. The present article
gives an analysis of the responses received.

Not surprisingly, in view of the readership of Voting matters
nearly all favoured STV. It was therefore decided to invite a
wider population to respond. This was just before the General
Election on June 7th and candidates from the local “Jenkins
AV+” area were contacted. The area consists of the present
constituencies of Cheltenham, Gloucester, Tewkesbury,
Stroud, Cotswold, and Forest of Dean. Responses from some
20 candidates was sparse so other political and non-political
people were contacted.

A total of 14 responses was received.

Method of averaging
For each FEATURE (of a voting system) the average value
from respondents was evaluated.  These features are plotted in
Figure 1 in the order giving the most liked feature first. In that
order, the features are:

PRO-N: How proportional is the national result? 

EASYV: How easy is the system for the voter to use?

PRO-R: How proportional is the result within a region?
(A region is visualised as, say, 10 of the present
neighbouring constituencies.)

LOC: Local link — How closely are MPs linked to an
area?

EW&E: Does the system encourage women and people
from ethnic minorities to stand for election?

CHO-MP: Is there a choice within a party as well as
across party lines? 

PLOC: How easily can constituents contact an MP of
their preferred political persuasion?

ONECMP: Is there one class of MP? (Some systems have
regional as well as local MPs)

EASYC: How easy is the process of counting?

EASYBC: How easy is the task of the Boundary
Commission?

STAB: Stability of government. STAB really asks the
question “Is the government likely to complete its
normal period of office?” Critics of PR sometimes say
it results in “weak” coalition government. This has
some validity with Party Lists, particularly when based
on the whole country as in Israel. Experience in
Germany since 1945 with AMS, and in Eire since 1922
with STV are to the contrary. 

It should be noted that the Voting matters article used a range
of weighing factors from 0 to 3, whereas from March 2001 a
range from 0 to 10 was in use. Furthermore the additional
FEATURE of STAB was not considered as it did not appear in
the original Voting matters article.

For each voting system, a similar plot is produced in Figure 2.
Here the systems in reducing order of preference are:

STV: Single Transferable vote.

PLRO: Party List based upon a region and using open
lists.

PLRC: Party List based upon a region and using closed
lists.

AV50: Similar to AV+, but having a 50% top-up element.

PL: Party List.

AV+: The proposal made by Lord Jenkins.
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AMS: Additional Member System as used in Germany
since 1945 and in differing forms for the Scottish
Parliament and the Welsh Assembly.

AV: Alternative vote.

FPTP: First Past the Post (as used in Westminster).

Readers who would like to fill in their own questionnaire can
obtain a copy from the Editor by writing to ERS or
electronically by e-mailing Brian.Wichmann@freenet.co.uk.
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Editorial
On the 17th May 2002, the Dáil constituencies of Meath,
Dublin North and Dublin West used an experimental system
for electronic voting. It is expected that this system will be
used exclusively for local and national elections in the Irish
Republic in the near future.

Of course, the three constituencies used the same electoral
rules as in the other 40 — essentially a hand-counting system
which has at least one ‘problem’ in that the result can depend
upon the order in which papers are transferred on a surplus.
Examination of such issues has traditionally always been
hampered by the lack of complete information of all the
preferences expressed by the voters.

We now have a significant step forward for electoral studies
since the Irish electronic voting results includes the complete
data input to the electronic counting software. One can
reasonably expect future issues of Voting matters to analyse
this data.

The first paper in this issue is indeed an analysis of Irish
election data, but only uses the result sheets. Philip Kestelman
shows statistically significant bias according to the alphabetic
position (on the ballot paper). I might add that even a casual
inspection of the full data mentioned above shows a tendency
for the final few preferences to be in strictly ascending or
descending order. 

In the second paper, Eivind Stensholt considers the problem
when additional support for a candidate results in that
otherwise elected candidate not being elected. This property
of non-monotonicity applies even to the case of electing a
single candidate, as shown in this paper. On the other hand,
the paper indicates that it is relatively rare.

In the third paper, Markus Schulze considers an algorithm for
electing candidates with preference voting proposed by
Professor Sir Michael Dummett. Sir Michael has chosen not
to respond to the criticisms made.

In the last paper, David Hill and Simon Gazeley produce a
new STV-like algorithm which merges the ideas of Condorcet
and STV. The advantage of this algorithm is to avoid the
property of all conventional STV algorithms of premature
exclusion, such as for a universal second-choice candidate.
On the other hand, this method has the disadvantage of later
preferences could possibly upset earlier ones in rare cases.

McDougall Trust: STV Resources CD

A proof copy was prepared in February, but the publication
date has not yet been agreed.

Brian Wichmann.



Positional Voting Bias
Revisited
Philip Kestelman

Introduction
It is widely supposed that candidates appearing high on
ballot-forms enjoy a considerable electoral advantage.   In a
highly influential paper on the 1973 General Election to the
Irish Dáil, by multi-member Single Transferable Voting
(STV), Robson and Walsh (1974) observed that Deputies
(TDs) over-represented candidates with A-C surnames.
Compared to randomly sampled Irish electors, “The under-
representation of M-O names among politicians is very
striking”.

Proportionality conventionally measures the relationship
between numbers of Party votes and seats (regardless of
candidates).  Despite a probable age bias, we are hardly
concerned that seats considerably over-represent first
preferences for incumbent candidates; let alone that
incumbents are far more likely to be elected than
‘excumbents’ (non-incumbents).

On the other hand, we are concerned not only that seats
should proportionally represent votes for women candidates,
but also that seats should be proportional to women
candidates, in the interests of Parliament representing
society.  In respect of ballot-form position, we are primarily
concerned with the relationship between numbers of
candidates and seats (regardless of votes), by surname
initial, when candidates are listed surname-alphabetically on
ballot-forms.

Electability
This article mainly evaluates positional voting bias in the
last 12 general elections in the Irish Republic (1961-97).
Electability is quantified in terms of an Electability Index
(S%/C%): the ratio of a seat-fraction (S%) to a candidate-
fraction (C%); and of a Relative Electability Ratio: the ratio
between specified Electability Indices.

Aggregating all 12 elections (Total S/C = 1,875/4,594),
Upper/Lower half surname A-J/K-Z Electability Indices
were 1.11/0.88, with a statistically highly significant
Relative Electability Ratio of 1.26 (P<0.001). By
comparison, alphabetically Upper/Lower half forename
A–L/M–Z Electability Indices were 1.01/0.99, with an
insignificant Relative Electability Ratio of 1.01 (P > 0.05).

Cumbency
In 1961-97, most incumbent candidates (S/C = 1,404/1,687
= 83 percent) were re-elected; whereas few excumbents
(471/2,907 = 16 percent) were elected, rendering them more

susceptible to alphabetic disproportionality.  Surname A-J/
K-Z Electability Indices (S%/C%) were 1.01/0.98 for
incumbents, and 1.15/0.86 for excumbents, with Relative
Electability Ratios of 1.03 (P>0.05) and 1.34 (P<0.05),
respectively.

The last 12 Irish general elections have consistently over-
represented excumbent candidates with A-C surnames;
under-representing those with K-M surnames (overall S%/
C%, 1.27 and 0.81: Table A).  Even combining the 12
elections into three quartets leaves considerable variability
in both forename and surname Electability Indices.

Table A:  Excumbent Electability Index, by Elections
and Forename/Surname initial letter: Irish Republic,
1961-97 (12 general elections: Dáil Éireann, 1962-
98).

*       P < 0.05

In 1961-73, excumbent forename and surname alphabetic
biases were equally convincing (P<0.05); but insignificant
subsequently.   Ironically in 1973, the Relative Electability
Ratio for A-L / M-Z forenames (2.76) exceeded that for A-J
/ K-Z surnames (1.57)!   The pitfalls of generalising from a
single election are manifest.

District Magnitude
Surname disproportionality was virtually confined to four-
and five-member STV constituencies: only three-member
constituencies returned TDs more-or-less faithfully
reflecting excumbent surnames (Table B).  Magnitude-
specific surname A-J/K-Z Relative Electability Ratios
proved statistically insignificant, but much closer to unity in
three-member constituencies (1.25, 0.89 and 0.72) than in
four-member constituencies (1.62, 1.36 and 1.51), or in
five-member constituencies (2.05, 1.77 and 1.42), in
1961–73, 1977–82 and 1987–97, respectively.
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Name Elections: Electability Index (S% / C%)

Initial letter 1961-97 1961-73 1977-82 1987-97

A-F 1.04 1.34 1.11 0.88

Forename G-L 1.08 1.08 0.98 1.16

M-P 1.02 0.82 1.14 1.08

Q-Z 0.82 0.84 0.72 0.85

Ratio (A-L/M-Z) 1.14 1.42* 1.10 1.01

A-C 1.27 1.38 1.19 1.24

Surname D-J 1.04 1.04 1.06 1.04

K-M 0.81 0.73 0.84 0.83

N-Z 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.94

Ratio (A-J/K-Z) 1.34* 1.47* 1.29 1.27



Table B: Excumbent Electability Index, by District
Magnitude (seats per constituency) and Surname initial
letter: Irish Republic, 1961-97 (12 general elections:
Dáil Éireann, 1962-98).

*P < 0.05        +Including a few two-member constituencies. 

District Canditude and Position
Interestingly, the 1961-97 aggregate, excumbent Relative
Electability Ratio by surname (A-J/K-Z) proved identical with
that by ballot-form position (Upper/Lower = 1.34: P<0.05).
Like the surname A-J/K-Z Relative Electability Ratio with
district magnitude (the number of seats per constituency), the
positional Upper/Lower Relative Electability Ratio increased
with district ‘canditude’ (the number of candidates per
constituency: Table C).

Table C: Excumbent Electability Index, by  District
Canditude (candidates per constituency) and Ballot-
form Position: Irish Republic, 1961-97 (12 general
elections: Dáil Éireann, 1962-98).

* P < 0.05     +Excluding odd-Canditude mid-candidates. 

Party Policy
Both main political parties in the Irish Republic (Fianna Fáil
and Fine Gael) have staunchly denied over-nominating
candidates appearing high on ballot-forms9.  Table D analyses
the surname-alphabetic distribution of FF and FG excumbent
candidates, compared with other (non-FF + FG) excumbents,
in terms of a Relative Nomination Index, over time.

Table D: Two Main Party Excumbent Relative
Nomination Index, by Elections and Surname initial
letter: Irish Republic, 1961-97 (12 general elections:
Dáil Éireann,  1962-98).

***     P < 0.001

Evidently since 1977, both main parties have greatly over-
nominated A-C surname candidates (and/or other parties have
under-nominated them); with the honours evenly divided
between Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael. Relative to the
publication of Robson and Walsh (1974), the timing may not
have been entirely coincidental!

Electorate
Robson and Walsh (1974) observed that the alphabetic
distribution of surname initial letters differed insignificantly
between randomly sampled Irish electors and excumbent
candidates at the 1973 Irish General Election.   Presumably
nowadays, the surname initials of electors are rather better
represented by excumbent, non-FF + FG candidates; and
Table E compares overall seat-fractions, by surname initial,
with excumbent, non-FF + FG candidate-fractions.

This Surname Concentration Index (Total S%/Excumbent,
non-FF + FG C%) highlights Dáil Éireann over-representing
A-C surnames in the Irish electorate; while under-representing
K-M surnames. Despite the lower surname A-J/K-Z
Concentration Ratio since 1987 (1.35), A-C surname electors
remain over twice as likely as K-M surname electors to
become TDs.

Table E: Surname Concentration Index, by Elections and
Surname initial letter: Irish Republic, 1961-97

 (12 general elections: Dáil Éireann, 1962-98).

**      P < 0.01                ***     P < 0.001
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Surname Magnitude: Electability Index (S% / C%)

Initial letter Total+ 3 4 5

A-C 1.27 1.10 1.51 1.21

D-J 1.04 0.87 0.98 1.28

K-M 0.81 1.05 0.66 0.73

N-Z 0.92 0.98 0.96 0.79

Ratio (A-J/K-Z) 1.34* 0.96 1.51 1.64

Ballot-form Canditude: Electability Index (S% / C%)

Position+ Total 4-8 9-11 12-21

Top 1.30 1.22 1.26 1.41

Upper-middle 0.98 0.86 1.06 1.01

Lower-middle 0.90 1.15 0.91 0.76

Bottom 0.83 0.83 0.81 0.86

Ratio (Upper/Lower) 1.34* 1.13 1.37 1.49

Elections: Relative Nomination Index

Surname (Fianna Fáil +Fine Gael C%/ Other C%)

Initial letter 1961-97 1961-73 1977-82 1987-97

A-C 1.46 1.07 1.63 1.57

D-J 0.96 1.02 1.13 0.84

K-M 0.92 1.09 0.79 0.87

N-Z 0.81 0.85 0.69 0.92

Ratio (A-J/K-Z) 1.35*** 1.08 1.82*** 1.25

Elections: Surname Concentration Index

Surname (Total S% /Excumbent, non-Fianna Fáil +Fine Gael C%)

Initial letter 1961-97 1961-73 1977-82 1987-97

A-C 1.65 1.56 1.66 1.58

D-J 1.01 1.13 1.13 0.91

K-M 0.70 0.76 0.63 0.73

N-Z 0.85 0.68 0.85 0.99

Ratio (A-J/K-Z) 1.65*** 1.85*** 1.86*** 1.35**



Other STV Elections
Compared to the last 12 Irish general elections, with a total
surname A-J/K-Z Relative Electability Ratio of 1.26
(P<0.001), the last five European elections in the Irish
Republic (1979-99: Total S/C = 75/234) have yielded a
higher but statistically insignificant surname A-J/K-Z
Relative Electability Ratio of 1.37 (P > 0.05) 5 .

On the other hand, the last five Irish Local Elections
(1979–99: Total S/C = 4,918/10,250) disclosed a lower
surname A-J/K-Z Relative Electability Ratio of 1.12
(P<0.001)3.  Perhaps better acquainted with local
government candidates,  voters discriminate more
individually; numbering their preferences regardless of
alphabetical order.

At the 1973 Assembly Election in Northern Ireland, Robson
and Walsh (1974) attributed eight out of 78 Seats to
positional voting bias.   Yet at the 1998 Northern Ireland
Assembly Election (Total S/C = 108/296), the surname A-J/
K-Z Relative Electability Ratio fell below unity
(0.87: P>0.05)4.  Certainly, parties are more sharply
differentiated in Northern Ireland than in the Irish Republic.

Discussion
Using forenames as controls, surname-alphabetic
electability valuably measures voters’ lack of discrimination
between candidates within parties.   Neither voters nor the
Irish electoral system (STV) can be reproached for any
positional voting bias.

However, Dáil Éireann remains surname-alphabetocratic,
over-representing candidates with A-C surnames, while
under-representing excumbents (non-incumbents) with K-M
surnames (Table A: compare Table E): especially in
constituencies with over three seats (Table B), and/or over
eight candidates (Table C).

Perhaps aware of Robson and Walsh (1974), Ireland’s two
main parties (Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael) have apparently
over-nominated A-C excumbents (notably since 1977:
Table D).   However, thus acting on the belief of increased
electability may itself increase A-C surname over-
representation: aggregating the last 12 Irish general
elections (1961-97), excumbent S%/C% for FF + FG (1.67)
was considerably higher than for other parties (0.43). 

Reassuringly, aggregating all 12 general elections (1961-
1997), the excumbent Surname Relative Electability Ratio
(S/C ratio: A-J/K-Z=1.34 overall) proved significantly
higher for FF+FG (1.28: P<0.05) than for the other
candidates (1.03: P>0.05). however, it remains unclear
whether the two main parties have benefited from A-C over-
nomination.

Darcy and McAllister (1990) found “no evidence for
position advantage for political parties in any election”.
Their review concluded that positional voting bias may be
eliminated by removing its causes: notably, compulsory
voting; completion of all preferences; and ballot-forms not
indicating candidates’ Party affiliation (as in Ireland before
19657).

On the strength of the 1973 Irish General Election, Robson
and Walsh (1974) advocated randomising the order of
candidates on ballot-forms.  Citing Robson and Walsh
(1974), Sinnott8 suggested that the problem could “easily be
eliminated by arranging the names in a number of different
randomised orders on different sets of ballot papers”.

At the Dublin High Court in 1986, Mr Justice Murphy
accepted that candidates with surname initials high in the
alphabet were over-represented but, noting that alphabetic
order helped voters to find candidates, he found it
constitutional9.  Indeed, the voter’s predicament is
paramount; and to avoid the palpable frustrations of
randomised ballot-forms in locating preferred candidates, a
reasonable compromise might be to print half the ballot-
forms in surname-alphabetic order, with the other half in the
reverse order — if positional voting bias really matters.

Acknowledgement
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significance was calculated by combining election-specific,
one-tailed exact two-by-two table probabilities6.
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Nonmonotonicity in AV
E Stensholt

Eivind Stensholt is from the Norwegian School of Economics
and Business Administration

Introduction
Nonmonotonicity arises with STV when apparent additional
support for a candidate, A, at the expense of another
candidate, C, causes a third candidate, B, to be elected.
Without the additional support, A would be elected. Thus the
additional support actually costs A the election. This
unfortunate property in the standard variations of STV is
linked to the elimination of candidates in the counting
process6, and it is unavoidable unless some compromise is
made with the principle that a voter' s later preferences cannot
influence the fate of the voter' s earlier preferences.

How frequently will it happen that a candidate is not elected,
but might have been elected if some of his or her support had
gone to another candidate instead? That depends on the voters'
behaviour. Based on standard assumptions on the distribution
of voter preference, modified by empirical evidence of voter
behaviour, the frequency is estimated for elections in which 1
candidate is elected from 3. This is the Alternative Vote (AV),
a single-seat version of STV.

It is also shown how the nonmonotonicity is related to the
Condorcet paradox in which one majority prefers B to A,
another majority prefers A to C, and a third majority prefers C
to B. In all elections considered, each voter is assumed to give
a complete preference list.

For example, consider an election (from a simulation with
10000 voters) with

 475 ABC
3719 ACB
 390 CAB
2110 CBA
  41 BCA
3265 BAC

No candidate has 50% of the first preference votes. C, with
only 2500 first preference votes is eliminated, and finally B
defeats A with 5416 votes to 4584. However, if x of the
ACB-voters vote “strategically” CAB instead, the election
may turn out differently. Then the profile is

 475 ABC
3719−x ACB
 390+x CAB
2110 CBA
  41 BCA
3265 BAC

If x > 806, C with 2500+x overtakes B with 3306, and if
x<888, A is still ahead of B with 4194−x to 3306. Thus, with
806 < x < 888, B gets eliminated, and finally A defeats C with
7459−x votes to 2541+x.

The example also shows the Condorcet paradox of cyclic
majorities. In pair-wise encounters A defeats C with 7459−x to
2541+x, C defeats B with 6219 votes to 3781, and B defeats A
with 5416 votes to 4584. However, in real elections with 3
candidates cyclic majorities become very rare as the number
of voters increases. One indicator of unrealism is that the
cyclic order ABCA receives only 475+390+41+x = 906+x
votes while ACBA receives 3719+2110+3265−x = 9094−x
votes. In real elections the votes are distributed in the 6
categories in a more harmonious way.

If nonmonotonicity occurs in a real election, the scenario is
most likely that there is a plurality winner, A (with the largest
number of first preference votes), another Condorcet winner,
B (who defeats each other candidate in pair-wise encounters),
and a third candidate, C (who is last in first preference votes).
Such an example, from the same simulation, is

2996 ABC
1122 ACB
 875 CAB
2046 CBA
1431 BCA
1530 BAC

Here C is eliminated and B wins the AV-election. If x voters
switch from ACB to CAB, and 40 < x < 648, then B is
eliminated and A wins. It turns out that if AV is modified and
A declared winner in the few cases like this, nonmonotonicity
is eliminated. Instead, however, another principle will be
violated: B may win by a suitable vote transfer from BAC to
BCA.

3-candidate elections may be classified according to how well
the “electoral cake model” in Stensholt5 may be fitted; the
figure on page 7 shows a good fit. The model may be fitted
quite well to most real elections. When simulated elections are
classified, election P is considered more “realistic” than
election Q if the model fits P better than Q. When better fit,
i.e. more “realism”, is demanded, the frequency of the
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Condorcet paradox will approach 0. Nonmonotonicity,
however, occurs in about 0.90% of all simulated “realistic”
elections. Two real elections (37 candidates, 63 voters) and
(14 candidates, 115 voters) have been checked, with
nonmonotonicity in, respectively, 0.66% and 1.10% of the
candidate triples.

A description of nonmonotonicity by
means of inequalities
A possible preference distribution P in an election with 3
candidates, A, B, and C (a profile in the social choice
vernacular), consists of a sequence of 6 non-negative
numbers.

P = (p  q  r  s  t  u),

These are the numbers (absolute or relative) of voters with
preference ranking respectively: ABC, ACB, CAB, CBA,
BCA, BAC.

If x of the ABC-voters and y of the ACB-voters change to
vote CAB, there is a new profile Q:

 Q = (p−x  q−y  r+x+y  s  t  u).

Nonmonotonicity occurs if B is AV-winner in P and A in Q
despite the natural expectation that the candidate A is
weaker in Q than in P. The story is told in 9 inequalities.

            r+s+t+u > p+q (1)

           p+q+r+s > t+u (2)

                    p+q > r+s (3)

                     t+u > r+s (4)

                 s+t+u > p+q+r (5)

p+q+t+u−(x+y) > r+s+(x+y) (6)

        r+s + (x+y) > t+u (7)

        p+q−(x+y) > t+u (8)

    u+p+q−(x+y) > r+s+t + (x+y) (9)

A translation to non-mathematical language links the
inequalities to the AV rules. (1, 2): In P, neither A nor B have
50% of the first preference votes. (3, 4): In P, C has the
lowest number of first preference votes. (5): In P, B wins
over A (after elimination of C). (6): In Q, C does not reach
50% first preference votes. (7): In Q, C passes B in first
preference votes. (8): In Q, A keeps more first preference
votes than B. (9): In Q, A wins over C (after elimination of
B).

However, the mathematical version (1-9) is easier to
analyse. Write (7, 8, 9) equivalently as

min[p+q−t−u, (u+p+q−r−s−t)/2] > x+y > t+u−r−s     (10)

Thus numbers x and y satisfying (7, 8, 9) exist if and only if
(11) and (12) hold:

            p+q+r+s  > 2t+2u (11)

            p+q+r+s  > 3t+u (12)

Moreover, (1), (2), (3), and (6) are redundant because of (5),
(11), (4 and 8), and (9), respectively. Therefore the p+q
supporters of candidate A can turn defeat in P to victory in
Q if and only if (4, 5, 11, 12) all hold. Then x+y of them
vote “strategically” CAB, with x+y as in (10).

A profile where a candidate may be helped by being ranked
lower in some ballots without any other change in any
ballot will be called a nonmonotonic profile for the election
method considered. In discussing various election rules, it is
also useful to have an “absolute” definition: A profile is
then nonmonotonic if it is so for AV. A monotonic election
method is one without nonmonotonic profiles. AV, and the
usual STV-variations are nonmonotonic because of the
elimination rules. By the criteria (4, 5, 11, 12)

                     p+q> t+u > r+s (13)

Thus, in P, A is plurality winner (first past the post), while B
beats A and A beats C in pair-wise comparisons by (5) and
(9). This we will call nonmonotonicity of type ABC. There
are six types of nonmonotonic profiles: ABC, ACB, CAB,
CBA, BCA, and BAC.

Connection to the Condorcet paradox;
a geometric description
The Condorcet paradox occurs together with ABC-type
nonmonotonicity when also C beats B in pair-wise
comparison, i.e.

                q+r+s > t+u+p (14)

Otherwise B is the Condorcet winner, i.e. B defeats each
opponent in a pair-wise contest. The strategic voting of the
x+y voters who honestly support A is then designed to take
the AV victory away from Condorcet winner B to plurality
winner A. Define E, F, G, H, K as functions of the profile:

E=−r−s+t+u

F=−p−q−r+s+t+u

G= p+q+r+s−2t−2u        (15)

H= p+q+r+s−3t−u

K=−p+q+r+s−t−u

When all possible profiles are standardized, e.g. to
p+q+r+s+t+u=12, as in the table below, they form a 5-
dimensional simplex with 6 corners — a higher dimensional
analogue of the familiar 3-dimensional simplex
(tetrahedron)  with  4  corners  and  4  triangular  sides.  
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By (4, 5, 11, 12) the nonmonotonic profiles of ABC-type form
a convex subset S of this simplex, given by

E > 0, F > 0, G > 0, H > 0 (16)

The Condorcet paradox occurs if K > 0 too. The profiles in
the table are the corners of the closure of S and have non-
negative E, F, G, H.

In the right hand column, ε = ε(P) is a continuous function of
the profile P, defined in Stensholt5. By its definition, 0 < ε <
3√3/4π ≈ 0.4135. Generally ε is well below 0.01 in profiles
from real elections with many voters. Any profile P satisfying
(16) may be written as

P = k0l·P01 + k02·P02 + k03·P03 + ... + kl6·Pl6       (17) 

with non-negative kj and k01 + k02 + k03 +... + kl6 = 1.

To a profile P = (p q r s t u) we may assign a twin profile P* =
(q p r s t u). Thus P**=P and Pi* = Pi+8, i=1, 2,.., 8. If P is a
nonmonotonicity profile of type ABC, so is P*. With P as in
(17), then

P*=k09·P01+k10·P02+.. +k16·P08+ k01·P09+k02·P10+..+k08·P16, (18)

K(0.5·[P + P*]) = 0.5·[K(P) + K(P*)] = −2·(k07 + k08 + kl5 + kl6) ≤ 0
(19)

Thus the profile 0.5 [P + P*], midway between P and P*, will
never give the Condorcet paradox, but it is on the borderline if
and only if k07 = k08 = kl5 = kl6 = 0 Somewhere between 1/3
and 2/3 along the line segment from P to P*, K = 0. From the
K-column in Table 1 it is clear that, with many voters,
somewhere between 33% and 50% of all nonmonotonicity
profiles also have a Condorcet cycle. However, they are not
all equally likely to occur in real elections.

Simulation and reality
One million random 3-candidate profiles were generated with
uniform probability in the simplex. The distribution is known
as the Impartial Anonymous Culture (IAC). The IAC also
depends on the number of voters, but the simulation
corresponds to the limit case of infinitely many voters.
Actually about 100 voters would give quite similar results.

In 3621 of the IAC-generated profiles were E>0, F>0, G>0,
H>0. As there are six nonmonotonicity types, about
6×0.3621% ≈ 2.17% of the profiles are nonmonotonic.
Among these 3621, 1602, i.e. ≈ 44.24% also had K>0,
indicating a Condorcet cycle in the profile: A beats C beats B
beats A. For comparison, 6.25% of all IAC-profiles have a
Condorcet cycle 2,5.

In real elections the cycle frequency is much lower. That is
due to a structure in the profiles, which may come from the
voters having some common perception of the “political
landscape” although they have placed themselves in different
positions and rank the candidates accordingly 5.

Imagine that the voters are distributed with uniform density in
a circular disc, that candidates A, B and C are among them,
and that a voter ranks the candidates according to their
distance from the voter' s position. In a pair-wise comparison
between A and B, B wins if and only if B is closer than A to
the circle centre. A and B divide the voters between them with
the mid-normal to the line segment AB as dividing line.
Similarly the mid-normals for BC and AC divide the disc. The
three candidates split the “voter cake” in six pieces by three
straight cuts through one common point, each piece getting an
area proportional to the number of votes with the
corresponding ranking of the candidates. In a model like this,
the Condorcet paradox can never occur except in a degenerate
form with all cuts through the circle center, and p=s, q=t, r=u.

Empirically, the electoral cake model fits reasonably well for
3-candidate profiles from real elections with a large number
of voters. That is why the Condorcet paradox is rare. The
function ε(P) measures the deviation of P from the model. For
the examples in the introduction,
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Figure giving the profile (2996 1122 0875 2046 1431 1530)
which fits well with the “electoral cake” model.

A

B

C

2996

1530

1431

2046

875

1122

Profile p q r s t u E F G H K 100ε
P01 4 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 –4 5.61

P02 4 0 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 4 –4 0.00

P03 4 0 0 4 2 2 0 4 0 0 –4 0.00

P04 4 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 –4 0.00

P05 6 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 –6 0.00

P06 6 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 3 6 –6 0.00

P07 6 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 –8 0.00

P08 6 0 0 2 0 4 2 0 0 4 –8 0.00

P09 0 4 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 5.61

P10 0 4 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 20.69

P11 0 4 0 4 2 2 0 4 0 0 4 20.69

P12 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 4 41.35

P13 0 6 0 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 6 32.54

P14 0 6 0 3 0 3 0 0 3 6 6 39.77

P15 0 6 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 4 17.27

P16 0 6 0 2 0 4 2 0 0 4 4 38.72



ε(0475, 3719, 0390, 2110, 0041, 3265) = .174035768

ε(2996, 1122, 0875, 2046, 1431, 1530) = .000000108
(see figure).

Among the simulation profiles with small ε(P), about 0.15%
were nonmonotonic of ABC-type. This suggests an estimate
of 0.90% for the probability for nonmonotonicity in a
candidate triple in real elections with many voters.

In an election with 63 voters and 37 candidates at the
author' s institution, 51 of the 37×36×35/6 = 7770 triples
were nonmonotonic, a fraction of 0.66%. In these 51 triples,
the Condorcet paradox occurred only 7 times, i.e. much less
than the 44.24% in the full IAC-simulation. In another
election in the same place, with 115 voters and 14
candidates there were 4 nonmonotonicity triples out of
14×13×12/6 = 364, i.e. 1.10% and the Condorcet paradox
occurred in none of them. Comparison with the simulation
requires some caution since the triple profiles in an election
with many candidates cannot be assumed stochastically
independent.

Conclusion
In an election with 3 candidates, A, B and C, let A be
plurality winner. In the vast majority of elections, there will
also be a unique Condorcet winner. If A also happens to be
Condorcet winner, A wins the AV-election. That cannot be
very controversial.

So assume B is Condorcet winner, which means that B wins
if A or C is eliminated. B may win with very few first
preference votes in the ballots, but electing B means that
there are no “wasted votes”. The “plurality ideology” may
also be modified to avoid wasting votes by eliminating B;
then the supporters of B are allowed to influence the choice
between A and C. An election method that always eliminates
a Condorcet winner who is not also a plurality winner, may
seem strange. However, it would, arguably, be a democratic
improvement of the plurality method that is in wide use
today. It preserves the “plurality ideology” as well as
possible, preferring to let centre voters decide between
“right” and “left” rather than filling an assembly with centre
politicians.

AV can be seen as a compromise between the “plurality
ideology” and the “Condorcet ideology”. There are two
possibilities.

(I) If B has the smallest support in terms of first
preference votes, i.e. p+q > r+s > t+u, then B is
eliminated.

(II) If B is number 2 in terms of first preference votes,
i.e. p+q > t+u > r+s, then B is the AV-winner.

Nonmonotonicity occurs in (II) if A has a number of surplus
first preference votes that could be transferred to C in a way
that benefits A. Such transfer is not a part of AV, but this can
be remedied in the spirit of STV if the transfer rule is
extended. When (16) holds, let the necessary number of
surplus votes be transferred from voter categories ABC and
ACB to CAB if this lets C become number 2 in terms of
first preference votes, and still lets A win against C after
elimination of B. This transfer of first preference votes from
A to C involves only voters who prefer A to B (categories
ABC, ACB, CAB), and it may be implemented in the
counting process when it helps A to win instead of B.

An obvious argument against such a procedure is that it
occasionally may violate the cherished principle that my
second preference should never hurt my first preference. To
see this, consider first standard AV. Then C is eliminated
after examination of first preferences only. The second
preferences of C' s supporters become available, and either
A (plurality winner) wins or B (Condorcet winner if one
exists) wins. Among the conditions in (16) for an extra
transfer of votes from A to C, the three first only involve
first preference votes: p+q, r+s, t+u. The inequality H > 0
requires information about t and u, i.e. about the second
preferences of B' s supporters. This allows for strategic
voting on behalf of B. Let z voters move from BAC to
BCA. Then according to (15) the requirement H > 0 is
sharpened to

p+q+r+s−3t−u−2z>0.

The strategy is to break this condition, which is achieved if
and only if

p+q+r+s−3t−u ≤ 2z ≤ 2u

Such strategy is possible if and only if

p+q+r+s+t+u ≤ 4(t+u),

i.e. if and only if B has at least 25% of the first preference
votes. This will, however, always be the case when the extra
transfer rule is invoked, because by (1) A has less than 50%
of the first preference votes and by (4) B has more first
preference votes than C. AV with extra transfer violates the
principle exactly when standard AV violates monotonicity.

In 3-candidate elections, voters may be offered one of two
guarantees:

1) You can never hurt a candidate by an upwards move;

2) You can never hurt a candidate by a change in the
subsequent ranking.

In about 99% of the elections, the profile is monotonic.
Then AV and AV with extra transfer satisfy both 1) and 2),
as no extra transfer is done. In the remaining cases, standard
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AV picks the Condorcet winner and violates 1) but not 2),
while AV with extra transfer picks the plurality winner and
violates 2) but not 1). Which of the two guarantees is then
most important?

With more candidates, it becomes more complicated to study
nonmonotonicity in AV. With 5 candidates, A, B, C, D, and E,
there are 10 triples, and each candidate takes part in 6 triples:

{A,B,C}, {A,B,D}, {A,B,E}, {A,C,D}, {A,C,E},
{A,D,E}, {B,C,D}, {B,C,E}, {B,D,E}, {C,D,E}.

After all but 3 candidates are eliminated, there is a final triple,
say {A,B,C}. If AV is adopted in more than 600
constituencies, as in a Westminster election, there will
generally be some with nonmonotonicity in {A,B,C}. How
bad will criticism from frustrated supporters of a non-elected
plurality winner in such cases be for people' s trust in standard
AV?

If A, B and C are much stronger than all other candidates, it
may be enough to implement the extra vote transfer in
{A,B,C} in order to cope with most nonmonotonic profiles.
Nonmonotonicity is reduced, at a price: How bad will
criticism from frustrated supporters of a non-elected
Condorcet winner in such cases be for people' s trust in AV
with extra transfer?

The purpose of elimination is to find the opponent for A in the
final pair, so B or C must be eliminated. The extended transfer
rule only adjusts the border between elimination of B and
elimination of C. Is an election of B due to honest first
priority from A' s supporters more tolerable than election of A
due to honest subsequent ranking from B' s supporters?

Can we achieve monotonicity with more than 3 candidates, at
a reasonable price? Perhaps a recursive idea may work.
Assume that the set of profiles S with n candidates has been
subdivided into n subsets S = Sl ∪ S2 ∪ ... ∪ Sn, so that
candidate i wins with profile in Si and that this election
method is monotonic. With n+1 candidates left, eliminate Z
with the lowest number of first preference votes. If that leads
to a profile in SY and X ≠ Y, then allow an extra  transfer of
first votes from X to Z or even to more candidates in order to
eliminate another candidate and obtain an n-candidate profile
i Sx. The possibility of saving more candidates than Z from
elimination by an extra transfer raises the question of whether
X is uniquely defined.

A more radical measure is to count in each triple separately,
implementing the extra transfer. “Triple-AV” then gives a
candidate one point for a triple victory, and achieves
monotonicity. It is similar to Copeland' s method1,3,4, which
gives one point for each victory in a pair-wise comparison and
avoids Condorcet cycles. On the other hand, the price for
monotonicity with triple-AV may well be too high in terms of
violations of the principle.

An axiomatic study of election theory reveals some basic
impossibilities. Certain combinations of nice properties
cannot be realized simultaneously in one election method. To
achieve monotonicity, one must sacrifice the principle. On the
other hand, only in the few cases where (16) holds, will triple-
AV find another triple winner than standard AV.

Three papers in Voting matters6,7,8 deal with nonmonotonicity
and related problems. One theme is the axiomatic
understanding of election methods: which combinations of
desirable properties are theoretically incompatible? That kind
of knowledge is important for everyone concerned with “how
to choose how to choose”. An axiomatic approach, however,
needs a clearly formulated and manageable conceptual frame.
As part of this frame, it must be clearly stated what kind of
preference relations the voters are allowed to express. One
may restrict ballots to be complete, or to conform to a linear
listing of the alternatives (single-peak condition), etc. Within
this frame the axiomatic investigator must take into account
all possible profiles without any extra screening against
unrealistic profiles. Even a highly concocted profile may be a
counter-example that kills a hypothesis; lack of realism is no
objection if the profile formally is within the axiomatic frame.
According to Stensholt5 a bound on the function ε(P) of the 3-
candidate profile P is useful to screen off most of the
unrealistic profiles generated in a simulation. However, a
criterion like ε(P) < 0.01 does not seem suitable for axiomatic
treatment. Axiomatics must be followed up by other
approaches, e.g. comparisons of election methods on
simulated and empirical data.
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On Dummett's “Quota
Borda System”

M Schulze

Markus Schulze is a physicist and mathematician from
Germany

In two books1,2, in his submission to the Jenkins
Commission3, and at a number of conferences, Michael
Dummett has promoted a preferential voting method where
one successively searches for solid coalitions of increasing
numbers of candidates and where, when one has found such
a solid coalition, one declares the candidates with the best
Borda scores elected. Dummett calls his method “Quota
Preference Score” (QPS) or “Quota Borda System” (QBS).
He writes that his method “has never been in use, but was
voted the best at a conference on electoral reform held in
Belfast with representatives of all parties” 3. In his book
Voting Procedures, he describes this method as follows
(where v is the number of voters,  S is the number of seats,

�
 is the number of candidates, and the “preference score” is

the Borda score) [1, pp. 284-286]:

The assessment will proceed by stages, all but the last of
which may be called “qualifying stages”: it will of course
terminate as soon as all  S  seats have been filled. We may
first describe the assessment process for the case when S is
2 or 3. At stage 1, the tellers will determine whether there are
any candidates listed first by more than 1/(S+1) of the total
number v of voters: if so, they immediately qualify for
election. If seats remain to be filled, the preference scores of
all candidates not qualifying at stage 1 will then be
calculated. At stage 2, the ballot papers will be scrutinized to
see if there is any pair of candidates, neither of whom
qualified at stage 1, to whom more than v/(S+1) voters are
solidly committed: if so, that member of the pair with the
higher preference score now qualifies for election. If seats
remain to be filled, the tellers will proceed to stage 3, at
which they will consider sets of three candidates, none of
whom has already qualified. If more than v/(S+1) voters are
solidly committed to any such trio, that one with the highest
preference score qualifies for election. In general, at the
qualifying stage i, the tellers determine whether, for any set
of i candidates none of whom has so far qualified, there are
more than v/(S+1) voters solidly committed to those
candidates; if so, the member of the set with the highest
preference score qualifies for election at stage i. If there still

remain seats to be filled after all the qualifying stages have
been completed, they will be filled at the final stage by those
candidates having the highest preference scores out of
those who have not yet qualified. ( . . . )

When  S  = 4, however, it may be thought that a body of
voters, amounting to more than two-fifths of the electorate
and solidly committed to two or more candidates, is entitled
to 2 of the 4 seats. To achieve this, the assessment process
must be made a little more complex. Stage 1 will proceed as
before, and, at stage 2, the same operation must be carried
out as described above. Before proceeding to stage 3,
however, the tellers must also consider every pair of
candidates of whom one qualified at stage 1 and the other
did not: if more than 2·v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed
to such a pair, that one who did not qualify at stage 1
qualifies at stage 2. (Note that, if more than 2·v/(S+1) voters
are solidly committed to two candidates, one of them must
qualify at stage 1.)  Likewise, at each qualifying stage i, the
tellers must ask, of every set of i candidates of whom at
most one has already qualified, whether more than 2·v/(S+1)
voters are solidly committed to those candidates. If so, and
none of them has previously qualified, the two with the
highest preference scores will now qualify; if one of them
qualified at an earlier stage, that one, of the rest, who has
the highest preference score will qualify at stage i. ( . . . )

In general, at stage i, the tellers must ask, of each set of
voters  solidly committed  to  i candidates,   what multiple of
v/(S+1) members it contains, up to i·v/(S+1). If it contains
more than v/(S+1) voters, at least one of the i candidates will
qualify for election; if it contains more than 2·v/(S+1), at least
two will qualify; if 3 ≤ i and it contains more than 3·v/(S+1), at
least three will; and so on, up to the case in which it contains
more than i·v/(S+1) voters, when all i candidates will qualify.

This description of QBS seems unnecessarily long. Usually,
Dummett offers a significantly shorter description. For
example, in his submission to the Jenkins Commission he
writes3:

The scruntineers can first mark as elected any candidate
ranked highest by a sufficiently large minority (one-sixth of
the voters in a five-member constituency, etc.). Then, having
calculated the Borda counts of all remaining candidates,
they can discover whether any set of from two to five
candidates receives solid support from a sufficiently large
minority: if so, that candidate in the set with the highest
Borda count is marked as to be elected. The remaining
seats will be filled by the candidates most generally
acceptable to the electorate as a whole, i.e. those with the
highest Borda counts.

In my opinion, a problem of the shorter description is that
readers could mistakenly believe that the order in which the
solid coalitions are considered at each stage and the
question at which stages the different candidates have
qualified were unimportant. However, example 1
demonstrates that they are decisive.
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Example 1 (v = 100;  S = 2; �  = 5):

29 DBCEA. 
17 ABDCE.
17 BADCE. 
17 CADBE. 
13 ACDBE. 
 7 CABDE.

The Borda scores are 243 for candidate A, 250 for candidate
B, 227 for candidate C, 251 for candidate D, and 29 for
candidate E. Table 1 lists all solid coalitions.  At stage 1, no
candidate qualifies for election. At stage 2, it is observed that
more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed to the
candidates A and B and that more than v/(S+1) voters are
solidly committed to the candidates A and C. When one uses
only the short description of QBS, then one could mistakenly
believe that there are two different possibilities how to
proceed resulting in two different sets of winners. First:
When one starts with the set A and B, candidate B qualifies
for election because he has a better Borda score than
candidate A. Then one has to consider the set A and C;
candidate A qualifies for election because he has a better
Borda score than candidate C. As no seats remain to be filled,
QBS terminates and the candidates A and B are the winners.
Second: When one starts with the set A and C, candidate A
qualifies for election because he has a better Borda score than
candidate C. Then one has to consider the set A and B;
however, as this set has already won one seat no additional
candidate qualifies at stage 2. At stage 3, one observes that

more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed to the
candidates A, B and D; however, as this set has already won
one seat no additional candidate qualifies at stage 3. At stage
4, one observes that more than 2·v/(S+1) voters are solidly
committed to the candidates A, B, C and D; as candidate D
has the best Borda score candidate D qualifies for election. As
no seats remain to be filled, QBS terminates and the
candidates A and D are the winners.

However, the long description in “Voting Procedures” states
clearly that when one has to decide how many additional seats
a given solid coalition gets at a given stage then one has to
consider as already qualified only those candidates who have
already qualified at strictly earlier stages. In example 1, when

one starts with the set A and C, candidate A qualifies for
election because he has a better Borda score than candidate C.
Then one has to consider the set A and B; as none of these
candidates has already qualified at a strictly earlier stage,
candidate B qualifies for election because he has a better
Borda score than candidate A.

In short, to guarantee that the result doesn' t depend on the
order in which the solid coalitions are considered at a given
stage, it is important that one looks only at those candidates
who have qualified at strictly earlier stages. For example,
suppose, at stage 10, one finds a set of 10 candidates such that
more than 5·v/(S+1) voters, but not more than 6·v/(S+1)
voters, are solidly committed to these 10 candidates. Suppose
that already 4 of these 10 candidates have qualified at stages
1-9. Then that candidate of this set who has the best Borda
score of all those candidates of this set who did not qualify at
stages 1-9 qualifies at stage 10 even if this set has already won
additional seats at stage 10.

At first sight, it isn' t clear whether the QBS winners can be
calculated in a polynomial runtime since there are 2�  possible
sets of candidates. However, a set of candidates has to be
taken into consideration only when at least one voter is
committed to this set. In so far as at each of the �  stages there
cannot be more than v sets of candidates such that at least one
voter is committed to this set, one has to take not more than
v·�  sets of candidates into consideration to calculate the QBS
winners. Therefore, a polynomial runtime is guaranteed.

When not each voter ranks all candidates, then Dummett' s
intention is met best when in each stage i those voters who
don' t strictly prefer all the candidates of some set of i
candidates to every other candidate are allocated to no solid
coalition.

Nicolaus Tideman writes about QBS [4]:

To avoid sequential eliminations, Michael Dummett suggested
a procedure in which a search would be made for solid
coalitions of a size that deserved representation, and when
such a coalition was found, an option (or options) that the
coalition supported would be selected. If the solid coalition
supported more than one option, the option (or options) with
the greatest “preference score” (Borda count) would be
selected. Preference scores would also be used to determine
which options would fill any positions not filled by options
supported by solid coalitions. I find Dummett's suggestion
unsatisfying. Suppose there are voters who would be
members of a solid coalition except that they included an
“extraneous” option, which is quickly eliminated, among their
top choices. These voters' nearly solid support for the coalition
counts for nothing, which seems to me inappropriate.

At first sight, it isn' t clear whether Tideman' s criticism is
feasible. It is imaginable that whenever there are “voters who
would be members of a solid coalition except that they
included an ‘extraneous’ option” there is also an STV method
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Table 1: Solid Coalitions in Example 1

one candidate two candidates three candidates four candidates

candidate No. candidates No. candidates No. candidates No.

A 30 A,B 34 A,B,C 7 A,B,C,D 71

B 17 A,C 37 A,B,D 34 A,B,C,E

C 24 A,D A,B,E A,B,D,E

D 29 A,E A,C,D 30 A,C,D,E

E B,C A,C,E B,C,D,E 29

B,D 29 A,D,E

B,E B,C,D 29

C,D B,C,E

C,E B,D,E

D,E C,D,E

100 100 100 100



(i.e. a method where surpluses of elected candidates are
transferred according to certain criteria to the next available
preference and where, when seats remain to be filled,
candidates are eliminated according to certain criteria and
their votes are transferred to the next available preference)
where this “nearly solid support for the coalition counts for
nothing”. If this is the case, then it is not appropriate to
criticize QBS for ignoring this “nearly solid support”.
However, example 2 demonstrates that there are really
situations where the QBS winners differ from the STV
winners independently of the STV method used.

Example 2 (v = 100;  S = 3; �  = 5):

40 ACDBE.  
39 BCDAE. 
11 DABEC.  
10 DBAEC.

The Borda scores are 252 for candidate A, 248 for candidate
B, 237 for candidate C, 242 for candidate D, and 21 for
candidate E. Table 2 lists all solid coalitions. At stage 1, the
candidates A and B qualify for election because both
candidates are preferred to every other candidate by more
than v/(S+1) voters each. At stage 2, it is observed that more
than v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed to the candidates
A and C and that more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly
committed to the candidates B and C; but as both sets of
candidates have already won one seat each, no additional
candidate qualifies for election at stage 2. At stage 3, it is
observed that more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly
committed to the candidates A, C, and D and that more than
v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed to the candidates B, C,
and D; but as both sets of candidates have already won one
seat each, no additional candidate qualifies for election at
stage 3.  At stage 4, it is observed that more than 3·v/(S+1)
voters are solidly committed to the candidates A, B, C, and
D; as this set has already won 2 seats, candidate D, the
candidate with the best Borda score of all those candidates

who haven' t yet qualified, qualifies for election. As no seats
remain to be filled, QBS terminates and the candidates A, B,
and D are the winners. However, STV methods necessarily
choose the candidates A, B, and C because, independently
of how surpluses are transferred, candidate C always
reaches the quota. In my opinion, example 2 questions
whether compliance with proportionality for solid coalitions

is sufficient for being a proportional preferential voting
method.

Dummett' s justification for his method is his claim that,
unlike traditional STV methods, QBS is less “quasi-
chaotic”. He writes 3:

The defect of STV is that it is quasi-chaotic, in the sense that
a small change in the preferences of just a few voters can
have a great effect on the final outcome. This is because it
may affect which candidate is eliminated at an early stage,
and thus which votes are redistributed, this then affecting all
subsequent stages of the assessment process.

However, in my opinion, example 3 demonstrates that also
QBS is “quasi-chaotic”. This is because a small change in
the preferences can affect which candidate qualifies at an
early stage, this then affecting all subsequent stages of the
assessment process.

Example 3 (v = 100;  S = 2; �  = 5):

26 BCAED.
24 DCEBA.
10 EADBC.
 8 ABCED. 
 7 EABDC. 
 7 EDBCA. 
 6 CDEBA. 
 6 DEBCA. 
 3 DCEAB. 
 2 EBADC. 
 1 DCBEA.

The Borda scores are 142 for candidate A, 216 for candidate
B, 215 for candidate C, 204 for candidate D, and 223 for
candidate E.  Table 3  lists  all  solid  coalitions.    At  stage
1, candidate  D  qualifies  for  election  because  more  than
v/(S+1) voters strictly prefer candidate D to every other
candidate. At stage 2, it is observed that more than v/(S+1)

voters are solidly committed to the candidates C and D; but
as this set of candidates has already won one seat, no
additional candidate of this set qualifies for election at stage
2. At stage 3, it is observed that more than v/(S+1) voters
are solidly committed to the candidates A, B, and C; as
none of these candidates has already qualified, candidate B,
the candidate with the best Borda score, qualifies for
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Table 2: Solid Coalitions in Example 2

one candidate two candidates three candidates four candidates

candidate No. candidates No. candidates No. candidates No.

A 40 A,B A,B,C A,B,C,D 79

B 39 A,C 40 A,B,D 21 A,B,C,E

C A,D 11 A,B,E A,B,D,E 21

D 21 A,E A,C,D 40 A,C,D,E

E B,C 39 A,C,E B,C,D,E

B,D 10 A,D,E

B,E B,C,D 39

C,D B,C,E

C,E B,D,E

D,E C,D,E

100 100 100 100

Table 3: Solid Coalitions in the original Example 3

one candidate two candidates three candidates four candidates

candidate No. candidates No. candidates No. candidates No.

A 8 A,B 8 A,B,C 34 A,B,C,D

B 26 A,C A,B,D A,B,C,E 34

C 6 A,D A,B,E 9 A,B,D,E 19

D 34 A,E 17 A,C,D A,C,D,E 3

E 26 B,C 26 A,C,E B,C,D,E 44

B,D A,D,E 10

B,E 2 B,C,D 1

C,D 34 B,C,E

C,E B,D,E 13

D,E 13 C,D,E 33

100 100 100 100



election. As no seats remain to be filled, QBS terminates and
the candidates B and D are the winners.

When a single DEBCA ballot is changed to BDECA, the
Borda scores are 142 for candidate A, 218 for candidate B,
215 for candidate C, 203 for candidate D, and 222 for
candidate E. Table 4 lists all solid coalitions for this modified
example. At stage 1, no candidate qualifies for election. At
stage 2, it is observed that more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly
committed to the candidates C and D; as candidate C has a
better Borda score, candidate C qualifies for election. At stage
3, it is observed that more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly
committed to the candidates A, B, and C; but as this set of
candidates has already won one seat, no additional candidate
of this set qualifies for election at stage 3. At stage 4, it is

observed that more than v/(S+1) voters are solidly committed
to the candidates A, B, C, and E and that more than v/(S+1)
voters are solidly committed to the candidates B, C, D, and E;
but as both sets have already won one seat each, no additional
candidates qualify for election at stage 4. At stage 5, candidate
E qualifies for election because he has the best Borda score of
all candidates who have not already qualified. Thus, by
ranking candidate B higher candidate B is changed from a
winner to a loser. By changing a single ballot the QBS
winners are changed from the candidates B and D to the
candidates C and E.
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Sequential STV - a new
version

I.D. Hill and Simon Gazeley

In Issue 2 of Voting matters, a system was reported called
Sequential STV 1, designed to overcome, at least to some
extent, the problem of premature exclusion of a candidate,
which occurs when the one who has the fewest votes at the
time is excluded, though due to receive many transfers later if
only that exclusion had not taken place.  That system has now
been improved and we report here on the new version.  One
particular result of the improvement is that, in the case of a
single seat, it is now certain to find the Condorcet winner if
there is one.  

The aim is to find a set of candidates of size n, where n is the
number of seats to be filled, such that any set of n+1
candidates consisting of those n and 1 more, will result in the
election of those n when an STV election is performed.  When
n=1 this reduces, of course, to the Condorcet rule.  In a small
election, or when n=1, it would be relatively easy and quick to
do a complete analysis to find if there is such a set.  The
challenge is to find a way of doing so that will work in a
reasonable time in large elections, where such a complete
analysis would be impracticable.  We recognise that the
meanings of  ‘a reasonable time’ and ‘impracticable’ are open
to dispute, and that what is practicable will change as
computers continue to get faster.  

In the old version of Sequential STV, an initial STV count
divided the candidates into probables and others, but the
others were regarded as ‘in a heap’ and all of equal status.
Consequently, if a challenger was successful, it would have
been contrary to the axioms of anonymity and neutrality2 to
make a change of probables until all the others had been
tested too, and that could lead to more than one challenger in
the next main stage.  In the new version the others are not put
in a heap but in a queue, where the order depends upon the
voting pattern.  It is then fair to implement any change of
probables at once, and the division of the method into main
stages and sub-stages is no longer necessary.

How it works − the easy part
An initial STV count is made but instead of dividing into
those elected and not elected, it classifies those who would
have been elected as probables, and puts the others into a
queue, in the reverse order of their exclusion in that initial
count, except that the runner-up is moved to last place as it is
already known that an initial challenge by that candidate will
not succeed.  Having found the probables and the order of the
queue, further rounds each consist of n+1 candidates, the n
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Table 4: Solid Coalitions in the modified Example 3

one candidate two candidates three candidates four candidates

candidate No. candidates No. candidates No. candidates No.

A 8 A,B 8 A,B,C 34 A,B,C,D

B 27 A,C A,B,D A,B,C,E 34

C 6 A,D A,B,E 9 A,B,D,E 19

D 33 A,E 17 A,C,D A,C,D,E 3

E 26 B,C 26 A,C,E B,C,D,E 44

B,D 1 A,D,E 10

B,E 2 B,C,D 1

C,D 34 B,C,E

C,E B,D,E 13

D,E 12 C,D,E 33

100 100 100 100



probables plus the head of the queue as challenger, for the n
seats.

It should be noted that, apart from the initial count, which is
only to get things started, all counts are of n+1 candidates
for n seats, so the ‘exclude the lowest’ rule, which is the
least satisfactory feature of STV, is not used.

If the challenger is not successful, the probables are
unchanged for the next round and the challenger moves to
the end of the queue, but a successful challenger at once
becomes a probable, while the beaten candidate is put to the
end of the queue.  The queue therefore changes its order as
time goes on but its order always depends upon the votes.  

The reordering of the queue during the count, by putting any
losing candidate to the end of the queue, is to make sure that
it cannot ever get into a state where, say, a set X are
probables, A, B and C are all near the top of the queue and
X+A beats X+B beats X+C beats X+A, while D is further
down and X+D has not been tested.  Putting losing
candidates to the end means that D must head the queue at
some point before A, B and C come round again.

This continues until either we get a complete run through
the queue without any challenger succeeding, in which case
we have a solution of the type that we are seeking, or we fall
into a Condorcet-style loop.  In the latter case, we have to
enter the more difficult part, set out below, but it should be
emphasised that in real elections, as distinct from specially
devised test cases, that rarely happens.    

How it works − the more difficult part
To decide that a loop has been found, a set that has been
seen before must recur as the probables.  If the queue is in
the same order as before then a loop is certain and action
must be taken at once.  If, however, a set recurs but the
queue is in a different order, it is conceivable though
unlikely that something different, that breaks the loop, could
happen.  So, in that case, a second chance is given and the
counting continues but, if the same set recurs yet again, a
loop is assumed and action taken.

In either event the action is the same, to exclude all
candidates who have never been a probable since the last
restart (which means the start where no actual restart has
occurred) and then restart from the beginning except that the
existing probables and queue are retained instead of the
initial STV count.

If there is no candidate who can be excluded, then a special
procedure is used, in which any candidate who has always
been a probable since the last restart is classified as a
certainty and any other remaining candidate as a contender.
From each possible set of n+1 candidates that includes all
the certainties, an election for n seats is conducted.  Since, at
this point, most of the original candidates will be either

excluded or certainties, there is no need to fear an
astronomical number of tests needing to be made.

At the end of each test, the one candidate who has not
reached the quota is assigned a fractional value calculated
by dividing that candidate' s votes by the quota.  When all
the tests have been done, the average of these fractions is
calculated for each candidate.  Additionally candidates are
awarded one point for each contest in which they did reach
the quota.  It is these complete points that mainly decide,
the average fraction being really only a tie-breaker.  

 The contender with the highest score is then reclassified as
a certainty and, if the number of certainties is less than the
number of seats, the special procedure is repeated with one
contender fewer and one seat fewer to fill.

While this process may look complicated, it should be
remembered that, on most occasions, only the part called
‘the easy part’ above is used, while the complications are
used to sort out a Condorcet paradox if it occurs.

Programming
Where loops occur it will often be found that a particular set
of candidates is being tested more than once.  Storing
results and accessing them as necessary would obviously be
much quicker than repeating the same STV count many
times.  However, since most voting patterns do not have
such loops, such storing of results would usually be
unproductive extra work.  For the present, the system has
been programmed with repetition rather than storing.

The name ‘Sequential STV’
From now on the name Sequential STV will be used to
mean this new version.

A random version
The initial STV count, to choose the initial probables and to
determine the initial order of the queue, turns out to be not
very important, in that an alternative version that selects the
initial probables at random, and orders the initial queue at
random, nearly always reaches the same eventual answer.  It
is fun to watch it getting from an initial nonsense selection
to end up at the correct solution, but this version should not
be used in practice because of rare cases where it can get a
different result from that given by starting with an STV
count and, where  this is so, we suspect that it would usually
be a less good result.

An example of such a rare case has been given previously3

with a fictitious set of votes, having 4 candidates for 2
places, in which testing ABC elects AB and testing ABD
elects AB, yet testing ACD elects CD and testing BCD
elects CD.  In that example, Sequential STV elects AB
(which is, in fact, the better choice) whereas the random
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version has a 50-50 chance of finding either AB or CD.  Such
an example seems unlikely ever to occur in reality but the fact
that it is possible means that it is better to guard against it by
not using the random version. 

Examples
With 5 candidates for 2 seats, consider the voting pattern

        104 ABCD
        103 BCDA
        102 CDBA
        101 DBCA
          3 EABCD
          3 EBCDA
          3 ECDBA
          3 EDCBA

Plain STV elects BC.  Sequential STV chooses BC as
probables, then tests BCD, BCE and BCA in that order.  BC
win each time and are elected.  

Suppose, however, that the voters for A, B, C and D had all
put in E as second preference to give (the example used in
reference 1). 

        104 AEBCD
        103 BECDA
        102 CEDBA
        101 DEBCA
          3 EABCD
          3 EBCDA
          3 ECDBA
          3 EDCBA

This evidently makes E a very much stronger candidate, for if
any one of A, B, C or D had not stood, E would have been the
first elected, but plain STV takes no notice, electing BC just
as before.  Sequential STV chooses BC as probables but then
tests BCD, where BC stay as probables and D goes to the end
of the queue, followed by BCE where BE become the new
probables and C goes to the end of the queue.  It then tests
BEA and BED, BE winning each time.  There is no need to
test BEC again as that result is already known, so BE are
elected.

Real voting patterns
In 43 real elections held on file, the sequential method merely
confirmed the original result in 38 of them, and replaced just
1 candidate in 3 more of them.  In only 2 cases were loops
found, making it necessary to do more than the easy part of
the method.

Timings
Some timings were made on an 11-year old PC with a 386
chip.  In a real election with 10 candidates for 6 seats and 841
voters, simple STV took 11 seconds.  Sequential STV made
no change in those elected and took 23 seconds.

In a much more difficult case with 30 candidates for 15 seats
and 563 voters, simple STV took 1 minute 6 seconds.
Sequential STV found 1 candidate to be definitely replaced
and 3 others who were in a loop for the final seat.  It took a
total of 18 minutes 30 seconds.

Should it be used?
With this new version, should it be recommended for practical
use?  That depends upon whether the user is willing to
abandon the principle that it should be impossible for a voter
to upset earlier preferences by using later preferences.  Many
people regard that principle as very important, but reducing
the frequency of premature exclusions is important too.  We
know that it is impossible to devise a perfect scheme, and it is
all a question of which faults are the most important to avoid.   

In considering this, we need to take into account, among other
things, that the true aim of an election should not be solely to
match seats as well as possible to votes, but to match seats to
the voters’ wishes.  Since we do not know the wishes we must
use the votes as a substitute, but that makes it essential that
the votes should match the wishes as far as possible.  That, in
turn, makes it desirable that the voters should not be tempted
to vote tactically.   

They would not be so tempted if they felt confident that later
preferences were as likely to help earlier ones as to harm
them, and if they could not predict the effect one way or the
other.  At present, we see no reason to doubt that these
requirements are met.

All things considered, we believe that Sequential STV is
worthy of serious consideration.  

Comparison with STV(EES) and with
CPO-STV?
STV(EES) 4 was designed to meet much the same aims as
Sequential STV, and also has the same disadvantage that later
preferences can upset earlier ones.  A comparison of the two
would be interesting.  As at present defined, however,
STV(EES) is so slow that a comparison is not easy.  For an
electoral method to be slow should not be considered too
much of a disadvantage for real elections if it can be shown to
get better results, but it is certainly a disadvantage for research
purposes where a large number of counts of different data
may be required within a reasonable time.
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Using the examples above, STV(EES) elects BC from the
first but BE from the second, just as Sequential STV does.  

In the example given in section 6 of reference 4, AC were
elected by STV(EES), which was not wrong as there was a
paradox  in the votes, but the paper admitted that ‘I would
still have preferred AB to be the winning set in this case’, so
it may be worth noting that Sequential STV does indeed
elect AB.

CPO-STV 5, 6 was designed to search for an outcome that is
globally optimum rather than merely locally stable.  Again a
comparison would be interesting.  
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Editorial
The year 2002 has seen significant advances with the
technology of STV, from opposite sides of the world.

In the Republic of Ireland, plans for the introduction of
electronic voting (in the polling booth, not at this stage, via
the Internet) have advanced to a key stage. Suitable
technology has been developed for the polling stations and
software has been written to undertake the count. ERBS was
contracted to test the counting software to ensure it adhered to
the rules which are identical to the hand-counting ones. On the
17th May, the Dáil elections were held in which three
constituencies were handled electronically as an experiment,
while the others were handled by the traditional manual
means. The software validation was completed in time under
the direction of Joe Wadsworth using a program for the Irish
rules written by Joe Otten and with the editor running over
400 tests, some specially written for the occasion. I am glad to
report that the counting went smoothly on the day. 

The Irish election data for the three constituencies (Meath,
Dublin North and Dublin West) was placed on the Internet
with the full results of the count. To my knowledge, this is the
first time over 2,000 STV votes (ie, the full set of preferences
given by each voter) has been made publicly available. It is
now possible to analyse this data. It is immediately clear, even
by a manual inspection that many final preferences are in
ballot paper order.

The developments with STV in New Zealand have been
continuing throughout 2002 and are reported in the final
article in this issue by Stephen Todd.

Other articles in this issue includes a note by Peter Dean
showing how the actual administration of STV has changed
over the years in Tasmania (even without the impact of
computers). David Hill also considers a disturbing example of
changes to the preferences on ballot papers which are not
visible to the traditional rules.

Eivind Stensholt presents a rather technical article about the
implementation of Meek STV rules when equality of
preference is permitted. (Does the observed ballot-paper
ordering with the Irish election indicate that equality of
preference should be allowed?)

The remaining article is a short one by myself about the
vexed question of proportionality.

Welcome to the McDougall Trust
This issue is the last one under the ERS banner. Following
discussions between ERS and the Trust, Voting matters is
being transferred to the Trust for publication for the time
being. At this point, no significant changes are envisaged.

Brian Wichmann.



STV in Tasmania
P Dean

Peter Dean has been involved with ERS for many years.

In his article in Voting matters1, Philip Kestelman raises the
issue of positional voting bias. In Tasmania, there has been a
continuous process of changing some details of the STV
voting system to make it fairer. The problem of positional
voting bias was addressed in 1979 and first used in 1980.

A summary of STV in Tasmania from Newman2 is as
follows:

1897 First experimental use of STV.

1903 Women given the vote.

1909 First state-wide election by STV.

1917 By-elections and vacancies filled by a recount of
the original ballots. First used in 1922.

1921 Women allowed to stand as candidates.

1922 Deposit lost if less than 20% of the quota if
excluded or at the end of the count.

1930 Compulsory vote, previously 63-67% turnout, up
to 82% in 1928.

1941 Grouping by party labels.

1954 Parliamentary term reduced from 5 to 3 years.

1955 Speaker to be chosen from party with the lower
statewide vote.

1957 Assembly of 35 instead of 30 to overcome
potential deadlock.

1972 Term changed to 5 years, and 4 years thereafter.

1973 Voters required to make 7 choices instead of 3.
Previously 90% of electors restricted their choice to a
single party. Franchise reduced to 18.

1976 Draw for ballot position, and position within party
list.

1980 first use of rotated ballot. The printer must issue
equal numbers of papers showing different names in
the favoured position, starting with the first name
alphabetically. Thus with a columnar ballot paper 2, 8,
3 and 7 members in the 4 columns, 16 different
printings are made.

A 1957 Select committee reported that it provided the
Tasmanian elector with a wider freedom of choice, and a

more effective vote than any other method of Parliamentary
election in the world.
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Implementing a suggestion
of Meek's

E Stensholt

Eivind Stensholt is from the Norwegian School of Economics
and Business Administration

Introduction
In preferential elections voters are often assumed to have
linear rankings, i.e. they rank all candidates without ties.
Here the topic is STV elections where only a “complete
order” is required, which means that a voter must give each
candidate a rank, but may declare equal preference.  Hence
in a 10-candidate election a voter V may rank

PQ(ABCDE)RST

which, in Hill's notation1, means that A, B, C, D, E share
third to seventh rank.

At an iterative step in an algorithm for Meek's method a
candidate P has a certain current retention factor: 1-p,
which is a positive number less than or equal to 1. Voter V
starts on top of his list, offers P his full vote, for which 1-p
is retained and offers Q p votes, has p(1-q) retained and has
w = pq votes when coming to the set of equal preferences
{A, B, C, D, E}.

Meek2 suggested to count as if there were 5! = 120
“minivoters”, each with a weight of w/120 votes, with one
minivoter for each possible way to split up the {A, B, C, D,
E} into 5 singleton classes. With n candidates ranked equal,
there are n! possible linear rankings, and the work soon
becomes too much even for computers if each minivoter is
considered separately. However, the counting can be
systematized, so that the necessary work grows as n2. Thus
there need not be a “combinatorial explosion”, but the
algorithm does not otherwise relate to Hill's discussion of
how to cope with equality of preference.
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A count with five candidates equal
One minivoter ranks ABCDE, and contributes

(1-a)w/120,  a(1-b)w/120,  ab(1-c)w/120,  abc(1-d)w/120,
abcd(1-e)w/120

to A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. Each minivoter keeps
weight abcdew/120, and hence voter V keeps abcdew to
influence the ranking of R, S, and T.

What is the total contribution from the 120 minivoters to
candidate E? The contribution has 5 parts:

 24 minivoters have E as number 1: 24(1-e)w/120
 24 minivoters have E as number 2:   6(a+b+c+d)(1-e)w/120
 24 minivoters have E as number 3:

 4(ab+ac+ad+bc+bd+cd)(1-e)w/120
 24 minivoters have E as number 4: 

6(bcd+acd+abd+abc)(1-e)w/120
 24 minivoters have E as number 5: 24(abcd)(1-e)w/120.

The total contribution from V to E is therefore

[1/5 + (a+b+c+d)/20 +  (ab+ac+ad+bc+bd+cd)/30 +                
           (bcd+acd+abd+abc)/20 + (abcd)/5](1-e)w

An efficient algorithm is possible because the factors that
depend on a, b, c, and d are easily calculated as the
coefficients in a polynomial:

Q(E, x) = (x+a)(x+b)(x+c)(x+d) =
x4 + (a+b+c+d)x3 + 
(ab+ac+ad+bc+bd+cd)x2 + 
(bcd+acd+abd+abc)x + abcd.

How much computational effort is involved in calculating
Q(E, x)?  Writing

Q(E, x) = [x3 + (a+b+c)x2 + (bc+ca+ab)x + abc](x+d)
             = [x4 + (a+b+c)x3 + (bc+ca+ab)x2 + (abc)x]
                 + [dx3 + (a+b+c)dx2 + (bc+ca+ab)dx  + (abc)d],

we see that the factor (x+d) involves first 3 multiplications of
two real numbers with d as a factor and then 3 additions of
two real numbers to get the coefficients of x3, x2, and x.
Multiplying (x+a)(x+b) needs one multiplication and one
addition, and (x+a)(x+b)(x+c) is calculated with two more of
each.  Hence Q(E,x) requires 1+2+3 = 6 multiplications and
1+2+3 = 6 additions. Moreover, the contribution formula
contains 6 multiplications, 4 additions, and 1 subtraction.

The general case
In general, consider n candidates, C1, ..., Cn,  with retention
factors 1-p(1), ... , 1-p(n).  Consider the polynomials

Q(Ci, x) = [x+p(1)][x+p(2)] . . . . . [x+p(n)]/[x+p(i)]

      = B(0)xn-1 + B(1)xn-2 + B(2)xn-3 + .... + B(n-1)

for i from 1 to n. Clearly B(0) = 1 while the other B(k) depend
on i. They are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the
p(j) where j  ≠  i.   The multiplication of n - 1 factors of type
[x + p(j)]  involves  1 + 2 + 3 + ... + (n-2)  =  (n-1)(n-2)/2
multiplications of two real numbers and equally many
additions.

Suppose the candidates C1, ..., Cn form an equal preference
set for voter V, who has weight w left after contributing to the
higher ranked candidates. The contribution from V to
candidate Ci, i.e. the votes to Ci from n! minivoters, is given
by the contribution formula  Rev(i) =

[K(n-1,0)B(0) + K(n-1,1)B(1) + ... + K(n-1,t)B(t) + ... +        
K(n-1,n-1)B(n-1)][1-p(i)]w

where the K(n-1,t) are determined as follows: There are n!
minivoters, with weight w/(n!) each. Among them, (n-1)! have
candidate Ci as number t+1. The t candidates ranked ahead of
Ci can be permuted in t! ways. The n-t-1 candidates ranked
after Ci can be permuted in (n-t-1)! ways. Thus t!(n-t-1)! of
the (n-1)! minivoters have the same t candidates ahead of Ci
and they offer the same support to candidate Ci. The total
revenue  collected  by  Ci  from these (n-1)! minivoters is
t!(n-t-1)! B(t) [1-p(i)]w/(n!).  Thus K(n-1,t)  =  t!(n-t-1)! /(n!),
i.e.

K(n,t)  =  t!(n-t)! /((n+1)!).

For the use of the contribution formula, it is practical to
tabulate the coefficients K(n-1,t).

If each Q(Ci,x) is calculated as a product with n-1 factors, i
from 1 to n, the total requirement is n(n-1)(n-2)/2
multiplications of two real numbers and n(n-1)(n-2)/2
additions. Thus the work grows with the third power of n.
Here we leave out the n+1 multiplications and n-1 additions
and 1 subtraction that must be performed each time the
contribution formula is used.

However, with n>5 one may reduce the work by first
calculating Q(x) =

[x+p(1)][x+p(2)] ... [x+p(n)] =

 A(0)xn +  A(1)xn-1 +  A(2)xn-2 +  ... +A(n)

by means of n(n-1)/2 multiplications and n(n-1)/2 additions,
and then for each i perform the division with [x+p(i)]:

 A(0)xn+A(1)xn-1+A(2)xn-2 +...+ A(n) =

            [B(0)xn-1+B(1)xn-2+B(2)xn-3 +...+B(n-1)][p(i)+x]

leads to A(0) = B(0) = 1 and
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  A(1) =  B(0)p(i) + B(1),
  A(2) = B(1)p(i) + B(2), ... , 
  A(n-1) = B(n-2)p(i) + B(n-1).

Hence Q(Ci,x) is calculated as follows:

  B(1) = A(1) - B(0)p(i) , 
  B(2) = A(2) - B(1)p(i) , ... , 
  B(n-1) = A(n-1) - B(n-2)p(i).

The division with [x+p(i)] requires n-1 multiplications with
p(i) as a factor and n-1 subtractions. All the divisions for i
from 1 to n require n(n-1) multiplications and n(n-1)
subtractions. Thus it is enough to perform 3n(n-1)/2
multiplications and 3n(n-1)/2 additions/subtractions instead
of n(n-1)(n-2)/2 of each.

There are of course also n(n+1) multiplications and n2

additions/subtractions associated with the use of the
contribution formula for n candidates, and so we arrive at
n(5n-1)/2 multiplications and n(5n-3)/2 additions/
subtractions.

Further small savings are obviously possible, e.g. by
keeping Q(Cn,x) as an intermediate result from the
calculation of Q(x) instead of dividing Q(x) by [x+p(n)], but
they do perhaps not justify the extra programming.

A program for calculating the
contributions
Here is a Maple routine for calculating the contribution from
a voter with weight 1 to each candidate in an equal
preference set of n candidates 1, 2, ... , n,  with given
retention factors. The total number of candidates is denoted
by C.

Set n = number of candidates ranked equally by the voter:

> n:=9;

                                n := 9

Set p(i) for candidates 1, 2, ... , n, so that 1-p(i) is the
current retention factor for candidate i.

> for i from 1 to n do p(i):=0.5+0.04*i; od;

                             p(1) := 0.54
                             p(2) := 0.58
                             p(3) := 0.62
                             p(4) := 0.66
                             p(5) := 0.70
                             p(6) := 0.74
                             p(7) := 0.78
                             p(8) := 0.82
                             p(9) := 0.86

As an example we use these equidistant values for the p(i).

The routine consists of a "preparation" and two
instructions. The preparation is used only once per run of
the election program. It sets the coefficients K(i,j) = j!(i-j)!/
(i+1)! by first calculating the binomial coefficients " i -
choose - j " = i!/(j!(i-j)!).

Preparation. Set the table of constants. Let C be the total
number of candidates:

> C:=20: for i from 0 to C-1 do K(i,0):=1.0; od:              
for j from 1 to C-1 do K(0,j):=0.0; od:                              
for i from 1 to C-1 do for j from 1 to C-1 do      
K(i,j):=K(i-1,j-1)+K(i-1,j); od: od:                                   
for i from 1 to C-1 do for j from 0 to i do            
K(i,j):=1.0/((i+1)*K(i,j)); od: od:

Instruction 1. Calculate the polynomial of degree n:

> A(0):=1.0: B(0):=1.0: for j from 1 to n do A(j):=0.0; od:
for j from 1 to n do for i from 0 to j-1 do                         
A(j-i):= A(j-i-1)*p(j) + A(j-i); od; od;

Instruction 2. Calculate the polynomial of degree n-1 for
candidate s and simultaneously set Rev(s) = the revenue for
candidate s, s=1, 2, ..., n:

> for s from 1 to n do Pr:=K(n-1,0): q:=p(s):                    
for j from 1 to n-1 do B(j) := A(j)-B(j-1)*q;
Pr:=Pr+B(j)*K(n-1,j); od: Rev(s):=Pr*(1-q); od:

Another instruction shows the revenue Rev(s) collected by
candidate s from all n! "minivoters" :

> for s from 1 to n do Rev(s):=Rev(s); od;

                       Rev(1) := .171708815169
                       Rev(2) := .154311932284
                       Rev(3) := .137512907077
                       Rev(4) := .121258700936
                       Rev(5) := .105503965732
                       Rev(6) := .0902095328389
                       Rev(7) := .0753412681397
                       Rev(8) := .0608691895186
                       Rev(9) := .0467667763417

These contributions sum to 0.963483088037.

The voter keeps p(1) p(2) ... p(n) =  0.036516911963.

What happens in the example above?
Consider 9 candidates sharing ranks 1 to 9 in a vote, and
assume the retention factors are as above. The preparation
has calculated a table including (K(8,0), ..., K(8,8)) =

(0.1111111111, 0.01388888889, 0.003968253968,
0.001984126984, 0.001587301587, 0.001984126984,
0.003968253968, 0.01388888889,  0.1111111111)
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With the p(i) above, instruction 1 gets the polynomial of
degree n = 9,

Q(x)= [x+0.54] [x+0.58][x+0.62] [x+0.66] [x+0.70] [x+0.77] 
           [x+0.78] [x+0.82] [x+0.86] =

1 x9 + 6.30 x8  + 17.5920 x7  +  28.576800 x6  +  29.75937888
x5 + 20.60302608 x4 +  9.482569153 x3  + 2.797730344  x2  +
0.4801360978 x + 0.03651691196.

Then for s=9, instruction 2 gets Q(C9,x) = Q(x)/[x+0.86] =

1 x8 + 5.44 x7  + 12.9136 x6  +  17.471104 x5  +  14.73422944
x4 +7.93158876  x3 +  2.661402819  x2  +   0.508923920  x  +
0.0424615266,

and at the same time it calculates the contribution from the
voter with weight 1 to candidate 9:

[1 × 0.1111111111 + 5.44 × 0.01388888889 + 12.9136 ×
0.003968253968 +17.471104 ×  0.001984126984 +
14.73422944 ×  0.001587301587 + 7.93158876 ×
0.001984126984 + 2.661402819 ×  0.003968253968 +
0.508923920 × 0.01388888889 + 0.0424615266 ×
0.1111111111] × (1- 0.86)

= 0.3340484026 × (1- 0.86) = 0.04676677636.
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What would a different
method have done?

I D  Hill

Following an election, the question is often raised of what the
result would have been had a different electoral method been
used.  In general, no reply can be given to this question not
only because sufficiently detailed information is not available
on the votes, but also because voters can be expected to
behave differently if a different system is used.

In comparing one STV system with another, however, rather
than totally different systems, it seems unlikely that there
would be very much difference in how voters behave, and a
reasonable reply is possible provided that the full voting
pattern is divulged.  It is very welcome that it has been
divulged for the three constituencies counted by computer in
the recent general election in Eire.  Such openness is to be
commended.  Too often, though, the full voting pattern is
regarded as confidential, and the only information is a result
sheet, which is quite insufficient for the purpose. 

As an example, the question might be whether the result of
the 2002 ERS Council election would have been different had
the Meek system been used.  Working solely from the result
sheet (the only information available) I have constructed a
voting pattern in which some votes have the character #
inserted within their preferences.  Before running such data on
a computer the # characters have to be replaced, either by a
number representing a candidate, or by a space which is then
ignored by the STV program. 

If the # characters are all replaced by a space, and ERS97
rules used, the actual result sheet is reproduced.  If Meek rules
are used the same candidates are elected, following a similar
order of events.

However, if the # characters are all replaced by the number
that represents any one of the defeated candidates, and ERS97
rules used, the same result sheet appears, identical in every
particular, but if Meek rules are used, that defeated candidate
is elected, at the expense, of course, of one of those who was
actually successful. 

There is no suggestion that this artificial voting pattern is
anything like the true one.  I am absolutely sure that it is not,
but it is somewhat remarkable that it is possible to devise such
a voting pattern with no effect at all on the ERS97 result
sheet.  The fact that it is possible shows the extent to which
the information available is totally inadequate to answer the
question.  I believe it to be impossible to do the reverse,
leaving the Meek result unchanged while varying the ERS97
result.

The artificial voting pattern can be supplied on request.

What sort of proportionality?
I D Hill

In pure mathematics proportionality is a well-defined concept,
but that is because we can always go into fractions whenever
necessary.  For proportionality within voting systems we are
restricted to whole numbers in those elected for each party
(using “party” in the general sense of any relevant grouping of
the candidates, not only in the sense of a formal political
party).  Under such circumstances it is in many cases not at all
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easy to say whether one result is more nearly proportional
than another.  This is particularly so where some parties,
quite correctly, get zero seats, while none get zero votes.

I agree with Philip Kestelman1 that none of the measures
that he discusses is perfect.  I agree also that the
comparative answers that they produce are so similar that, if
using any, we might as well settle on one of them.  But as I
have said before2 they are all fundamentally flawed in
basing their calculations on first-preference votes only, and
this can be very misleading, particularly where there is a
substantial amount of cross-party voting for successive
preferences.

However there is an additional point to be considered, even
where first preferences do give full information on party
popularity, there being no cross-party voting at all.  Under
such circumstances it could be the rule that if n is the
minimum value, across parties, of votes per seat, then any
party with at least n votes must get at least 1 seat, any party
with at least 2n votes must get at least 2 seats, any party
with at least 3n votes must get at least 3 seats, and so on.
Given the restriction to whole numbers, and that some
parties may get zero seats, what could be more proportional
than that?  Yet none of the measures that Kestelman
considers meets that rule.

For simplicity, consider the case of only 2 parties and only 2
seats to be filled.  Suppose the votes are 70 for party A and
30 for party B.  We can at once rule out the option of giving
both seats to party B, but is it better to give both to A or one
to each?

Suppose we allot them as 1 to each.  Then n = 30 / 1 so
party A with more than 2n votes must get at least 2 seats and
the rule is violated.  Suppose we allot them as both to party
A.  Then n = 70 / 2 and the rule is satisfied for party B does
not reach 35 to be worth a seat.  Yet every one of the
measures that Kestelman considers says that 1 to each is a
better answer than both to party A.  To my mind that shows
all those measures to be unsatisfactory.  I regret that I do not
know of a better alternative, but to do without a measure is
preferable to using a defective one.

If anyone doubts that both to party A is the better answer, let
them assume that there had been only 3 candidates and
votes 36 A1 A2, 34 A2 A1, 30 B.  The measures all say that
to elect A1 and B, or even A2 and B, is preferable to A1 and
A2, which is surely nonsense.

However, I am grateful to Philip Kestelman for the
suggestion that we might, perhaps, say that to elect A1 and
B is more party-representative, while to elect A1 and A2 is
more candidate-representative.  There might be something
in that.  
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Proportionality Revisited
B A Wichmann

Introduction
The issue of proportionality in the last article1, raised two
problems in my mind which are addressed here.

A flaw
Consider the hypothetical case of an STV election in the
UK, in which there is a United Kingdom Independence
Party (UKIP) candidate together with a Tory candidate. A
Tory voter who is on the Europhobic wing of the party
could well decide to give his/her first preference to the
UKIP candidate. On the other hand, if the Tory candidate
was also Europhobic, then the voter would surely place his/
her first preference with the Tory. In other words, the first
preference votes for the Tory and UKIP cannot reasonably
be analysed in isolation.

Of course, this issue is not specific to the Tory party — the
same problem could arise with a Socialist Party candidate
standing against a New or Old Labour candidate.

I conclude from this that an analysis of party support based
upon first preferences alone is doomed to failure.

Granularity
In this section, we set aside the flaw noted above, and
analyse the issue of proportionality from just one point of
view: the granularity imposed by the size of the
constituencies. If a constituency elects 4 members, then it is
clear that strict proportionality could only be obtained if
each party had a multiple of 25% of the first preference
votes. Obviously, there will always be a mismatch between
the first preference votes and the proportion of candidates
elected.

As an example, we consider the 1997 Irish General
election2. The 166 seats for the Dáil are from 41
constituencies having 3, 4 or 5 seats each. In this analysis,
we consider three categories for the first preference votes:
those of Fianna Fáil (FF), those for Fine Gael (FG) and the
others. It can reasonably be said that the ‘others’ does not
represent a party, but if strict proportionality is obtained for
FF and FG, then the others as a single group will also be
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represented proportionally. We return to this problem later.

Kestelman3 considers several measures of proportionality.
Here, we consider some of those measures as applied to each
individual constituency and compare this with the actual
result. The measures used here are the Loosemore-Hanby
Index, Gallagher Index of Disproportionality, Sainte-Laguë
Index and the Farina Index (all taken from the above paper).

Given a specific index, then one can determine the number of
seats for each party which would give the closest fit with
respect to that index. In fact, all the indices give the same
result with one exception: the Sainte-Laguë Index gives a
different result for the Dublin Central constituency. Ignoring
this isolated value we have the table as follows:

The content of the table is best explained by taking an entry:
say Waterford, with 4 seats. The Actual and Best entries give
the seats in the order (FF, FG, Other). The Best entry is

computed according to all the indices apart from the isolated
result already noted. The Fit% figures are calculated from the
formula: 

Fit% =√(∑(S%-V%)2 ), which is related to the Gallagher
index.

The last column gives the comparison between the actual and
best entries in seats. For Waterford, a single change in the
actual result by a FF seat becoming an Other seat would
produce the ‘best’ result.

One can see from this result that 18 constituencies would
remain unchanged if they gave the best fit to first preference
proportionality. The major difference is that the two major
parties have gained over the others — the best fit giving 56
seats in the Dáil for ‘others’ against the actual number of 35.

Two constituencies are different from the others. In the case of
Cork North-Central, a two seat change is needed from the
actual result to get the best fit. The reason for this is a high
level of transfers from the other candidates to the two major
parties. The case of Donegal North-East is special because the
difference in the actual and best does not involve an increase
in the ‘other’ seats. The reason for this was a significant
transfer from FG to FF in the actual election when an FG
candidate was still available for transfers.

As would be expected, there is a wide variation in the Fit
entries. Also, the Fit values decrease with increased
constituency seats: an average of 15.7% for 3-seats, 12.8% for
4-seats and 10.7% for 5-seats.

The under-representation of the Other group is to be expected
as many of those candidates are excluded early in the count
with many transfers to the major parties (as well as to non-
transferables). This effect clearly indicates the dubious nature
of grouping all the parties other than the major two into one.

The conclusion from this analysis seems to be that there is
little loss in proportionality due to the natural granularity of
the STV system. The lack of proportionality compared to the
first preferences is caused by the vote transfers. There is a
capital T in STV.

In addition to the above analysis of granularity, the same data
reveals a very close correlation between the indices used. This
is gratifying, since they are clearly supposed to be measuring
the same property. However, the correlations can be
represented approximately in a graph as follows in which the
indices are indicated by their initials and the distance between
them increases with a lack of correlation. From this it appears
that the Loosemore-Hanby Index is centrally placed which
reinforces Kestelman' s support for that index.
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Constituency Actual Best Fit (%) Comparison

Carlow-Kilkenny (2,2,1) (2,2,1) 13.998 =

Cavan-Monaghan (2,2,1) (2,2,1) 8.850 =

Clare (3,1,0) (2,1,1) 7.452 FF to Other

Cork East (2,2,0) (2,1,1) 16.773 FG to Other

Cork North-Central (3,2,0) (2,1,2) 12.473 Two changes

Cork North-West (2,1,0) (2,1,0) 24.912 =

Cork South-Central (3,2,0) (2,2,1) 11.923 FF to Other

Cork South-West (1,2,0) (1,1,1) 20.608 FG to Other

Donegal North-East (2,0,1) (1,1,1) 17.801 FF to FG

Donegal South-West (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 12.710 =

Dublin Central (2,1,1) (2,0,2) 17.771 FG to Other

Dublin North (2,1,1) (1,1,2) 16.756 FF to Other

Dublin North-Central (2,1,1) (2,1,1) 4.487 =

Dublin North-East (2,1,1) (2,1,1) 19.113 =

Dublin North-West (2,0,2) (2,1,1) 15.808 FG to Other

Dublin South (2,2,1) (2,1,2) 11.999 FG to Other

Dublin South-Central (2,1,1) (1,1,2) 13.301 FF to Other

Dublin South-East (1,1,2) (1,1,2) 4.042 =

Dublin South-West (2,1,2) (1,1,3) 12.192 FF to Other

Dublin West (2,1,1) (1,1,2) 11.492 FF to Other

Dun Laoghaire (2,2,1) (1,2,2) 11.226 FF to Other

Galway East (2,2,0) (2,1,1) 7.923 FG to Other

Galway West (2,1,2) (2,1,2) 10.324 =

Kerry North (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 19.729 =

Kerry South (1,0,2) (1,0,2) 18.479 =

Kildare North (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 9.214 =

Kildare South (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 8.464 =

Laoighis-Offaly (3,2,0) (3,1,1) 13.281 FG to Other

Limerick East (2,1,2) (2,1,2) 9.015 =

Limerick West (1,2,0) (1,1,1) 4.945 FG to Other

Longford-Roscommon (2,2,0) (2,1,1) 15.181 FG to Other

Louth (2,1,1) (2,1,1) 12.575 =

Mayo (2,3,0) (2,3,0) 14.288 =

Meath (3,2,0) (2,2,1) 3.803 FF to Other

Sligo-Leitrim (2,2,0) (2,1,1) 15.211 FG to Other

Tipperary North (2,0,1) (1,0,2) 24.890 FF to Other

Tipperary South (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 11.361 =

Waterford (2,1,1) (1,1,2) 14.951 FF to Other

Westmeath (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 15.218 =

Wexford (2,2,1) (2,2,1) 3.036 =

Wicklow (2,1,2) (1,1,3) 13.758 FF to Other



Correlation graph
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STV in New Zealand
S W Todd

     Stephen Todd is a member of the Electoral Reform Coalition
and has advocated STV in New Zealand for many years

In May 2001, the New Zealand Parliament enacted the
Local Electoral Act 2001.  At section 3 of the Act, it is stated
that its purpose “is to modernise the law governing the
conduct of local elections and polls ...” including, to “allow
diversity (through local decision-making) in relation to ...
the particular electoral system to be used for local elections
and polls[.]”

Section 5 of the Act defines “electoral system” as “... any of
the following electoral systems that are prescribed for use at
an election or poll:

(a) the system commonly known as First Past The Post:

(b) the system commonly known as Single Transferable
Voting (STV) using Meek' s method of counting
votes[.]”

As a result of this legislation, New Zealand becomes the
first country in the world to adopt STV by Meek' s method
for use in public elections. Indeed, although local authorities
have the choice of switching to STV if they or their electors

want it, the Act, at section 150, amends the New Zealand
Public Health and Disability Act 2000, to make it
mandatory for the seven elected members of the country' s
twenty-one district health boards to be elected by STV.

It will come as no surprise to learn that the road to STV
becoming a reality in New Zealand was not an easy one.  In
1994, on behalf of the Electoral Reform Coalition, I
prepared a draft bill for the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition (Labour Party), the Hon David Caygill, MP.
After consulting the Electoral Reform Society in the UK, I
incorporated the Northern Ireland rules in the relevant
Schedule of the bill.  Mr Caygill took the bill to a
subsequent meeting of the Labour caucus, which agreed
that it should be accepted as a private member' s bill.

At that point it became the responsibility of the opposition
spokesperson on Local Government, Richard Northey, MP.
He placed it in the fortnightly ballot of members'  bills in
October 1994, and it was drawn from that ballot the
following April.  Mr Northey introduced the bill (Local
Elections (Single Transferable Vote Option) Bill) into the
House of Representatives on 19 July 1995.

Ten of 78 submissions on the bill were heard by the
Electoral Law select committee, in November 1995.  On 31
July 1996, the committee established a subcommittee,
comprising Richard Northey (Chairperson) and Hon. David
Caygill, to consider the bill.  Advice was received from
officials in the Department of Internal Affairs, and the
subcommittee reported its findings to the committee on 21
August 1996.  The bill was reported back to Parliament in
early September, just as Parliament was dissolved so that
New Zealand' s first MMP election could be held (on 12
October).  The bill was held over for consideration by the
new Parliament.

Part of the “advice [...] received from officials” was to
abandon the Northern Ireland rules on the ground that they
did not treat all votes equally, particularly with regard to
those votes given for successful candidates that were not in
the actual parcel of votes that put a candidate up over the
quota.  Such inequality in the treatment of votes was seen as
unfair.

Furthermore, knowing that computer technology was
increasingly being used in local elections, the committee
wanted counting rules that were more compatible with the
use of such technology.

Unfortunately, the rules written to replace the Northern
Ireland rules in the Report copy of the bill were logically
unsound.  The main problem was that the word “votes”, as
used in the rewritten rules, did not always mean the same
thing.  Sometimes it referred to transferable papers and
other times to the value of those papers.  In undertaking the
rewrite, the authors overlooked the fact that, regardless of
whether hand-counting rules are carried out by hand or by
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computer, it is voting papers that are being transferred,
sometimes at full value, sometimes at a reduced transfer
value, rather than votes.  A number of consequential errors
arising from this and other misunderstandings, rendered the
rules inoperable.

The rule pertaining to the calculation of the transfer value was
a case in point.  In the case of the transfer of a surplus
resulting from a previous transfer of votes, the transfer value
of the votes transferred [was to] be “the result of dividing the
surplus by the total number of votes transferred in that
previous transfer to the candidate from whom the surplus is
transferred.”

A transfer value is calculated by dividing the surplus by the
number of transferable papers, not by the sum of the value of
those papers and non-transferable papers, i.e. total votes.
Under normal hand-counting rules, for example, an elected
candidate may obtain the quota upon receiving a batch of 280
voting papers, each having a transfer value of 0.35 — a total
of 98 votes.  If this candidate now has a surplus of 60 votes
and only 240 of the 280 papers last received are transferable,
then they would be transferred at a transfer value of 0.25.

The above-mentioned rule, however, states that the transfer
value shall be calculated by dividing the surplus of 60 votes
by the 98 votes transferred at the previous transfer, which
comes to 0.612244...  If this transfer value (0.61?) were then
applied to the 240 transferable papers (although there was
nothing to say it should be), a total of 146.40 votes would be
transferred instead of 60, and the total number of non-
transferable votes would be increased unnecessarily by 24.40!

Not only was there no direction as to how many decimal
places the transfer value was to be taken to, but it was very
obvious that the votes would not sum to the correct totals.
Something had to be done.

The Electoral Law Committee of the new Parliament called
for submissions on the Report copy of the bill, to be received
by 30 October 1997.

During the course of my efforts to make sense of the re-
written counting rules, I realised quite suddenly that what
officials had been attempting to do, was to replace the
Northern Ireland rules with Meek-equivalent rules, unaware
that Meek' s method of counting votes had already been
invented, and subsequently perfected.

Consequently, in the Electoral Reform Coalition' s submission,
we recommended to the committee that the counting rules be
replaced by Meek' s method.  Our efforts were all to no avail,
however, with the bill being lost following a tied vote (4-4) in
committee in May 1998.

That month, I set to work drafting a completely new bill, this
time for opposition Green Party MP, Rod Donald, in which I

incorporated Meek' s method of counting votes.  The
Explanatory Note to the bill explained that Meek' s method
was a significant improvement over the various hand-counting
rules, and why; that it treated all votes equally; and that a
Meek count had to be carried out by computer.

The draft was completed in December 1998 and sent out to
interested parties for comment.  Reaction from the local
government sector was generally unsupportive, but two
prominent political scientists with a particular interest in local
government agreed that Meek' s method was an improvement
over hand-counting rules.

The local government sector was resisting the STV option
because local returning officers (now called electoral officers)
were terrified at the thought of having to learn how to conduct
a complicated hand-count of votes. They imagined dozens of
people constantly shuffling thousands of pieces of paper from
one pile to another over several days.  In these cost-conscious
times, when the public demands instant results, they simply
didn' t want to know about it.

Although sector representatives indicated continued
resistance, this new bill happened to coincide with a push by
the sector to have the local electoral legislation completely re-
written and up-dated.

In June 1999, I was invited to attend a workshop on matters
pertaining to the administration and conduct of local elections
to give a presentation on Meek' s method.  Soon after, perhaps
realising that their main objection to STV (fear of hand-
counts) need not be a relevant consideration, and that the issue
of STV was not going to go away, sector representatives
decided to include provision for an STV option in their list of
proposed improvements to the legislation.

A year later, in July 2000, Rod Donald' s bill was drawn out in
the fortnightly ballot of members'  bills and given its first
reading.  At this time, the newly-elected Labour-led
government decided that seven of the 11 members of the 21
district health boards (DHBs) that it intended to set up to
replace the structure put in place by the previous government,
would be elected by STV.

A significant reason for this decision was to ensure that the
Maori population would have the means to ensure they were
represented on these boards by people they helped to elect, if
that was what they wanted.  The legislation stipulates that at
least two of the 11 positions must be filled by Maori, so
enabling Maori to elect Maori members would enable, in most
cases, the four appointed positions to be filled having regard
to criteria other than ethnicity.

The government, which generally relied on the Green Party
for its majority, and needing the support of the Greens to
ensure the Local Electoral Bill would be enacted during the
first half of 2001, agreed to include provisions for local
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authorities to adopt STV in that bill.  In turn, Rod Donald
allowed his bill to lapse in select committee.

At this point, late-July 2000, a decision needed to be made
as to which of the several forms of STV would be included
in the Local Electoral Bill. Relevant officials in the
Department of Internal Affairs consulted well-known
political scientists, and with myself, and reduced the choice
to four — Tasmania' s Hare-Clark rules, Northern Ireland' s
“senatorial” rules, the “original” STV rules, as used in the
Republic of Ireland, and Meek' s method.

In September 2000, a paper was submitted to Cabinet
recommending that Meek' s method be accepted as the form
of STV best suited for New Zealand.  Meek was “preferred
to the hand counting forms of STV because it best
contributes to effective and fair representation, and public
confidence and understanding of local elections.”

Two factors which contributed to this recommendation
being made were that writing a computer program to
implement Meek' s method would be far more
straightforward than if one of the forms of hand-counting
rules were adopted, and because Meek' s method reduces the
number of “wasted”  votes to an absolute minimum, and
ensures all successful candidates achieve the required quota
for election.

Furthermore, officials “noted that in 1996, the Electoral Law
Committee proposed that Richard Northey' s STV Option
Bill be amended from the senatorial rules to a form that
reflected the intent of the Meek rules, in order to remove the
necessary arbitrariness generated by hand counting.”

As alluded to in the first paragraph above, the Local
Electoral Act provides for local authorities to resolve to
change to STV, or to hold a poll on the electoral system, and
also for electors to demand a poll be held on the electoral
system.

In August and September 2002, eight (out of a total of 86)
local authorities resolved to adopt STV to elect their
councils and community boards (if any) in October 2004.  A
further two councils (Wellington and Whangarei) resolved
to hold a poll of electors, on 30 November and 5 December,
respectively. Wellington voted narrowly to adopt STV;
Whangarei voted by a margin of almost 2 to 1 to retain the
first-past-the-post (FPTP) system.

Since then, the Opotiki District Council, which was one of
the eight local authorities to resolve to change to STV, and
the Masterton District Council, which resolved to stay with
FPTP, have further resolved to hold a poll of electors.

At the time of writing (January 2003), there have been 10
successful poll demands, with possibly a handful more by
the end of February.  All polls must be held no later than 21
May 2003, the results of which are binding on the councils

concerned for the next two triennial general elections of the
country' s local authorities (9 October 2004 and 13 October
2007).
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Editorial

This is the first issue under the auspices of the Mc-
Dougall Trust. The Editor has taken the opportunity
of this change to make a number of stylistic changes.
These are mainly as follows:

� Use of the LATEX typesetting system so that, if they
wish, authors can submit material in a format that
can be directly typeset.

� Starting papers on a new page so that individual
papers can be handled more easily.

This issue also has a slight departure in having two
papers which are more mathematical in nature than is
usual. It has been decided that the Editor should en-
sure that the main points of such papers are intelligible
to non-mathematical readers by placing an appropriate
summary here.

There are four papers in this issue:

� D R Woodall: QPQ, a quota-preferential STV-like
election rule,

� J Otten: Fuller Disclosure than Intended,

� M Schulze: A New Monotonic and Clone-
Independent Single-Winner Election Method and

� J Gilmour: Calculation of Transfer Values — Pro-
posal for STV-PR Rules for Local Government
Elections in Scotland.

In Douglas Woodall’s paper he defines a new way of
counting preferential votes which is analogous to con-
ventional STV. To understand the counting process, it is
probably best to work through the examples in the pa-
per with the general definition in mind. It is clear that
undertaking this form of counting without a computer is
viable. Hence the interest here would be to see if QPQ
has any appeal to those who think it inappropriate to use
computers to count an election. The main mathematics
in Woodall’s paper is to show that QPQ has several de-
sirable properties — hence this part can be skipped and
the results taken on trust.

The paper of Joe Otten arose from a resolution put to
the ERS AGM requesting that the full election data of
the preferences specified should be available for STV
elections. (Such disclosure was available for the three
Irish constituencies for which electronic voting was em-
ployed in the June 2002 elections.) The paper explains

a potential danger from full disclosure with a proposed
resolution.

Markus Schulze in his paper considers the question
of electing just one person, which would be the Alter-
native Vote (AV) with STV. Many would consider that
AV is inappropriate since it does not necessarily elect
the Condorcet winner (if there is one). The paper starts
from the position of electing the Condorcet winner but
with the objective of ensuring as many desirable prop-
erties are satisfied as possible. The proof that certain
properties are satisfied involves some logical analysis
which I hope most readers can follow.

James Gilmour’s paper has arisen as a result of the re-
cent consultation process for the introduction of STV in
Scottish local elections. Here, he shows by analysis and
example that the calculation of the transfer values can
be improved by using more precision in the calculation
than is often the case.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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QPQ, a quota-preferential STV-like election rule

Douglas R. Woodall
Email: douglas.woodall@nottingham.ac.uk

1 Introduction

Olli Salmi, in a posting to an Election Methods list [6],
has suggested a new quota-preferential election rule,
which is developed slightly further in this article, and
which is remarkably similar to the Single Transferable
Vote (STV) in its effects. I shall call it QPQ, for Quota-
Preferential by Quotient. Both in its properties and in
the results it gives, it seems to be more like Meek’s ver-
sion of STV [2] than the traditional version [3]. This is
surprising since: (i) in marked contrast with STV, the
quota in QPQ is used only as a criterion for election,
and not in the transfer of surplus votes; (ii) QPQ, unlike
Meek’s method, involves no iterative processes, and so
the votes can be counted by hand; and (iii) QPQ derives
from the European continental tradition of party list sys-
tems (specifically, d’Hondt’s rule), which is usually re-
garded as quite different from STV. I do not imagine
that anyone who is already using STV will see any rea-
son to switch to QPQ; but people who are already using
d’Hondt’s rule may feel that QPQ is a natural progres-
sion of it, and so more acceptable than STV.

D’Hondt’s rule for allocating seats to parties was
proposed by the Belgian lawyer Victor d’Hondt [1] in
1882. The seats are allocated to the parties one by one.
At each stage, a party with � votes and (currently) �
seats is assigned the quotient � ������� �
	 , and the next
seat is allocated to the party with the largest quotient.
This continues until all seats have been filled.

Many variations of this rule were subsequently pro-
posed, in which the divisor

��� � is replaced by some
other function of � . However, the next contribution of
relevance to us is an adaptation of d’Hondt’s rule to
work with STV-type preferential ballots. This adapta-
tion has been part of Sweden’s Elections Act for many

years; we will call it the d’Hondt–Phragmén method,
since it is based on a method proposed by the Swedish
mathematician Lars Edvard Phragmén [4, 5] in 1895.
The seats are again allocated one by one, only this time
to candidates rather than parties; at each stage, the next
seat is allocated to the candidate with the largest quo-
tient (calculated as explained below). In the event that
the voters effectively vote for disjoint party lists (e.g.,
if every ballot is marked for abcd, efg or hijkl), then
the d’Hondt–Phragmén method gives exactly the same
result as d’Hondt’s rule. However, it was introduced in
the Swedish Elections Act as a means of allocating seats
within a party, at a time when voters were allowed to ex-
press a choice of candidates within the party. It does not
guarantee to represent minorities proportionally.

Salmi’s contribution has been to introduce a quota
into Phragmén’s method. In this version, which he calls
the d’Hondt–Phragmén method with quota, the candi-
date with the largest quotient will get the next seat if,
and only if, this quotient is larger than the quota; oth-
erwise, the candidate with the smallest quotient is ex-
cluded, and the quotients are recalculated. In this re-
spect it is like STV. However, unlike in STV, this is the
only way in which the quota is used; it is not used in
transferring votes. QPQ, as described here, differs from
Salmi’s original version only in that the quota is defined
slightly differently, and the count is preferably restarted
after every exclusion.

Both the d’Hondt–Phragmén method (with or with-
out quota), and QPQ, can be described in terms of
groups of voters rather than individuals, and this is nat-
urally how one thinks when processing piles of ballots
by hand. But it seems to me that they are easier to un-
derstand when rewritten in terms of individual ballots
rather than groups, and they are described here in this
form. From now on, � denotes the total number of seats
to be filled.

1
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2 The details of QPQ

2.1. The count is divided into a sequence of stages. At
the start of each stage, each candidate is in one of three
states, designated as elected, excluded and hopeful.
At the start of the first stage, every candidate is hopeful.
In each stage, either one hopeful candidate is reclassi-
fied as elected, or one hopeful candidate is reclassified
as excluded.
2.2. At the start of each stage, each ballot is deemed
to have elected some fractional number of candidates,
in such a way that the sum of these fractional numbers
over all ballots is equal to the number of candidates who
are currently classed as elected. At the start of the first
stage, every ballot has elected 0 candidates.

2.3. At the start of each stage, the quotients of all
the hopeful candidates are calculated, as follows. The
ballots contributing to a particular hopeful candidate� are those ballots on which � is the topmost hopeful
candidate. The quotient assigned to � is defined to be����� � � � � � ��� � 	 , where � � is the number of ballots con-
tributing to � , and

� � is the sum of all the fractional num-
bers of candidates that those ballots have so far elected.

2.4. A ballot is active if it includes the name of a
hopeful candidate (and is a valid ballot), and inactive
otherwise. The quota is defined to be �	� � � � � ��
 �� 	 ,
where ��� is the number of active ballots, � is the to-
tal number of seats to be filled, and

���
is the sum of

the fractional numbers of candidates that are deemed to
have been elected by all the inactive ballots.
2.5a. If � is the candidate with the highest quotient, and
that quotient is greater than the quota, then � is declared
elected. In this case each of the � � ballots contributing
to � is now deemed to have elected

� � ��� candidates in
total (regardless of how many candidates it had elected
before � ’s election); no change is made to the number of
candidates elected by other ballots. (Since these � � bal-
lots collectively had previously elected

� � candidates,
and they have now elected � � � � � � � ��� � candidates,
the sum of the fractional numbers of candidates elected
by all voters has increased by 1.) If all � seats have now
been filled, then the count ends; otherwise it proceeds
to the next stage, from paragraph 2.3.
2.5b. If no candidate has a quotient greater than the
quota, then the candidate with the smallest quotient is
declared excluded. No change is made to the number
of candidates elected by any ballot. If all but � can-
didates are now excluded, then all remaining hopeful
candidates are declared elected and the count ends; oth-

erwise the count proceeds to the next stage, from para-
graph 2.3.

The details of the calculations of the quotients and
quota may become clearer from a study of Election 2 in
the next section.

The specification above contains two stopping condi-
tions, in paragraphs 2.5a and 2.5b. These are included
for convenience, to shorten the count. However, they
are not necessary; they could be replaced by a single
rule to the effect that the count ends when there are no
hopeful candidates left. We shall see below (in Propo-
sitions 5 and 6) that, left to its own devices in this way,
QPQ will elect exactly � candidates. It shares this prop-
erty with Meek-STV but not with conventional STV,
in which the stopping condition of paragaph 2.5b is
needed in order to ensure that enough candidates are
elected.

The most important proportionality property pos-
sessed by STV is what I call the Droop proportional-
ity criterion: if more than � Droop quotas of voters are
solidly committed to the same set of ����� candidates,
then at least � of those � candidates should be elected.
(Here the Droop quota is the total number of valid bal-
lots divided by one more than the number of seats to
be filled, and a voter is solidly committed to a set of �
candidates if the voter lists those candidates, in some
order, as the top � candidates on their ballot.) We shall
see in Proposition 7 that QPQ also satisfies the Droop
proportionality criterion.

We shall see in Proposition 4 that if two candidates �
and � are elected in successive stages, first � and then � ,
with no exclusion taking place between them, then � ’s
quotient at the time of � ’s election is no greater than
� ’s quotient at the time of � ’s election. (Thus with
the d’Hondt–Phragmén method, which is essentially the
same as QPQ but with no quota and no exclusions, each
candidate elected has a quotient that is no greater than
that of the previous candidate elected.)

This is not necessarily true, however, if an exclusion
occurs between the elections of � and � . Consider the
following election.

Election 1 (3 seats)

16 ��� , 12 � , 12 � , 12 � , 8 ��� .
There are 60 votes, and so the quota is �	� ��� � ���

.
The initial quotients are the numbers of first-preference
votes; � , with a quotient of 16, exceeds the quota and is
elected. Now � ’s quotient becomes

� � � � �� 	 �	 � �!�
,

and this is the only quotient to change, so that no other
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candidate reaches the quota. Thus � is excluded. Now
� ’s quotient becomes

��� � � �� ��� 	 �  � ���
, and so �

is elected with a quotient that is larger than � ’s was at
the time of � ’s election. This means that each of the ���
ballots was deemed to have elected ���� of a candidate
after � ’s election, but only ���� of a candidate after � ’s
election. This conveys the impression that these ballots
have elected a negative proportion of � , or else (perhaps
worse) that the � and ��� ballots are being treated as hav-
ing elected part of � .

To avoid this, it is proposed here that the count should
be restarted from scratch after each exclusion. We shall
see below, in Proposition 8, that if � is the first can-
didate to be excluded, and the count is then restarted
with � ’s name deleted from all ballots, then all the can-
didates who were elected before � ’s exclusion will be
elected again (although not necessarily first or in the
same order). With this variant of the method, the count
is divided into rounds, each of which apart from the last
ends with an exclusion; the last round involves the elec-
tion of � candidates in � successive stages, with no inter-
vening exclusions. Now no ballot can ever be regarded
as contributing a negative amount to any candidate, or a
positive amount to a candidate not explicitly mentioned
on it.

With Meek’s method, a voter can tell from the result
sheet exactly how their vote has been divided between
the candidates mentioned on their ballot, and therefore
how much they have contributed to the election of each
candidate. QPQ does not explicitly divide votes be-
tween candidates; but with the multi-round version just
described, as with the d’Hondt–Phragmén method it-
self, a voter can tell from the result sheet what pro-
portion of each candidate they have elected; and mul-
tiplying these proportions by the final quota could be
regarded as indicating how much of their vote has gone
to each candidate, implicitly if not explicitly. For exam-
ple, suppose candidates � and � are elected with quo-
tients (at the time of election) �	��
 ��� , candidate � is
hopeful to the end, and the final quota is  . Then a
voter whose ballot (after the deletion of any excluded
candidates) reads � � � has elected

� � �	� of � ,
� � ��� 
 � � ���

of � , and was able to contribute
� �  
 � � �	� towards the

election of � (which, however, was insufficient to get �
elected). And a voter whose ballot reads � � � or � � � has
elected

� � � � of � , nothing of � , and was again able to
contribute

� �  
 � � � � towards the election of � . The
fact that the � � � and � � � voters make the same contri-
bution to � is a property that is shared with Meek-STV
but not with conventional STV.

3 Examples

The first of these examples is intended to clarify the
method of calculation of the quotients and quota.

Election 2 (3 seats)

5 � , 15 � � � , 15 � � , 10 � , 15 � � ,
20 � , 15 � , 5 � .

There are 100 votes, and so the initial quota is
� � � ��� � �

. The initial quotients are the numbers of first-
preference votes; � ’s quotient of 35 is the largest,
and exceeds the quota, and so � is elected. Each of
the 35 ballots that has � in first place is deemed to
have elected ���� of � ; 5 of these plump for � and
now become inactive, 15 have � in second place, and
15 have � in second place. So the quota now be-
comes

��� � � 
 � 	 ��� � 
 ���� 	��  ��� �  , � ’s quotient be-
comes

�  	� � ��� 	 ����� � � ���� 	 �  ���� � , and � ’s quotient
becomes

�  � � ��� 	 � � � � � ���� 	 �  ���� �
. Now � ’s quotient

exceeds the quota, and so � is elected. Each of the 40
ballots that contributed to � ’s election is deemed to have
elected �� � of a candidate in total; 10 of these plump
for � and now become inactive, and the remaining 30
have � in the place after � . So the quota now becomes��� � � 
 � 
 � � 	 ��� � 
 ���� 
 ���� � 	��

 ���  ��
, and � ’s quotient

becomes
�  � � ������� � 	 ��� � � � ���� � � �� � 	

�  � � � . Now� is elected. We can set out the count as follows.
Election 2

quotients quota result� �  ! "
Stage 1 35 25 20 15 5 25.00 � elected
Stage 2 – 28 24 #$ 15 5 24.62 � elected
Stage 3 – – 26 15 5 24.29  elected

We have already mentioned that QPQ satisfies the
Droop proportionality criterion, which is one important
test of proportionality. The next two elections provide
another test of proportionality. In both of these there
are two parties, one with candidates �&% �	% � and the other
with candidates ��% �'%�( . The voters vote strictly along
party lines. However, the � � � -party voters all put � first,
� second and � third, whereas the def -party voters are
evenly divided among the three candidates. In Election
3, the ��� � party has just over half the votes, and so we
expect it to gain 3 of the 5 seats, whereas in Election 4 it
has just under half the votes, and so we expect it to gain
only 2 seats. We shall see that this is what happens.
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Election 3 (5 seats) Election 4 (5 seats)

306 � � � 294 � � �
99 � � ( 103 � � (
98 � ( � 102 � ( �
97 ( � � 101 ( � �

In each case there are 600 votes, and so the quota is
� �	� � � � � � � . In Election 3, after the election of
� , � and � the � � � ballots become inactive, and, since
these ballots are electing 3 seats, the quota reduces to � � � � � 
 � 	 � � �

. The counts proceed as follows.
Election 3

quotients quota result� � � � � �
Stage 1 306 0 0 99 98 97 100 � elected
Stage 2 – 153 0 99 98 97 100 � elected
Stage 3 – – 102 99 98 97 100 � elected
Stage 4 – – – 99 98 97 98 � elected
Stage 5 – – – – 98 �� 97 98 � elected

Election 4
quotients quota result� � � � � �

Stage 1 294 0 0 103 102 101 100 � elected
Stage 2 – 147 0 103 102 101 100 � elected
Stage 3 – – 98 103 102 101 100 � elected
Stage 4 – – 98 – 102 �� 101 100 � elected
Stage 5 – – 98 – – 102 100 � elected

We see that in each case the result is the one expected
by proportionality. This is the same result as is obtained
using STV (using the Droop quota—but not if the Hare
quota is used).

In a single-seat election, QPQ and STV both reduce
to the Alternative Vote. It is not clear how many seats
and candidates are needed for QPQ to give a differ-
ent result from Meek-STV, but here is an example with
three seats and five candidates.

Election 5 (3 seats)

12 � � � � , 11 � , 7 � � � , 8 � � � , 9 � � � .

There are 47 votes, and so the quota (in STV or QPQ)
is
�
	 ��� � � � �� . STV elects � with a surplus of �� of

a vote, which goes to � . No other candidate exceeds
the quota, and so � , having the smallest vote, is ex-
cluded. Now � is elected with a surplus of

� �� votes,
which all goes to � , causing � to be elected. In QPQ,
each candidate’s initial quotient is their number of first-
preference votes. So � is elected, and � ’s quotient then
becomes

���� ��	 	 �  � � �� . The candidate with the
smallest quotient is now � , and so � is excluded. If the
election is not restarted at this point, � now has a quo-
tient of 17 and is elected, and this gives � a quotient of���� �	 � � � � 	 ��� � �� 

so that � is elected. If the
election is restarted after � ’s exclusion, then � is elected
first, and then there is a tie between � and � for the sec-
ond place; whichever gets it, the other will get the third

place. So in all cases the results are: STV: �&% ��% � ; QPQ:
�&% � % � .

4 Proofs

In this section we will use the term single-round QPQ
to refer to the version where one does not restart the
count after an exclusion, and multi-round QPQ to refer
to the version where one does. In the event that no ex-
clusion occurs, both methods proceed identically, being
then equivalent to the d’Hondt–Phragmén method. ‘A
count in which no exclusions occur’ could refer to this
possibility, in which exclusions are absent by chance,
but it covers also the final round of a multi-round QPQ
count, which is guaranteed to be free of exclusions; this
final round is again equivalent to d’Hondt–Phragmén,
although applied to ballots from which some candidates
may already have been deleted.

It will be helpful to start by recalling some simple
inequalities.

Proposition 1. If ��%�� %�� %�� are positive real numbers
such that � � ����� � �&% then

�
� �

� � �
� � � �

�
�
�

(1.1)

If % in addition %������ , then

� 
��
� 
�� �

�
�
�

(1.2)

Proof. Since the denominators are all positive, the
conclusions are equivalent to the inequalities � � � �
� 	�� � � � � 	�� ,

� � � � 	������ � � � � 	 , and
� � 
�� 	����

� � � 
 � 	 . These all follow from the hypothesis, which
is that �!�!���"� . #

Proposition 2. During a multi-round QPQ count % the
quota never increases.

Proof. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that the
quota does increase at some stage, and consider the first
stage at which this happens. Let the quota at the start
of this stage be  � � � ����� � � 
 �� 	 , where ��� is the
number of active ballots at the start of this stage, and� �

is the sum of the fractional numbers of candidates
that are deemed to have been elected by all the inactive
ballots at the start of this stage. For each active ballot
that becomes inactive in this stage, the effect is to sub-
tract 1 from � � and add

�
to
� �

, where
�

is the fractional
number of candidates that that ballot has elected. This
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number
�

is either 0 or
� � � , where � is the quotient pos-

sessed by some already-elected candidate at the time of
their election. In order for this candidate to have been
elected, necessarily � was greater than the quota at that
time, which we are supposing was at least  . Thus in
all cases

� � � �  . It follows that if � ballots become
inactive in the current stage, then the effect is to subtract
� from � � and add a number � � � �  to

� �
. Let  �

be
the quota at the end of the current stage. If � � � then
clearly  � �  . If � �� � then  � � � � , so that (1.2)
gives

 � � ����
��� � � 
 �� 
�� �
���� � ��
 �� �  �

This contradicts the supposition that the quota increases
in the current stage, and this contradiction proves the
result. #

Proposition 3. In any QPQ count % if � is elected with
quotient � � , and � is a hopeful candidate whose quo-
tients at the start and end of the stage in which � is
elected are � � and � �� respectively, then � � � � �� � � � .
Proof. Clearly � � � ��� , since otherwise � would not
have been elected in this stage. Suppose there are �
ballots that contribute to � at the start of this stage and
to � at the end of this stage, and let � � � � � � , so that
� � � � � � � � � . Then, after � ’s election, each of these �
candidates is deemed to have elected

� � � � candidates,
so that collectively they have elected � candidates. If
at the start of the current stage there were � � ballots
contributing to � , which collectively had already elected� � candidates, then

��� � � �� � � � � � �� � � � � �� � � � � � �
�
�
� � �

by (1.1). #

Proposition 4. In a QPQ count in which no exclusions
occur, each candidate to be elected has a quotient

�
at

the time of election 	 that is no larger than the quotient�
at the time of election 	 of the previous candidate to be

elected.

Proof. If candidates � and � are elected in successive
stages, with quotients � � and � �� respectively, and if � ’s
quotient at the start of the stage in which � is elected is� � , then � � � � �� � � � by Proposition 3. In particular,� �� � ��� , which is all we have to prove. #

Proposition 5. Even if the stopping condition in para-
graph 2.5a is deleted % it is not possible for more than �
candidates to be elected by any form of QPQ

�
single-

round or multi-round 	 .
Proof. Suppose it is. Consider the stage in which the� � � � 	 th candidate, � , is elected. At the start of this
stage, let the quota be  ; let there be � � ballots con-
tributing to � , and suppose these � � ballots collectively
are currently electing

� � candidates; let there be ��� bal-
lots contributing to other hopeful candidates, which are
currently electing

�
� candidates; let the number of active

ballots be � � � � � � � � ; and let the number of candidates
being elected by the inactive ballots be

� � � � 
 � � 
 � � .
As in the proof of Proposition 2, every ballot has elected
at most

� �  candidates, and so
�
� � � � �  . Thus

����
�
�  � ���� � ��
 �� � � � � ���� � � � � �

�
%

and, by (1.2), � ’s quotient ��� satisfies

����� � �� � � � �
� � � � ��� 	 
 ������ � � � � �

� 	 
 �
�
� � � � ���� � � � � �

�
�  �

This shows that � cannot be elected in the current stage,
and this contradiction shows that at most � candidates
are elected in total. #

Proposition 6. Even if the stopping condition in para-
graph 2.5b is deleted % at least � candidates must be
elected by any form of QPQ

�
single-round or multi-

round 	 .
Proof. Suppose this is not true, and consider the stage
in which the number of nonexcluded candidates first
falls below � . Suppose that at the start of this stage there
are � elected candidates and (therefore) � 
 � hopeful
candidates. Since no hopeful candidate has a quotient
greater than the quota,

� � �  � � � � � 	 (1.3)

for every hopeful candidate � , where  is the quota,
� � is the number of ballots contributing to � , and

� �
is the number of candidates that these ballots collec-
tively have elected, all measured at the start of the cur-
rent stage. Now, the sum of the � 
 � numbers � � is
� � , the number of active ballots, and the sum of the
� 
 � numbers

� � is the number of candidates elected
by all the active ballots, which is � 
 � � , where

� �
is the

number of candidates elected by the inactive ballots. So
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summing (1.3) over all � 
 � hopeful candidates gives
��� �� � ��
 � � � 
 �� 	 �  � � 
 �� 	 . Thus

 � ���� � � 
 � � � ���
� 
 � � �  �

This contradiction shows that at least one of the � 
 �
hopeful candidates must have a quotient greater than the
quota  , and so be elected in the current stage. This
contradicts the supposition that the number of nonex-
cluded candidates falls in the current stage, and this
contradiction proves the result. #

Propositions 5 and 6 together show that, left to its
own devices, QPQ will always elect the right number of
candidates; the only stopping condition required is that
the election must terminate when there are no hopeful
candidates left.

Proposition 7. Every form of QPQ satisfies the Droop
proportionality criterion � if more than � Droop quotas
of voters are solidly committed to the same set of � � �
candidates % then at least � of those � candidates must be
elected.

Proof. The argument is rather similar to the proof of
the previous proposition. Let

�
be the set of � candi-

dates in question. In view of Proposition 5, we may
assume that the stopping condition in paragraph 2.5a is
deleted, so that the count cannot end because we have
elected too many candidates outside

�
. Thus if Propo-

sition 7 is not true then there must come a point in some
election at which the number of nonexcluded candidates
in

�
falls below � . Consider the stage in which this hap-

pens. Suppose that at the start of this stage there are �
elected candidates and (therefore) � 
 � hopeful candi-
dates in

�
. Since no hopeful candidate has a quotient

greater than the quota  , (1.3) holds for all these � 
 �
hopeful candidates. Since the quota at the start of the
count was equal to the Droop quota, and, by Proposi-
tion 2, the quota never increases, the number of ballots
solidly committed to

�
is greater than �� , and so the

sum of the � 
 � numbers � � is greater than �  . More-
over, none of these ballots can have contributed to elect-
ing any candidate outside

�
, and so the sum of the � 
 �

numbers
� � is at most � . So summing (1.3) over all � 
 �

hopeful candidates in
�

gives

 �!� �
� � � ���� � � ��� � � � 	����� � � 
 � � � 	 �  � �

This contradiction shows that at least one of the hopeful
candidates in

�
must have a quotient that is greater than

 , and so the number of nonexcluded candidates in
�

cannot fall in the current stage. This contradiction in
turn proves the result. #

Proposition 8. Suppose that in the first � stages of a
QPQ count candidates � � %

� � � % ��� are elected
�
in that

order 	 with quotients � � %
� ��� % � � respectively, and in the� � � � 	 th stage candidate � is excluded. Suppose that

the count is restarted with � ’s name deleted from every
ballot. Then % in the new count % candidates � � %

��� � % ���
will all be elected before any exclusions take place % and
each candidate �
	 will have quotient at least � 	 at the
time of their election.

Proof. Suppose that in the first count the quota at the
time of � 	 ’s election is  	 , so that � 	 
  	 , for each � .
The deletion of � cannot decrease any candidate’s initial
quotient, nor increase the quota, and so at the start of
the new count � � has quotient at least � � and the quota
is at most  � . Since, by Propositions 2 and 3, the elec-
tion of other candidates cannot increase the quota nor
decrease � � ’s quotient, � � will have a quotient greater
than the quota as long as � � remains hopeful. Thus � �
will eventually be elected, before any exclusions take
place, with a quotient that is at least � � .

In order to obtain a contradiction, suppose that the
conclusion of the Proposition does not hold for all these
values of � , and consider the smallest value of � for
which it fails to hold. Then � �  

, since we have just
seen that the conclusion holds for � � . Consider the first
point at which � � % � � %

� ��� % �
	� � are all elected, and let
��� be the last of these candidates to be elected; ��� may,
but need not, be �
	� � . Since the conclusion holds for
all of � � % � � %

� ��� % �
	� � , we know that ��� had quotient at
least � � at the time of election. By Proposition 4 applied
to the first count and then to the new count, � � � � 	 ,
and every candidate elected so far in the new count has
been elected with a quotient that is at least � � and hence
at least � 	 . So if � 	 has already been elected in the new
count then the conclusion of the Proposition holds for
� 	 . Since we are supposing that this is not the case, it
must be that �
	 has not yet been elected. We will con-
sider �
	 ’s quotient and the quota at the start of the next
stage, immediately following the election of ��� .

In the first count, � 	 was elected with quotient � 	 �
� 	 � � � � � 	 	 , where � 	 is the number of ballots that con-
tributed to � 	 after � 	�� � ’s election, and

� 	 is the frac-
tional number of candidates that these ballots had so
far elected. These � 	 ballots are the ones on which
no candidate other than � � %

� � � % �
	�� � is preferred to �
	 ,
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and so they again contribute to � 	 at this point in the
new count. So in the new count, � 	 now has quotient

�� 	 � � � 	 � � �	 	 ������� �� 	 � �� �	 	 , where � �	 is the number
of ballots contributing to � 	 at this point that did not
contribute to � 	 at the time of � 	 ’s election in the first
count, and

�� 	 and
�� �	 are the fractional numbers of candi-

dates elected by the original � 	 contributors and the new
� �	 contributors at this point in the new count. Each of
these � 	 � � �	 ballots is deemed to have elected either 0
candidates or a number of candidates of the form

� � �� ,
where

�� is the smallest quotient of any elected candi-
date listed above ��	 on that ballot. For all the ballots
of this second type,

�� � � � � � 	 ; thus
�� �	 � � �	 � � 	 and

� �	 � �� �	 � � 	 . Moreover, for each of the original ��	 ballots
that is of this second type, the number

�� for that ballot
is the smallest of a new set of quotients, each of which
is at least as large as the corresponding quotient in the
original count, so that if the ballot was electing

� � � can-
didates at the time of � 	 ’s election in the original count
then

�� � � and
� � �� � � � � ; thus

�� 	 � � 	 . It follows from
(1.1) that

�� 	 � � 	 � � �	� � �� 	 � �� �	 �
� 	 � � �	� � � 	 � �� �	 �

� 	� � � 	 � � 	 � (1.4)

Now let us consider the quota. Let � be the number of
valid ballots. In the first count, the quota at the time of
� 	 ’s election was  	 � � ��
 � � 	 � � � � � 
 � � 	 , where � �
is the number of inactive ballots at the time of � 	 ’s elec-
tion, and

� �
is the fractional number of candidates that

these ballots have elected. These � � inactive ballots are
the ones that contain the name of no candidates other
than � � %

��� � % �
	�� � , and so they are again inactive at this
point in the new count. So in the new count, the quota
at this point is

� 	 � � � 
 � � 
 � �� 	 � � � � � 
 ��� 
 �� �� 	 ,
where � �� is the number of ballots that were active at
the time of �
	 ’s election in the first count but are inac-
tive at this point in the new count, and

���
and

�� ��
are the

fractional numbers of candidates elected by the origi-
nal and the new inactive ballots at this point in the new
count. By the same argument we used in the previous
paragraph to prove that

�� 	 � � 	 , we can now deduce that
�� � � � �

. Moreover, by Propositions 2 and 4 and the
criterion for election in paragraph 2.5a, every candidate
elected so far has been elected with a quotient that is
greater than the current quota

� 	 , so that
�� �� � � �� � � 	

and � �� ��� �� � � 	 . It follows from (1.1) that

� 	 � � 
 � � 
 � ��� � � 
 ��� 
 �� �� � � 
 � �� � � 
 ��� � � 
 � �� � ��
 �� �  	 �
(1.5)

It follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that
�� 	�� � 	 
  	 �

� 	 , so that �
	 ’s current quotient is greater than the cur-
rent quota. Since, by Propositions 2 and 3, the elec-
tion of other candidates cannot increase the quota nor
decrease � 	 ’s quotient, � 	 will have a quotient greater
than the quota as long as � 	 remains hopeful. Thus � 	
will eventually be elected, before any exclusions take
place, with a quotient that is at least � 	 . This contradicts
the supposition that the conclusion of the Proposition
failed to hold for �
	 , and this contradiction completes
the proof of the Proposition. #
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Fuller Disclosure than Intended

Joe Otten
Email: joe@datator.co.uk

1 Introduction

The full disclosure of preferences in the case of an STV
election carries one danger of abuse. That is the poten-
tial for a unique preference list to identify a particular
voter. Suppose there are 10 candidates in an election.
Then there are

� � �
�

�
�

�
	

� � �
�

�
�

�
�

�
 �� �  �� � � � possible complete preference lists as well

as a number of incomplete lists. In an electorate of a
few tens or hundreds of thousands, it is obvious that the
vast majority of the possible preference lists will not be
used.

Of the preference lists that are used, they will gen-
erally follow some sort of pattern, such as the candi-
dates of one party, followed by the candidates of an-
other party, etc. It will therefore be fairly easy to create
a large number of different preference lists that favour
a particular candidate (with first preferences), and are
most unlikely to be used by any voter.

2 The problem

The full disclosure of preference data facilitates the fol-
lowing fraud: The fraudster bribes or coerces a large
number of voters to vote according to an exact prefer-
ence list that is provided, and is different for each voter.
The preference lists provided will be different unlikely
sequences, such as the preferred candidate followed by
alternate liberals and fascists or conservatives and com-
munists.

Disclosure of the full preference data will then dis-
close, with a high probability, the voting behaviour of
the bribed voters. There may be some false positives,
but there will be no false negatives — i.e. if a prefer-
ence list is missing then it is certain that a bribed voter
welched.

3 The solution

One solution has been proposed — that of anonymis-
ing the preference data in a similar way to how census
data is anonymised. Changes are made to the individ-
ual records in such a way as to minimise changes that
result to any statistical aggregates an analyst might be
interested in. The problem with this is that the statis-
tical analysis of preference data is in such infancy that
it is not clear what aggregates should be preserved, or
how they might be preserved.

My preferred solution is that prior to disclosure, pref-
erence lists should be aggregated by censoring lower
preferences until there are at least, say, 3 instances of
every preference list to be published. So for example,
if there are 10 votes of ABCDEFG then that fact can
be published. If there is 1 vote of BCDEFGA, 1 of
BCDEFAG and 1 of BCDEGAF then the fact that there
were 3 votes of BCDExxx would be published. This
would mean that no single individual’s vote would be
identifiably disclosed.
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A New Monotonic and Clone-Independent Single-Winner
Election Method

M Schulze
Email: markus.schulze@alumni.tu-berlin.de

Markus Schulze has studied mathematics
and physics at the Technische Universität
Berlin.

1 Introduction

In 1997, I proposed to a large number of people who
are interested in mathematical aspects of election meth-
ods a new method that satisfies Pareto, monotonicity,
resolvability, independence of clones, reversal symme-
try, Smith-IIA, and Schwartz. This method immediately
attracted a lot of attention and very many enthusiastic
supporters. Today, this method is promoted e.g. by Di-
ana Galletly [1], Mathew Goldstein [2], Jobst Heitzig
[3], Raul Miller, Mike Ossipoff [4], Russ Paielli, Nor-
man Petry, Manoj Srivastava, and Anthony Towns and
it is analyzed e.g. in the websites of Blake Cretney
[5], Steve Eppley [6], Eric Gorr [7], and Rob LeGrand
[8]. Today, this method is taught e.g. by James E. Falk
of George Washington University and Thomas K. Yan
of Cornell University [9]. In January 2003, the board
of Software in the Public Interest (SPI) adopted this
method unanimously [10]. In June 2003, the DEBIAN
Project adopted this method with 144 against 16 votes
[11, 12]. Therefore, a more detailed motivation and ex-
planation of the method is overdue.

There has been some debate about an appropri-
ate name for the method. Some people suggested
names like “Beatpath Method”, “Beatpath Winner”,
“Path Voting”, “Schwartz Sequential Dropping” (SSD)
or “Cloneproof Schwartz Sequential Dropping” (CSSD
or CpSSD). However, I prefer the name “Schulze
method”, not because of academic arrogance, but be-
cause the other names do not refer to the method it-
self but to specific heuristics for implementing it, and so

may mislead readers into believing that no other method
for implementing it is possible. In my opinion, although
it is advantageous to have an intuitive and convincing
heuristic, in the end only the properties of the method
are relevant.

I have already found some implementations of my
method in the internet. Unfortunately, most implemen-
tations that I have seen were inefficient because the pro-
grammers have not understood the Floyd algorithm so
that the implementations had a runtime of

� ��� � 	 al-
though the winners of this method can be calculated in
a runtime of

� ��� � 	 , where
�

is the number of candi-
dates.

It is presumed that each voter casts at least a par-
tial ranking of all candidates. That means: It is pre-
sumed that for each voter V the relation “voter V strictly
prefers candidate A to candidate B” is irreflexive, asym-
metric, and transitive on the set of candidates. But it is
not presumed that each voter casts a complete ranking.
That means: It is not presumed that this relation is also
linear.

Suppose that d[X,Y] is the number of voters who
strictly prefer candidate X to candidate Y. Then the
Smith set is the smallest non-empty set of candidates
with d[A,B] 
 d[B,A] for each candidate A of this set
and each candidate B outside this set. Smith-IIA (where
IIA means Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives)
says that adding a candidate who is not in the new Smith
set should not change the probability that a given and al-
ready running candidate is elected. Smith-IIA implies
the majority criterion for solid coalitions and the Con-
dorcet criterion. Unfortunately, compliance with the
Condorcet criterion implies violation of other desired
criteria like participation [13], later-no-harm, and later-
no-help [14].

A chain from candidate A to candidate B is an or-
dered set of candidates C(1),. . . ,C(n) with the following
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three properties:

1. C(1) is identical to A.

2. C(n) is identical to B.

3. d[C(i),C(i+1)] 
 d[C(i+1),C(i)] 
 0 for each i =
1,. . . ,(n 
 1).

A Schwartz winner is a candidate A who has chains
at least to every other candidate B who has a chain to
candidate A. The Schwartz set is the set of all Schwartz
winners. Schwartz says that the winner must be a
Schwartz winner.

In section 2, the Schulze method is defined. In sec-
tion 3, well-definedness of this method is proven. In
section 4, I present an implementation with a runtime
of

� ��� � 	 . In section 5, I prove that this method sat-
isfies Pareto, monotonicity, resolvability, independence
of clones, and reversal symmetry. From the definition
of the Schulze method, it is clear that this method meets
Smith-IIA and Schwartz.

Another election method that satisfies Pareto, mono-
tonicity, resolvability, independence of clones, rever-
sal symmetry, Schwartz, and Smith-IIA is Tideman’s
Ranked Pairs method [15, 16]. However, appendix A
demonstrates that the proposed method is not identical
with the Ranked Pairs method. Appendix B demon-
strates that the proposed method can violate the par-
ticipation criterion in a very drastic manner. A spe-
cial provision of the implementation used by SPI and
DEBIAN is described in appendix C. Appendix D ex-
plains how the proposed method can be interpreted as
a method where successively the weakest pairwise de-
feats are “eliminated.” Appendix E presents a concrete
example where the proposed method does not find a
unique winner.

2 Definition of the Schulze Method

Stage 1: Suppose that d[A,B] is the number of voters
who strictly prefer candidate A to candidate B.

A path from candidate A to candidate B is an or-
dered set of candidates C(1),. . . ,C(n) with the fol-
lowing two properties:

1. C(1) is identical to A.

2. C(n) is identical to B.

The strength of the path C(1),. . . ,C(n) is
min � d[C(i),C(i+1)] 
 d[C(i+1),C(i)] � i =
1,. . . ,(n 
 1) � .

Thus a chain from candidate A to candidate B, as
defined in the introduction, is simply a path with
positive strength.

p[A,B] := max � min � d[C(i),C(i+1)] 

d[C(i+1),C(i)] � i = 1,. . . ,(n 
 1) ��� C(1),. . . ,C(n)
is a path from candidate A to candidate B � .
In other words: p[A,B] is the strength of the
strongest path from candidate A to candidate B.

Candidate A is a potential winner if and only if
p[A,B] � p[B,A] for every other candidate B.

When p[A,B] 
 p[B,A], then we say: “Candidate
A disqualifies candidate B”.

Stage 2: If there is only one potential winner, then this
potential winner is the unique winner. If there
is more than one potential winner, then a Tie-
Breaking Ranking of the Candidates (TBRC) is
calculated as follows:

1. Pick a random ballot and use its rankings;
consider ties as unsorted with regard to each
other.

2. Continue picking ballots randomly from
those that have not yet been picked. When
you find one that orders previously unsorted
candidates, use the ballot to sort them. Do
not change the order of the already sorted.

3. If you go through all ballots, and some can-
didates are still not sorted, order them ran-
domly.

The winner is that potential winner who is ranked
highest in this TBRC.

3 Well-Definedness

On first view, it is not clear whether the Schulze method
is well defined. It seems to be possible that candidates
disqualify each other in such a manner that there is no
candidate A with p[A,B] � p[B,A] for every other can-
didate B. However, the following proof demonstrates
that path defeats are transitive. That means: When can-
didate A disqualifies candidate B and when candidate B
disqualifies candidate C, then also candidate A disqual-
ifies candidate C.

Claim: ( p[A,B] 
 p[B,A] and p[B,C] 
 p[C,B] ) �
p[A,C] 
 p[C,A].

Proof: Suppose
(1) p[A,B] 
 p[B,A] and
(2) p[B,C] 
 p[C,B].
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The following statements are valid:
(3) min � p[A,B]; p[B,C] ��� p[A,C].
(4) min � p[A,C]; p[C,B] ��� p[A,B].
(5) min � p[B,A]; p[A,C] ��� p[B,C].
(6) min � p[B,C]; p[C,A] ��� p[B,A].
(7) min � p[C,A]; p[A,B] ��� p[C,B].
(8) min � p[C,B]; p[B,A] ��� p[C,A].

For example: If min � p[A,B]; p[B,C] � was strictly
larger than p[A,C], then this would be a contradiction
to the definition of p[A,C] since there would be a route
from candidate A to candidate C via candidate B with a
strength of more than p[A,C]; and if this route was not
itself a path (because it passed through some candidates
more than once) then some subset of its links would
form a path from candidate A to candidate C with a
strength of more than p[A,C].

Case 1: Suppose
(9a) p[A,B] � p[B,C].
Combining (2) and (9a) gives:
(10a) p[A,B] 
 p[C,B].
Combining (7) and (10a) gives:
(11a) p[C,A] � p[C,B].
Combining (3) and (9a) gives:
(12a) p[B,C] � p[A,C].
Combining (11a), (2), and (12a) gives:
(13a) p[C,A] � p[C,B] � p[B,C] � p[A,C].

Case 2: Suppose
(9b) p[A,B] � p[B,C].
Combining (1) and (9b) gives:
(10b) p[B,C] 
 p[B,A].
Combining (6) and (10b) gives:
(11b) p[C,A] � p[B,A].
Combining (3) and (9b) gives:
(12b) p[A,B] � p[A,C].
Combining (11b), (1), and (12b) gives:
(13b) p[C,A] � p[B,A] � p[A,B] � p[A,C].

Therefore, the relation defined by p[A,B] 
 p[B,A]
is transitive.

4 Implementation

The strength of the strongest path p[i,j] from candidate
i to candidate j can be calculated with the Floyd algo-
rithm [17]. The runtime to calculate the strengths of all
paths is

� ��� � 	 . It cannot be said frequently enough

that the order of the indices in the triple-loop of the
Floyd algorithm is not irrelevant.

Input: d[i,j] with i
�� j is the number of voters who

strictly prefer candidate i to candidate j.
Output: “w[i] = true” means that candidate i is a po-

tential winner. “w[i] = false” means that candidate i is
not a potential winner.

for i := 1 to
�

do
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

p[i,j] := d[i,j] 
 d[j,i] ;

for i := 1 to
�

do
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

for k := 1 to
�

do
if ( i

�� k ) then
if ( j

�� k ) then
�
s := min � p[j,i], p[i,k] � ;
if ( p[j,k] � s ) then

p[j,k] := s ;
�

for i := 1 to
�

do
�
w[i] := true ;
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

if ( p[j,i] 
 p[i,j] ) then
w[i] := false ;

�

5 Properties

5.1 Pareto

Pareto says that when no voter strictly prefers candidate
B to candidate A and at least one voter strictly prefers
candidate A to candidate B then candidate B must not
be elected.

The Schulze method meets Pareto.
Proof: Suppose no voter strictly prefers candidate B

to candidate A and at least one voter strictly prefers can-
didate A to candidate B. Then d[A,B] 
 0 and d[B,A]
= 0.
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Case 1: If BA is already the strongest path from can-
didate B to candidate A, then p[B,A] = d[B,A] 

d[A,B] � 0. Therefore, candidate A disqualifies
candidate B because p[A,B] � d[A,B] 
 d[B,A]
 0, so that p[A,B] 
 p[B,A].

Case 2: Suppose that B,C(1),. . . ,C(n),A is the
strongest path from candidate B to candidate A.
As every voter who strictly prefers candidate B
to candidate C(1) also necessarily strictly prefers
candidate A to candidate C(1), we get d[A,C(1)]
� d[B,C(1)]. As every voter who strictly prefers
candidate C(1) to candidate A also necessarily
strictly prefers candidate C(1) to candidate B, we
get d[C(1),B] � d[C(1),A]. Therefore, d[A,C(1)]

 d[C(1),A] � d[B,C(1)] 
 d[C(1),B]. For the
same reason, we get d[C(n),B] 
 d[B,C(n)] �
d[C(n),A] 
 d[A,C(n)]. Therefore, the path
A,C(1),. . . ,C(n),B is at least as strong as the path
B,C(1),. . . ,C(n),A. In so far as B,C(1),. . . ,C(n),A
is the strongest path from candidate B to candidate
A by presumption, we get p[A,B] � p[B,A].

Suppose that candidate B is a potential winner.
Then also candidate A is a potential winner.

Proof: Suppose that B,C(1),. . . ,C(n),X is the
strongest path from candidate B to candidate X.
Then, A,C(1),...,C(n),X is a path, but not nec-
essarily the strongest path, from candidate A
to candidate X with at least the same strength
because d[A,C(1)] 
 d[C(1),A] � d[B,C(1)] 

d[C(1),B]. Therefore, p[A,X] � p[B,X] for ev-
ery candidate X other than candidate A or can-
didate B. Suppose that X,C(1),. . . ,C(n),A is the
strongest path from candidate X to candidate A.
Then, X,C(1),...,C(n),B is a path, but not neces-
sarily the strongest path, from candidate X to can-
didate B with at least the same strength because
d[C(n),B] 
 d[B,C(n)] � d[C(n),A] 
 d[A,C(n)].
Therefore, p[X,B] � p[X,A] for every candidate
X other than candidate A or candidate B.

Since candidate B is a potential winner, p[B,X]
� p[X,B] for every other candidate X. With
p[A,X] � p[B,X], p[B,X] � p[X,B], and p[X,B] �
p[X,A], we get p[A,X] � p[X,A] for every other
candidate X. Therefore, also candidate A is a po-
tential winner.

Therefore, when no voter strictly prefers candi-
date B to candidate A and at least one voter strictly
prefers candidate A to candidate B then when can-
didate B is a potential winner also candidate A is

a potential winner. Therefore, candidate B cannot
be elected at stage 1 of the Schulze method. Can-
didate B cannot be elected at stage 2, either, since
candidate A is necessarily ranked above candidate
B in the TBRC.

5.2 Monotonicity

Monotonicity says that when some voters rank candi-
date A higher without changing the order in which they
rank the other candidates relatively to each other then
the probability that candidate A is elected must not de-
crease.

The Schulze method meets monotonicity.
Proof: Suppose candidate A was a potential winner.

Then p ����� [A,B] � p ����� [B,A] for every other candidate
B.

Part 1: Suppose some voters rank candidate A higher
without changing the order in which they rank the
other candidates. Then d ���
	 [A,X] � d ����� [A,X]
and d ���
	 [X,A] � d ����� [X,A] for every other can-
didate X. d ���
	 [X,Y] = d ����� [X,Y] when neither
candidate X nor candidate Y is identical to can-
didate A. Therefore d ���
	 [A,X] 
 d ���
	 [X,A] �
d ����� [A,X] 
 d ����� [X,A] for every other candidate
X. And d ����	 [X,Y] 
 d ���
	 [Y,X] = d ����� [X,Y] 

d ����� [Y,X] when neither candidate X nor candidate
Y is identical to candidate A. For every candi-
date B other than candidate A the value p[A,B]
can only increase but not decrease with d[A,X] 

d[X,A] since only AX but not XA can be in the
strongest path from candidate A to candidate B
and the value p[B,A] can only decrease but not in-
crease with d[A,X] 
 d[X,A] since only XA but
not AX can be in the strongest path from candi-
date B to candidate A. Therefore p ���
	 [A,B] �
p ����� [A,B] and p ���
	 [B,A] � p ����� [B,A]. Therefore
p ���
	 [A,B] � p ���
	 [B,A] so that candidate A is
still a potential winner.

Part 2: Suppose that candidate E is not identical to
candidate A. It remains to be proven that when
candidate E was not a potential winner before then
he is still not a potential winner. Suppose that can-
didate E was not a potential winner. Then there
must have been a candidate F other than candidate
E with

(1) p ����� [F,E] 
 p ����� [E,F].

Then, of course, also p ���
	 [F,E] 
 p ���
	 [E,F]
is valid unless XA was a weakest link in the
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strongest path from candidate F to candidate E
and/or AY was the weakest link in the strongest
path from candidate E to candidate F. Without loss
of generality, we can presume that candidate F is
not identical to candidate A and that

(2) p ����� [A,E] = p ����� [E,A]

because otherwise with p ����� [A,E] 
 p ����� [E,A] we
would immediately get p ���
	 [A,E] 
 p ����	 [E,A]
(because of the considerations in Part 1) so that
we would immediately get that candidate E is still
not a potential winner. Since candidate A was a
potential winner, we get

(3) p ����� [A,F] � p ����� [F,A].

The following statements are valid for the same
reason as in section 3:

(4) min � p ����� [A,E]; p ����� [E,F] ��� p ����� [A,F].
(5) min � p ����� [A,F]; p ����� [F,E] ��� p ����� [A,E].
(6) min � p ����� [E,A]; p ����� [A,F] � � p ����� [E,F].
(7) min � p ����� [E,F]; p ����� [F,A] ��� p ����� [E,A].
(8) min � p ����� [F,A]; p ����� [A,E] ��� p ����� [F,E].
(9) min � p ����� [F,E]; p ����� [E,A] � � p ����� [F,A].

Case 1: Suppose XA was a weakest link in the
strongest path from candidate F to candidate E.
Then

(10a) p ����� [F,E] = p ����� [F,A] and
(11a) p ����� [A,E] � p ����� [F,E].
Now (3), (10a), and (1) give
(12a) p ����� [A,F] � p ����� [F,A] = p ����� [F,E] 

p ����� [E,F],
while (2), (11a), and (1) give
(13a) p ����� [E,A] = p ����� [A,E] � p ����� [F,E] 

p ����� [E,F].
But (12a) and (13a) together contradict (6).

Case 2: Suppose AY was the weakest link in the
strongest path from candidate E to candidate F.
Then

(10b) p ����� [E,F] = p ����� [A,F] and
(11b) p ����� [E,A] 
 p ����� [E,F].
Now (11b), (10b), and (3) give
(12b) p ����� [E,A] 
 p ����� [E,F] = p ����� [A,F] �
p ����� [F,A],
while (1), (10b), and (3) give
(13b) p ����� [F,E] 
 p ����� [E,F] = p ����� [A,F] �
p ����� [F,A].
But (12b) and (13b) together contradict (9).

Conclusion: When some voters rank candidate A
higher without changing the order in which they rank

the other candidates relatively to each other, then (a)
when candidate A was a potential winner candidate A
is still a potential winner and (b) every other candidate
E who was not a potential winner is still not a poten-
tial winner and (c) candidate A can only increase in
the TBRC while the positions of the other candidates
are not changed relatively to each other. Therefore, the
probability that candidate A is elected cannot decrease.

5.3 Resolvability

Resolvability says that at least in those cases in which
there are no pairwise ties and there are no pairwise de-
feats of equal strength the winner must be unique.

The Schulze method meets resolvability.
Proof: Suppose that there is no unique winner. Sup-

pose that candidate A and candidate B are potential win-
ners. Then:

(1) p[A,B] = p[B,A].
Suppose that there are no pairwise ties and that there

are no pairwise defeats of equal strength. Then p[A,B]
= p[B,A] means that the weakest link in the strongest
path from candidate A to candidate B and the weakest
link in the strongest path from candidate B to candidate
A must be the same link, say CD. Then this situation
looks as follows:

A

D

B

C

p[D,A] p[D,B]

p[B,C]p[A,C]

d[C,D]-d[D,C]

As the weakest link of the strongest path from candi-
date B to candidate A is CD, we get:
(2) p[D,A] 
 p[B,A].
As the weakest link of the strongest path from candidate
A to candidate B is CD, we get:
(3) p[A,D] = p[A,B].
With (2), (1), and (3) we get:
(4) p[D,A] 
 p[B,A] = p[A,B] = p[A,D] which con-
tradicts the presumption that candidate A is a potential
winner.

5.4 Independence of Clones

An election method is independent of clones if the fol-
lowing holds:
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Suppose that candidate D and candidate E are two
different candidates.

1. Suppose (a) that there is at least one voter who
either strictly prefers candidate D to candidate E
or strictly prefers candidate E to candidate D or (b)
that candidate D is elected with zero probability.

2. Suppose that candidate D is replaced by a set of
candidates D(1),...,D(m) in such a manner that for
every candidate D(i) in this set, for every candi-
date F outside this set, and for every voter V the
following two statements are valid:

a) V strictly preferred D to F � V strictly
prefers D(i) to F.

b) V strictly preferred F to D � V strictly
prefers F to D(i).

Then the probability that candidate E is elected must
not change.

The Schulze method is independent of clones.
Proof: Suppose that candidate D is replaced by a set

of candidates D(1),. . . ,D(m) in the manner described
above. Then d ���
	 [A,D(i)] = d ����� [A,D] for every can-
didate A outside the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) and for every i =
1,. . . ,m. And d ���
	 [D(i),B] = d ����� [D,B] for every can-
didate B outside the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) and for every i =
1,. . . ,m.

(1) Case 1: Suppose that the strongest path
C(1),. . . ,C(n) from candidate A to candidate B did not
contain candidate D. Then C(1),. . . ,C(n) is still a path
from candidate A to candidate B with the same strength.
Therefore: p ���
	 [A,B] � p ����� [A,B].

Case 2: Suppose that the strongest path C(1),. . . ,C(n)
from candidate A to candidate B contained candidate
D. Then C(1),. . . ,C(n) with D replaced by an arbitrar-
ily chosen candidate D(i) is still a path from candidate
A to candidate B with the same strength. Therefore:
p ���
	 [A,B] � p ����� [A,B].

(2) Case 1: Suppose that the strongest path
C(1),. . . ,C(n) from candidate A to candidate B does
not contain candidates of the set D(1),. . . ,D(m). Then
C(1),. . . ,C(n) was a path from candidate A to candi-
date B with the same strength. Therefore: p ����� [A,B]
� p ���
	 [A,B].

Case 2: Suppose that the strongest path C(1),. . . ,C(n)
from candidate A to candidate B contains some can-
didates of the set D(1),. . . ,D(m). Then C(1),. . . ,C(n)
where the part of this path from the first occurrence of a
candidate of the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) to the last occurrence
of a candidate of the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) is replaced by

candidate D was a path from candidate A to candidate
B with at least the same strength. Therefore: p ����� [A,B]
� p ����	 [A,B].

With (1) and (2), we get: p ���
	 [A,B] = p ����� [A,B].
When we set A � D in (1) and (2), we get:

p ����	 [D(i),B] = p ����� [D,B] for every candidate B outside
the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) and for every i = 1,. . . ,m.

When we set B � D in (1) and (2), we get:
p ����	 [A,D(i)] = p ����� [A,D] for every candidate A outside
the set D(1),. . . ,D(m) and for every i = 1,. . . ,m.

Suppose candidate A, who is not identical to can-
didate D, was a potential winner, then p ����� [A,B] �
p ����� [B,A] for every other candidate B; because of the
above considerations we get p ���
	 [A,B] � p ���
	 [B,A]
for every other candidate B; therefore, candidate A is
still a potential winner. Suppose candidate B, who is
not identical to candidate D, was not a potential win-
ner, then p ����� [B,A] � p ����� [A,B] for at least one other
candidate A; because of the above considerations we
get p ����	 [B,A] � p ����	 [A,B] for at least this other can-
didate A; therefore, candidate B is still not a potential
winner.

Presumption 1 in the definition of independence of
clones guarantees that at least in those situations in
which the TBRC has to be used to choose from the
candidates D(1),. . . ,D(m),E (a) candidate E is ranked
above each of the candidates D(1),...,D(m) when he was
originally ranked above candidate D. (b) candidate E
is ranked below each of the candidates D(1),. . . ,D(m)
when he was originally ranked below candidate D.
Therefore, replacing candidate D by a set of candidates
D(1),. . . ,D(m) can neither change whether candidate E
is a potential winner nor, when the TBRC has to be
used, where this candidate is ranked in the TBRC.

5.5 Reversal Symmetry

Reversal symmetry says that when candidate A is the
unique winner then when the individual preferences of
each voter are inverted then candidate A must not be
elected.

The Schulze method meets reversal symmetry.
Proof: Suppose candidate A was the unique winner.

Then there must have been at least one other candidate
B with p ����� [A,B] 
 p ����� [B,A]. (Since the relation de-
fined by p[X,Y] 
 p[Y,X] is transitive there must have
been at least one candidate B other than candidate A
with p[B,E] � p[E,B] for every candidate E other than
candidate A or candidate B. Since candidate A was
the unique winner and since no candidate other than
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candidate A has disqualified candidate B, candidate A
must have disqualified candidate B, i.e. p ����� [A,B] 

p ����� [B,A].)

When the individual preferences of each voter are in-
verted then d ���
	 [Y,X] = d ����� [X,Y] for each pair XY of
candidates. When C(1),. . . ,C(n) was a path from candi-
date X to candidate Y of strength Z then C(n),. . . ,C(1)
is a path from candidate Y to candidate X of strength Z.
Therefore, p ���
	 [Y,X] = p ����� [X,Y] for each pair XY of
candidates. Therefore, p ���
	 [B,A] 
 p ���
	 [A,B] so that
candidate B disqualifies candidate A.
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A Tideman’s Ranked Pairs Method

Tideman’s Ranked Pairs method [15, 16] is very similar
to my method in so far as both methods meet Pareto,
monotonicity, resolvability, independence of clones, re-
versal symmetry, Schwartz and Smith-IIA. However,
the following example demonstrates that these methods
are not identical.

Example:

3 ACDB
5 ADBC
4 BACD
5 BCDA
2 CADB
5 CDAB
2 DABC
4 DBAC

The matrix d[i,j] of pairwise defeats looks as follows:
A B C D

A — 17 18 14
B 13 — 20 9
C 12 10 — 19
D 16 21 11 —

The matrix p[i,j] of the path strengths looks as fol-
lows:

A B C D
A — 6 6 6
B 2 — 10 8
C 2 8 — 8
D 2 12 10 —
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Candidate A is the unique Schulze winner because
candidate A is the unique candidate with p[A,X] �
p[X,A] for every other candidate X.

Tideman suggests to take successively the strongest
pairwise defeat and to lock it if it does not create a di-
rected cycle with already locked pairwise defeats or to
skip it if it would create a directed cycle with already
locked pairwise defeats. The winner of the Ranked
Pairs method is that candidate X who wins each pair-
wise comparison which is locked and in which candi-
date X is involved.

Tideman’s Ranked Pairs method locks D 
 B. Then
it locks B 
 C. Then it skips C 
 D since it would create
a directed cycle with the already locked defeats D 
 B
and B 
 C. Then it locks A 
 C. Then it locks A 
 B.
Then it locks D 
 A. Thus, the Ranked Pairs winner is
candidate D.

B The Participation Criterion

The participation criterion says that adding a set of
identical ballots on which candidate A is strictly pre-
ferred to candidate B should not change the winner from
candidate A to candidate B. Moulin [13] proved that the
Condorcet criterion and the participation criterion are
incompatible. Pérez [18] demonstrated that most Con-
dorcet methods can violate the participation criterion in
a very drastic manner. That means: It can happen that
adding a set of identical ballots on which candidate A is
strictly preferred to every other candidate changes the
winner from candidate A to another candidate or that
adding a set of identical ballots on which every other
candidate is strictly preferred to candidate B changes
the winner from another candidate to candidate B. The
following example demonstrates that also the Schulze
method can violate the participation criterion in a very
drastic manner. (The basic idea for this example came
from Blake Cretney.)

Example:

4 ABCDEF
2 ABFDEC
4 AEBFCD
2 AEFBCD
2 BFACDE
2 CDBEFA
4 CDBFEA
12 DECABF
8 ECDBFA
10 FABCDE

6 FABDEC
4 FEDBCA

The matrix d[i,j] of pairwise defeats looks as follows:

A B C D E F
A — 40 30 30 30 24
B 20 — 34 30 30 38
C 30 26 — 36 22 30
D 30 30 24 — 42 30
E 30 30 38 18 — 32
F 36 22 30 30 28 —

The matrix p[i,j] of the path strengths looks as fol-
lows:

A B C D E F
A — 20 8 8 8 16
B 12 — 8 8 8 16
C 4 4 — 12 12 4
D 4 4 16 — 24 4
E 4 4 16 12 — 4
F 12 12 8 8 8 —

Candidate A is the unique winner since he is the only
candidate with p[A,X] � p[X,A] for every other candi-
date X. However, when 3 AEFCBD ballots are added
then the matrix d[i,j] of pairwise defeats looks as fol-
lows:

A B C D E F
A — 43 33 33 33 27
B 20 — 34 33 30 38
C 30 29 — 39 22 30
D 30 30 24 — 42 30
E 30 33 41 21 — 35
F 36 25 33 33 28 —

The matrix p[i,j] of the path strengths looks as fol-
lows:

A B C D E F
A — 23 5 5 5 13
B 9 — 5 5 5 13
C 7 7 — 15 15 7
D 7 7 19 — 21 7
E 7 7 19 15 — 7
F 9 9 5 5 5 —

Now, candidate D is the unique winner since he is the
only candidate with p[D,X] � p[X,D] for every other
candidate X. Thus the 3 AEFCBD voters change the
winner from candidate A to candidate D.
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C A Special Provision of the
Implementation used by SPI and
DEBIAN

There has been some debate about how to measure the
strength of a pairwise defeat when it is presumed that on
the one side each voter has a sincere complete ranking
of all candidates, but on the other side some voters vote
only a partial ranking because of strategical considera-
tions. I suggest that then the strength of a pairwise de-
feat should be measured primarily by the absolute num-
ber of votes for the winner of this pairwise defeat and
secondarily by the margin of this pairwise defeat. The
purpose of this provision is to give an additional incen-
tive to the voters to give different preferences to can-
didates to which the voters would have given the same
preference because of strategical considerations other-
wise.

The resulting version of this method is used by SPI
and DEBIAN because (a) here the number of candidates
is usually very small and the voters are usually well-
informed about the different candidates so that it can be
presumed that each voter has a sincere complete rank-
ing of all candidates and (b) here the number of voters
is usually very small and the voters are usually well-
informed about the opinions of the other voters so that
the incentive to cast only a partial ranking because of
strategical considerations is large.

The resulting version still satisfies Pareto, mono-
tonicity, resolvability, independence of clones, reversal
symmetry, Smith-IIA, and Schwartz. When each voter
casts a complete ranking then this version is identical
to the version defined in section 2. I suggest that in the
general case the version as defined in section 2 should
be used. Only in situations similar to the above de-
scribed situation in SPI and DEBIAN, the version as
defined in this appendix should be used.

When the strength of a pairwise defeat is measured
primarily by p1 (= the absolute number of votes for the
winner of this pairwise defeat) and secondarily by p2
(= the margin of this pairwise defeat), then a possible
implementation looks as follows:

Input: d[i,j] with i
�� j is the number of voters who

strictly prefer candidate i to candidate j.
Output: “w[i] = true” means that candidate i is a po-

tential winner. “w[i] = false” means that candidate i is
not a potential winner.

for i := 1 to
�

do
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

�
p2[i,j] := d[i,j] 
 d[j,i] ;
if ( d[i,j] 
 d[j,i] ) then

p1[i,j] := d[i,j] ;
if ( d[i,j] � d[j,i] ) then

p1[i,j] := 
 � ;
�

for i := 1 to
�

do
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

for k := 1 to
�

do
if ( i

�� k ) then
if ( j

�� k ) then
�
s := min � p1[j,i], p1[i,k] � ;
t := min � p2[j,i], p2[i,k] � ;
if ( ( p1[j,k] � s ) or ( ( p1[j,k] = s ) and

( p2[j,k] � t ) ) ) then
�
p1[j,k] := s ;
p2[j,k] := t ;
�

�

for i := 1 to
�

do
�
w[i] := true ;
for j := 1 to

�
do

if ( i
�� j ) then

if ( ( p1[j,i] 
 p1[i,j] ) or ( ( p1[j,i] = p1[i,j] ) and
( p2[j,i] 
 p2[i,j] ) ) ) then

w[i] := false ;
�

D The Schwartz Set Heuristic

Another way of looking at the proposed method is to
interpret it as a method where successively the weakest
pairwise defeats are “eliminated”. The formulation of
this method then becomes very similar to Condorcet’s
original wordings.

Condorcet writes [19] p. 126: “Create an opin-
ion of those

� ���
-
� 	 �  propositions that win most of

the votes. If this opinion is one of the
���

possible
then consider as elected that subject to which this opin-
ion agrees with its preference. If this opinion is one
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of the
�  �������� � � ��� � � 	 
 ����� 	 impossible opinions then

eliminate of this impossible opinion successively those
propositions that have a smaller plurality and accept the
resulting opinion of the remaining propositions.”

In short, Condorcet suggests that the weakest pair-
wise defeats should be eliminated successively until the
remaining pairwise defeats form a ranking of the candi-
dates. The problem with Condorcet’s proposal is that it
is not quite clear what it means to “eliminate” a pairwise
defeat (especially in so far as when one successively
eliminates the weakest pairwise defeat that is in a di-
rected cycle of not yet eliminated pairwise defeats until
there are no directed cycles of non-eliminated pairwise
defeats any more then the remaining pairwise defeats
usually do not complete to a unique ranking [20]). It is
clear what it means when a candidate is “eliminated”;
this candidate is treated as if he has never stood. But
what does it mean when the pairwise defeat A 
 B is
“eliminated” although candidate A and candidate B are
still potential winners?

A possible interpretation would be to say that the
“elimination” of a pairwise defeat is its replacing by a
pairwise tie. However, when this interpretation is being
used then the Smith set, as defined in the Introduction,
can only grow but not shrink at each stage. But when
the Schwartz set, as defined in the Introduction, is being
used, then the number of candidates decreases continu-
ously. With the concept of the Schwartz set the Schulze
method can be described in a very concise manner:

Step 1: Calculate the Schwartz set and eliminate all
those candidates who are not in the Schwartz set.
Eliminated candidates stay eliminated.
If there is still more than one candidate and
there are still pairwise comparisons between non-
eliminated candidates that are not pairwise ties: Go
to Step 2.
If there is still more than one candidate, but all pair-
wise comparisons between non-eliminated candi-
dates are pairwise ties, then all remaining candi-
dates are potential winners: Go to Step 3.
If there is only one candidate, then this candidate
is the unique winner.

Step 2: The weakest pairwise defeat between two non-
eliminated candidates is replaced by a pairwise tie.
Pairwise comparisons that have been replaced by
pairwise ties stay replaced by pairwise ties.
In the version in section 4, the weakest pairwise
defeat is that defeat where � d[i,j] 
 d[j,i] � is mini-
mal.

In the version in appendix C, the weakest pairwise
defeat is that defeat where the number of votes for
the winner of this pairwise defeat is minimal or
—if there is more than one pairwise defeat where
the number of votes for the winner is minimal—
of all those pairwise defeats where the number of
votes for the winner is minimal that pairwise de-
feat where the number of votes for the loser of this
pairwise defeat is maximal.
If the weakest pairwise defeat between non-
eliminated candidates is not unique, then all weak-
est pairwise defeats between non-eliminated candi-
dates are replaced by pairwise ties simultaneously.
Go to Step 1.

Step 3: The TBRC is calculated as described in sec-
tion 2. The winner is that potential winner who is
ranked highest in this TBRC.

E An Example without a Unique Winner

Example [21], p. 502:

3 ABCD
2 DABC
2 DBCA
2 CBDA

The matrix d[i,j] of pairwise defeats looks as follows:
A B C D

A — 5 5 3
B 4 — 7 5
C 4 2 — 5
D 6 4 4 —

The matrix p[i,j] of the path strengths looks as fol-
lows:

A B C D
A — 1 1 1
B 1 — 5 1
C 1 1 — 1
D 3 1 1 —

Candidate X is a potential winner if and only if
p[X,Y] � p[Y,X] for every other candidate Y. There-
fore, candidate B and candidate D are potential winners.

When the Schwartz set heuristic is being used then at
the first stage the Schwartz set is calculated. The pair-
wise defeats are A 
 B, A 
 C, B 
 C, B 
 D, C 

D, and D 
 A. Hence, the Schwartz set is: A, B, C,
and D. At the second stage, the weakest pairwise de-
feat that is not a pairwise tie between candidates who
have not yet been eliminated is replaced by a pairwise
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tie. The weakest pairwise defeats are A 
 B, A 
 C, B
 D, and C 
 D each with a strength of 5:4. All these
pairwise defeats are replaced by pairwise ties simulta-
neously. The remaining pairwise defeats are B 
 C and
D 
 A. Hence, the new Schwartz set is: B and D. Since
there are now no pairwise defeats between candidates
who have not yet been eliminated, the algorithm stops
and candidate B and candidate D are the winners.

Since 5 voters strictly prefer candidate B to candi-
date D and 4 voters strictly prefer candidate D to candi-
date B, candidate B is ranked higher than candidate D
in the TBRC with a probability of 5/9 and candidate D
is ranked higher than candidate B in the TBRC with a
probability of 4/9. Therefore, the winner of the Schulze
method is candidate B with a probability of 5/9 and can-
didate D with a probability of 4/9.
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Calculation of Transfer Values — Proposal for STV-PR
Rules for Local Government Elections in Scotland

James Gilmour
Email: jgilmour@globalnet.co.uk

1 Introduction

The Local Governance (Scotland) Bill [1] will make
provision for future local government elections in Scot-
land to be by the Single Transferable Vote. Those re-
sponsible for drafting the legislation have indicated that
they do not intend simply to copy the legislation used
for the comparable STV elections in Northern Ireland.
They believe they can express some points in the count-
ing procedure more clearly. Thus we have a “painless”
opportunity to consider some other changes that might
usefully be incorporated at the same time. I suggest one
of these should be the calculation of transfer values.

2 Precision of calculation

Some discussion in the Election Methods web group
[2] prompted me to look in some depth at the calcu-
lation of transfer values in STV-PR. The discussion was
started by a reference to Wichmann’s review [3] of the
ERS97 Rules [4]. Wichmann made a number of points
about transfer values, starting with what I would call
“apparent precision”, but going into the arithmetical re-
alities of the truncated calculations adopted in ERS97
and other sets of rules based on Newland and Britton
1972 [5], including those currently used in Northern
Ireland. Wichmann’s proposal to give results with an
actual accuracy of 0.01 votes was to compute transfer
values to [(number of digits in total votes) + 1].

Another member of the EM web group drew atten-
tion to the procedures of the Australian Electoral Com-
mission [6]. The AEC calculates transfer values to eight
decimal places and then truncates as shown in the exam-
ple on their website. This requirement to calculate to

eight decimal places is not specified in any Australian
legislation, but only in the AEC’s internal working doc-
uments [7]. The relevant law [8] makes no reference to
the accuracy or precision for any of the STV calcula-
tions. The AEC adopted eight decimal places because
that was the limit of the desktop calculators available at
the time they framed that working rule [7].

The AEC example shows that while they calculate
the transfer value of a ballot paper to eight decimal
places (8dp) and then use that 8dp result to calculate
the transfer values of the votes being transferred, they
truncate the candidates’ transferred votes to integer val-
ues. They do not show decimal parts of a vote anywhere
on their result sheets. This truncation to integer values
might seem perverse, but does not result in the loss of
significant numbers of votes.

In the AEC example there is a surplus of 992,137
votes carried on 1,518,178 papers, of which one candi-
date receives 1,513,870 papers. The AEC calculation
shows an 8dp truncated transfer value of 0.65350505
for each paper. This results in a candidate integer trun-
cated transfer vote of 989,321. The “full” calculation
with the 8dp transfer value would have been 989321.69,
so they have lost only 0.69 of a vote by integer trunca-
tion. This amounts to only 0.000131% of the quota.
Had the transfer value been calculated to 15dp (limit
of numerical precision for Microsoft Excel 2002), the
loss by integer truncation of the votes transferred would
have been only 0.700215653, amounting to 0.000133%
of the quota.

In contrast, using the ERS/NI rules and calculating
the same example to only two decimal places and then
truncating, gives a transfer value of 0.65, and a can-
didate transfer vote of 984,015.50. In this case there
would be a loss of 5,306.20 votes from the “true” trans-
fer value, amounting to 1.01% of the quota.
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3 Examples from elections

For practical examples I have looked at the immedi-
ately available results from the Australian Federal Sen-
ate elections in 1998 [9] and the Northern Ireland As-
sembly elections of 1998 [10]. To make sure there were
no complications in the calculations, I looked only at
separate transfers arising from the surpluses of candi-
dates whose first preference votes exceeded the quota,
i.e. who were elected at stage 1. The relevant figures are
in the Tables 1 and 2. In the Australian results they show
“non-transferable votes” separately for “exhausted bal-
lots” and for “lost by fraction”, ie due to truncation.

The losses arising from truncation are expressed as
percentages of the quotas for the relevant elections be-
cause this offers the most valid basis for comparisons
among the different elections. The results are sorted in
ascending order by the size of these percentages. The
losses in the Australian transfers range from 0.0043%
to 0.032%. In only six of those 14 transfers did the loss
exceed 0.01% of the quota. The losses in the Northern
Ireland transfers range from 0.10% to 1.36%. In five of
those 23 transfers the loss exceeded 1.0% of the quota.

The size of the loss in any individual transfer will
depend on just how the calculation tumbles out as that
will determine the size of the fraction truncated. For ex-
ample, in the Newry and Armagh election the transfer
value was 0.43 (excluding 222 exhausted papers), lead-
ing to a loss of 0.0077245 votes on every one of the
13,360 papers actually transferred. In the Australian
elections the losses are increased by the large num-
bers of candidates who stand and to whom transfers are
made.

4 Proposal for change

It now seems clear to me that when the STV rules were
formalised for Newland and Britton and the Northern
Ireland STV regulations in 1972, there was a confusion
of two objectives. It is illogical to calculate transfer val-
ues to only two decimal places if candidates’ votes are
to be recorded to of 0.01 of a vote. This approach was
probably taken because the ‘Senatorial Rules’ [11], de-
vised to remove the element of chance when selecting
full value ballot papers for the transfer of surpluses, had
given each valid ballot paper a value of one hundred
before any calculations were done.

For public elections, with large numbers of electors,
there is no intrinsic merit in recording candidates’ votes
with a precision greater than one vote, provided that
does not result in the loss of significant numbers of
votes. For elections with small numbers of electors
(quota less than 100), there may be a benefit in record-
ing candidates’ votes with greater precision, perhaps to
0.01 of a vote. Whatever level of precision is required
in the recorded vote, calculating transfer values of ballot
papers to only two places of decimals is not consistent
with that reported precision. There may be a theoretical
case for varying the numbers of decimal places in the
calculation according the magnitude of the numbers of
votes, but the practical approach of the AEC has been
shown to give very satisfactory results.

The AEC adopted eight decimal places for the calcu-
lation of transfer values because that was the capacity of
the desktop calculators available at the time. Most cur-
rently available electronic calculators (hand-held and
desktop models) display eight decimal digits, i.e. it
is possible to enter ‘12345678’ but not ‘123456789’.
However, when a division to obtain a transfer value
is made on such a calculator, the result does not con-
tain eight decimal places, but only seven. Thus, to use
the example from the AEC website, (surplus = 992137;
transferable papers = 1518178), an 8-digit electronic
calculator would display a result of 0.6535050 and not
the 0.65350505 quoted. It would be possible to obtain
eight significant figures on such a calculator by scal-
ing the calculation, eg 992137 / 151817.8 or 9921370 /
1518178. The transfer value would then be displayed as
‘6.5350505’. However, there would an additional risk
of mistakes being made if calculations were scaled in
this way and the increase in precision would be very
small.

Taking a practical approach, I would recommend that
transfer values should be calculated to 7 decimal places,
reflecting the capacity of the commonly available elec-
tronic calculators. If the calculation loss is minimised
in this way, there is then no need to record decimal frac-
tions of votes for each candidate on the result sheet.
The loss that would be incurred in discarding the frac-
tional values when summing the votes for each candi-
date is very small compared to the calculation loss. This
would greatly simplify the presentation of STV-PR re-
sult sheets for public elections.
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Table 1 Australian Federal Senate Elections 1998
Non-transferable Votes arising on Transfer of Surpluses from First Preferences of Candidates elected at Stage 1

State Total Quota Candidate Candidate’s Surplus Candidates Exhausted Lost by LbF as
Vote F P Vote receiving Ballots Fraction Percentage

votes of Quota
NSW 2 3,755,725 536,533 Heffernan 1,371,578 835,045 35 12 23 0.0043%
NSW 1 3,755,725 536,533 Hutchins 1,446,231 909,698 39 18 25 0.0047%
QLD 3 2,003,710 286,245 Hill 295,903 9,658 15 1 14 0.0049%
VIC 2 2,843,218 406,175 Troeth 1,073,551 667,376 27 9 22 0.0054%
VIC 1 2,843,218 406,175 Conroy 1,148,985 742,810 28 10 24 0.0059%
QLD 1 2,003,710 286,245 McLucas 653,183 366,938 31 15 23 0.0080%
QLD 2 2,003,710 286,245 Parer 568,406 282,161 26 8 24 0.0084%
SA 2 946,816 135,260 Bolkus 301,618 166,358 23 6 13 0.0096%
WA 1 1,063,811 151,974 Ellison 405,617 253,643 26 10 16 0.0105%
WA 2 1,063,811 151,974 Cook 366,874 214,900 33 11 16 0.0105%
SA 1 946,816 135,260 Vanstone 381,361 246,101 27 8 17 0.0126%
ACT 197,035 65,679 Lundy 83,090 17,411 15 4 10 0.0152%

TAS 2 308,377 44,054 Abetz 98,178 54,124 18 18 12 0.0272%
TAS 1 308,377 44,054 O’Brien 121,931 77,877 22 30 14 0.0318%

Table 2 Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 1998
Non-transferable Votes arising on Transfer of Surpluses from First Preferences of Candidates elected at Stage 1

State Total Quota Candidate Candidate’s Surplus Candidates Non- NTV as
Vote F P Vote receiving transferable Percentage

votes votes of Quota
East Antrim 2 35,610 5,088 Neeson 5,247 159 11 4.89 0.10%
Belfast East 1 39,593 5,657 Robinson 11,219 5,562 15 6.00 0.11%
South Antrim 43,991 6,285 Wilson 6,691 406 9 10.96 0.17%

Belfast North 2 41,125 5,876 Maginness 6,196 320 15 12.25 0.21%
Upper Bann 1 50,399 7,200 Trimble 12,338 5,138 16 20.30 0.28%
Belfast West 1 41,794 5,971 Adams 9,078 3,107 13 22.10 0.37%
North Antrim 49,697 7,100 Paisley 10,590 3,490 15 28.30 0.40%

East Londonderry 39,564 5,653 Campbell 6,099 446 10 25.44 0.45%
West Tyrone 45,951 6,565 Gibson 8,015 1,450 12 32.29 0.49%
Mid-Ulster 2 49,798 7,115 McGuinness 8,703 1,588 7 45.40 0.64%

Fermanagh &
South Tyrone

51,043 7,292 Gallagher 8,135 843 11 50.80 0.70%

Mid-Ulster 1 49,798 7,115 McCrea 10,339 3,224 10 49.60 0.70%
Upper Bann 2 50,399 7,200 Rodgers 9,260 2,060 14 55.36 0.77%

Belfast North 1 41,125 5,876 Dodds 7,476 1,600 15 45.79 0.78%
Belfast West 2 41,794 5,971 Hendron 6,140 169 10 50.80 0.85%
North Down 37,313 5,331 McCartney 8,188 2,857 18 47.55 0.89%
Strangford 1 42,922 6,132 Robinson 9,479 3,347 18 59.80 0.98%

East Antrim 1 35,610 5,088 Beggs 5,764 676 14 49.99 0.98%
Foyle 48,794 6,971 Hume 12,581 5,610 14 69.60 1.00%

Belfast East 2 39,593 5,657 Alderdice 6,144 487 18 58.81 1.04%
Strangford 2 42,922 6,132 Taylor 9,203 3,071 20 73.61 1.20%
South Down 51,353 7,337 McGrady 10,373 3,036 16 90.76 1.24%

Newry & Armagh 54,136 7,734 Mallon 13,582 5,848 13 104.92 1.36%
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5 Benefits in local government elections
in Scotland

The numbers of electors in the constituencies in both
the Australian Federal Senate elections and the North-
ern Ireland Assembly elections are considerably larger
than those likely in the multi-member wards for local
government elections in Scotland. It is, therefore, use-
ful to make an assessment of the potential effects of
changing the precision of calculation of transfer values
from 2dp to 7dp using local data.

For this example I have used Glasgow City Council
which has an electorate of 453,552 and 79 councillors.
I have examined two possible implementations of STV-
PR: nine 8-member wards plus one 7-member ward;
and nineteen 4-member wards plus one 3-member ward
(Table 3). I have assumed there would be equal numbers
of electors per councillor in all wards and a turnout of
50%. I have also assumed that the Labour Party would
get 47.58% of the first preference votes (= city-wide
average in the 2003 FPTP council elections), that 75%
of those first preference votes would be for the party’s
leading candidate in the ward and that all those papers
would be transferable. For the calculation with 7dp I
have also truncated the transferred votes to integer val-
ues as I recommend above. The results in Table 3 show
that the effect of truncating the calculation of transfer
values at 2dp could be considerable even in the smaller
4-member wards. The losses when the calculation is
truncated at 7dp are negligible.

Table 3 Comparison of Effects of Calculating
Transfer Values to 2dp and 7dp

Implementation 8-member 4-member
ward ward

Electorate 45,929 22,964
Valid votes 22,964 11,482
Quota 2,552 2,297
Party FP votes 10,926 5,463
Leading candidate’s FP votes 8,194 4,097
Surplus for transfer 5,642 1,800

Transfer value 2dp 0.68 0.43
Transferred votes 2dp 5,571.92 1,761.71
Votes lost by truncation at 2dp 70.08 38.29
Votes lost as percentage of quota 2.75% 1.67%

Transfer value 7dp 0.6885525 0.4393458
Transferred votes 7dp 5641 1,799
Votes lost by truncation at 7dp 1 1
Votes lost as percentage of quota 0.039% 0.044%

The actual loss in transfer value due to truncating the
calculation at 2dp compared to truncating at 7dp can
vary from 0.0000000 to 0.0099999. The general effect
can be assessed by considering only the loss that occurs
in the third decimal place. The results in Table 4 have
been calculated using the same two example wards as
above. The ten potential losses all have equal probabil-
ities of occurrence. The loss due to truncation at 2dp in
the 8-member ward will exceed 1% of the quota in six
cases out of ten and will exceed 2% in three cases out of
ten. Even in the smaller ward, the loss due to this trun-
cation will exceed 1% of the quota in four cases out of
ten. These losses are substantial and could be avoided
by a simple change to the rules for STV-PR elections.

Table 4 Loss of Votes due to Truncation
of Transfer Value before 3dp

Implementation 8-member ward 4-member ward
Transferable 8,194 4,097

papers
Loss in Votes % of Votes % of

transfer value lost quota lost quota
0.000 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
0.001 8 0.31% 4 0.17%
0.002 16 0.63% 8 0.35%
0.003 24 0.94% 12 0.52%
0.004 32 1.25% 16 0.70%
0.005 40 1.57% 20 0.87%
0.006 49 1.92% 24 1.04%
0.007 57 2.23% 28 1.22%
0.008 65 2.55% 32 1.39%
0.009 73 2.86% 36 1.57%
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Editorial

I would strongly recommend to all readers that the In-
terim Report of the Commission on Electronic Voting,
issued by the Irish Government, is studied closely. This
Commission, was formed on the 1st March and re-
quired to report by 1st May, on the suitability of the
system chosen for use in elections in Ireland. They
recommended that the chosen system should not be
used for the local/European elections to be held on 11th
June. The Commission’s Report can be downloaded at:
http://www.cev.ie/htm/report/download report.htm

To avoid any confusion, I need to declare an inter-
est in this report, since I worked with Joe Wadsworth
of Electoral Reform Services in testing the counting en-
gine of the official software. Our work was not finished
until the end of March, which was only 5 weeks before
the Commission reported.

Some aspects of their report are of particular interest
here:

• The desirability of removing random selection in
the counting process;

• Problems associated with full disclosure of the bal-
lot data (discussed further in this issue);

• Some shortcomings with regard to secrecy;

• The need for a Voter Verifiable Audit Trial.

A Voter Verifiable Audit Trial might work by hav-
ing a printer attached to the electronic voting machine
which printed out the filled-in paper after it had been
recorded electronically. The voter would then check
this, and place the paper in a conventional ballot box.
Hence the ballot box papers can be used as a (manual)
check against the computer count.

Technically, such a scheme has a number of prob-
lems. Firstly, printers are less reliable than a purely
electronic device; should the printer jam, the election
officials might inadvertently see a ballot paper. Sec-
ondly, the conventional record would presumably be
used for a recount; however, a manual recount is likely
to be less reliable than the initial electronic count. The
process whereby the printed papers are used needs to be
very carefully considered.

There is no doubt that the undertaking of a manual
count is one that the public feels gives confidence in the
democratic process. What, therefore, needs to be done
to gain the same confidence in an electronic count? The

Irish report gives some insight into this important issue.
Is it necessary to have a Voter Verifiable Audit Trial,
it spite of the problems noted above? Since the Irish
Government is still planning to use electronic voting,
we will soon be able to see how these issues are being
addressed.

Returning to Voting matters, there are 6 papers in this
issue:

• I. D. Hill: What is meant by ‘monotonic’? What is
meant by ‘AV’?

• M. Schulze: Free riding.

• I. D. Hill: An odd feature in a real STV election.

• I. D. Hill: Full disclosure of data.

• B. A. Wichmann: A note on the use of preferences.

• J. C. O’Neill: Tie-Breaking with the Single Trans-
ferable Vote.

David Hill highlights the problem of the meaning of
terms and even abbreviations. As Editor, I am always
concerned about this, since the terminology in common
use varies substantially, especially now that papers are
authored from outside the UK/Ireland.

Markus Schulze raises the interesting and important
question of the extent to which strategic voting is used
in STV elections. Two forms of strategic voting are
analysed, which in one case, can be identified from US
ballot data in which voters can write-in a candidate.
Fortunately for STV, the analysis gives no evidence of
strategic voting in the analysable case.

The next three article are all about the use of prefer-
ences. David Hill first provides an example in which a
single paper with a large number of preferences has a
crucial effect. His subsequent papers respond to an ear-
lier Voting matters paper on full disclosure. In my own
article, I consider the actual use made of the preferences
specified by the voter, and how this information could
be altered to avoid any undesirable consequences of full
disclosure.

In the final article, Jeff O’Neill analyses the vari-
ous ways in which ties are broken which results in a
proposal to change the tie-breaking logic in the current
Electoral Reform Society rules.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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What is meant by ‘monotonic’? What is meant by ‘AV’?

I. D. Hill
No email available.

It is said that, during the 1939-1945 war, Winston
Churchill and President Roosevelt had a disagreement
when Churchill wished to table a document and Roo-
sevelt did not wish it to be tabled. It turned out that
they both wanted the same thing: that to the British,
tabling a document means putting it on the table for dis-
cussion; whereas to the Americans, it means putting it
in a drawer and forgetting it. Such confusion, caused by
language difficulties, can be serious.

1 Monotonic

Schulze [1] explains a method for single seat elections
that finds the Condorcet winner if there is one, and has
a strategy for choosing a winner where there is a Con-
dorcet paradox. He claims that the method is “mono-
tonic and clone-independent”.

The main purpose of this note is to warn others who
may have been misled, as I was myself at first, by that
claim. The trouble lies in definitions, because I am told
that his usage of ‘monotonic’ is as normally used in the
social choice literature, but it is a much narrower def-
inition than is often taken as the meaning in electoral
reform literature.

He gives an example where his method certainly vio-
lates the condition that Woodall [2] calls mono-add-top:
“A candidate x should not be harmed if further ballots
are added that have x top (and are otherwise arbitrary)”,
but Schulze is only claiming to meet mono-raise: “A
candidate x should not be harmed if x is raised on some
ballots without changing the orders of the other candi-
dates”.

I am not seeking to cast any blame. If that usage
of the word is widely employed, he is fully entitled to
follow it, but a clash of definitions may cause misunder-
standing if we do not take great care.

2 AV

Brams and Fishburn [3] give an example of the use of a
system called Approval Voting, and they use AV as an
abbreviation for it. In this country AV has been used for
many years to mean the system called Alternative Vote.

Approval Voting is a system in which a voter uses
X-voting for as many candidates as desired, even when
there is only one seat to fill. The winner is the one who
gets the most Xs. Alternative Vote is what STV reduces
to in the single-seat case, voting by preference number,
with eliminative counting.

It is not my purpose in this note to examine the rela-
tive merits, or lack of merits, of these two systems, but
only to warn that they are very different, and that the
name AV is, unfortunately, being used for both of them.
Again, this may cause misunderstanding if we do not
take great care.

3 References

[1] Schulze M. A new monotonic and clone-
independent single-winner election method. Vot-
ing matters, 17, 9-19. 2003.

[2] Woodall D.R. Properties of preferential election
rules. Voting matters, 3, 8-15. 1994.

[3] Brams S.J. and Fishburn P.C. A nail-biting elec-
tion. Social Choice and Welfare, 18, 409-414.
2001.

A special thanks to David Hill for checking this issue.
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Free riding

Markus Schulze
markus.schulze@alumni.tu-berlin.de

1 Introduction

The fact that more and more communities that use pro-
portional representation by the single transferable vote
(STV) change from manual count to computer count
gives us today the possibility to check hypotheses that
have been made in the past about possible voting be-
haviours. In this paper, I use the ballot data of the 1999
and the 2001 City Council elections and School Com-
mittee elections in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to esti-
mate the number of voters who use a voting behaviour
that has been predicted e.g. by Woodall [1] and Tide-
man [2].

2 Woodall Free Riding

Woodall free riding is a useful strategy only for those
STV methods where votes of eliminated candidates
cannot be transferred to already elected candidates and
therefore jump directly to the next highest ranked hope-
ful (i.e. neither yet elected nor yet eliminated) candi-
date. A Woodall free rider is a voter who gives his first
preference to a candidate who is believed by this voter
to be eliminated early in the count even with this voter’s
first preference. With this strategy this voter assures that
he does not waste his vote for a candidate who is elected
already during the transfer of the initial surpluses.

Woodall writes [1]:

“The biggest anomaly is caused by the de-
cision, always made, not to transfer votes
to candidates who have already reached the
quota of votes necessary for election. This
means that the way in which a given voter’s
vote will be assigned may depend on the or-
der in which candidates are declared elected

or eliminated during the counting, and it can
lead to the following form of tactical voting
by those who understand the system. If it
is possible to identify a candidate W who is
sure to be eliminated early (say, the Cam-
bridge University Raving Loony Party can-
didate), then a voter can increase the effect
of his genuine second choice by putting W
first. For example, if two voters both want A
as first choice and B as second, and A hap-
pens to be declared elected on the first count,
then the voter who lists his choices as ‘A B...’
will have (say) one third of his vote trans-
ferred to B, whereas the one who lists his
choices as ‘W A B...’ will have all of his vote
transferred to B, since A will already have
been declared elected by the time W is elim-
inated. Since one aim of an electoral system
should be to discourage tactical voting, this
seems to me to be a serious drawback.”

However, Woodall free riding can be prevented by
restarting the STV count with the remaining candidates
whenever a candidate has been eliminated. Actually,
the Meek method [3] and the Warren method [4] do this.
Therefore, Woodall [1] and Tideman [2] suggest that
one of these methods should be used.

A good test for Woodall free riding is an STV elec-
tion with write-in options (i.e. with the possibility for
the voters to vote for any person by writing this person’s
name on the ballot). The City Council and the School
Committee of Cambridge, Massachusetts, are elected
by an STV method that is vulnerable to Woodall free
riding and that has write-in options. In the elections to
the 9 seats of the City Council, the voter can vote for
up to 9 write-ins. In the elections to the 6 seats of the
School Committee, the voter can vote for up to 6 write-
ins. Here the optimal Woodall free riding strategy is to
give one’s first preference to a completely unimportant
write-in.
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CC 1999 SC 1999 CC 2001 SC 2001
1 18,613 17,796 17,125 16,488
2 28 26 30 51
3 9 5 12 32
4 0 4 0 2
5 19 17 18 17

Table 2.1: Potential write-in Woodall free riders in the
1999 and the 2001 elections to the City Council and the
School Committee of Cambridge, Massachusetts

In table 2, row “1” contains the numbers of vot-
ers in the 1999 City Council elections (column “CC
1999”), in the 1999 School Committee elections (col-
umn “SC 1999”), in the 2001 City Council elections
(column “CC 2001”), and in the 2001 School Commit-
tee elections (column “SC 2001”) in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts. Row “2” contains the numbers of voters
who cast a first preference for a write-in. Row “3” con-
tains the numbers of voters who have to be subtracted
from row “2” because they cast preferences only for
write-ins and who are therefore obviously not Woodall
free riders. Furthermore, those voters who do not cast
at least a valid second and a valid third preference have
to be subtracted (row “4”) because these voters cannot
be Woodall free riders. Therefore, row “5” contains the
numbers of voters who could be write-in Woodall free
riders.

In all four elections, the number of voters who could
be write-in Woodall free riders is about 0.1%. When we
investigate these voters in greater detail we observe: Of
the 19 potential write-in Woodall free riders in the 1999
City Council elections, only 2 cast a second preference
for Galluccio. Of the 17 potential write-in Woodall free
riders in the 1999 School Committee elections, only 2
cast a second preference for Turkel. Of the 18 potential
write-in Woodall free riders in the 2001 City Council
elections, only 5 cast a second preference for Galluccio,
2 for Davis, and one for Murphy. Of the 17 potential
write-in Woodall free riders in the 2001 School Com-
mittee elections, only 4 cast a second preference for
Turkel, one for Fantini, and none for Grassi. Therefore,
also these voters seem to be not Woodall free riders
because otherwise super-proportionally many of these
voters would have cast a second preference for a candi-
date who reached the quota before candidates had to be
eliminated. See table 2.2.

Suppose V is the number of voters. Suppose V1(A)
is the number of voters who cast a valid first preference

for candidate A. Suppose V2(A) is the number of voters
who cast a valid first preference for candidate A and at
least also a valid second preference. Suppose V(A,B)
is the number of voters who cast a valid first preference
for candidate A, a valid second preference for candidate
B, and at least also a valid third preference.

Woodall free riding is a useful strategy only when
one has at least a sincere first and a sincere second pref-
erence. A given voter can be a Woodall free rider only
when he casts at least a valid first, a valid second, and
a valid third preference. When a given voter whose sin-
cere first preference is candidate B uses Woodall free
riding then V2(B) decreases and for some other candi-
date A, who is eliminated early in the count, V(A,B) in-
creases. Therefore, another good test for Woodall free
riding is to calculate V(A,B) for each pair of candidates.
If (1) V(A,B)/V1(A) is large compared to V2(B)/V and
(2) V(A,B)/V1(A) decreases with increasing V1(A) for
those pairs of candidates where candidate A is elimi-
nated early in the count and candidate B is elected be-
fore candidates have to be eliminated then this is evi-
dence that voters use Woodall free riding.

Table 2.2 contains V2(B)/V for each candidate B
who is elected before candidates have to be eliminated.
Tables 2.3 to 2.6 contain V(A,B) for each pair of can-
didates A and B where candidate B is elected before
candidates have to be eliminated. Column “V1(A)”
contains the numbers of voters who cast a valid first
preference for the candidate in column “candidate A”.
The column “Galluccio” (resp. “Turkel”, resp. “Davis”,
etc.) contains the numbers of voters of column “V1(A)”
who cast a valid second preference for Galluccio (resp.
Turkel, resp. Davis, etc.) and cast at least also a valid
third preference.

In tables 2.3 to 2.6, V(A,B)/V1(A) rather increases
than decreases with increasing V1(A). Also the predic-
tion that V(A,B)/V1(A) is large compared to V2(B)/V
is not fulfilled. This is surprising because in so far as
Woodall free riding certainly is a useful strategy one
would expect that at least some voters use this strategy.
A possible explanation why voters do not use Woodall
free riding is that they fear that when too many voters
give their first preference to candidate A because they
believe that he is eliminated early in the count then it
could happen that candidate A gets so many votes that
he is elected [2, 5, 6]. But this can only explain why
V(A,B)/V1(A) does not decrease so fast with increas-
ing V1(A); this cannot explain why V(A,B)/V1(A) in-
creases with increasing V1(A). A possible explanation
why V(A,B)/V1(A) increases with increasing V1(A) is
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that voters are confronted with two problems:

1. It is a useful strategy not to waste one’s vote by
voting for a candidate B who is elected even with-
out one’s vote. However, when too many voters
use Woodall free riding and cast a first preference
for candidate A because they believe that he is
eliminated early in the count even with one’s vote
then it could happen that candidate A gets so many
votes that he is elected.

2. It is a useful strategy not to vote for a candidate
A who is believed to be eliminated with a great
probability even with one’s vote, because other-
wise there is the danger that there are not accept-
able candidates anymore to whom this voter could
transfer his vote when candidate A is eliminated.

Because of problem 2 only those voters who can-
not identify themselves with any of the stronger candi-
dates vote for candidates who are believed to be elimi-
nated with a great probability; therefore, V(A,B)/V1(A)
is low for low V1(A) for those candidates B who are
elected before candidates have to be eliminated; there-
fore, V(A,B)/V1(A) rather increases than decreases
with increasing V1(A).

3 Hylland Free Riding

Problem 1 can be circumvented by using Hylland free
riding instead of Woodall free riding. Hylland writes
[7]:

“Both for groups and for individual voters it
could be advantageous not to vote for a can-
didate who is considered certain of winning
election, even if that candidate is one’s first
choice. Suppose that my true first and sec-
ond choices are A and B, I am sure A will
get many more first preferences than needed
for election, but I find B’s chances uncertain.
If I list A as the first preference on my ballot,
its weight is reduced before it reaches B. If I
omit A, B gets a vote with full weight.”

In short, a Hylland free rider is a voter who omits in
his individual ranking completely all those candidates
who are certain to be elected. Of course, when too many
voters use Hylland free riding then it can happen that the
candidate with the cast first preference is elected while
the candidate with the sincere first preference is elimi-
nated. However, when a voter uses Hylland free riding

then the candidate with the cast first preference is one
of this voter’s favorite candidates while when this voter
uses Woodall free riding then the candidate with the cast
first preference is a candidate who this voter does not
want to be elected.

Problem 2 can be circumvented by voting only for
those candidates who are believed to be in the race until
the final count. In so far as a candidate will be in the
final count when he has more than V/(S+2) first pref-
erences, where V is the number of voters and S is the
number of seats, it is a useful strategy to cast one’s first
preference only for one of those candidates who are be-
lieved to get between V/(S+2) and V/(S+1) first prefer-
ences.

This voting behaviour could best be observed in
Canada because here the city councils were elected for
a one year term and in a single city-wide district so that
the voters had very precise information about the sup-
port of the different candidates. A consequence of this
voting behaviour was that usually almost all first prefer-
ences were concentrated on S+1 almost equally strong
candidates [8, 9, 10]. Johnston [9] writes that one of the
main criticisms of STV was that it was “one of the most
common features of PR in Canadian municipal elec-
tions” that “the final count closely mirrored the results
of the first count”. And Pilon [10] writes that the main
problem of STV in Canada was that it “did not seem
to make much difference in the results. After days of
counting, eliminating candidates, and transferring frac-
tions of support from one aspirant to another, there was
little difference between the first choice results and the
final tally.”

4 Summary

Free riding is a very serious problem of STV. The two
free riding strategies that have been predicted in the lit-
erature are Woodall free riding [1, 2] and Hylland free
riding [7]. It is not possible to extract the number of
Hylland free riders simply from the ballot data. But
with additional assumptions it is possible to extract the
number of Woodall free riders.

I used the ballot data of the 1999 and the 2001 City
Council elections and School Committee elections in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, to estimate the number of
voters who use Woodall free riding. I could not find
any evidence at all that voters use this strategy. Possible
explanations why voters do not use this strategy are:
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1. When too many voters cast a first preference for
candidate A, not because he is their sincere first
preference but because they believe that he will
be eliminated early in the count, it could happen
that this candidate gets so many votes that he is
elected [2, 5, 6].

2. It is not useful to vote for a candidate A who
is eliminated with a great probability, because it
could happen that there are not acceptable candi-
dates anymore to whom this voter could transfer
his vote when candidate A is eliminated.

3. When a voter considers his second favorite can-
didate to be only slightly worse than his favorite
candidate then Hylland free riding [7] is less dan-
gerous than Woodall free riding in so far as a back-
fire is less severe under Hylland free riding than
under Woodall free riding.

4. The political organizations have not yet found a
simple way to use Woodall free riding on a larger
scale to increase their numbers of seats. There-
fore, the voters are usually not pointed to this
strategic problem.
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Election Candidate B V V1(B) V1(B)/V V2(B) V2(B)/V
1999 City Council Anthony D. Galluccio 18,613 2,705 14.5% 2,515 13.5%

1999 School Committee Alice L. Turkel 17,796 2,617 14.7% 2,360 13.3%
2001 City Council Henrietta Davis 17,125 1,713 10.0% 1,645 9.6%
2001 City Council Brian Murphy 17,125 1,716 10.0% 1,627 9.5%
2001 City Council Anthony D. Galluccio 17,125 3,230 18.9% 2,947 17.2%

2001 School Committee Joseph G. Grassi 16,488 2,135 12.9% 1,728 10.5%
2001 School Committee Alfred B. Fantini 16,488 2,854 17.3% 2,353 14.3%
2001 School Committee Alice L. Turkel 16,488 2,862 17.4% 2,484 15.1%

Table 2.2: V2 (B)/V for each candidate B who is elected before candidates have to be eliminated

Candidate A V1(A) Anthony D. Galluccio
Charles O. Christenson 28 2 (7.1%)

Daejanna P. Wormwood-Malone 28 0 (0.0%)
William C. Jones 31 2 (6.5%)

Alan Kingfish Nidle 40 0 (0.0%)
Vincent Lawrence Dixon 44 3 (6.8%)

Jeffrey Jay Chase 102 10 (9.8%)
Dorothy M. Giacobbe 109 22 (20.2%)
James M. Williamson 128 2 (1.6%)

Robert Winters 301 27 (9.0%)
Helder Peixoto 308 46 (14.9%)
David Hoicka 325 7 (2.2%)

Erik C. Snowberg 425 12 (2.8%)
David Trumbull 533 129 (24.2%)
Bob Goodwin 805 296 (36.8%)

David P. Maher 1,030 309 (30.0%)
Katherine Triantafillou 1,167 42 (3.6%)

Michael A. Sullivan 1,321 278 (21.0%)
Kenneth E. Reeves 1,420 149 (10.5%)

Henrietta Davis 1,458 70 (4.8%)
Jim Braude 1,480 50 (3.4%)

Timothy J. Toomey, Jr. 1,497 233 (15.6%)
Marjorie C. Decker 1,642 43 (2.6%)

Kathleen Leahy Born 1,658 100 (6.0%)

Table 2.3: Potential Woodall free riders in the 1999 City Council elections in Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Candidate A V1(A) Alice L. Turkel
Shawn M. Burke 212 6 (2.8%)

Jamisean F. Patterson 278 9 (3.2%)
Alvin E. Thompson 373 35 (9.4%)

Melody L. Brazo 471 82 (17.4%)
Donald Harding 698 24 (3.4%)

Elizabeth Tad Kenney 738 134 (18.2%)
Michael Harshbarger 1,550 109 (7.0%)

Nancy Walser 1,894 520 (27.5%)
Susana M. Segat 1,985 480 (24.2%)
Joseph G. Grassi 2,269 97 (4.3%)
Alfred B. Fantini 2,277 55 (2.4%)
Denise Simmons 2,408 506 (21.0%)

Table 2.4: Potential Woodall free riders in the 1999 School Committee elections in Cambridge, Massachusetts

Candidate A V1(A) Henrietta Brian Anthony D. Sum (Gallucio,
Davis Murphy Galluccio Murphy, Davis)

James M. Williamson 58 2 (3.4%) 2 (3.4%) 3 (5.2%) 7 (12.1%)
James E. Condit, III 63 6 (9.5%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (7.9%) 11 (17.5%)

Helder Peixoto 69 5 (7.2%) 3 (4.3%) 7 (10.1%) 15 (21.7%)
Vincent Lawrence Dixon 92 2 (2.2%) 3 (3.3%) 7 (7.6%) 12 (13.0%)

Robert L. Hall 153 3 (2.0%) 13 (8.5%) 18 (11.8%) 34 (22.2%)
Jacob Horowitz 155 14 (9.0%) 12 (7.7%) 6 (3.9%) 32 (20.6%)
Steven E. Jens 278 8 (2.9%) 5 (1.8%) 35 (12.6%) 48 (17.3%)
Steve Iskovitz 345 29 (8.4%) 30 (8.7%) 9 (2.6%) 68 (19.7%)

Ethridge A. King 378 43 (11.4%) 46 (12.2%) 25 (6.6%) 114 (30.2%)
David P. Maher 1,017 32 (3.1%) 41 (4.0%) 304 (29.9%) 377 (37.1%)

John Pitkin 1,091 222 (20.3%) 202 (18.5%) 48 (4.4%) 472 (43.3%)
Kenneth E. Reeves 1,141 72 (6.3%) 34 (3.0%) 125 (11.0%) 231 (20.2%)
Michael A. Sullivan 1,315 45 (3.4%) 28 (2.1%) 316 (24.0%) 389 (29.6%)

Denise Simmons 1,339 186 (13.9%) 137 (10.2%) 74 (5.5%) 397 (29.6%)
Timothy J. Toomey, Jr. 1,402 44 (3.1%) 11 (0.8%) 272 (19.4%) 327 (23.3%)

Marjorie C. Decker 1,540 298 (19.4%) 215 (14.0%) 163 (10.6%) 676 (43.9%)
Henrietta Davis 1,713 — 254 (14.8%) 114 (6.7%)
Brian Murphy 1,716 343 (20.0%) — 105 (6.1%)

Anthony D. Galluccio 3,230 137 (4.2%) 90 (2.8%) —

Table 2.5: Potential Woodall free riders in the 2001 City Council elections in Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Candidate A V1(A) Joseph G. Alfred B. Alice L. Sum (Turkel,
Grassi Fantini Turkel Fantini, Grassi)

Vincent J. Delaney 240 23 (9.6%) 29 (12.1%) 5 (2.1%) 57 (23.8%)
Fred Baker 324 28 (8.6%) 62 (19.1%) 9 (2.8%) 99 (30.6%)

Marla L. Erlien 1,193 21 (1.8%) 25 (2.1%) 272 (22.8%) 318 (26.7%)
Susana M. Segat 1,590 61 (3.8%) 107 (6.7%) 619 (38.9%) 787 (49.5%)

Nancy Walser 1,677 42 (2.5%) 68 (4.1%) 596 (35.5%) 706 (42.1%)
Richard Harding, Jr. 1,689 172 (10.2%) 156 (9.2%) 176 (10.4%) 504 (29.8%)

Alan C. Price 1,873 41 (2.2%) 71 (3.8%) 319 (17.0%) 431 (23.0%)
Joseph G. Grassi 2,135 — 698 (32.7%) 94 (4.4%)
Alfred B. Fantini 2,854 942 (33.0%) — 158 (5.5%)
Alice L. Turkel 2,862 97 (3.4%) 133 (4.6%) —

Table 2.6: Potential Woodall free riders in the 2001 School Committee elections in Cambridge, Massachusetts
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An odd feature in a real STV election

I. D. Hill
No email available.

Although artificial data can be extremely useful in
clearly demonstrating difficulties in election rules, there
is also much to be said in favour of looking at real data,
particularly where anything odd appears to have hap-
pened.

A few years ago, there were 23 candidates in an elec-
tion for 15 seats, and there were 539 votes. The candi-
dates’ names have here been coded as A, B, C, etc.

One voter gave preferences, in order, as: M D L R I
J C T B E H A O U F etc. Using Newland and Britton
(second edition) rules [1], the last candidate elected was
F and the runner-up was V. Amazingly, if that one voter
had put V instead of F as 15th preference, V would have
been elected and F runner-up. In other words, the elec-
tion result depended upon that one voter’s 15th prefer-
ence.

There is, of course, nothing wrong with a 15th
preference being taken into account. If all previous 14
preferences have been excluded it is right that the 15th
preference comes through with a value of 1.0 as if it
had been a 1st preference. In this case, though, it came
through with a value of 1.0 even though 10 of the ear-
lier preferences were elected. Of those 10, 8 had been
elected before that vote reached them and, in accor-
dance with the rules, were “leap-frogged”. The other
2, J and T are more remarkable; in each case the vote in
question was among those that triggered their election
and, being part of the last parcel received, was due to
be transferred with a transfer value. For both of them,
however, there were enough non-transferable votes in
the parcel that the transfer value came out as 1.0.

When the final transfer was made, V had 30.31 votes,
and F had 30.51, so the additional 1.0 was enough to
sway the result. The vote had not had to make any con-
tribution to electing the 10 elected candidates named
earlier by the voter.

If Meek rules [2] had been used, that 15th prefer-
ence would still have been reached, but F would have
been ahead of V by almost 4 votes and the value at-
tached to the particular vote, because it would have had
to contribute a fair share to electing the earlier 10 can-
didates, would have been only 0.000000905 and would
thus have made no difference.

It is pleasing that, as it happened, the correct result
was reached by the actual count, but it could so easily
have been the wrong one.

It has sometimes been suggested that messing about
with such small fractions of votes, which make no dif-
ference to the result, is not worth while. There are two
answers to that suggestion. The first is that, if the logic
of the Meek method is accepted, then either we can fol-
low that logic through, even if it does result in such
“messing about with small fractions”, which is easy, or
we can put in special rules to stop it doing so, which
is much more difficult. We should need to consider not
only what special rules to adopt in such cases, but also
how to determine when to use them. Obviously it makes
sense to do the easy, and correct, thing.

The second answer is that there are cases where such
a very small difference can change the answer, so it
would be wrong to ignore a 15th preference. If the
contest between V and F had reached an exact tie from
all the other relevant votes, then the result should, of
course, have been settled by what that 15th preference
was.

1 References

[1] R A Newland and F S Britton. How to conduct
an election by the Single Transferable Vote. 2nd
edition. Electoral Reform Society. 1976.

[2] I. D. Hill, B. A. Wichmann and D. R. Woodall.
Algorithm 123 — Single Transferable Vote by
Meek’s method. Computer Journal Vol 30, pp271-
281. 1987.
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Full disclosure of data

I. D. Hill
No email available.

The objection to full disclosure made by Otten [1] is
valid, but seems to me to be of only minor importance.
Considering the huge advantages of disclosure, in giv-
ing transparency and allowing anyone who wishes to
check the result of the counting, it would be a great pity
if Otten’s point were allowed to prevail over it.

Disclosure does not in itself give complete trans-
parency of the electoral process, because it takes as
given the list of votes and their preferences, but in deal-
ing fully with the second part of the process, the count-
ing of the votes, it is nevertheless of great merit.

Otten’s “preferred solution” — to suppress later pref-
erences until there are at least three votes of every pub-
lished pattern — would undoubtedly be better than not
publishing the data at all, but it is a very poor thing
compared with full disclosure and would, in many in-
stances, lead to the suppression of the very information
that would be of importance.

Taking as an example the election reported on in the
preceding paper (Hill [2]), the original votes, which had
531 different preference patterns from the 539 votes,
would have been reduced to only 96 different patterns,
and these would not have shown the vital information
that led to the allocation of the final seat. Indeed the 16
votes that put candidate M first would have been shown
as just 13 M . . . and 3 M R . . . The voter whose 15th
preference was vital would not have had even a second
preference shown.

In an election where political parties were important,
it would seem likely that the loss of information would
be less severe. Even in the given case, the fact that there
were 7 votes starting Q P O S E F H A D J M C B R, and
another 3 also starting Q P O S E F, still comes through,
indicating obvious collusion between voters (which is
not illegal, or even immoral, if that is what they wish to
do).

Implementing the Otten procedure is not straightfor-
ward, as it is not sufficiently defined. For example, there
were 2 votes starting W U A I D, 1 starting W U A I O,
1 starting W U A E. Should these be shown as 4 of W
U A . . . , or as 3 W U A I . . . leaving the other 1 to go in
with W . . . ? It is not self-evident.

There are many things in life that could be so much
simpler if only we could trust everybody, and did not
need to bother about fraudsters, but we always need
to consider whether a particular fraud is likely, and
whether procedures to stop it are doing more harm than
good. My personal view is that Otten’s suggestion
would be doing so.

1 References

[1] Otten J. Fuller disclosure than intended. Voting
matters, Issue 17, p8. 2003.

[2] Hill I.D. An odd feature in a real STV election.
Voting matters, Issue 18, p9. 2004.
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A note on the use of preferences

B A Wichmann
brian.wichmann@bcs.org.uk

1 Introduction

With STV, the voter is encouraged to specify as many
preferences as may be needed to reflect his/her wishes.
The number of preferences actually used within the
count is quite a different matter which is the main sub-
ject of this note.

For the three Irish constituencies for which a trial
was undertaken in 2002 of electronic voting, we have
full disclosure of the preferences specified by the vot-
ers. This provides an opportunity to analyse the use of
preferences in a large public election in some depth.

Joe Otten has stated reservations about the full dis-
closure of preferential voting data on the grounds that it
could allow bribery to take place even though the voting
is secret [1]. The issue has also been raised by the Irish
Commission on Electronic Voting [3].

Here, we consider how the voter’s preferences are
used and propose alternative solutions to the problem
of disclosure.

2 The use of the voter’s preferences

It is clear that any preference listed after a continuing
candidate cannot be used at that stage of the count. To
inspect such a preference would contravene one of the
principles of STV. A particular example of this is that
those voters who gave their first preference for a can-
didate who is still a continuing candidate at the end of
the count, will not have anything other than their first
preference used.

As an example of how preferences are used, consider
the 2002 Dáil election for the Meath constituency for
which we have full election data. There were 14 can-
didates for 5 seats (the candidate names have been ab-

breviated to give only the gender and position in the
tables). The election stages were as follows:

Stage 1 Elect M4
Stage 2 Exclude F3 and M11
Stage 3 Exclude M9
Stage 4 Exclude M8
Stage 5 Exclude M10
Stage 6 Exclude M14
Stage 7 Exclude M6
Stage 8 Exclude M7, Elect M2
Stage 9 Elect M1, M5 and F13

Hence the continuing candidate is M12.
Now consider an actual voter whose preferences

were as follows:

M9 M8 M7 M10 M12 M11 M14 F3 F13 M1 M4 M2 M6 M5

Consulting the actions of the stages above, it is clear
that the preferences for M10 and all those after M12
were never used. In other words, the voter could just as
well have voted: M9, M8, M7, M12. The other prefer-
ences were invisible.

To understand the use of the preferences in more de-
tail, we look at the result sheet in Table 5.1. At the
second stage, the surplus of M4 is transferred. To do
this, all of the 11,534 votes for M4 are inspected and
the number whose second preference is given is found,
together with the proportion for each of the remaining
13 candidates. Since 853 votes must be transferred to
reduce M4 to the quota, an integer is computed for each
candidate giving the correct proportion and total. As
an example of a transfer, only one vote is transferred
to M11 and that vote is selected at random from those
giving M11 as the second preference. This implies that
10,681 votes are inspected for their subsequent prefer-
ence and a further 853 votes are used in the subsequent
stages.
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Hence we have two uses of preferences with the Irish
rules: those used directly to attempt to elect a candidate
and those used indirectly to determine which papers to
select at random to transfer. For the Meath election, the
number of preferences used directly are those for the
first preference (the total vote of 64,081) plus the num-
ber of those in the table with a + sign but ignoring those
in the non-transferable row. The indirect use, which
only arises from a transfer of surplus is therefore only
from M4, i.e, the 10,681 mentioned above.

In contrast to this, the Meek method uses all the vis-
ible preferences. Our sample ballot paper above had
four visible preferences M9, M8, M7 and finally M12.
In fact, the Irish rules would use all these preferences.

We can now compute the use of the preferences for
the three Irish constituencies, expressed as an average
per vote:

Constituency Irish–direct Indirect Meek All
Meath 1.19 0.17 1.98 4.65

Dublin North 1.33 0.01 2.12 4.98
Dublin West 1.26 0.25 2.11 4.43
Average of 3 1.26 0.14 2.07 4.68

Hence, as a percentage of all the preferences given,
the direct use with the Irish rules is 27%, indirect usage
is 3%, while Meek uses 44%.

3 Full disclosure?

We can now see that relatively few preferences are actu-
ally used in a count. If the voter specifies a large number
of preferences, then it is unusual for them all to be used.
For an example of a large number of preferences which
were used, see [2].

We now have a means of providing an approxima-
tion to full disclosure which would nevertheless allow
the voter to check the actual count: remove some (or
all) of the invisible preferences. For long preference
lists, like the one shown above, it would usually be the
case that many preferences would be invisible. Hence
this strategy of providing full disclosure only of the vis-
ible preferences would effectively prohibit the potential
problem identified by Joe Otten.

Note that the identification of the invisible prefer-
ences depends upon the order of the exclusions and
elections which in turn depends upon the particular
counting rules being used. Hence, if data were pro-
vided with only the visible preferences, then running

that data using a different counting rule would not nec-
essarily give the same result as using the actual data.

4 Conclusions

Since many preferences are not used in a count, it is
possible to disclose all the used preferences and remove
all or part of the unused preferences to avoid any po-
tential breach of confidentiality. The referee made two
additional points: it is possible to add invisible prefer-
ences as well as removing them; and that any change to
the data implies that a check is not an exact check.
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Surplus Exclude Exclude Exclude Exclude Exclude Exclude Exclude
M4 F3+M11 M9 M8 M10 M14 M6 M7

+258 +36 +46 +46 +108 +123 +467 +299
M1 8493 8751 8787 8833 8879 8987 9110 9577 9876

+76 +32 +155 +241 +333 +694 +1733
M2 7617 7693 7725 7880 8121 8454 9148 10881 10881

+2 −265
F3 263 265 — — — — — — —

−853
M4 11534 10681 10681 10681 10681 10681 10681 10681 10681

+61 +52 +68 +126 +374 +737 +1349 +1429
M5 5958 6019 6071 6139 6265 6639 7376 8725 10154

+15 +11 +34 +41 +74 +221 −4273
M6 3877 3892 3903 3937 3978 4052 4273 — —

+29 +56 +113 +185 +359 +675 +119 −5258
M7 3722 3751 3807 3920 4105 4464 5139 5258 —

+7 +23 +163 −1566
M8 1373 1380 1403 1566 — — — — —

+3 +42 −1244
M9 1199 1202 1244 — — — — — —

+16 +53 +224 +200 −2830
M10 2337 2353 2406 2630 2830 — — — —

+1 −181
M11 180 181 — — — — — — —

+51 +51 +123 +118 +325 +412 +226 +732
M12 6042 6093 6144 6267 6385 6710 7122 7348 8080

+313 +32 +180 +361 +362 +254 +113 +1261
F13 8759 9072 9104 9284 9645 10007 10261 10374 11635

+21 +21 +75 +120 +631 −3595
M14 2727 2748 2769 2844 2964 3595 — — —

+37 +63 +128 +264 +479 +266 +1537
Non-T — — 37 100 228 492 971 1237 2774

Totals 64081 64081 64081 64081 64081 64081 64081 64081 64081

Table 5.1: Meath, 2002: Quota: 10681. Those elected have their names in italics.
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Tie-Breaking with the Single Transferable Vote

Jeffrey C. O’Neill
jco8@cornell.edu

1 Introduction

In tallying the single-transferable vote (STV), ties can
occur for several different reasons. With the ERS97
rules [1] for implementing STV, ties can occur when
choosing a surplus to transfer (5.2.3), when choosing a
candidate to eliminate (5.2.5), and when choosing win-
ners (5.6.2). To illustrate, Table 6.1 shows an example
tally with the ERS97 rules. At stage 4, we need to elim-
inate the candidate with the fewest number of votes, but
both C and D are tied for last place.

When ties occur, they need to be broken. One could
simply break the tie by lot. However, since there is other
information available in an STV count, one can use this
information to break the tie. The following are four pos-
sible tie-breaking rules.

1. Forwards Tie-Breaking: Choose the candidate who
has the most [least] votes at the first stage or at the ear-
liest point in the count where they had unequal votes.

2. Backwards Tie-Breaking: Choose the candidate who
has the most [least] votes at the previous stage or at
the latest point in the count where they had unequal
votes.

3. Borda Tie-Breaking: Choose the candidate with the
highest [lowest] Borda score. See [2].

4. Coombs Tie-Breaking: Choose the candidate with the
fewest [most] last place votes.

It is possible that after applying one of these tie-
breaking rules that the candidates would still be tied.
Because of this, it is useful to distinguish between
“weak ties” and “strong ties.” A weak tie occurs when
candidates have the same number of votes at a given
stage. A strong tie occurs when candidates are still tied

after applying a tie-breaking rule, such as one of the
four listed above. A strong tie would be broken by lot.1

The ERS97 rules use forwards tie-breaking. The
purpose of this paper is twofold. First, to show that
backwards tie-breaking is a better solution and to sug-
gest that the ERS97 rules be changed to use backwards
tie-breaking instead. Second, to show that substage to-
tals should not be used when breaking ties.

2 Backwards or Forwards Tie-Breaking

In breaking a tie, the ERS97 rules state that one must
choose “the candidate who had the greatest vote [or
fewest votes] at the first stage or at the earliest point
in the count, after the transfer of a batch of papers,
where they had unequal votes.” This is forwards tie-
breaking and is used when choosing a surplus to transfer
(5.2.3), when choosing a candidate to eliminate (5.2.5),
and when choosing winners (5.6.2).

The difference between backwards and forwards tie-
breaking will be illustrated with the example in Ta-
ble 6.1. In this example, we have to eliminate one can-
didate at stage 4 and there is a weak tie between candi-
dates C and D. Thus, tie-breaking needs to be used to
determine which candidate is to be eliminated. Under
ERS97 rules, we break the tie by using forwards tie-
breaking. To do this we first look to the counts at stage
1. We see that D has one more vote than C at stage 1.
Thus, candidate C is eliminated.2

Another alternative is to use backwards tie-breaking.
To do this, we look at the previous stage to break ties,
and if necessary to preceding stages. Looking at the

1Of course one could use another tie-breaking rule if the first
tie-breaking rule results in a tie, but this will not be considered here.
Borda and Coombs tie-breaking are just presented as available alter-
natives and will not be discussed further.

2If C and D had been tied at stage 1, then we would have looked
to subsequent stages. If C and D had been tied at all stages, then we
would have had a strong tie which would have been broken by lot.
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preceding stage, we see that C is ahead of D at stage 3.
Thus, D would be eliminated.

One problem with forwards tie-breaking is that it
looks at the stages in an order that is not sequential.
In order to determine the candidate to be eliminated
at stage 4, we would look at the stages in the follow-
ing order: 4 1 2 3. Intuitively, this is undesirable. It
makes more sense to look at the stages in sequential or-
der. Since one must look first to the current stage, there
is only one sequential ordering: 4 3 2 1. This is what
backwards tie-breaking would do.

A more important problem, is that forwards tie-
breaking does not use the most relevant information to
break the tie. The most relevant information to break
a tie is the previous stage and not all the way back to
the very first stage. By immediately looking to the first
stage to break the tie, the ERS97 rules allow the tie-
breaking to be influenced by candidates eliminated very
early in the process and also by surpluses yet to be trans-
ferred. Instead, if we look to the previous stage to break
a tie, candidates eliminated early on in the process will
have no influence in breaking the tie. In addition, it al-
lows for surpluses to be transferred which gives a more
accurate picture of candidate strength.

In Table 6.1, candidate C has more support than can-
didate D at stage 3. At this point, the surplus of A has
already been transferred and candidate F has already
been eliminated. Thus, stage 3 is a better measure than
is stage 1 as to which candidate should be eliminated at
stage 4.

Other implementations of the single transferable vote
use backwards tie-breaking instead of forwards tie-
breaking: Cambridge, MA STV [3], rules advocated by
the Center for Voting and Democracy [4], and rules ad-
vocated by the Proportional Representation Society of
Australia [5].

3 Elimination of Winning Candidates

An incidental problem related to using forwards tie-
breaking is that the ERS97 rules can sometimes elim-
inate a winning candidate. Consider an example where
31 voters elect one candidate with the following ballots:

4 voters vote ABC
5 voters vote BC
5 voters vote CB
2 voters vote DABC
4 voters vote EABC

11 voters vote F

Table 6.2 shows the results of the tally with ERS97
rules.

At stage 3 of the count, we need to eliminate one or
more candidates and candidates B and C are tied with
the fewest votes. According to rule 5.2.5(b), both B
and C are to be eliminated. However, if instead the tie
between B and C was broken by lot, then the other can-
didate would go on to win the election! In this sce-
nario, suppose candidate C was eliminated by lot at
stage three. Then B would be tied with A at stage 4,
each with 10 votes. Forwards tie-breaking would be
used to break the tie. Candidate A has the fewest votes
at stage 1 and would then be eliminated. B would then
receive all of A’s votes and beat F 20 to 11 in the final
stage.

Thus, the ERS97 rules are over-aggressive in elim-
inating candidates. This is a clear flaw in the ERS97
rules. This flaw arises from the interaction of rule
5.2.5(b) and forwards tie-breaking. This flaw could be
fixed in two ways: (1) by changing rule 5.2.5(b), or
(2) by using backwards tie-breaking instead of forwards
tie-breaking. Since there are already other good reasons
for using backwards tie-breaking, the obvious choice is
(2).

If backwards tie-breaking were used instead, then
both candidates B and C could properly be eliminated
at stage 3. If just C were eliminated and B received all
of C’s votes, then there would again be a tie at stage 4.
However, with backwards tie-breaking, B would neces-
sarily have fewer votes than A at the previous stage and
would immediately be eliminated.

Backwards tie-breaking would fix this flaw generally,
and not just in this specific example. This flaw occurs
under specific conditions:3 (1) a candidate needs to be
eliminated and two candidates are tied for last place,
(2) the sum of the votes of these two candidates is equal
to the candidate with the next fewest number of votes,
and (3) after eliminating one of these candidates there
would be a subsequent tie with this third candidate.
Under these conditions rule 5.2.5(b) requires that the
two candidates in last place be eliminated simultane-
ously. As described above, with forwards tie-breaking
a winning candidate could be improperly eliminated.
However, with backwards tie-breaking, both of these
last-place candidates cannot win and can thus be prop-
erly eliminated. The two last-place candidates are guar-
anteed to lose the second tie because they necessarily

3These conditions could be generalized to the case where more
than two candidates are tied for last place.
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have fewer votes at the previous stage (but they do not
necessarily have fewer votes at the first stage).

4 Use of Substages to Break Ties

The word “substage” is not used anywhere in the
ERS97 rules, but this terminology is used by people fa-
miliar with the rules. Substages can occur when trans-
ferring votes from eliminated candidates. Table 6.3
shows an example using ballots from the test T143
where 60 voters are electing two candidates. At stage
3, candidate F is being eliminated. Candidate F has bal-
lots with transfer value 1.00 and ballots with transfer
value 0.25 (from the surplus of A). These ballots will be
transferred in two substages constituting two different
batches. The first substage transfers ballots with value
1.00 and the second transfers ballots with value 0.25.

In stage 4 of this example, we need to eliminate a
candidate and candidates C and D are tied for last place.
Hence, we need to use forwards tie-breaking. With
ERS97 rules, substages must be considered when do-
ing forwards tie-breaking. Candidates C and D are also
tied at stage 1 and stage 2, but candidate D is ahead
of candidate C at the substage between stages 2 and 3.
Thus, candidate C is eliminated.

The problem is that substages are not a good metric
for breaking ties. In the example in Table 6.3, either
candidate C or D must be eliminated at stage 4. Can-
didates C and D are tied at stages 4, 1, and 2. Candi-
date C is ahead at stage 3, but candidate C is eliminated
anyway! The reason that C is eliminated is that D has
more votes at an intermediary point where only some
of candidate F’s votes have been transferred. This inter-
mediate point is well-defined but completely arbitrary
in terms of fairness. There is no reason to make some
of F’s votes more important than others. Whether one
candidate is ahead of another at this intermediary point
is not relevant to which candidate should be eliminated.
What is relevant, is what the counts are at each stage of
the count, that is after a candidate has been completely
eliminated.

5 Conclusions

The ERS97 rules should be changed so that backwards
tie-breaking is used instead of forwards tie-breaking. In
addition, substage totals should not be considered when
breaking ties.
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Surplus Eliminate Eliminate Eliminate
of A F E C

Stage 1 2 3 4 5
A 23 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
B 13 13.00 13.00 15.00 15.00
C 6 6.50 10.00 12.00 2.00
D 7 7.50 9.50 12.00 18.00
E 7 7.50 7.50 - -
F 4 5.50 - - -

Non-Transferable 0 0.00 0.00 1.00 5.00

Table 6.1: Example tally with ERS97 rules where 60 voters are electing two candidates.

Eliminate Eliminate Eliminate
D E B & C

Stage 1 2 3 4
A 4 6.00 10.00 10.00
B 5 5.00 5.00 -
C 5 5.00 5.00 -
D 2 - - -
E 4 4.00 - -
F 11 11.00 11.00 11.00

Non-Transferable 0 0.00 0.00 10.00

Table 6.2: Example where the ERS97 rules eliminate a winning candidate.
Thirty-one voters are electing one candidate. Candidate F is the winner.

Surplus Eliminate F Eliminate Eliminate
of A E C

Stage 1 2 substage 3 4 5
A 23 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
B 13 13.00 13.00 13.00 15.00 15.00
C 7 7.50 8.50 10.00 12.00 2.00
D 7 7.50 9.50 9.50 12.00 18.00
E 6 6.50 6.50 6.50 - -
F 4 5.50 1.50 - - -

Non-Transferable 0 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00

Table 6.3: ERS97 rules with substage tie-breaking.
Sixty voters are electing two candidates.
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Editorial

Report by Steve Todd

On 9 October this year, New Zealand held a number
of STV elections using the Meek counting rules. Sev-
eral problems arose which delayed the final declara-
tion of the results. It appears that the main problem
concerned reconciling the number of voting papers that
were scanned into the database with the number that
were subsequently sent to the STV calculator.

The realisation that discrepancies were occurring led
the local councils and district health boards (DHBs) af-
fected, to call in the Auditor-General’s office to audit
the entire process. While the computer error was dis-
covered and fixed within a few days, the auditing pro-
cess meant that it took four weeks to complete all the
vote-counting. In contrast, the program which actually
performed the count, i.e. the STV calculator, appeared
to operate without mishap.

A lesser, but equally frustrating, problem was that the
ICR technology used to process the ballot papers was
unable to read (with a high level of confidence) a con-
siderably higher percentage of the scanned documents
than was expected. This led to much more human inter-
vention than was expected, with a consequent increase
in the time taken to process the votes.

The Justice and Electoral select committee of New
Zealand’s parliament intend to conduct an inquiry into
what went wrong. A focus of the inquiry will likely
be on why the two Auckland-based companies con-
tracted to process the STV votes in the northern part of
the country, did so seemingly without a hitch, and in a
timely manner, while the Christchurch and Wellington
companies contracted to conduct the remaining STV
elections (in respect of 7 of 10 councils and 18 of 21
DHBs) did not.

There has not yet been a full explanation of the
problems encountered, but there is a suggestion that
the computer systems used by the Christchurch and
Wellington companies may not have been completely
compatible.

There were also widespread claims of voter confu-
sion (said to have been caused by having FPTP and STV
elections on the same A3-size voting documents), lead-
ing to many Informal (Invalid) votes (errors) and blank
votes (non-participation) being cast, that the select com-
mittee will no doubt inquire into.

Informal votes in council areas using STV appear to
have been no more than usual — 1.08% in Wellington

and 1.49% in Dunedin, for example. However, in the re-
maining 64 council areas, that used FPTP, the Informal
rate in respect of their DHB elections was up as high as
10 to 12%.

A likely explanation for this will be poor voting-
document design. There was no bold distinction be-
tween FPTP and “tick-voting” for the mayoral and
council ward elections, and STV and voting by num-
bering the candidates in the DHB elections. In fact, ap-
parently due to printing restrictions, the DHB elections
were set out under the name of the city or district coun-
cils they were associated with! This means that some
voters (who did not read the voting instructions care-
fully) carried on tick-voting into the DHB election —
more than one tick for the candidates and the vote was
informal.

On the brighter side, the actual ballot data is likely to
be made available in respect of most, perhaps all, STV
elections and hence it will be possible to ‘check’ the
counts by re-running them.

Voting matters

There are 3 papers in this issue:

• B. A. Wichmann: Tie Breaking in STV. This paper
considers a method of handling ties when a com-
puter is used by considering all possible outcomes.
It is an unfortunate fact that breaking a tie by a ran-
dom choice gives an impression that the outcome
might be random when this is rarely the case.

• J. Green-Armytage: Cardinal-weighted pairwise
comparison. This paper considers the election
of a single candidate by adding information to a
Condorcet-style count on the strength of the pref-
erences for candidates.

• B. A. Wichmann: A Working Paper on Full Dis-
closure. This paper attempts to put together major
concerns about this issue which have been raised
in previous issues of Voting matters. The paper
was written before the New Zealand election data
became available and hence does not mention this.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Tie Breaking in STV

B. A. Wichmann
Brian.Wichmann@bcs.org.uk

1 Introduction

Given any specific counting rule, it is necessary to in-
troduce some words to cover the situation in which a tie
occurs. However, such ties are only a practical concern
for small elections. For instance, it has been reported
that a tie has never occurred with the rules used in the
Irish Republic.

Probably the most common form of a tie is when the
two smallest first preference votes are the same. Un-
less both candidates can be excluded, a choice must
be made, although in very many cases, the candidates
elected will be the same.

This note proposes that when a computer is used to
undertake a count, all the possible choices should be
examined and that the result is produced by computing
the probability of election of the candidates.

2 Ties in practice

It is clear that the propensity to produce a tie will de-
pend largely on the number of votes. However, some
estimate can be obtained from a collection of election
data that has recently been revised [1]. The data base
consists of over 700 ‘elections’, but for this paper we
exclude artificial test cases. The figures obtained from
the other cases, which are like real elections, with three
counting rules ([4, 2, 7]) are as in the table on page 4.

Hence, although with the Church of England rules,
only 59 out of 299 involved a tie-break, the average
number of tie-breaks in those 59 was actually 9.9. The
average number of votes in those 59 cases was 102,
while the average for the remaining 240 cases was
12,900. It is important to note that Meek only has ties
on an exclusion of a candidate, while the hand-counting

rules also have ties on the choice of the candidate whose
surplus is to be transferred.

For reasons not relevant to this note, the number of
cases run with each rule is different. (Larger cases have
only been run with Meek.) It is clear that a small num-
ber of votes increases the risk of a tie. Also, given that
a tie occurs, the Meek algorithm has only half the risk
of a subsequent tie arising, almost certainly due to the
higher precision of the calculation.

3 The special case of ties with the Meek
algorithm

Brian Meek’s original proposal rests upon the solution
of certain algebraic equations. The algorithm given in
[7] provides an iterative solution of those equations.
The mathematical nature of the equations implies that
there is substantial freedom in handling exclusions,
since, once a candidate is excluded, it is as if the can-
didate had never entered the contest. Hence it is not
necessary for two implementations of Meek to handle
exclusions in the same way — the same candidates will
be elected. (In contrast, the hand counting rules need
to be specific on exclusions since it affects the result;
ERS97 insists on as many as allowable, while CofE in-
sists on only one at a time.)

As an example, David Hill’s implementation of Meek
in comparison with my own has revealed differences.
We both exclude together all those candidates having
no first preferences. David Hill also excludes the next-
lowest candidate also (assuming it is safe to do so),
while I do not. I will exclude more than one candi-
date at a time when it is safe to do so, while David Hill
sticks to one at a time. Hence both our implementa-
tions report a random choice has been made when it is
certainly possible to avoid this. Such reporting is un-
desirable since it might give the impression that those
elected have been chosen at random, when this is not
the case. Both of us have introduced a tie-breaking rule
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similar to that in many hand-counting rules based upon
the votes in previous stages (but in opposition to that
advocated in [5]).

Two other aspects are relevant to the Meek algorithm.
The cases reported in [6] indicate that an implementa-
tion can report a tie even though in mathematical terms,
one candidate is ahead (but by too small an amount to
be computed). This situation is not thought to arise in
practice. Perhaps somewhat more disturbing is that an
algebraic tie can be computed differently, giving one
candidate ahead of another. Two implementations of
Meek with such a case can even break the actual tie by
rounding in different directions. However, since there is
a real tie, breaking it by the rounding in the implemen-
tation, is not so bad.

4 Results of the proposed method

The only practical method to implement this proposal is
to modify software that already implements an existing
counting rule. Since I have my own implementation of
Meek, I have modified this to analyse all choices when
a tie occurs.

The modification works by executing the algorithm
once for every possible choice when the rules require
a ‘random’ choice. For my version of Meek, I have
provided an option to remove the first-difference rule
so that when this rule would otherwise be invoked, a
random choice is made1.

As an example, consider a real (simple) election,
R033, having four candidates (A1. . . A4) for one seat.
At the first stage, A2 and A3 have the smallest number
of votes: if A2 is excluded, then A1 is elected; if A3 is
excluded, then there is a tie between A2 and A4 for the
next exclusion. These two alternatives also result in A1
being elected. So the final result is:

Probability from 5 choices from 3 passes.
Candidate Excluded? Probability
A1 no 1
A2 yes 0
A3 yes 0
A4 yes 0

We now know that the election of A1 is not depen-
dent upon the random choices made. The computation

1The first-difference rule is a method of breaking a tie by exam-
ining the votes in all previous stages, starting at the first stage and
selecting the one which has the fewest votes at the first stage at which
there is a difference. Of course, if the earlier stages give no difference,
then a random method must be used to break the tie.

involved three election runs. The middle column indi-
cates that the candidates A2, A3 and A4 were all se-
lected in one of the runs for random exclusion.

A more complex example is given by R009, electing
2 from 14 candidates with 43 votes. Here, the final table
reads:

Probability from 1364 choices from 264 passes.
Candidate Excluded? Probability
A1 no 1/ 4
A2 yes 0
A3 yes 0
A4 yes 0
A5 no 0
A6 yes 0
A7 yes 0
A8 yes 0
A9 no 1
A10 yes 0
A11 no 3/ 4
A12 yes 0
A13 yes 0
A14 no 0

Here we see that only the candidates A1, A5, A9,
A11 and A14 were never subject to random exclusion.
Nevertheless, A5 and A14 were never elected.

However, the above result was using the variant of
Meek without the first-difference rule. If the first-
difference rule had been applied, then A1 would not
have been elected in any circumstances. Note that in
this case, a large number of passes had to be made due
to many of the stages resulting in a tie. Hence this tech-
nique is only really possible due to the speed of modern
computers.

Given the above election, then there are two possi-
ble uses of the outcome: firstly to elect the most proba-
bly candidates (A9 and A11), or secondly, to randomly
select between A1 and A11 according to the specified
possibilities. Since in this paper we are attempting to
reduce the random element, we choose the first option.

From the database, 55 cases were selected which cor-
respond reasonably closely to real elections. The re-
sults are in the table on page 5. The entry ‘Random’
gives the number of random choices made with the New
Zealand version of Meek which has the first-difference
rule. The last three entries are from running the new
program. The ‘Probs.’ column includes the probabili-
ties of election of those candidates who are involved in
ties and have nonzero probability of election.
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The three examples with approximate results from
the new program took too long to run to completion.
Here, the tabulated results are based upon the first few
thousand cases executed. The majority ran very quickly
and only those with 10,000 or more passes took longer
than a minute or two. The case R038 was exceptional in
having probabilities of 29/168, 11/35, 29/60, 431/840,
431/1680, 437/1680 and 1 (and none were repeated).

If one was only concerned with the Meek algorithm,
then the program could probably be made substantially
faster since the ties only arise with an exclusion and
Meek is indifferent to the order of the exclusions in the
sense that excluding A then B is the same as exclud-
ing B then A; this situation will typically be the case
when A and B tie on the fewest number of votes. The
approach here is a general one that could be applied to
any counting rule. It also seemed easier to program the
general method presented here.

From the 49 cases which were run to completion, all
but 7 reported than the random choice had no effect
upon the result.

Election R102 is typical of the situation in which a
large number of random choices are made. In fact, 28
exclusions are made before an election. This implies
that for all these initial stages, the votes are integers.
Given the small size of the election, ties are very com-
mon. Unfortunately, this implies that the number of
choices is too large to compute them all. However, ex-
perimenting with removing those candidates who are
excluded early, gives the result shown in the last col-
umn.

Followers of the Eurovision Song Contest might like
to know that although the official scoring system gave a
tie in 1991 between Sweden and France, with Sweden
being judged the winner on the basis of having more
second (preference) votes, this system gives Sweden a
probability of election of 71/288 and hence France the
clear winner with a probability of 217/288. According
to this system, the UK would have won in 1992 with
a probability of 5/6, while the official result declared
Ireland as the winner which had a probability of only
1/12.

5 Conclusions

It seems that the provision of this program raises more
problems than it solves. If one is prepared to ignore the
14% of cases which question the validity of the random
choice, then one can continue the current practice with

a clear conscience. On the other hand, when a random
choice was made in a real election, it would surely be
welcome to show that the result was not in question.
However, using this program for that purpose might not
give a clear answer when only a fraction of all the possi-
bilities could be executed in a reasonable time (as with
the three cases in the table). Of course, in those cases,
numerous random choices could be tried, but the object
here is to avoid such arbitrariness.

When a candidate has been subject to a random ex-
clusion in an election, he/she could naturally feel ag-
grieved. One solution to that would be to undertake a
re-count without randomly excluding that candidate. If
this were undertaken by computer, the number of re-
counts would be less than the number of candidates and
hence very much less than all possibilities which are
considered above.

Currently, almost all STV counting rules introduce
some rules, like the first-difference rule ([2, 4]) or Borda
scores [3], to reduce the need for a random choice to be
made. An alternative would be to simplify the counting
rules by omitting these provisions, but to use a program
like the one presented here to produce a result which is
very likely to have no random element.
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Rule Ties Ties Average votes Average votes
per case with ties without ties

CofE 59 from 299 9.9 102 12900
ERS97 55 from 154 7.1 81 2438
Meek 62 from 587 3.3 12692 44180

Table 1.1: Ties with different election rules
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ID Votes Candidates Seats Random Choices Passes Probs.
M002 131 20 5 1 2 2 1
M112 692 25 6 1 2 2 1
R009 43 14 2 4 1364 264 1/4, 3/4, 1
R012 79 17 2 4 256 48 1
R015 83 19 3 6 32640 3840 1
R017 76 20 2 5 64776 7200 1
R018 104 26 2 11 — ≈ 6 × 10

6 1?
R019 73 17 2 5 3876 672 1
R020 77 21 2 5 42184 4572 5/24, 19/24, 1
R027 44 11 2 4 114 30 1
R028 91 29 2 8 — ≈ 5 × 10

6 1?
R033 115 4 1 1 5 3 1
R038 9 18 3 3 387 115 see text
R040 176 17 5 1 2 2 1
R097 45 17 1 6 283742 31190 1
R100 1031 31 10 1 2 2 1
R102 247 49 10 15 — ≈ 34 × 10

6 1/12, 1/4, 1/6, 2*5/6, 2*11/12, 6*1?
S002 16 16 1 1 8 4 2 of 1/2
S003 16 16 1 1 7 5 1
S004 20 20 1 2 12 6 1
S005 18 18 1 1 3 3 1
S006 20 20 1 3 60 18 1
S007 19 19 1 2 46 14 1
S008 19 19 1 3 106 31 1
S009 20 20 1 2 20 10 1
S010 22 22 1 3 448 106 1
S011 21 21 1 4 465 97 1
S012 22 22 1 1 2 2 1
S013 22 22 1 3 3888 624 1
S014 22 22 1 1 176 44 71/288, 217/288
S015 23 23 1 3 646 126 2 of 1/12, 5/6
S016 25 25 4 1 2 2 1
S022 25 25 1 4 1592 329 1
S023 23 23 1 3 288 60 1
S024 17 16 1 2 58 16 1
S025 18 18 1 4 480 96 2 of 1/2
S026 18 18 1 5 39703 6297 1
S027 13 19 1 2 30 12 1
S028 17 18 1 3 229 68 1
S029 18 18 1 2 16 7 1
S030 20 20 1 4 1368 288 1
S031 19 19 1 1 2 2 1
S032 16 19 1 2 16 7 1
S033 22 23 1 2 1132 206 1
S034 25 25 1 4 5774 1072 1
S035 25 25 1 6 70560 10080 1
S036 23 23 1 5 14400 2304 1
S037 24 24 1 2 16 7 1
S038 23 23 1 2 28 10 1
S039 26 26 2 5 17760 2880 1
S047 36 24 1 6 12144 1800 1
S048 24 24 1 6 161280 20160 1

Table 1.2: All results from exhaustive tie-breaking
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1 Introduction

This paper introduces a new voting method named
cardinal-weighted pairwise comparison, or cardinal
pairwise for short. It is based on Condorcet’s method
of pairwise comparison, but in addition to asking vot-
ers to rank the candidates in order of preference, this
method also asks them to rate the candidates, for ex-
ample on a scale from 0 to 100. The ordinal ranking
information is still used to decide the winner and loser
of each pairwise comparison, but the cardinal rating in-
formation is used to decide the relative strength of the
pairwise victories/defeats, which determines how ma-
jority rule cycles are resolved if they occur.

Sections 2 through 4 are primarily concerned with
definition, and sections 5 through 7 are primarily con-
cerned with analysis and justification. In sections 2, 3
and 4, I define some key terms, define the cardinal pair-
wise method, and give an example computation. In sec-
tion 5, I argue that pairwise methods in general are su-
perior to other voting methods when the goal is major-
ity rule. In sections 6 and 7, I discuss the advantages of
cardinal pairwise over other pairwise methods, which
are as follows: First, it takes into account the relative
priority of each pairwise preference to each voter. Sec-
ond, it may greatly reduce the vulnerability to strategic
manipulation that is troublesome for pairwise methods.

2 Preliminary definitions

Pairwise comparison, pairwise defeat, pairwise tie:
A pairwise comparison uses ranked ballots to
simulate head-to-head contests between different
candidates. Given two candidates A and B, there
is a pairwise defeat of B by A if and only if A is
ranked above B on more ballots than B is ranked
above A. If the number of A>B ballots is equal
to the number of B>A ballots, then there is a
pairwise tie between A and B.

> and = symbols: I use these in two slightly different
ways. For example, “A>B” can mean that an in-
dividual voter or a specific set of voters ranks A
above B, and it can also mean that A has a pair-
wise victory over B. “A=B” can signify an equal
ranking of A and B, or a pairwise tie between A
and B. The meaning will be made clear by the con-
text.

Condorcet winner, Condorcet-efficiency, Condorcet
criterion: A Condorcet winner, also called a
‘dominant candidate,’ is a candidate that wins all
of its pairwise comparisons. If a voting method
always elects a Condorcet winner when one
exists, the method is Condorcet-efficient, and
passes the Condorcet criterion.

Strong Condorcet winner: A Condorcet winner
whose pairwise victories are each supported by
more than one half of the ballots.

Majority rule cycle: A circular series of pairwise de-
feats (e.g. A beats B, B beats C, C beats A) that
leaves no single candidate unbeaten.

Condorcet completion method: A voting method that
chooses the Condorcet winner when one exists,
and is also decisive when there is no Condorcet
winner. The following four methods (minimax,
ranked pairs, river, and beatpath) are Condorcet
completion methods.
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Minimax method: The winner is a candidate whose
strongest pairwise loss (if any) is the least strong
compared to other candidates’ strongest losses.
Equivalent to a method that drops the weakest
pairwise defeat until one candidate is undefeated.

Ranked pairs method: Defeats are considered in de-
scending order of strength. They are locked in
place unless they make a cycle with already-
locked defeats, in which case they are skipped.
The winner will be a candidate who is undefeated
after all the defeats have been considered. See
Tideman [11].

River method: Similar to ranked pairs, except that it
does not lock more than one defeat against the
same candidate; once the first has been locked,
any others are skipped. See Heitzig [3].

Beatpath method: A beatpath is a series of pairwise
defeats that form a path from one candidate to an-
other. For example, if A beats B, and B beats C,
then there is a beatpath from A to C. The strength
of a beatpath is defined as the strength of its weak-
est component defeat. If the strongest beatpath
from X to Y is stronger than the strongest beat-
path from Y to X, then X has a beatpath win over
Y. The winner of the beatpath method will be a
candidate such that no other candidate has a beat-
path win against it. See Schulze [8].

Ordinal pairwise: A shorthand term that I will use to
refer to versions of the minimax, ranked pairs,
river, and beatpath methods that only use ordinal
rankings, and measure defeat strength in terms of
a sheer number of votes, whether the number of
votes in agreement with a defeat, or the margin
between the number of votes in agreement and the
number of votes in disagreement.

Minimal dominant set: The smallest set of candidates
such that every candidate within the set has a pair-
wise victory over every candidate outside the set.
See Schwartz [10]. The ranked pairs, river, and
beatpath methods always choose from the mini-
mal dominant set, whereas the minimax method
does not.

Resolvability: A voting method is resolvable if the
probability that a random solution will be needed
to produce a winner approaches zero as the num-
ber of voters approaches infinity.

Mutual majority criterion: If there is a single major-
ity of the voters who rank every candidate in a set

S1 over every candidate outside S1, then the win-
ner should always be a member of S1.

3 Definition of the cardinal-weighted
pairwise comparison method

3.1 Ballot

1. Voters rank the candidates. Equal rankings are
allowed.

2. Voters rate the candidates, e.g. on a scale from 0
to 100. Equal ratings are allowed. If you give one
candidate a higher rating than another, then you
must also give the higher-rated candidate a higher
ranking.

3.2 Tally

1. Determine the direction of the pairwise defeats by
using the rankings for a standard pairwise com-
parison tally.

2. Determine the strength of the pairwise defeats by
finding the weighted magnitude as follows. Sup-
pose that candidate A pairwise beats candidate B,
and we want to know the strength of the defeat.
For each voter who ranks A over B, and only for
voters who rank A over B, subtract their rating of
B from their rating of A, to get the rating differ-
ential. The sum of these individual winning rating
differentials is the total weighted magnitude of the
defeat. (Note that voters who rank B over A do not
contribute to the weighted magnitude of the A>B
defeat; hence it is never negative.)

3. Now that the direction of the pairwise defeats have
been determined (in step 1) and the strength of the
defeats have been determined (in step 2), you can
choose from a variety of Condorcet completion
methods to determine the winner. I recommend
the ranked pairs, beatpath, and river methods.

3.3 Optional, additional provisions

These additional provisions are not an essential part of
the cardinal-weighted pairwise method, but they may
prove helpful.

1. Maximizing in scale provision: [1] Once a mini-
mal dominant set has been established by the pair-
wise tally in step 2, it may be a good idea to max-
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imize the voters’ rating differentials in scale be-
tween the candidates in the set. That is, to change
the ratings on each ballot so that the highest-
rated minimal dominant set candidate is at 100,
the lowest-rated minimal dominant set candidate
is at 0, and the rating differentials between the
minimal dominant set candidates retain their orig-
inal ratios. (For example, 50,20,10 would become
100,25,0.) The benefit of this provision is that vot-
ers will have equal ballot weight with regard to
the resolution of the majority rule cycle in partic-
ular. Therefore, voters will not have an incentive
against investing priority in preference gaps that
are relatively unlikely to fall within the minimal
dominant set.

2. Blank rating option: This allows voters to give
one or more candidates a blank rating, such that
if I give some candidate a blank rating, my ballot
will still affect the direction of pairwise defeats
concerning that candidate, but it will not add to
the weighted magnitude of such defeats.

Another possible way to deal with candidates that
voters leave unrated is to determine their ratings
using a default formula. For example, a candidate
ranked in first place could be given a default rat-
ing of 100, a candidate ranked in last place could
be given a default rating of 0, and remaining de-
fault ratings could be spaced evenly within the
constraints imposed by surrounding ratings.

4 An example computation

The notation in the first line below is used to indicate
that 26 voters rank the candidates in the order Right >
LeftB > LeftA, and assign the three candidates ratings
of 100, 10, and 0, respectively.

4.1 Example

26: Right > LeftB > LeftA (100,10,0)
22: Right > LeftA > LeftB (100,10,0)
26: LeftB > LeftA > Right (100,90,0)
1: LeftB > Right > LeftA (100,50,0)
21: LeftA > LeftB > Right (100,90,0)
4: LeftA > Right > LeftB (100,50,0)
Direction of defeats (using ranking information):
Right > LeftB : 52-48
LeftA > Right: 51-49
LeftB > LeftA: 53-47

Weighted magnitude of defeats (using rating informa-
tion): Right > LeftB :

(26×(100−10))+(22×(100−0))+(4×(50−0)) = 4740

LeftB > LeftA:
(26×(10−0))+(26×(100−90))+(1×(100−0)) = 620

LeftA>Right:
(26×(90−0))+(21×(100−0))+(4×(100−50)) = 4640

Completion by cardinal-weighted pairwise with
ranked pairs or river: Consider the defeats in the or-
der of descending weighted magnitude.
4740: Right > LeftB keep
4640: LeftA > Right keep
620: LeftB > LeftA skip (would cause a cycle,
Right>LeftB>LeftA>Right)
Kept defeats produce ordering LeftA>Right>LeftB ;
LeftA wins.

Completion by cardinal-weighted pairwise with
beatpath: The strength of a beatpath is defined by the
defeat along that path with the lowest weighted magni-
tude.
beatpath Right → LeftB : 4740
beatpath LeftB → Right: 620
beatpath LeftA → Right: 4640
beatpath Right → LeftA: 620
beatpath LeftA → LeftB : 4640
beatpath LeftB → LeftA: 620
Complete ordering is LeftA>Right>LeftB ; LeftA wins.

5 Why majoritarian election methods
should be Condorcet-efficient

The Condorcet criterion (along with the minimal domi-
nant set, which is a generalization of the same principle)
seems to be the most authentic definition of majority
rule that is available to us. If there is one candidate who
is preferred by some majority over every other candi-
date individually, it seems inappropriate to call anyone
else a majority winner. For example, if candidate A
is a Condorcet winner, and a non-Condorcet-efficient
method elects candidate B, a majority will prefer A to
B. If there was an election just between these two can-
didates, A should be expected to win that election.

Condorcet efficiency has important practical benefits.
First, Condorcet-efficient methods tend toward the po-
litical center, which should promote compromise rather
than polarization. Second, when a strong Condorcet
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winner exists with respect to voters’ sincere prefer-
ences, and another method chooses someone else, the
result is unstable in that a majority could have achieved
a mutually preferable result if some of them had voted
differently.

Condorcet-efficient methods minimize the incentive
for the compromising strategy, which is insincerely
ranking an option higher in order to decrease the proba-
bility that a less-preferred option will win. For example,
if my sincere preferences are R>S>T, a compromising
strategy would be to vote S>R>T or R=S>T, raising S’s
ranking in order to decrease T’s chances of winning.
(The drawback is that this often decreases R’s chances
of winning as well.) All resolvable voting methods that
satisfy the mutual majority criterion have a compromis-
ing incentive when there is a majority rule cycle. But
unlike other methods, such as single-winner STV, vot-
ers in Condorcet-efficient methods never have an in-
centive to use the compromising strategy when there
is a Condorcet winner [9]. This is an important prop-
erty because, in the absence of a majority rule cycle, it
allows me to vote my R>S preference without worry-
ing that it will undermine my S>T preference. This is
a more complete way of curtailing the “lesser of two
evils” problem, that is, decreasing the extent to which
voters have to worry about earlier choices drawing sup-
port away from later choices. Thus, Condorcet-efficient
methods allow more candidates to participate on an
equal basis, which should lead in turn to substantially
higher levels of responsiveness and accountability.

6 Preference priority and defeat strength

Most Condorcet-efficient methods that have been pro-
posed so far limit voter input to ordinal rankings.
Hence, voters can express preferences between candi-
dates, but they cannot express the relative priority of
their preferences. If I worship my first three choices,
but detest my fourth and fifth choices, I cannot express
this on my ballot, and it is not taken into account when
the winner is decided.

Ordinal pairwise methods measure defeat strength in
terms of a sheer number of ballots. The cardinal pair-
wise method extends the sensitivity of the process by
factoring in a measure of how much priority the voters
assign to each ranking. The goal is that the weakest de-
feat in a majority rule cycle should be the one that has
the lowest overall combination of these two factors: 1)
the number of voters in agreement with the defeat; 2)

the relative priority of the defeat to those voters who
agree with it.

It seems almost axiomatic that, when faced with a
majority rule cycle, one should drop the defeat(s) in the
cycle that are of least importance to the voters. The re-
maining question is how to define the priority of each
defeat to each voter, and how to aggregate these in-
dividual priorities. The answer that cardinal pairwise
gives to this question is relatively simple. For those
who agree with a defeat, we look at the rating differ-
ential they express between the two candidates being
compared. Then we take the sum of these winning rat-
ing differentials to find the overall strength of the defeat.

The idea is that the voters will rate the candidates
such that the rating differential between each pair of
candidates will reflect the relative priority of their pref-
erence between those candidates. The fact that each
voter is constrained to the same range of ratings (e.g.
0 to 100) assures that everyone has essentially the same
voting “power.” The point here is not to do interper-
sonal comparison of utilities, but rather to allow voters
to prioritize their own preferences relative to one an-
other, using a fluid and simple high-resolution scale.

When learning the cardinal pairwise method, one
may wonder why it only looks at the rating differen-
tials of those who agree with a particular defeat, rather
than subtracting the losing rating differentials from the
winning rating differentials. To begin with, I will say
that I am more interested in dropping the defeats that
are of least importance to the voters overall, rather than
the defeats that are the closest in terms of the strength
of preference on either side. That is, if there is one pair-
wise comparison that voters on both sides consider to
be a very high priority, I think that it is especially im-
portant not to reverse this defeat. Such high-priority de-
feats should be regarded as crucial within the election,
and the cardinal aspect of the method should be used to
defend them rather than to undermine them.

In this way, looking at only the winning rating dif-
ferentials greatly improves the stability of the cardinal
pairwise method. Because the defeats that voters place
the highest priority on are the most difficult to reverse,
the cardinal pairwise method is unusually resistant to
strategic manipulation. This point will be explored in
greater detail in the next section.
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7 Strategic manipulation

Although Condorcet-efficient methods minimize the in-
centive for use of the compromising strategy, they are
vulnerable to the burying strategy. This strategy en-
tails insincerely ranking an option lower in order to
increase the probability that a more-preferred option
will win. For example, if my sincere preferences are
R>S>T, a burying strategy would be to vote R>T>S or
R>S=T, lowering S’s ranking in order to increase R’s
chances of winning. (The drawback is that this often
increases T’s chances of winning as well.)

Imagine that with respect to voters’ sincere prefer-
ences in a three-candidate election, A pairwise beats B
and C, while B pairwise beats C. A is a sincere Con-
dorcet winner, but it is often possible for supporters of
candidate B to gain an advantage by burying A under
C, that is, by voting B>C>A instead of B>A>C. This
can create an insincere C>A defeat, which can cause
a majority rule cycle such that the A>B defeat is the
weakest of the three, so that B wins. In this way, it is
often possible to overrule a genuine defeat with a fake
defeat.

The burying strategy may have the potential to cause
substantial trouble in elections that use a Condorcet-
efficient method. Some have cited this as a reason
not to adopt Condorcet-efficient methods. (Monroe
[5]; Richie and Bouricus [6]) Unfortunately, Condorcet-
efficient methods cannot be completely invulnerable to
the burying strategy, which follows from the fact that
Condorcet-efficiency is incompatible with the later-no-
help criterion [12]. However, cardinal pairwise may be
able to make this vulnerability much less severe.

There are many reasons to think that cardinal pair-
wise will be more resistant to strategy than most other
Condorcet-efficient methods. First, it should tend to
prevent the most flagrant strategic incursions. Sec-
ond, it should tend to balance strategic incentive against
strategic ability, so that those who are most interested
in changing the result via strategic incursion tend to be
those who are least able to do so. Third, it should min-
imize strategic barriers against the entry of new candi-
dates. Fourth, it should create the possibility of more-
stable counterstrategies than those that are available in
ordinal pairwise.

7.1 Flagrant strategic incursions

I define a flagrant strategic incursion as one that causes
a very high-priority defeat to be overruled by a false

defeat. Take example 7.1 below. Sincere votes:
46: A>B>C (100,10,0)
44: B>A>C (100,10,0)
5: C>A>B (100,50,0)
5: C>B>A (100,50,0)

A is a Condorcet winner. Clearly, the primary contest
is between A and B, as C is the last choice of 90% of the
voters. However, using ordinal pairwise, the B>A>C
voters can change the winner to B by voting B>C>A.
This is a very flagrant incursion.

In cardinal pairwise, however, this particular type of
flagrant incursion does not work. The weighted mag-
nitude of the C>A defeat is 4490, and no defeat with
a magnitude greater than 33331/3 can be dropped as a
result of a three candidate cycle (assuming 100 voters
and a 0-100 rating scale).

With larger cycles (four candidates and above, e.g.
A>B>C>D>A), the 33331/3 limit does not apply, but
overruling a high-magnitude defeat is still very diffi-
cult. Let’s say that there is a candidate B, who is
pairwise-beaten by a candidate A. In order for B to
win, there must be a chain of defeats from B to A
(e.g. B>C>D>A), such that every defeat along that
chain has a weighted magnitude that is at least equal
to the A>B defeat. The minority who prefer B to A will
have a limited amount of weight to distribute along the
B>C>D>A chain. A given point of weight can count to-
wards two defeats in this four-candidate chain (e.g. the
one-point gap in the vote B>D>C>A (1,1,0,0) counts
towards the B>C and D>A defeats), but it cannot count
towards more than two.

Cardinal pairwise, unlike ordinal pairwise, does not
allow a voter to apply the maximum weight to all of
their pairwise preferences. This scarcity of weight pro-
duces excellent anti-strategic effects, by placing a limit
on the extent to which a strategizing group of voters can
build up the weight of multiple pairwise defeats at the
same time in order to manipulate the overall result.

In general, flagrant incursions are much less likely to
be successful in cardinal pairwise than in ordinal pair-
wise, because the difficulty of overruling an A>B defeat
increases as more voters assign a higher priority to the
A>B defeat. I hope that my definition of a flagrant in-
cursion can be seen to have value, and that it can be
agreed upon that relatively high-priority defeats should
be harder to overrule. Consider that when a defeat of A
over B is given a very high priority, we can generally
expect B to be very different from A (in the eyes of the
voters), relative to differences with the other candidates
in the election. In order to quantify this difference, we
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can look at both the average A>B rating differential and
the average B>A rating differential for individual vot-
ers.

I think it is crucial that we make it as difficult as pos-
sible for strategic voters to alter an election result in
such a way that the actual winner is considered by the
voters to be extremely different from all of the mem-
bers of the sincere minimal dominant set. Consider how
seriously it would undermine the legitimacy of the vot-
ing system, if it was found that partisan supporters had
pulled off a successful burying strategy which won the
election for a candidate who was the ideological polar
opposite of the sincere Condorcet winner. Ordinal pair-
wise unfortunately cannot offer much protection against
this disturbing possibility, but cardinal pairwise can.

7.2 Strategic incentive and strategic ability

There are impossibility theorems that show that strate-
gic manipulation cannot be completely avoided in any
reasonable election method (Gibbard [2]; Satterthwaite
[7]; Hylland [4]), but I’m not aware of a theorem that
says that we can’t find a method that distributes strategic
ability in roughly inverse proportion to strategic incen-
tive.

Let’s assume that the intensity of difference that a
voter perceives between two candidates tends to be
largely independent of their ranking of those candi-
dates, and that the average rating differentials on either
side of a defeat will tend to be strongly correlated with
one another.

Let’s say that there is a candidate A who pairwise
beats candidate B. If the incentive for the B>A voters
to help B by burying A is particularly strong–that is, if
they assign a very high priority to their B>A ranking–
then we can expect the A>B voters to assign a high pri-
ority to their A>B ranking as well, which will make
the A>B defeat very hard to overrule. So, a group of
voters’ ability to achieve a successful burying strategy
generally tends to be smaller in cases where that group
has a larger incentive to engage in that strategy.

Conversely, if A and B are considered to be more
similar candidates, such that there are low average rat-
ing differentials on both sides of the defeat, then it may
be more feasible for the B>A voters to help B by bury-
ing A, but they would have less to gain by doing so, and
more to lose should the strategy backfire.

7.3 Minimizing strategic barriers to
candidate entry

In example 4.1 above, LeftB and LeftA can be consid-
ered to be relatively similar candidates, in that there is
a low average rating differential placed on the compar-
ison between them, going in both directions. If only
LeftA and Right were candidates, LeftA would proba-
bly win, since he has a pairwise win over Right. In car-
dinal pairwise, the entry of LeftB does not change this
result. However, the winner changes to Right in ordinal
pairwise, which defines Right’s 49-51 pairwise loss as
the weakest in the cycle. In general, it is much harder
in cardinal pairwise for the entry of a new, non-winning
candidate to do harm to a similar candidate. The rea-
son for this is that if the new candidate beats the similar
candidate, but does not win, this defeat will be relatively
weak, and hence likely to be overruled in the event of a
cycle.

In ordinal pairwise, a voter who would otherwise
support a potentially-entering candidate might have
some anxiety that this candidate could hurt a similar
candidate whom that voter also supports. Because the
potentially-entering candidate’s support base may feel
ambivalent about his presence in the race, entry of the
candidate may not occur. Thus, the method retains a
certain strategic barrier to entry of new candidates. Car-
dinal pairwise minimizes this barrier to entry, in that the
entry of a new candidate is extremely unlikely to affect
the result in opposition to the will of his would-be sup-
porters.

7.4 Stable counterstrategies

If several voters try to coordinate a strategic incursion,
and other voters learn about this and consider it to be
undesirable, they may attempt to coordinate a counter-
strategy, in order to make the initial strategy unsuccess-
ful. One hopes that counterstrategy will rarely or never
be needed, but it is nevertheless to the credit of cardi-
nal pairwise that it provides for somewhat more-stable
counterstrategies than ordinal pairwise. Actually, this
may be important in preventing strategic incursion from
achieving a critical mass in the first place.

Example 7.2: Some votes are strategically altered
28: A>B>C (100,60,0)
23: C>A>B (100,40,0)
17: B>A>C (100,60,0)
22: C>B>A (100,40,0)
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10: B>C>A (100,100,0) these 10 votes are strategically
altered from a sincere ordering of B>A>C

Pairwise comparisons, followed by weighted magni-
tudes:
A > B: 51-49 C > A: 55-45 B > C: 55-45
A > B: 2040 C > A: 4580 B > C: 3380
Candidate A was a sincere Condorcet winner, but B
wins instead using both ordinal and cardinal pairwise,
as a result of the B>A>C voters’ burying strategy.

There are two basic counterstrategy replies to the
burying strategy: the compromising counterstrategy,
and the deterrent/burying counterstrategy.

In ordinal pairwise, the compromising counter-
strategy would entail the C>A>B voters weakening or
reversing the defeat against A by voting C=A>B. In car-
dinal pairwise, a similar effect could be gained by vot-
ing C>A>B (100,100,0). Both counterstrategies can re-
turn the victory to candidate A. The cardinal pairwise
counterstrategy is more stable than the ordinal pairwise
counterstrategy, in that it does not risk a change in the
winner of the A-C pairwise comparison. This makes it
a less perilous choice for the C>A>B voters.

The deterrent/burying counterstrategy would en-
tail the A>B>C voters weakening or reversing B’s de-
feat of C, such that the B>A>C voters’ burying of A
could only backfire by electing C. In ordinal pairwise,
this would require some A>B>C voters to equalize
or reverse their B>C preference, thus voting A>B=C
or A>C>B. In cardinal pairwise, it is possible for the
A>B>C voters to get a similar deterrent effect by vot-
ing A>B>C (100,0,0).

With the deterrent/burying counterstrategy in gen-
eral, the counterstrategizers are unlikely to know for
sure whether the original strategizers will carry out their
incursion or not, until the votes have already been cast.
Therefore it is important to have an effective counter-
strategy that they can use without severely destabilizing
the result, in case the original strategy is not carried out
and the counterstrategy punishment is undeserved. In
this respect, the cardinal pairwise version of the coun-
terstrategy is preferable, in that it does not alter the di-
rection of any pairwise defeats, and therefore will not
interfere with the identification of a Condorcet winner.

Of course, the existence of more-stable counterstrate-
gies in cardinal pairwise does not mean that strategy
will never be a problem. However, it suggests to me
that the threat of a strategic incursion, should it arise, is
less likely to spiral out of control.

8 Conclusion

I believe that voting methods aiming for majority rule
should be Condorcet-efficient, and that Condorcet-
efficient methods should be improved in two ways.
One, they should take the relative priority of voters’
pairwise preferences into account; two, they should be
more resistant to the burying strategy. I find it serendip-
itous that the same principle can achieve both benefits
simultaneously.

I find both of these potential improvements quite
significant, but perhaps the strategic issue is the more
pressing of the two, as I suspect that the burying strat-
egy could prove to be a serious problem for Condorcet-
efficient methods in contentious elections. It is impor-
tant to have a method that, in addition to recognizing a
Condorcet winner when one is clearly expressed, works
to protect sincere Condorcet winners from being ob-
scured by strategic incursion. I believe that cardinal-
weighted pairwise accomplishes this to an unusual de-
gree.

So, I do not intend cardinal-weighted pairwise as a
frivolous academic exercise or a mathematical curios-
ity. I intend it as a realistic proposal, and one that I sin-
cerely prefer over other existing proposals. I recognize
that it adds an extra layer of complexity, but I feel that
the benefits of more-meaningful cyclic resolution and
reduced strategic vulnerability far outweigh the cost.
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1 Introduction

This document considers the following problem: given
an election in which preferential voting is used and
the count is conducted by computer, what informa-
tion should be disclosed? Running an election consists
of several stages, but here we are concerned with the
counting process only. This process must not only be
trustworthy, but needs to be seen as such by the elec-
torate.

With the manual count, the full result is typically de-
clared by a result sheet which contains the great ma-
jority of the information gathered during the counting
process1. If a witnessed count is undertaken, which is,
of course, the case with public elections, then all the
critical information that would be available to the wit-
nesses appears in the result sheet. The same degree of
transparency is needed when a computer count is under-
taken.

In the USA, under their Freedom of Information Act,
full information of the ballot preferences is available for
public elections. Of course, although this information is
available, the identity of those who voted in a specific
way is not available — ballot secrecy is maintained.

In the case of the experimental use of computers in
the Irish Dáil elections in 2002, full information was
available for the three constituencies polled by voting
machines. It appears that the Republic has a similar
Freedom of Information Act to the USA.

There are at least three different types of election in
which the full disclosure questions arise: public elec-
tions; private elections performed by an independent

1Practices vary in this area. Working calculations should be pub-
lished but may not be. For some elections, the ballot boxes are opened
individually allowing a careful witness some information about the
relative strengths of the candidate vote.

party; and lastly, private elections performed internally.
All three types of election occur with the Single Trans-
ferable Vote (and computer counting).

2 Data Protection Legislation

Public elections are typically covered by national laws,
but private elections would also need to adhere to ap-
propriate national laws. For the EU, this is largely the
national laws which enact the European Directive on
Data Protection. This gives data subjects the right to
information held about them, and for those holding in-
formation the need to register and control access to the
information.

There are two cases to consider here: those relating
to the candidates in an election and those relating to a
voter. Assuming that the voter is not specifically identi-
fied, then, in effect, no information is held and therefore
nothing needs to be disclosed.

For the candidate, it is clear that information is held
and therefore the candidate has a right to be told the in-
formation held. For a preferential voting system, it has
been my opinion (based upon the 1984 Act, which was
straightforward to follow), that the candidate should be
informed as to how many preferences were recorded
against him/her at all the various levels. Of course,
the number of first preferences would be available from
the result sheet, but the other preferences may not be.
Hence, with a computer count, there seems little doubt
that more information should be available to candidates
than is provided in the result sheet.

The situation is rather more confused when one con-
siders disclosure of more than the above. It is clear
that ballot secrecy is paramount and therefore disclo-
sure may be limited by that need. The limitation is
surely minimal since ballot secrecy has not been called
into question in the USA, where full disclosure takes
place.
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We consider secrecy in the next section and hence for
the moment, we note current practice.

For the 2002 Irish Dáil elections, full disclosure took
place. Some reservations have been expressed about
this in a recent Irish report [6]. Also, in the context of
public elections, Otten has pointed out a means of mak-
ing bribery effective by the use of an unlikely sequence
of preferences [1]. It seems that this problem has not
been raised in the USA.

In the case of an independent balloting organisation
undertaking a count, it is not immediately clear who
‘owns’ the ballot data. If it is the balloting organisation,
then disclosure rests with them, otherwise it rests with
their client.

Currently, Electoral Reform Services maintain that
full disclosure is not possible even when the client re-
quests it. I cannot understand this position and I am not
alone in this.

3 Secrecy

Less that 150 years ago it was argued by some that se-
cret voting was not desirable, but nowadays everyone
seems to accept that secrecy is paramount. Given that,
then the question arises as to whether this imposes some
restrictions in applying the principle of full disclosure.

Secrecy has an important limitation. If the entire
electoral process is clothed in secrecy, then the valid-
ity of the result will be open to question. Hence public
elections are open to substantial external scrutiny. In
our context, we are concerned with elections in which
the count is undertaken by computer. It is far from clear
how the process of validating a count should be under-
taken under such circumstances. Again, we are assum-
ing that the other parts of the electoral system perform
the intended function in a manner acceptable to the elec-
torate. The integrity of the count was part of the concern
in the report on the Irish system [6].

One means to overcome part of this problem is full
disclosure. Then anybody can use the data to repeat
the count in order to confirm the result. (Counting
software is needed, but that is readily available for al-
most all counting rules.) This is a stronger valida-
tion method than the traditional method of a witnessed
manual count. When an STV manual count has been
checked afterwards by using a computer, some errors
are almost always found — sometimes even affecting
the result!

Is ballot secrecy compatible with full disclosure?
There are two possible problems: firstly, elections with
a small number of votes, and secondly, the problem of a
long preference list which can act as a signature for the
voter.

3.1 An example — census data

It seems to me that there is a good analogy between the
problem here and that in handling census data. Com-
plete disclosure occurs after 100 years. People can also
request their own data. However, substantial statisti-
cal information is made available without restriction —
a clear need for Government planning. The apparent
conflict is overcome by grouping information into suffi-
ciently large numbers so that an individual return cannot
be identified.

It is my understanding that the protocol that the Of-
fice of National Statistics uses was agreed with the
Royal Statistical Society.

It is my contention that a similar protocol needs to be
agreed for preferential election data.

4 Technical measures to ensure secrecy

It seems that there is no concern about the information
available from a result sheet. I have been informed of an
example in which the result sheet could be regarded as
problematic. This was for the 1999 North Tipperary lo-
cal election in which a candidate got no first preference
votes. One could envisage a situation in which such
a candidate was then hostile to his/her friends, family,
employees, etc.

The preferences themselves can be revealed. Let us
say one is voting in an election in which your prefer-
ences are A, B, C and finally D. It is not possible to
exclude the possibility that the existence of such a vot-
ing pattern will be evident from the result sheet. For an
actual example in which a long preference list was evi-
dent, see [2], which was evident due to full disclosure.

In practice, the percentage of preferences actually
used in an election is quite small, so it is usual for long
preference lists to consist mainly of unused preferences
(see [4]). It is therefore possible to provide a form of
disclosure in which some of the preferences on the bal-
lot papers are omitted or changed, but still provide data
which confirms the result of the count. In other words,
there is plenty of room to provide a form of disclosure
which allows for count validation but nevertheless en-
sures ballot secrecy.
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The statistical analogy to the census data problem
would perhaps be to disclose a fraction of the ballot pa-
pers. This is not a good method, since the data would
then not provide a means of validating the count. I have
written a program myself to make a number of changes
to ballot data so that both the election and the candidates
could not be identified. Unfortunately, such changes
make it impossible to perform some reasonable forms
of analysis, like determining if there is an alphabetic
bias in the voting data.

It is certainly true that if ballot data is provided only
for some forms of statistical research that a sampling
method could be effective. Such a form of disclosure
would be of use, but only to a very limited audience.

I am unclear how small any election should be before
full disclosure could not reasonably be undertaken. If
full disclosure is not provided, then the issue of count
validation remains.

Finally, it should be noted that once any public form
of disclosure takes place, the use to which it is put is un-
controlled. Here, we are not concerned with making in-
formation available under some form of non-disclosure
agreement that might restrict its use for research pur-
poses.

5 Conclusions

From the above, I make the following conclusions:
1. In the interests of openness and the validation of

computer counting, full disclosure should be the
default.

2. Legal advice should be obtained on any caveats to
full disclosure as a result of the Data Protection Di-
rective.

3. Technical measures should be agreed on how
full disclosure should be implemented, given the
paramount importance of ballot secrecy.

4. Purists may well object to anything other than mak-
ing the ballot data available without change, but
disclosure which is sufficient for count validation
is surely required.

6 Postscript

Drafts of this paper have been sent to several people
who I know are interested in this subject. I have tried to
reflect the views of those who commented on the drafts,
but this has not always been possible. Those who pro-
vided comments include: James Gilmour, Steve Todd,

Joe Otten, Colin Rosenstiel, Anthony Tuffin, Jeffery
O’Neill and David Hill.

David Hill was strongly of the view that no change
should be made to the ballot preferences. I would pre-
fer that, but think that it is better to have effective dis-
closure (in which small changes are made), rather than
no disclosure which is the position with the majority of
STV computer counts at the moment.
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Editorial

There are 4 papers in this issue:

• I. D. Hill and C. H. E. Warren: Meek versus
Warren.

This article compares two computer-based STV
counting algorithms. Although the Meek version
seems to be the only version which is widely used,
readers of Voting matters should surely appreciate
the differences and draw their own conclusions.

• I. D. Hill and Simon Gazeley: Sequential STV —
a further modification.

This paper considers a variant of STV in which
later preferences are used to exclude candidates.
The modification described here has proved nec-
essary due to two issues which are described in the
paper.

• Earl Kitchener: A new way to break STV ties in a
special case.

This short paper considers one special case in
which the proposal is surely non-controversial.
This is followed by summary and moderated de-
bate on breaking ties produced by the editor with
assistance from those listed.

• P Kestelman. Apportionment and Proportionality:
A Measured View.

The author’s abstract reads: Apportionment
(allocating seats to multi-member constituencies
equitably) can illuminate proportionality (allo-
cating seats to parties fairly) and its quantifi-
cation. Sainte-Laguë (Webster) is the fairest
method of apportionment — and electoral prin-
ciple. Several disproportionality measures have
been proposed: among which the Loosemore-
Hanby Index straightforwardly measures Party
total over-representation. UK general elections
(First-Past-the-Post) have clearly proved non-PR;
and even nominally PR elections of British MEPs
and Regional Assemblies have yielded only semi-
PR (‘broad PR’). Allowing for vote transferability,
multimember STV in Ireland has mediated full PR
(despite low District Magnitude); while Alterna-
tive Voting in Australia has arguably proved semi-
PR.

The New Zealand STV elections

A Parliamentary investigation (Justice and Electoral
Committee) is under way into the delays in producing
the results. It has not yet reported.

Steve Todd reported in the last issue that the ballot
data should be available. In fact, the electoral officers
were divided on the provision of this data so that com-
plete data is only available for 15 of the 79 elections.
(There were 81 STV elections, but two were not con-
tested.) A table giving the availability of the data is
available on http://stv.sourceforge.net/.

The British Columbia Referendum for STV

The Referendum produced a majority for STV, but not
the 60% to ensure that the necessary legislation will be
passed. It is unclear at this stage what will happen.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Meek versus Warren

I. D. Hill and C. H. E. Warren
No email available.

1 Where we agree (I.D. Hill and C.H.E.
Warren)

We admire traditional STV methods (Newland and Brit-
ton rules [1] and other similar methods) as being a good
approximation to what STV is trying to achieve, while
being easy enough to do by hand within a reasonable
length of time, but in this electronic age, we ought to
do better than that. Of course we accept that the ability
to count by hand is an advantage; but does such an ad-
vantage justify the consequence that, quite often, the set
of candidates who best meet the voters’ wishes are not
elected? We think not. But if we seek to campaign for
something better, we need to agree on the better thing
that we should support.

We agree that fairness is of prime concern in a vot-
ing system, but it is a tricky concept — one only has
to listen to politicians all claiming that taxation, for ex-
ample, must be fair (“and must be seen to be fair” as
if that addition helped), while totally disagreeing with
each other about what is fair and what is not.

The Meek method [2] and the Warren method [3] are
very similar to each other but, in deciding how much
of each vote is retained by an elected candidate and
how much is passed on to the next choice, the Meek
method uses multiplicative ‘keep values’ but the War-
ren method uses additive ‘portions apportioned’. We
here denote the Meek keep value and the Warren por-
tion apportioned for candidate C as cm and cw respec-
tively. These quantities have a value between 0 and 1,
and they are calculated so that, if a candidate has a sur-
plus, their use reduces the vote for that candidate to just
the quota. The calculation of these quantities so that
they meet this requirement is a mathematical problem,
usually requiring a computer. All that we need to know
in this paper is that they can be calculated.

With the Meek method cm is defined as the propor-
tion of the vote that is passed to candidate C which
candidate C retains, so that (1 − cm) is the proportion
of that vote that is passed on. In the case of a ballot that
reads ABC...

the portion of vote which A retains is am

the portion of vote which A passes on to B is
(1 − am)

the portion of vote which B retains is
(1 − am)bm

the portion of vote which B passes on to C is
(1 − am)(1 − bm)

the portion of vote which C retains is
(1 − am)(1 − bm)cm

the portion of vote which C passes on is
(1 − am)(1 − bm)(1 − cm)

and so on.

From the above statements we see why the Meek
keep values are called multiplicative.

With the Warren method cw is defined as the portion
of a vote that is apportioned to candidate C if such
apportionment is possible. In the case of a ballot that
reads ABC...

the portion of vote which is apportioned to A is aw

if aw + bw > 1, the portion of vote which is
apportioned to B is (1 − aw)

and nothing is apportioned to C and beyond
if aw + bw ≤ 1, the portion of vote which is

apportioned to B is bw

if aw + bw ≤ 1 and aw + bw + cw > 1,
the portion of vote which is
apportioned to C is (1 − aw − bw)

and nothing is apportioned beyond
if aw + bw + cw ≤ 1, the portion of vote which is

apportioned to C is cw

and so on.
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From the above statements we see why the Warren por-
tions apportioned are called additive.

Although a Meek keep value cm may, in some cir-
cumstances, turn out to have the same value as a War-
ren portion apportioned cw, in general their numerical
values are different.

The methods are equally easy to program for a com-
puter and, for real voting patterns as distinct from test
cases, they nearly always produce the same answers,
not in numerical terms but in terms of which candidates
are elected and which are not. In those circumstances,
we agree that it does not matter too much which is used,
so it is preferable to support the one that is better in prin-
ciple — but which one is that?

We recognise that impossibility theorems, such as
Woodall’s theorem [4], show that to seek an absolute
ideal is a ‘wild-goose chase’. It follows that it will al-
ways be possible to produce particular examples that
tell against any given method. Unlike proving a propo-
sition in pure mathematics, where one counter-example
is enough to demonstrate that we have failed, here we
always need to look at examples in a comparative sense,
not an absolute sense, deciding which faults to allow for
the sake of avoiding others.

2 Why I prefer the Meek method (I.D.
Hill)

To my mind the essence of STV is this — if we have
a quota of 7, and 12 identical votes putting A as first
preference and B as second (with no others for A) then
7 votes must be held for A as a quota while the other 5
are passed to B and, from that point on, behave exactly
as if they had originally been 5 votes for B as first pref-
erence. The fact that those voters had A as first prefer-
ence, and A has been elected, has been fully allowed for
in holding 7 votes back and the other 5 votes are now
simply B votes.

In practice, we never get such identical votes, so the
only fair way of doing things is, instead of holding 7
complete votes back and passing on 5 complete votes,
to hold back 7

12 of each vote and pass on 5
12 of each

vote, but the principle, that the 12 votes each of value
5
12 should together have the same power as 5 com-
plete votes, remains the same. This principle is fulfilled
by the Meek method, but not by the Warren method.
Because perfection is impossible, it could be that some
advantage could be shown by the Warren method that

would outweigh this disadvantage, but I am not aware
that any advantage has been claimed for it that is strong
enough to do so.

If, at the next stage, we have 5 votes with B as first
preference, plus our 12 votes each now of value 5

12 ,
we have 10 votes altogether pointing at B. Only 7 are
needed for a quota so 7

10 needs to be retained allowing
3
10 to be passed on, so the 5 votes are passed on with a
value of 3

10 , giving them a total power of 1
1
2 votes. If

the 12 votes are passed on with a value of 5
12 times 3

10 ,
that gives them a total power of 1

1
2 votes too, showing

that 12 each of value 5
12 are being treated just like 5. To

get that effect necessarily requires a multiplicative rule,
not an additive rule.

To look at it from a slightly different angle, the rule
should be that the proportions of the total vote for a can-
didate that come from different sources, and are used in
deciding that the candidate can now be elected, should
be maintained in the amounts of vote retained and trans-
ferred. Thus, in the same example, the votes from the
AB voters and from the B voters that are used to decide
to elect B are in proportion 1 to 1, whether the Meek or
the Warren method is used. With Meek, the votes re-
tained from the two groups are 3

1
2 and 3

1
2 , also 1 to 1,

and those transferred are 1
1
2 and 1

1
2 , also 1 to 1. With

Warren, the votes retained are 4
16
17 and 2

1
17 , or 2.4 to 1,

and those transferred are 1
17 and 2

16
17 , or 1 to 50, devoid

of all the proportionality that I believe they should have.
The Meek method is able to promise voters that once

their first n choices have all had their fates settled, either
as excluded or as elected with a surplus, a fair share
of their vote will be passed to their (n + 1)th choice,
unless no more transfers are possible because all seats
are now filled. How much is a fair share may, perhaps,
be arguable (though I do not personally see it as such)
but it cannot possibly be zero, which the Warren method
often makes it.

Thus the basis of STV in Meek mode is that every-
thing has to be done in proportion to the relevant num-
bers at the time. This means that if we have 1 ballot
paper of value 1 pointing at XY, and n ballot papers
each of value 1

n
pointing at XZ, and X’s papers are to

be redistributed, then what happens to Y and to Z from
those papers should be identical.

Suppose 8 candidates for 7 seats, counted by New-
land and Britton rules. If there are 40 votes reading
5 ABCG, 5 ABCH, 5 ABDG, 5 ABDH, 5 ABEG, 5
ABEH, 5 ABFG, 5 ABFH, it is evident from the sym-
metry that ABCDEF must be elected but the final seat is
a tie between G and H. If, however, there is a 41st vote
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reading BH, that ought to settle it in favour of H, but
those rules declare it still to be a tie between G and H to
be settled at random. Either Meek or Warren counting
would have awarded the seat to H.

However, suppose the 41st vote, instead of being just
BH reads BCDEFH. Again Newland and Britton rules
fail to discover that the symmetry has been broken, and
incorrectly call it a GH tie. But now so do Warren rules.
With Meek rules, only 0.012 of the vote gets through as
far as H, but that is enough to tilt the balance to get the
right result.

In the past, when Hugh Warren and I have argued
about this, each of us has, from time to time, put
forward an example with an ‘obviously right’ answer
which the other one’s preferred method failed to find.
However, with those examples, the other one of us never
accepted that the answer in question was ‘obviously
right’. It was therefore necessary to produce something
where the answer could not be denied. I claim to have
done this with the example: 4 candidates for 3 seats, and
just 3 votes: 1 ABC, 1 BC, 1 BD. Without even know-
ing anything about STV, it must be clear that ABC is
a better answer than ABD. Meek does elect ABC, but
Warren says that C and D tie for the third seat and a
random choice must be made between them. Unless
something equally convincing can be found that points
the other way, that seems to me to be conclusive.

So far as I am aware, the only actual advantage
claimed for Warren over Meek is that it is supposed to
give consistency when some voters change the order of
two candidates both of whom are elected anyway. This
seems to me to be only a very slight advantage, and
Warren rules do not always succeed even in that. With
5 candidates for 4 seats and votes 9 ABCD, 8 BD, 8 CE,
7 D, 7 E, either Meek or Warren elect ABCD. But if the
ABCD votes had been ACBD instead, either Meek or
Warren would elect ABCE.

The difference arises from the fact that one quota of
votes is necessarily ineffective and changing the order
of some preferences can change which votes those are
and thus, in marginal cases, affect the result. I suggest
that in practice any such inconsistency would never be
noticed and is of very minor importance compared with
making the count so that everything is kept in propor-
tion to the numbers concerned.

I am less convinced than I was even that such be-
haviour can be called an anomaly. If two candidates are
both elected anyway, it would seem at first sight that, if
some voters change the order of those two, it ought not
to affect who else gets elected, but is that really a good

rule? In this example, there is some connection between
B and D, and between C and E. We do not know what
the connection is, but it is clearly there since every voter
putting B first puts D second, while every voter putting
C first puts E second. The second choice of the A sup-
porters is then saying what they think about the feature
that gives the connection. In such circumstances, it does
not seem unreasonable that if the A voters prefer B to
C that helps D, but if they prefer C to B that helps E,
particularly when the first preferences for D and E are
tied.

Overall, while accepting that the Warren method
works quite well, it does not seem to me to have any real
advantage over the Meek method, and its failure to meet
what I regard as basic requirements can sometimes lead
to a result that I would think unfortunate. Given how
wrong it seems, I am surprised that it works as well as
it does.

3 Why I prefer the Warren method
(C.H.E. Warren)

I prefer the Warren method because I consider it to be
based on a better principle.

The main principle behind the Warren method (given
as the second principle in [3]) can be stated as: if a
voter votes for candidates A, B, C in that order, and if
candidates A and B each have a surplus of votes above
the quota, then, on principle, no portion of the vote for
ABC shall be credited to candidate C unless the voter
has contributed, as far as he is able, the same portion of
his vote to the election of candidate B as other voters
who have contributed to the election of candidate B.

The main principle behind the Meek method (given
as principle 2 in [2]) can be stated as: if a voter votes
for candidates A, B, C in that order, and if candidates
A and B each have a surplus of votes above the quota,
then, on principle, a portion of the vote for ABC shall
be credited to candidate C.

These different principles lead to the different rules
as set out in paragraphs 3 to 8 of section 1.

I think that whether one prefers the Meek method
to the Warren method, or vice versa, should be based
on principle, and I prefer the principle upon which the
Warren method is based. As stated in paragraph 8 of
section 1, because of the impossibility theorems, it will
always be possible to produce particular examples that
tell against any given method. So I prefer to rest my
case on the matter of principle, rather than on seeking
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examples of where the Warren method gives a ‘better’
result than the Meek method. Nevertheless, an example
will be given, not with the object of showing that one
method gives a better result than the other, but of show-
ing how the two methods can give different results.

Consider the following election for 3 seats by 39996
voters, for which the quota is 9999.

10000 vote ABC
100 vote AE

10000 vote BD
9998 vote C
9898 vote D

The numbers have been chosen so that, unlike the sit-
uation in real elections, the count can be done manually.

Under the Meek method the count can be portrayed
as follows:

Voter Number Portion of vote contributed by
of such each voter to each candidate
voters A B C D E

Keep value 0.99 0.99 1 1 1
ABC 10000 0.99 0.0099 0.0001 0 0
AE 100 0.99 0 0 0 0.01
BD 10000 0 0.99 0 0.01 0
C 9998 0 0 1 0 0
D 9898 0 0 0 1 0
Total vote for each

candidate 9999 9999 9999 9998 1

Under the Warren method the count can be portrayed
as follows:

Voter Number Portion of vote contributed by
of such each voter to each candidate
voters A B C D E

Portion apportioned 0.99 0.9899 1 1 1
ABC 10000 0.99 0.01 0 0 0
AE 100 0.99 0 0 0 0.01
BD 10000 0 0.9899 0 0.0101 0
C 9998 0 0 1 0 0
D 9898 0 0 0 1 0
Total vote for each

candidate 9999 9999 9998 9999 1

We see from these tables that the Meek method elects
candidates A, B, C, whereas the Warren method elects
candidates A, B, D.

We observe that the Meek and Warren methods are
in agreement as to the portion of vote that each of the
ABC voters and the AE voters contribute to candidate

A, which is in keeping with the Warren principle that all
contributors to the election of a candidate should con-
tribute the same portion of their vote.

We observe that the Meek and Warren methods differ
in the portion of vote that each of the ABC voters, and
each of the BD voters, contribute to candidate B. Both
methods ask the BD voters to contribute closely 99%
of their vote to candidate B, and ask the ABC voters
to contribute only closely 1% to candidate B. The War-
ren method accepts this difference, because, although
it would have preferred that all groups of voters con-
tributed the same portion, it recognises that the ABC
voters did use up all that was left of their vote after con-
tributing to candidate A, and could not contribute more.

The Meek method is desirous that, if a voter votes
for a candidate who is elected with a surplus, then that
voter should not be asked to contribute so much of his
vote to that candidate that he has nothing to pass on.
Accordingly, although each ABC voter is contributing
only closely 1% of his vote to the election of candidate
B, compared with the 99% that each BD voter is con-
tributing, Meek’s principle requires that the ABC voters
shall contribute slightly less than 1% of their vote to the
election of candidate B in order that a portion, which
amounts to about one ten-thousandth of a vote, shall be
passed to candidate C.

This shows what the difference between the Meek
and Warren methods amounts to. In my opinion the
difference raises the question as to whether the ABC
voters, who have contributed only closely 1% of their
vote to the election of candidate B, whereas the BD vot-
ers have contributed closely 99% towards the same end,
merit the right, in these circumstances, to pass on a por-
tion of their vote to candidate C, as Meek’s principle
requires, at the expense of expecting the BD voters to
bear even more of the burden of electing candidate B.
If one thinks that the right should be afforded, then one
should prefer the Meek method. But if one thinks that
it would not be fair to afford this right, then one should
prefer the Warren method.
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Sequential STV — a further modification

I.D. Hill and Simon Gazeley
simon.gazeley@btinternet.com

1 Introduction

We had hoped that our earlier paper [1] would be the
final version of the Sequential STV system, but we have
found two examples since then that seem to call for
further amendment.

The aim is to find a system that will be noticeably like
ordinary STV but: (1) will correct unfairness, if any, to
candidates excluded by the reject-the-lowest rule; (2)
will automatically reduce to Condorcet’s method rather
than Alternative Vote when there is only a single seat.

It seeks to find a set of n candidates that observes
Droop Proportionality [3], which we regard as an es-
sential feature of any worthwhile voting system, and is
preferred by the largest majority of voters to any other
possible set of n. Tideman’s CPO-STV [2] has similar
objectives. The successful set will usually be such that
any set of n+1 candidates, consisting of those n and
1 more, will result in the election of those n when an
STV election is performed and in this case we refer to
the successful set as a Condorcet winning set.

In a small election, or when n=1, it would be rel-
atively easy and quick to do a complete analysis, as
CPO-STV does. The challenge is to find a way that
will work in a reasonable time in large elections, where
such a complete analysis would be impracticable. We
recognise that the meanings of ‘a reasonable time’ and
‘impracticable’ are open to dispute, and that what is
practicable will change as computers continue to get
faster. As Tideman and Richardson say “We are not
yet at a point where computation cost can be ignored
completely”.

In cases where it is practicable to do a complete anal-
ysis of all sets of n+1, n+2, etc., it might be possible
to find a solution that, in some sense, is preferable to
that produced by this system that (after an initial stage)

looks only at sets of n+1 and only at some of those. We
think, however, that it would be hard to claim a severe
injustice to any non-elected candidate after this system
had been used, and it does keep things within manage-
able limits. It would be interesting to compare the per-
formance of Sequential STV and CPO-STV, but this has
not been done yet.

Of the two worrying examples, one showed that
the system, as previously given, could fail to preserve
Droop Proportionality, while the other showed that we
were a little over-optimistic in claiming that, if the spe-
cial procedure to deal with a Condorcet paradox had to
be invoked, “most of the original candidates will be ei-
ther excluded or certainties, [so] there is no need to fear
an astronomical number of tests needing to be made”.
This second example was highly artificial and the opti-
mism was probably justified for any real voting pattern
that is at all likely to occur, but even artificial patterns
ought not to cause trouble.

To cure the first of these troubles it is necessary, when
the special procedure is used, to let it exclude just one
candidate before restarting the main method, instead of
continuing to use the special procedure. To cure the
second, the special procedure has been much simpli-
fied, to calculate a value for each continuing candidate
based upon Borda scores, and to exclude the one with
the lowest score. We emphasise that in real elections,
as distinct from specially devised test cases, Condorcet
loops rarely occur and so the special procedure is rarely
called into use.

Borda scores on their own, as an electoral method,
we regard as a very poor option. Those elected are far
too dependent upon whether or not other (non-winning)
candidates are standing, and the method is much too
open to tactical voting; but as a method of helping to
sort out a Condorcet paradox, they can be useful. Where
a paradox arises, we know that there cannot be a good
result because, whoever is elected, it is possible to point
to some other option that a majority of the voters pre-
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ferred; so the best that can be done is to try for a not-too-
bad result and, for this limited purpose, Borda scores
can serve.

2 Revised version of Sequential STV

All STV counts mentioned are made by Meek’s
method. It would be possible to use a similar system
with some other version of STV but, since many counts
are to be made using the same data, to try it other than
by computer would make little sense. If a computer is
required in any case, Meek’s method is to be preferred.

An initial STV count is made of all candidates for
n seats, but instead of dividing into those elected and
those not elected, it classifies those who would have
been elected as probables, and puts the others into a
queue, in the reverse order of their exclusion in that
STV count, except that the runner-up is moved to last
place as it is already known that an initial challenge by
that candidate will not succeed. Having found the prob-
ables and the order of the queue, further rounds each
consist of n+1 candidates, the n probables plus the head
of the queue as challenger, for the n seats. Should a tie
occur during these rounds, between a probable and a
challenger, it is resolved by maintaining the current sit-
uation; that is to say, the challenger has not succeeded.

If the challenger is not successful, the probables are
unchanged for the next round and the challenger moves
to the end of the queue, but a successful challenger at
once becomes a probable, while the beaten candidate
loses probable status and is put to the end of the queue.
The queue therefore changes its order as time goes on
but its order always depends upon the votes.

This continues until either we get a complete run
through the queue without any challenger succeeding,
in which case we have a solution of the type that we are
seeking, or we fall into a Condorcet-style loop.

A loop may have been found if a set that has been
seen before recurs as the probables. If the queue is in
the same order as before then a loop is certain and action
is taken at once. If, however, a set recurs but the queue
is in a different order, a second chance is given and the
counting continues but, if the same set recurs yet again,
a loop is assumed and action taken.

In either event the action is the same, to exclude
all candidates who have never been a probable since
the last restart (which means the start where no actual
restart has occurred) and then to restart from the begin-

ning except that the existing probables and queue are
retained instead of making a new initial STV count.

If there is no candidate who can be so excluded, then
a special procedure is used, in which each continuing
candidate, other than any who has always been a proba-
ble since the last restart, is classified as ‘at-risk’. Taking
each continuing candidate, a Borda score is calculated,
as the sum over all votes of the number of continuing
candidates to whom the candidate in question is pre-
ferred, taking all unmentioned continuing candidates as
equal in last place. A continuing candidate who is not
mentioned in a particular vote is given, for that vote,
the average score that would have been attained by all
those unmentioned. In practice it can help to give 2
points instead of 1 for each candidate beaten, because
all scores, including any averages required, are then
whole numbers.

The at-risk candidate with the lowest score (or a ran-
dom choice from those with equal lowest score) is then
excluded and the main method restarted from the be-
ginning, except that the existing probables and queue
order are retained instead of making the initial STV
count. If the newly excluded candidate was one of the
queue, he or she is merely removed from the queue,
but if the candidate was a probable, the candidate at the
head of the queue is reclassified as a probable and re-
moved from the queue. Then a restart is made from the
beginning except that the existing probables and queue
are retained instead of making a new initial STV count.

3 Proof of Droop Proportionality
compliance

The ‘Droop proportionality criterion’ says that if, for
some whole numbers k and m (where k is greater than 0
and m is greater than or equal to k), more than k Droop
quotas of voters put the same m candidates (not nec-
essarily in the same order) as their top m preferences,
then at least k of those m candidates will be elected.

We know that a normal STV count is Droop Propor-
tionality compliant so, in Sequential STV, for k and m
defined as above, at least k of the m will be probables at
the first count. If on a later count a challenger takes over
as a probable then, because that was also the result of an
STV count, there will still be at least k of the m among
the probables, even if the replaced candidate was one of
the m. This ensures compliance if no paradox is found.

If a paradox is found, at least k of the m will have
been probables at some time since the last restart, so
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excluding all who have not been probables must leave
at least k. If the special procedure, using Borda scores,
is required, then if only k exist, k will have always been
probables since the last restart, and so are not at risk of
exclusion, but if there are more than k, the exclusion
of just one of them must leave at least k. This ensures
compliance where a paradox is found.

4 Examples

Example 1

This is the example that showed the old version of Se-
quential STV to fail on Droop Proportionality. With 9
candidates for 3 seats, votes are

10 ABCDEFGH 10 BCDAFGHI
10 CDABGHIE 11 DABCHIEF
19 EFGHIDAB 19 FGHIEBCD
1 GHIEFCDA

41 votes (more than 2 quotas) have put ABCD, in some
order, as their first choices so, to satisfy Droop Propor-
tionality, at least 2 of them must be elected. The old
version elected DEF but the new version elects ADE.

Example 2

This is the example that showed the old version of
Sequential STV not always to finish within a reasonable
time. With 40 candidates for 9 seats, votes are

69 ABCDE 94 BCAED 98 CBAED
14 DEBAC 60 ECBDA 64 FGJHI
43 GIFJH 42 HJIGF 97 IHGJF
33 JIHGF 32 KLMNO 44 LMNOK
56 MNOKL 76 NOKLM 90 OKLMN
18 PQRST 91 QRSTP 69 RSTPQ
21 STPQR 76 TPQRS 36 UVWXY
78 VWXYU 99 WXYUV 29 XYUVW
4 YUVWX 64 abcde 35 bcdea

69 cdeab 98 deabc 16 eabcd
40 fghij 44 ghijf 79 hijfg
42 ijfgh 68 jfghi 13 kmnop
64 mnopk 83 nopkm 30 opkmn
33 ponmk

This new version of Sequential STV terminates after
835 STV counts, whereas the old version would, we es-
timate, have required over 177,000 counts. We empha-
sise again that the voting pattern is highly artificial —
in a real election, with 40 candidates for 9 seats, more
than 60 counts would be very unusual.

Example 3: “Woodall’s torpedo”

With 6 candidates for 2 seats, votes are

11 AC 9 ADEF 10 BC
9 BDEF 10 CA 10 CB

10 EFDA 11 FDEB

Sequential STV elects CD even though AB form the
unique Condorcet winning set. Examining why this
happens, it is found that A and B are always elected by
STV from any set of 3 in which they are both present,
but neither A nor B is ever elected if one of them is
there but not the other. Meanwhile C is always elected
if present in a set of 3 except for the one set ABC. D, E
and F form a Condorcet loop. CD, CE or CF would be
a second Condorcet winning set if the other two of D, E
and F were withdrawn.

Such a strange voting pattern is unlikely to arise in
practice. It shows that Sequential STV cannot be guar-
anteed to find a Condorcet winning set even where one
exists but it does not shake our belief that Sequential
STV is a good system; it would be hard to deny that C
is a worthier winner than either A or B in this example.
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A new way to break STV ties in a special case

Earl Kitchener
ekk@talk21.com

1 Proposal

The simplest example of a particular type of tie has
three votes, AB, BA, CA, for one place. The quota is
1.5, and so, under the normal rules, one candidate is
selected at random for exclusion, giving the chance of
election as 2/3 for A and 1/3 for B. If it is B, A will be
justifiably aggrieved, and opponents of STV will argue
that a random choice has given a perverse result.

A general rule to cover cases of this type would
be to say that when all continuing candidates are tied
(whether for exclusion or for election), they are all to
be excluded, but only for the current preferences, all
later preferences being unaltered. If voting is seen as a
process of cutting off the top preference of each vote as
soon as the fate, election or exclusion, of the candidate
concerned has been decided, and reducing the value of
the vote in the case of election, then this proposal intro-
duces a new type of exclusion in which the top candi-
date is cut off in the normal way, but the candidate is
not removed from any other votes.

The above votes, but with two places to be filled, give
an example of a tie for election. Under the normal rules,
whichever candidate is elected first, each of the other
two has an equal chance of second place. So each of the
three candidates has 2/3 of a chance of being elected.
Under the proposals, A wins with 2 votes, B is elected
with 1, and C gets none.

A possible objection is that the proposal violates the
rule that later preferences must never be looked at until
the fate of earlier ones has been decided, and there is a
danger that it might discourage sincere voting, but this
seems unlikely, and is out-weighed by its advantages if
voting is sincere.

If Borda’s method of counting votes is used for tie-
breaking, this proposal would not be necessary; but it

has the advantage of being less of a departure from the
present system.

This tie is very unlikely except in small elections, but
it might well occur if partners are voting for a senior
partner. If the proposal is considered too sweeping,
it could be restricted to the case where the voters are
the same as the candidates, and they each vote first for
themselves. This would still give most of the benefits.

A powerful test of any proposed change to vote
counting is, “Would it, compared with other rules, make
any voters or candidates justifiably aggrieved, or lead to
insincere voting?” This proposal gains on the first test,
and only loses slightly on the second. Allowing par-
ties to put up more candidates than they can hope to get
in, and discouraging tactical voting, are also important,
but not likely to be affected by changes in tie-breaking
rules.

2 Editorial notes on tie breaking

The question of ties with STV has arisen several
times in Voting matters. The previous material can be
summarised as follows:

• Earl Kitchener in Issue 11 of Voting matters advo-
cates the use of Borda scores [1].

• David Hill in Issue 12 argues against the use of
Borda scores [2].

• Jeff O’Neill in Issue 18 notes that many rules
use a first-difference rule, but he advocates a last-
difference rule [3].

• Wichmann considers the use of computers in Issue
19. Here, the suggestion is that no specific rule is
needed and that the computer can try all options
and the result taken can be the most likely one [4].

• Earl Kitchener has returned to the subject with an
alternative proposal to Borda scores in a special
case which appears above.
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2.1 Existing rules

The ERS rules [6] and the Church of England rules use
the first-difference method in an attempt to break a tie.

The Meek algorithm [7] uses a deterministic algo-
rithm based upon a random number generator to break
a tie. No manual intervention is used. The New Zealand
variant uses a similar method.

When the Church of England rules are applied us-
ing a computer, then the software must break the ties
without manual intervention in a manner which is not
defined (by the rules).

For Ireland, the manual rules are being computer-
ized and have been used for three trial constituencies in
2002. Here, tie-breaking invokes a manual procedure,
ie, the computer software does not break the tie.

A curiosity is that in the Irish rules if when allocating
surplus remainders there is a tie of the fractional part,
the surplus vote is given to the candidate with the largest
total number of papers from that surplus; if that is also
tied then first difference is used.

It seems that a Condorcet comparison has been used
to resolve a strong tie between A and B (i.e. tie can’t
be broken by first/last difference) in very small manual
counts i.e. examine the papers to see how many times
A is ahead of B compared to vice versa.

2.2 Discussion

This section was produced as a result of an email
debate; those contributing included: James Gilmour,
David Hill, Michael Hodge, Joe Otten, Joe Wadsworth
and Douglas Woodall.

A number of issues arise from tie-breaking:

Are tie-breaking rules needed? Surely better to have
a rule than toss a coin?
If a rule like first-difference, fails to break the
tie, then drawing lots or some computer equiva-
lent is needed unless we allow later preferences
to be looked at. But the disadvantages remain
formidable as we are then unable to promise that
later choices cannot upset earlier ones. These extra
tie-breaking rules complicate the counting process,
since ties can arise in more than one way. It seems
that just drawing lots would be adequate.
If we are saying that for:

1 AB
1 BA
1 CA

fairness demands A is elected, the same would
apply to

1000 AB
1000 BA
1000 CA

So what about
999 AB

1000 BA
1000 CA

Or even
1000 AB
1001 BA
1000 CA

It seems that if the logic of looking at later pref-
erences is sound and compelling, then they should
be considered in these later examples. They are all
almost identical with almost the same support for
A, yet B wins with probability 1/3, 1 and 1/2 re-
spectively. If the 1/3 should be 0, on the grounds
of later preferences, perhaps the 1 or 1/2 should be
reduced too?
There seems nothing in the logic of the argument
that limits it to ties. Why not judge all exclusions
on the basis of ‘probability of election’ in some
sense given an analysis of all later preferences, lim-
ited only by a ‘probably-later-no-harm’ principle
defined statistically?
This would be a rival to STV, to be considered on
its merits, without muddying the waters by intro-
ducing features of it to STV for extremely marginal
benefits. The claim being made here is that we
want the Condorcet winner (or a similar result in
the multi-seat case) rather than the AV winner.
The argument is quite separate from tie breaking
as such, and Condorcet-type rules need paradox
breakers as well as tie breakers. If anything of the
sort is to be considered, then Sequential STV [8]
could be the starting point.

If rules are used, what criteria are appropriate?
There is significant opposition to using later
preferences in breaking a tie, see [2], for instance.
One can argue against this on the grounds that
it is hard to observe the difference between any
tie-breaking logic and a random choice.
There was significant support for using the last-
difference rule as opposed to the first-difference
rule. One correspondent wrote of the latter, “It
would be a bit like requiring the Speaker, in the
event of a tied vote in the House, to cast his vote
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not in favour of the status quo, but in favour of the
outcome that more closely resembled the very ear-
liest legislation ever passed on that question.” But
it can also be argued that any such rule is arbitrary
and, if it is not necessary to change, it is necessary
not to change.
The first-difference rule can have the effect of giv-
ing preference to first-preference votes as opposed
to transfers — this seems against the spirit of STV.
With a computer, one can experiment with differ-
ent procedures for breaking a tie. A reasonable
criterion would be the method that most reliably
resulted in the election of the candidates with the
highest probabilities of being elected from break-
ing the ties in all the possible ways. The special
case that Kitchener uses would always give the op-
timal result, but it is unclear how often that special
case arises.
The use of Borda scores is not liked by the sup-
porters for STV, but it is unclear if similar per-
verse results could be obtained if Borda scores
were introduced only to break ties.

The issue of voter satisfaction has been raised. It
certainly seems unsatisfactory that all the existing rules
will report a random choice for elections in which the
choice does not change the candidates elected. This is
quite common with candidates with very low numbers
of first-preferences. However, the following could be
proposed to measure voter satisfaction in a tie-breaking
rule:

• the method which maximizes the voters contribut-
ing to those elected;
Maximising voters seems to accord to the inclu-
sive view of STV which allows voters to be added
to those supporting an already elected candidate as
occurs with the Meek rules.
The conventional approach of the manual rules is
exclusive in which voters are not added to the list
of those supporting an already elected candidate.

• the method which minimizes the non-transferable
votes.
The conventional practice with the manual rules is
to minimise the non-transferable votes by consid-
ering transferable votes first when transferring sur-
plus. In contrast, the Meek rules do not do this.
However there are those who would claim that any
proposal artificially to reduce non-transferables is
immoral, in that it distorts what the voters have
asked for.
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Apportionment and Proportionality: A Measured View

P Kestelman
No email available.

1 Introduction

Collins (2003) English Dictionary defined ‘Propor-
tional Representation’ (PR) as: “representation of par-
ties in an elective body in proportion to the votes they
win”. Few elections translate every Party Vote-fraction
into the same Seat-fraction, thereby mediating exact
PR; and raising the question of when to describe an
election as full PR, semi-PR (‘broad PR’) or non-PR.

According to Gallagher, Marsh and Mitchell [11],
“Ireland uses the system of proportional representation
by means of the single transferable vote (PR-STV) at
parliamentary, local, and European Parliament elections
(the president, too is elected by the single transferable
vote)”. Presidential single-member STV is Alternative
Voting (AV), which also elects the Australian House of
Representatives.

Is AV therefore a PR electoral system? The Inde-
pendent Commission on the Voting System [13] — the
Jenkins Report — maintained that AV alone “is ca-
pable of substantially adding to [‘First-Past-the-Post’
(FPP)] disproportionality”. The more recent Indepen-
dent Commission on PR [12] affirmed that “AV can pro-
duce a hugely disproportionate result”.

How should we compare the Party disproportionality
of different electoral systems? Which is the fairest —
most proportional — electoral system? In other words,
how should disproportionality — departure from exact
PR — be quantified?

2 Apportionment

First consider the analogous question of the fairest
method of apportionment. Collins (2003) English Dic-
tionary defined ‘apportionment’ as: “U.S. government.
the proportional distribution of the seats in a legislative

body, esp. the House of Representatives, on the basis of
population”.

The USA has long wrestled with the problem of
the most representative apportionment; trying various
methods (Balinski and Young [1]). Table 4.1 gives the
apportionment of 105 Seats among 15 States in the first
(1791) House of Representatives, applying the main
five Divisor methods. For the five most and least pop-
ulous States, proportionality is measured as the ratio
between their aggregate Seat-fractions and Population-
fractions (S%/P%).

Adams, Dean and Hill yield the same apportion-
ment: slightly under-representing the five most popu-
lous States (S%/P% = 0.99); while over-representing
the five least populous States (S%/P% = 1.09). These
methods produce a Relative Bias of + 10 percent
(Bottom/Top third S%/P% = 1.09/0.99 = 1.10).

On the other hand, Jefferson over-represents the top
five States (S%/P% = 1.02); and under-represents
the least populous States (S%/P% = 0.89): a Rela-
tive Bias of – 13 percent (Bottom/Top third S%/P% =

0.89/1.02 = 0.87 = 1 − 0.13). With the lowest Rela-
tive Bias ( – 2 percent), Webster yields the fairest 1791
Apportionment.

Requiring at least one Seat per State usually over-
represents the least populous States. Eliminating that
constraint — so quantifying method-specific bias more
precisely — Table 4.1 (bottom panel) gives the Mean
Bias for all 22 USA apportionments (1791–2000). The
Webster (Sainte-Laguë) Method proved the least bi-
ased overall (averaging 0.1 percent); whereas Adams
(Smallest Divisor) and Jefferson (d’Hondt) were the
most biased (over 20 percent).

3 Apportioning England

Nearer home, Table 4.2 apportions 71 MEPs between
the nine English Regions, applying the five Divisor
methods to their 1999 Electorates. Adams and Dean co-
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incided but, despite identical Bottom/Top third Relative
Bias, differed slightly from Hill and Webster. Which
apportionment is fairer?

The European Parliament (Representation) Act 2003
prescribes that: “the ratio of electors to MEPs is as
nearly as possible the same in each electoral region”. In
testing fairness, the Electoral Commission [7] accepted
a measure that “involves calculating for each region the
difference between the number of electors per MEP for
that region and the overall number of electors per MEP,
and adding up all these differences (having ignored mi-
nus signs). The smaller this total is, the more equitable
the outcome”.

A little mathematical notation helps here. The over-
all number of Electors per MEP, E/S =

∑

ER/SR,
where

∑

(Sigma) denotes ‘Sum’ (over all Regions); ER

is the number of electors in a Region; and SR is the cor-
responding number of seats. Each Regional deviation is
the absolute difference (that is, ignoring negative signs)
between its ER/SR and E/S ; and

Total Deviation =
∑ | E/S − ER/SR |

= E/S
∑ | 1 − (ER/E)/(SR/S) |

= E/S
∑ | 1 − ER%/SR% | ,

where ER % and SR % are the Regional Elector- and
Seat- fractions (percent), respectively.

For any given apportionment, total Electors and
Seats — and thus E/S — are fixed: hence Regional
MEP apportionment is required to minimise

∑ | 1 −
ER%/SR% |. The UK statutory criterion implies the
Dean Method (Balinski and Young [1]).

Nonetheless, for the June 2004 European Elections,
the Electoral Commission [7] recommended the Web-
ster (Sainte-Laguë) Method, making the ratio of MEPs
to electors as nearly as possible the same in each Re-
gion (beyond the statutory minimum of three MEPs).
Based on December 2002 Regional electorates, Dean
and Webster apportionments coincided.

We may therefore define a Dean Index =

∑ |
1 − ER%/SR% |; and a Webster Index =

∑ |
1 − SR%/ER% |. Table 4.2 (bottom panel) confirms
that the Dean Method minimises the Dean Index; and
the Webster Method minimises the Webster Index.

4 Paradox and Proportionality

Overall measures of malapportionment (like the Dean
and Webster indices defined above) are better than par-
tial measures (like Bottom/Top third Relative Bias).

The Webster Method minimises total relative differ-
ences between Regional Elector-fractions and Seat-
fractions:

Webster Index =

∑ | 1 − SR%/ER% |
=

∑ | ER% − SR% | /ER%.

Total absolute differences between Regional Elector-
fractions and Seat-fractions are minimised by the
Hamilton Method (Largest Remainders: LR–Hare).

This Quota Method allocates to each Region the inte-
ger part of its proportional entitlement (number of Hare
Quotas: one Hare Quota = National Electors/National
Seats). Any residual seats are then allocated to the re-
gions with the largest fractional parts (remainders) of
Hare Quotas.

We may therefore define a Hamilton Index =

∑ |
ER% − SR% | ; minimised by the Hamilton Method.
Applied to all 22 USA apportionments (without seat
minima), Hamilton averages a (Bottom/Top third) Rela-
tive Bias of – 0.3 percent: differing insignificantly from
Webster ( – 0.1 percent).

Unlike Webster, the Hamilton Method of apportion-
ment is vulnerable to paradox: notably the Alabama
Paradox. The 1880 USA Census disclosed that, if to-
tal House size were increased from 299 to 300 seats,
then the Hamilton apportionment to Alabama would
have decreased from eight to seven seats (Balinski and
Young [1])!

That consideration excludes Hamilton as a method
of apportionment; though not necessarily for evaluating
malapportionment. So how best to quantify malappor-
tionment — or disproportionality?

5 Party Disproportionality

Gallagher [10] concluded that each PR method “mini-
mizes disproportionality according to the way it defines
disproportionality”. However, Lijphart [14] argued that
LR-Hare (Hamilton) and Sainte-Laguë (Webster) me-
diate “inherently greater proportionality” than d’Hondt
(Jefferson); thereby justifying proportionality measures
“biased in favour of LR-Hare”.

LR-Hare minimises the Loosemore-Hanby Index
(Loosemore and Hanby, [15]):

LHI (percent)= 1
2

∑ | VP % − SP % | ,
where VP %, SP % = Party Vote–, Seat–fractions (per-
cent).
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Compare the Hamilton Index =

∑ | ER%−SR% |,
as defined above. Halving the sum ensures that LHI
ranges 0–100 percent.

LHI is the ‘DV score’ mentioned by the Independent
Commission on the Voting System [13]; and as defined
by the Independent Commission on PR [12]. LHI com-
plements the Rose Proportionality Index (Mackie and
Rose, [16]) percent:

= 100− 1
2

∑ | VP %−SP % |= 100−LHI (percent).
Table 4.3 illustrates the calculation of LHI and

RPI for the 2004 European Parliamentary Election in
Britain. Over-represented and under-represented Party
Total Deviations are necessarily equal and opposite
(±14.7 percent in Table 4.3); and Party total over-
representation is simply the Loosemore-Hanby Index
(LHI = 14.7 percent).

6 Debate

As a measure of Party disproportionality, the
Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI) has been criti-
cised on three main grounds: for violating Dalton’s
Transfer Principle (Taagepera and Shugart [22]); for
being vulnerable to paradox (Gallagher [10]); and
for exaggerating the disproportionality of PR systems
involving many parties (Lijphart [14]).

Dalton’s Transfer Principle states that transferring
wealth from a richer to a poorer person decreases in-
equality, decreasing any inequality index (Taagepera
and Shugart [22]). However, transferring seats between
over-represented parties (or between under-represented
parties) leaves LHI unchanged.

Thus in the 2004 European Election in Britain (Table
4.3), imagine the Conservatives (from 27 to 25 seats)
losing two seats to Labour (from 19 to 21 seats). Then
both Party deviations would converge (SP % − VP % =

from + 9.3 to + 6.6 percent, and from + 2.7 to + 5.4 per-
cent, respectively); decreasing GhI (from 8.3 to 7.7 per-
cent), leaving LHI unchanged (14.7 percent). However,
Party total over-representation remains unchanged: so
why should overall disproportionality change?

Minimised by LR-Hare (Hamilton), LHI is suscepti-
ble to the paradoxes of that Quota method (Gallagher
[10]). Because Sainte-Laguë (Webster) is the least bi-
ased Divisor method — and immune to paradox — Gal-
lagher [10] recommended a Sainte-Laguë Index “as
the standard measure of disproportionality”:

SLI (percent) =

∑

(VP % − SP %)
2/VP %.

However, in a single-member constituency, if the
winner receives under half of all votes, then SLI ex-
ceeds 100 percent (unlike LHI, which measures unrep-
resented — wasted — votes).

Nowadays, Gallagher [10] is mainly cited for his
‘Least Squares Index’:

GhI (percent)=
√

1
2

∑

(VP % − SP %)
2.

Also minimised by LR–Hare, GhI is subject to the
same paradoxes as LHI. Gallagher [10] saw GhI as “a
happy medium” between LHI and the Rae Index (Rae
[18]):

RaI (percent) =

∑ | VP % − SP % | /N ,
where N = Number of parties (VP % > 0.5 percent).

Thus RaI measures average deviation per Party;
whereas LHI measures (half) Total Deviation. Yet why
hybridise such conceptually distinct measures in one
measure (GhI)?

Taagepera and Grofman [21] have attributed the re-
cent shift, from LHI towards GhI, “to sensitivity to
party system concentration”; based on the intuition of
Lijphart [14] that a few large deviations (VP %− SP %)
should be evaluated as more disproportional overall
than many small deviations with the same Total Devi-
ation (and hence LHI). It remains unclear why larger
Party deviations should be potentiated; and smaller ones
attenuated.

For example, in the 2004 European Election in
Britain, exact GhI was 8.3 percent. However, aggre-
gating unrepresented parties (SP % = 0.0 percent: Ta-
ble 4.3) increases GhI to 10.7 percent; leaving LHI
unchanged (14.7 percent). In the process, Party total
under-representation has not changed: so why should
Total Disproportionality change? Likewise, in single-
member constituencies, GhI depends on the division of
votes among losing candidates.

Monroe [17] proposed an inequity index rather simi-
lar to GhI:

MrI(percent) =

√

∑

(VP % − SP %)
2

1 +

∑

(VP %/100)2

LR-Hare also minimises MrI; which falls below 100
percent for extreme disproportionality involving more
than two parties (like GhI, but unlike LHI).

Taagepera and Shugart [22] mentioned an electoral
analogue of the widespread Gini Inequality Index, with
several examples; but without defining any Gini Dis-
proportionality Index (GnI). It turns out that GnI (per-
cent):
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=

∑ ∑ | (VP % × SQ%) − (SP % × VQ%) | /200

Thus GnI sums the absolute differences between the
SP %/VP % ratios of every pair of parties, weighted by
the product of their vote-fractions (VP %/100). This
complex GnI satisfies Dalton’s Transfer Principle; and
aggregating unrepresented parties (SP % = 0.0 percent)
leaves GnI unchanged (like LHI and SLI).

Taagepera and Grofman [21] evaluated 19 dispro-
portionality indices against 12 criteria, sustaining five
measures: LHI; GhI; SLI (‘chi-square’); MrI; and GnI.
Nonetheless, they overlooked both a Farina Index (FrI)
and a Borooah Index (BrI).

Woodall [24] cited JEG Farina for a vector-based
measure of Party Total Disproportionality: the angle
between two multidimensional vectors, whose coordi-
nates are Party vote and seat numbers. Its fraction of a
right angle defines a Farina Index, FrI (percent) =

arccos

[

∑

(SP % × VP %)

√

∑

SP %
2 × ∑

VP %
2

]

× 100/90◦

ranging 0–100 percent (instead of 0–90 degrees).
Borooah [2] proposed an electoral analogue of the

Atkinson Inequality Index, depending on “society’s
aversion to inequality” (like Gini, originally measur-
ing income inequality). Establishing national ‘Societal
Aversion to Disproportionality’ seems arbitrary; while
a moderate value (SAD = 2) defines a Borooah Index,

BrI (percent) = 100 − 1/[
∑

(SP %/100)2/VP %],
ranging 0–100 percent.

7 Correlations

For 82 general elections in 23 countries (1979–89), Gal-
lagher [10] reported high correlations between LHI,
GhI and SLI. Graphing high correlations between LHI,
GhI, SLI and FrI, Wichmann [23] noted that central
placement reinforced LHI.

Table 4.4 gives the correlations between all seven in-
dices in the last 44 UK general elections (1832–2005).
Most notably, LHI proved very highly correlated with
GnI; GhI with MrI; and SLI with BrI (R > 0.99). In-
deed, LHI and GnI were highly correlated (R > 0.95)
with all other measures of Party Total Disproportional-
ity.

8 Proportionality Criteria

The Independent Commission on the Voting System
[13] observed that “full proportionality ... is generally
considered to be achieved as fully as is normally prac-
ticable if [LHI%] falls in the range of 4 to 8”. More
generously, we might allow LHI under 10 percent to
characterise full PR. LHI ranging 10–15 percent could
then encompass semi-PR (‘broad PR’); with LHI over
15 percent constituting non-PR.

In UK general elections (FPP) since World War I,
LHIs have ranged from 27 percent (1918); to only four
percent (1951) — ironically, when the Conservatives
won fewer votes, but more seats, than Labour (Rallings
and Thrasher [19]). In the last nine general elections
(1974–2005: Table 4.5), LHIs have ranged 15–24 per-
cent, averaging 20 percent: clearly non-PR.

What of the nominally PR elections, introduced in
Britain since 1997? In the 1999 and 2004 European Par-
liamentary elections, Regional d’Hondt yielded LHIs of
14.1–14.7 percent (between Party List votes and MEPs)
nationwide: barely semi-PR. Likewise applied region-
ally, either Sainte-Laguë (LHI = 6.1–8.4 percent), or
LR–Hare (LHI = 6.1–5.4 percent), would have medi-
ated full PR. So the method used here can make a con-
siderable difference.

In the 1999 and 2003 Scottish Parliament and Na-
tional Assembly for Wales elections, between Party
List votes and Total (FPP Constituency + Additional
Regional) seats, LHIs ranged 11–14 percent. The 2000
and 2004 London Assembly elections (also FPP-plus,
but with a five percent Party Vote Threshold) yielded
similar Party List LHIs of 14–15 percent. Thus all
three British Regional Assemblies remain semi-PR at
best (Independent Commission on PR [12]).

In contrast, both 1998 and 2003 Northern Ire-
land Assembly elections (multi-member STV) medi-
ated First Preference LHIs of only 6.0–6.4 percent: full
PR. Table 4.6 ranks UK national and regional election
LHIs over the past decade (1995–2005).

9 Vote Transferability and District
Magnitude

Transferable voting complicates evaluating the dispro-
portionality of both AV and multi-member STV. First
Count LHI is not the sole criterion; though Final
Count LHI over-estimates Party proportionality (Gal-
lagher [9]). For comparing transferable voting with
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other electoral systems, averaging First and Final Count
LHIs appears reasonable.

Under Alternative Voting (AV), in the last nine gen-
eral elections in Australia (1983–2004), First Count
LHI ranged 12–20 percent, averaging 16 percent (Table
4.5): practically non-PR. Final Count LHI ranged 5–13
percent, averaging eight percent (PR); while mean First
+ Final Count LHI averaged 12 percent: semi-PR over-
all (compare Table 4.6).

So much for empirical claims that AV “is capable of
substantially adding to [FPP] disproportionality” (Inde-
pendent Commission on the Voting System, [13]). FPP
votes — involving tactical considerations — should not
only be compared with AV First Preferences.

Taagepera and Shugart [22] called AV ‘semi-PR’;
and attributed any ‘semi-PR effect’ in multi-member
STV elections to low District Magnitude (M = Num-
ber of Seats per Constituency). As Gallagher [9] noted:
“the smaller the constituency [M], the greater the po-
tential for disproportionality”; and reported decreasing
LHI with increasing STV District Magnitude in 16 Irish
general elections (1927–1973).

Table 4.7 gives national aggregate LHI, by District
Magnitude and Count, in the last 13 Irish general elec-
tions (1961–2002). Between such low District Magni-
tudes (M = 3–5), disproportionality might be expected
to fall steeply: so the relative insignificance of all LHI
differences is remarkable.

Overall, First Count LHIs ranged 3–13 percent (aver-
aging seven percent); Final Count LHIs ranged 1–7 per-
cent (averaging three percent); and mean First + Final
Count LHI averaged only five percent (and 6–7 percent
for M = 3–5). Virtually regardless of District Magni-
tude, multi-member STV mediates full PR.

10 Conclusions

Sainte-Laguë (Webster) is the most equitable method
of apportionment — and the most proportional elec-
toral principle. The d’Hondt (Jefferson) Method over-
represents the most populous regions (and the most
popular parties).

Not much has changed since Gallagher [10] lamented
“surprisingly little discussion of what exactly we mean
by proportionality and how we should measure it”.
Certainly, Party disproportionality indices have pro-
liferated; among which the Loosemore-Hanby Index
(LHI) — straightforwardly measuring Party total over-
representation — remains the most serviceable. More-

over, such absolute disproportionality is what matters
politically [14, 21].

Continuing debate on the ‘best’ measure of dispro-
portionality may distract attention from the main task
of evaluating the relative disproportionality of differ-
ent electoral systems. Taagepera and Grofman [21]
marginally preferred the Gallagher Index (GhI); allow-
ing that its advantages over LHI were debatable.

LHI fails Dalton’s Transfer Principle; yet transfer-
ring seats between over- (or under-) represented parties
should arguably not change a measure of Total Dispro-
portionality. LHI, GhI and MrI alike remain vulnera-
ble to the paradoxes of the Largest Remainders (LR-
Hare/Hamilton) Method.

The Sainte-Laguë Index (SLI) is unsuitable for mea-
suring Party Total Disproportionality. Fortunately
highly correlated with LHI, the Gini Disproportionality
Index (GnI) is rather complicated to explain and calcu-
late (virtually necessitating computerisation). Interest-
ingly, Riedwyl and Steiner [20] traced the LHI concept
back to Gini (1914–15).

Settling for the most elementary LHI clearly demon-
strates that, in recent UK general elections, FPP has
proved non-PR. Even nominally PR elections in Britain
have barely mediated semi-PR. Yet in both North-
ern Ireland Assembly elections, multi-member Single
Transferable Voting has yielded full PR of Party First
Preferences.

Allowing for vote transferability, STV has also me-
diated full PR in recent Irish general elections; hardly
affected by District Magnitude (between three and five
seats per constituency). Likewise in Australia, Alterna-
tive Voting has arguably proved semi-PR; and certainly
no more disproportional than First-Past-the-Post.
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Table 4.1: State Population, Seat Apportionment and Relative Bias

(Bottom/Top third most populous States), by Divisor Method: House of Representatives, USA: 1791
Apportionment; and 1791–2000 Mean Bias (22 Apportionments, without seat minima).

State of Union Population Divisor Method: Number of Seats (S)
(P ) Adams Dean Hill Webster Jefferson

Total (USA) 3,615,920 105 105 105 105 105
Virginia 630,560 18 18 18 18 19
Massachusetts 475,327 14 14 14 14 14
Pennsylvania 432,879 12 12 12 13 13
North Carolina 353,523 10 10 10 10 10
New York 331,589 10 10 10 10 10

Maryland 278,514 8 8 8 8 8
Connecticut 236,841 7 7 7 7 7
South Carolina 206,236 6 6 6 6 6
New Jersey 179,570 5 5 5 5 5
New Hampshire 141,822 4 4 4 4 4

Vermont 85,533 3 3 3 2 2
Georgia 70,835 2 2 2 2 2
Kentucky 68,705 2 2 2 2 2
Rhode Island 68,446 2 2 2 2 2
Delaware 55,540 2 2 2 2 1
Top third (5) 2,223,878 64 64 64 65 66
Bottom third (5) 349,059 11 11 11 10 9

Seat/ Population Top third 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.02
fraction (S%/P%) Bottom third 1.09 1.09 1.09 0.99 0.89

1791 Relative Bias, percent * +10 +10 +10 –2 –13

1791–2000 Mean Bias, percent * +20.3 +7.0 + 5.0 –0.1 –20.7

* Relative Bias: Percentage deviation from unity of ratio between Seat/Population (or S%/P%) ratios of
Bottom/Top third most populous States.

Data Source: Balinski and Young [1].
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Table 4.2: Regional Electors, Seat Apportionment and Relative Bias

(Bottom/Top third most populous Regions) and Malapportionment Index, by Divisor Method: MEPs,
England, 1999.

Region Electors Divisor Method: Number of Seats (S)
(E) Adams Dean Hill Webster Jefferson

Total (England) 37,079,720 71 71 71 71 71
South East 6,023,991 11 11 12 12 12
North West 5,240,321 10 10 10 10 10
London 4,972,495 10 10 9 9 10

Eastern 4,067,524 8 8 8 8 8
West Midlands 4,034,992 8 8 8 8 8
Yorkshire & Humber 3,795,388 7 7 7 7 7

South West 3,775,332 7 7 7 7 7
East Midlands 3,199,711 6 6 6 6 6
North East 1,969,966 4 4 4 4 3
Top third (3) 16,236,807 31 31 31 31 32
Bottom third (3) 8,945,009 17 17 17 17 16

Seat-/Electorate- Top third 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.997 1.029
fraction (S%/E%) Bottom third 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.934

Relative Bias, percent * –0.46 –0.46 –9.24

Malapportionment Dean 30.96 30.98 50.01
Index (percent) † Webster 31.22 31.07 45.05

* Relative Bias: Percentage deviation from unity of ratio between Seat/Electorate (or S%/E%) ratios of
Regions with Bottom/Top third most electors.

† Malapportionment Index:
Dean Index (percent) =

∑ | 1 − ER%/SR% | ×100 ; and
Webster Index (percent) =

∑ | 1 − SR%/ER% | ×100 :

Data Source: Electoral Commission [6].
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Table 4.3: Analysis of Party Votes and Seats

Number, Fraction and Loosemore-Hanby Index: European Election (d’Hondt Regional Closed Party Lists):
Britain, June 2004.

Party Number Fraction, percent Seat–Vote Fraction
Votes Seats Votes Seats Deviation, percent
(VP ) (SP ) (VP %) (SP %) (SP % − VP %) *

Total (Britain) 16,448,605 75 100.0 100.0 0.0
Conservative 4,397,090 27 26.7 36.0 +9.3
Labour 3,718,683 19 22.6 25.3 +2.7
UK Independence 2,650,768 12 16.1 16.0 –0.1
Liberal Democrat 2,452,327 12 14.9 16.0 +1.1

Green 1,028,283 2 6.3 2.7 –3.6
Scottish National 231,505 2 1.4 2.7 +1.3
Plaid Cymru 159,888 1 1.0 1.3 +0.4
Others (unrepresented) 1,810,061 0 11.0 0.0 –11.0
Over-represented * 10,959,493 61 66.6 81.3 +14.7†
Under-represented 5,489,112 14 33.4 18.7 –14.7

* Over-represented Party SP % > VP % (under-represented SP % < VP %).

† Loosemore-Hanby Index (LHI) = Party total over-representation
=

1
2

∑ | VP % − SP % |= 14.7 percent.
Rose Proportionality Index (RPI) = Complement of Party total over-representation = 100.0 – 14.7 = 85.3

percent.

Data Source: Guardian, 16 June 2004.

Table 4.4: Correlations between Seven Party Total Disproportionality Indices

UK (FPP: 44 general elections), 1832–2005.
Values as percentages.

Index LHI GhI SLI MrI GnI FrI BrI
LHI – 96.4 91.0 97.7 98.1 96.5 91.4
GhI – 84.8 99.8 94.0 96.4 86.1
SLI – 86.4 92.3 84.7 99.5
MrI – 95.4 97.2 87.5
GnI – 94.7 93.0
FrI – 85.6

Mean Index 11.5 9.2 11.4 11.2 13.4 11.8 9.6

Data sources: Electoral Commission [5]; Rallings and Thrasher [19] and Guardian, 7 May 2005.
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Table 4.5: Loosemore-Hanby Index

Last Nine General Elections in UK (FPP), 1974–2005;
and Australia (AV), 1983–2004.

UK : FPP: Australia: AV Count: LHI, percent
Election LHI, percent Election First Final *
Feb 1974 19.9 1983 15.2 11.2
Oct 1974 19.0 1984 11.8 7.9

1979 15.3 1987 13.6 9.8
1983 24.2 1990 17.1 5.0
1987 20.9 1993 14.1 7.4

1992 18.0 1996 18.8 12.6
1997 21.2 1998 20.5 6.4
2001 22.1 2001 18.2 4.9
2005 20.7 2004 15.8 6.6

1974–2005 Mean 20.1 1983–2004 Mean 16.1 8.0
( First + Final ) ( 12.0 )

* AV Final Count: Two-Candidate Preferred (excluding few non-transferable votes: in Australia, valid voting
necessitates rank-ordering all AV preferences).

Data Sources: Rallings and Thrasher [19]; Electoral Commission [5]; and Australian Electoral Commission
(personal communications, 1988–2005).

Table 4.6: Loosemore-Hanby Index

By Assembly, Electoral System and Election (Year): UK, 1995–2005.

Assembly Electoral System Year LHI, percent
House of Commons (UK MPs) FPP 2001 22.1

(First-Past-the-Post) 2005 20.7
European Parliament (British MEPs) CPL (Closed Party List: 1999 14.1

Regional d’Hondt) 2004 14.7
London Assembly FPP + 44% CPL 2000 14.8

(Party List VP % > 5%) 2004 13.6
National Assembly for Wales FPP + 33% CPL 1999 11.2

(Regional d’Hondt) 2003 14.1
Scottish Parliament FPP + 43% CPL 1999 10.5

(Regional d’Hondt) 2003 12.5
Northern Ireland Assembly STV (Six Seats 1998 6.0 to 3.8*

per Constituency) 2003 6.4 to 5.4*

* First to Final count (excluding non-transferable votes).

Data Sources: Chief Electoral Officer for Northern Ireland [3]; Electoral Commission [5]; Electoral Office for
Northern Ireland [8]; Rallings and Thrasher [19]; Guardian, 6 May 2000, 3 May 2003 and 7 May 2005; Times,

12 June 2004.
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Table 4.7: National Aggregate Loosemore-Hanby Index

By STV District Magnitude, Count and Election:
Irish Republic, 1961–2002.

Election District Magnitude (Seats per STV Constituency):
LHI, percent ( First to Final Count* )

Year (Month) Total 3 4 5
1961 8.4 to 3.4 9.4 to 4.5 10.7 to 7.1 9.7 to 4.7
1965 3.2 to 2.3 3.2 to 2.0 6.0 to 5.8 4.2 to 2.1
1969 7.1 to 4.5 7.3 to 4.6 7.5 to 4.5 4.3 to 2.0
1973 4.3 to 1.2 4.5 to 2.4 4.6 to 2.6 7.3 to 8.9

1977 7.4 to 4.1 7.3 to 6.0 9.7 to 4.1 8.5 to 1.1
1981 5.8 to 2.4 4.6 to 2.3 10.2 to 2.6 5.3 to 4.0

1982 (Feb) 3.4 to 1.9 2.6 to 2.0 4.4 to 2.8 4.2 to 1.1
1982 (Nov) 4.2 to 1.9 2.6 to 3.8 7.2 to 3.0 4.7 to 3.4

1987 9.9 to 1.3 10.5 to 7.3 10.9 to 2.8 10.1 to 2.2
1989 7.1 to 2.4 6.0 to 3.9 8.9 to 2.5 7.8 to 2.6
1992 8.2 to 3.7 9.8 to 3.6 10.5 to 5.6 8.5 to 3.9
1997 12.9 to 5.1 14.9 to 6.9 16.2 to 6.7 13.2 to 5.7
2002 12.6 to 6.6 15.8 to 10.4 14.2 to 6.3 11.4 to 5.6

1961–2002 Mean 7.3 to 3.1 7.6 to 4.6 9.3 to 4.3 7.6 to 3.6
(First + Final) (5.2) (6.1) (6.8) (5.6)

* Final Count: Excluding non-transferable votes.

Data source: Dáil Éireann (1962–2003).
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Editorial

The delay in producing this issue is due to the lack of
material. An issue is produced when about 20 pages of
articles are available.

There are 3 papers in this issue:

• Jeff O’Neill: Fast Algorithms for Counting Ranked
Ballots.

Many years ago, the speed of undertaking a com-
puter count was an issue. Computers are now fast
enough for this not to be a serious concern. This
paper shows that comparatively modest changes in
the way a program operates can make significant
changes to the speed of counting.

• Brian Wichmann:Changing the Irish STV Rules.

The Republic of Ireland has used STV since its
independence, but used a counting rule in which
the order of the ballot papers could potentially
change the result, albeit rather infrequently. This
paper considers a change to the Meek rules which
is assessed by means of computer simulation.

• Franz Ombler:Booklet position effects, and two
new statistics to gauge voter understanding of the
need to rank candidates in preferential elections.

The use of STV in New Zealand is a very wel-
come development. The New Zealand elections
randomised the order in which candidates were
listed in ballot papers for some elections, but not in
an accompanying booklet given to all voters. This
paper demonstrates effects of the booklet and pro-
poses measures of voter understanding of the im-
portance of ranking their chosen candidates.

We have an innovation with this issue which is
actually some additional material under the heading
Internet Resourceson the McDougall web site. The
additional material is in the form of links to papers or
references that are being used inVoting matterscontri-
butions. Hypertext links are typically too long to han-
dle easily by means of printing, and therefore present
a problem in producingVoting matters. There is also
an additional hazard with such links as they can be re-
moved or their position changed. The web site should

be able to record changes and record material that has
been lost.

Lastly, a report on electronic voting produced by the
Irish Commission should be available shortly on their
web site at:http://www.cev.ie/.

TV voting

There is an increasing use of popular voting associ-
ated with TV programmes, which, unfortunately, does
not include preferential voting. With a programme like
BBC’s Big Read, one wonders what the result would
have been. For instance, if one could (somehow) ar-
range preferential voting in which is the voters had read
the books in their list, how wouldWar and Peacehave
compared withHarry Potter?

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Fast Algorithms for Counting Ranked Ballots

Jeffrey C. O’Neill
jco8@cornell.edu

1 Introduction

This paper shows how some vote-counting methods
can be implemented significantly faster by organizing
ranked-ballot data into a tree rather than a list. I will
begin by explaining how the tree data structure works
and then apply it to Meek’s method and Condorcet vot-
ing.

2 Tree-Packed Ballots

The most basic way of storing ballots is in a list. For
example, suppose Alice, Bob, and Cindy are candidates
and we have ten voters. The votes could be stored in a
list, where each line corresponds to a ballot, and within
each line, the candidates are listed in order of prefer-
ence. I call this raw or unpacked ballot data, and an
example is shown in Figure 1.1.

In this example, as is inevitable in any real elec-
tion with ranked ballots, some voters will cast the exact
same ballot. Instead, one could store only one copy of

Alice, Cindy
Cindy
Cindy, Alice
Bob
Bob
Alice
Cindy, Alice
Alice
Alice, Bob, Cindy
Bob

Figure 1.1: Raw ballots.

duplicate ballots along with the number of times the bal-
lot occurred. I call this list-packed ballots. Figure 1.2
shows the same ballots from Figure 1.1 packed into a
list.

Many vote-counting methods can use list-packed bal-
lots instead of raw ballots and save computations. For
example IRV, ERS97 STV, and Meek’s method can all
use list-packed ballots but Cambridge and Irish STV
cannot. The reason Cambridge and Irish STV cannot
is that the outcome is dependent on the order of the bal-
lots, and order information is lost with list-packed bal-
lots.

The ballots, however, can be packed even more
densely into a tree, what I call tree-packed ballots. Fig-
ure 1.3 shows the same ballots packed into a tree. The
root of the tree lists the total number of ballots, which
is ten. From the root, branches go downward corre-
sponding to the first-ranked candidates. The subse-
quent nodes list the number of times that candidate was
ranked first on a ballot. Note that these three num-
bers add up to ten. The second level corresponds to the
second-ranked candidates listed after the corresponding
first-ranked candidates. Note that no candidate is ever
ranked second after Bob. Further, note that four ballots
have Alice first, but only two ballots list a candidate sec-
ond after Alice. This is because two of the four voters
who listed Alice first did not rank a candidate second.

For the three data structures, the size of the data struc-

3 Bob
2 Cindy, Alice
2 Alice
1 Cindy
1 Alice, Cindy
1 Alice, Bob, Cindy

Figure 1.2: List-packed ballots.
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Figure 1.3: Tree-packed ballots.

ture corresponds to the number of entries, which is the
number of times that candidate names are stored. For
example, the size of the data structure in Figure 1.1 is
15, the size of the data structure in Figure 1.2 is 10,
and the size of the data structure in Figure 1.3 is 7 (the
root node isn’t counted). Table 1.3 shows the sizes of
the three data structures for the ballots from eight elec-
tions. B is the number of ballots, C is the number of
candidates, and S is the number of seats to be filled.

List-packed ballots are 65% of the size of raw ballots.
Tree-packed ballots are 45% of the size of list-packed
ballots and 29% of the size of raw ballots. I expect
the computation time of a particular implementation to
be roughly proportional to the size of the data struc-
ture used. Thus, I expect the computation time with
tree-packed ballots to be about 45% of the computation
time with list-packed ballots. The more complicated
data structures will also add some overhead that will in-
crease the computation time to some extent.

Before presenting the details of implementing vote-
counting methods with the different data structures, I
will present the timing results with the different data
structures. The timing results should only be consid-
ered in a rough sense since the efficiency of the par-
ticular implementations may vary. All timing results
are cumulative for the above eight elections and are in
seconds. First, the times in seconds for loading, load-
ing and list packing, and loading and tree-packing are
shown in Table 1.1.

Next I compare the computation times for a number
of vote-counting methods using list-packed and tree-
packed ballots. Because the relationship between raw
and list-packed ballots is obvious, those times are not

Data Structure Time
Load and No Packing 17.7
Load and List Pack 26.7
Load and Tree Pack 31.1

Table 1.1: Comparison of loading and packing times (in
seconds).

Method List Tree
SNTV 0.6
IRV 1.2
ERS97 STV 5.5
BC STV 4.7
Meek STV 32.8 5.9 (18%)
Warren STV 30.8 3.0 (10%)
Condorcet 13.3 7.7 (59%)

Table 1.2: Timing of vote-counting methods with list-
packed and tree-packed ballots (in seconds). The per-
centages in parenthesis indicate the computation time
of the tree-packed implementation relative to the list-
packed implementation.

compared in this paper.1 Further, only the slower meth-
ods are implemented with tree-packed ballots because
these are the only ones that are in need of improvement.
The methods are single non-transferable vote (SNTV),
instant runoff voting (IRV), Electoral Reform Society
STV (ERS97 STV), STV rules proposed for British
Columbia in 2005 (BC STV), Meek STV, Warren STV,
and Condorcet.2 The computation times are shown in
seconds in Table 1.2. The percentages in parentheses
indicate the computation time of the tree-packed imple-
mentation relative to the list-packed implementation.

While we expected the computation times with tree-
packed ballots to be 45% of the times for list-packed
ballots, they are much faster for Meek and Warren STV.
Why this is so will be explained below.

1Implementing a particular method with raw or list-packed bal-
lots uses nearly the same code. The code iterates over the raw ballots
or iterates over the list-packed ballots. The computation time is sim-
ply proportional to the number of loop iterations. In contrast, with
tree-packed ballots, the code needs to be rewritten from scratch as is
discussed below.

2The timing for Condorcet is only for computing the pairwise
comparison matrix. Computing the Condorcet winner from the pair-
wise comparison matrix is generally much faster than computing the
pairwise computation matrix.
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3 Meek STV with Tree-Packed Ballots

I will now give the details of how to implement Meek
STV using tree-packed ballots. The process is very sim-
ilar for Warren STV. A full description of Meek STV is
beyond the scope of this paper [1, 2, 3]. Instead, I will
present the details most relevant to the fast implemen-
tation.

In each stage of counting votes with Meek STV, all
the votes must be counted from scratch. This is distinct
from other STV methods where some votes are simply
transferred from one candidate to another and a full re-
count is not necessary at each round. With Meek STV,
each candidate is assigned a fraction, f[c], where c de-
notes the candidate. At the beginning of the count, all
the fractions are 1.0, and the fractions remain 1.0 as
long as a candidate is under the quota. When a candi-
date has more than a quota, the fraction essentially dis-
counts the value of that candidate’s votes to bring the
candidate back down to a quota. With a discount less
than 1.0, the subsequently ranked candidates on a ballot
will receive a portion of the vote.

In each round of a Meek STV count, the fractions f[c]
will be updated and the ballots recounted. The follow-
ing is a segment of Python pseudo-code for counting
ballots for one round of a Meek count. Note that it uses
list-packed ballots. The ith packed ballot is b.packed[i]
and the corresponding weight of that packed ballot is
b.weight[i].

# Iterate over all of the ballots.
for i in range(nBallots):

# Each ballot is worth one vote.
remainder = 1.0
# Iterate over the candidates on this ballot.
for c in b.packed[i]:

# If the candidate is already eliminated
# then skip to the next candidate on the
# ballot.
if c in losers:

continue
# This candidate gets a portion
# of this ballot. For the first non-losing
# candidate on the ballot, the remainder will
# be 1.0. If the candidate is under quota,
# then f[c] is also 1.0 and this candidate
# gets all of the ballot. Otherwise the
# candidate gets less than the full value,
# and will share the ballot with
# subsequently ranked candidates.
count[c] += remainder * f[c] * b.weight[i]
# Calculate how much of this ballot remains,
# if any, to be counted for subsequently
# ranked candidates.
remainder *= 1 - f[c]
# Stop if this ballot is used up.
if remainder == 0:

break

This code can be rewritten to use tree-packed ballots.

The computations are exactly the same as before, they
are just done in a different order so that similar compu-
tations can be done together. Consider the ten ballots
presented above. Alice is ranked first on four ballots.
With list-packed ballots, it would take three loop itera-
tions to count these three ballots, but with tree-packed
ballots all the first-place votes for Alice are counted at
the same time, thus saving computations.

The code is more complicated, because it involves
a depth-first traversal of the tree. The following shows
how the nodes of the tree are accessed and also the order
of a depth-first traversal.

tree[n] = 10
tree[Alice][n] = 4
tree[Alice][Bob][n] = 1
tree[Alice][Bob][Cindy][n] = 1
tree[Alice][Cindy][n] = 1
tree[Bob][n] = 3
tree[Cindy][n] = 3
tree[Cindy][Alice][n] = 2

A convenient way to implement the depth-first traver-
sal is to use a recursive subroutine. Note that the sub-
routine calls itself by passing one branch of the tree,
which is just a smaller tree, and possibly a diminished
value for the remainder.

def updateCountMeek(tree, remainder):
# Iterate over the next possible candidates.
for c in tree.nextCands():

# Copy the remainder for each iteration.
rrr = remainder
# Skip over losing candidates.
if c not in losers:

# Count the votes as before but weight with
# the tree-packed data instead of the
# list-packed data.
count[c] += rrr * f[c] * tree[c][n]
# Calculate how much of this ballot remains,
# if any, to be counted for subsequently
# ranked candidates.
rrr *= 1 - f[c]

# If there are any candidates ranked after
# the current one and this ballot is not used
# up, then recursively repeat this procedure.
if tree[c].nextCands() != [] and rrr > 0:

updateCountMeek(tree[c], rrr)

The initial call to the subroutine uses the base of the
tree, and as before, the initial value of the remainder is
1.0

updateCountMeek(self.b.tree, 1.0)

Now that I have explained the fast algorithm, I can
explain why it works much faster than expected. The
unexpected speed increase arises from the fact that in
any STV election, it is overwhelmingly the top choices
on the ballots that are counted. In the first round of
a Meek election, only the first-ranked candidates are
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counted. Consider the ballots for the Dublin North 2002
election. With list-packed ballots, one needs to count
the 138,647 weighted ballots, but with tree-packed bal-
lots, one needs to count only the twelve nodes of the tree
corresponding to the first rankings of the twelve candi-
dates. As the rounds progress, more and more nodes in
the tree will be needed for the count, but generally this
will be far less than the total number of nodes in the tree
and even further less than the number of list-packed bal-
lots.

Readers who understand the differences between
Meek STV and Warren STV will immediately realize
why Warren STV is much faster than Meek STV with
the tree-packed ballots: Warren STV is less likely than
Meek STV to use lower-ranked choices on a ballot.

4 Condorcet with Tree-Packed Ballots

Tree-packed ballots can also be used to compute the
pairwise comparison matrix in a Condorcet election.
The pairwise comparison matrix, pMat[c][d], counts
the number of times that candidate c is ranked higher
than candidate d on the ballots. Computing the pairwise
comparison matrix is straightforward with list-packed
ballots:

# Iterate over all the ballots.
for i in range(nBallots):

# Copy the list of candidates.
remainingC = candidates[:]
# Iterate over the candidates the ballot.
for c in b.packed[i]:
# Get list of lower-ranked candidates.
remainingC.remove(c)
# Iterate over all lower-ranked candidates.
for d in remainingC:

# c is ranked higher than d.
pMat[c][d] += b.weight[i]

This code can also be rewritten to use tree-packed
ballots. As before it involves the depth-first traversal of
the tree.

def ComputePMat(tree, remainingC):
# remainingC is a list of candidates not higher in
# the ballot than the current candidate. Initially
# it is a list of all the candidates.
# Iterate over the next possible candidates.
for c in tree.nextCands():
# Copy the list of remaining candidates.
rc = remainingC
# Remove candidate from remaining list.
rc.remove(c)
for d in rc:

# Current candidate is ranked higher than
# candidates in remaining list.
pMat[c][d] += tree[c][n]

# Continue if more candidates.
if tree[c].nextCands() != []:

ComputePMat(tree[c], rc)

# First call is with entire tree and list of all
# candidates.
ComputePMat(tree, allCands)

Computing the pairwise comparison matrix is faster
with tree-packed ballots, but the improvement is not
nearly as great as for Meek STV. The reason for this
is that computing the pairwise comparison matrix re-
quires traversing the entire tree, thus the computation
times are roughly proportional to the relative sizes of
the data structures. The overhead involved with us-
ing tree-packed ballots makes the implementation with
tree-packed ballots a little slower than expected.

5 Conclusions

Using tree-packed ballots instead of other data struc-
tures can greatly increase the speed of some vote-
counting methods. Such speed improvements need to
be weighed against the time needed to create the tree-
packed ballots and the cost of maintaining more com-
plex code. Meek and Warren STV are approximately
five and ten times faster, respectively, with tree-packed
ballots than with list-packed ballots. Such enormous
speed improvements clearly outweigh the costs. In con-
trast, with Condorcet voting, the time saved is about
equal to the time required for tree-packing the ballots
so any benefits are minimal. Other methods, such as
ERS97 STV and BC STV, are so fast with list-packed
ballots that tree-packed ballots are clearly not benefi-
cial.

My implementation of all of the vote counting meth-
ods mentioned in this paper (and others) is available for
download athttp://stv.sourceforge.net.
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Election B/C/S Raw List Tree
Dublin North 2002 43,942/12/4 218,933 138,647 57,568

Dublin West 2002 29,988/9/3 132,726 69,860 23,730

Meath 2002 64,081/14/5 298,106 174,737 74,105

Cambridge 1999 City Council 18,777/29/9 106,585 90,816 47,813

Cambridge 2001 City Council 17,126/28/9 95,440 79,385 40,566

Cambridge 2001 School Committee 16,489/16/6 66,254 33,860 12,907

Cambridge 2003 City Council 20,080/29/9 115,232 98,055 54,182

Cambridge 2003 School Committee 18,698/14/6 66,389 29,637 9,764

Total 1,099,665 714,997 320,635

B/C/S = Ballots/Candidates/Seats

Table 1.3: Sizes of the three data structures for the eight elections. The size of a data structure is the number of
entries. See the text for more details.
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Changing the Irish STV Rules
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1 Introduction

For elections to the D́ail, the Irish Government has been
using a form of STV which has remained essentially
unchanged since the state was formed, in spite of small
adjustments [1]. The counting rules have a significant
flaw: they use a method of transferring surpluses that
makes a random choice of the votes to be transferred
[2]. Specifically, the rules require that the papers are
placed in a random order. When a transfer is under-
taken, all the relevant papers are examined in order to
determine how many of them should be transferred to
each continuing candidate, but the actual papers chosen
for transfer depend on the random order. This method
can affect the result if transferred papers are transferred
again later in the count.

With the advent of computer-based counting (which
is likely to be introduced shortly), the dependence upon
the (random) order of the papers will become appar-
ent. In the case of the three constituencies for which
computer-based counting was used in 2002, the full bal-
lot data was placed on the Internet (with the papers or-
dered as for the official count). In those three cases, the
results were not order dependent, but order-dependence
is bound to arise at some stage in the future. If a candi-
date could have been elected but was not, it is clear that
a legal challenge to the result would be possible (espe-
cially if, considering all possible random orders of the
papers, the aggrieved candidate was more likely to be
elected than one of the candidates who actually was!).

This paper presents a study of the likely effect of
changing the STV Rules for the Dáil to use the Meek
method [3]. As with all modern counting rules, the
Meek method has no order-dependence.

2 A method for simulating Irish voting
patterns

For three D́ail elections held in 2002 we have the com-
plete ballot data as noted above. This implies that many
forms of analysis can be undertaken, for instance, the
use of preferences as below:

Constituency Average Average Average Seats/
used (Meek) used (Irish) given Candidates

Dublin North 2.12 1.34 4.98 4/12
Dublin West 2.11 1.49 4.43 3/9

Meath 1.98 1.43 4.65 5/14

Here we use the data in another way. A previous
paper [4] describes a way of generating simulated bal-
lot data from a conventional STV result sheet using a
simple statistical technique [5]. We wish to tailor this
method to Irish voting patterns, which we can do by
making the simulated ballot data more closely resem-
ble the actual ballot data in the three Dáil elections for
which the latter are known. To that end, the following
changes have been made to the method described in [4]:

1. a proportion of the papers with only one or two
preferences are ignored, since otherwise there
would be too many such papers;

2. an appropriate proportion is added of strict party
votes — all the preferences being for one party;

3. additional votes are added in which the final pref-
erences are in ballot paper (or reverse) order be-
cause such are observed in the actual data. This
is done by taking some of the generated papers
which listed between a half and three quarters of
the available candidates and inserting the remain-
ing candidates;

4. for those candidates having a very small number
of first preference votes, there is an adjustment to
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ensure that the number of second preferences for
them is also low.

The best possible outcome would be if the generated
papers looked as if they came from the same population
as the actual papers for the three constituencies. If fact,
the results were as follows:

First preference test. This compares the distribution
of first preferences for the actual and generated
papers. The program construction should ensure
that this test passes.

First two preferences test.Each pair of candidates is
considered and also each candidate singly where
no second preference is expressed. For the pairs
the order of the two candidates is disregarded,
counts for AB and BA being put together. The
distributions formed from the actual and generated
papers are then compared. It is not very surpris-
ing that this test fails because much of the neces-
sary information about the relationships between
candidates is missing in result sheets, and hence
the generator’s random selection will not produce
a good fit. For Dublin North, for instance, the
Labour and Green Party candidates appear to have
a common following giving a high count to papers
containing these as the first two choices. The re-
sult sheet for this election shows the high transfers
at count 7 from the (elected) Green candidate to
Labour, but does not show the reverse. In general,
so many of the second preferences are unknown
that the test cannot be expected to perform well.

Length test. This test considers the distribution of the
number of preferences specified. Those that spec-
ify every candidate, and those that specify every
candidate except one, are merged as their mean-
ings are regarded as identical. This test is not
passed, but does not fail so badly as to indicate
a need to modify the program.

Rank test. This considers the ranking of the candidates
against the ballot paper order. It passes with one
of the three constituencies, and does not appear to
warrant further program modification.

It is clear that the three available constituencies have
different statistical properties, not all of which can be
related to the differing numbers of seats (3, 4 and 5).
Hence, the generator cannot be expected to obtain a
good match for all of them. It is thought that any fur-
ther change to the generator would be unlikely to make
much improvement.

3 Generating data to match two D́ail
elections

For each of the constituencies for the 1992 and 1997
Dáil elections, the result sheet is used, together with the
generator described in the previous section, to produce
three (related) sets, making 246 in total. The total num-
ber of candidates to be elected was 993. This ballot data
could then be processed using the Irish rules and Meek.
The observed differences were in 17 constituencies, 16
giving a difference of one candidate and one a differ-
ence of two. Hence the differences were in 1.8% of the
candidates elected. (The difference in candidates was
18/993, while that in constituencies was 17/246, but the
former is taken since that is the number which influ-
ences the D́ail.)

In all of the 17 constituencies, on completing the
count with both rules, there was only one continuing
candidate. In 13 of these, the set of those elected plus
the continuing candidate was the same — the difference
between the two rules was in the choice of the last can-
didate to elect.

We now need to consider ways of determining what
should be the ‘correct’ result for these 17 cases. Two
general methods are considered:

Order-dependence.We need to consider whether the
Irish count was influenced in the final outcome by
the order of the ballot papers. The papers were
initially in random order and hence would not be
expected to favour a specific candidate.

In theory, it should be possible to compute the
probability of each possible outcome from the bal-
lot papers. However, this seems rather difficult
and hence the approach taken is to determine the
two candidates whose position is different with
the two rules. A program is then used to re-order
the papers to favour the Meek outcome. Then the
Irish rules are applied to the re-ordered papers to
see if a different result is obtained. If a different
result is produced, then it is clear that the papers
are order-dependent, even if the probabilities of
the different outcomes are not known. However,
if the same result is produced, it is not possible
to be sure that there is no order-dependence in the
result, unless transferred surplus votes are not sub-
sequently transferred again.

If the papers are order-dependent, then the Irish
result is certainly questionable. In all such cases,
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Test Seats Withdrawn test Order
Cands. Result Depend.

92/P19A 4 5 Meek Yes
92/P22A 4 6 Irish No?
92/P22B 4 6 Irish No?
92/P23A 4 5 Meek Yes
92/P24B 5 6 Meek Yes
92/P24C 5 6 Irish Yes
92/P26C 4 6 Meek Yes
92/P27C 5 6 Meek Yes
92/P35A 5 6 Meek No?
92/P35B 5 6 Meek Yes
92/P35C 5 7 Irish Yes
92/P43A 4 5 Meek No?
92/P43B 4 5 Meek No?
97/P18C 3 4 Meek No
97/P35B 3 4 Meek No
97/P46B 4 5 Meek No
97/P46C 4 5 Meek No

Table 2.1: The differences analysed

reordering the papers can produce the Meek re-
sult.

Withdraw no-hopers. All the candidates who were
neither elected nor a continuing candidate with
either rule can be considered as having no hope
of election. Under such circumstances, with STV,
it is reasonable to assume that withdrawing these
no-hopers from the count would not change the
result. With the Meek rules, we know that this
testwill produce the same result, but the Irish re-
sult is uncertain. In the 17 cases under considera-
tion, when running the Irish rules (with the papers
in the same order), the result is either as with the
original election, or else changes to the Meek re-
sult, as indicated in the Table 2.1.

In Table 2.1, the 6 cases in which thewithdrawntest
gives the Meek result and where there is also order-
dependence, we regard as showing that the Meek result
is superior. This leaves another 11 cases to consider in
more depth.

The last four results in Table 2.1 arenot order-
dependent because the votes transferred after a surplus
are not subsequently transferred. It is instructive to con-
sider the first one of these further. The first stages of
both Meek and the Irish rules are to exclude the five no-
hopers. Hence, after these exclusions, the votes for the

Candidate Meek, Stage 6 Meek, Stage 7 Result
Irish, Stage 5 Irish, Stage 6

C1 7241 7621 Elected
7241 7317

C3 7875 7614 Elected
7875 7939 Elected

C5 7411 7592
7411 7472 Elected

C8 8316 7614 Elected
8316 8111 Elected

Table 2.2: Test 97/P18C Analysis

(Meek results rounded to integers.)

remaining five candidates are the same for both rules.
(The stages are out of step as the Irish rules exclude two
in one stage, while Meek rules do not.) Thewithdrawn
test shows that if the Irish rules were applied starting
from this point, then the Meek result would have been
produced. However, the two actual outcomes can be
summarised in Table 2.2.

With the Irish rules, since the quota is calculated once
at the start, C8 is elected with 639 (8111-7472) more
votes than C5. The reduced quota with Meek means
that many more of those people who voted first for C8
had a fraction of their vote transferred to their next pref-
erence. Moreover the 205 votes that were transferred
from C8 all came from the excluded candidate C6. With
Meek, all the votes for C8 are considered and an appro-
priate fraction retained while the rest of the votes are
passed to the next preference. In our opinion, Meek can
be seen to be fairer, although it requires more work to
examine each vote at each stage.

All the other three cases for 1997 are similar.
We now consider the case 92/P24C in which thewith-

drawn test still produces the Irish result but we know
that reordering the papers can produce the Meek result.
Also, thewithdrawntest is very simple in that only one
candidate needs to be excluded. We give the result sheet
for each rule in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The elected candi-
dates are in italics and underlined.

Comparing these two result sheets reveals the key
differences as follows:

1. at the second stage, the Irish rules transfer the sur-
plus of C2, while Meek transfers the surpluses of
C1, C2 and C6. With the Irish rules, the surplus of
C6 is never transferred;
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−1463

C1 11156 11156 11156 9693

−7022

C2 16715 9693 9693 9693

+2668 −2051

C3 9076 11744 9693 9693

+1838 +402 +225

C4 6945 8783 9185 9410

+2516 +1076 +1238

C5 4532 7048 8124 9362

C6 9732 9732 9732 9732

+573

Non-T — — 573 573

Totals 58156 58156 58156 58156

Quota is 9693.

Table 2.3: Test 92/P24C, Irish rules

C1 11156 10692 9017

C2 16715 9732 9005

C3 9076 10832 9020

C4 6945 7983 8906

C5 4532 6142 9002

C6 9732 11121 9011

Non-T — 1654 4195

Totals 58156 58156 58156

Quota 9693 9417 8993

Table 2.4: Test 92/P24C, Meek rules

2. the quota reduction of 700 votes with Meek is
much larger than the difference of only 48 votes
between the last two candidates (C4 and C5) un-
der the Irish rules;

3. the number of non-transferable votes is very much
larger with Meek. The reason for this is that all
votes are treated the same way, while the Irish
rules only transfer votes which have subsequent
preferences specified (given that there are suffi-
cient votes to do this). Some people might see
this as a weakness of the Meek method, but for
an opposing view, that it is a good feature of the
method, see [6]— this point is considered further
later.

+256 +827 +1047 +243

C1 4126 4382 5209 6256 6499

+191 +167 −5053

C2 4695 4886 5053 — —
+1019 +208 +1120 −693

C3 6081 7100 7308 8428 7735

−1340

C4 9075 9075 7735 7735 7735

+172 +138 +820 +170

C5 5320 5492 5630 6450 6620

−1638

C6 9373 7735 7735 7735 7735

+2066 +280

Non-T — — — 2066 2346

Totals 38670 38670 38670 38670 38670

Quota is 7735.

Table 2.5: Test 92/P22A, Irish rules

C1 4126 5084 5821 6997

C2 4695 5008 — —
C3 6081 7129 7985 7070

C4 9075 7649 8178 7040

C5 5320 5587 6291 6790

C6 9373 7650 8207 7059

Non-T — 563 2188 3714

Totals 38670 38670 38670 38670

Quota 7734 7621 7296 6991

Table 2.6: Test 92/P22A, Meek rules

With the possible exception of the issue of handling
of non-transferable papers, the Meek result cannot be
criticized, while the obvious imperfections in the Irish
rules gives cause to doubt the result.

We now consider case 92/P22A (92/P22B is essen-
tially the same). Again, for simplicity, we consider the
withdrawn test rather than the full election. The two
result sheets are presented in Tables 2.5 and 2.6.

It would be reasonable to ask why a further simplifi-
cation could not be made by removing candidate C2,
excluded by both rules. C2 is there as the continu-
ing candidate with the Irish rules for the full election.
Hence the candidate cannot be regarded as a no-hoper.

One can analyse the Irish results for evidence of
order-dependence. The 191 and then 167 votes trans-
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ferred to C2 are then transferred again and thus depend
upon the choice of votes made. This total of 358 is
greater than the 121 vote-difference between the last
two candidates (C1 and C5). Hence the question mark
remains: it might be possible to obtain the Meek result
by a suitable re-ordering.

The number of non-transferable votes is high in both
cases. Meek can compensate for this by reducing the
quota, while with the Irish rules, an excessive number
of papers remain with the three leading candidates. This
excess amounts to about 2,000 votes, while the key dif-
ference is that C1 leads C5 by 207 votes with Meek, but
by C5 leads C1 by 121 votes with the Irish rules.

Hence the primary source of the difference is the high
number of non-transferable votes arising when C2 is ex-
cluded. The Meek logic is clearly superior in this case.

The three cases 92/P35A, 92/P43A and 92/P43B are
all similar in having a weak order-dependence which
cannot change the result by re-ordering the papers.
However, in all these cases, thewithdrawn test gives
the Meek result. It is regrettable when the presence of a
no-hope candidate changes an election result.

The last case, 92/P35C, is the most extreme since the
closeness of the voting and the difference in the rules
gives a difference of two seats. This is also exhibited
by the election with the no-hopers removed, which is
shown in Tables 2.7 and 2.8.

The order-dependence in this case arises from the
162 and 35 votes transferred to C3 which are subse-
quently transferred again and hence are subject to ran-
dom sampling. However, an attempt to obtain a dif-
ferent result by changing the order failed (with the no-
hopers removed), in spite of the original election being
order-dependent (see Table 2.1).

The striking difference is that the Irish rules exclude
C3 whom Meek rules eventually elect. However, the
choice between C3 and C4 is close with both rules —
7 votes in favour of C3 for the Irish rules against 1 in
favour of C4 with Meek. The quota reduction under-
taken by Meek is enough to make the change, although
this is again a consequence of the short lists logic.

4 Conclusions

It is possible to generate ballot data based upon Irish
result sheets which is sufficiently similar to actual data
to give a basis for comparing two counting rules. The
analysis of the Irish rules shows that order-dependence
is a significant problem, confirming the result in [2].

+1264 +269 +1075 +140

C1 5407 6671 6940 8015 8155

−3158

C2 12008 8850 8850 8850 8850

+162 +35 −6501

C3 6304 6466 6501 — —
+178 +40 +2558 −216

C4 6290 6468 6508 9066 8850

+159 +33 +613 +76

C5 7312 7471 7504 8117 8193

−639

C6 9489 9489 8850 8850 8850

+1395 +262 +934

C7 6288 7683 7945 8879 8879

+1321

Non-T — — — 1321 1321

Totals 53098 53098 53098 53098 53098

Quota is 8850.

Table 2.7: Test 92/P35C, Irish rules

C1 5407 6846 7595 8041 8532

C2 12008 8796 9227 8756 8560

C3 6304 6497 8950 8678 8543

C4 6290 6496 — — —
C5 7312 7495 8131 8223 8324

C6 9489 8796 9307 8793 8569

C7 6288 7850 8458 8907 8577

Non-T — 322 1430 1700 1993

Totals 53098 53098 53098 53098 53098

Quota 8850 8796 8611 8566 8517

Table 2.8: Test 92/P35C, Meek rules
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The Meek counting rule overcomes the order-
dependence, as do all the modern counting rules (such
as the Gregory rules used in Northern Ireland).

The analysis here shows that the property of Meek
that the exclusion of no-hope candidates is the same as
if those candidates had never entered the election is also
important. Surely the intervention of such candidates
should not influence the result? Other commonly used
counting rules do not have this property.

The analysis also reveals that Meek usually has a
much higher number of non-transferable papers than
the Irish rules. It is the author’s view that Meek is cor-
rect in this regard since every vote is handled in an iden-
tical fashion, while in the Irish rules (as with most of the
hand-counting rules), the logic is dependent upon the
other votes. This can easily have the effect of totally
ignoring the wishes of those votes which gave few pref-
erences in the sense that no transfer to non-transferables
is undertaken. Whatever the reader might conclude on
this point, this is a smaller effect than those arising from
order-dependence and the influence of no-hope candi-
dates noted above.

Although the difference in those elected is quite
small (1.8% of the candidates elected), such a differ-
ence could be critical in the D́ail. The two major parties
are frequently very nearly tied, so that the proportion
of seats to them is critical in the formation of a Gov-
ernment. An actual counting error of 1.8% would be
correctly regarded as quite unacceptable.

It might be maintained that the ‘complexity’ of using
the Meek algorithm is not justified in view of the small
differences observed in this analysis. However, in Ire-
land, when computers are being used, the complexity is
not what it seems. An implementation of the Irish rules
in Java amounts to around 2,000 lines of code [7], while
the author’s implementation of Meek in Ada is less than
half that. There are a lot of exceptional cases in the Irish
rules but virtually none in the Meek rules.
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Booklet position effects, and two new statistics to gauge
voter understanding of the need to rank candidates in
preferential elections

Franz Ombler
franz@franzo.com

1 Introduction

In 2004 the Single Transferable Vote (STV) method re-
placed plurality for the election of members of New
Zealand’s District Health Boards (DHBs) [1]. While
being unable to assess ballot position effects due to un-
recorded random ordering of candidates’ names on each
ballot paper this article demonstrates effects that may
be explained by the order of candidates’ names in an
accompanying booklet of the candidates’ profiles. Such
effects undermine the intended benefits from randomly
ordering candidates’ names on ballot papers, but prove
useful in questioning voter understanding of the need
to rank candidates. Two new statistics are proposed to
better gauge voter understanding of a preferential vot-
ing method: the percentage of plurality style informal
ballots and a rank indifferent percentage.

2 The elections

Two elections are considered: the Canterbury DHB
election and the Otago DHB election. In both cases
seven candidates were to be elected. Ballot papers were
sent to voters by post. The ballots for the DHBs were
printed with candidates’ names randomly ordered such
that each ballot paper might be unique. An accompa-
nying booklet with candidates’ profiles listed the can-
didates alphabetically [2]. It seems likely that few can-
didates for the elections were previously known to vot-
ers and the election would seem relatively non-partisan.
Voters were allowed to rank order any number of candi-
dates and a ballot was deemed informal if there was no
‘unique first preference’ indicated on the ballot [3].

2.1 Canterbury

The Canterbury DHB election was run alongside other
territorial elections including those for the Christchurch
City Council mayor, ward councillors and Canterbury
Regional Council. These other elections continued to
use plurality, so the voter had to contend with two
methods in their ballot papers. There were 29 candi-
dates. Of 117,852 non-blank ballots, 8,986 (7.6%) were
deemed ‘informal’ and removed from the count. Of
these, 7,579 (84.0% of informal votes, or 6.4% of to-
tal votes) marked all of the candidates for whom they
voted as a first preference (either with a tick, or by writ-
ing ‘1’), presumably unaware of the need to rank candi-
dates and thus voting as if it were a plurality election.

2.2 Otago

The Otago DHB election was run alongside territo-
rial elections like those for Canterbury, but all elec-
tions were conducted using STV. There were 26 candi-
dates. Of 65,389 non-blank ballots, 3,016 (4.6%) were
deemed ‘informal’ and removed from the count. Of
these, 1,315 (43.6% of informal votes, or 2.0% of total
votes) marked candidates as if it were a plurality elec-
tion.

As can be seen from the second-last row of Table 3.1,
Canterbury DHB voters were over three times more
likely to waste their vote by treating the election as a
plurality election (6.4% versus 2.0%). This is probably
because the Otago DHB election voters were more fa-
miliar with STV due to its use for all the elections on the
Otago ballot papers. To better gauge voter understand-
ing of preferential elections the percentage of plurality
style informal ballots could be reported alongside the
more usually reported total number of informal ballots.
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Canterbury Otago
Number of seats 7 7
Candidates 29 26
Non-blank ballots 117,852 65,389
Formal ballots 108,866 62,373
Informal ballots 8,986 (7.6%) 3,016 (4.6%)
Informal ballots with multiple first
preferences only (plurality-style) 7,579 (6.4%) 1,315 (2.0%)

Rank indifferent (see below) 5.1% 2.9%

Table 3.1: The Canterbury and Otago DHB elections

3 Ballot position effects

The voter burden of ordering the candidates is higher
when the candidates are unfamiliar to voters, when
there are so many candidates (29 for Canterbury, 26 for
Otago), and where the district magnitude is high (seven)
[4]. Furthermore, due to the lack of familiarity with
candidates, position effects are probably greater [4], and
these effects have greater consequences when voters are
required to rank order candidates [5]. These effects may
also be expected to be amplified by voters’ lack of expe-
rience in rank ordering candidates, especially when they
have to contend with multiple methods on their ballot
papers as in the Canterbury election.

Candidates’ names were randomly ordered during
ballot paper printing, presumably to prevent ballot po-
sition effects, that is, where the positions of the can-
didates’ names on the ballot affect voters’ selection
or ranking of the candidates. Randomising candidate
name order should certainly have reduced the effect of
‘donkey votes’: ballots in which the voter ranked all the
candidates in the order in which they appeared on the
ballot. However, the number of donkey votes cannot be
assessed due to the absence of information as to the or-
der in which the candidates were listed on each ballot
sheet. For the same reason, other ballot position effects
cannot be assessed either.

4 ‘Booklet position effects’

Due to voters’ lack of familiarity with the candidates
many voters would have relied heavily on the booklet
of candidates’ profiles to draft their selections and rank-
ings. The booklet listed the candidates alphabetically.
We might call ensuing effects ‘booklet position effects’,
which will dilute the intended benefits from randomly
ordering the candidates’ names on ballot papers; indeed
it is interesting to consider (although not demonstrated

here) whether booklet position effects may be greater
than ballot position effects in elections in which vot-
ers are less familiar with the candidates. Certainly, the
cost-effectiveness of randomising ballot paper candi-
date name order is questionable if the order of candi-
dates’ profiles in an accompanying booklet is not also
randomised.

Assigning the candidates numbers according to their
positions in the booklet (alphabetically) helps compare
the rankings of candidates on each ballot with the order
in which they appear in the booklet. The real ballot ‘2
10 14 17 19 24 26’, where this voter has ranked candi-
date number 2 first (that is, they wrote the number one
beside the candidate who appeared second in the book-
let), candidate number 10 second and so on, may be
described as perfectly ordered as it lists the candidates
in the same order in which they appeared in the book-
let. Similarly, ‘9 6 14 19 21 24 27’ seems near perfectly
ordered.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) may be
used to assess the correlation of two rankings. We can
apply this to each ballot, finding thers of the rankings
of candidates in the ballot and the same ballot with can-
didates re-ordered alphabetically. For example, thers

of the ballot ‘2 10 14 17 19 24 26’ with its ordered self
(the same ballot) is exactly 1.0, showing a perfect pos-
itive correlation; whilers for ‘9 6 14 19 21 24 27’ and
its ordered self (‘6 9 14 19 21 24 27’) is 0.96.

The averagers of each formal ballot’s ranking of
candidates with its ordered self is only 0.06 for Can-
terbury and 0.03 for Otago, showing such weak posi-
tive correlations that one might be tempted to infer an
absence of booklet position effects. This is likely to
draw criticism that it proves nothing due to ‘failure to
randomly assign groups of voters to different name or-
ders’ [4]. Indeed it would be consistent with this bare
analysis to claim that position effects were present to a
large degree and that if the booklets had been printed
randomly that we would have seen a lower averagers.
This might be true to some extent but we are unable
to assess it properly due to the absence of information
about the order of names on each ballot; however, even
without this information, booklet position effects can be
demonstrated.

If we assess the frequency of the various values of
rs for the ballots, we find inordinately high numbers
of perfectly ordered and near perfectly ordered bal-
lots. Figure 3.1 (the data for which is presented in Ta-
ble 3.2) shows such an analysis of the 51,730 ballots
that listed exactly seven candidates in the Canterbury
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election. In light grey is the exact distribution ofrs for
N=7, as would be approximated by randomly ordering
these same ballots. Clearly there is a heavy tail on the
right for the real ballots. Focussing on the rightmost
bar, these 1,286 ballots (2.49%) are listed perfectly in
order, but the expected number of ballots to be found
in order for these 51,730 voters is only ten (0.02%) if
preferences are randomly distributed.

Analyses of ballots listing other numbers of candi-
dates (but more than 1) also find a notably higher than
expected number of perfectly ordered ballots, 2,962
more than expected in total (see Table 3.3).

The Otago DHB election shows a similar but less
prominent pattern (Figure 3.2). Given the similarity of
the elections in other respects, this difference might be
best explained by the use of STV in all of the elections
on the Otago ballot papers and therefore greater voter
awareness and understanding of the method.

Booklet position effects are apparent, but there are
other potential explanations. It is conceivable that some
voters are strongly biased towards candidates whose
names start with letters nearer the beginning of the al-
phabet and admittedly booklet position effects cannot
be distinguished from alphabetic effects in this election
[4]. It is also possible that a group of candidates may
actually be preferred in alphabetical order, perhaps by
a small group of voters, perhaps following how-to-vote
cards with candidates ordered alphabetically. However,
as discussed above, the Canterbury voters would have
been less aware of STV, they were more than three times
more likely than Otago voters to vote as if the election
were being run as a plurality election, and the charts
show a greater percentage of perfectly ordered ballots
for the Canterbury election. I contend that the charts’
heavy tails primarily demonstrate ignorance of, or in-
difference towards, the ranking of candidates.

5 A measure of voter indifference to
ranking

Where booklet or ballot position order can be assessed it
may be worthwhile reporting a ‘rank indifferent’ statis-
tic alongside the percentage of informal votes usually
reported in elections. However, it isn’t easy to say how
many voters are rank indifferent.

Considering the Canterbury DHB election, it cer-
tainly seems reasonable to assert that most of the 1,286
voters who listed seven candidates in perfect order were
rank indifferent: all but the ten expected, perhaps (refer

Table 3.3). It would also seem true of the remaining
151 who listed more than seven candidates in perfect
order, as the probability of this occurring is so low. It is
less compelling to argue that 38 of the 2,526 voters who
listed only two candidates in perfect order should also
count, as the probability of this occurring by chance is
so much greater. The appropriateness of this measure
would then depend on some aspects of the election: if
the number of candidates is low or if there are few can-
didates with popular support, sincere preferences are far
more likely to happen to accord with ballot or booklet
position and this may result in an inordinate number of
perfectly ordered or near perfectly ordered ballots.

One way to avoid this problem is to count the higher
than expected number of ordered ballots only when the
probability of this occurring is extremely low, below
1% perhaps, which would only assess ballots listing
five or more candidates. The Canterbury DHB election
would then have a statistic of 2%. However, this seems
conservative given the significantly more than expected
number of near perfectly ordered ballots shown in the
second-to-rightmost bar in Figure 3.1. Therefore one
might also consider those ballots with anrs, such that,
say, less than 1% of ballots are to be expected to be
found with thisrs or higher. The appropriate choice of
rs will then depend on the number of candidates in the
ballot.

Taking this approach encapsulates the above in which
we ignored ballots with less than five candidates, as
with fewer than five candidates, there are fewer possi-
ble values ofrs and the probability of finding ordered
ballots is greater than 1%. For example, where a ballot
ranks only two candidates, there are only two possible
arrangements resulting in anrs (with its ordered self)
of either 1 or−1, and with a probability of 50% either
way. With three candidates there are only four possi-
ble values ofrs : −1,−0.5, 0.5 and 1, and the expected
number of ballots having anrs of 1 is one in six (16.7%)
[6]. For four candidates, the expected number of ballots
with anrs of 1 is 4%. It is not until we reach five candi-
dates that the expected number of ballots with anrs of 1
drops below 1%. For six candidates, the expected num-
ber of ballots with anrs ≥ 0.94 (an rs of either 0.94
or 1) is less than 1%, so we now count near perfectly
ordered ballots as well as perfectly ordered ballots.

The appropriate values to use forrs are thus the crit-
ical values to be found tabulated in textbooks. The ex-
pected number of ballots can be calculated from the
probability of anrs greater than or equal to the criti-
cal value: this might be assumed to be 1%, but it varies
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due to the discrete nature ofrs. Thus we also need to
look up the probability of this value ofrs and calculate
the number of ballots that may be expected to have this
rs if the ballots were randomly ordered. Critical val-
ues for the number of candidates in the ballot from 5
through 50 and the probabilities of finding these values
are listed in Table 3.4.

Thus one can step through each ballot that ranks five
or more candidates, correlating the ballot with its or-
dered self, and counting those that are ‘highly ordered’,
that is, those with anrs greater than the critical value
for its number of candidates. One can then subtract the
expected number of highly ordered ballots, which can
be simply calculated by counting the number of ballots
with each number of candidates and multiplying this by
the probabilities listed in Table 3.4. Dividing this dif-
ference by the total number of formal ballots provides
an accessible statistic. This statistic may be interpreted
as the percentage of voters that were almost certainly
rank indifferent. For the Canterbury DHB election this
is 3.8% and for the Otago DHB election it is 1.9%.

However, the probability of a voter being rank indif-
ferent can be expected to be unrelated to the length of
the ballot even though we cannot identify rank indif-
ference in shorter ballots with confidence. This seems
reasonable when one considers that there is no rea-
son to believe that voters who ranked fewer candidates
might have had any greater understanding of STV than
those who listed five or more candidates. Therefore, we
should really divide the difference by the number of for-
mal ballots that listed five or more candidates. For the
Canterbury DHB election the rank indifferent statistic
is then 5.1% and for the Otago DHB election it is 2.9%
(see Table 3.5 for working).

6 Conclusions

Booklet position effects should be considered when as-
sessing the cost-effectiveness of randomising the order
of candidates’ names on the ballot paper, especially if
voters are unfamiliar with the candidates or if the need
to rank candidates might be poorly understood.

Two new statistics may be reported to better gauge
voter understanding of preferential voting: first, the per-
centage of plurality-style informal ballots, that is, bal-
lots in which the voter marked all of the candidates (for
whom they voted) with a tick or a ‘1’; and second, for
elections where voters might be expected to rank or-
der five or more candidates, the percentage of voters

that were almost certainly rank indifferent. However, in
interpreting the rank indifferent percentage one should
be wary of other potential causes of perfectly ordered
or near perfectly ordered ballots such as how-to-vote
cards.
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Figure 3.1: Canterbury DHB: frequency of ballots for Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients of voters’
ballots with their ballots ordered alphabetically, for ballots listing seven candidates.
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Figure 3.2: Otago DHB: frequency of ballots for Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients of voters’ ballots
with their ballots ordered alphabetically, for ballots listing seven candidates.
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Spearman's rank 
correlation 
coefficient

%Exact 
distribution

Real 
ballots

% Real 
ballots

Exact 
distribution

Spearman's rank 
correlation 
coefficient

%Exact 
distribution

Real 
ballots

% Real 
ballots

Exact 
distribution

-1.00 0.02% 249 0.48% 10 -1.00 0.02% 123 0.48% 5
-0.96 0.12% 357 0.69% 62 -0.96 0.12% 204 0.80% 30
-0.93 0.20% 211 0.41% 103 -0.93 0.20% 126 0.50% 50
-0.89 0.28% 292 0.56% 144 -0.89 0.28% 189 0.74% 71
-0.86 0.58% 501 0.97% 298 -0.86 0.58% 295 1.16% 146
-0.82 0.52% 346 0.67% 267 -0.82 0.52% 194 0.76% 131
-0.79 0.69% 406 0.78% 359 -0.79 0.69% 244 0.96% 176
-0.75 0.91% 559 1.08% 472 -0.75 0.91% 322 1.27% 232
-0.71 1.09% 564 1.09% 565 -0.71 1.09% 314 1.24% 277
-0.68 1.07% 557 1.08% 554 -0.68 1.07% 313 1.23% 272
-0.64 1.47% 885 1.71% 760 -0.64 1.47% 455 1.79% 373
-0.61 1.39% 778 1.50% 718 -0.61 1.39% 443 1.74% 353
-0.57 1.67% 749 1.45% 862 -0.57 1.67% 423 1.67% 423
-0.54 1.79% 836 1.62% 924 -0.54 1.79% 457 1.80% 453
-0.50 1.55% 729 1.41% 801 -0.50 1.55% 397 1.56% 393
-0.46 1.79% 726 1.40% 924 -0.46 1.79% 445 1.75% 453
-0.43 2.56% 1072 2.07% 1324 -0.43 2.56% 625 2.46% 650
-0.39 2.10% 935 1.81% 1088 -0.39 2.10% 479 1.89% 534
-0.36 2.44% 1000 1.93% 1262 -0.36 2.44% 578 2.28% 620
-0.32 2.66% 1123 2.17% 1375 -0.32 2.66% 625 2.46% 675
-0.29 2.92% 1348 2.61% 1509 -0.29 2.92% 638 2.51% 741
-0.25 1.94% 936 1.81% 1006 -0.25 1.94% 507 2.00% 494
-0.21 3.33% 1268 2.45% 1724 -0.21 3.33% 723 2.85% 846
-0.18 2.58% 999 1.93% 1334 -0.18 2.58% 562 2.21% 655
-0.14 3.47% 1463 2.83% 1796 -0.14 3.47% 734 2.89% 882
-0.11 2.86% 1293 2.50% 1478 -0.11 2.86% 627 2.47% 725
-0.07 3.33% 1245 2.41% 1724 -0.07 3.33% 632 2.49% 846
-0.04 2.86% 1103 2.13% 1478 -0.04 2.86% 631 2.49% 725
0.00 3.65% 1465 2.83% 1889 0.00 3.65% 808 3.18% 927
0.04 2.86% 1179 2.28% 1478 0.04 2.86% 624 2.46% 725
0.07 3.33% 1196 2.31% 1724 0.07 3.33% 652 2.57% 846
0.11 2.86% 1367 2.64% 1478 0.11 2.86% 645 2.54% 725
0.14 3.47% 1559 3.01% 1796 0.14 3.47% 737 2.90% 882
0.18 2.58% 1041 2.01% 1334 0.18 2.58% 557 2.19% 655
0.21 3.33% 1473 2.85% 1724 0.21 3.33% 757 2.98% 846
0.25 1.94% 1086 2.10% 1006 0.25 1.94% 518 2.04% 494
0.29 2.92% 1124 2.17% 1509 0.29 2.92% 604 2.38% 741
0.32 2.66% 1227 2.37% 1375 0.32 2.66% 609 2.40% 675
0.36 2.44% 1090 2.11% 1262 0.36 2.44% 528 2.08% 620
0.39 2.10% 939 1.82% 1088 0.39 2.10% 431 1.70% 534
0.43 2.56% 1333 2.58% 1324 0.43 2.56% 595 2.34% 650
0.46 1.79% 1141 2.21% 924 0.46 1.79% 453 1.78% 453
0.50 1.55% 681 1.32% 801 0.50 1.55% 315 1.24% 393
0.54 1.79% 799 1.54% 924 0.54 1.79% 350 1.38% 453
0.57 1.67% 788 1.52% 862 0.57 1.67% 365 1.44% 423
0.61 1.39% 957 1.85% 718 0.61 1.39% 369 1.45% 353
0.64 1.47% 1048 2.03% 760 0.64 1.47% 429 1.69% 373
0.68 1.07% 682 1.32% 554 0.68 1.07% 313 1.23% 272
0.71 1.09% 606 1.17% 565 0.71 1.09% 288 1.13% 277
0.75 0.91% 779 1.51% 472 0.75 0.91% 321 1.26% 232
0.79 0.69% 724 1.40% 359 0.79 0.69% 269 1.06% 176
0.82 0.52% 412 0.80% 267 0.82 0.52% 172 0.68% 131
0.86 0.58% 761 1.47% 298 0.86 0.58% 257 1.01% 146
0.89 0.28% 771 1.49% 144 0.89 0.28% 287 1.13% 71
0.93 0.20% 453 0.88% 103 0.93 0.20% 156 0.61% 50
0.96 0.12% 1233 2.38% 62 0.96 0.12% 313 1.23% 30
1.00 0.02% 1286 2.49% 10 1.00 0.02% 362 1.43% 5

100.00% 51730 100.00% 51730 100.00% 25389 100.00% 25389

Canterbury DHB data Otago DHB Data

Table 3.2: Data for Figures 3.1 and 3.2: the numbers of ballotsfor each possible value ofrs and the exact
distribution (as would be approximated by randomly ordered ballots) for ballots ranking seven candidates [7]
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Candidates 
in ballot    

(n )

Ballots 
(b )

Perfectly 
ordered 

(p )

Probability 
of being in 
order (1/ n !)

Expected 
ballots in 

order 
(b /n !)

% found 
in order 

(p/b )

Number of 
times more 

than expected 
(p /(b /n !))

1 5691 5691 1.000000 5691 100.00% 1.00
2 4977 2526 0.500000 2489 50.75% 1.02
3 8483 1766 0.166667 1414 20.82% 1.25
4 8030 817 0.041667 335 10.17% 2.44
5 8639 514 0.008333 72 5.95% 7.14
6 5857 229 0.001389 8 3.91% 28.15
7 51730 1286 0.000198 10 2.49% 125.29
8 3331 55 0.000025 8.3E-02 1.65% 665.75
9 2224 39 2.8E-06 6.1E-03 1.75% 6363.45

10 2721 27 2.8E-07 7.5E-04 0.99% 36007.94
11 1107 12 2.5E-08 2.8E-05 1.08% 4.33E+05
12 1170 3 2.1E-09 2.4E-06 0.26% 1.23E+06
13 503 6 1.6E-10 8.1E-08 1.19% 7.43E+07
14 507 4 1.1E-11 5.8E-09 0.79% 6.88E+08
15 361 1 7.6E-13 2.8E-10 0.28% 3.62E+09
16 294 0 4.8E-14 1.4E-11 0.00% 0.00
17 166 2 2.8E-15 4.7E-13 1.20% 4.29E+12
18 131 0 1.6E-16 2.0E-14 0.00% 0.00
19 91 0 8.2E-18 7.5E-16 0.00% 0.00
20 112 0 4.1E-19 4.6E-17 0.00% 0.00
21 68 0 2.0E-20 1.3E-18 0.00% 0.00
22 50 0 8.9E-22 4.4E-20 0.00% 0.00
23 37 0 3.9E-23 1.4E-21 0.00% 0.00
24 47 0 1.6E-24 7.6E-23 0.00% 0.00
25 33 0 6.4E-26 2.1E-24 0.00% 0.00
26 49 0 2.5E-27 1.2E-25 0.00% 0.00
27 45 0 9.2E-29 4.1E-27 0.00% 0.00
28 47 0 3.3E-30 1.5E-28 0.00% 0.00
29 2365 2 1.1E-31 2.7E-28 0.08% 7.48E+27

Table 3.3: Perfectly ordered ballots in the Canterbury DHB election
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Number of 
candidates 
selected on 

ballot

Minimum 
r s

Probability 
of finding 

such a 
ballot 

Number of 
candidates 
selected on 

ballot

Minimum 
r s

Probability 
of finding 

such a 
ballot 

5 1.000 0.00833 28 0.440 0.01
6 0.943 0.00833 29 0.433 0.01
7 0.893 0.00615 30 0.425 0.01
8 0.833 0.00769 31 0.418 0.01
9 0.783 0.00861 32 0.412 0.01

10 0.745 0.00870 33 0.405 0.01
11 0.709 0.00910 34 0.399 0.01
12 0.678 0.00926 35 0.394 0.01
13 0.648 0.00971 36 0.388 0.01
14 0.626 0.00953 37 0.383 0.01
15 0.604 0.00973 38 0.378 0.01
16 0.582 0.00999 39 0.373 0.01
17 0.566 0.00983 40 0.368 0.01
18 0.550 0.00986 41 0.364 0.01
19 0.535 0.01 42 0.359 0.01
20 0.520 0.01 43 0.355 0.01
21 0.508 0.01 44 0.351 0.01
22 0.496 0.01 45 0.347 0.01
23 0.486 0.01 46 0.343 0.01
24 0.476 0.01 47 0.340 0.01
25 0.466 0.01 48 0.336 0.01
26 0.457 0.01 49 0.333 0.01
27 0.448 0.01 50 0.329 0.01

Table 3.4: Critical values and probabilities forrs

[6, 7]
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Candidates in 
ballot ( n )

Ballots
Expected highly 

ordered
Found highly 

ordered
Difference

Candidates in 
ballot ( n )

Ballots
Expected highly 

ordered
Found highly 

ordered
Difference

1 5691 1 4323
2 4977 2 4196
3 8483 3 6047
4 8030 4 5515
5 8639 72.0 514 442.0 5 4573 38.1 157 118.9
6 5857 48.8 229 180.2 6 4100 34.2 86 51.8
7 51730 318.1 2972 2653.9 7 25389 156.1 831 674.9
8 3331 25.6 237 211.4 8 1905 14.6 115 100.4
9 2224 19.1 169 149.9 9 1112 9.6 62 52.4

10 2721 23.7 222 198.3 10 1470 12.8 90 77.2
11 1107 10.1 81 70.9 11 502 4.6 25 20.4
12 1170 10.8 78 67.2 12 577 5.3 26 20.7
13 503 4.9 45 40.1 13 225 2.2 9 6.8
14 507 4.8 33 28.2 14 282 2.7 10 7.3
15 361 3.5 30 26.5 15 148 1.4 7 5.6
16 294 2.9 27 24.1 16 117 1.2 8 6.8
17 166 1.6 12 10.4 17 54 0.5 1 0.5
18 131 1.3 8 6.7 18 56 0.6 3 2.4
19 91 0.9 6 5.1 19 34 0.3 1 0.7
20 112 1.1 4 2.9 20 56 0.6 2 1.4
21 68 0.7 3 2.3 21 23 0.2 1 0.8
22 50 0.5 5 4.5 22 26 0.3 0 -0.3
23 37 0.4 2 1.6 23 11 0.1 1 0.9
24 47 0.5 5 4.5 24 21 0.2 2 1.8
25 33 0.3 4 3.7 25 81 0.8 1 0.2
26 49 0.5 3 2.5 26 1530 15.3 79 63.7
27 45 0.5 3 2.6
28 47 0.5 0 -0.5
29 2365 23.7 76 52.4

576.8 4768 4191.2 301.7 1517 1215.3

Total 108866 3.8% Total 62373 1.9%

Total n >= 5 81685 5.1% Total n >= 5 42292 2.9%

Otago DHBCanterbury DHB

Rank indifferent n  >= 1

Rank indifferent n  >= 5

Rank indifferent n  >= 1

Rank indifferent n  >= 5

Table 3.5: Manual calculation of rank indifferent statistic

Further information and computer programs to automate the production of these statistics are available from the
author on request.
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Editorial

There are five papers in this issue, the first three be-
ing:

• Jonathan Lundell: Random tie-breaking in
STV.

AlthoughVoting mattershas had several papers
about tie-breaking, one can see that there is still
more to be said on the matter.

• David Hill: Implementing STV by Meek’s
method.

David Hill has provided an implementation of
Meek’s method for many years. This imple-
mentation has been taken as the ‘definition’ of
the method for the New Zealand elections. In
this paper, the details of this implementation
are described and contrasted with that of the
originalComputer Journalarticle.

• Robert Newland: Computerisation of STV
counts.

Although Robert Newland died in August
1990, readers may well be surprised at the rel-
evance of this paper for today. Up to his death,
he was the leading technical expert on STV
within ERS. This paper was located by David
Hill and since it was never published, print-
ing it here seemed appropriate. It is hoped that
readers will respond to the suggestions made.

The final two papers have a common theme: the
form of STV proposed by British Columbia and now
being considered for the Scottish local elections to
be held next year.

• Jeff O’Neill: Comments on the STV Rules Pro-
posed by British Columbia.

This paper presents the details of an implemen-
tation of the British Columbia rules which has
been available on the Internet for some time. It
is a very simple version of STV in computer
terms. Several issues arose from this work
which are detailed in the paper.

• James Gilmour: Developing STV Rules for
manual counting to give effect to the Weighted
Inclusive Gregory Method of transferring sur-
pluses, with candidates’ votes recorded as in-
teger values.

The paper is a complete contrast to the previ-
ous one. Like the previous paper, the aim is
to transfer surpluses by considering all papers,

not just the last batch that gave rise to the sur-
plus. The contrast is in its presentation as a
manual counting process and the provision of
the conventional result sheet. One novelty is
(at least within the UK) that the calculations are
undertaken with high precision, but the results
are presented as integers.

James Gilmour has produced a proposal and
sent it to the Scottish Executive. This proposal,
slightly modified, is now on the McDougall
web site. Hence the article provides the ratio-
nale and background to the proposal.

It is hoped that the contrast between the two meth-
ods above will clarify the choices to be made for the
Scottish elections. The final choice will be awaited
with interest.

Two other items may be of interest to read-
ers. Firstly, the final report on electronic voting
in Ireland is due out shortly and will be found at:
http://www.cev.ie/. Secondly, it has come
to my attention that the British Computer Society
elect their council by STV but do not provide a re-
sult sheet to their electorate — only a list of those
elected. Since the transfer of votes will not be vis-
ible, this seems to me to be STV in name only. Do
readers have other examples of this?

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Random tie-breaking in STV

Jonathan Lundell
jlundell@pobox.com

1 Introduction

The resolution of ties in STV elections is not a set-
tled question. On the contrary, it remains a topic of
lively discussion, with several papers published on
the subject in these pages; see Earl Kitchener’s note,
“A new way to break STV ties in a special case” [1]
for a summary.

Ties can arise in any STV election during exclu-
sion. With some methods ties can arise at other
stages as well; Jeffrey O’Neill [2] lists the cases.

O’Neill also lists four tie-breaking methods. Two
methods use the first or last difference in prior
rounds to break a tie, and two methods use later
preferences—Borda scores or most (fewest) last-
place preferences. Brian Wichmann [3] proposes to
examine all possible outcomes.

None of these tie-breaking methods is guaranteed
to break a tie, since they can themselves result in a
tie, or in the case of [3] become so computation-
ally expensive as to be impractical. These cases
(strong ties) are typically broken randomly. Some
election methods, eg, the Algorithm 123 version of
Meek’s method [4], rely exclusively on random tie-
breaking.

Objections to random tie-breaking fall into two
categories. One is a worry that voters and candi-
dates will object to election decisions being made by
chance instead of by voter preference. Thus Wich-
mann [3]: “When a candidate has been subject to a
random exclusion in an election, he/she could nat-
urally feel aggrieved.” Other objections adduce ex-
amples in which it appears intuitively preferable to
break a tie based on some measure of voter prefer-
ence.

All STV election methods rely on random tie-
breaking (or at least tie-breaking based on some
consideration other than voter preference) to break
strong ties. (Ties in first-past-the-post elections are

often broken randomly as well, by coin toss, draw-
ing straws, or drawing a high card.)

2 Prior-round tie-breaking

The rationale for forwards tie-breaking (using
O’Neill’s terminology) appears to be that it gives
greatest weight to first preferences. O’Neill [2]
argues for backwards tie-breaking:

A more important problem, is that for-
wards tie-breaking does not use the most
relevant information to break the tie. The
most relevant information to break a tie
is the previous stage and not all the way
back to the very first stage. By immedi-
ately looking to the first stage to break the
tie, the ERS97 rules allow the tie-breaking
to be influenced by candidates eliminated
very early in the process and also by sur-
pluses yet to be transferred. Instead, if we
look to the previous stage to break a tie,
candidates eliminated early on in the pro-
cess will have no influence in breaking the
tie. In addition, it allows for surpluses to
be transferred which gives a more accu-
rate picture of candidate strength.

Carrying O’Neill’s argument to its logical con-
clusion, however, the “most relevant information”
is not in any prior round, but rather in the current
round—and the current round declares a tie.

Prior-round tie-breaking encourages insincere
voting. Consider this election fragment, with two
candidates to exclude:

5 A
4 B
1 CB

Excluding C, we have:

1
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5 A
5 B

and must now break the tie. Prior-round tie-breaking
requires that we exclude B, since A led B 5-4 in the
previous round. So voter CB, believing that the first
choice (C) is likely to be excluded, is encouraged to
insincerely vote B (or BC) so as not to jeopardize
B’s chances in the event of an A–B tie.

Prior-round tie-breaking is especially trouble-
some in the context of Meek rules, since it violates
Meek’s Principle 1: If a candidate is eliminated,
all ballots are treated as if that candidate had never
stood. But if C had never stood, A and B would have
been tied.

3 Later-preference tie-breaking

Kitchener [5] points out a problem case for random
tie-breaking:

An extreme case can arise where there is
one seat and the electors are the same as
the candidates; for example, if a partner-
ship is electing a senior partner. Each can-
didate may put himself first, and all, ex-
cept candidate A, put A second. Under
most present rules, one candidate then has
to be excluded at random, and it may be
A. There is no way of getting over this un-
reasonable result without looking at later
preferences. . . .

The smallest such election:

1 A
1 B A
1 C A

Prior-round tie-breaking methods are of no help
in the first round, and a random choice excludes A,
the consensus choice, one third of the time. Kitch-
ener proposes to use Borda scores to break the tie;
we must still randomly break a strong B-C tie, but A
survives and is elected.

This case is related to a problem with STV in gen-
eral, pointed out by Meek [6]. “A related point, and
probably the strongest decision-theoretic argument
against STV, is the fact that a candidate may be ev-
eryone’s second choice but not be elected.”
. . . and also related to the general problem of prema-
ture exclusion.

Kitchener concedes that there is a problem with
Borda tie-breaking, as there is with any tie-breaking
method that relies on later preferences.

It is a fundamental principle of STV that
later preferences should not affect the fate
of earlier ones; this encourages sincere
voting, but means that some arbitrary or
random choice must be made to break ties,
which can give unreasonable results.

Responding to the Borda tie-breaking suggestion,
David Hill [7] objects: “What matters is that tactical
considerations have been allowed in, where STV (in
its AV version in this case) is supposed to be free of
them.”

This point is crucial. In any election system, the
rules, including the method of breaking ties, must
of course be specified in advance. When we look at
the partnership election example above, we interpret
the ballots as the sincere expression of the voters,
and so read the ballots as favoring A. But as both
Hill and Kitchener observe, once later-preference
tie-breaking is introduced, we must expect insincere
voting. In the face of later-preference tie-breaking,
B and C, to maximize their chances of winning (af-
ter all, each is their own first choice) must resort
to bullet voting (American English—one might say
characteristically AmE—for plumping). The ballots
would then read,

1 A
1 B
1 C

. . . and we’re forced to resort to a random choice.
This seems a shame, since it does appear from the
presumably sincere ballots in the initial profile that
both B and C prefer A to the other. The partners
might be well advised to adopt a special rule forbid-
ding each to vote for herself. In that case, we would
have:

1 abstain
2 A

. . . and A wins outright.

4 Random tie-breaking

An advantage claimed by Meek [6] for STV is that
“There is no incentive for a voter to vote in any way
other than according to his actual preference.” One
of Meek’s motivations for proposing a new STV
method is to come closer to that ideal. Likewise
Warren [8], “It is one of the precepts of preferential
voting systems that a later preference should neither
help nor harm an earlier preference.”
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Any election method relies for its properties on
the implicit assumption that voters will vote sin-
cerely, that is, that their ballots will reflect, within
the limitations of the specific method, their true pref-
erences. Without sincere votes, any election method
fails to reflect the will of the electorate, on the prin-
ciple of garbage in, garbage out. It is perverse to use
tie-breaking methods that reintroduce incentives for
voters to vote insincerely. Hill and Gazeley [9]:

In considering this, we need to take into
account, among other things, that the true
aim of an election should not be solely to
match seats as well as possible to votes,
but to match seats to the voters’ wishes.
Since we do not know the wishes we
must use the votes as a substitute, but that
makes it essential that the votes should
match the wishes as far as possible. That,
in turn, makes it desirable that the voters
should not be tempted to vote tactically.

5 Voter psychology

One might counter that, except in small elections,
the chances of a tie are sufficiently small that a voter
ought to ignore the possibility of a tie altogether and
vote sincerely. This argument is problematic on two
fronts. First, our methods should work with small
elections as well as large ones (and the line between
small and large elections is not well defined). Sec-
ond, especially in a high-stakes election, the voter’s
estimation of the risk associated with voting sin-
cerely is likely to be wrong.

Computer security authority Bruce Schneier, in-
terviewed inCSO Magazine[10], comments:

Why are people so lousy at estimating,
evaluating and accepting risk?... Evalu-
ating risk is one of the most basic func-
tions of a brain and something hard-wired
into every species possessing one. Our
own notions of risk are based on experi-
ence, but also on emotion and intuition.
The problem is that the risk analysis abil-
ity that has served our species so well over
the millennia is being overtaxed by mod-
ern society. Modern science and technol-
ogy create things that cannot be explained
to the average person; hence, the aver-
age person cannot evaluate the risks as-
sociated with them. Modern mass com-
munication perturbs the natural experien-
tial process, magnifying spectacular but

rare risks and minimizing common but
uninteresting risks. This kind of thing
isn’t new—government agencies like the
[US] FDA were established precisely be-
cause the average person cannot intelli-
gently evaluate the risks of food additives
and drugs—but it does have profound ef-
fects on people’s security decisions. They
make bad ones.

For our purposes, readtactical voting decisions
for security decisions. Rational insincere voting is
bad enough; insincere voting based on faulty infor-
mation or poor tactics is even worse.

6 A note on weighting votes in
later-preference tie-breaking

Consider this election profile (BC rules, two to be
elected, quota 10):

12 AB
7 BC
9 C
2 D

A is elected, and D is excluded, leaving B and C
tied with nine votes each in the third round. If we
break the tie with Borda scores:

A 36 (elected)
B 24+21 = 45
C 14+27 = 41
D 6 (excluded)

C is excluded, and B is elected as the last candi-
date standing for the second seat.

Notice in particular that while B receives only
the two transferable votes from the AB voters (a
quota of 10 being retained by A, who is elected),
B gets full credit for all 12 AB votes in the Borda
tiebreaker.

I suggest that the AB voters, having elected A,
must carry only the transferable weight of their votes
in calculating the tie-breaking Borda score. Other-
wise these votersdouble dip, not only electing A,
but also participating disproportionately and deci-
sively in the tie-breaking elimination of C and sub-
sequent election of B.

If we calculate the Borda scores using the weight
of transferable votes (that is, votes currently allo-
cated to hopeful candidates), we have:
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A (elected)
B 4+21 = 23
C 14+27 = 41
D (excluded)

Calculated with the vote weights that give rise to
the tie itself, the Borda score now breaks the tie to
eliminate B, and C is elected.

The same argument applies to any method that
breaks ties with later preferences. Votes committed
to already-elected candidates should not be counted
again in breaking subsequent ties.

7 A better later-preference
tie-breaking method

The chief problem with STV tie-breaking with
Borda scores is that it violates the principle of later-
no-harm, and it does so in an especially egregious
way. Suppose that six candidates are in the running,
that I have voted ABC, and that B and C are tied for
elimination. The Borda scores for B and C pick up
four and three points, respectively, from my ballot.
If the three points that my ballot contributes to C’s
Borda score is the margin for C’s victory over B in
the Borda tiebreaker, then my later mention of C has
led directly to the defeat of B, even though I prefer
B to C.

Consider an alternative later-preference
tiebreaker. For the sake of simplicity, I will
describe it for two-way ties, and then extend it to
n-way ties. To break a tie, compare the ballots
that prefer B to C to the number of ballots that
prefer C to B, weighted as described in the note
above. Exclude the less-preferred candidate.
Break strong ties randomly.

This method, like all later-preference methods,
violates later-no-harm, but it preserves a property
that I will call later-no-direct-harm. My ranking of
ABC will not harm B’s chances in a BC tie. In the
case of a BC tie, my ballot will either have no ef-
fect (the margin of B over C or vice versa without
my ballot is sufficient that my ballot makes no dif-
ference), or it will cause the BC tie to be broken in
favor of B, my preferred candidate in the tie (B and
C are strongly tied without my ballot), or my bal-
lot will convert a one-vote C advantage (without my
ballot) to a strong tie (with my ballot), giving B an
even chance in a random tiebreak.

That is, my ABC ballot either has no effect on
breaking a BC tie, or it benefits B.

By later-no-direct-harm, I mean that the fact that
I have ranked the later preferences BC will not harm

my favorite in the potential tie between B and C.
Later-no-harm is not avoided; my ABC preference
could break a tie in favor of B, and B could sub-
sequently defeat my first preference, A, whereas A
might have prevailed had C won the BC tiebreaker.
Any harm to A, however, will come indirectly, in a
later round—and it would be rude for me to com-
plain that the BC tie was broken on the basis of my
preference for B over C.

Generalizing to breaking ann-way tie for exclu-
sion:

1. Find the first mention of any member of the tied
set of candidates on each ballot, and calculate
the total such mentions for each of the candi-
dates, using the transferable weight of each bal-
lot. Ignore ballots that do not mention at least
one tied candidate.

2. If all n candidates are still tied, exclude one tied
candidate at random;finis.

3. Otherwise, remove from consideration for ex-
clusion the candidate (or a random choice from
the tied set of candidates) with the highest
score from step 1.

4. If only one candidate remains, exclude that
candidate;finis.

5. Otherwise,n is now the remaining number of
tied candidates (that is, less the reprieved can-
didates from step 3); continue at step 1.

If the tie is for a winner rather than an exclusion,
then remove from consideration the candidate with
the lowest rather than the highest score. This is sim-
ply single-winner STV (AV or IRV) with weighted
ballots, and suggests an alternative to the proposed
algorithm for breaking a tie for exclusion: break an
n-way tie for exclusion by counting an STV election
(again with weighted ballots) withn candidates and
n − 1 winners; exclude the single loser.

It’s worth noting that a similar procedure based
on lowest preferences (along the lines of Coombs
tie-breaking) does not satisfy the principle of later-
no-direct-harm. For example, if candidates X, Y and
Z are tied for exclusion and I have ranked those can-
didates XYZ, it’s possible that my preference for Y
over Z is decisive in favor of Y, and that Y but not Z
beats X in a head-to-head tiebreaker; thus my pref-
erence for Y over Z decides the tiebreak in favor of
Y over X, contrary to my preferences.

Likewise, Condorcet ranking is equivalent to the
proposed method for two-way ties, but violates
later-no-direct-harm in the generaln-way-tie case.
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The proposed tie-breaking method—let’s call it
weighted first preference—differs from prior-round
tie-breaking methods in that it considers the prefer-
ences of all voters (suitably weighted), and not only
voters who have ranked the tied candidates first (af-
ter elections and exclusions) in a prior round.

Hill and Gazeley [9] observe, in the context of
Sequential STV:

With this new version, should it be recom-
mended for practical use? That depends
upon whether the user is willing to aban-
don the principle that it should be impossi-
ble for a voter to upset earlier preferences
by using later preferences. Many peo-
ple regard that principle as very important,
but reducing the frequency of premature
exclusions is important too. We know that
it is impossible to devise a perfect scheme,
and it is all a question of which faults are
the most important to avoid.

In considering this, we need to take into
account, among other things, that the true
aim of an election should not be solely to
match seats as well as possible to votes,
but to match seats to the voters’ wishes.
Since we do not know the wishes we
must use the votes as a substitute, but that
makes it essential that the votes should
match the wishes as far as possible. That,
in turn, makes it desirable that the voters
should not be tempted to vote tactically.

They would not be so tempted if they felt
confident that later preferences were as
likely to help earlier ones as to harm them,
and if they could not predict the effect one
way or the other. At present, we see no
reason to doubt that these requirements
are met.

The proposed method for breaking ties satisfies
the same criteria: later preferences are as likely to
help earlier ones as to harm them, and voters can-
not predict the effect one way or the other. This is
not the case for other preference-based tie-breaking
methods discussed in these pages.

Whether this slight opening of the door to a vi-
olation of later-no-harm is justified by the benefit
of breaking ties non-randomly (in most cases) is, in
David Hill’s words [7], a matter of judgment.

8 Summary

Arguments for various nonrandom tie-breaking im-
plicitly assume sincere voters. But the introduction
of those very methods undermines that crucial pre-
condition, and without sincere voters the arguments
fail.

When O’Neill argues [2] that “forwards tie-
breaking does not use the most relevant information
to break the tie,” and that later rounds reflect better
information, the logical conclusion of his argument
is that the most relevant information is not in a prior
round at all, but rather in the current round that gives
rise to the tie. That information is, simply, that the
candidates have equal support, by the means we’ve
chosen to measure that support.

Meek [6] drives this point further home with his
Principle 1: “If a candidate is eliminated, all bal-
lots are treatedas if that candidate had never stood.”
Prior-round tie-breaking typically, though not exclu-
sively, depends on preferences for candidates who
have been excluded in the tie-breaking round. To
consider those preferences violates Meek’s Princi-
ple 1.

Later-preference tie-breaking (eg. Borda or
Coombs) encourages insincere voting by violating
the later-no-harm principle.

The encouragement of insincere voting is too high
a price to pay for partially excluding chance from
STV election methods. We should prefer random
tie-breaking in all cases.

If preferences must be considered in breaking
ties, then ties should be broken on the basis of
overall earliest preferences, using transferable bal-
lot weights.
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Implementing STV by Meek’s method

I.D. Hill
d.hill928@btinternet.com

1 Introduction

At the time of the original implementation of STV
by Meek’s method [1] we were feeling our way.
Later thought has shown that, in some respects, the
details can be improved while keeping the overall
plan. Thus my own later implementation, as part of
a suite of programs to deal with the whole election
process rather than just the vote counting, and to in-
clude other versions of STV as well as the Meek
version, made some changes from that original im-
plementation. The aim of this paper is to describe
those changes and the reasons for them.

My program is written in the Pascal computer lan-
guage. While designed to be used under the MS-
DOS operating system, it can also be easily accessed
from Windows XP.

In [1] Woodall gave mathematical proof that the
Meek formulation has a unique solution for any
given voting pattern, and that the method necessar-
ily converges upon that solution. Strictly speaking
that proof assumes infinite mathematical precision.
In this paper I refer to that proof even though my
implementation has only finite precision. Provided
that the degree of precision is adequate, the approx-
imation to Woodall’s proof will be close enough for
practical purposes.

2 Terminology

In [1] we used the term ‘weight’ for the fraction, of
each vote or part of a vote received, that a candidate
retains. This has now become known as the can-
didate’s ‘keep value’, to be in accordance with the
traditional term ‘transfer value’.

We also used ‘excess’ for the amount of vote re-
maining after all candidates mentioned in the voter’s
preferences have received their shares. The more
traditional, but longer, term ‘non-transferable’ is
now used for this.

3 Arithmetic

In [1] the numbers of votes and the keep values
were declared as ‘real’ variables in the computer
sense. These would be represented in the computer
in floating-point form, which is necessarily only ap-
proximate and there is no guarantee that exactly the
same approximations will be used on different com-
puter systems. Given the robustness of the Meek
method, it is highly improbable that a different can-
didate would ever be elected because of this, except
perhaps in the case of a tie, but it is thought wise to
avoid even the possibility.

It is therefore better to make sure that the numbers
are so represented that, although still approximate
because only a finite number of decimal places is
used, the results are necessarily identical on all com-
puters. To achieve this, floating-point methods are
avoided altogether, each ‘real’ number being repre-
sented by a pair of integers, integer arithmetic on
computers being exact.

Assuming 32-bit integers to be available, the
maximum allowable integer is 2147483647 so to al-
low 9 decimal places for the fractional part is safe
and convenient. Thus a number such as 123.456, for
example, is represented as a pair of integers with 123
as the value of its integral part and 456000000 as
its fractional part. Adding or subtracting such num-
bers is simple enough, the integral parts are added
or subtracted, and the fractional parts are added
or subtracted. If the resulting fractional part ex-
ceeds 999999999, then 1000000000 is subtracted
from it and 1 is added to the integral part. Simi-
larly, if the resulting fractional part is negative, then
1000000000 is added to it and 1 is subtracted from
the integral part. There is no need to worry about
the whole number, rather than just its fractional part,
ever being negative; that never happens within the
Meek method.

Multiplication and division are not so simple, and
special routines are necessary to enable them to be
performed with no risk of overflow.

In principle, a fixed number of significant figures
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might be preferable to a fixed number of decimal
places, but all that really matters is that the preci-
sion should be great enough as to ensure that the use
of more precision would be virtually certain not to
change the outcome. The fixed 9 decimal places un-
doubtedly satisfies this and is convenient.

4 Quota definition

Meek’s formulation [2] used the integral part of
1+T/(s+1), whereT is the total number of active
votes ands is the number of seats to be filled. He
obviously intended that the initial 1 of this formula
should be replaced by 1 in the last decimal place
used, when not working solely in integers. An al-
ternative approach is that of the second edition of
Newland and Britton [3] in ignoring the initial 1 al-
together if the calculation comes out exactly, while
adding extra rules to ensure that no more thans can-
didates can be elected even in exceptional cases. In
[1] we adopted the Newland and Britton approach
(with the necessary extra rules) because the number
of decimal places that would be used by a floating-
point implementation was unknown.

When working solely in integers, or to only 2 dec-
imal places as in Newland and Britton rules, there
are advantages in their formulation, but those advan-
tages are minimal where greater precision is used.
For my implementation, therefore, I have included
the addition of 0.000000001 to the quota, so that no
extra rules are needed, while it is very hard to be-
lieve that such a tiny increment will ever cause any
disadvantage.

5 Output

In [1], mainly because we were still feeling our way
at that time, more output was given than now seems
sensible, producing two tables at each stage of the it-
eration, one to say, in effect, “Where are we now?”,
the other to say “What are we going to do about it?”
There is really no need for any output for those iter-
ations that do not elect or exclude any candidate, so
immediate output has been cut down to just show-
ing the names of candidates elected or excluded as
those events occur, with storage in computer files of
enough information to allow various forms of table
to be easily produced when wanted.

There is also provision for an animated form of
output, showing coloured lines on the screen per-
forming the transfers of votes. This is deliberately
slowed down to make it easy to watch.

6 Ties

In the event of a tie, where a candidate must be
excluded and two or more are exactly equal in last
place, [1] gave only a pseudo-random choice as the
solution. In my implementation, I was persuaded
by ERS Technical Committee to include the tradi-
tional ‘ahead at first difference’ criterion as a first
tie-breaker, with a pseudo-random choice only if
that did not solve it.

Strictly speaking this is contrary to Meek’s stated
principles on which his method is based, and was
somewhat against my will, but it is unreasonable to
expect to win every argument, and it does no real
harm, particularly as ties hardly ever occur in real
elections.

The pseudo-random method used is similar ex-
cept that [1] calculated random numbers only if and
when required. I have found it more convenient to
assign such numbers to the candidates in the first
instance and thus to have them already available if
wanted. However I change the assigned numbers at
each stage so that, if A is randomly preferred to B
on the odd stages, then B is preferred to A on the
even stages.

7 Election

In [1] candidates were not deemed elected until the
end of an iteration. The keep values having con-
verged, it was then considered whether any addi-
tional candidate had achieved the quota. Further
thought has shown that it is absolutely safe to elect
as soon as a candidate reaches the quota during the
iterations and at once to start adjusting that candi-
date’s keep value, along with those of any others al-
ready elected. This follows from Woodall’s proof,
given as part of [1], that if there is a feasible vec-
tor, then there is a unique solution vector — see that
proof for the definitions of those terms.

8 Convergence

Both in [1] and my present implementation, the
overall plan consists of iterations within iterations,
the outer iterations being the operations up to and
including the exclusion of a candidate, the inner iter-
ations being the successive adjustments of keep val-
ues.

In [1] the inner iterations were taken as having
converged when each elected candidate’s votes were
individually close enough to the current quota. This
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has been simplified to saying that the sum of the cur-
rent surpluses of all the elected candidates must be
no greater than 0.0001. It is almost certain in any
case that, if such a small sum of all surpluses is ever
reached, the lowest candidates are tied and further
iterations would not separate them. Because of the
short-cut exclusion rule mentioned below, however,
it hardly ever happens that iterations need to proceed
so far.

9 Short-cut exclusion rule

During the iterations, if it is found that the lowest
candidate’s current votes plus the total surplus of the
elected candidates is less than the current votes of
the next lowest candidate, it is certain that, if the it-
erations were continued all the way to convergence,
that lowest candidate would necessarily still be the
lowest and would have to be excluded. It is there-
fore safe to exclude the candidate at once. The next
iterations will then start from a different point than
would otherwise have been the case, but it follows
from Woodall’s proof that the next solution vector
will still be the same, so the eventual result must be
unchanged.

To see that, in these circumstances, the lowest
candidate cannot catch up, it should be noted that
the total number of votes remains unchanged and the
effect of reducing the keep values of elected candi-
dates is to pass their surplus votes to other candi-
dates or, possibly, to non-transferable. If all the sur-
pluses are passed to the lowest candidate, that candi-
date would necessarily, given the conditions, remain
the lowest. If some are passed to other candidates
that is even worse for the lowest, even if some of
those candidates become elected.

The only point that needs more thought is to
consider what happens if some surplus becomes
non-transferable, resulting in a reduction of the
quota. Ifn votes become non-transferable, the ex-
tra surplus created thereby ismn/(s + 1) wherem

is the number of elected candidates so far, ands is
the number of seats. We know thatm is less thans,
because otherwise all seats are filled and the whole
election is over. Thereforemn/(s+1) is less thann,
which shows that the amount that could have gone
to the lowest candidate has been reduced.

Similar arguments show that, if two or more low-
est candidates have a total number of votes that, to-
gether with the current surplus, is less than the votes
of the candidate next above, it is safe to exclude
them all at once, provided that enough would remain
to fill all seats. I have not implemented this (except

in the special case where several lowest candidates
have zero votes) believing it to be simpler to explain
what is going on if only one at a time is excluded.

With traditional style STV it is important that
rules are firmly laid down as to whether or not multi-
ple exclusions are to be made, because it can change
the result. Thus, for example, Newland and Brit-
ton rules [3] insist that multiple exclusions must be
made when possible, whereas Church of England
rules [4] insist on only one at a time. With Meek
rules, however, it is optional, as the result is neces-
sarily the same either way. The fact that I exclude
only one at a time is not intended to suggest that
there is anything wrong, within a Meek system, with
multiple exclusions if others wish to use them.

10 Equality of preference

Meek [2] suggested allowing voters to express
equality of preference where desired. In [1] this op-
tion was not included. My program does include
the option but there are some difficulties involved,
as explained in detail in [5]. I continue to hold the
conclusion expressed there that “the complications
may be too many to be worth it ... [but] the facility
is strongly valued by a significant number of elec-
tors”.

11 Constraints

Not proposed by Meek, the program also allows
constraints, whereby a maximum number, or a min-
imum number, may be laid down for certain cat-
egories among those elected. I dislike such con-
straints in principle [6], but they are necessary in
certain circumstances in the Church of England [4]
and, if the Church ever wished to update its proce-
dures to use Meek-style STV, it would be necessary
to demonstrate that it could cope with this additional
complication.

At present the main thing for which constraints
may be wanted is the filling of casual vacancies,
where this is done by recounting the original votes
with the late occupier of the vacant seat withdrawn.
The constraint that is then necessary is to disallow
exclusion of any existing seat holder.

12 STV in New Zealand

Those working on the introduction of STV for cer-
tain elections in New Zealand, having decided that
the Meek rules were what they wanted, had my im-
plementation available to them, and most of its de-
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tails given above, such as the 9-decimal place work-
ing, and the figure of 0.0001 for the total surplus to
indicate convergence, have been incorporated into
their Act of Parliament [7].

There is, of course, no objection to these details
having been used, but I hope that it will not become
‘folklore’ that they must be used and that Meek has
not been properly implemented otherwise.
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Editorial Postscript

I (Brian Wichmann) also have an implementation of
the Meek algorithm, written in Ada 95. I have not
made this generally available for several reasons:
firstly, it lacks any system for preparing the data and
even any adequate diagnostics on incorrect data (and
hence is just a counting program); secondly the pro-
gram has a number of extensions written to aid some
investigations (typically reported inVoting matters);
thirdly the program does not perform the arithmetic
exactly correctly. There are a number of small dif-
ferences between my Ada 95 version and the version
in this paper; ties are broken differently and I will
exclude several candidates together having the same
number of votes provided it is safe to do so.

In 2000, I did perform a check of the Meek imple-
mentation described in this paper against the origi-
nal version published in 1987 [1]. The report of this
validation can now be found on the McDougall web-
site. One interesting finding was that a test (M135)
was actually a tie between two candidates for exclu-
sion. However, both programs performed slightly
different calculations in approximating the solution
in such a way that neither reported a tie and the dif-
ferences in the rounding resulted in a different ex-
clusion. This is not considered a fault as, where
there is really a tie, either result is acceptable.
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Computerisation of STV counts

Robert Newland
(deceased)

This note, located by David Hill, appears
not to have been published. It is dated
February 1983. It is unclear why it was
not published. Since it raises many inter-
esting issues, it is reproduced here. Read-
ers may wish to comment on the propos-
als. We hope to include their comments
in a subsequent issue ofVoting matters—
Editor.

(1) It has often been suggested that STV counts
should be computerised to save time/money. I have
always regarded that view as unrealistic. Much of
the time of any election count is taken up with pre-
liminaries, such as envelope-slitting in postal bal-
lots, unfolding voting papers, checking their au-
thenticity, and, in public elections, reconciliation of
numbers of papers issued.

With computerised counts, input would be time-
consuming, whether by operators working in pairs
to ensure accuracy, or whether by special equipment
reading special voting papers presented in succes-
sion. Voting machines capable of accepting pref-
erences seem an unlikely investment for infrequent
public elections.

The time required for manual STV counts can
be exaggerated, while any saving in time/money in
computerised counts is doubtful or marginal. Unless
there are other positive advantages to be gained from
the computerisation of STV counts, it seems wrong
to deprive candidates and others of the opportunity
of witnessing manual counts.

(2) As Stephen Freeland said in his recent paper,
COUNTING STV BY COMPUTER, “the exist-
ing 1976 procedures for counting STV elections rep-
resent a balance between technical refinement and
speed of counting”. Indeed, the 1976 procedures in-
cluded improvements over earlier procedures both
in technical refinementand in speed of counting.
The current (1976) procedures are probably the best
that can be achieved in manual counts.

Although little can be said in favour of comput-
erisation of STV counts if the objective is merely
the supposed saving of time/money, nevertheless,
if computerisation is intended, the opportunity can
be taken of incorporating improved counting proce-
dures into STV which are not practicable in manual
counts.

One minor improvement is obvious. It would be
absurd to write a computer program restricting the
calculation of quota,V/(N + 1), and of transfer
values, to two decimal places. Using more deci-
mal places would, on occasion, lead to a different,
better, result. Since the results of manual and com-
puter counts would then no longer be comparable,
it would be sensible to make other improvements to
achieve even better, different, results.

(3) In my COMPARATIVE ELECTORAL
SYSTEMS where I was concerned primarily with
the comparison of systems employing manual
counts, I indicated briefly in section 7.8(c), Fur-
ther Refinements, two areas of improvement not
practicable in manual counts, viz., (i) the re-
commencement of counts from the beginning after
exclusions, and (ii) the transfer of voting papers to
next preferences even though already elected.

Stephen Freeland discusses the first of these in his
paper. Following exclusion, often some voting pa-
pers are non-transferable. In consequence, towards
the end of the count, candidates are elected without
the quota: votes are of unequal effect.

The remedy is to re-commence the count ab initio
after each exclusion. (A)

Non-transferable papers showing preferences
only for excluded candidates would be discarded,
and a new, lower, quota would be calculated. Even-
tually all candidates would be elected on attaining
the same (lowest) quota: votes would be of equal
effect.

Non-transferable papers showing preferences for
already elected candidates would now be used to
help elect those candidates: there would be fewer
non-transferable papers.

Moreover, a well-known tactical voting ploy
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would be pre-empted. Suppose that in an election
with quota 9, candidate A has 10 voting papers: 9
AB, 1 AC. The count proceeds thus:

A 10 −1 9
B - +0.9 0.9
C - +0.1 0.1

Under current rules, the elector who voted AC can
maintain his support for A, but increase his support
ten-fold for C by voting ZAC, where Z is not the
elector’s genuine first choice, but is believed to have
little or no support. The count proceeds:

A 9 9
B - -
C - +1 1
Z 1 −1 -

There is an inherent danger that many such tacti-
cal voters might elect Z unintentionally.

Such tactical voting is pre-empted if the count is
re-commenced after the exclusion of Z:

A 9
B -
C -
Z 1 excluded.

New start:

A 10 −1 9
B - +0.9 0.9
C - +0.1 0.1

(4) In manual counts, it is standard practice, in
transferring a consequential surplus, only to exam-
ine, and where appropriate transfer, those papers, all
of one value, last received, which gave rise to the
surplus. It is sometimes suggested thatall the pa-
pers of an elected candidate should be examined and
where appropriate transferred, since they all con-
tributed to the existence of the surplus. This is an ap-
parently attractive argument, but such a procedure,
by itself, is unsound.

Suppose that in an election with quota 8, candi-
date A has 10 papers marked ABCD, B has 8 papers,
and C has 7 papers. The count proceeds:

A 10 −2 8
B 8 8
C 7 +2 9 −1

It would clearly be unsound to examine and trans-
fer any of the original 7 papers for C while the larger
number of 8 papers for B have no further effect on
the count. The 8 papers for B remain unexamined
because B had already attained the quota, and the
surplus of A was transferred, passing over B, direct
to C.

The remedy is to transfer voting papers to next
preferences even if already elected, thereby enabling
all voting papers of an elected candidate to be ex-
amined when a consequential surplus is transferred.
(B)

Electors would then be more equally represented.
Suppose in an election with quota 10, preferences

for candidates A, B, C are shown on 30 voting pa-
pers: 20 AB, 10 BC. The count proceeds under ex-
isting rules thus:

A 20 −10 10
B 10 10
C - -
NT - +10 10

But if the surplus of A is transferred to the next
preference B, the count proceeds:

A 20 −10 10 10
B 10 +10 20 −10 10
C - - +10 10

The 30 electors with three quotas of votes have
now elected three representatives.

The practical difficulty with this desirable proce-
dure is that if part of the surplus of a candidate A is
transferred to a candidate B, who is already elected,
or may thereby be elected, part of B’s surplus may
be transferred to A, and then part of A’s surplus to
B, and so on indefinitely.

Brian Meek examined the problem in some de-
tail in EQUALITY OF TREATMENT OF VOT-
ERS AND A FEEDBACK MECHANISM FOR
VOTE COUNTING, papers published in 1969 and
1970 inMathematiques et Sciences Humaines(En-
glish language versions available).

Douglas Woodall also discusses the problem
in COMPUTER COUNTING IN STV ELEC-
TIONS in the current issue (Winter 1982-83 issue)
of Representation.

To illustrate the effect of transferring votes be-
tween elected candidates, suppose that in an election
with quota 12, candidate A has 18 papers, and can-
didate B has 10 papers. The papers for candidate A
are marked: in case (i) 18 ABC (ii) 15 ABC, 3 A
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(iii) 6 ABC, 12 A In each case the 10 papers for B
are marked BAD.

Under existing rules, except for non-transferable
differences, the result in each case is the same. The
consequential surplus of B is transferred entirely to
C, and D receives nothing:

A 18 −6 12 12
B 10 +6 16 −4 12
C - - +4 4
D - - -

If voting papers are transferred between A and B
however, D receives votes in each case; fewest votes
in case (i) when most papers show a (third) prefer-
ence for C; most votes in case (iii) when fewest pa-
pers show a preference for C. In case (iii) the trans-
fers soon terminate, but in the other two cases there
is a theoretically unending alternation of transfers
as the votes credited to A and B gradually converge
to the quota. In practice, the calculations are termi-
nated when a desired degree of accuracy is attained.

Details are appended. In case (iii) the transfers
are worked out fully. In cases (i) and (ii) only the
early alternations are shown1.

It may be noted that I have followed principles
which differ in some respects from both Meek and
Woodall.

(5) If STV counts are to be computerised, it would
be foolish not to include remedy (A), since to re-
commence the count after each exclusion requires
only a little more computer time. If satisfactory
computer programs can be devised, it would also be
appropriate to include remedy (B), incorporating the
procedures as illustrated.

A manual STV count is already immensely supe-
rior to any other method of election, votes being of
nearly equal effect. Remedies (A) and (B) are de-
signed to treat voting papers equally, and to ensure
that votes are of exactly equal effect.

(6) This paper makes no suggestion to change the
apparently obvious criterion of successively exclud-
ing candidates with fewest votes. I know of no better
criterion.

The procedures described above will ensure that
at most a quota of voters is not represented. Differ-
ent criteria for exclusion would merely result in the
non-representation of a different quota of voters.

1These details have been omitted here because Newland
changed his mind later. When the members of ERS Technical
Committee were arguing between three alternative ways of doing
the job: Newland, Meek and Warren, he had another look at it
and switched to supporting the Meek method as better than what
he had proposed in this paper, so it is fairer to him to ignore his
proposed method.
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Comments on the STV Rules Proposed by British
Columbia

Jeffrey C. O’Neill
jco8@cornell.edu

1 Introduction

In May 2005, the Canadian province of British
Columbia conducted a referendum to decide
whether to adopt the single transferable vote (STV)
to elect the members of its legislative assembly. Al-
though 57% of the electorate voted in favor of adopt-
ing STV, the measure was not adopted as a super
majority of 60% was required for adoption. A Citi-
zens’ Assembly drafted a proposed set of STV rules,
which will henceforth be called BC-STV. These
rules are set forth in pages 17-20 of a Technical Re-
port drafted by the Citizens’ Assembly [1] and are
also included as an appendix to this article.

The purpose of this article is to clarify the de-
tails of the BC-STV implementation and provide
some insight into the rationale underlying the rules.
Much of the information presented in this article has
been gleaned from email conversations with James
Gilmour, Jonathan Lundell, Brian Wichmann, and
Joe Wadsworth. I have implemented the BC-STV
rules in the software package called OpenSTV.[6]

2 Unitary and Inclusive Philosophies

The primary difference between different STV rules
is in how surplus votes are transfered. The differ-
ent methods for transferring surplus votes can be
grouped into two different categories, what I call
the unitary and inclusive philosophies of transfer-
ring surplus votes.

Before describing these two categories, a distinc-
tion must be made between an initial surplus of
votes and a secondary surplus of votes. An ini-
tial surplus arises when a candidate has more than
a quota of first choices, i.e., a surplus after the first
stage of counting. A secondary surplus occurs when
a candidate does not have an initial surplus but later

goes over the quota after receiving votes from other
elected or excluded candidates.

Consider an election where the quota is 100. Sup-
pose candidate A has 140 votes after the first stage
and thus an initial surplus of 40 votes. Suppose can-
didate B has 90 votes after the first stage and 110
votes after the second stage, after receiving 20 votes
of A’s surplus. At the second stage, candidate B has
a secondary surplus of 10 votes.

Under the unitary philosophy of surplus transfers,
only whole votes are transferred. With candidate A,
40 of her votes transfered at full value, while the
other votes remain with A at full value. Similarly
with candidate B, 10 votes are transferred at full
value. A common practice is to take these 10 votes
from the 20 that B received during the second stage.

Under the inclusive philosophy of surplus trans-
fers, a portion of each of a candidate’s votes is trans-
ferred. With candidate A, each of her votes will be
transferred to their second choices at a transfer value
of 40/140. The total value of the votes transferred is
40. The transfer is inclusive because each of A’s
votes takes part. With candidate B, the idea is the
same, except that one could (and should) account
for the fact that some of the votes that B received in
the second stage could already have a value of less
than one.1

Some STV rules can be clearly classified as exem-
plifying one of these two philosophies, while others
employ a hybrid of these two philosophies. I will
now consider several STV rules in addition to BC-
STV: Cambridge STV (Massachusetts, USA), Dail
STV (Ireland), Northern Ireland STV, Malta STV,
Tasmania STV (Australia), Australian Capital Terri-
tory or ACT STV, and Meek STV (New Zealand).

Cambridge and Dail STV are examples of the uni-
tary philosophy. With Cambridge STV, the votes se-
lected for transfer are chosen at random. With Dail

1Under a method used in Australia, all votes are treated the
same even if some of them were received at less than full value.
In contrast, BC-STV appropriately weights the votes received at
less than full value [4].
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STV, the votes selected for transfer are chosen in a
manner that proportionally represents the following
choices on the ballots but does not seek to propor-
tionally represent later choices on the ballots. Both
of these methods are ballot order dependent – the
outcome is not guaranteed to be the same if the votes
are recounted with the ballots in a different order
– a fact that some people find highly undesirable.
David Robinson has proposed an interesting unitary
STV rule that is ballot order independent (or nearly
so).[5]

Northern Ireland, Malta, Tasmania, and ACT
STV employ a hybrid of the two philosophies and
each is an example of the long-established Gregory
method of STV counting. The idea underlying these
methods appears to be to exemplify the unitary phi-
losophy to the extent possible but to also ensure that
the rules are ballot order independent. With these
rules, the method of surplus transfer is different for
an initial surplus and a secondary surplus. An ini-
tial surplus is transfered according to the inclusive
philosophy. While not impossible, it is difficult to
transfer an initial surplus in a unitary fashion that
is also ballot order independent. The method for
transferring secondary surpluses is still hybrid, but
much closer to being unitary. For secondary sur-
pluses, only the last batch of received votes is con-
sidered. This last batch could arrive from a previous
transfer of surplus votes or from the exclusion of a
candidate. For example, consider candidate B from
above. The last batch of votes has a total value of
20 and the surplus is 10. Each of the votes in this
last batch is transfered to the next candidate on the
ballot with a transfer value of 10/20.2 The transfer is
thus inclusive among the last batch but much more
unitary than a completely inclusive transfer.

BC-STV and Meek STV are examples of the in-
clusive philosophy. For both initial and secondary
surpluses, a portion of each vote is transfered to its
next choice. The primary difference between BC-
STV and Meek STV is the following: with BC-STV
votes are transfered only to unexcluded candidates
with less than a quota while with Meek STV votes
are transfered to all unexcluded candidates. Meek
STV is clearly a better method than BC-STV, but
Meek STV requires a computer program to count
the votes while BC-STV can be counted by hand.

2For the sake of simplicity, I am assuming that each of the
votes has a valid next choice.

3 Provenance of the BC-STV Rules

Over the years, rules similar to the BC-STV rules
have been considered in numerous places. The Pro-
portional Representation Society of Australia urged
Australia to replace an existing STV method with a
method similar to BC-STV[4]; Douglas Amy’s book
includes a method similar to BC-STV[2]; and the
model statute on the website of the Center for Vot-
ing and Democracy (a United States organization) is
similar to BC-STV. Rules similar to BC-STV rules
have likely been independently derived numerous
times, and I present two possible derivations.

Among people familiar with the different STV
rules, Meek STV is generally regarded as the “best”
set of rules for STV. The greatest difficulty with
Meek STV is that it cannot be counted by hand. The
most obvious simplification to Meek STV to make
it hand countable is to not allow vote transfers to
elected candidates. With this modification, Meek
STV becomes very similar to BC-STV.

The Gregory method is another well-known
method for counting STV elections, which has been
used for more than a century. As described above,
for secondary surpluses with the Gregory method
only the last received batch of votes is consid-
ered. Some may regard this as unfair since the last
batch of votes may be quite different from previous
batches of votes.[4] Intuitively, it seems desirable to
change the transfer of secondary surpluses so that all
of the candidate’s votes are considered and not just
the last batch. With this modification, the Gregory
method becomes very similar to BC-STV.

Farrell and McAllister used the term “weighted
inclusive Gregory method” to refer to rules like the
BC-STV rules, and the drafters of the BC-STV rules
also used this terminology.3 While this terminology
is perhaps descriptively correct, I find it mislead-
ing in that it overstates the relationship between the
BC-STV and Gregory methods. Using only the last
batch of votes in transferring secondary surpluses is
a distinctive feature of the Gregory method. Without
last-batch transfers, the similarity with the Gregory
method is mostly lost. The BC-STV rules could also
be described as “hand-countable Meek” or “Meek
without transfers to elected candidates.” A more ac-
curate description of the BC-STV rules is simply
“inclusive STV.”

3Farrell and McAllister appear to have coined this
terminology.[4]
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4 Corrections to the BC-STV Rules

Several people have pointed out ambiguities and er-
rors in the BC-STV rules. I believe that they are all
straightforward to address, and I will briefly do so.

First, the BC-STV rules necessarily entail compu-
tations with fractions. The rules do not say if these
computations are to be performed exactly or through
precisely-specified rounding techniques. While this
is an important detail, it is one that can easily be re-
solved. In my implementation of the BC-STV rules,
I round to eight decimal places to approximate an
exact solution [6].

Second, there is one clear error in the rules, but
this error has a simple and obvious fix. In the ap-
pendix, the underlined text has been added to fix this
error.

Third, in two places, the rules need to be gen-
eralized. First, in part 8 of “Counting procedure
rules,” the rules acknowledge that it is possible for
one candidate to be elected with less than a quota
of votes. In reality, it is possible that multiple can-
didates could be elected with less than a quota of
votes. One possible correction would be to delete
the second sentence in part 8 and replace it with
the following: “When the total number of elected
and remaining candidates is equal to the number of
members to be elected, then all the remaining candi-
dates are elected even if they have less than a quota
of votes.” Second, part 3 of “Provisions for tied
votes” explains how a tie between two candidates
is to be broken, and this needs to be generalized to
break a tie among three or more candidates.

Fourth, the BC-STV rules do not precisely spec-
ify how to transfer surplus votes. Suppose that two
candidates have a surplus on the first count, that af-
ter transferring the largest first-count surplus a third
candidate is elected, that after transferring the sec-
ond first-count surplus a fourth candidate is elected,
and that the fourth winner has a larger surplus than
the third. The rules do not indicate which of the
two remaining surpluses is to be transferred first.
One could choose the largest surplus (that of the
fourth winner) or the earliest surplus (that of the the
third winner). In accordance with common practice,
I chose to always transfer the largest surplus.

5 Advantages and Disadvantages of
the BC-STV Rules

I see four advantages of the BC-STV rules: (1) the
rules are very simple, (2) votes can be counted by
hand, (3) the rules employ the inclusive philosophy,

and (4) the rules avoid the unfairness of transferring
only the last batch for secondary surpluses. Only the
fourth advantage requires more explanation. Con-
sider candidate B, described above. He received 90
first place votes and later received 20 votes that had
been transfered as part of candidate A’s surplus. It
is quite possible that the latter 20 papers represent
quite different views than the first 90 papers, yet
only the latter 20 papers have further effect. This
hardly seems fair to the 90 voters who ranked B
first. Farrell and McAllister cite such a dispute aris-
ing from an Australian election where the Gregory
method was used.[4]

I see one main disadvantage of BC-STV rules.
The outcome of the count is not continuous in the
sense that changing only one vote can dramatically
affect the outcome. For example, consider the fol-
lowing two sets of ballots for electing three candi-
dates:

Set 1 Set 2
4501 ABC 4500 ABC
2499 BD 2500 BD
1200 C 1200 C
1800 D 1800 D

The quota is 2500, and the two sets of ballots differ
by just one vote. I now count these ballots using
BC-STV rules.

With Set 1, candidate A is elected and has a sur-
plus of 2001 votes. Since candidate B is second on
all of these ballots and candidate B has less than a
quota, candidate B receives all of these 2001 votes.
Now B has a total of 4500 votes and a surplus of
2000 votes. For these 4500 votes, 2001 rank C next
(the ballots transfered from A) and 2499 rank D
next. Thus,

2000

4500
X2001 = 889.3

ballots of the surplus go to candidate C, and

2000

4500
X2499 = 1110.7

ballots of the surplus go to candidate D. Candidate
D is elected with 2910.7 votes and candidate C loses
with 2089.3 votes.

Now consider Set 2. Candidate A is elected and
has a surplus of 2000 votes. Since candidate B is
also elected, A’s surplus of 2000 votes goes directly
to candidate C. Thus, candidate C wins with 3200
votes and candidate D loses with 1800 votes. Al-
though there is only one different ballot in these two
sets, the outcome differs by more than 1000 votes.
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In comparison, with all of the other STV counting
methods mentioned in this paper, there is no such
discontinuity with these two sets of ballots. For ex-
ample, let us count the two sets of ballots with the
Gregory method. With Set 1, A’s surplus of 2001
votes goes to candidate B. B now has a surplus of
2000 votes. Only votes from the last batch are fur-
ther transfered, so 2000 votes are now transfered to
candidate C who wins with 3200 votes. With Set 2,
A’s surplus of 2000 votes goes directly to candidate
C who again wins with 3200 votes. Here, the change
in one ballot produced a similarly small change in
the outcome.

6 Conclusions

In considering the relative merits of BC-STV and
Gregory methods, there is no clear winner. With the
Gregory method, one can argue that it is unfair to use
only the last batch of received votes in transferring
secondary surpluses. With BC-STV, the outcome is
not necessarily continuous with small changes in the
ballots. The clear solution to this conundrum is to
use Meek STV, assuming that computer counts are
possible, which does not suffer from either of these
disadvantages.
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Appendix: The Recommended BC-STV
Electoral System

[Author’s note: James Gilmour pointed out a small
but important error in the counting rules. This has
been fixed with the addition of the underlined text.
I have also corrected the incorrect numbering in the
section “Provisions for tied votes.”]

This section describes the recommended BC-STV
system. It provides guidelines to be used in drafting
a new election act and in making changes to the cur-
rent Electoral Boundaries Commission Act.

In addition to choosing an electoral system
that incorporates its basic values, the Citizens’
Assembly on Electoral Reform wanted a system
that is open to public scrutiny and whose results can
be reviewed and validated. Consequently, BC-STV
is designed to use paper ballots which are available
for recount, if required.

General

1. BC-STV is a system of proportional represen-
tation by the single transferable vote (STV)
method.

2. The members of the Legislative Assembly of
British Columbia will be elected from multi-
member electoral districts.

3. The number of members in each district will
vary from two (2) to seven (7). Given that
achieving proportional electoral outcomes is a
primary reason for recommending BC-STV, us-
ing larger rather than smaller numbers of mem-
bers per district should always be preferred
when drawing district boundaries. While some
very sparsely populated areas may require dis-
tricts with as few as two members, the princi-
ple of proportionality dictates that, in the most
densely populated urban areas, districts should
be created at the upper end of the range.

4. The “Droop quota” will be the formula for cal-
culating the number of votes required by a can-
didate for election in a district. The quota for-
mula is:









total number of valid
ballots cast in the district

1 +
number of members

to be elected









+ 1

Fractions are ignored.
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5. The method of distributing surplus votes from
those candidates with more than the minimum
number of votes needed to be elected will be
the “Weighted Inclusive Gregory method” (see
below, as well as Appendix: Glossary [Author’s
note: the Glossary is not included.]).

The ballot paper

1. The ballot paper will display the names of all
the candidates contesting seats for a district.
The names will be grouped according to party
affiliation.

2. Candidates who do not indicate a party affili-
ation, and candidates who do not indicate that
they are running as an independent, will be
grouped together.

3. Parties with only one candidate, and each candi-
date running as an independent, will each have
their own group.

4. Groupings with more than one candidate in a
district will have the rank order of the candi-
dates’ names rotated at random so that each can-
didate has an equal chance of being placed in
every position within the grouping.

5. The rank order of groupings appearing on the
ballot will be rotated at random so that each
grouping has an equal chance of being placed
in every position on the ballot paper.

6. The ballot paper will not provide the option of
voting for all the candidates of one group by
marking a party box (this is the so called “above
the line” option used in some Australian elec-
tions).

Valid ballots

1. Voters will indicate their preference for the can-
didates listed on the ballot paper by putting the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. next to candidates’
names.

2. A ballot paper must include a first preference
for the ballot to be counted as a valid ballot.
The number of subsequent preferences marked
on the ballot is at the discretion of the voter.

3. In the case of a ballot paper with gaps or repeti-
tions in the sequence of numbers beyond a first
preference, the preferences are valid up to the
break in the sequence.

4. If a voter puts a mark next to only one candi-
date’s name, and that mark makes the voter’s
intention clear, the mark will be accepted as the
expression of a single preference for that can-
didate and the ballot will be counted as a valid
ballot.

Counting procedure rules

1. Once the total number of valid ballots is estab-
lished in each multi-member district, the mini-
mum number of votes required for a candidate
to be elected is calculated using the Droop quota
formula.

2. All ballots are counted and each ballot is allo-
cated as a vote to the candidate against whose
name a first preference (i.e., “1”) is shown on
the ballot.

3. If a candidate(s) on the first count has a num-
ber of first preference votes exactly equal to the
minimum number of votes needed to be elected,
then that candidate(s) is declared elected and
the counted ballot papers indicating that candi-
date(s) as a first preference are put aside and the
other preferences recorded on the ballots are not
examined.

4. If a candidate on the first count gains more than
the minimum number of votes needed to be
elected, the candidate is declared elected, and
the number of votes in excess of the number
of votes needed to be elected (the surplus) is
recorded. All of the elected candidate’s ballots
are then re-examined and assigned to candidates
not yet elected according to the second prefer-
ences marked on the ballots of those who gave
a first preference vote to the elected candidate.
These votes are allocated according to a “trans-
fer value.” The formula for the transfer value
is:

surplus votes cast for
the elected candidate

total number of votes received
by the elected candidate

5. If two or more candidates on the first count
gain more than the minimum number of votes
needed to be elected, all of those candidates
are declared elected. The ballots of the can-
didate with the largest number of first prefer-
ence votes will be re-examined first and as-
signed (at the transfer value) to candidates not
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yet elected according to the second preferences
marked on that candidate’s ballots, or the next
available preference, if the second preference
candidate has already been elected. The ballots
of the other elected candidate(s) will then be re-
examined and their surpluses distributed in or-
der according to the number of first preference
votes each candidate received.

6. If a candidate reaches more than the minimum
number of votes needed to be elected as the con-
sequence of a transfer of votes from an elected
or excludedcandidate, the number of votes in
excess of the number of votes needed to be
elected (the surplus) will be transferred to other
candidates. This transfer will be to the next
available preference shown on all of this can-
didate’s ballots. These ballots now include 1)
the candidate’s first preference ballots, and 2)
the parcel(s) of ballots transferred to the candi-
date from one or more elected or excludedcan-
didates. The transfer value for the candidate’s
first preference ballots is:

surplus votes cast for
the elected candidate

total number of votes received
by the elected candidate

The transfer value for each parcel of ballots
transferred to the candidate from one or more
elected or excludedcandidates is:






surplus votes cast
for the candidate

total number of votes
received by the candidate







X





the transfer value
of the parcel of
ballots received
by the candidate





7. If no candidate has a number of votes equal to
or greater than the minimum number of votes
needed to be elected, the candidate with the
smallest number of votes is excluded. All of that
candidate’s ballots–both first preference ballots
and any parcel or parcels of ballots transferred
from other candidates–are transferred to candi-
dates who have not been elected or excluded ac-
cording to the next available preference shown
on the excluded candidate’s ballots. The ex-
cluded candidate’s first preference ballots are
transferred to the second (or next available)
preferences at full value. Ballots received from
previously-elected (or excluded) candidates are
transferred at the transfer value at which the bal-
lots were received.

8. Counting continues in the described sequence:
the surplus of elected candidates is assigned un-
til no more candidates are elected, then the bal-
lots of excluded candidates are assigned until
another candidate is elected. When all but one
of the candidates to be elected from the district
have been elected, and only two candidates re-
main in the count, the candidate with the most
votes is declared elected, even though the candi-
date may not have reached the minimum num-
ber of votes (the quota) needed to be elected.

9. If, during the transfer of preferences, a ballot
paper does not indicate an available preference,
the ballot is put aside as “exhausted.” This can
occur because:

• the voter only indicated one, or a small number
of preferences;

• all the preferred candidates have already been
elected or excluded; or

• there are gaps or repetitions on the ballot in the
sequence of numbering preferences.

Provisions for tied votes

1. Where two or more candidates have the same
number of first preference votes at the end of
the first count, and this number is more than the
minimum number of votes necessary for elec-
tion, then the candidate whose surplus is dis-
tributed first will be decided by lot.

2. Where no candidate has a number of first pref-
erence votes equal to or greater than the num-
ber of votes necessary for election at the end of
the first count, and two or more candidates have
the same number of first preference votes, this
number being the smallest number of first pref-
erence votes gained by any candidate, then the
candidate who is excluded first will be decided
by lot.

3. If, at any stage of the count other than during
the first count, two candidates have the same
number of votes, the candidate who is declared
elected first, or who is not excluded will be:

a) the candidate with the larger number of votes
in the previous or immediately next preceding
count where there is a difference in the votes
between the two candidates; or
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b) the candidate whose name is drawn by lot,
where there is no difference in the number of
votes between the candidates at any preceding
count.

By-elections

The single transferable vote method (preferen-
tial voting) is to be used for by-elections where
a candidate is to be elected to fill a single casual
vacancy in a district. The BC-STV method is to be
used where candidates are to be elected to fill two
or more casual vacancies in a district.
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Developing STV Rules for manual counting to give
effect to the Weighted Inclusive Gregory Method of
transferring surpluses, with candidates’ votes recorded
as integer values

James Gilmour
jgilmour@globalnet.co.uk

The Local Governance (Scotland) Act 2004 [1]
makes provision for councillors in Scotland to be
elected by the single transferable vote (STV) from
wards returning either three or four councillors. The
first elections under these new provisions will be
held in May 2007. The Act does not specify any
STV counting rules, but requires Scottish Ministers
to make such rules by order.

1 Proposal to use WIGM

When the Local Governance (Scotland) Bill [2] was
introduced in the Scottish Parliament it included
most (but not all) of the STV counting rules used
for District Council elections in Northern Ireland
[3]. Among those included were the provisions for
the transfer of surplus votes by the Gregory Method,
applied only to the ‘last parcel’ of ballot papers for
a consequential surplus [4]. During the Stage 1
consideration of the Bill by the Local Government
and Transport Committee of the Scottish Parliament,
several MSPs questioned the use of the Gregory
Method and suggested that the ‘last parcel’ provi-
sion treated some voters unfairly (eg see [5] at col
380). The Committee also discussed the possibil-
ities of using electronic counting which was attrac-
tive because the elections for the Scottish Parliament
(by a regional version of the Additional Member
System) would be held on the same day.

In their Report [6] on the Stage 1 consideration of
the Bill, the Committee said, in relation to technical
issues surrounding the counting of votes:

“The Committee: Concludes that the
method set out in the Bill is the most appro-
priate one for local government elections in

Scotland at this time, given the currently
available counting technology;
Believes that its preferred alternative, the
‘weighted inclusive Gregory method’, is,
theoretically, the most effective counting
method as it ensures that the preferences ex-
pressed by all voters are counted; but notes
manual counts using this system would be
unrealistically time consuming; and
Recommends that the ‘weighted inclusive
Gregory method’ be introduced to replace
the system set out in the Bill when elec-
tronic counting becomes available.”

Several technical amendments to the STV count-
ing rules were discussed during the Stage 2 debate
on the Bill, but the Gregory Method and the ‘last
parcel’ provision were retained for the transfer of
surpluses. However, at the Stage 3 debate on the
Bill, on the floor of the Parliament Chamber, the
Scottish Executive Minister tabled amendments that
had the effect of removing all the detailed STV
counting rules, and these amendments were passed
[7,8].

The second Newsletter of the 2007 Elections
Steering Group [9] announced: “Scottish Executive
Ministers have agreed that work should go forward
on the possibility of introducing e-counting for the
2007 local government elections.” The invitation to
tender for the provision of e-counting facilities was
issued in August 2005 [10]. (The award of this con-
tract to DRS Data Services Ltd was announced in
February 2006 [11].)

The tender document issued to interested con-
tractors [12] specified that the STV counting rules
were to be based on the “Weighted Inclusive Gre-
gory Method” (WIGM) of transferring surpluses.
The tender document included a description of STV
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rules incorporating WIGM, based on the incomplete
and defective description given in the Technical Re-
port of the British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly on
Electoral Reform [13].

2 Definition of WIGM

The term “Weighted Inclusive Gregory Method” ap-
pears to have been coined by Farrell and McAllister
[14], where they give the following description of
the procedure for determining the transfer value for
a candidate’s surplus votes:

“For those votes that the candidate has received
at full value, TV = s/v, wherev is the candi-
date’s total vote. For those votes that the candi-
date has received from another candidate’s surplus,
TV = (s/v)β, whereβ is the TV that was applied in
the transfer of the surplus votes to the previous can-
didate.”

(The definitions of “TV” and “s” were given ear-
lier in the paper: “TV” = transfer value; “s” = can-
didate’s surplus.)

The Weighted Inclusive Gregory Method has not
yet been implemented anywhere in the world and so
there is no working legislative language available.
However, a legislative description of WIGM was in-
cluded in the Electoral Legislation Amendment Bill
2003 presented to the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia [15]:

“Unless all the vacancies have been filled,
the surplus votes (if any) of any candidate
elected under clause 4, or elected subse-
quently under this clause, shall be trans-
ferred to the continuing candidates as fol-
lows —
(a) the number of surplus votes of the
elected candidate shall be divided by the
number of votes received by him and the
resulting fraction shall be the surplus frac-
tion;
(b) in relation to any particular ballot papers
for surplus votes of the elected candidate,
the surplus fraction shall be multiplied by
the transfer value at which those ballot pa-
pers were transferred to the elected candi-
date, or by one if they expressed first pref-
erence votes for the elected candidate, and
the product shall be the continued transfer
value of those particular ballot papers;
(c) the total number of ballot papers for sur-
plus votes of the elected candidate that each

(i) express the next available preference
for a particular continuing candidate; and
(ii) have a particular continued transfer
value,

shall be multiplied by that transfer value,
the number so obtained (disregarding any
fraction) shall be added to the number of
votes of the continuing candidate and all
those ballot papers shall be transferred to
the continuing candidate,

and if on the completion of the transfer of
the surplus votes of the elected candidate to
a particular continuing candidate that can-
didate has received a number of votes equal
to or greater than the quota, that candidate
shall be elected.”

(The Bill received a first and second reading, but
was withdrawn in November 2003 for reasons not
related to the proposed change to the STV counting
rules.)

This legislative description introduces the term
“surplus fraction” for Farrell and McAllister’s cal-
culated “s/v”, which is then applied to each parcel
of ballot papers with a different current value, Far-
rell and McAllister’s “β”, ie the “transfer value” at
which those ballot papers were received by the can-
didate with the current surplus. The Western Aus-
tralian Bill used the term “continued transfer value”
for the value at which the ballot papers would be
transferred from the candidate with the current sur-
plus. In UK STV rules we prefer the term “current
value” for whatever value a ballot paper may have
when a calculation is made and “transfer value” for
the value at which the ballot paper will be trans-
ferred to the next available preference.

3 Putting WIGM into UK legislation

The terminology of the Western Australia Bill is
helpful in that it distinguishes (and names) the
two steps in the process of calculating correctly
weighted transfer values when a candidate has a
surplus and all of that candidate’s ballot papers
are transferred. This legislative language does
not, however, provide ‘ballot-paper-by-ballot-paper’
handling instructions of the kind usually found in
UK rules for the conduct of STV counts (eg [3]). It
was with this in mind that I prepared the detailed
rules in the document that has been deposited on the
McDougall website [16]. That document has been
through several drafts and I am grateful to Brian
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Wichmann, David Hill, John Curtice and the anony-
mous Referee of this paper for corrections and help-
ful comments. It has been made widely available to
those who are involved in the preparation of the sec-
ondary legislation that will be required for the 2007
elections.

Although the intent was that e-counting would be
used for the 2007 elections, and the Local Govern-
ment and Transport Committee of the Scottish Par-
liament recommended the use of WIGM only if e-
counting were to be introduced, there was nothing
to indicate that manual counting by WIGM rules
should not be undertaken if this were demanded or
necessary. A manual count by WIGM rules would
take longer than a manual count by (classical) Gre-
gory Method rules because more ballot papers have
to be sorted and counted more times, but it would
not be impracticable for a public election as an ex-
ceptional requirement. It seemed appropriate, there-
fore, to devise first the WIGM rules for a manual
count. Once these had been determined as coher-
ent and unambiguous, it would be a smaller task to
adapt the manual rules for e-counting. As explained
in the preamble [16], the rules were written to fit into
a more comprehensive legislative document and fol-
low the conventions of UK secondary legislation (eg
[3]).

4 Consequential issues

The essential description of WIGM is quite simple,
but its adoption raises several issues that affect other
aspects of the STV counting rules.

Because surpluses are to be spread across all the
ballot papers then held by the candidate from whom
the surplus is being transferred, each ballot paper
will, in most cases, carry forward a smaller vote
value. In the Northern Ireland rules [3], transfer val-
ues are calculated to two decimal places and any re-
mainder ignored. The votes transferred to succes-
sive preferences are similarly calculated to two dec-
imal places and the totals of votes credited to can-
didates are shown to two decimal places on the re-
sult sheet. If the WIGM calculations were similarly
truncated at two decimal places, substantial numbers
of ballot papers would quickly have no recordable
value. The precision of calculation must, therefore,
be greater when WIGM rules are applied. To en-
sure reproducibility no matter how the count is un-
dertaken, it is necessary also to specify the precision
of each step of each calculation. As explained in the
preamble to the rules, the precision was set at seven
decimal places on pragmatic and practical grounds.

(The information about the precision of the transfer
value calculations in the STV elections to the Aus-
tralian Federal Senate taken from the AEC website
and given in an earlier paper [17] was incorrect [18].
For those STV elections the precision is not limited
at all [19], but this has no consequences because of
the ‘value averaging’ method that is used in those
rules to calculate transfer valuesde novofor each
surplus.)

As noted in the document deposited on the Mc-
Dougall website, these rules do not make any pro-
vision to overcome the anomaly that arises with
WIGM when votes are not transferred to already
elected candidates. This will be the subject of a sep-
arate paper.

5 Integer vote values

It is a feature of the Australian STV rules that use an
‘inclusive’ method of transferring surplus votes that
only whole numbers of votes are credited to candi-
dates when transfers are made [20]. The Common-
wealth Electoral Act 1918 prescribes the flawed “In-
clusive Gregory Method” and not the Weighted In-
clusive Gregory Method, but the Western Australian
WIGM Bill [15] included the same provision (see
sub-paragraph (c) in the text quoted above). This ap-
proach has much to commend it, as it will simplify
the result sheet and so aid public comprehension. (It
would probably be of benefit if it were adopted more
widely for STV counting rules.) Apart from its pre-
sentational advantages, this approach avoids accept-
ability problems that could arise in WIGM elections
from candidates being separated by minute fractions
of votes. With integer vote totals, candidates will ei-
ther be separated by at least one vote or have the
same number of votes.

Of course, the fractional parts of the vote totals
that are not transferred to the candidates cannot be
ignored; they must be accounted for properly. These
fractional parts are shown separately on the Aus-
tralian integer result sheets as ‘Lost by fraction’. I
prefer the term ‘Vote fraction not transferred’ be-
cause it is more correctly descriptive and does not
convey the idea that any votes can be “lost”.

This truncation to an integer value is applied only
to the total value of all the parcels and sub-parcels
being transferred to any one candidate; it is not ap-
plied to the values of the individual parcels and sub-
parcels before the candidate’s transferable total is
calculated. There is only one truncation for each
candidate to whom votes are transferred in any one
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stage. That way the ‘Vote fraction not transferred’ is
minimised.

Note that when a multiple exclusion occurs, the
‘Vote fraction not transferred’ can be negative. This
happens when the sum of the values of the ballot pa-
pers,including all the fractional parts, held by the
excluded candidates exceeds the sum of the integer
votes credited to the excluded candidates. Thus pre-
viously ‘non transferred’ votes can be brought back
into play. This is another reason for preferring a
term other than “lost”.

6 Non-transferable votes

When an ‘inclusive’ transfer of a surplus is effected,
the transfer values are calculated taking into account
all the votes then credited to the elected candidate
andall the ballot papers are transferred. Ballot pa-
pers with no ‘next available preference’ are set aside
as ‘non transferable’ and take with them as ‘non-
transferable’ the proportionate share of the surplus.
This approach is wholly consistent with the ‘inclu-
sive’ concept that is given effect by the requirement
to examine and transfer all parcels of ballot papers
held by the candidate with the surplus.

7 Deferred surpluses

It could be argued that the ‘inclusive approach’ that
underlies WIGM would require the transfer ofall
surpluses, ie that there should be no provision to de-
fer the transfer of any surplus, no matter how small.
However, if there is to be any possibility of manual
counting, it would be best to retain the ‘deferred sur-
plus’ provision so that the handling of large numbers
of ballot papers of extremely small values could be
avoided except when the votes on those ballot pa-
pers would affect what has to happen next.

8 Sub-stages during exclusions

STV counting rules that use the Gregory Method of
transferring surpluses usually provide for sub-stages
during exclusions, in which the transfer of a parcel
of ballot papers of the same value constitutes a sub-
stage. The transfer of first preference ballot papers
before the transfer of other ballot papers of value
1 vote also constitutes a separate sub-stage in the
Northern Ireland rules [3]. If any candidate attains
the quota at the end of a sub-stage, that candidate is
‘deemed elected’ and no further transfers are made
to that candidate. This is consistent with the ‘exclu-
sive approach’ to STV that seeks to keep the voters

in discrete, ‘exclusive’ groups so far as possible. Al-
though it is clearly not directly related to WIGM, the
sub-stage approach to handling exclusions seems in-
compatible with the ‘inclusive’ approach that under-
lies WIGM. I have, therefore, made no provision for
sub-stages during exclusions.

9 Publication of results

I have taken the opportunity to specify fully what
must be published once an STV count has been com-
pleted. This rectifies a deficiency in the Northern
Ireland rules [3].

10 Casual vacancies

The suggested rules do not include any provisions
relating to the filling of casual vacancies because
policy decisions on casual vacancies are required
before the relevant election rules can be devised.
Should it be decided that a by-election must be held
when a single vacancy occurs, I would commend the
use of the special purpose STV rules published by
the Electoral Reform Society [21]. I codified these
rules in their present form in 1978, working under
the guidance of Frank Britton and Robert Newland.

11 ‘Inclusive’ and ‘exclusive’
representation

A discussion of the ‘inclusive’ and ‘exclusive’ ap-
proaches to proportional representation and STV
counting rules will be the subject of a separate paper.
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CONTENTS

Editorial

There are 5 papers in this issue, all of which are
comments or reviews of other work:

• David Hill: Comments on Newland’s paper

Here, David Hill responds to some specific
technical points in Newland’s paper.

• Edited comments on Robert Newland’s sugges-
tions.

Robert Newland’s article, written in 1983 made
many suggestions which were thought to be an
appropriate topic of a moderated email discus-
sion. A heavily edited version of this discus-
sion appears here. It points to a number of top-
ics which could well be the subject of future
papers inVoting matters.

• Brian Wichmann:Review of The Machinery of
Democracy

The report reviewed here is one undertaken
by leading experts in the US to show what is
needed to avoid some of the problems that oc-
curred during the Presidential election of 2000.

Parts of this report are relevant to the use of
scanning machines for the Scottish local elec-
tions to be held later this year. The US Freedom
of Information Act ensures that electoral data
is open to public scrutiny, whereas the position
in Scotland is uncertain at this point. This im-
plies that the transparency of the Scottish STV
elections might be less than those of Northern
Ireland for which manual procedures are used.

• Jonathan Lundell:Review of the Second Report
of the Irish Commission on Electronic Voting

The Irish Commission has completed its work
with its second report. It is unclear at this stage
what action the Government will take. This re-
port has some similarities with the previously
mentioned US report which makes for some
interesting comparisons.

• David Hill: Review of Collective Decisions and
Voting by Nicolaus Tideman

The book reviewed here is central to many of
the issues covered inVoting matters, and hence
this review should be of interest to many of our
readers.

Scotland

The final stages of the legal process for the local
STV elections in Scotland have been agreed. The
counting method is based upon the Weighted Inclu-
sive Gregory Method, but is as simple as it could be
in computer terms. Hand counting using this logic
is possible, but would take longer than current man-
ual counts because of the need to examine all of the
elected candidate’s papers when a surplus is trans-
ferred. It is interesting to contrast this with the Meek
method, which is more complex, since the quota is
recomputed and transfers are made to elected can-
didates. In electoral terms, Meek has the advantage
that the intervention of a no-hope candidate cannot
change the choice of the elected candidates — a fail-
ing of all the rules used for current hand-counting
STV methods.

The Order approved by the Scottish Parliament
at the end of January will require the Returning
Officers to publish much fuller details about votes
and transfers of votes at each stage of the count
than the corresponding legislation for STV elections
in Northern Ireland. However, the rules strangely
include a requirement to publish the numbers of
non-transferable papers at each stage but not the
numbers of non-transferable votes. That vote is
needed because, with WIGM, the non-transferable
papers will have different values when they become
non-transferable.

Because the ballot papers will be scanned and
counted electronically, there is a new requirement
for one copy of the electronic information so ob-
tained to be kept for four years after the count, while
the paper records need to be kept for only one year,
as usual. However, it is most regrettable that the re-
lease of any of the electronic information, even in
anonymous form, is specifically prohibited. One ray
of hope for a more enlightened approach is that the
Scottish Executive has given an undertaking to con-
sult on this. I certainly hope that full preferential
data will be made available because that would be
in everyone’s best interest.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Comments on Newland’s paper

I.D. Hill
d.hill928@btinternet.com

1 Introduction

Like all work published posthumously, if there are
any faults in this paper [1], the author should not
be blamed for them because, had he lived longer, he
might well have revised it, or even withdrawn it. The
paper is important as showing Newland supporting
some of the main features of the Meek method. It is
a pity that he did not support all of them, but his dis-
agreement with the Meek method of handling short
votes gets no mention here.

It is easy to agree with him that to think of saving
time or money, as a result of computer counting, is
unrealistic, but he fails to mention other advantages
of counting by computer, even if the rules remain
those of hand-counting methods. These advantages
are that, given a correct computer program: (i) any-
body can carry out an STV election without hav-
ing to understand the rules; (ii) the results are much
more likely to be correct, provided that due care is
taken in converting the ballot paper information to a
computer file. Such evidence as is available sug-
gests that STV hand-counts, even by experienced
staff, usually have errors in them.

His saying that “It would be absurd to write a
computer program restricting the calculation ... to
two decimal places” is therefore not correct. Where
existing systems require the two-decimal place re-
striction, doing it by computer, for the sake of a cor-
rect result within those rules, is worth while.

He says that “Using more decimal places would,
on occasion, lead to a different, better, result”. Al-
though the words “on occasion” need to be noticed,
I take his meaning to be that on occasion there will
be a difference but, if there is, it will necessarily be a
difference for the better. Whether that is so depends
upon how “better” is defined. In the hope of avoid-
ing controversy, let us take it to mean, in the context

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

of Newland’s paper, “more like the result that would
have been obtained by adopting remedies (A) and
(B) of the paper”. Such work as I have done on it
suggests that merely more precision in the calcula-
tions does not help to that end.

2 Remedies (A) and (B)

Newland’s “Remedy (A)” is to re-commence the
count ab initio after each exclusion; his “Remedy
(B)” is to transfer voting papers to next preferences
even if already elected. He says that “If STV counts
are to be computerised, it would be foolish not to in-
clude remedy (A)”. He appears not to have realised
that to include (A) without (B) can be troublesome.
I take it that he was thinking in terms of the rules
of Newland and Britton 2nd edition [2] and adding
remedy (A) to those, so I shall do so in the following
examples.

2.1 What is wrong with Remedy (A) on its
own

Example 1
Suppose 8 candidates for 5 seats, with votes

25 ACDF..
24 BCEF..
7 D..
5 E..
2 F..
6 G
3 HBC
We get a quota of 12 and the count proceeds as:

A 25 −13 12 12 12
B 24 24 −12 12 12
C +13 13 13 13
D 7 7 7 7
E 5 5 +12 17 −5.00 12
F 2 2 2 +4.80 6.80
G 6 6 6 6
H 3 3 3 3
n/t +0.20 0.20
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Exclude H and restart:
A 25 25 −13 12 12 12
B 27 −15 12 12 12 12
C +14.85 14.85 14.85 14.85−2.85 12
D 7 7 +13 20 −8 12 12
E 5 5 5 5 +2.64 7.64
F 2 2 2 +8 10 10
G 6 6 6 6 6
n/t +0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 +0.21 0.36

Exclude G and restart. There are now 6 fewer valid
votes, so the quota becomes 11:

A 25 25 −14 11 11
B 27 −16 11 11 11
C +15.93 15.93 15.93 15.93
D 7 7 +14 21 −10 11
E 5 5 5 5
F 2 2 2 +10 12
n/t +0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Thus E was deemed elected in the first count, and
had a surplus transferred, but had to be unelected
and take back that surplus for the second count.
Finally E fails to get even half a quota and loses. It
might be said that there is no need to say that anyone
has been elected until the final result is known, but
then how can the surplus transfer be explained, for
without it F would have been excluded first instead
of H?
Example 2

Suppose 8 candidates for 5 seats, with votes
25 ACDF..
24 BCEH..
7 D..
5 E..
2 F..
6 G
3 HBC

These are identical votes to example 1 except that
24 BCEF.. has been changed to 24 BCEH..

Following through the election in a similar way,
those elected are found to be ABCDE. Thus E suc-
ceeds if those 24 vote BCEH but E fails if those
24 vote BCEF. So their choice of a later preference
has upset the fate of their earlier preference. My
memory of Robert Newland says that he would have
hated that.

3 Conclusions

We must always remember that it is mathematically
impossible to find a faultless system, so these faults
of remedy (A) on its own are not necessarily con-
clusive, but they tell strongly against it. What would
be safe would be to restart after each exclusion,
provided that no candidate had yet been deemed
elected.
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Edited comments on Robert Newland’s suggestions

Editor
Brian.Wichmann@bcs.org.uk

1 Introduction

A moderated email discussion was held based upon
the questions raised by Robert Newland [1] about
23 years ago, but only published in 2006. Those
participating in the discussion were (in alphabetical
order): Bernard Black (BB), James Gilmour (JG),
David Hill (IDH), Michael Hodge (MH), Chris Jer-
donek (CJ), Henry Kitchener (HK), Jonathan Lun-
dell (JL), Michael Meadowcroft (MM), Joe Otten
(JO), Colin Rosenstiel (CR), Markus Schulze (MS),
Nicolaus Tideman (NT), and Paul Wilder (PW).

Although the discussion was initially concerned
with ten questions, it soon diverged into other, re-
lated, topics. It was agreed that the editor should
attempt to edit the material rather than relying upon
using only the original email text.

2 The questions and discussion

The questions and the discussion that arose from
each are enumerated in the following sub-sections.
Not surprisingly, some respondents said the ques-
tions were wrong and answered a slightly different
point.

Questions raised in 1983 are not necessarily ap-
propriate for today. A count in 1983 would proba-
bly have needed a main-frame while today any office
computer could do a count in a few seconds.

Direct input to a computer (DRE - Direct Record-
ing Electronic voting) would not typically have been
envisaged in 1983, nor was the capability to read
ballot papers using OCR as well developed — the
questions need to be phrased in a manner suitable
for today. On the other hand CR had a counting pro-
gram working on a ZX81 in 1981.

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

2.1 Does computerising STV counts save
time/money?

BB: This is of no consequence; the right result is all
important. IDH: Not to any noticeable extent, unless
a recount is necessary to fill a casual vacancy or for
some other purpose. Then it is very substantial. (A
point repeated by MH.)

JL: Probably. Certainly, if ballots are cast in a
computer-readable form (DRE or optical scan, say).
Other considerations are probably more significant.

In particular, Newland’s comment that, “Voting
machines capable of accepting preferences seem an
unlikely investment for infrequent public elections,”
is probably wrong today, at least in the United
States, where Federal law mandates machinery that,
as a happy side effect, is capable of implementing
STV, given the requisite laws, programming and cer-
tification.

On the other hand, the widespread practice of vot-
ing by mail will continue to require voting machin-
ery in which the primary ballot is paper. In my
county (San Mateo, just south of San Francisco),
more than half the ballots cast in the June primary
election were cast by mail.

NT: This is an empirical question, so its final reso-
lution will presumably be determined by experience.
However, if voting is done on a computer screen, as
seems increasingly likely, I cannot imagine how it
could happen that a computerised count would not
save time and money in elections with more than
100 or so voters. Even if voting is not by com-
puter, as long as voters produce scanable ballots, I
would expect computer counting to save time and
money. If the votes are made public, as I am in-
clined to think they ought to be, then there will be
programs in the public domain to count them, so it
will be a good idea to use a computer to count them,
to avoid consequential human errors in the counting
process. The availability of such programs, along
with the votes cast, will make it possible for any-
one who wishes to do so to verify that the accepted
program elects the candidates that officials say are
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elected.
JG: As someone else has already suggested, this

question should now be answered by reference to
the data available from recent computerised counts
in large scale elections. Modern high-speed scan-
ning of paper ballots and intelligent OCR have al-
most certainly changed this out of all recognition
since Robert wrote his note in 1983.

CR: I agree that when we introduced full com-
puter counting into Liberal Democrat elections it
made little difference in time and effort. However,
from long experience it is now clear to me that we
made a considerable gain in accuracy because copy-
ing ballot paper data are inherently simpler than in-
terpreting preferences when making transfers.

2.2 How important is witnessing a manual
count?

BB: The opportunity to view the count should be
available to candidates or their agents. IDH: Not
very. It can appear much more meaningful than it
actually is, because witnesses can rarely see much
that is really relevant. Having systems that actually
get the right answer is much more important, but
convincing the public that it has been properly done
is vital.

MH: I regard it as vital that candidates (or their
representatives) can witness counts, whether manual
or computer.

JL: To digress slightly, California law requires
a manual count of 1% of the ballots (county by
county) as a check on the automated count. This
raises obvious problems for STV in general and
computation-intensive STV methods in particular.

I witnessed a manual recount recently (city coun-
cil, at large plurality election for three seats). I had a
lot more confidence in the result as a consequence of
seeing the count, even though the margin was very
small. That is good, albeit somewhat subjective.

I agree with David Hill that, “Having systems that
actually get the right answer is much more impor-
tant, but convincing the public that it has been prop-
erly done is vital.” That is to say, a witnessed manual
count is but a means to an end.

NT: Fairly important, I would say.
JG: I suspect this does not happen in most private

elections. It appears to be important in public elec-
tions for two reasons; Firstly, it is the only means
by which candidates and their agents can have any
assurance that the ballot papers have been counted
correctly; Secondly, it is the only means by which
candidates and their agents can collect some infor-

mation about voting patterns that they consider use-
ful for future campaigning.

Auditing

Apart from a witnessed count, another method to
gain confidence in the result are auditing proce-
dures. There was a lengthy discussion on this which
is summarised below.

JL: Have reformers settled the question of the ex-
tent to which STV algorithms should be replicable
“by hand”? To me this question has primacy over
questions of representation and “inclusiveness” be-
cause it is about trusting the validity of the tally it-
self. Some answers may limit which algorithms can
be considered.

If proper procedures are followed, it seems to me
that no replicability by hand is needed. In the United
States there is a manual tally process for machine
counted elections that involves manually checking
the ballots in 1% of precincts selected at random.
(Whether this is implemented correctly in practice
is another matter.) It seems that no replicability by
hand is needed if (1) the ballot rankings are publicly
and digitally released, and arranged by some group-
ing (e.g. by precinct), (2) the digital data are man-
ually checked against the physical ballots in some
fraction of those groupings (e.g. 1% of them), and
(3) the voting algorithm is fully specified to the pub-
lic. This would be enough for any organization or
member of the public to verify the tally.

JO: It seems that no replicability by hand is
needed if (1) the ballot rankings are publicly and
digitally released, and arranged by some grouping
(e.g. by precinct), (2) the digital data are manually
checked against the physical ballots in some frac-
tion of those groupings (e.g. 1% of them), and (3)
the voting algorithm is fully specified to the public.

I agree that simplicity of the rules is important.
Meek rules I find the simplest, other rules tending
only to appear simple when details about the order in
which things are done and so forth are glossed over.
However while their simplicity is an advantage, their
impracticality for hand-counting is not.

JG: With regard to transparency, so far as the im-
minent (2007) elections in Scotland are concerned,
you should remember that the conventional STV pa-
per ballots will be scanned and the counting all done
within a computer program. So the tally-men and
tally-women will not be at all able to tally the pa-
pers or the votes. Indeed, the STV (local govern-
ment) and AMS (Scottish Parliament) ballot papers
will possibly be scanned together — the software
separates the votes.
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If DRS stick with the scanning procedure they
demonstrated, andif the Scottish Executive allow
the publication of one of the very useful reports that
program produced, it will give the parties and others
a great deal of information about the STV prefer-
ences, ballot box by ballot box. The report I have
in mind shows the numbers of preferences at each
level (1, 2, 3, 4 etc) for each candidate. It does
not show the patterns of transfers, but it does pro-
vide very valuable information for the candidates
and their agents, and it does it painlessly. I have
written to the Scottish Executive and to lots of oth-
ers saying this isonepart of the open reporting we
need to have in the Scottish procedure.

PW: Transparency in procedures and counting
methods in all elections is important, but in public
elections it is crucial to maintaining confidence in
and the legitimacy of those elected.

[There was a discussion about the US style of au-
diting and its potential application to Scotland. This
has not been included.]

2.3 Are the ERS76 rules the best for a
manual count?

Respondents were given an opportunity to consider
ERS97 in their response.

BB: Neither. All possible improvements were not
made in the 97 version. IDH: Given that all manual
counts are only approximations, for reasons of prac-
ticability, the ERS rules are probably almost as good
as can be got, though I am still waiting for a proper
description of the reduced quota feature of ERS97.

NT: The rules could probably be improved a little,
here and there, but the improvements would not add
much value to the existing rules. I would guess that
98% or 99% of what could be achieved by the best
manual-count rules could be achieved by the exist-
ing rules. So the important thing is to get STV in
use, and then consider refinements.

JG: To answer this question you must first define
“best”.

I would suggest there are six sets of rules that
could be used for manual counts: Dáil Éireann,
Northern Ireland, ERS73 (not quite identical to the
NI rules), ERS76, ERS97, and my version of WIGM
STV. (I exclude the Australian Federal Senate rules
based on the Inclusive Gregory Method because the
transfer value averaging procedure in those rules
means that they do not comply with “one person,
one vote” [3].)

Exclusive versus Inclusive rules

Farrell and McAllister [3] use the term “inclusive”
to characterise a variant of STV which uses more
votes in a transfer thus ensuring that more voters are
involved in the election of subsequent candidates.
Hence one could characterise a rule as “exclusive”
if it minimises the voters involved.

JG: I think it is important that any and all dis-
cussions of computerisation of STV counts and of
the counting procedures that computerisation might
make practicable, should take fully into account
the effects of the various procedures in relation to
the “exclusiveness” or “inclusiveness” of represen-
tation. This essential context is missing from almost
all these questions.

You may define “best” in terms of the “exclusive-
ness” or “inclusiveness” of the procedures in differ-
ent sets of STV rules; there is a diversity of views
on which is “best” in this respect. You may define
“best” in terms of practicality; there is likely to be
less diversity of view on that.

If maximum “exclusiveness” is your definition of
“best”, you will choose the D́ail Éireann rules. If
any element of chance is completely unacceptable,
you will exclude the D́ail Éireann rules from any fur-
ther consideration.

If maximum “inclusiveness” is your definition of
“best”, you will choose my WIGM STV rules [4].
If you want the maximum “exclusiveness” without
any element of chance, you will choose the NI rules
or ERS73.

If you want to maximise the practicality you
would probably choose ERS76 or ERS97.

Interestingly, in revising ERS76 to ERS97 some
“exclusive” features were dropped, but this does not
appear to have been done with any conscious intent
of making the rules more “inclusive”.

MM: Maybe some rules have defects, but the cru-
cial difference with the rules for D́ail Éireann elec-
tions and for those in Northern Ireland, is that they
are already entrenched in law and have been used
successfully in many elections.

CR: What about the Cambridge, Mass, rules
which could be described as more exclusive (I do
not really buy the simple linear scale model of in-
clusiveness/exclusiveness anyway because there are
other, more political factors to weight various count-
ing rules by).

Cambridge has no derived surpluses at all. If a
candidate reaches the quota during a transfer they
are leapfrogged by further votes in that round. The
only surpluses they have are first stage ones. They
are randomly selected for transfer or not, see [8].
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JG: The D́ail Éireann rules have a principled
structure, which come at the “exclusive” end of the
spectrum (called “exclusive” only because it is the
opposite of the “inclusive” variants). The Cam-
bridge, MA. rules certainly present a simplification
compared with the D́ail rules, but I don’t think their
arbitrary handling of what would otherwise be con-
sequential surpluses in any way enhances the “ex-
clusiveness” of the representation they deliver.

2.4 Given a computer count, should
improved counting procedures be
used?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes. It is absurd to be stuck with ap-
proximations where they are unnecessary. NT: Yes.

MH: No, due to the desire to allow a manual count
using the same rules — the procedure adopted by the
Church of England.

JG: As noted above, the wording of this question
reveals the questioner’s prejudice and it presents no
context for the assessment of “improved”.

2.5 Given a computer count, should more
than two decimal places be used?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes, but merely that without other
changes does not help much. NT: Yes.

JG: Before considering the number of decimal
places that should be used for calculations within
STV procedures, I would strongly recommend that
all STV counting rules for public elections should
prescribe that when votes are transferred, candidates
should be credited with only integer numbers of
votes. That would greatly simplify the presentation
of the results and would aid public understanding
and acceptance. This, however, is not a matter of
“rounding for presentation” - that way lies disas-
ter. As in the Australian Federal Senate rules, the
candidates are credited with only the integer part of
the total vote to be transferred and appropriate pro-
cedures have to be specified to deal with the “vote
fractions not transferred”. I have not tried to apply
this “integer only” approach to Meek STV, but it can
be applied to all other versions of STV rules, from
Northern Ireland rules to my WIGM rules for man-
ual counting. D́ail Éireann STV is already integer
only.

Once the practicality of result sheet presentation
has been separated from internal calculation (by
adopting integer transfers), determining the num-
ber of decimal places to be used in calculations be-
comes essentially an exercise in numerical analysis.
We should certainly use more than 2 decimal places

because of the significant vote loss than can occur
with such truncation, as explained in my paper [5].
Where the possibility of a manual count has to be re-
tained alongside computerised counting, I have rec-
ommended 7 decimal places for practical reasons as-
sociated with the use of pocket electronic calculators
[4].

2.6 Given a computer count, restart after
an exclusion?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes, provided that other changes are
made to make it work properly. Merely to do that
without other changes is disastrous, see [9]. NT:
Yes.

JG: I presume by this you mean “go back to the
beginning and start the count again as though the
excluded candidate had never stood”. This presum-
ably reduces the total valid vote by the number of
votes for the excluded candidate that are not trans-
ferable (no next available preference) and so reduces
the quota for the “new” count. That could have all
sorts of interesting effects.

2.7 Given a computer count, transfer to
already elected candidates?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes.
JL: The benefits of Meek’s method are com-

pelling, if we use computers for the count. How-
ever, a manual count, or recount, or verification,
becomes impossible, and while publication of the
ballots would make independent computer count-
ing possible, there are significant ballot secrecy con-
cerns associated with such publication.

Moreover, manual verification requires another
step prior to the (computerized) count, namely ver-
ifying that the ballots in the ballot file represent
the will of the individual voters. In California,
that’s likely to mean examining a voter-verified pa-
per copy of an electronic ballot, another area for bal-
lot secrecy concerns, and one in which truncation of
unused preferences will not help (they are already
on the paper).

NT: Yes.
JG: This is an illogical question because the de-

cision whether or not to transfer votes to already
elected candidates does not depend on computeri-
sation, but on the STV procedures you are using. It
would, of course, be impractical for public elections
without the use of a computer, but that is a separate
issue.

As Robert Newland showed in this 1983 note
[2], it would be wrong to transfer votes to already
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elected candidates if you are using the Gregory
Method of fractional transfers with last parcel only.
Robert also showed that, to give coherent results,
transfers to already elected candidates are required
if you are transferring all ballot papers, as in WIGM
and Meek.

Consideration of Meek

The use of the Meek algorithm arose several times
within the debate on the main questions, but the is-
sues raised are collected here.

NT: To my mind, the answer to improving and
simplifying is the Meek rules. These rules have been
around for nearly 40 years now. They eliminate
some limitations of the Newland-Britton rules that
are very distressing to voting theorists. They have
a very straightforward explanation. It would gener-
ally take too long to count by these rules by hand,
but confirming a count by hand-calculator is rea-
sonably straightforward, if rather time-consuming.
The rules have been written into “legislation” by the
Royal Statistical Society (and in New Zealand law:
Editor).

To make the Meek rules even more acceptable, I
would propose that someone write a computer pro-
gram with even more auditing than the present pro-
gram. In particular, I would suggest that the pro-
gram should produce an audit trail that shows the
allocation of each vote at each stage of the count.

If you feel that the Meek rules are too compli-
cated, then the rules now in use in Northern Ire-
land (a slight variation on Newland-Britton) might
be considered. Voting theorists will be concerned
of the ease with which strategy can be employed
against them.

CR: Interestingly, Robert Newland’s article, in a
few short sentences, shows why Weighted Inclusive
Gregory treatment of surpluses is such a nonsense.

This discussion also needs to consider more polit-
ical aspects of different STV variants. My main ob-
jection to Meek (and implicitly to some of Robert’s
ideas) is that they reduce the effective value of votes
of less well-informed voters, those who do not ex-
press full preference lists. These voters are likely
to be politically skewed, with effects on party rep-
resentation and on the acceptability of STV to our
potential supporters.

JL: During a manual recount in California, wit-
nesses must be permitted. They are generally rep-
resentatives of the candidates. So, independent of
whether a computer is making the primary count,
ballots are visible to the (semi-) public during the
recount. Is this an issue? Perhaps not; recounts are

expensive and rare, and as you say, could be imple-
mented without any one person seeing the entire bal-
lot.

With Meek’s method, though, a hand count is not
practical. So a “manual recount” must be replaced
by some other process, presumably a manual verifi-
cation of the ballot file, and then making the ballot
file available for an independent count, and it is not
clear to me that truncation (say) could be part of ei-
ther step.

I am not particularly concerned about the secrecy
problem at this step in the process. Again, just look-
ing at the California process, there are secrecy is-
sues already in a manual recount; a vote-seller could
“prove” his ballot by casting a distinctive write-in in
an irrelevant race. Worse, our vote-by-mail system,
used by a large percentage of the electorate, is wide
open to both vote-selling and coercion. That is not
a good thing, of course, but introducing STV is not
going to make things appreciably worse.

On the other hand, jurisdictions with a stronger
commitment to ballot secrecy are likely to have a
problem implementing STV, maintaining secrecy,
and making counting transparent.

HK: Many voters will only know enough about
the candidates to put a few at the top of their list.
There may be a ”party” in whom they have con-
fidence, and who they would like to use to com-
plete their paper. I have found this with the Friends
of the National Trust, and with the ERS Support
Group. Adding Party Lists would eliminate, or at
least reduce, short votes, which would meet the ob-
jection some people have to the way Meek treats
short votes.

CR: My political concern, especially about Meek
but it could also apply to WIG, is that the votes of
people who express short preference lists can be de-
valued. As it is expecting a lot of voters in mass
elections to have enough valid information to make
informed preference choices for all candidates this
could give some voters an advantage.

2.8 Given a computer count, should all
candidates be elected with the same
number of votes?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes, in principle, but it is not neces-
sary in practice to do extra work to reach that, once it
known for certain which candidates are elected and
which are not.

JL: I like the principle, but I am doubtful that it is
practical, if we mean to (say) reduce the quota until
all seats are filled at the original quota. If quotaq
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fills one too few seats (without reducing the quota),
and quotaq′ < q fills all the seats, is there a quota
q
′′ betweenq andq

′ that also fills all the seats, but
with different winners?

In Green Party (California and US) internal STV
elections, we require that a candidate reach the quota
to be deemed elected, and leave seats empty if nec-
essary, another way (not always appropriate or prac-
tical) to answer this question in the affirmative.

MM: Clearly the search for improvements to the
operation of STV is on-going, and the advent of the
computer opens up new possibilities, but the nature
of STV and the relatively complex (for the average
elector) concept of the quota and redistribution ac-
cording to preferences etc, lends itself to caricature
by its opponents.

It is interesting to note that the various arithmeti-
cal formulae relating to the distribution of list seats
does not attract the same attack.

NT: Yes, provided that there is a restart after ex-
clusions. The quota should be lowered as votes be-
come non-transferable.

JG: It is difficult to imagine why anyone would
want to do this. It could be achieved only by a com-
plex iterative procedure with an ever-diminishing
quota and a series of transfers among the already
known winners until all the winners were credited
with an equal number of votes. The purpose of the
election is to identify the unique set of winners to fill
a stated number of seats. When you reach the stage
at which you can do that (according to the rules you
are using), there is little point in proceeding further.

If you are using a Droop quota and you have filled
all the vacancies and there are some votes (less than
one quota) then credited to the runner-up, I can see
no useful purpose in transferring those votes, much
less any useful purpose in going on to equalise the
numbers of votes credited to each of the already
elected candidates.

CJ: I can see doing this in cases where a “count-
back” may be used later on to fill a vacancy. In one
version of countback, vacancies are filled with STV
using all votes that went to elect the vacating can-
didate(s) in the last election or countback, together
with the exhausted votes. If candidate totals are not
first equalized, then some voters will not have a fair
say in the countback result. For example, if one
candidate has a large surplus at the conclusion of
the election and some other candidate vacates, the
countback would not be fair to the voters who have
votes in that pile with surplus. If the tally had contin-
ued and surpluses cleared, a lot of those votes could
have wound up in the exhausted pile (affecting the
result of the countback).

2.9 Given a computer count, should all
papers be considered for transfer of a
consequential surplus?

BB: Yes. IDH: Yes, allrelevantpapers.
JL: Yes (Meek)
NT: Yes.
JG: Like several other questions, this question has

nothing to do with computer counting but everything
to do with the type of STV rules you are implement-
ing. As Robert Newland has shown [2], for rules
that are to be internally consistent, you must take
only the last parcel for D́ail Éireann, Northern Ire-
land, ERS73, ERS76 and ERS97 rules. In contrast,
for internal consistency in WIGM and Meek, you
must transfer all papers. So the real question is, once
again, do you want “exclusive” or “inclusive” repre-
sentation, and by how much?

2.10 Is excluding the lowest candidate the
best?

BB: Yes.
IDH: If we stick to the principle that later prefer-

ences must not under any circumstances upset ear-
lier ones, it appears to be the only sensible rule avail-
able, though it is sometimes unsatisfactory. If we
are prepared to abandon that absolute principle then
I believe “Sequential STV” to be better, see [10].

JL: Here we presumably mean lowest number
of first-place votes. I want to preserve later-no-
help/harm, and so am reluctant to consider any but
first-place votes, so: yes. I think so.

The attractions of Condorcet methods (for single-
seat elections) and Sequential STV (otherwise) are
undeniable, but the value of being able to uncondi-
tionally assure the voter that subsequent preferences
will not harm earlier ones is very valuable, not to be
give up lightly.

NT: If exclusions are to be done one by one, I pre-
fer a rule of excluding the candidate who would not
be elected if the number to be elected were one less
than the total not excluded yet. This rule excludes
at each stage the candidate with the least apparent
claim to inclusion with the others. This rule is not
ideal. Its weakness is apparent in the fact that if just
one candidate is to be elected, the rule can exclude
a Condorcet winner. But even though the rule is not
ideal, it is an improvement on eliminating the candi-
date with the fewest votes.

If a better exclusion rule is desired, then my rec-
ommendation is to not exclude candidates one by
one, but rather employ a rule that takes account of
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the comparisons of all possible outcomes (sets of
elected candidates) with one another, see [6].

MS: An alternative STV method is also available
[8].

JG: Here again, it depends on what you mean by
“best”. Some of us like to give electors an absolute
guarantee that a later preference canneverharm an
earlier preference. If you regard this as an impor-
tant principle, to be upheld in all circumstances, you
have no option but to exclude the lowest candidate
(or pair, or three, etc). Those who come from a so-
cial choice background are concerned (or horrified)
that a Condorcet winner could be excluded by this
procedure and criticise STV for this effect. But if
you once open the door to taking later preferences
into account to decide the fate of earlier preferences
in any circumstances, you will have opened the door
to tactical voting in STV. In public elections, with
large numbers of anonymous voters, tactical voting
is impossible under the present “lowest candidate
exclusion” rules and it would have very serious im-
plications to make any change in that.
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Review— The Machinery of Democracy, Protecting
Elections in an Electronic World

Brian Wichmann
Brian.Wichmann@bcs.org.uk

1 Introduction

The document being considered here [1] is a highly
significant report which deserves careful study by
those nervous about the security aspect of using
computers for elections. The report is from a Task
Force with many experts with established reputa-
tions in the field. Moreover, many others clearly
performed studies for the Task Force, including
the National Institute for Standards and Technology
(NIST).

Equally important to the work were reviews and
comments made by those professionally responsible
for elections across the USA — Registrars and Au-
ditors.

There are important limitations to the study,
namely that the only voting systems considered
were ones available at the time, and that postal vot-
ing was not considered. For the UK, this last re-
striction is important, since a recent legal case has
indicated fundamental weaknesses in the UK postal
voting system [2].

Lastly, this report is specifically written to address
problems in the US system, and hence its application
to other jurisdictions is for readers to decide.

2 The context

The US has thousands of electoral jurisdictions —
many more than one per state. The number of ju-
risdictions that make their own decisions about vot-
ing procedures and equipment is smaller, but runs
into hundreds. Hence the issues to be addressed are
large and diverse due to the different technologies
used. The report divides the electronic voting sys-
tems into three classes:

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

DRE Direct Recording Electronic. A DRE ma-
chine directly records the voter’s selections in
each contest, using a ballot that appears on a
display screen. There are at least 9 types of ma-
chine like this.

DRE w/VVPT A DRE with Voter-Verified Paper
Trail captures a voter’s choice both internally in
electronic form, and contemporaneously on pa-
per. There are at least 5 machines of this type.

PCOS Precinct Count Optical Scan. PCOS voting
machines allow voters to mark paper ballots,
typically with pencils or pens, independent of
any machine. Voters then carry their sleeved
ballots to a scanner. At the scanner, they un-
sleeve the ballot and insert into the scanner,
which optically records the vote. There are at
least 3 systems of this type.

Note that all three types of voting systems need
to be configured for a specific election. Undertaking
this task implies access to the machine that could
lead to security issues.

3 The methodology

Given the scale of the problem in the US, a method-
ology was needed to provide a framework for the
work and ensure that the result could be understood
without too much difficulty.

From existing electoral statistics from 10 states,
an artificial state called Pennasota, was devised. The
10 states were all marginal making them potential
targets for an electronic attack. The main analysis
was for the Governor of Pennasota with the follow-
ing voting pattern:
Candidate Party Total Votes Percentage

of Votes
Tom Jefferson Dem-Rep 1,769,818 51.1
Johnny Adams Federalists 1,689,650 48.8

In addition to the overall figures above, the split of
the votes amongst the precincts and polling stations
and voting machines was produced.
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The next stage of the methodology was to pro-
duce a list of potential threats — 120 in all. These
120 were then analysed to identify the most impor-
tant ones. The key to this part of the analysis was
noting how many people would be needed to under-
take a successful attack. The main conclusion from
this was that threats against individual polling sta-
tions would be unlikely to be successful due to the
number of stations needed to swing the Pennasota
vote — 40,000 votes out of over 3 million.

There are two forms of analysis — one a generic
one concerned with the nature of PC-based equip-
ment, the other arising from the most important of
the 120 identified threats.

Basing voting machines on PC technology has
obvious problems due to the known security issues
with both Windows and Linux. It seems that all the
equipment considered use either of these two oper-
ating systems. Personally, I consider this inappro-
priate for polling station equipment since it would
be difficult to ensure adequate security both at the
polling stations and during storage and transport be-
tween elections.

Of course, validation and checking is undertaken
of voting machine software. However, it seems this
is limited to the software written for the purpose,
rather than the entire system (which could be very
large). This seems to imply that using the operat-
ing system to subvert the voting machine software
is a credible line of attack. This supports my own
contention that polling station machines should be
like other embedded software systems — such as the
systems used to control the engine of modern cars.

Another generic issue to be faced with all the
equipment is the need to customise it for a specific
election. For this purpose, ballot definition files are
used. Hence an issue to be considered is whether
changes to such a file could be undertaken with a
view to changing the election result. Here the threat
seems less credible.

3.1 Threat analysis

By way of illustration, we take the most credible at-
tack on each of the three systems.

For theDRE system, this attack is a Trojan Horse
inserted into the operating system. To remain unde-
tected, it would probably have to be activated care-
fully so that testing prior to the election would not
reveal the Trojan Horse, nor would the limited vali-
dation undertaken immediately prior to the election.
To me, this attack seems very credible which is why
I believe such machines should have embedded soft-

ware and not rely upon a conventional operating sys-
tem.

For theDRE w/VVPT system, a Trojan Horse
again seems to be the most credible form of at-
tack. The difference here is that there is a much
more complex task since a paper trail needs to be
produced as well. Since this paper record can be
checked by the voter it probably means that success
would depend upon the voter making no such check,
which is usually the case. This threat seems much
less credible than the previous one.

For thePCOS systems, a memory card is used
to record the votes, and hence an attack on this is
credible, as is the Trojan Horse attack yet again.

As another example of this analysis, consider the
system to be used in Scotland for this year’s local
elections. Here, there are a small number of count-
ing centres to which the ballot boxes are transported.
Hence the security problem forPCOS-style ma-
chines at these centres is much easier to manage than
having equipment at each polling station. Moreover,
the process of transport and handling ballot boxes is
well established. Hence, although an attack is not
impossible it seems very much less credible than in
the US context.

4 Conclusions

A large number of recommendations arise from the
study: for instance, that no use should be made
of wireless components due to the potential secu-
rity threat. A feature of the analysis is the nature
of counter-measures that would be effective against
specific threats. Here, statistical analysis of results
could reveal unusual voting patterns which could in-
dicate an attack, or perhaps faults in equipment.

There is substantial evidence in this report that the
validation, checking and counter-measures against a
security threat were inadequate in practice. It seems
unlikely that all of the detailed recommendations in
the report could have been acted upon for the elec-
tions in November 2006.

For the position in Scotland using scanning equip-
ment, the key issue would be how many informed
participants it would take to perform a successful at-
tack.

For those with any direct responsibility for elec-
tions involving electronic equipment, the report
should be studied carefully — it is impossible to
summarise the 147 pages adequately here — in any
case, the key issues will depend upon the type of
system being used.
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(Further reports have been issued by the Brennan
Center on Usability, Access and Cost of voting sys-
tems — these are not reviewed here.)
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Review— Second Report of the Irish Commission on
Electronic Voting

Jonathan Lundell
jlundell@pobox.com

1 Introduction

. . . the Commission concludes that it can
recommend the voting and counting equip-
ment for use at elections in Ireland, subject
to further work it has also recommended,
but that it is unable to recommend the elec-
tion management software for such use.

So reads the conclusion of the Irish Commission
on Electronic Voting [1].

The government of Ireland chose an electronic
voting system for use beginning with the local and
European Parliamentary elections of 11 June 2004.
Responding to public criticism, the government es-
tablished the Independent Commission on Elec-
tronic Voting and Counting at Elections in March
2004 [2]. In April 2004, the Commission issued an
interim report recommending against using the cho-
sen system for the 2004 elections, citing concerns
over secrecy, accuracy and testing. The Commis-
sion issued its First Report in December 2004, and
its Second (and final) Report in July 2006; the Com-
mission was dissolved in September 2006. Except
for a limited pilot test in 2002, the system has not
been deployed.

In addition to recommending further work on
the voting equipment, and replacement of the elec-
tion management software, the Commission recom-
mended changes to the overall operation of the elec-
tions system, including better physical security for
the machinery itself, and noted that more testing will
be required:

The testing of the system as a whole car-
ried out to date, as well as the investigation,

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

analysis and independent testing and certi-
fication of its individual components, is in-
sufficient to provide a secure basis for the
use of the system at elections in Ireland.
There is thus a need for comprehensive, in-
dependent and rigorous end-to-end testing,
verification and certification by a single ac-
credited body of the entire system as pro-
posed for use in Ireland. While the Com-
mission’s work has laid the foundations for
this process, more work will be required in
this area ([1] p8).

The Second Report runs to more than 350
pages, not including much supplementary informa-
tion available on the Commission’s website: pub-
lic submissions, technical information on the chosen
system, and more. An adequate summary of the re-
port is beyond the scope of this review, but the report
itself is quite readable; the interested reader would
do well to begin with the report’s summary and con-
clusions ([1] Part 7).

This review generally confirms the judgment of
the Commission, but, based on additional informa-
tion, questions the Commission’s conclusion that
the chosen system can be made acceptable with fur-
ther work.

2 The chosen system: hardware

The voter sees a series of up to five paper ballots be-
hind transparent plastic. Each paper ballot lists up to
14 candidates, and beside each candidate is a button
and a numeric LED display. In an STV election, the
voter presses the candidate buttons in order of pref-
erence, and the numeric displays reflect the prefer-
ence order. When all preferences have been entered,
the voter presses another button to record the ballot
in a removable nonvolatile memory (Ballot Module)
installed in the Voting Machine.

A small LCD screen provides feedback and in-
structions to the voters. A cable connects the Vot-
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ing Machine to a separate control unit, used by the
polling station staff to control the Voting Machine
and monitor its operation.

After the close of voting, the Ballot Module is
physically transferred from the Voting Machine to
a Programming and Reading Unit (PRU) connected
to a PC that runs software to read the ballot data and
transfer it to a CD for consolidation with ballot data
from other machines to be counted.

(The PRU is also used before the election to write
information to the Ballot Module that the Voting
Machine uses to configure itself, including a de-
scription of the layout of the paper ballots affixed
to the Voting Machine, with the names of the can-
didates, which are also displayed to the voter on the
LCD screen as voting buttons are pressed.)

The CDs containing ballot information are trans-
ported to a central facility where they are read, ag-
gregated, and counted ([1] Part 3.2).

3 The chosen system: software

The Voting Machine software, written in ANSI C,
runs on the PRU as well as the Voting Machine.

The “Integrated Election Software” (IES) runs
on a “hardened” PC running Microsoft Windows
2000. Written in Delphi, Borland’s Object Pascal,
IES consists of modules for STV counting, election
management, and management of the PRU. In addi-
tion, IES uses several third-party tools and libraries,
including the Microsoft Access database system.

The Voting Machine software comprises some
25,000 lines of code, while IES approaches 100,000
lines, of which some 40,000 lines are devoted to the
counting module ([1] Part 3.2).

4 Public comments

The Commission invited submissions from the pub-
lic, and has published them on its website. Sub-
missions were received from a variety of sources,
including private individuals, opposition parties,
voting-system advocacy groups, and the Irish Com-
puter Society. Common to most of the submis-
sions is an insistence on a voter-verifiable audit trail
(VVAT).

5 Vendor comments

The Second Report includes an extensive response
from Nedap NV, the Dutch vendor of the chosen sys-
tem. Nedap generally takes the position that the cho-
sen system as supplied conforms to their contract,

and that it is trustworthy and secure. Nedap argues
that a voter-verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT) is
not just unnecessary but actually undesirable, and
argues that an open-source voting system (ie, one
in which the details of the hardware and software
implementations are made public) is undesirable as
well.

Nedap cites a paper by Selker and Goler [3] crit-
icizing VVPAT. However, the paper in question ac-
tually advocates VVAT but considers VVPAT infe-
rior to alternative approaches to VVAT (Selker ad-
vocates a voter-verified audio audit transcript trail
(VVAATT) in which the voter verifies an audio tran-
script of his or her choices; the audio transcript is
recorded for use in a possible audit [4]).

Nedap and their Irish branch, Powervote Ireland
LTD, assert that the system has already been ade-
quately tested:

The hardware and software of the VM, PRU
and BM were analysed and tested by the ac-
credited German “Physikalisch Technische
Bundesanstalt” who is the body that is ap-
pointed by German law to analyse and test
electronic voting systems before they can
be deployed in Germany ([1] p290).

With respect to the Integrated Election Software,

The Integrated Election Software can be di-
vided into 3 main sections:

1. Preparation and Administration

2. Programming and reading in ballot mod-
ules

3. The Count

Sections 1 and 2 have been in use in other
countries for many years. Millions of votes
have been processed and counted without
incident or challenge. These 2 crucial sec-
tions are therefore very well proven in prac-
tice and form part of the Irish version.

Unlike Sections 1 and 2, Section 3 was de-
veloped specifically for Ireland. This was
subjected to extensive testing by the De-
partment prior to its deployment at the Dáil
election and the Nice referendum. IES is a
mature and stable design. Adaptations and
enhancements are inevitable for each new
country. Changes to electoral practices are
common and require software which can be
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readily adapted to meet these changing re-
quirements in a very timely way. Each time
a change is introduced requires testing to be
carried out.

Once testing is completed satisfactorily
then that particular build number is not al-
lowed to be changed and is issued for use
([1] p362).

6 “We don’t trust voting computers”

Since the Commission’s Second Report was is-
sued, the Dutch group “Wij vertrouwen stemcom-
puters niet” (“We don’t trust voting computers”) has
demonstrated the ability to compromise the Nedap
voting equipment used in the Netherlands [5]. In
response, the Dutch government has mandated se-
curity changes to their voting machines in advance
of their November elections [6]. The Dutch voting
equipment is essentially similar to Ireland’s chosen
system, and it’s likely that the chosen system has
similar vulnerabilities.

7 Comparative assessment against
paper voting

The Irish government added to the Commission’s
tasks a “comparative assessment of the security and
accuracy of the current system (ie, the paper-based
system) for voting at elections and referenda.” ([1]
p147). The Commission found that the paper system
is “moderately superior overall” to the chosen sys-
tem as it currently exists, but that if all the concerns
of the Commission could be addressed, the chosen
system as improved would be superior to the paper
system.

Not addressed is the question of whether the po-
tential benefits of the chosen system outweigh its
cost of acquisition and ongoing overhead, as well
as the less tangible cost of the potential loss of con-
fidence of Ireland’s voters in its elections, a conse-
quence suggested by the public comments.

8 VVAT

A voter-verifiable audit trail (VVAT) is intended to
provide a means, independent of the integrity of the
voting machinery in use, 1) to determine whether the
election was accurately recorded and reported and 2)
to provide an independent means of recounting the
election should the accuracy of the electronic voting
machinery be called into question.

A VVAT is typically accomplished by printing a
paper record of each voter’s ballot in such a way
that the voter can verify that the paper record is cor-
rect, while not permitting the voter to retain a copy
(which would be contrary to the secrecy require-
ment). The paper record is then used to spot-check
the electronic results and, if necessary, to serve as
the basis of a recount.

Implementation of an effective VVPAT is nontriv-
ial, requiring among other things that an adequate
proportion of voters actually check the paper record
in detail, so that discrepancies are detected, and that
a statistically adequate sample of paper ballots be
counted to have good assurance that the electronic
count is correct. Selker [4] advocates a “voter-
verifiable audio audit transcript trail” (VVAATT) in-
stead of a paper trail, but this approach has draw-
backs of its own, being more difficult to audit.

9 NIST Discussion Draft

In 2002, US federal legislation [7] effectively man-
dated electronic voting equipment as a means of cor-
recting election-systems deficiencies that came to
light in the 2000 US presidential election, as well
as of allowing more disabled voters to vote without
assistance. The law charged the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) with assisting in
the development of technical guidelines for voting
systems. In November 2006, NIST issued a draft
document concerned with the upcoming 2007 up-
date of the US federal guidelines. The NIST draft is
unequivocal in its opinion of electronic voting sys-
tems without independent audit trails.

One conclusion drawn by NIST is that the lack
of an independent audit capability in DRE [direct
record electronic] voting systems is one of the main
reasons behind continued questions about voting
system security and diminished public confidence in
elections. NIST does not know how to write testable
requirements to make DREs secure, and NIST’s rec-
ommendation . . . is that the DRE in practical terms
cannot be made secure [8].

One of the central themes in the debate over vot-
ing system approaches such as the DRE is whether
the level of certainty in the DRE is still adequate to
ensure that the records have been recorded correctly.
. . . Trust in an election outcome relies heavily upon
trusting the correctness of the DRE’s software and
upon trusting that the DRE software has not been
replaced nor tampered with. But, assuring software
correctness and security is very difficult and expen-
sive, and techniques for doing this are still an open
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research topic. . . . Simply put, the DRE architec-
ture’s inability to provide for independent audits of
its electronic records makes it a poor choice for an
environment in which detecting errors and fraud is
important ([8] p7).

Are there ways to improve DREs so that they can
be made secure and fully auditable? NIST and the
STS do not know how to write testable requirements
to satisfy that the software in a DRE is correct. The
use of COTS [commercial off-the-shelf] software in
DREs causes additional problems; having, for ex-
ample, a large opaque COTS operating system to
evaluate in addition to the voting system software
is not feasible ([8] p9).

(In the context of the chosen system, “COTS” in-
cludes Microsoft Windows, the Microsoft Access
database system, and the Borland Delphi software
development environment.)

According to the NIST, 35 of 50 US states use
voter-verifiable paper records entirely, and another
10 states use them on a county-by-county basis.
Only five states now use DRE with no paper trail
statewide.

10 Commentary

My own background is in the design and manufac-
ture of computer systems, and I find the Commis-
sion’s conclusions on hardware and software qual-
ity all too plausible, though the proprietary nature
of the chosen system’s software makes it impossi-
ble for me to independently verify the Commission’s
conclusions.

The Commission suggests that the defects of the
chosen system could be remedied, in part by com-
pletely rewriting the IES election management and
counting software. It seems likely that the Com-
mission, had its remit included a determination of
best practices, would have seriously considered a re-
quirement for a VVAT of some kind.

The Irish government’s selection of an electronic
voting system of any kind was in retrospect prema-
ture. Such systems have received much attention re-
cently, especially in the US, and the technology is in
flux. In any case, the Commission’s comparison of
the chosen system with paper ballots does not make
a compelling case for a change to electronic voting.

One of the difficulties in completely auditing the
chosen system lies in being able to guarantee that
the software running in binary form on each voting
machine, as well as the IES systems, corresponds
exactly to the software examined in source form by
the auditors. It must be possible for a signed and

certified copy of the original source code to be com-
piled independently into a signed and certified bi-
nary copy of the code, and in turn to be able to guar-
antee that the software running on the voting sys-
tems is in fact a faithful copy of the certified binary.
This is complicated by the fact that the IES is criti-
cally dependent on third-party software such as Mi-
crosoft Windows and the Microsoft Access database
system, as well as the Borland Delphi software de-
velopment environment, none of which has been in-
dependently audited.

While some of these difficulties can be mitigated,
and others entirely corrected, it is impractical, if not
impossible, to be able to guarantee that any elec-
tronic voting system is completely trustworthy and,
as important, is seen to be trustworthy. The fact
that a company with the resources of Microsoft has
not been able to guarantee the security of its own
web browser (let alone the entire Windows oper-
ating system) despite years of effort and large in-
centives, suggests that a fully secure and trustwor-
thy electronic voting system may be an unattainable
goal, especially given the complexity of the overall
system and the incentives for subverting it, making
an effective independent VVAT mandatory.

11 Options

The Irish government is left with several options for
moving forward.

Adopt the Commission’s recommendations. Im-
prove the voting machine and its software, improve
procedures during and between elections, and re-
place the IES with alternative software that can meet
the Commission’s standards.

Adopt the Commission’s recommendations as
above, but require the vendor to provide a voter-
verifiable audit trail (VVAT), and adopt appropriate
procedures for taking advantage of the VVAT.

Abandon the chosen system, begin a process to
define new criteria for a voting system, and then
identify and acquire such a system.

Abandon the chosen system and continue to use
the existing paper-based system, perhaps with pro-
cedural improvements, leaving open the option of
considering an electronic voting system at some fu-
ture time.

The Sunday Business Post (Dublin) reports that
the government is leaning toward option 1, es-
timating the cost of complying with the Com-
mission’s recommendations to be approximately�

500K, compared with a sunk cost of some� 60M.

The� 500K figure is disputed, however, and regard-
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less of the cost of option 1, the cost of option 2
would be substantially higher [9].

My advice? Choose option 4, and establish a
new commission that would, with public partic-
ipation, recommend improvements to the present
paper-ballot system, monitor the experience and
(dis)satisfaction of other users of electronic voting
systems, and develop criteria for the eventual selec-
tion of a system for Ireland. The world of electronic
voting is evolving rapidly, and Ireland is in a fine po-
sition to take advantage of the experience (including
the bad experience) of others before taking such an
important step.
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Review— Collective Decisions and Voting by Nicolaus
Tideman

I.D. Hill
d.hill928@btinternet.com

This is a very worthwhile book containing a
wealth of useful information.

I have seen it said that, when making a speech,
it should be divided into three parts: (1) tell them
what you are going to tell them; (2) tell it to them;
(3) tell them what you have told them. This book
certainly follows that plan, not only overall but also
within each chapter. It is divided into two parts —
Collective Decisions, chapters 1 to 6, and Voting,
chapters 7 to 16, before a short summing up in chap-
ter 17. I feel that chapter 16 should really be in-
cluded in part 1, rather than part 2. Chapters 1 to
6 and 16 are really more suitable for review in eco-
nomics journals rather than inVoting matters, and I
shall therefore concentrate here on chapters 7 to 15.

The book seems a little unbalanced in the degree
of mathematical knowledge expected of the reader,
who is expected to cope happily with

∫

, with ! (in
its mathematical usage), withln, with iff, etc., so
it is surprising that

∏

and
∑

, as multiplying and
adding operators, apparently need explaining. Cer-
tainly anyone who struggles with mathematical no-
tation will have to skip some parts but could still
gain a lot from reading the surrounding plain text;
it is unfortunate that those struggling to understand
the notation will run into some misprints, that will
make their understanding harder because they may
not recognise them as being misprints but suspect
that the fault is theirs.

I also found it unbalanced in having an 80 page
chapter discussing various rules for electing to a
single seat, yet only a 26 page chapter for the multi-
seat case, which surely deserved more than that.

There are detailed discussions and proofs of how
voting cycles can arise, of Arrow’s theorem, and
of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem. It is useful
to have these together for reference. Even those

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

who do not wish to go into the detail of the proofs
will gain knowledge of the facts that it is impos-
sible to have a voting system without unsatisfac-
tory features, and impossible to have one that is
immune to strategic voting. Personally I find it a
pity that Woodall’s theorem [1] is not also given a
place. I have found Woodall rather than Arrow to
be the more convincing, both to myself and to ex-
plain to others. However part of this preference is
because Arrow deals with trying to form an overall
ranking of options whereas Woodall is more specif-
ically about dividing candidates into those elected
and those not elected. The book does deal with that
point, giving a variation of Arrow’s theorem to deal
with it.

I also regret that there is no mention, to go with
Gibbard-Satterthwaite, of the work of Bartholdi and
Orlin [2] who show theoretically that STV is re-
markably strategy-proof. This is certainly known in
practice by those who vote using it for multi-seat
elections. Careful study of the votes after the event
may sometimes show where strategic voting could
have succeeded, but to know what to do, other than
vote honestly, at the time of voting, is virtually im-
possible.

There is discussion of properties used to evaluate
the various proposed methods, under the headings
of Domain, Consistency, Responsiveness, Stability
and Qualitative Attractiveness: 18 different proper-
ties altogether. It would help in reading the book if
short definitions of these properties were available
on a separate card that could be kept handy. Then
those who, for example, do not know their Smith
consistency from their Schwartz consistency, or who
wish to be reminded of exactly what is implied in
this context by Homogeneity, would find things eas-
ier. I felt this in particular when finding a mention of
non-negative responsiveness. Looking in the index
it was not there, so where is it to be found? I found
positive responsiveness and had to make the obvious
guess from that.
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Many of the particular methods discussed for a
single seat elect the dominant option (often called
the Condorcet winner) if there is one, while the dif-
ferences between those methods apply only when
seeking to sort out whom to elect when, because of
cycles, there is no dominant option. It is a pity that
the casual reader might not realise that, in real elec-
tions, there usually is a dominant option, and much
of the detail of what to do when there is not is then
irrelevant. I have too often seen Condorcet voting
dismissed as a useful method because this fact is not
understood.

Among the methods discussed there is no mention
of Supplementary Vote, as now used in Britain to
elect town mayors. Perhaps it is thought too silly to
deserve serious discussion by adults. If so I agree,
but it would be worth just a sentence or two to say
so.

Another reference that I should have liked to see
is to Moulin’s devastating work [3], showing that
any system that elects the dominant option if there
is one cannot also guarantee that turning out to vote
at all is going to be helpful. It is unlikely in practice
that abstaining could be better, but the fact that it is
theoretically possible is worrying.

In evaluating the methods the author uses both
technical considerations and, where preferences are
used, a practical look at the voting patterns in a col-
lection of real elections, mostly from the ERS, con-
ducted by STV. In particular he uses these to eval-
uate the frequency of cycles. It is recognised that
to take multi-seat elections and use the data as if
for a single seat may not always be realistic. He
is wrong in saying that in these elections voters are
asked to rank all candidates. It is standard doctrine
within ERS that voters should have total freedom to
rank as many or as few as they wish.

At the end of the long chapter on single-seat
methods, there are 5 pages headed “Summary”. This
is surely the wrong heading; a summary should refer
briefly to what the chapter has already said, not in-
troduce new material. Yet here we find the author’s
recommendations on the comparative value of the
methods. These do not seem to me to concentrate
enough on what I believe to be the main point to
consider — namely whether one wishes to preserve
a promise to voters that putting in later preferences
cannot upset the chances of their earlier preferences,
or whether one is willing to forego that promise so as
to avoid the problems caused by successive elimina-
tions. In the first case it is doubtful whether anything
better than Alternative Vote is available; in the sec-
ond case it makes sense to go for electing the dom-
inant option if there is one, while what to do in the

event of a cycle for top place, while it must be de-
cided, is really a secondary matter as such cycles are
rare.

The evaluations are mainly in objective terms
of whether or not a method possesses each partic-
ular property, but for the properties contained in
the Qualitative Attractiveness category the evalua-
tions are necessarily subjective and it is easy to dis-
agree with some of them. It is always difficult to
find names for such features that will not be mis-
understood but, for example, under “ease of use”
the author appears to be considering only the rela-
tive difficulty of marking a cross against one candi-
date compared with recording a preference ranking
against all candidates, and not to take into account
the different degree of strategic thinking that may be
needed for properly thought-out votes. Surely that is
also a considerable part of ease of use.

Turning to multi-seat elections the author is
wrong in saying that “European systems of propor-
tional representation of the party-list type all have
added features to give voters some voice in the se-
lection of representatives within parties”. British
voters in European Parliament elections are not
given any such voice.

The main discussion in this section is of STV,
mostly well done, but I find the eventual preference
for Warren counting rather than Meek counting sur-
prising. Taking the example given, carefully devised
so that Newland & Britton, Warren and Meek give
three different answers, there are 5 candidates (R,
S, T, U, V) for 3 seats. Meek elects R, S, T where
Warren elects R, S, U. It is clear from this that, in
this case, V is just a nuisance candidate and a useful
comparison can be made by treating V as withdrawn
[4]. If that is done Warren switches to the Meek re-
sult. Furthermore using the author’s own CPO-STV
method, he finds that the Meek result is the dom-
inant outcome. These facts are not in themselves
conclusive because they relate to only one example
and it may well be possible to find another example
that does the opposite. But I suggest that they are
enough to call for further thinking from the author.
His view seems to be only that “the Warren vari-
ation ... accords with my conception of fairness”
rather than any detailed technical analysis. Fairness
is a difficult concept and my own view of it points
strongly in the reverse direction.

In considering the problems caused by elimina-
tions he includes a mention of a suggestion that I
made nearly 20 years ago and regards it as “tooad
hoc to be satisfying”. So do I. But he ignores the
fact that it was a very tentative suggestion that was
subsequently developed to become Sequential STV
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[5]. I should love to see his views on that, even if
unfavourable, but it gets no mention.

In considering the refinement-comprehensibility
trade-off, he appears to think that more refine-
ment always leads to less comprehensibility. When
merely tinkering with rules in minor ways, this is
usually correct, but when a major rethink occurs,
such as the move from methods designed for hand-
counting to the Meek method, I do not believe it to
be true at all. Meek is not only more refined but
also far more comprehensible. Those who promote
hand-counting methods, and claim them to be easy
to understand, usually pass over the messy details in
their descriptions of them. He also claims that the
Meek rules are faster, which is not so in my expe-
rience, but it is in any case unimportant. Compared
with the time, trouble and expense of conducting an
election, what are a few extra seconds in calculating
the result?

In the end he favours a hybrid system of allowing
STV preferences only for a maximum of perhaps 10
or 12 candidates, followed by a party-list for the rest.
I think that this is very inferior to STV throughout
and, to echo back his own words, is tooad hocto be
satisfying.

On the whole the book is well set out and eas-
ily readable, but I do dislike the modern custom of
putting footnotes at the end of the chapter, where
they have to be searched for, rather than in their
proper footnote place.

But for all my criticisms, I should like to end by
repeating my first sentence and say again that this
is a very worthwhile book containing a wealth of
useful information.
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Review
The McDougall Trustees recently asked a senior academic to undertake a review ofVoting matters,

partly due to some comments on the Internet. You may have noticed a difference to the front sheet since
the subtitle has been changed from the previous text:for the technical issues of STV. This change reflects
the actual content which is not restricted to STV.

An issue which arose from the review was a criticism of the paper by Allard in Issue 5 which gives a low
figure for the number of STV elections which are non-monotonic. It is perhaps not obvious that an election
can fail to be monotonic in two distinct ways. Given an election for three seats and six candidates in which
A, B and C are elected and X, Y and Z fail to be elected, then increased support for C could result in C not
being elected; or alternatively, reduced support for X could result in X being elected. It seems clear that a
more robust estimate for the occurrence of a non-monotonic election is needed. An academic has agreed
to investigate this. It would also be interesting to know if the actual STV counting rule had an impact on
this issue.
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Editorial

There are 4 papers in this issue, all of which are
comments or reviews of other work:

• I D Hill: STV in Northern Ireland and
proportional representation

This paper makes two suggestions for increas-
ing the degree of proportionality for elections.
Changing the number of seats per constituency
would require a legislative change, but is con-
ceptually simple. Using the eligible votes to
determine the split is more radical, but why
not? What do readers think of this?

• Jonathan Lundell and I D Hill:Notes on the
Droop quota

The Droop quota is a key issue of STV. Note
that the authors place great emphasis on DPC
(see the paper for details). This criterion could
be regarded as critical for STV, yet some count-
ing methods fail this test, at least in marginal
situations.

• H R Droop:On Methods of Electing Represen-
tatives

In preparing the previous paper, it was clear
that the original paper of Droop was not widely
available. Hence it was decided to reprint it,
with the approval of the original publisher (al-
though long out of copyright). Although long
by modern standards, it raises very many is-
sues, the majority of which are still outstanding
today. Thanks to the two previous authors and
David Farrell in assisting with this reprinting.

• E Stensholt:Review — Elections in split soci-
eties

This is a review of a book edited by Peter Emer-
son. The topic of the book is voting systems
based upon Borda scores. Such systems are
clearly related to STV in many respects and
hence a comparison is surely of interest. In or-
der to present the review, a scheme for illustrat-
ing voting profiles is used. Note that the review
and the book take into account the political po-
sition of a divided society in Northern Ireland.

The Editor must correct a statement made in the
last editorial which stated:In electoral terms, Meek
has the advantage that the intervention of a no-hope
candidate cannot change the choice of the elected
candidates — a failing of all the rules used for
current hand-counting STV methods.This is not

correct in general. For instance, if a Meek count
excludes candidates A, B and C (in that order), then
rerunning the count without Awill get the same re-
sult, and also without A and B, or A, B and C. How-
ever, a different result may be obtained by excluding
B (without A), or by excluding A and C without B,
etc. With a conventional count, if the first stage ex-
cludes a candidate, then rerunning the count without
that candidate does not necessarily obtain the same
result.

Readers are no doubt familiar with the problems
that were encountered with the Scottish elections
this spring. However, the STV elections went off
smoothly. The Glasgow election area provided com-
plete details of the voting profiles on the Internet, al-
though it was the only area to do so. This provides
a very significant addition to the STV data available
for academic study.

The site www.votingmatters.org.uk is
now working on the Internet, but bookmarks to the
old site should be changed to the new one, since the
old site will be removed eventually.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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STV in Northern Ireland and proportional
representation

I.D. Hill
d.hill928@btinternet.com

1 How many seats per constituency?

If STV is to give proportional representation, so far
as can be done within the limits of practicality, it
is necessary that the number of seats for each con-
stituency should depend on the eligible electorate.
In the present rules for Northern Ireland this is not
done, but it is laid down that there shall be 6 seats for
each constituency, and the degree of proportionality
must suffer somewhat in consequence.

A reasonably good job appears to have been done
in trying to equalise electorates to go with the equal
numbers of seats, but the result is far from perfect.
Table 1 shows the electorate sizes, as given by the
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland, in March 2007
and how many seats each should have had for the
Assembly election if allocation had been made by
the Sainte-Lagüe rule. The difference from 6 seats
everywhere is not huge, and it may not have made
any substantial political difference to the outcome,
but there is no denying that it could have done, and
any distortion may get worse over the years if no
action is taken to correct it.

What any such political difference would have
been we cannot tell without access to the votes.
We can speculate about it, of course, but it is nec-
essary to bear in mind that, in STV, the last seat
in a multi-member constituency is nearly always
marginal, and may turn out quite differently from
the majority shown by the constituency. In partic-
ular, a change of the number of seats leads to an
immediate change in the quota, and that alone can
have an effect.

Even access to the complete voting pattern would
not necessarily tell us what would have happened
because, for one thing, the list of candidates might
have been different if the number of seats were
changed.

2 A further possibility

It could be argued, however, that it would be even
better to use the number of valid votes, instead of the
eligible electorate, thus making high turnout an ad-
vantage. Table 2 shows what this would have done.
Compared with Table 1, East Antrim, Lagan Valley
and North Down would each have lost a seat as a
result of poor turnout, while Fermanagh & South
Tyrone, Mid Ulster and Newry & Armagh would
each have gained one for good turnout.

This would be perfectly possible. Each con-
stituency could make its count of first preferences
without knowing how many seats it would get, and
report to a central point the total number of valid
votes. As soon as all such reports were in, the central
point would tell each constituency its number of
seats and its quota, and the count could continue.

One slight disadvantage might be if voters hesi-
tated to vote in case an extra seat were gained that
they suspect might go to a disliked party, but that
is probably not very likely to deter voters. It would
certainly make party workers very cross if they put
a lot of effort into getting a high turnout but, as a
result, gained an extra seat that went to a different
party.

This idea is in no way comparable to the “over-
hang” votes in the German electoral system. That
is merely to allow for a slight difficulty in the sys-
tem and it lessens proportionality by increasing the
total number of seats in certain cases, whereas the
present suggestion does not change the total num-
ber of seats but merely their allocation between con-
stituencies. Those who seek to measure proportion-
ality always seem to do so on the basis of valid votes,
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not on eligible electorate, so it would be expected
to improve things so far as those measures are con-
cerned.

Party organisers might well object that it would
hinder them not to know the number of seats in
advance, but the aims of an electoral system should
be: (1) to treat the voters well; (2) to treat the can-
didates well so far as possible without upsetting aim
1; (3) to treat party organisers well so far as possible
without upsetting aims 1 or 2. The priorities should
definitely be taken in that order.

3 What should be done?

I wish to emphasise that the suggestion in section 1
above is a standard part of STV thinking, and there
seems to me to be no case for not making a change
unless, in the particular circumstances of Northern
Ireland, it is found to be politically impossible. The
suggestion in section 2, however, is no more than a
bit of “thinking aloud” in the hope that others will
comment on it.

4 References

[1] The Electoral Office for Northern Ireland.
www.eoni.org.uk/votespolled summary-2.pdf

Eligible Seats
Constituency Electorate due
North Antrim 72814 7
South Down 71704 7
Newry & Armagh 70823 7
Upper Bann 70716 7
Lagan Valley 70101 7
Strangford 66648 6
Fermanagh & South Tyrone 65826 6
South Antrim 65654 6
Foyle 64889 6
Mid Ulster 61223 6
West Tyrone 58367 6
North Down 57525 6
East Antrim 56666 6
East Londonderry 56104 5
Belfast West 50792 5
Belfast East 49757 5
Belfast North 49372 5
Belfast South 48923 5

Table 1. Northern Ireland constituencies at the
March 2007 Assembly election and the seats that
each would have had if based on eligible electorate,
under the Sainte-Laguë rule.

Valid Seats
Constituency Votes due
Newry & Armagh 49619 8
Fermanagh & South Tyrone 46442 7
South Down 46110 7
North Antrim 44331 7
Mid Ulster 44277 7
Upper Bann 42882 7
Lagan Valley 41822 6
West Tyrone 41454 6
Foyle 41036 6
South Antrim 38175 6
Strangford 36019 6
East Londonderry 33922 5
Belfast West 33790 5
North Down 30707 5
Belfast South 30344 5
East Antrim 30039 5
Belfast North 29715 5
Belfast East 29629 5

Table 2. Northern Ireland constituencies at the
March 2007 Assembly election and the seats that
each would have had if based on valid votes, under
the Sainte-Lagüe rule.
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Notes on the Droop quota

Jonathan Lundell & I D Hill

1 Introduction

STV methods have historically used one of two quo-
tas: the Hare quotav/s (votes divided by seats) or
the Droop quotav/(s + 1) (votes divided by seats
plus one) [1, 2].

The Hare quotav/s is the largest quota such that
s candidates can be elected. Methods employing the
Hare quota typically deal in whole votes, and use the
integer portion of the calculation:⌊v/s⌋.

With the Hare quota, it is possible for a major-
ity bloc of voters to elect only a minority of seats,
in particular when the number of seats is odd. The
Droop quota, the smallest quota such that no more
candidates can be elected than there are seats to
fill, addresses this problem. Furthermore, the Hare
quota is vulnerable to strategic voting and vote man-
agement, which the Droop quota makes much less
likely to succeed. More generally, the Droop quota
figures in the Droop proportionality criterion; thus
Woodall [3]:

The most important single property of
STV is what I call theDroop proportion-
ality criterion or DPC. Recall that ifv
votes are cast in an election to fills seats,
then the quantityv/(s + 1) is called the
Droop quota.

DPC. If, for some whole numbersk and
m satisfying0 < k ≤ m, more thank
Droop quotas of voters put the samem

candidates (not necessarily in the same
order) as the topm candidates in their
preference listings, then at leastk of
thosem candidates should be elected.
(In the event of a tie, this should be in-
terpreted as saying that every outcome
that is chosen with non-zero probabil-
ity should include at leastk of thesem

candidates.)

Nicolaus Tideman (after Michael Dummett) calls
this “(k+1)-proportionality for solid coalitions”, or
(k+1)-PSC [2, p269].

The Droop quota, like the Hare quota, is often
rounded to an integer. From O’Neill’s description
of the proposed BC STV rules [4]:

The “Droop quota” will be the formula
for calculating the number of votes re-
quired by a candidate for election in a
district. The quota formula is:









total number of valid
ballots cast in the district

1 +
number of members

to be elected









+ 1

Fractions are ignored.

More compactly:⌊v/(s + 1) + 1⌋.
Henry Droop himself defined his quota as

mV/(n + 1) + i, whereV voters havem votes
each, the number of seats isn, andi is the number
necessary to reach the smallest integer greater than
mV/(n + 1) [5]. Whenm is 1, this gives the same
result as⌊v/(s+1)+1⌋, though differently expressed.

If m is 10k, this is the equivalent of working tok
decimal places with one vote each. Droop says that
i rounds up to the next integer, not to the next mul-
tiple of m, making it quite clear that Droop himself
would think that any such increment should be in
the last decimal place used, not a whole integer. (It
is unlikely, however, that Droop contemplated using
m > 1 for STV elections.)

It seems to have been nearly a century before the
purpose of the+i was queried, when in the 1970s
Frank Britton pointed out to Robert Newland that it
was never needed except in the case of a tie for all
remaining places and, if that happened, it did not
help to resolve the tie. This led to the 1976 version
of the ERS rules to replace the 1972 version.

In fact, Droop’s quota does not satisfy his wish
of being the smallest possible that cannot elect too
many, unless it is insisted that the same quota has to
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apply to all, for once the incremented quota has been
applied to the first elected, a smaller quota would be
safe for all the rest. It might be argued that it would
be unfair to make the first elected keep a larger num-
ber, but it is no more so than filling the last places
on less than a quota, as is traditional practice.

However, there is an extra point of importance
when hand counting, well explained by Robert New-
land (in a letter to Bernard Black, quoted with
permission in ERS Technical Committee paper TC
88/2). He wrote “in earlier days I have had Droop
quotas of 2.01, 3.01, 4.01, etc. If the Droop quota
was, say, 4.01, and one or more candidates had 4
votes, then one was obliged to carry out the farce
of transferring votes to those candidates, and then
transferring away all except 0.01 of the added votes,
even though those candidates already demonstra-
bly had sufficient votes that they must be elected.
Now, since 1976, the Britton quota has avoided this
nonsense”.

The new ERS rules avoided “this nonsense” only
for quotas that could be expressed exactly in two
decimal places, but, as we shall see, the principle
can be extended if we can represent quotas exactly.

2 Terminology

Some sources reserve the term “Droop quota” for
the rounded-up⌊v/(s + 1) + 1⌋. Tideman calls
v/(s + 1) the “NB quota”, after Newland and Brit-
ton [2, p271], while Newland referred to it as
the “Britton quota” [quoted above]. Wikipedia (as
of this writing) calls v/(s + 1) the “Hagenbach-
Bischoff quota” [6], butElectoral System Design
glosses “Hagenbach-Bischoff Quota” as “Another
term for theDroop Quota” [7].

A cursory survey of online literature, includ-
ing Voting matters, suggests that the name “Droop
quota” is commonly used for any quota between
⌊v/(s+1)+1⌋ andv/(s+1). The difference can be
as much as a full vote, usually insignificant in large
elections, but often significant in small ones.

3 Problems

The exact (unrounded) Droop quotav/(s+1) has two
potential problems.

Too many winners.
If the quota is exactlyv/(s + 1), thens + 1

candidates can receive exactly a quota. This
problem can be addressed in several ways.

• Adjust the quota upward, typically by the
nominal limit of computational precision,

but in some rules as much as to the next
higher integer.

• Use the exact quota, but elect on exceed-
ing, rather than simply reaching, the quota
[8].

• Use the exact quota. If there ares + 1

winners, they must be tied; break the tie.

• Use the exact quota, as with the last case,
but deferring the election of candidates
with exactly a quota untils or fewer
candidates remain. Break ties as required.

Limitations of numerical representation.
Typical implementations use binary or dec-
imal arithmetic, in which a quota such as
100/(2+1) cannot be exactly represented.
Again, there are several ways to address the
problem.

• Adjust the quota upward to a value that
can be represented, the limiting case be-
ing the integer quota⌊v/(s + 1) + 1⌋.

• Use the exact quota if it can be exactly
represented; otherwise adjust the quota
upward to the smallest representable
value that is greater than the exact quota.

• Use rational arithmetic, so that all val-
ues can be represented exactly. This ap-
proach is likely to be computationally ex-
pensive, and has not to our knowledge
been implemented.

• Use quasi-exact fixed-point or floating-
point arithmetic with guard digits (see
appendix below).

ERS97, which uses two decimal digits of pre-
cision, represents 100/(3+1) exactly (as 25.00) but
rounds 100/(2+1) up (to 33.34) [9]. Integer-based
methods use⌊v/(s+1)+1⌋, so that these two quo-
tas become 26 and 34. OpenSTV’s implementation
of Meek’s method uses 25.000001 and 33.333334
by default (six decimal digits of precision, always
rounding up) [10]. The “Algorithm 123” imple-
mentation of Meek’s method treats the underlying
computational precision as exact, ignoring trunca-
tion and rounding errors, and breaks ties when too
many candidates reach the quota [11].

DPC failure. STV rules such as Irish or BC STV
that use a quota of⌊v/(s+1)+1⌋ do not satisfy the
Droop proportionality criterion (DPC), as demon-
strated by this example from Robert Newland [12]
(two parties, four candidates per party, seven seats
to be filled).
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Party A: 101 101 101 98 (Total 401)
Party B: 100 100 100 99 (Total 399)

If the quota is 100 (v/(s + 1)), Party A takes
four seats, and Party B three. If the quota is 101
(⌊v/(s + 1) + 1⌋) or, more generally, greater than
100

2

3
, Party A takes three seats, and Party B four,

a DPC violation. (The Hare quota shares this dif-
ficulty, leading to its problems with vote manage-
ment.)

Premature election. Requiring that candidates
reach (rather than exceed) the exact quotav/(s + 1)

raises an additional difficulty, as in this example due
to Tideman; two to be elected:

4 A
4 B
3 C D
1 D C

The quota is 4; A and B are elected. While this
case does not violate Woodall’s Droop proportion-
ality criterion (since no group hasmore than one
Droop quota), the solid coalition for C & D ought
to carry the same weight as those for A and B, and
we should discover the A–B–C tie. This problem
does not arise if the rule requires that candidates ex-
ceed the exact quota, or if it defers the election of
candidates with exactly a quota until all candidates
with fewer votes have been excluded.

Unintended tiebreaking (1). Methods that round
the quota up have a problem with this example (two
to be elected):

4 A B
2 C

The exact quota is 2. If we round that quota up to
2.01, A is elected, we transfer the surplus of 1.99 to
B, so that C beats B by a vote of 2 to 1.99. In our
opinion, it is clear that B and C should be regarded
as tied.

Unintended tiebreaking (2). In the previous ex-
ample, rounding the quota up may be seen as gratu-
itous. In this example, rounding up serves another
purpose (five to be elected):

6 A E
4 B E
7 C D F
3 D F

A, B, C & D are elected, and E & F should tie (we
have two coalitions of 10 voters each). However, the
exact quota of 20/6 cannot be exactly represented in
either base 2 or base 10. If the quota is rounded up,
E is elected because F suffers from more rounding
error than E. This problem can be resolved by using
a method that employs an exact quota in all cases.

Inexact representation can also lead to the appear-
ance of a tie when there is in fact none. Suppose
that, as a consequence of surplus transfers, Candi-
date A has 1 + 99/100 votes, and Candidate B has
1 +

1

3
+

1

3
+

1

3
Candidate B should beat Candidate

A, but if 1

3
is represented as 0.33, they will appear

to be tied at 1.99.

4 Conclusion

Should we prefer one approach to another?
The⌊v/(s + 1) + 1⌋ integer version of the Droop

quota is defensible in the context of a hand-counting
rule that deals with whole-vote transfers only, so that
only whole numbers are involved in the count. Such
rules have other problems, though, that are beyond
the scope of this paper.

Methods using fractional surplus transfers should
use an exact quota and require that candidates ex-
ceed the quota, or, alternatively, require that candi-
dates reach the quota, defer the election of candi-
dates with exactly a quota, breaking ties as required.

If exact computation is not practical, errors result-
ing from the deviation can be minimized by round-
ing up as little as possible—for example, rounding
up to the nominal precision of the specified rule.

The choice of an STV method generally has more
significant implications than do the details of quota
calculation, and anyone who has examined the bal-
lots in a large election will be painfully aware that
clerical errors or errors due to voter carelessness
(or mischief) will generally far outweigh calculation
differences in the millionths of votes. Nonetheless,
it may be seen as a reasonable desideratum that our
calculations not introduce unnecessary errors into
our results—perhaps especially in the simple exam-
ples above, and that the Droop Proportionality Cri-
terion be strictly observed, especially when such a
result may be obtained with little additional effort.

5 Appendix: Quasi-exact arithmetic
with guard digits

Here we describe a method of performing quasi-
exact STV calculations with fixed-point or floating-
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point arithmetic. The results are exact if the speci-
fied conditions are met.

Perform arithmetic to the precisionp + g digits,
wherep is the nominal computational precision and
g is additional guard digits; when making compar-
isons, ignore differences less than half the nomi-
nal precision10−p, and display results rounded top
decimal places. For example, with a nominal preci-
sionp of 6 digits, perform computations to 10 digits
(g = 4), and define (a≈ b) as (|a−b| < 0.0000005),
where≈ is read “essentially equal to” (Knuth’s ter-
minology [13]). For this method to succeed, the
nominal precisionp must be adequate to represent
any “real” differences, and there must be sufficient
guard digitsg to absorb any accumulated truncation
errors. This approach is available as an option in a
forthcoming version of OpenSTV as well as in Lun-
dell’s Perl-based STV counter [14].

It has been observed that the relation≈ as defined
here is not transitive; that is, (a≈ b) and (b≈ c) do
not imply (a ≈ c). While this is true in general,
the problem can be avoided by makingp andg suf-
ficiently large. Moreover, it may be considered that
the loss of transitivity is more than compensated for
by the fact that we avoid the embarrassing problem
that (for example)1

3
+

1

3
+

1

3
6= 1.

An alternative method is to definep and g as
above, and to test for equality after rounding top

decimal places. This method preserves the transi-
tivity of the equality relation at the expense of (po-
tentially) treating arbitrarily close values as unequal,
as long as they are on opposite sides of a rounding
boundary. Again, this problem is avoided to the ex-
tent thatp andg are sufficiently large. Ensuring that
p andg are sufficiently large is not trivial. As Wich-
mann has observed [15], it is possible to create elec-
tion examples in which very small surplus transfers
can affect the outcome; in his example, a succession
of two transfers results in a significant difference of
1/16 000 000 of a vote, and it would be straight-
forward to extend his example to require even more
precision.
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On Methods of Electing Representatives

H.R. Droop.

Reprinted fromJournal of the Statistical
Society of London, Vol. 44, No. 2. (Jun.,
1881), pp. 141-202, with the knowledge
of theRoyal Statistical Society. The page
numbers of the original are marked by
numbers in square brackets.

[Read before the Statistical Society, 12th April,
1881.]

THE election of representatives has become, in
modern times, a most important part of all politi-
cal and social machinery. Whenever a number of
persons cannot conveniently meet together to deter-
mine how their common affairs should be managed;
whether because they are too numerous, or for want
of leisure, or for any other reason, they elect repre-
sentatives to act for them. Thus, not only national
assemblies like the House of Commons, and munic-
ipal bodies, such as town councils, school boards,
and boards of guardians, but also boards of direc-
tors for joint stock companies, and committees of
voluntary societies, consist either altogether or to
a great extent of elected representatives. It is as-
sumed that the electors have it in their power to elect
such representatives as will be satisfactory substi-
tutes for themselves, and will, by their deliberations
and votes, yield substantially the same results as if
all the electors met and deliberated and voted as a
single body. But whether and how far this assump-
tion may be realised, will depend to a great extent
upon the mode in which these representatives are
elected. Until within the last few years it was al-
most universally taken for granted that there was
only one possible mode of electing representatives,
viz., that now known as majority voting, according
to which each elector may vote for as many candi-
dates as there are representatives to be elected, but
may only give one of his votes to the same candi-
date. It is called “majority voting” because when-
ever a sufficient number of electors to constitute a
majority of the constituency agree to vote for the

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

same set of candidates, they can secure the election
of their whole set of candidates.

Of late years, several other methods of elect-
ing representatives have been devised as substitutes
for majority voting, and some of them have been
not merely discussed theoretically, but brought into
practical operation.[142] Of these other methods,
those best known in England are, (1) the limited
vote, applied by the Reform Act of 1867 to three-
cornered constituencies and the city of London, and
since introduced on a much more extensive scale
in Brazil, (2) cumulative voting, applied in 1870 to
school board elections, and also in use in the Cape
Colony (since 1853), and in Illinois and Pennsyl-
vania; and, (3) the preferential vote of Mr. Hare’s
scheme, and of M. Andrae’s Danish constitution.
But I must abstain from further details as to these
and other new methods and their comparative ad-
vantages and disadvantages, until I have laid a foun-
dation for the investigation, by pointing out the de-
ficiencies of majority voting. That system is still al-
most everywhere in possession, and neither can be
nor ought to be disturbed until its defects have been
proved to be so serious as to outweigh the inconve-
niences inseparable from change.

Obviously these different methods of electing
representatives are all practical applications of the
science of statistics. They all consist in collecting
certain statistical data as to whom the electors wish
to have as representatives, and putting together these
data so as to construct these into a representative as-
sembly.

Majority Voting.

The method of majority voting cannot claim to
have originated in any scientific consideration of the
problem how a representative assembly might best
be formed. It has manifestly been developed gradu-
ally out of the mode in which an assembly decides
upon any proposal that may be submitted to it. Un-
til the abolition of the show of hands by the Bal-
lot Act of 1872, the first stage in an English par-
liamentary election consisted in asking the electors,

7
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as to each candidate separately, whether he should
be their representative. In the second stage, at the
poll, when the votes of the electors were recorded
systematically it was convenient to receive the votes
for all the candidates at once, and then the major-
ity vote rule was adopted, being no doubt recom-
mended by the consideration that it would lead to
the same practical result as if the electors had voted
separately for or against each candidate. According
to either process a majority of one more than half
the voters in favour of any candidate or candidates
secures his or their election. If the sole or princi-
pal object of the electors was to select the most hon-
est, intelligent, and competent among the candidates
who offer themselves, and if each elector would ex-
ercise his individual judgment as to the qualifica-
tions of the candidates, majority voting would prob-
ably not work amiss. Every successful candidate
would have been separately pronounced by a major-
ity of the electors to be superior in his qualifications
to any of the rejected candidates;[143] and though
the popular verdict might sometimes err in reject-
ing a very eligible or admitting an ineligible candi-
date, yet, on the whole, it would be much oftener
right than wrong. But at the present day, at any rate
in electing representatives for parliamentary or mu-
nicipal assemblies, electors do not seek exclusively
or mainly to select the most honest, intelligent, and
competent of the candidates. On the contrary, with
but few exceptions, the electors pay very little at-
tention to the personal qualifications of the candi-
dates, and look only at the views they hold and the
measures they promise to support. What they aim
at securing is that their views and their measures
should prevail in and be carried out by the assem-
bly. I do not blame the electors for thus looking
to principles and measures rather than to personal
qualifications; but it makes a great difference in the
working of majority voting. Whenever the major-
ity of the electors in a constituency have discovered
that they are agreed in supporting certain views and
measures, they will naturally use the power which,
under majority voting, they possess, of only electing
representatives who hold the same views and will
support the same measures. An election thus natu-
rally becomes a contest between two parties, each
of them trying to secure the votes of the majority of
the electors for its own views and measures, and for
the representatives who will support them. Smaller
sections of the constituency, knowing that they can-
not elect any representatives of their own selection,
will annex themselves to one or the other of the two
principal parties.

Majority Voting may completely Exclude Minority.

It may happen that the same party has the up-
per hand in every constituency, and that the other
party has no representative whatever in the assem-
bly. Thus in Geneva, according to a report pre-
sented to the Grand Council in 1870, by three of its
members, Messrs. Roget, Morin, and Bellamy, “the
opposition has always numbered more than one-
third of the electors, and we have seen it succes-
sively represented by 0, 7 deputies, and 1 deputy.”
This refers to the grand council, which consisted
of 102 deputies, for the election of which the can-
ton was divided into three constituencies. The same
happened in Maryland in 1868, according to Mr.
Simon Sterne’s “Personal Representation” (Lippin-
cott, Philadelphia, 1870), p. 71. In this election
62,356 votes were cast for democratic candidates,
and 30,442 for republican, and yet this republican
minority of nearly one-third of the whole body of
voters, did not obtain a single representative in ei-
ther the senate or the house of representatives.[144]

Majority Voting may give Minority Control of
Assembly.

But as a rule the representatives are divided more
or less unequally between the two parties, the pro-
portions depending however not upon the compara-
tive strength of the two parties in the constituencies,
but on the number of constituencies in which each
party happens to have the majority, and the num-
ber of representatives returned by these constituen-
cies. This will usually exaggerate the difference be-
tween the two parties, and give the stronger party
a much larger majority in the assembly than it has
in the constituencies; but sometimes on the con-
trary it assigns the majority in the assembly to the
party which is really in a minority in the constituen-
cies. To make my meaning clearer, I will assume
that each constituency has a number of represen-
tatives in exact proportion to the number of elec-
tors it comprises, an assumption which will be very
nearly correct in countries where representation is in
proportion to population, e.g., in the United States
and in France, and which is being more nearly re-
alised in the United Kingdom by every successive
Reform Bill. I will further assume that there are
1,990,000 electors who have to elect 199 representa-
tives, or one representative for each 10,000 electors.
Suppose now that 100 of these representatives are
elected by the A party by narrow majorities of 5,100
to 4,900 in constituencies returning only one mem-
ber, of 10,200 to 9,800 in constituencies returning
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two members, and of numbers in the same propor-
tion of 51 to 49 for constituencies returning three
or more members, while the other 99 members are
elected by the B party, by unanimous constituen-
cies of in all 990,000. Then the A party which has
elected 100 representatives, and therefore has a ma-
jority in the assembly, will have only received the
votes of 510,000 electors, while the B party, which
has only 99 representatives, will have received the
votes of 490,000 + 990,000 = 1,480,000 electors, or
more than 74 per cent, i.e., very nearly three-fourths
of the 1,990,000 electors.

This is, of course, an extreme and improbable
case, imagined to illustrate what majority voting
may possibly do in the way of putting the minority in
the place of the majority, but many very much more
probable distributions of votes might be suggested,
which would produce substantially the same result,
i.e., that the majority of representatives would cor-
respond to the minority among the electors. More-
over, such cases are known to have repeatedly oc-
curred in practice. In the United States the President
is not elected by a direct vote of all citizens enti-
tled by the franchise, but by a body of electors in a
representative assembly, of whom a certain number,
from 35 in New York to 1 in Nevada, are elected
by each State, all the citizens of a State voting as
a single constituency.[145] At three of the four
presidential elections next preceding the civil war
of 1871, * the successful candidate only received a
minority of the popular vote. Thus General Taylor
had only 1,362,242 votes when Cass and Van Buren
had between them 1,515,173 votes. Mr. Buchanan,
again, had only 1,838,229 votes, while Fremont and
Fillmore had between them 2,216,789 votes. So
Lincoln had only 1,866,452 votes, while Douglas,
Bell, and Breckinridge, who were all opposed to
him on the slavery question, obtained between them
2,813,741 votes, or nearly a million more.

The following additional instances are taken from
an article, by Mr. Dudley Field, in “Putnam’s Mag-
azine” for June, 1870, p. 712: “In New York, in
the Assembly, 76 republican members were elected
in 1868 by 397,899 votes, while only 52 democratic
members were elected by 431,510 votes.” Propor-
tionally there ought to have been 67 democrats, and
61 republicans. In the same year, “In California the
republicans elected 23 members by 54,592 votes,
while the democrats elected 97 members by a less
number, that is by 54,078.”

* See a table by Colonel Wheeler, of the Statistical Bureau,
Washington, at p. 36 of a “Report of a Committee of the United
States’ Senate on Representative Reform,” 2nd March, 1869.

In Belgium, according to M. Leon Pety de
Thoźee, “Ŕeforme Electorale,” p. 8, Bruxelles, 1874
“In the elections of 14th June, 1870, 18,737 elec-
tors voted for the liberals, and only 14,096 for the
catholics, and yet only 31 liberal members were
elected, against 30 catholics, and if a very small
number of votes had been changed at Charleroi,
there would have been only 29 liberal members
to represent 57 per cent of the electors, and 32
catholics to represent the minority of 43 per cent.”

These instance show that majority voting is not
always able to ensure that the majority of represen-
tatives is on the same side with the majority among
the electors.

Over Representation of Majority.

Even in the more common case where the major-
ity in the assembly is on the same side with the ma-
jority among the constituencies, it is quite uncertain
what proportion they may bear to each other. An
overwhelming majority in the assembly may corre-
spond to a narrow majority among the constituen-
cies. It may be thought by some that this is of little
importance, and that when once it is settled which
party has a majority in the assembly, it does not
matter how large or how small this majority is. If
the assembly could guide itself altogether by one
or two general principles, upon which the whole of
the majority party were agreed, it would not per-
haps matter much whether their majority was nar-
row or overwhelming. [146] But instead of this,
every assembly, whether parliamentary or munici-
pal, ordinarily has to deal with a variety of more
or less complicated measures, presenting numerous
points for discussion, among which there will al-
most always be some upon which the members of
the dominant party differ among themselves. By
availing itself of such opportunities a strong minor-
ity is not unfrequently able to delay or modify, if not
defeat, the measures proposed by their opponents.
But when the one party has a very large majority
in the assembly, not only the members of the mi-
nority, but even the more moderate members of the
majority, are powerless to check the action of the
majority party, action which sometimes goes far be-
yond anything in the party programme submitted to
the electors at the election which conferred upon the
party their majority. Moreover, the members of a
party, and even their leaders, are apt to assume that
its majority in the assembly correctly represents its
strength in the country, and to push forward what
they suppose to be a popular policy, until they are
undeceived by the next general election. If a method
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of voting were introduced which would ensure that
the representatives of different parties were at least
roughly in proportion to the respective numbers of
electors belonging to the same parties respectively
in the constituencies, the real strength of each party
would be known to every one from the division lists
of the assembly, and we should be free from both
the dangers above referred to, viz., (1) of the ma-
jority in the constituencies being misrepresented in
the assembly, and (2) of its being over-represented
there. That this is practicable I hope to show further
on.

Instability under Majority Voting.

Moreover, when an assembly is elected by major-
ity voting the relative strength of the different parties
is much more unstable and fluctuating than it would
be under such a system of proportional representa-
tion as I have just referred to. Then the fluctuations
would only be in proportion to the changes of opin-
ion which time and circumstances might produce
among the electors. Under majority voting it often
happens (indeed much more frequently than would
be anticipateda priori) that elections are decided
by very narrow majorities, so that if only a very
few votes changed sides the representation would be
transferred to the other party.

Narrow Majorities under Majority Voting.

To illustrate this, I have prepared tables showing
for the last three general elections for the United
Kingdom, those of 1868, 1874, and 1880, (1) how
many seats were won by majorities not exceeding
100, and (2) how many seats were won by majori-
ties not exceeding 10 per cent of the votes polled for
the successful candidate.[147]

From Tables I and II it appears that in 1868 34
conservatives and 33 liberals owed their success to
majorities of less than 100, while 48 conservatives
and 48 liberals gained their seats by majorities less
in each case than 10 per cent of the votes polled
for the successful candidate. I have further calcu-
lated how many voters must change sides in order
to transfer these seats to the other party. I find from
Table I (of majorities under 100) that the 34 con-
servative seats would be transferred to the liberals
if 790 voters changed sides, and that the 32 liberal
seats would be transferred to the conservatives if 657
voters changed sides. *

* The number of voters who must change sides to transfer
aseat to the other party, is always the next whole number greater
than half the majority. Hence to calculate the total number of

From the Table II of majorities under 10 per cent,
I find that the 48 conservative seats would be trans-
ferred to the liberals if 3,674 voters (less than 3
per cent of the conservative voters in those cases,
123,993 in all) changed sides, and that the 48 lib-
eral seats would be transferred to the conservatives
if 2,810 voters (less than 2.8 per cent of the liberal
voters in those cases, 102,134 in all) changed sides.

From Tables III and IV it appears that in 1874,
32 conservatives and 32 liberals owed their success
to majorities of less than 100, while 49 conserva-
tives and 49 liberals gained or kept their seats by
majorities less in each case than 10 per cent of the
votes polled for the successful candidate. I have also
calculated that of the seats depending on majorities
of less than 100, the 32 conservative seats would
be transferred to the liberals if 652 voters changed
sides, while the 32 liberal seats would be transferred
to the conservatives if 617 voters changed sides. Of
the seats depending on majorities of less than 10 per
cent, I find that the 49 conservative seats would be
transferred to the liberals if 3,501 voters (less than
2.8 per cent of the conservative voters in those elec-
tions, 125,796 in all) changed sides, and that the
49 liberal seats would be transferred to the conser-
vatives if 3,506 voters (less than 2.74 per cent of
the liberal voters in those cases, 128,081 in all) had
changed sides.

From Tables V and VI it appears that in 1880 33
conservatives and 58 liberals owed their success to
majorities of less than 100, while 48 conservatives
and 72 liberals gained or kept their seats by majori-
ties less in each case than 10 per cent[148] of the
votes polled for the successful candidate. I have also
calculated that of the seats depending on majorities
of less than 100, the 33 conservative seats would
be transferred to the liberals if 715 voters changed
sides, while the 58 liberal seats would be transferred
to the conservatives if 1,214 voters changed sides.
Of the seats depending upon majorities of less than
10 per cent, I find that the 48 conservative seats
would be transferred to the liberals if 3,010 con-
servative voters changed sides, and that the 72 lib-
eral seats would be transferred to the conservatives
if 4,054 liberal voters changed sides.

In Table II, of the majorities under 10 per cent
in 1868, I have marked with an * those seats which
were won by the opposite party in 1874, and with a

votes which must change sides, I have added to the sum total of
the majorities one for every odd, and two for every even majority,
and halved the total. In cases where two seats have been won
by the same party, I have omitted the figures as to the smaller
majority, because if sufficient voters change sides to transfer the
other seat, that one will also be transferred.
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† those which having been retained in 1874 by the
same party, were won by their opponents between
1874 and 1880; and in Table IV, of the majorities un-
der 10 per cent in 1874, I have marked with a †those
seats which were won by the opposite party in 1880.
I find that 11 conservative seats out of 48, and 34 lib-
eral seats out of 48, or altogether 45 seats out of 96
in Table II were won by the opposite party in 1874,
and 20 more conservative seats and 4 more liberal
seats, or altogether 24 additional seats, in 1880; and
that 45 conservative seats out of 49, and 8 liberal
seats out of 49 in Table IV, or altogether 53 seats
out of 98, were won by the opposite party in 1880.
These changes, however, by no means represent all
the seats that were insecure. At the general elec-
tion of 1874 the conservatives gained 97 seats and
lost 36,* and at the general election of 1880 they
lost 134 seats and gained 25.† There was a general
movement of public opinion in favour of the con-
servatives in 1874, and against them in 1880, but
that they should have, notwithstanding, lost 36 seats
in 1874 and gained 25 seats in 1880, shows by how
uncertain a tenure very many parliamentary seats are
held. The 10 per cent Tables II, IV, and VI comprise
the names of 178 constituencies out of 419, of which
11 had extremely close contests at each of the three
elections, 51 more at two of these elections, and the
remaining 116 at only one general election. There
have also been a certain number of close contests
between two candidates belonging to the same party.
These I have not included.

* G. F. Chambers’s “Record of Parliamentary Elections,”
1874.

†“Times,” 20th April, 1880.

Table I. — Majorities under One Hundred.
Election of 1868.[149]

CONSERVATIVE LIBERAL
VICTORIES VICTORIES

Abingdon 73 Andover 71
Boston 90 Athlone 34
Brecknock 15 Ayrshire, N. 75
Bridgnorth 51 Ayrshire, S. 25
Chippenham 69 Bandon 4
Clitheroe 67 Bodmin 90
Derbyshire, N. 61 Canterbury 79
Devizes 64 Carlisle 14
Enniskillen 30 Christchurch 49
Evesham 33 Derbyshire, E. 33
Falmouth 72 Dover 48
Haddingtonshire 65 Dumfriesshire 44
Hampshire, S. 30 Durham 52
Hertford 89 Exeter 29
Kent West 55 Guildford 21
Lichfield 51 Hampshire, S. 71
Malmesbury 23 Hereford 32
Great Marlow 31 Horsham 0
Northallerton 14 Knaresborough 15
Peebles and Selkirk 3 Lewes 14
Poole 60 Limerick 74
Portarlington 18 Newry 8
Rye 14 Oldham 8
Salford 40 Oldham 56
Southampton 17 Petersfield 42
Stafford 15 Salisbury 56
Taunton 28 Sussex, E. 51
Thirsk 26 Tewkesbury 76
Wallingford 95 Wakefield 45
Warwickshire, S. 29 Wareham 13
Westbury 27 Warrington 27
Wigtownshire 67 Windsor 8
Woodstock 21 York, W.R., S.D. 8
Yorkshire, W.R., E.D. 88
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TABLE II. Majorities under Ten per Cent. Elec-
tion of 1868.

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES.

† Ashton 2,318
2,104

214
* Blackburn 4,826

4,399
427

* Boston 1,119
1,029

90
* Bolton 5,848

5,451
397

† Brecknock 372
357

15
* Bridgnorth 548

497
51

† Clitheroe 760
693

67
* Coventry 3,761

3,594
167

† Coventry 3,781
3,576

205
Cumberland, E. 2,620

2,390
230

† Derbyshire, N. 2,698
2,637

61
* Derbyshire, S. 3,582

3,443
139

Derbyshire 3,594
3,375

219
† Dublin 5,587

5,379
208

Hampshire, S. 2,756
2,726

30
Kent, E. 5,104

4,685
419

Kent, W. 3,378
3,323

55

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).[150]

Kent 3,440
3,196

244
† Lancashire, N.E. 3,594

3,463
131

† Lancashire 3,612
3,441

171
Lancashire, S.W. 7,676

7,415
261

† Leicestershire, S. 3,110
2,861

249
Liverpool 16,222

15,017
1,205

† Lynn Regis 1,125
1,012

113
Malmesbury 337

314
23

Great Marlow 345
314

31
Northallerton 386

372
14

Northamptonshire, S. 2,505
2,305

200
† Norwich 4,521

4,364
157

† Peebles and Selkirk 361
358

3
* Poole 623

563
60

† Rye 513
499

14
† Salford 6,181

6,141
40

† Salford 6,312
6,018

294
* Southampton 2,178

2,161
17

† Stafford 1,124
1,107

17
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CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).

* Stockport 2,714
2,591

123
Suffolk, E. 3,620

3,321
299

Sussex, E. 3,581
3,470

111
* Taunton 918

890
28

† Warwickshire, S. 2,501
2,472

29
Warwickshire 2,581

2,458
123

* Westbury 492
465

27
Wigtonshire 719

652
67

Woodstock 502
481

21
† Worcestershire 4,108

3,789
319

† Yorkshire, W.R, E.D. 7,135
7,047

88
† Yorkshire 7,437

6,867
570

LIBERAL VICTORIES. [151]

* Ayrshire, N. 1,397
1,322

75
* Ayrshire, S. 1,416

1,391
25

† Bandon 141
137

4
* Bath 2,187

2,024
163

* Brighton 3,081
2,917

164
* Canterbury 1,236

1,157
79

* Cardiganshire 2,074
1,918

156
Carlisle 1,971

1,957
14

* Carnarvonshire 1,963
1,815

148
* Chatham 2,042

1,858
184

* Colchester 1,417
1,284

133
* Derbyshire, E. 2,032

1,999
33

Derbyshire 2,089
1,970

119
Devonshire, N. 3,898

3,520
378

* Devonport 1,519
1,370

149
* Dover 1,435

1,387
48
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LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).

Dublin 5,586
5,452

134
* Dumfriesshire 1,100

1,056
44

Durham, S. 4,021
3,746

275
Durham 784

732
52

* Exeter 2,247
2,218

29
* Guildford 536

515
21

† Hampshire, S. 2,797
2,716

81
* Hereford 1,015

983
32

* Hertfordshire 3,625
3,356

269
* Horsham 380

380
0

Hull 6,874
6,383

491
* Ipswich 2,195

2,044
151

* Knaresborough 362
347

15
* Lewes 601

587
14

Limerick 794
720

74
London omitted, because small
majority due to liberals running
four candidates

LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).

Macclesfield 2,509
2,321

188
† Maidstone 1,546

1,412
134

† Newry 387
379

8
* Oldham 6,122

6,116
6

* Oldham 6,140
6,084

56
* Petersfield 363

321
42

* Salisbury 679
623

56
Stockport 2,658

2,475
183

* Surrey, E. 3,941
3,557

384
* Sussex, E. 3,611

3,560
51

* Tower Hamlets 7,849
7,446

403
* Wakefield 1,557

1,512
45

* Wareham 314
301

13
* Warrington 1,984

1,957
27

* Windsor 803
795

8
* Yorkshire, W.R, S. D. 7,943

7,935
8

* Yorkshire 8,110
7,621

489
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TABLE III. Majorities under One Hundred. Elec-
tion of 1874.[152]

CONSERVATIVE LIBERAL
VICTORIES VICTORIES

Ayr 14 Banbury 84
Bath 6 Bandon 5
Bedford 9 Barnstable 53
Brecknock 21 Bewdley 99
Cambridge 20 Blackburn 13
Clitheroe 92 Caithness 11
Derbyshire, E. 99 Cardiff 9
Donegal 40 Denbigh 30
Enniskillen 20 Dungannon 12
Evesham 47 Durham 33
Exeter 66 Falmouth 41
Grantham 66 Flint 4
Hereford 76 Helstone 50
Knaresborough 98 Hereford 18
Lanarkshire, S. 21 Kinsale 60
Lancashire, N. E. 80 Kirkcudbrightshire 4
Leitrim 43 Macclesfield 42
Lynn Regis 94 Maidstone 73
Maldon 42 Newark 88
Northallerton 7 Newcastle-under-Lyme 79
Norwich 47 New Ross 21
Petersfield 11 Newry 4
Portarlington 24 Oxford 83
Roxburghshire 26 Pembroke 29
Rye 58 Renfrewshire 18
Salford 60 Richmond 64
Salisbury 76 Salisbury 17
Shaftesbury 30 Stroud 31
Stirlingshire 44 Tewkesbury 27
Thirsk 1 Tiverton 24
Wight, Isle of 10 Warwick 43
Wigton 2 Westbury 22

TABLE IV. Majorities under Ten per Cent. Elec-
tion of 1874.[153]

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES.

Antrim 4,142
4,009

133
† Ashton 2,612

2,432
180

† Ayr 1,697
1,683

14
† Bath 2,397

2,391
6

† Bedford 1,010
1,001

9
† Bolton 5,987

5,440
547

† Brecknock 374
353

21
† Cambridge 1,794

1,774
20

† Cambridge 1,856
1,738

118
† Chelsea 7,173

6,701
472

† Chester 2,356
2,125

231
† Colchester 1,407

1,279
128

† Cornwall, E. 3,276
2,978

298
† Coventry 3,823

3,662
161

† Cricklade 2,231
2,092

139
† Derbyshire, E. 2,116

2,017
99

† Donegal 1,866
1,826

40
† Dumfriesshire 1,452

1,315
137
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CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).

† Exeter 2,330
2,264

66
† Gloucester 2,132

1,990
142

† Grantham 965
899

66
† Great Grimsby 1,534

1,393
141

† Hereford 978
902

76
† Lanarkshire, S. 1,347

1,326
21

† Lancashire, N. E. 4,481
4,401

80
† Lancashire 4,578

4,297
281

Leitrim 1,098
1,055

43
† Lynn Regis 1,093

999
94

† Maldon 632
590

42
† Manchester 19,649

18,727
922

Northallerton 386
379

7
† Norwich 5,823

5,776
47

† Oldham 8,541
8,397

144
† Oldham 8,582

8,360
222

† Petersfield 372
361

11
† Roxburghshire 789

763
26

† Rye 597
539

58

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).

† Salford 6,987
6,827

160
† Salford 7,003

6,709
294

† Salisbury 835
759

76
† Shaftesbury 591

561
30

† Southampton 2,534
2,345

189
† Staleybridge 2,378

2,220
158

† Stirlingshire 1,171
1,127

44
Thirsk 410

409
1

† Warrington 2,381
2,201

180
† Wight, Isle of 1,614

1,604
10

† Wigton 522
520

2
† Yorkshire, W.R, E.D. 8,077

7,285
792
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LIBERAL VICTORIES. [154]

† Bandon 180
175

5
Bath 2,520

2,348
172

† Barnstaple 675
622

53
Blackburn 5,338

5,325
13

Bolton 5,782
5,650

132
Bristol 8,732

8,522
210

Caithness 450
439

11
Cardiff 2,780

2,771
9

Cornwall, E. 3,395
3,099

296
Coventry 3,799

3,628
171

Denbigh 1,238
1,208

30
Derbyshire, E. 2,206

2,067
139

Derbyshire, S. 3,773
3,572

201
† Down 4,814

4,683
131

Dungannon 121
109

12

LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).

Durham, N. 4,327
4,011

316
Durham 879

846
33

Falmouth 784
743

41
Flint 1,076

1,074
2

Gloucester 2,070
1,865

205
† Greenwich 5,968

5,561
407

Hackney 6,893
6,310

583
Hereford 921

903
18

Hull 8,499
7,705

794
Kirkcudbrightshire 835

831
4

Lambeth 11,788
11,201

587
Macclesfield 2,792

2,750
42

† Maidstone 1,491
1,414

77
† Newark 912

824
88

Newcastle-under-Lyme 1,116
1,037

79
† Newry 459

455
4

Northampton 2,310
2,175

135
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LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).[155]

Oxford 2,281
2,198

83
Pembroke 1,339

1,310
29

Reading 1,790
1,652

138
Reading 1,794

1,631
163

Renfrewshire 1,921
1,903

18
Salisbury 800

783
17

Shrewsbury 1,533
1,382

151
Stockport 3,528

3,406
122

Stockport 3,628
3,372

256
Stroud 2,794

2,763
31

Stroud 2,798
2,667

131
Tewkesbury 350

323
27

Tiverton 629
605

24
Warwick 783

740
43

† Westbury 540
518

22
Worcester 2,164

1,958
206

Yorkshire, W.R, N. D. 8,598
7,820

778

TABLE V. Majorities under One Hundred. Elec-
tion of 1880.

CONSERVATIVE LIBERAL
VICTORIES VICTORIES

Ayrshire, N 55 Abingdon 42
Bandon 15 Andover 41
Bridport 13 Berwick 62
Carrickfergus 37 Bewdley 68
Chippenham 23 Bodmin 43
Coleraine 29 Boston 17
Devizes 58 Brecknock 59
Dorchester 42 Buckingham 8
Dover 94 Buteshire 17
Down 20 Carlow 4
Downpatrick 77 Cheltenham 21
Dumbartonshire 9 Christchurch 18
Enniskillen 21 Colchester 2
Eye 62 Coventry 97
Haddingtonshire 44 Denbigh 15
Harwich 58 Donegal 61
Helston 40 Dumfriesshire 73
Inverness-shire 29 Dungannon 2
Lichfield 16 Durham 94
Londonderry 88 Edinburgh University 74
Newark 11 Evesham 9
Newry 30 Huntingdonshire 21
Nottinghamshire, N. 10 Ipswich 97
Plymouth 40 King’s Lynn 93
Poole 6 Kinsale 70
Rochester 99 Kirkcudbrightshire 21
Sheffield 40 Knaresborough 16
Shropshire, N. 67 Macclesfield 66
Thirsk 63 Maldon 18
Westbury 54 Monmouth 61
Wigan 33 Newark 88
Wigtownshire 44 Newport 58
Wilts, N. 50

LIBERAL (contd) LIBERAL(contd)
VICTORIES VICTORIES

New Ross 88 Stamford 50
Norfolk, S. 1 Taunton 40
Northumberland, S. 72 Tewkesbury 9
Oxford 10 Tralee 52
Peebles 32 Tyrone 48
Pembroke 33 Wallingford 41
Petersfield 86 Wareham 35
Plymouth 22 Warwickshire, S. 43
Roxburghshire 10 Wigtown 12
Rye 8 Wicklow 7
St. Ives 48 Wight. Isle of 13
Shaftesbury 34 Worcester 9
Southampton 51 Youghal 13
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TABLE VI. Majorities under Ten per Cent. Elec-
tion of 1880.[156]

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES.

Antrim 4,936
4,789

147
Ayrshire, N. 1,636

1,581
55

Bandon 200
185

15
Birkenhead 4,025

3,658
367

Blackburn 6,207
5,760

447
Bridport 478

465
13

Canterbury 1,425
1,294

131
Carrickfergus 591

554
37

Chatham 2,499
2,398

101
Cheshire, Mid. 3,700

3,374
326

Chippenham 478
455

23
Cumberland, E. 3,161

3,039
122

Dover 1,701
1,607

94
Down 5,599

5,579
20

CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).[157]

Dumbartonshire 1,333
1,324

9
Essex, E 2,561

2,369
192

Essex, S. 4,726
4,324

402
Haddingtonshire 469

425
44

Hastings 1,873
1,702

171
Helston 461

421
40

Inverness-shire 808
779

29
Ipswich 3,142

3,025
117

Kent, E. 5,473
4,959

514
King’s Lynn 1,252

1,143
109

Lichfield 553
537

16
Londonderry 964

876
88

Maidstone 1,832
1,725

107
Monmouthshire 3,294

3,019
275
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CONSERVATIVE VICTORIES (Contd).

Newark 993
982

11
Newry 587

557
30

Norfolk, W. 2,433
2,304

129
Nottinghamshire, N. 2,745

2,735
10

Plymouth 2,442
2,402

40
Poole 854

848
6

Portsmouth 6,683
(two seats) 6,030

653
Preston 5,641

5,355
286

Rochester 1,393
1,294

99
Sheffield 16,546

16,506
40

Shoreham 2,195
2,095

100
Shropshire, S. 2,216

2,149
67

Somerset, W. 3,136
2,967

169
Suffolk, E. 3,618

3,504
114

Westbury 559
505

54
Wigan 2,946
(two seats) 2,655

291
Wigtonshire 768

722
46

Wiltshire, N. 2,833
2,783

50

LIBERAL VICTORIES.

Abingdon 428
386

42
Andover 405

364
41

Blackburn 6,349
6,088

261
Bolton 6,965
(two seats) 6,415

550
Boston 1,367

1,350
17

Brighton 4,913
(two seats) 4,664

249
Bristol 10,070

9,375
695

Buckingham 528
520

8
Buteshire 568

551
17

Cardiff 3,831
3,488

343
Carlow 149

145
4

Cheltenham 2,318
2,297

21
Christchurch 1,185

1,117
68

Colchester 1,650
1,648

2
Coventry 4,105

4,008
97

Denbigh 1,424
1,409

15
Derbyshire, N. 3,183

2,936
247

Donegal 2,015
1,954

61
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LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).[158]

Dublin 5,647
5,446

201
Dumfriesshire 1,577

1,505
72

Dungannon 128
126

2
Durham 1,152

1,058
94

Edinburgh University 2,522
2,448

74
Evesham 382

373
9

Gravesend 1,544
1,422

122
Huntingdonshire 1,617

1,596
21

Ipswich 3,074
2,979

95
King’s Lynn 1,281

1,188
93

Kirkcudbrightshire 982
961

21
Knaresborough 357

341
16

Lancashire, S. E. 11,313
(two seats) 10,419

894
Lincolnshire, N. 4,159

3,865
894

Macclesfield 2,744
2,678

66
Maldon 679

661
18

Monmouth 2,258
2,197

61
Montgomeryshire 2,232

2,041
191

Newark 1,073
985

88

LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).

Newport 618
560

58
Norfolk, S. 2,906

2,905
1

Northamptonshire, N. 2,425
2,316

109
Northumberland, S. 3,694

3,622
72

Nottingham, N. 2,813
2,646

167
Oxford 2,669

2,659
10

Peebles and Selkirk 516
484

32
Pembroke 1,462

1,429
33

Plymouth 2,406
2,384

22
Reading 2,286

2,067
219

Roxburghshire 859
849

10
Rye 626

618
8

St. Ives 487
439

48
Shaftesbury 652

618
34

Southampton 3,051
(two seats) 2,902

149
Staleybridge 2,706

2,542
164

Stamford 601
551

50
Stockport 4,103

3,873
230
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LIBERAL VICTORIES (Contd).[159]

Stroud 3,081
2,810

271
Taunton 1,000

960
40

Tewkesbury 350
341

9
Tyrone 3,500

3,452
48

Wallingford 582
541

41
Wareham 451

416
35

Warwickshire, S. 2,550
2,507

43
Wigtown 650

638
12

Wicklow 1,240
1,233

7
Wight, Isle of 1,986

1,973
13

Worcester 2,511
2,502

9
Yorkshire. W.R., S.D. 11,181

10,391
790

Youghal 133
120

13
The great changes produced in the British Par-

liament by the general elections of 1874 and 1880
were exceeded in the Canadian elections of Septem-
ber, 1879. These gave the opposition a majority of
at least 66 in a house of only 206, while through-
out the whole of the preceding parliament the oppo-
sition had never been in a smaller minority than 39
(“Times,” 4th October, 1879). Therefore at least 105
seats out of 206 had been transferred from the one
party to the other.

In Victoria there were two general elections in
1880. In the first (“Times,” 13th April, 1880)
Mr. Berry’s ministry only secured 37 supporters
against 49 supporters of Mr. Service. In the sec-
ond (“Times,” 9th September, 1880) Mr. Service’s
supporters only numbered 35 against 44 opponents,

supporters of Mr. Berry, and 7 neutrals. This is
attributed to the Roman Catholic vote having been
thrown at the first election against Mr. Berry, and
at the second against Mr. Service, because neither
minister would consent to give them separate de-
nominational schools. If Irish be substituted for Ro-
man Catholic, the explanation would apply to a con-
siderable part of the recent fluctuations in the parlia-
mentary representation of English voters.[160]

At the United States’ presidential election for
1864, Mr. Lincoln was elected by a majority of 184
electors against 21 for General MacClellan; but this
overwhelming majority only corresponded to a ma-
jority of 2,223,035 to 1,811,754, or 411,281 among
the primary electors; and according to a calculation
made by Colonel Wheeler, of the United States’ sta-
tistical bureau, in the paper already quoted from the
report of the Senate Committee on representative re-
form, it would only have required 36,000 voters, i.e.
less than 2 per cent of Lincoln’s voters, to change
sides, to transfer 100 electors from Lincoln to Mac-
Clellan, thus giving the latter a majority of 121 votes
against 84. In 1852, according to a table appended to
Mr. James Garth Marshall’s “Minorities and Majori-
ties” (Ridgway, 1853), President Pierce, democrat,
was elected by a majority of 278 votes against 18
for General Scott, whig; but this only corresponded
to a majority of 178,900 among the primary electors;
and according to a calculation I have made from
Mr. Marshall’s figures, it would only have required
28,200 electors to change sides, to transfer 133 elec-
tors from Pierce to Scott, giving the latter a majority
of 151 votes to 145.

From the electoral statistics published by the
Italian government (“Statistica Elettorale Politica,”
Roma, 1876, and the same, 1880), I have ascertained
that the number of elections won by less than 10 per
cent of the majority was:—

In 1861 50 out of 443
In 1865-66 69 out of 493
In 1867 73 out of 493
In 1870 43 out of 508
In 1874 49 out of 508
In 1880 47 out of 508

For the elections of 1870, 1874, and 1880 these
figures were ascertained in the same manner as for
the elections of the United Kingdom, by counting
the cases in which the votes polled for the highest
candidate did not exceed by more than 10 per cent
those polled for the second candidate. For the elec-
tions of 1861, 1865-66, and 1867, I had no tables
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showing the votes polled for the second candidate,
and therefore I have counted the cases where the
votes polled for the highest candidate do not exceed
52

1

2
per cent of the total votes polled. This would in-

clude cases where the remaining votes were divided
among two or more unsuccessful candidates.

Taking the three last * Italian elections alone,
they give an average of 9 per cent of cases in which
the majority is less than 10 per cent of the successful
candidates’ votes, while the three last English elec-
tions give12

1

2
per cent of such cases.[161] The dif-

ference may perhaps be due, wholly or in part, to the
Italians having a ballotage or second election if the
first candidate does not obtain an absolute majority
of the votes polled. This enables several candidates
of the same party to compete against each other at
the first election, and thus prevents the managers of
the party from forcing an unpopular candidate upon
it, and thus causing a certain number of abstentions
or desertions, and converting a secure victory into a
closely balanced contest.

Instability Resulting from Narrow Majorities.

From the figures given above, it is easy to under-
stand how a slight change in political opinion among
the electors may produce a very considerable change
in the balance of parties among their representatives.
The political system is in fact always in a state of un-
stable equilibrium, liable to be turned upside down
by anything that may make the one party popular or
the other unpopular at the time of a general election.
This makes the leaders of parties extremely sensi-
tive to fluctuations of public opinion, and unwilling
to risk even a slight amount of temporary unpop-
ularity; while on the other hand it makes popular
agitators much more influential than they would be
if the elections did not so often depend upon small
majorities, and thus come to be decided by that class
among the electors whose votes are most readily af-
fected by temporary fluctuations of opinion.

If the representatives were elected so as to rep-
resent the different parties among the electors ac-
cording to their real strength, the fluctuations in the
strength of parties in the assembly would be only in
proportion to the actual changes of opinion among
the electors. If a party had a decided majority, its
leaders would be able to risk incurring a certain
amount of unpopularity among the class of electors
to which I have referred, provided they still retained
the confidence of their regular supporters in the as-
sembly and among the electors.

* There was a general election in 1876, the statistics of
which I have not seen.

Corruption Due to Narrow Majorities.

The tables of narrow majorities (Nos. I to VI)
will also explain why electors under majority voting
are so liable to be influenced by bribery, treating,
intimidation, and other undue influences. The bulk
of the electors in a constituency may be too hon-
est to be bribed or corrupted, and too independent
to be intimidated, but there will always be some few
who are accessible to such influences, and whenever
the honest and independent electors are divided into
two nearly equal parties, supporting two rival can-
didates, or sets of candidates, the election is really
left in the hands of the corrupt or dependent residue.
[162] If the constituencies which now return together
five or seven representatives, were united into a sin-
gle constituency with the same number of repre-
sentatives, and these representatives were elected in
such a manner as to represent the different parties
among the electors proportionally, the corrupt or de-
pendent residues, which had enjoyed such great in-
fluence under majority voting, would only be able
to influence the election of, at the utmost, one rep-
resentative out of the five or the seven. This has
been practically verified in the school board elec-
tions with cumulative voting.

It occasionally happens, as election investigations
have shown, that not only a small residue, but a
considerable fraction, perhaps a majority, of a con-
stituency has become corrupt. But in these cases it
will usually be found that the corruption has grad-
ually increased from small beginnings. A few vot-
ers having been bribed to turn an election, gradually
more and more insist on being paid. If the election
managers had not been tempted at first to bribe a
few, the constituency would have remained pure.

Majority voting is also responsible for a great part
of the expenditure incurred by candidates in retain-
ing election agents, having committee rooms, adver-
tising, and bringing voters to the poll. Within certain
limits, expenditure for these purposes is legitimate,
as contributing to make the views and claims of the
candidates known to the electors: but, unquestion-
ably, a very large portion of this expenditure is only
incurred because elections depend upon narrow ma-
jorities, and it is, therefore, worth while to incur a
very considerable expenditure for the chance of se-
curing a few additional votes.

Personation also is not resorted to, at least not sys-
tematically, except when it is supposed that parties
are nearly equally divided in the constituency, and
that, therefore, success depends upon a small num-
ber of votes.
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Gerrymandering.

There is another mode in which the circumstance
that under majority voting elections frequently de-
pend upon a small balance of votes, may be used to
transfer seats from the one party to the other. This
is by altering the constituency, and either adding or
taking away some class of electors which is sup-
posed to be much more favourable to the one party
than to the other. This may be done either by al-
tering the boundaries of the electoral districts or by
enfranchising or disfranchising a particular set of
electors. The alteration of boundaries for this pur-
pose is extensively practised in the United States,
under the name of gerrymandering,and it was also
common in France under Napoleon III, where large
towns which, if left undivided, would probably have
elected opposition candidates, were divided into
several portions, each of which was united with a
sufficiently large rural district to secure a majority
for the government.[163] (See Mr. Ware’s “Ma-
chinery of Politics ;” “American Law Review” for
January, 1872, vol. vi, p. 283; Baron de Layre, “Les
Minorités.” Dentu. Paris, 1868, p. 23.) In England,
fortunately, the boundaries of constituencies and the
conditions of the franchise have only been altered
twice, viz., in 1832 and in 1867-78; and the circum-
stances under which the last Reform Bills of 1867-
78 were passed, the official influence of the ministry
being on one side, and the majority of the House
of Commons on the other, were calculated to check
any such proceedings, and they are not yet recog-
nised as legitimate party manoeuvres. But we can-
not reckon upon this continuing, if majority voting
be maintained, and it remain possible by slight alter-
ations in the conditions of the franchise to transfer
a whole set of constituencies from the one party to
the other. If proportional representation were substi-
tuted for majority voting, the provisions of a Reform
Bill, whether as to the conditions of the franchise
or as to the alterations in the constituencies, would
have much less influence on the balance of parties,
and would have a much fairer chance of being con-
sidered on their merits.

Division into Two Parties.

Thus far I have reasoned on the assumption that
the division into two, and only two parties, which
is found almost everywhere under majority voting,
will not be affected by the change to another mode
of voting. But in fact, as I believe, this limitation of
electoral contests to only two parties is due mainly
to majority voting, and would be more or less bro-
ken in upon if any method of voting were substituted

which enabled smaller sections of the electors to ob-
tain separately their respective shares of the repre-
sentation without being compelled to combine to-
gether to form a majority party. That majority vot-
ing by thus compelling smaller sections to combine
together, on pain of being left unrepresented, tends
to limit to only two the number of parties compet-
ing at an election, I have shown in a previous part
of this paper. It may be thought, however, that this,
though an adequate cause, may not be the only pos-
sible cause. It is a prevailing opinion among those
who confine their attention to English party divi-
sions, that though the creeds of the liberal and con-
servative parties may vary from time to time in their
details, they correspond substantially to two oppo-
site tendencies of thought, which produce naturally
two opposite sets of opinions and two opposing par-
ties. But even without going outside English pol-
itics, anyone who examines carefully the opinions
from time to time advocated by these two parties
on those questions of domestic and foreign policy
which from time to time prominently occupy public
attention, will, I think, come to the conclusion that
not unfrequently the members of each party are kept
in agreement with each other far more by reluctance
to separate from their common organisation (which
under majority voting is the condition of their ex-
ercising any political influence) than by any of the
principles which they hold in common.[164] And
when we look beyond the United Kingdom to other
countries where representative government with ma-
jority voting has been for a long time in operation, to
the United States, to Switzerland, or to Belgium, we
shall find everywhere * the same division into two
and only two parties, but the character of the party
division varying in different countries. In the United
States the distinguishing characteristics of the rival
parties have nothing whatever in common with those
of our Liberals and Conservatives, and this is also
true of the Independents and Radicals of Geneva.
We find, moreover, that the same party divisions
usually run through all elections, whether federal,
State, or municipal, or, as the case may be, national
or municipal, though there is no connection between
the questions to be dealt with by the different sets of
representatives. These phenomena I cannot explain
by any theory of a natural division between oppos-
ing tendencies of thought, and the only explanation

* That this is not true at present of France or Germany, or
Italy, may be due partly to representative government having only
been for a short period in free operation there, and partly to the
ballotage (or second election, if no absolute majority) allowing
more than two parties to contend against each other at the first
voting.
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which seems to me to account for them is that the
two opposing parties into which we find politicians
divided in each of these countries have been formed
and are kept together by majority voting.

I am far from imagining that the substitution
of proportional representation for majority voting
would prevent the bulk of the members of such a
representative assembly as the House of Commons
from being still divided, ordinarily into two princi-
pal parties. The House of Commons will still de-
cide all questions submitted to it by majorities, and
there will still be a responsible ministry whose con-
tinuance in office will depend upon its receiving
a certain support from the majority of the House,
and therefore there will usually be another party as-
piring to replace this ministry. But if the electors
were free to choose not merely between the two par-
ties and their respective sets of candidates, but be-
tween the individual candidates of each party, and
all other candidates who might be nominated (and
this they would be able to do freely under some of
the systems of proportional representation to be de-
scribed further on in this paper), the representatives
thus elected, though probably usually members of
the one or the other of these two principal parties,
would be much more free to act either independently
or in smaller sections, either combining with other
sections of their party, or separating themselves, ac-
cording to their own opinions and those of their
constituents, upon the particular questions voted on.
[165] They would not be always trying to keep up
the appearance of a single harmonious party, with
a view to the next elections. Provided they voted
in accordance with the opinions to represent which
they had been elected, they would be pretty safe of
re-election, although they had not always adhered to
the same party. Thus the individual representatives,
and through them the electors, would be able to ex-
ercise a more continuous and effective influence on
the proceedings of parliament, than they can do un-
der the present strict party organisation. At present
the same party must remain in office from one gen-
eral election to the next; at least the only alternative
is a ministry in a minority. Then it will be possible
for parties to combine and recombine in the house,
and if one ministry be overthrown, to substitute an-
other with a majority behind it. It will then no longer
be necessary that a ministry should rely for support
exclusively upon one of the two parties. I have no
apprehension that this change will injuriously affect
our system of ministerial responsibility and party
government. In fact this grew up and matured itself
during the century and a half previous to the Reform
Bill of 1832, when nothing was known of the strict

party organisation which majority voting acting on
numerous large constituencies has since produced,
and when a considerable proportion of the members
were either independent of, or very loosely attached
to, either of the principal parties.

The Caucus or Nominating Convention.

The so-called “caucus” system for selecting can-
didates is also entitled to a place among the evils
of majority voting, when we are dealing with coun-
tries like the United States and Great Britain, where
secret voting has been introduced without any provi-
sion for ballotage. This caucus system has for many
years been firmly established in the United States,
and the experience of a single general election under
the Ballot Act of 1872 led to its introduction into 67
English constituencies (Mr. Chamberlain, “Times,”
13th April 1880), and I expect before long to see it
much more extensively adopted. In fact the caucus
or nominating convention offers a plausible solution
in a popular form of a difficulty which the introduc-
tion of secret voting has not, indeed, created, but
greatly increased, viz., the difficulty of ascertaining
which of several candidates proposed to a party is
most popular with the party.[166] With the English
or American form of ballot it must be decided be-
forehand for which candidates the party is to vote.
So long as there was open voting, a party with a
considerable majority did not run much risk of be-
ing defeated, even if two rival sections of the party
insisted on each bringing its candidate to the poll,
for the voting of the first two or three hours would
usually show which candidate was likely to succeed,
and then the other would withdraw while the party
had still sufficient votes unpolled to secure the elec-
tion for its remaining candidate. But under the ballot
there is no indisputable mode of ascertaining how
the election is going on, and therefore nothing to in-
duce one of two rival candidates to retire. The “cau-
cus” remedy for this is to entrust the selection of the
candidates to a representative body, elected by the
electors of the party. This looks at first sight like a
fair and equitable arrangement, but two obstacles to
its satisfactory working have been found to exist in
the United States. (1) These elections to nominating
conventions are outside the law, and there is nothing
but public opinion and lynch law to check bribery,
corruption, and all kinds of trickery and violence.
(2) A large proportion of the electors would not, un-
der any circumstances, trouble themselves to vote
at any additional elections besides those authorised
by law, and the remainder of the respectable elec-
tors have found that it is on the one hand useless,
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and on the other unpleasant, and even dangerous, to
take part in the elections to these nominating con-
ventions. These elections have thus fallen altogether
into the hands of the party-managers and their tools,
and in consequence, as Mr. Simon Sterne, of New
York, testifies (“Personal Representation,” p. 88),
“The far greater number of members of the conven-
tion are either directly bought with money, or with
promises of office. As a matter of accident, an hon-
est man may be returned to a nominating conven-
tion, but as a general rule they are of the most pli-
ant and corrupt of party tools.” As these conventions
nominate the party candidates, it is not surprising
that there should be in state legislatures, and even in
congress, a considerable number of members acces-
sible to corruption.*

As yet the caucus system in England has had no
time to develop the evil characteristics of its Ameri-
can prototype, but I can see nothing likely to prevent
like causes from producing like effects in the course
of another twenty or thirty years, unless something
is done to enable individual electors to decide in-
dependently of the caucus between the rival can-
didates of their party, without giving up majority
voting. [167] This might be done by adopting the
French, Italian, and German practice of having a
second election whenever an absolute majority of
the votes polled has not been obtained at the first
election, and only allowing the candidates highest
in the poll to compete at this second election. This
enables separate sections of a party to run separate
candidates at the first election, and try their strength
against each other, and then unite at the second elec-
tion to support whichever of their candidates is still
left in the competition.

The following table, compiled from the “Statis-
tica Elettorale Politica,” published by the Italian
Government in 1876 and 1880, shows how exten-
sively these facilities for running more than two can-
didates against each other are made use of:—

Number of candidates who obtained Elected Reversals
Date Consti- more than ten votes at First Ballot- of First

tuencies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Voting age Election
1870 508 53 222 116 71 34 10 1 1 165 343 67
1874 508 68 252 131 37 17 3 - - 271 237 37
1880 508 69 332 81 21 5 - - - 358 150 29

No Italian constituency returns more than one
member.

* See Sterne, “Personal Representation,” p. 91; Sydney
G. Fisher, “Trial of the Constitution,” Lippincott, Philadelphia,
1862, p. 348; Ezra Seaman, “American System of Government,”
p. 63.

The ballotage column includes cases where a suf-
ficient proportion of the electors did not vote, as well
as cases where no candidate obtained an absolute
majority.

The last column comprises the cases in which the
candidate who was highest at the first voting is un-
successful at the ballotage, a result which would
be usually, though not always, due to the party ul-
timately successful having divided their votes be-
tween several candidates at the first voting, and com-
bined upon a single candidate on the second elec-
tion.

When the Ballot Act of 1870 was passing through
the House of Commons, Sir Charles Dilke gave no-
tice of an amendment introducing the ballotage, but,
owing to the anxiety of the ministry and the bulk of
the liberal party to pass this Bill without delay, this
amendment was not discussed, any more than an-
other amendment put forward by Mr. Walter Mor-
rison, and which proposed to secure to the electors
individual liberty of choice, without a second elec-
tion, by a modification of Mr. Hare’s preferential
vote. Mr. Ashton Dilke has this session introduced
a Bill providing for a ballotage, whenever a seat is
not filled by an absolute majority at the first election.

Before selecting any system of minority represen-
tation or proportional representation for adoption in-
stead of majority voting, it will be necessary to make
sure that it does secure individual liberty of choice to
the electors, and will not compel them to put them-
selves into the hands of the party managers, and vote
as they are directed.[168]

Limited Voting.

I shall now proceed to describe some of the other
methods of voting which it has been proposed to
substitute for majority voting. Among these it is
convenient to begin with limited voting, because that
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method differs much less from majority voting than
any of the others I have to notice. The only differ-
ence is that while in majority voting an elector may
vote for as many candidates as there are representa-
tives to be elected, in limited voting he is only al-
lowed to vote for a smaller number, say for two out
of three, three out of four, or fourteen out of twenty.
This will enable the minority party to secure one or
more representatives, provided it is not much infe-
rior in numbers to the majority. In limited voting,
as in majority voting, an elector may not give more
than one of his votes to the same candidate.

By the Reform Bill of 1867 limited voting was ap-
plied, the city of London returning four representa-
tives, and to four boroughs and seven counties, each
returning seven members, to which the Scotch Re-
form Bill of 1868 added Glasgow. Thus it is ap-
plied altogether to 40 members out of 658. This
same method of limited voting was introduced into
Brazil in 1875 on a much more extensive scale. Ac-
cording to an account which M. Ernest Naville has
given of the new Brazil law, in “Les Progrès de la
Réforme Electorale en 1874 et 1875,” pp. 5 and 6,
limited voting is applied alike to municipal, provin-
cial, and national elections, with the exception of the
senate. Whenever a constituency has more than two
representatives, each elector may only vote for two-
thirds of the representatives to be elected. Out of 20
provinces 7 return only two members apiece to the
National Chamber, but the other 13 return from 3
to 20 members apiece. For the elections to provin-
cial assemblies the number of representatives varies
from 20 to 45. The elections are at present by two
stages, as had been the case before the introduction
of limited voting, the limited voting being applied to
both stages of the election. M. Naville mentions that
there was much opposition to these two stages, and
according to a telegram published in the “Times” of
6th May, 1880, the Government was bringing in a
Bill substituting direct election for election by two
stages, and creating electoral districts, each return-
ing a single member. If this Bill passes it would of
course do away with limited voting. I have not heard
of limited voting being applied to the election of de-
liberative assemblies except in England and Brazil.
In New York it has been applied to the election of
judges, and in Pennsylvania and other North Amer-
ican States, and also in Switzerland, to the election
of officers to superintend elections and see that both
parties had fair play.[169]

In England limited voting has been tried at three
general elections. The same causes which render
an election by majority voting usually a contest be-
tween only two parties, apply also to limited voting,

and therefore none of the evils I have shown to result
from this, and from these contests being frequently
decided by narrow majorities, are cured by substi-
tuting limited voting. The chief recommendation of
limited voting is that instead of all the representa-
tives of a constituency being assigned to the major-
ity, the minority can secure a share, provided it be
not much inferior in numbers to the majority. This
giving the minority a share of the representation has,
I consider, had a beneficial effect by counteracting
the tendency of each of our two political parties to
become specially connected with particular kinds
of constituencies and to almost exclude from other
kinds. For many years previously to 1867 the liber-
als used almost to monopolise the larger boroughs,
and the conservatives the agricultural counties. The
introduction of limited voting permanently secured
to the conservatives a certain though limited num-
ber of representatives of large boroughs, and to the
liberals a limited number of representatives of agri-
cultural counties. Few as these representatives are,
they are able in two different ways to do a great deal
to strengthen the position of their party in the kind
of constituencies which have returned them as mi-
nority members: (1) Their speeches in parliament
and to their constituents will naturally present the
views of their party in the form best calculated to
be understood by and to win the approval of their
own and similar constituencies; (2) In the councils
of their own party they will be able to insist upon
much greater respect being paid to the interests of
their own and similar constituencies and to the views
prevalent there, than would be paid to these con-
stituencies if they were without representatives.

This tendency of different political parties to be-
come specially connected with particular kind of
constituencies, and to be excluded from the repre-
sentation of and altogether silenced and crushed in
other kinds of constituencies, assumes a much more
dangerous form when these constituencies instead
of being locally interspersed and mutually depen-
dent, are situated in different parts of the country,
as was the case in the United States before the civil
war of 1861. If the republicans instead of being an
exclusively northern party, had comprised a certain
number of minority representatives from the south;
and the democrats, on the other hand had included
a much larger number of northern members than ac-
tually were comprised in it, the opposition between
the two parties would never have developed into a
civil war. [170] The southern democrats would not
have been driven into rebellion through distrust of
the republicans, if they had seen in the republican
ranks a number of their own neighbours and friends;
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while, on the other hand, if the republican mem-
bers of congress had comprised a certain number of
southerners, the whole party would have been dis-
posed to deal with slavery with very much greater
respect for the vested interests of the slave owners.

The opposition between Buenos Ayres and the
other provinces of the Argentine Republic, which
has repeatedly broken out into civil war, and that
between the Roman Catholic provinces of Ireland
and the rest of the United Kingdom have, I feel no
doubt, been very much aggravated by the exclusive
representation of majorities.

On the other hand, limited voting has some seri-
ous defects :—

(1). It does not give the minority anything like
its fair share of the representation. If there are three
representatives to be elected, the majority can se-
cure them all, unless the minority amounts to two-
fifths of the voters, while, under cumulative voting
and other proportional methods, as will be shown
further on, any minority exceeding one-fourth can
secure one seat out of three. With limited voting
and four representatives, the minority must amount
to three-sevenths of the voters to get one represen-
tative, while, under the proportional methods, one-
fifth of the voters would be sufficient.

(2). When the majority is sufficiently strong to
secure all the three or four seats, provided its votes
are properly distributed among its candidates, it is
tempted to establish a very thorough organisation
to secure that these votes be equally distributed, al-
though each elector can only vote for two out of the
three candidates of the party, or for three out of the
four. Moreover, there is always a risk of the party’s
strength having been miscalculated, in which case
the party would probably only obtain one represen-
tative for its majority, the other two or three going to
the minority.

(3). When each party runs two candidates for
three seats, only one of the defeated party’s can-
didates will be elected. Which candidate this will
be will depend upon one candidate getting split vot-
ers from the other side, or else from his receiving
plumpers from some of his special friends, or from
some electors who dislike his colleague. By how-
ever much one candidate may be more popular than
the other, the bulk of the party cannot secure that
he should be the one elected, nor can the candidates
make any arrangement to secure this. At least, they
can only do this by arranging that the one candi-
date should receive a certain number of plumpers,
and this would greatly diminish whatever chance the
party might have of carrying both candidates.

(4). [171] Limited voting does not work satisfacto-

rily where, as sometimes happens even in England,
an election is not a simple contest between two par-
ties. The last election for Berkshire is an instance
of this. It was a contest between Mr. Walter and
another liberal for the minority seat.

Cumulative Voting.

I next come to cumulative voting, which is well
known from being employed in England for the
election of school boards under Mr. Forster’s Ed-
ucation Act of 1870. In the previous year, 1869, it
was introduced into Illinois for the election both of
the State house of representatives and the governing
bodies of municipalities and joint stock companies.
It was subsequently, in 1871, applied in Pennsylva-
nia to the election of municipal councils. In 1867 the
English advocates of minority representation orig-
inally attempted to apply cumulative voting to the
city of London and the three cornered constituen-
cies, but Mr. Lowe’s amendment in favour of cumu-
lative voting was rejected in the House of Commons,
and the provision for minority representation, which
was subsequently introduced in the House or Lords,
took the form of limited voting.

Many years previously to this cumulative voting
had been introduced into a constitution granted to
the Cape Colony in 1853.* From 1853 to 1874 the
legislative council was elected by cumulative vot-
ing by two districts returning respectively eight and
seven representatives. Since 1874 it has been elected
by seven districts, each returning three representa-
tives. The report of the committee of council men-
tioned in the footnote, has been frequently referred
to, owing, I believe, to its being quoted in Mr. Garth
Marshall’s pamphlet in favour of cumulative voting
(“Minorities and Majorities,” Ridgway, 1853), but
the fact that this report has been acted upon, and that
cumulative voting was in operation at the Cape, was
altogether lost sight of during the frequent discus-
sions on minority representation between 1866 and
1871. I have no information as to the working of
cumulative voting at the Cape beyond the fact that,
although the law of 1874 altering the constituencies
for the legislative council was under discussion for
two sessions, the only proposal to abolish the cu-
mulative vote, one made in the legislative assembly
10th May, 1873, was negatived without a division.

* See the Cape Constitution of 1853, an ordinance con-
firmed by the Privy Council, House of Commons Papers, 1852-
53, vol. lxvi, p. 371. This was done in pursuance of the rec-
ommendation of a Committee of the Privy Council, whose report
is to be found in the House of Commons Papers for 1850, vol.
xxxviii, p. 216; p. 105 of Correspondence.
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This I have ascertained from the proceedings of the
Cape legislature for 1873 and 1874.

[172] In cumulative voting an elector may either
give all his votes to the same candidate or divide
them among several. Usually, in cumulative vot-
ing, each elector has as many votes as there are rep-
resentatives to be voted for, but this is not essen-
tial. The method of voting remains substantially the
same whether the electors have a larger or smaller
number of votes to distribute, or even if each elector
has only one vote.

Best Number of Votes under Cumulative Voting.

The number of votes assigned to each elector to
distribute is of importance for only one reason, viz.,
because it is more convenient for a party which
is supporting several candidates, that each elector
should be able to divide his votes equally between
the candidates of the party. If the electors have each
13 votes, or 11, or 7, or 5, as is the case in many
of the school board elections, a party which runs
two or three candidates cannot without a somewhat
elaborate organisation secure that the votes of its
adherents will be equally divided between its can-
didates. But if twelve votes had been assigned to
each elector, a party running two, three, four, or six
candidates, would be able with the utmost ease to
secure that its voting strength was divided equally
between them. It would only have to request each of
its adherents to divide his twelve votes equally be-
tween the two, three, four, or six candidates. Twelve
seems the best number to select for this purpose, as
60 and 120 are the only numbers which recommend
themselves as having additional divisors, and they
are both of them inconveniently large.

How few Electors can obtain a Share of the
Representation.

In cumulative voting the choice of the represen-
tatives for a constituency is not limited to a single
party, as in majority voting; nor to two parties, as
in limited voting. Cumulative voting enables any
number of electors who may combine together and
exceed a certain fraction of the constituency, viz. :—

1

4
where there are 3 representatives.

1

5
where there are 4 representatives.

1

n+1
where there aren representatives.

to obtain a share of the representation approximately
proportional to their number. This admits of being
easily proved.

Suppose that a constituency has to electn repre-
sentatives, thatV electors vote at the election, and
that each elector hasm votes.

Let mV
n+1

+ i be the next whole number greater

than mV
n+1

, then mV
n+1

+ i votes will be sufficient to
elect one representative.

[173] For if mV
n+1

+ i votes be given for each ofn
candidates, the votes remaining undisposed of will
amount to—

mV − n(
mV

n + 1
+ i)

= mV −
nmV

n + 1
− ni

=
mV

n + 1
− ni

which is manifestly less thanmV
n+1

+ i, and therefore
the votes remaining undisposed of could not (even if
all concentrated on the same candidate) displace any
candidate who had obtainedmV

n+1
+ i votes. Conse-

quently mV
n+1

+ i votes are sufficient to secure the
election of one representative, and obviously twice
as many votes will be sufficient to elect two rep-
resentatives, and generally the number of votes re-
quired to secure the election ofr representatives will
ber(

mV
n+1

+ i).
mV
n+1

+ i, i.e., the whole number next greater than
the quotient obtained by dividingmV , the number
of votes, byn + 1, will be called the quota.

To make this important proposition more intelli-
gible to those who do not readily understand mathe-
matical symbols, I will apply the same reasoning to
a numerical example.

Suppose that the constituency has to elect 9 rep-
resentatives, and that 10,000 electors vote, each of
whom has 12 votes, then 12,001 votes will be suf-
ficient to elect one representative, 12,001 being the
next whole number greater than12×10,000

9+1
or 120,000

10

i.e., greater than

the total number of votes polled
one more than the number of candidates to be elected

For if 12,001 votes be given to each of 9 candi-
dates, the votes remaining undisposed of will be—

12 times10, 000 − 9 times 12,001
= 120, 000 − 108, 009

= 11, 991

and as this is manifestly less than 12,001, the votes
left undisposed of could not, even if all concentrated
on the same candidate, displace any candidate who
had obtained 12,001 votes.
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[174] Consequently 12,001 votes (12,001 being
the next whole number greater than1

9+1
, i.e., one

tenth of the whole number of votes) are sufficient to
secure the election of one representative.

Also 12,001 votes is the smallest number of votes
which will do this. For, if the 9 candidates had only
12,000 votes apiece instead of 12,001, there would
be 12,000 votes left, and if these were all concen-
trated on the same candidate, he would “tie” the oth-
ers, and the result of the election would be uncertain.

In ordinary cumulative voting owing to the irregu-
lar manner in which (owing to a cause to be hereafter
explained) the votes are usually distributed among
the successful and unsuccessful candidates a num-
ber of votes considerably less than my theoretical
quota mV

n+1
+ i will usually be sufficient to make a

candidate practically safe of getting in somewhere
among the successful candidates. But the hypoth-
esis upon which I have proceeded of all the suc-
cessful candidates obtaining only just enough votes
to secure their election, and of the remaining votes
being all concentrated on one other candidate, will
be practically realised under the transfer methods
to be described in a subsequent part of this paper,
and the formula I have obtained,mV

n+1
+ i, will then

give the quota of votes which it is necessary to re-
tain for each successful candidate when transferring
those he does not require. However even for ordi-
nary cumulative voting my quota is of use as giving
the least number of votes that will make a candidate
absolutelysafe. From the preceding calculations it
is manifest that under cumulative voting any num-
ber of electors who may combine together to sup-
port one or more candidates will be able to secure
their election if the votes they command are equal
to or greater than the number required for electing
so many representatives, provided the two follow-
ing conditions are fulfilled, i.e., provided (1) the
combining electors or their leaders know their own
strength, and put forward no more candidates than
they can expect to carry, and provided (2) they are
able to arrange that all the votes of the party shall be
distributed equally between their candidates.

Subject to these conditions, not onlytheminority,
but every minority of a certain size, will be able to
obtain a share of the representation. The size of the
smallest minority which can obtain a separate repre-
sentation for itself will be limited by the number of
representatives to be elected by the constituency.

It must be always greater thanmV
n+1

+ i, V being
the number of electors, i.e.,[175]

for 3 representatives it must exceedV
4

for 7 representatives it must exceedV
8

for 15 representatives it must exceedV
16

For the school board elections the number of rep-
resentatives to be elected varies from 4 in some of
the London districts to 15 in some of the largest bor-
oughs. The Illinois house of representatives and the
Cape of Good Hope legislative council are elected
by districts each returning 3 representatives. From
1853 until 1874 the Cape legislative council had
been elected by two districts, returning respectively
8 and 7 representatives.

Cumulative Voting, where Defective.

The weak point of ordinary cumulative voting is
that no body of electors holding particular views
can make absolutely sure of obtaining the share of
the representation to which their numbers entitle
them, without establishing an elaborate and expen-
sive party organisation. In order that they may se-
cure as many representatives of their views as pos-
sible, they must combine into a party and ascertain
by a general canvass how many votes they are likely
to command, and thence determine how many can-
didates they should run, and select their candidates.
They must also arrange that the voters of their party
shall distribute their votes equally among the candi-
dates of the party.

In the absence of such an organisation as I have
described, an election under ordinary cumulative
voting becomes, to a great extent, a matter of
chance. Candidates come forward independently
holding nearly the same views, and it is impossi-
ble for an individual elector to find out upon which
of them his votes may be most advantageously be-
stowed, so as to secure for the opinions he favours
as large a share of the representation as possible.
Even when all the candidates for a party co-operate,
party managers can, in the absence of a sufficient or-
ganisation, only guess at the proper directions to be
given to their party.

In most parliamentary boroughs outside the
metropolis, electoral organisations have been
formed by the two parliamentary parties, for con-
ducting parliamentary and municipal elections, and
in consequence, the school board elections in such
boroughs have usually become almost entirely con-
tests between the lists of these two parties. The Ro-
man Catholics bring forward their own candidates
whenever they are sufficiently numerous to have a
chance of securing one or more representatives; but
it does not often happen that other sections of the
electors bring forward independent candidates.[176]
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One reason for this is, that it would involve the trou-
ble and expense of separate organisation. Another
is, that even if an independent section succeeded in
electing its own candidates, the parliamentary party
of which they formed part would probably obtain al-
together fewer representatives than it was entitled to,
owing to the confusion produced through the party
being canvassed by rival sets of candidates.

In the metropolitan boroughs, on the other hand,
where party organisations are much less developed,
they take but little part in the school board elec-
tions; and altogether very little is done to organ-
ise the electors into parties, or to direct them how
they may most advantageously employ their votes
so as to secure for their respective views as many
representatives as possible. Many candidates who
prove successful, come forward independently and
merely try to secure as many votes as possible for
themselves, while, if several candidates try to co-
operate, they are liable to find their calculations up-
set through some independent candidate with nearly
the same views, attracting away the votes they had
reckoned upon. In many of the metropolitan school
board elections, more than half the votes given have
been plumpers in favour of a single candidate.

Constituency No. Date Plumpers Total Votes
Lambeth 5 1870 59,920 117,264
Marylebone 7 1873 63,175 125,822
Southwark 4 1870 21,488 34,243
Southwark 4 1873 17,756 26,961
Tower Hamlets 5 1873 74,186 123,891
Tower Hamlets 5 1876 52,010 93,940
Chelsea 5 1879 22,372 38,386

In the proceedings of the Cape of Good Hope
legislature for 1874, I found the details of an elec-
tion of eight members of the legislative council of
that colony by a constituency comprising half the
Colony. I found that more than half the voters con-
centrated all their votes on single candidates. This
election took place in 1873, after the electors had
been using cumulative voting for nineteen years,
when it may be reasonably supposed that they had
learnt the best mode of using their votes. The record
of this election was part of the materials laid before
the legislature of the Cape Colony in 1874, when the
two constituencies electing eight and seven mem-
bers, were replaced by seven constituencies each
electing three members.

The independent selection of individual candi-
dates by the voters, is more favourable to the elec-
tion of the best candidates, than if the bulk of the
electors vote according to party lists, but it becomes
very much a matter of chance whether the holders
of any particular set of views obtain as many rep-
resentatives as they are entitled to.[177] Moreover,

under thisrégimeof independent selection, there is
always considerable uncertainty about the success
of even the most popular candidate. He may lose
votes he requires through his friends supposing that
he is safe, and that they can employ their electoral
power more advantageously in endeavouring to give
him a colleague with similar views. For instance,
in the Tower Hamlets, Mr. Pearce was second on
the poll in 1870, with 20,867; in 1873 he was de-
feated with only 10,682 votes, and in 1876 he was
first with 22,470 votes. Similarly, Professor Glad-
stone and Mr. Mills, who had both been defeated
in 1870 for Chelsea and Marylebone, were at the
head of the poll for those constituencies in 1873,
Mr. Mills having three times as many votes as any
unsuccessful candidate. So again, Sir Charles Reed
was at the head of the poll at Hackney in 1870 and
1876, with twice as many votes as he wanted, but at
the intermediate election of 1873 he was the lowest
successful candidate.

If cumulative voting were extended to parliamen-
tary elections, in England, neither the candidates
who are now ready to spend from £5,000 to £10,000
for the chance of a seat, nor the partisans who are
deeply interested in the victory of their party, would
be content to leave the electors to vote indepen-
dently without organisation. They would no doubt
establish in every constituency organisations capa-
ble of ascertaining approximately how every elector
was likely to vote, and of giving adequate directions
to the voters of each party as to how they might se-
cure for themselves the largest number of represen-
tatives; and the electors would soon learn by expe-
rience that by implicit obedience to their organisa-
tions, they were likely to secure the largest number
of representatives for their party. In this way par-
liamentary elections by cumulative voting would, I
am afraid, fall as much under the control of party
caucuses as elections by majority voting have done
in the United States, and probably will soon do in
England.

Beneficial Effects of Cumulative Voting.

In some respects cumulative voting has worked
very satisfactorily at the school board elections.
There have been few if any attempts at bribery or
treating, common as these malpractices are at mu-
nicipal as well as parliamentary elections. This may
fairly be attributed to a great extent to these elections
not being contests between two nearly equal parties,
when success depends upon attaching a small bal-
ance of indifferent voters to the one side rather than
the other. Moreover, the successful candidates are
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a superior class to those elected at elections of the
same class by majority voting.[178] Thus the mem-
bers of the London School Board are on the average
decidedly superior to the members of the Metropoli-
tan Board of Works. This will in part be due to the
higher interest of educational work to religious and
philanthropic persons as compared with building
and sanitary works. But school board members also
compare very favourably with elected guardians of
the poor, whose work ought to be equally attrac-
tive to the religious and philanthropic, and I believe
the superiority of members of school boards to be
to a great extent due to a mode of election which
enables a suitable person to come forward indepen-
dently with a confident expectation of being elected,
provided he has become known to, and secured the
confidence of, a comparatively small section of the
constituency.

But, owing to the weak point I have already re-
ferred to, viz., the inability of ordinary electors to
ascertain how they may use their votes most advan-
tageously, ordinary cumulative voting fails to realise
a great deal of what I expect from a more perfect
method of proportional representation.

Transfer Methods.

I shall therefore now proceed to describe meth-
ods of voting which are free from this defect, and
which I believe to be the best forms of proportional
representation that have yet been discovered. One
of these, preferential voting, is a thoroughly sci-
entific and complete solution to the problem, but
as it involves a considerable amount of sorting and
re-sorting of the voting papers, its employment for
large constituencies with from 50,000 to 60,000
electors, such as we should necessarily have in Eng-
land, seems to me beset with somewhat serious prac-
tical difficulties. The other of these two methods,
which I shall call limited transfer by lists, though
theoretically less perfect, would I believe, arrive in
practice at a result very nearly as satisfactory, while
involving very little more trouble than ordinary cu-
mulative voting.

Both these methods are based on the principle of
using for each candidate only as many votes as are
wanted to secure his election, and transferring to
other candidates all superfluous votes which candi-
dates may have received beyond what they require,
and also all votes given to candidates who are found
to have no chance of being elected. In the first
method (preferential voting) each elector is allowed
to designate on his voting paper the other candidates
to whom in succession his vote is to be transferred.

According to the simplest form of the other method
(limited transfer by lists) all the votes which a can-
didate does not want or cannot use, are transferred
together according to a list prepared by the candi-
date and published before the election.

Preferential Voting.

[179] Preferential voting was devised by Mr.
Hare, as part of his well-known scheme of personal
representation. It was also independently invented
by Mr. Andrae, a Danish minister, for the 1855 con-
stitution for Denmark, Schleswig and Holstein, and
has ever since that date been in use in Denmark. At
first it was used for the election of the Rigsraad or
council of the empire, and after 1863 for that of the
Landthing or upper house of the kingdom of Den-
mark.*

In 1872 Mr. Walter Morrison, in conjunction with
Professor Fawcett and other members, introduced
into the English parliament a Bill providing for the
election of members for England and Wales by pref-
erential voting in constituencies electing from 3 to
16 members apiece.

According to preferential voting, each elector has
only one vote, but he may on his voting paper desig-
nate any number of candidates to have successively
the benefit of this vote. Each voting paper is to
be reckoned in the first instance to the first candi-
date named upon it, but if, when all the votes have
been so distributed, it is found that any candidate
has more votes than are sufficient to secure his elec-
tion, the surplus of his voting papers will be redis-
tributed and be given to the candidates next in or-
der of preference thereon, excluding of course those
who have already obtained sufficient votes. The re-
sult of the first redistribution of votes will be that
no candidate retains more votes than are sufficient
to secure his election, all superfluous voting papers
having been transferred to other candidates and thus
utilised. In M. Andrae’s method the transfer of votes
ceases here, and those candidates who have obtained
most votes are at once declared elected. Mr. Hare,
however, and this is a great improvement, proceeds
to exclude from further competition one by one the
candidates who have the fewest votes, and redis-
tribute their voting papers, each voting paper being
transferred to the next candidate in order of prefer-
ence thereon, who remains in the competition. This

* The present Lord Lytton’s very able report on the Danish
method, House of Commons Papers 1864, vol. 61, p. 24 of No.7,
relates to the Rigsraad as it existed up to 1863. The law now
in force as to the election of the Landthing, dates from 1866,
and has been translated into French. (Leon de Thozée, “Ŕeforme
Electorale.” Bruxelles, 1874.)
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process of exclusion and redistribution is continued
until there is only one candidate remaining beyond
the number of representatives to be elected; then ob-
viously the candidate with fewest votes among those
remaining must be excluded, and the others will be
elected.

Under this method of preferential voting (pro-
vided no more votes are retained for a successful
candidate than are sufficient to secure his election)
it will be immaterial if a party runs too many can-
didates, or divides its votes unequally between its
candidates.[180] If too many votes are in the first
instance accumulated upon one candidate, he will
only keep as many as are required to secure his elec-
tion, and the rest will be distributed among the other
candidates of the party, and through the successive
exclusion of the candidates with fewest votes, will
be ultimately concentrated upon as many of them as
the voting strength of the party is sufficient to elect.
To ensure this, it is only necessary that every elector
of the party should designate on his voting paper, in
some order or other, all the candidates of the party.

Proper Value of Quota.

It is however essential to the complete success of
the method, that no more votes should be retained
for a successful candidate than are required to se-
cure his election. I have shownante, p. 29, [=172]
that if mV be the number of votes, andn the num-
ber of representatives to be elected,mV

n+1
+ i, the

next whole number greater thanmV
n+1

, will always be
a sufficient number of votes to secure a candidate’s
election. Mr. Hare and M. Andrae, however, both
fixed upon a larger number viz.,mV

n
, as the number

of votes to be retained for each successful candidate.
As n = 658 in the scheme to which Mr. Hare ap-
plies his method, the difference betweenV

n
and V

n+1

is too small to be of any practical importance; but
when constituencies return from 3 to 8 representa-
tives apiece, as is the case in Denmark, and would
probably be so in England if proportional represen-
tation were introduced here, the difference becomes
considerable. Suppose, for instance, that the elec-
tion is a contest between two parties of which one
commands 360 votes and the other 340, and that
each party runs 4 candidates for seven seats; then
M. Andrae’s quota will be360+340

7
=

700

7
= 100,

while mine will be 700

8
+ i = 88. Consequently,

if the 360 voters should divide their first votes so
as to give originally to each of three candidates 100
or more votes, say 110, 104, and 100, their fourth
candidate will originally have only 46 votes, and
will obtain by transfer with M. Andrae’s quota only

14 additional votes, and thus he will not get alto-
gether more than 60 votes, and therefore if the 340
can by organisation arrange to divide their first votes
so that each of their four candidates has originally
more than 60 votes (which would not be difficult,
as an equal division would give each of them 85
votes) they will carry the odd candidate.[181] On
the other hand, with my quota, the fourth candidate
will get by transfer (however the votes may be orig-
inally distributed)360 − 3 × 88 = 360 − 264 = 96

votes, and it will be impossible for the 340 to place
all their four candidates ahead of those of the 360.
Therefore, with my quota, nothing can be gained by
dividing the votes equally, or lost by dividing them
unequally, while with Mr. Andrae’s and Mr. Hare’s
quota there will always be a possibility of gaining by
this, and therefore it may be worth while in an im-
portant election, to organise and ascertain how many
candidates the party’s votes can carry, and arrange
for such votes being divided equally between these
candidates, the very thing which preferential voting
is intended to render unnecessary. I have been told
by more than one Danish gentleman that in Den-
mark, when the electors meet there is a great deal of
calculation and arrangement as to how they should
distribute their votes among the candidates. In Den-
mark the electors who vote according to this method
I believe rarely if ever exceed three or four hundred
(these being secondary electors, elected for the pur-
pose by the primary electors), and they are all as-
sembled in one place. Consequently these arrange-
ments do not involve any great amount of trouble,
nor interfere materially with the liberty of the indi-
vidual electors. But with constituencies of 30,000
or 60,000, such as we at present have in England in
our large boroughs, and should probably retain un-
divided under proportional representation, any such
arrangements would be very expensive and trouble-
some, and would throw a great deal of power into
the hands of the organising committees.

Selection of Votes to be Redistributed.

In preferential voting (as I have already men-
tioned) after the voting papers have been distributed
in the first instance according to the first candidate
upon each, the surplus voting papers of any candi-
date who has more than he requires are redistributed.
But how is it to be determined which of his voting
papers are to be redistributed? The electors whose
voting papers are so redistributed have the privi-
lege of influencing the electors to a greater extent
than those whose voting papers are retained for the
first candidate. After the first candidate has been
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declared elected, their voting papers contribute to-
wards determining which other candidates should
be elected. Suppose that A’s name stands first on
10,000 voting papers, of which he only requires
9,000, and therefore there is a surplus of 1,000 to be
redistributed; and suppose further that out of these
10,000 voting papers, 6,000 have B in the second
place, while 4,000 have C there. Then B’s election
might easily depend upon how many of the 1,000
surplus votes to be redistributed were taken out of
the 6,000 which had B’s name second.[182] If it
were practicable it would obviously be the fairest
plan to divide all A’s voting papers into sets, ac-
cording to the different names upon them, and take
the surplus votes proportionally from the different
sets. In the case supposed above, this would be to
take 600 voting papers out of the 6,000 which B
stands second, and 400 out of the 4,000 on which
C stands second. But the number of different sets
of names upon A’s voting papers would usually be
far too great to allow of this being done. Probably
they would contain the names of almost all the other
candidates in every possible order, according to the
caprices of individual electors. If there were only
five such other candidates, their names would admit
of being arranged in 120 different ways. The only
satisfactory mode of dealing practically * with this
difficulty is to let chance determine which of the vot-
ing papers appropriated in the first instance to a par-
ticular candidate are to be redistributed. According
to a well known theorem in the mathematical theory
of probabilities, and one which is constantly acted
upon in every day life, there is a strong probability
that the number of voting papers of each different set
which find their way into the surplus by chance, will
be very nearly proportional to the total number of
voting papers of the same set. In the case supposed
above the odds are more than 199 to 1 that of 1,000
voting papers taken by chance out of 6,000 A B, and
4,000 A C voting papers, there will be between 650
and 550 A B voting papers.

* Professor E. J. Nanson, in a paper read before the Royal
Society of Victoria on 8th July, 1880, proposed an ingenious
scheme for distributing votes under preferential voting, without
allowing the element of chance to intervene. But the directions
he gives seem to me far too complicated for an election which is
to be managed by ordinary retaining officers, and if challenged,
investigated before election judges. Moreover, his method does
not seem to me equitable. Instead of taking the votes to be re-
tained for the successful candidate proportionally out of all the
groups of votes upon which his name stands first, but with dif-
ferent second names, he takes them altogether out of the larger
groups, allowing the smaller groups to be transferred undimin-
ished to the second candidates. To take the votes proportionally
out of all the groups would make the process even more compli-
cated than it is.

The selection of the surplus voting papers by
chance may be effected in two ways. According to
M. Andrae’s Danish law all the voting papers are
mixed in an urn, and drawn out one by one, and
when as many voting papers have been appropri-
ated to a particular candidate as are sufficient to se-
cure his election, any voting paper which may sub-
sequently be drawn with that candidate’s name first,
is transferred to the next candidate named therein
who has not obtained sufficient votes. One draw-
back to this method is that possibly some of the later
voting papers may contain only the names of can-
didates who have already obtained sufficient votes,
and may thus be lost, but this might be remedied
by exchanging any voting papers which are thus li-
able to be lost for some of the voting papers which
had been previously appropriated to the same first
candidates, but contain other names to which they
can be redistributed.[183] The second method, the
one I have adopted in this paper in describing pref-
erential voting, is to distribute all the voting papers
in the first instance according to the first candidate
named on each, and then as a subsequent process
to take away and redistribute as many of the vot-
ing papers belonging to each candidate as he does
not require, going through his voting papers in some
order fixed by chance, but passing over any votes
which cannot be transferred to some other candi-
date. If this plan be adopted, it is necessary to dis-
tribute the surplus votes of the different candidates
one by one, and I consider the best plan to be to
take them in order according to the number of sur-
plus votes each has to redistribute, beginning with
the largest number of surplus votes. As the redistri-
bution proceeds the proportion of votes which can-
not be transferred to any other candidate, because
all the candidates named upon them have obtained
the quota, will increase; and therefore it is best to
leave to the last the sets in which the surplus votes to
be redistributed form the smallest proportion of the
votes out of which they are to be taken. Where the
whole number of voting papers to be distributed is
small, M. Andrae’s method will probably be found
most convenient, but where there is a large number
of votes to be distributed, the second method will be
found to occupy much less time. With M. Andrae’s
method the whole of the voting papers must be dis-
tributed one after another in order by the same set
of officials, and therefore distributing 50,000 voting
papers would take one hundred times as long as 500.
With the second method the original sorting of the
voting papers according to the first candidate named
upon each may be divided among several different
sets of clerks, and the portion of the process which
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must all be done by one set of officials need not at
any rate begin before the redistribution of the sur-
plus votes not required by the first candidate named
upon them.

Whichever of these two methods be adopted, the
order in which the voting papers are taken must de-
pend entirely upon chance, and not upon the offi-
cials who distribute the votes, as by altering the or-
der they might cause one candidate to be elected in-
stead of another. Also the voting papers ought to
be numbered so as to show the order in which they
are taken, so that it may be possible to repeat the
whole process if there should be a scrutiny. If on a
scrutiny the votes might be taken in different order,
the scrutiny would be no real check on the officials.
Also candidates defeated by a few votes would be
tempted to try whether they might not have better
luck on a fresh redistribution.[184] It would also
be desirable to mark each voting paper to indicate
to whom it was appropriated, and how it was trans-
ferred. If so, upon the process being repeated on a
scrutiny, any particular mistake that had been com-
mitted would at once be discovered. It seems to me
very important that the whole process of distribution
and redistribution should be capable of being subse-
quently checked; otherwise the result would, to a
considerable extent, be placed in the hands of the
officials who distribute and redistribute the voting
papers. The other persons present as representatives
of the different candidates, could only imperfectly
check such a complicated process as the distribution
of voting papers would be, and if no exact repeti-
tion of the whole process on a scrutiny were possi-
ble, any objections they might take would have to be
summarily decided by the returning officer.

When is Preferential Voting Practicable?.

More than thirty years of experience in Denmark,
as well as certain experiments in the United States,
Belgium, and Italy, have established that with an ed-
ucated constituency not exceeding a few hundred
electors, the working of the preferential vote does
not present any serious difficulties. I say an educated
constituency, because all the experiments I am ac-
quainted with, with two exceptions, viz., a working
man’s bank and a co-operation society, both estab-
lished at Sampierdarena, in Italy (E. Naville, “Les
Progr̀es de la Ŕeform Electorale en 1874 et 1875.”
Georg. Geneva, 1876, p. 48; “4th Bulletin of the
Italian Proportional Representation Association,” p.
460), have been made with educated constituencies,
but I do not anticipate that want of education on
the part of the electors will interfere materially, pro-
vided their minds are not confused by having more

than eight or ten candidates to choose between, and
provided that the limited area of the constituency
gives the electors opportunities of seeing and hear-
ing these candidates, and reading and hearing dis-
cussions about their respective merits. No doubt
many of the electors will adopt lists prepared by oth-
ers, but as no one list would have such an advan-
tage over all others as the lists recommended by the
party managers have under majority voting, there
will usually be a considerable number of compet-
ing lists, and choosing among these lists will suffi-
ciently elicit the independent views of the electors.
As for the mechanical act of voting, if the names of
the candidates proposed were printed on the voting
papers, and each elector had merely to add numbers
indicating for which candidate his vote was to be
used first, for which second, and so on, every elector
who could read and write, as well as a large propor-
tion of those who could not, could be readily taught
to mark the voting paper according to a list.[185]

There would be no more difficulty in this than in
marking the ballot papers with other numbers in cu-
mulative voting.

Preferential Voting Difficult with Large
Constituencies.

But it is a much more doubtful question whether
the results of experiments with a few hundred vot-
ers can be relied upon as proving that preferential
voting can be worked satisfactorily in large con-
stituencies containing 50,000 voters apiece. Ac-
cording to the registration for 1879 there were four
British boroughs which had more than 57,000 elec-
tors apiece, and five more which had more than
40,000 (“Times,” 29th April, 1880)—

Liverpool 63,946
Birmingham 63,398
Manchester 61,234
Glasgow 57,920
Leeds 49,000
Finsbury 44,955
Hackney 43,773
Sheffield 42,794
Tower Hamlets 41,042

The difficulty arises from the time which the dis-
tribution of such a large number of votes is likely to
occupy, assuming it to be effected altogether by one
set of officials. To give some rough idea of how long
this would take, I shall assume that of the 50,000
electors in the constituency, 45,000 vote, and that
the votes of nearly half, or say 20,000, require to be
distributed. If the favourite candidate of each side
got 16,000 instead of the 6,250 votes which would
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be required to secure his election, assuming that
there are seven candidates to be elected, the surplus
votes of these two candidates alone would amount
to very nearly 20,000. I shall also assume that three
voting papers can be redistributed in a minute.. Each
has to be taken up, examined, appropriated to a par-
ticular candidate, and marked to denote that it has
been so appropriated, and although these different
processes will probably be performed by different
persons who hand the voting papers from one to an-
other, the speed is limited by the necessity of their
waiting for each other; besides which, they will all
be doing work with which they are not familiar, and
the agents of the different candidates will be entitled
to superintend each process, and to object if any-
thing is done that they do not at once see to be fair
and correct.

Upon these hypotheses, and supposing that the
whole of the redistribution of the voting papers for a
constituency of 50,000 electors is conducted by one
set of persons, it would take

20,000

3×60
hours =110

8

9
hours.

or more than eleven days of ten hours each.
This calculation is founded on somewhat rough

guesses, but unless they are extremely wide of the
mark, it shows that the returning officer and his offi-
cials will be occupied nearly a fortnight with a sin-
gle election, unless the work of redistribution can
be accelerated by being divided among several sets
of clerks. [186] It is not easy to arrange for such a
division without giving up the, in my opinion, very
essential condition that the voting papers should be
distributed in some regular order, independent of
any choice by the officials, and that this order should
be recorded upon the voting papers, in such a man-
ner that it may be possible to repeat the whole pro-
cess exactly on a scrutiny. I think, however, that the
following arrangement would enable the greater part
of the redistribution to be conducted by several sets
of clerks without giving up this essential condition,
though it is unquestionably rather complicated.

The voting papers to be redistributed may be di-
vided into lots of, say, fifty each, and marked with
different letters of the alphabet, and then it may be
arranged that in the redistribution the first, second,
third, &c., voting papers of the A lot should theo-
retically precede the corresponding numbers of the
other lots, to be next followed by the corresponding
numbers of the B lot, and so on. Practically the dif-
ferent sets of clerks would be able to proceed with
the redistribution to a great extent independently,
unless when any candidate was just obtaining the

quota or number of votes sufficient to secure his
election. At these junctures the different lots must
all be brought to the same level, in order that this
candidate may receive the voting papers earliest in
theoretical order among those transferable to him,
and those later in order may be reserved for distribu-
tion after he has obtained the quota. At all times the
voting papers assigned to the same candidate must
be ultimately arranged according to their theoreti-
cal order, but except when a candidate is just about
to obtain the quota, this need not be done at once,
and therefore it will not matter if one set of clerks
should work rather faster than another set. By em-
ploying a sufficient staff of clerks, the distribution
of 50,000 voting papers might, I believe, be com-
pleted within two days, if not one.* However, it
is manifest that not only the time occupied and the
number of clerks employed, but also the mere num-
ber and bulk of the voting papers render an election
by preferential voting for a constituency of 50,000
electors very much more complicated and trouble-
some than a similar election with 500 electors, or
than any election by majority or cumulative voting.
[187] It may perhaps be worth while to incur all this
trouble for electing a parliament which has very im-
portant functions to perform, but for other elections
at any rate, e.g., those of school boards, town coun-
cils, and boards of guardians, a simpler and more
expeditious process is required, and this the other
method I have already partially described seems to
me fitted to supply, even if it be not also preferable
for parliamentary elections.

Limited Transfer by Lists.

This method of limited transfer by lists was orig-
inally proposed by Mr. Walter Baily, formerly Fel-
low of St. John’s College, Cambridge, in 1869, in a
pamphlet, entitled “A Scheme for Proportional Rep-
resentation” (Ridgway), and it was recommended by
M. Ernest Naville, in his “Representation Propor-
tionelle pour la France” (Didier, Paris, 1871). Ac-
cording to this method, every candidate is, during
the interval between the nomination and the elec-
tion, to make out a list of the other candidates whom
he wishes to have the benefit of the votes he may not
himself be able to use, showing the order in which

* All these calculations as to the time which the distribu-
tion may occupy proceed on the assumption that it will be so
managed that a scrutiny may be possible, which involves that the
voting papers should be taken in some regular order, and that this
order should be recorded. If it be thought advisable to trust the
distribution of the voting papers to the returning officer and his
assistants without any appeal or check, the distribution might be
managed much more quickly.
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they are successively to have the benefit of these
votes. These lists are to be published sufficiently
long before the polling day for every elector to be
able to know how the votes he may give to a partic-
ular candidate are liable to be transferred.

When the polling day arrives, the electors vote
by cumulative voting, either plumping for single
candidates, or dividing their votes among several.
When the votes polled for each candidate have been
counted, and the quota required to secure a candi-
date’s election (mV

n+1
+ i; seeante) has been calcu-

lated, the surpluses of those candidates who have
obtained more votes than the quota are distributed
among the other candidates, each candidate’s sur-
plus votes being distributed according to his trans-
fer list.* As it is necessary to lay down a rule as
to which candidate’s surplus should be distributed
first, Mr. Baily begins with the candidate who has
the smallest surplus to distribute; and I have fol-
lowed him in this, as in transfer by lists it is not
material whether one begins with the smallest or the
largest. The surplus votes of each candidate are first
transferred to the first candidate upon his transfer
list who has not obtained the quota;[188] but if they
are more than sufficient to raise this candidate to the
quota, the remainder not wanted for that purpose
are transferred to the next candidate on the origi-
nal owner’s transfer list who has not obtained the
quota. When all the surpluses have been thus dis-
tributed, the candidate who has fewest votes is to be
excluded from the competition, and the votes which
can no longer be of use to him are to be distributed
among the other candidates. The original votes of
each candidate are to be transferred according to his
own transfer list, while the votes which he has ac-
quired by transfer are to be distributed according to
the transfer list of the candidates to whom they were
originally given. Of the batches of votes becoming
transferable at the same time, the smallest is to be
transferred first. When these distributions have been
completed, the candidate who has next fewest votes
is to be excluded and his votes distributed, and so
on, until there is only one more candidate left in
the competition than there are representatives to be
elected.

* Mr. Archibald E. Dobbs in 1879 published an able pam-
phlet on “Representative Reform in Ireland” (Spottiswoode), in
which he advocated electing 105 members by the electors for
Ireland united into a single constituency, by a method similar in
principle to Mr. Baily’s, but with some ingenious modifications
adapted to facilitate electing such a large number of representa-
tives by a single constituency.

Example of Limited Transfer by Lists.

The actual working of this method may be exhib-
ited in a numerical example.

Let the annexed Table (VII) show the number ef
representatives to be elected in a given constituency,
the candidates, and their respective transfer lists, and
the votes polled by each.

Then, as the total number of votes polled is
22,040, and there are 5 representatives to be elected,
the quota is22,040

6
+ i = 3, 674.

As A and B have each more votes than the quota,
they are declared elected, and their surpluses are as-
certained, and as B’s surplus is the smallest, it is
transferred first, and the whole of it (698) is trans-
ferred to E. Next, out of A’s surplus, 1,921 votes are
transferred to F, and, with his original votes, raise
F’s total to the quota, and he is declared elected.
The remainder of A’s surplus (1,143) is transferred
to G,. The surpluses have now all been transferred,
and as C has now 3,587 votes, D 2,456, E 2,748 and
G 2,327, G has fewest votes, and is therefore to be
excluded from the competition, and his votes trans-
ferred. The 1,143 votes transferred from A are to be
retransferred, and then G’s remaining 1,084 votes
are to be transferred before A’s 1,143. G’s 1,084 are
transferred to D, and then out of A’s 1,143, 87 are
transferred to C, raising him to the quota, and 134
more of A’s votes are transferred to D, giving him
also the quota. Then A, B, F, C, and D, will be the
five candidates elected.

[189] The upper part of Table VII shows how these
transfers may be practically made.* All the calcu-
lations required may be made in half-an-hour on a
single sheet of paper, and may be printed and pub-
lished, so that anyone can test their correctness. This
method is therefore much more expeditious than
preferential voting, and also very much less trouble-
some.

* I have taken from Mr. Baily’s pamphlet the example he
originally gave, but have worked it out somewhat differently.
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Table VII — Five Representatives to be elected by Limited Transfer by Lists.

General Election
Candidate A B C D E F G
Transfer F E D C B A A

Lists G C A A D G F
C F G C C
D G F

Votes polled 6,738 4,372 3,587 2,456 2,050 1,753 1,084
elected elected

Quota 3,674 3,674
3,064 698 698 fr. B

698 to E 2,748
0

1,921 to F 1,921 fr. A
1,143 3,674 1,143 fr. A

1,143 to G elected
1,143 fr. G 1,084 fr. G 2,227

87 to C 87 fr. A 3,530 excluded
1,056 3,674 1,143 to A

elected 1,084
134 to D 134 fr. A 1,084 to D

922 3,674 0
elected

Filling up C’s vacancy
Candidate A B C D E F G

Votes 922 3,674 2,748
unrepresented

when C 87 fr. C 87 to A
vacates his 1,009 3,587 1,009 fr. A

seat 1,009 to G 2,665 to G 2,665 fr. C
0 922 3,674

elected
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Does this give Popular Candidates too much
Power?

The only difference between the two methods to
the disadvantage of limited transfer by lists, is that,
instead of each elector determining to whom his
votes are to be transferred, this is determined by
the transfer lists of the candidates to whom they are
originally given. [190] Mr. Baily originally pro-
posed that each elector should only vote for one can-
didate, and in that form his method was more open
to the objection that it gave too much power to the
most popular candidates than it is when associated
with cumulative voting. When an elector can only
vote for one candidate, the most popular candidates
of each party will probably get a disproportionately
large number of votes, if the party makes no arrange-
ment to prevent this; and as it would not be worth
while to make such arrangements when the transfer
by lists method secured that all votes given to one
candidate of a party would be utilised to the utmost
for the rest, it might easily happen that a popular
candidate’s surplus votes were by themselves suffi-
cient to elect the first or first and second candidates
on his transfer list. But with cumulative voting it is
not likely that even the most popular candidates will
get a large number of surplus votes. Most electors
will prefer to divide their votes, giving the most pop-
ular candidate of their party only as many votes as he
is likely to want, and distributing the remainder ac-
cording to their own preferences, instead of allowing
them to devolve according to that candidate’s trans-
fer list. Even if each elector had only a single vote,
distributing votes according to the transfer lists of
the candidates would not really give the candidates,
as individuals, any great influence on the election.
The electors who voted for a particular candidate
would know beforehand how his surplus votes will
be distributed, and if they were dissatisfied with his
transfer list, they would probably vote instead for
another candidate of their party whose transfer list
was more to their taste. Moreover, a candidate in
making up his transfer list would bear in mind that
he had not only himself to please but his support-
ers, and would probably consult his committee as to
what transfer list was likely to secure him the largest
number of votes; just as a prime minister in form-
ing a cabinet is not influenced so much by his own
personal preferences as by the opinions of different
sections of his party. Under majority voting popu-
lar candidates frequently exercise very considerable
influence on the selection of the other candidate or
candidates who are to stand with them.

Limited Transfer with Additional Lists.

To meet the objections taken to his plan, on ac-
count of the distribution of surplus and useless votes
being regulated altogether by lists prepared by the
candidates, Mr. Baily subsequently proposed to al-
low a certain number of electors to propose an ad-
ditional transfer list for any candidate, so that the
electors, when voting for a candidate, might give
their votes either to his original transfer list, or to
that proposed by these electors.[191] Mr. Baily
described the process he recommended for this pur-
pose in a second pamphlet (“Proportional Represen-
tation in Large Constituencies.” Ridgway. 1871).
Table VIII represents what I consider the best mode
of carrying out this process. The candidates and the
number of votes each obtains are the same as in Ta-
ble VII. The only difference is that additional lists
marked with asterisks have been proposed for three
candidates, A, C, and G, and have received part of
the votes given to those candidates. The upper half
of the table contains the lists and the votes given for
them, and the mode in which they are redistributed,
and the lower half records how many votes each can-
didate has obtained, with references to the columns
from which they came to him.

The quota is found as before to be 3,674.
As A and B are the only candidates with sur-

pluses, and B’s surplus is the smallest, it is dis-
tributed first, and 698 E in column (3) denotes that
it is transferred to E, and 698 (3) in E’s column of
votes denotes that 698 votes are come to E from col-
umn (3). Next A’s surplus is divided proportionally
between the two A lists, as the votes belonging to
one list are to be transferred to F, and those belong-
ing to the other list to G. Out of the 1,403 votes in
column (1) 683 are to be redistributed, and out of
the 5,335 in column (2) 2,381, because—

683

1403
=

2381

5335
=

3064 A′s surplus

6738 A′s total votes
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Table VIII [192]

Columns 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Candidates A A* B C C* D E F F* G
Transfer F G E D G C B A A A

Lists G F C A D A D G D F
C D D F A G C C G D
D C

Votes polled 1,403 5,335 4,372 2,580 1,007 2,456 2,050 1,003 750 1,084
B’s superfluous 698

698 to E
0

A’s superfluous 683 2,381
683 to F

0 2,381 to G
0

F excluded 683 lost 750 to D
209 to G 0

474
87 to C

387
387 to D

0
Quota A B C D E F G
6,738 1,403(1 4,372(3 2,580(4 2,456(6 2,050(7 1,003(8 1,084(10
4,372 5,335(2 1,007(5 750(9
3,587
2,456 6,738 3,587 1,753
2,050 3,674 Q 3,674 Q
1,753
1,084 3,064 S 698 S

6)22,040 683(1S
2,381(2S

3,6732

6

3,674 Q
87(1 387 (1 698(3 683(1 2,381(2

2,843 2,748 2,436 3,465
750(9 209(1
3,593 3,674

elected(2 elected(1 elected(4 elected(5 excluded(1 elected(3
by majority
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The 683 votes are distributed before the 2,381 in
accordance with the rule for distributing the small-
est lots of votes first. When the 683 votes have been
transferred to F, and the 2,381 to G, F is excluded as
having fewest votes; and of the votes thus set free,
the 683 retransferred to A are distributed first; of
these, 209 are transferred to G, and 87 to C, raising
each of these to the quota, and the remainder to D.
[193] When the 750 votes in column 9 have been
transferred to D, there are no more votes to trans-
fer. As D has 3,593 votes, and E only 2,748, D is
declared elected. The result, as compared with Ta-
ble VII, is that G is elected instead of F in conse-
quence of a large majority of A’s voters having pre-
ferred the transfer list (2) which placed G above F.
The increased trouble caused by the additional lists,
consists, (1) in having to deal with some additional
columns; and, (2) in distributing proportionally the
superfluous votes of candidates who have obtained
more than the quota, and have more than a single
transfer list. Any undue multiplication of lists might
be checked, (1) by requiring that the proposers of
an additional list should contribute a certain sum to-
wards the expenses of the election; and, (2) by pro-
viding that if any additional transfer list did not ob-
tain a certain minimum of votes (say half the quota),
what votes it had obtained should be assigned alto-
gether to the first candidate named therein, instead
of a proportionate share of them being distributed as
superfluous.*

If under either of these transfer by lists methods
a candidate should be proposed in his absence, or
should for any reason omit to lodge a transfer list,
his proposer and seconder might be allowed to lodge
a transfer list for him.

Results of Preferential Voting and the Transfer by
Lists Method.

Either with preferential voting, or under either
of these transfer by lists methods, every individual
elector will be safe of having his vote or votes em-
ployed to the best advantage to carry out his wishes,

* Mr. Baily thought that distributing the superfluous votes
proportionally among the different lists, would make the whole
process too complicated, and therefore he proposed that of the
several lots of votes given for different transfer lists headed by the
same candidate, the smallest lot should be first applied to make
up the first candidate’s quota, and then the next smallest lot and
so on, leaving the largest lot or lots to be distributed as superflu-
ous. But this does not seem to me fair. The electors are invited
to choose between several transfer lists headed by the same can-
didate, but whichever list they may select, their votes will really
go according to that transfer list which obtains the largest number
of votes. Moreover, if any advantage is given to the list with the
larger number of votes, there will be a temptation to manoeuvre
to obtain this advantage.

and every party or section of a party will be able
to obtain a share of the representation in proportion
to its numbers without any previous arrangement or
organisation. Moreover, all these methods are free
from the various evils produced by majority voting.
We shall have an approximately proportional rep-
resentation of all parties, and the relative strength
of these parties in the representative assembly will
only fluctuate in proportion to the changes of opin-
ion in the constituencies instead of very much ex-
aggerating them.[194] Elections will but seldom
turn on narrow majorities, and as it will be very dif-
ficult to foresee their doing so, there will be little
or no temptation to corruption, extravagant expendi-
ture, or gerrymandering. Whatever is artificial in our
present division into two parties will disappear, and
members will be much more free to act according
to their individual opinions, instead of suppressing
them when they differ from those of the leaders of
their party.

Filling up Vacancies.

One of the minor difficulties connected with pro-
portional or any minority representation, is the fill-
ing up of vacancies. If a minority member dies or
vacates his seat, as happened in London in 1869 in
the case of Mr. Bell, and in 1880 in the case of Lord
Ramsay, a fresh voting for a single member leads
necessarily to the election of an additional represen-
tative of the majority. Mr. Baily’s plans include a
solution of this difficulty. When a representative va-
cates his seat, the table in which the distribution of
votes at the general election was recorded is taken
out, and it is ascertained what votes are unrepre-
sented. Suppose for instance that Table VII, above
the thick black line, represents the distribution of
votes at the general election, and that C’s seat has
become vacant, then the votes unrepresented will be
3,587 original votes of C, 87 votes transferred from
A, 922 other votes of A, 2,050 original votes of E.
and 698 votes transferred from B, and as the A and
C votes are all transferable to G, G will have trans-
ferred to him sufficient votes to make up the quota,
and will be elected in C’s stead. The new mem-
ber is almost certain to belong to the same party as
his predecessor, and usually he will be the first un-
successful candidate on his predecessor’s list. The
same mode of filling up vacancies might be em-
ployed with preferential voting, provided the voting
papers have been preserved, but it would, of course,
involve a fresh sorting of all the voting papers which
were unrepresented.

If this mode of filling up vacancies were adopted,
the candidates under the limited transfer by lists
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method, or with preferential voting the electors,
would usually add some additional names to guard
against the possibility of their lists being found ex-
hausted when a vacancy occurred.

I have said nothing in this paper about the method
of free lists which has been for the last fifteen
years advocated by the Geneva Association for Elec-
toral Reform, and has been greatly altered, and
on the whole improved, by M. Morin, M. Naville,
M. Gfeller of Lausanne, and others, because this
method has never become at all popular in England,
and it seems to me, even in its most improved state,
very inferior in accurate fairness, as well as in facil-
ity of employment by both electors and party man-
agers, to either preferential voting or limited transfer
by lists. [195]

Size of Constituencies.

Before concluding I must say a few words upon
the mode in which these proportional representation
methods should be applied to the formation of a rep-
resentative assembly. I consider that almost all the
evils incident to majority voting are traceable en-
tirely to elections being contests between only two
parties and left to be decided by small margins of
voters, and would be cured as completely with con-
stituencies each returning seven or even five rep-
resentatives, as with any larger number. The only
advantages so far as I am aware to be anticipated
from an increased number of representatives be-
ing elected by the same constituency, or even from
Mr. Hare’s scheme for uniting all the electors of
the United Kingdom into one constituency, are (1)
that it would probably render the representation of
different parties and sections of parties more ac-
curately proportional; and (2) that it would enable
some small scattered minorities to obtain represen-
tatives. But the same fortuitous causes which un-
der majority voting usually prevent one party from
making a clean sweep of the constituencies, and
frequently procure parliamentary spokesmen for in-
significant minorities would continue in operation
under proportional representation with five-member
or seven-member constituencies. At the first two tri-
als of cumulative voting in Illinois in 1872 and 1874
the representatives elected were divided between the
two parties almost exactly in proportion to the voters
supporting those parties respectively, and this was
with constituencies each returning only three mem-
bers.* It is moreover very questionable whether

* In 1872 the republicans obtained 85 representatives out
of 153 and the democrats, or, as they called themselves in Illi-
nois, the liberals, 68. At the simultaneous presidential election

more than a very limited number of highly educated
electors would be competent to make a good use of
the greater liberty of choice afforded through the
constituency having an increased number of repre-
sentatives. If a limited number of candidates are pro-
posed for a constituency with a limited area, the less
educated electors have opportunities of seeing their
candidates and hearing them speak, and they also
hear and read discussions about them among their
neighbours and in the local papers.[196] But if they
should be perplexed by having too many representa-
tives to elect, they would be afraid of choosing for
themselves, and would adopt blindly any list of can-
didates that might be recommended to them by their
party leaders. But while I submit that constituencies
with seven or even with five representatives are suf-
ficiently large to secure the benefits to be anticipated
from proportional representation, I should not object
to increasing the number of representatives to any-
thing not exceeding (say) fifteen, with the view of
uniting in the same constituency the whole of a bor-
ough or county the leading members of which have
common interests and common places of meeting.
In 1871 Mr. Walter Morrison, Professor Fawcett,
and Mr. Hughes, introduced into the House of Com-
mons a proportional representation Bill for England
and Wales, the schedule to which gives a good idea
of how constituencies for proportional representa-
tion might be formed, though some of the county
constituencies seem to me too large, having regard
to the scattered population and the difficulties of
communication in rural districts.

Present Importance of Subject.

In conclusion I would submit that this question
of proportional representation has special claims to
consideration at the present time, when a further ex-
tension of the suffrage in counties and a further re-
distribution of seats are impending within the next
two or three years; and this for several reasons :—
(1) It will be much easier to introduce proportional
representation, when an extensive redistribution of
seats is demanded on other grounds; (2) the differ-
ence between the borough and the county suffrage

Grant, republican, obtained 240,387 votes, and Greely, democrat,
183,669, which would correspond to 86.7 republicans to 66.3
democrats. In 1874 the republicans obtained 69 representatives
with 164,184 votes, and the other party 84 with 196,473 votes.
The exact proportional division would be 69.7 to 83.3. If the elec-
tion had been by majority voting the republicans would have had
99 representatives to 54 in 1872, and 54 to 99 in 1874 (“Chicago
Times,” 20th November, 1872; “Chicago Tribune,” 21st Novem-
ber, 1872, 24th November, 1874). Both in 1872 and 1874 there
were about seven cases of individual constituencies getting mis-
represented, through the defects of cumulative voting, but in both
years these compensated each other almost completely.
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has ever since 1832 been the chief obstacle to one
party sweeping the constituencies and obtaining an
overwhelming majority; (3) the larger the proportion
of uneducated electors admitted to the franchise the
more important it becomes to make the instrument
with which the electors are supposed to control the
government of the country easy to use and difficult
to abuse.

DISCUSSIONonMR. DROOP’S PAPER.[197]

THE CHAIRMAN (Mr. R. Biddulph Martin, M.P.)
thought the paper which had been read by Mr.
Droop was one of great interest, but it required very
considerable study before it could be thoroughly ap-
preciated, and as he had not had an opportunity of
reading it before coming to the meeting, he hoped
to be excused if he abstained from going into a crit-
ical discussion of the subject, which was undoubt-
edly one of great national interest, and could not be
too often discussed in such a Society as the Statis-
tical Society of London. The statement made in the
paper with regard to the fact of majority voting at
Geneva completely excluding the minority ought to
be thoroughly digested, as well as that respecting
the election of the presidents of the United States.
There was another important fact brought out, in
respect to the general elections of 1874 and 1880,
which was worthy of special notice, inasmuch as it
showed the great uncertainty of parliamentary elec-
tions. The tables given he thought would be pe-
rused by all interested in the question of elections
with considerable interest; whilst Mr. Droop had
given them a little insight into a subject that must at
no distant time occupy the attention of the country,
namely, the instability resulting from and the cor-
ruption due to narrow majorities. The disclosures
made in several parts of the kingdom of late were
simply disgraceful. It was of the greatest impor-
tance, he thought, whether the electors wished the
affairs of the country to be carried on by men of lib-
eral or conservative opinions, that they should know
that the men they elected to send to parliament were
men elected by a thinking and intelligent body of
electors, instead of by persons who neither cared for
nor knew the value and privilege of a voice in the
representation of the country, as had been too of-
ten the case in recent times. By the means set forth
in the paper that Mr. Droop had read, he thought
it would be possible practically to get rid of these
anomalies in elections, and to that extent the pa-
per would be rendering a considerable service to the
country. It was a subject worthy of their consid-
eration. The following statement was made in the
paper:— “This giving the minority a share of the
representation has, I consider, had a beneficial ef-
fect by counteracting the tendency of each of our
two political parties to become specially connected
with particular kinds of constituencies and to almost
exclude from other kinds.” He (the speaker) thought
this to be a very important circumstance. He fan-
cied there was a tendency, to which he had never
seen any particular attention drawn, election after
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election, to seek for candidates disassociated from
the particular constituencies which they proposed to
represent. It was almost universally the custom in
olden days that a candidate having some local con-
nection was returned; that was to say, that he was
either introduced by the patron of the borough, or
was known to his constituents by residence or some
other local tie. [198] He might now say this cus-
tom was gradually being broken through. At the
last election there were more candidates, not only
for boroughs but for counties, totally unconnected
with the places they contested than on any previous
occasion. That tendency seemed to be increasing,
and if it did so, he need hardly say it would remove
one of the greatest objections raised to electoral divi-
sions, and at once give occasion for the creation of
electoral divisions rather than local centres, where
every constituency puts forward as its representative
a man who might be supposed to represent its own
particular opinions, irrespectively of the views of the
same class of people in another part of the country,
or indeed in another part of the same county. There
would then be no reason why a man coming from
Cornwall should not be elected as member of parlia-
ment for some borough in Cumberland, or any other
part of the north of England, or why he would not
serve the interests of his constituents as well as a
man having local ties and interests. In conclusion,
he would say that the paper was an admirable one,
and the Society must feel indebted to Mr. Droop
for the trouble and pains he had taken in bringing
the question of electing representatives so ably and
comprehensively under its notice, and in the name
of the Society he ventured to tender Mr. Droop its
most hearty thanks.

Mr. THOMAS HARE next addressed the meeting.
He said he had had the honour of reading a paper on
the present subject before the Society twenty years
ago, which would be found in the record of its trans-
actions.* In that paper, as well as in one read at the
Manchester Congress of the Social Science Associ-
ation in 1879,† he had pointed out briefly the nature
and degree of change which his proposed system
of election would effect both in action and result,
first, in regard to the election individually and col-
lectively, secondly, in all local and other constituen-
cies, and thirdly, as regards the candidates for seats
in Parliament. The proportional system of election
left the laws which conferred the suffrage entirely
unaffected, its object being to give the voter a more
extensive choice of candidates, whilst every voter in

* Vol. xxiii of the Society’s Journal, p. 337.
†“Distribution of Seats,” & c., published by the Political

Tract Society, 31, Tavistock Street.

the kingdom would have the same political right and
power— a power of joining with others of the same
opinions to elect the member who was to represent
them, nothing being required from the voter above
the capacity of anyone who could now vote. The
system would give an impulse to every upright and
patriotic sentiment, both of the individual voter and
the borough or other constituency. After explaining
the nature of the voting papers, Mr. Hare went on
to say that the mode of computing and appropriat-
ing the votes would not prove a more complicated
process than that of sorting and distributing the let-
ters at the post office, and far less so than the work
daily gone through at the bankers’ and railway com-
panies’ clearing houses. What they wanted in an al-
teration of the present system of elections was to put
an end to the utterly unjust inequalities of the present
distribution of electoral power by rendering it in ev-
ery district the same, and at the same time to cause
every thoughtful voter to feel it to be his absolute
duty to record his vote, as the vote would be certain
to have its effect, and not as now, to be often useless
or thrown away. [199] At the same time, corrup-
tion, at present fostered and promoted by the unnec-
essary and artificial value given to the votes within
a limited area, would be sapped at its very root. It
was not necessary to go into a critical analysis of
Mr. Droop’s paper, which they could not possibly
deal with in the time at their disposal. The details
of the system might be varied. Different forms of
application had been suggested. He had shown in
the paper printed in the transactions of this Society
that the system of cumulative voting could be uni-
versally applied preferentially, and that it would not
be more difficult to compute the votes and ascertain
their result at the end of every election than it is to
manage the affairs of other departments of the State.

Mr. WALTER BAILY did not concur with Mr.
Hare in his view of the possibility of carrying out
on a large scale the work of electing representatives.
Mr. Hare had compared it to the work of the post of-
fice, but there was a great difference between duties
performed day after day in the same way and duties
performed at intervals of several years. When they
had to deal with great numbers it was absolutely es-
sential, he thought, that what each individual had to
do should be made as simple as possible, because
people were very apt to make mistakes. Even in the
present system of the ballot there was considerable
difficulty in sorting the papers, although each mem-
ber had only to put down two or three crosses on
his paper. In a scheme which he ventured to sug-
gest some years ago, he pointed out that less labour
would be involved and greater accuracy would be at-
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tained by the adoption of lists, giving to the voter as
many lists as there were candidates, so that he would
simply have to put his cross on the list of the can-
didate he desired to vote for, which the enumerator
would consign to its proper heap; and he ventured to
think that such a plan would not entail much labour,
and would be sufficiently accurate for practical pur-
poses.

Mr. JASPER MORE thought, in regard to Mr.
Hare’s statement, that it would be as simple a matter
to carry out what seemed at first sight to be a compli-
cated piece of machinery as it was to carry out the
postal arrangements of the country; that there was
this difference between the two questions; whereas
in the one case the postal system was conducted
from day to day by officials trained in their several
duties, the question of dealing with election matters
would arise, as a rule, only once in the course of
four or five years, and it was doubtful whether the
same efficiency could be attained in the one case as
in the other. The gentleman who had read the pa-
per had touched upon many points connected with
electioneering which were certainly most interest-
ing, especially the question of corruption and insta-
bility resulting from narrow majorities. One of the
most trying things was to find a constituency evenly
balanced.[200] It became absolutely certain that if
one side were guilty of bribery and the other not,
the bribing side was sure to get in; and, therefore,
there was no such thing as a fair vote. That be-
ing the case, he thought, was a strong argument for
supporting Mr. Hare’s view being carried into ef-
fect. Further, the partial use of three-cornered con-
stituencies necessitated some change. If you were
the adopted candidate of the Liberal party in Here-
fordshire or Oxfordshire your return was inexpen-
sive and safe. If you lived in any county adjoining
you had to spend £5,000 a week on solicitors and
public houses, and had to lose the election if you
would not sink to much lower expedients. Mr. Hare
seemed to think the House of Commons was as anx-
ious to make men virtuous and high-minded as he
was, but unless Sir Henry James’s Bill gave new
courage, no member could hitherto vote against so-
licitors and public houses if he ever wanted to sit in
the House again. He must confess, however, with
regard to the present state of parliamentary elec-
tions, that there was an amount of ignorance among
country constituencies, without any further reduc-
tion of the franchise, which people living in London
or other large centres of thought and enterprise could
hardly be aware of. By way of illustrating this fact,
he might mention a circumstance that came within
his own knowledge, and closely concerned himself.

He was a candidate for a county constituency at the
time when the disestablishment of the Irish Church
was one of the questions before the country, and on
that occasion 140 voters were taken in three parties
to vote against him, because he had once voted for
that measure. In all their houses there was a pic-
ture hung up representing Mr. Gladstone in the act
of burning the Protestants, whilst he (the speaker)
was represented as standing by calmly looking on.
And on the polling day these people took up their
place in the churchyard, where they stood for about
three hours, and on one of his supporters going to
ask them what they were waiting for, they replied
they were waiting for the end of the election, be-
lieving that he should be returned, to see which way
the spire of the parish church would fall, because
they said they had been told that he was going to
destroy the church, by which they understood their
own parish church. With such material as that to
deal with it would be rather a difficult matter to carry
out a complicated system of election.

Mr. ROWLAND HAMILTON thought the last
speaker had given an illustration very much to the
point, of the ignorance prevailing among some con-
stituencies. It was a very old subject of complaint
that the great difficulty in election matters was that
very many voters really had no view of their own,
or any access to information likely to bring home
to them the merits of the choice which they had
to make. Certainly this would not be remedied
by throwing the whole country into one great con-
stituency. He apprehended that if there had been an
election some years ago contested on the one hand
by the Prime Minister, and on the other by “the gen-
tleman lately languishing at Dartmoor,” the latter
might have commanded the largest number of votes.
[201] Writers of eminence would always command
the suffrages of many, but the question was whether
they would not exercise more and better influence
through the press, than they could do by attempt-
ing to engage in the rough practical work of legisla-
tion in the House of Commons. The history of the
last two or three decades showed some striking in-
stances of this. After all, we had to bear in mind
that the House of Commons was and ought to be
necessarily an extremely practical body, and there-
fore was not the best and most appropriate arena for
the discussion of speculative politics. He considered
that they could not dispense with the local element
in representation, but notwithstanding all the bitter
arguments that had been urged against the represen-
tation of minorities, he was in favour of those expe-
dients by which substantial majorities in large con-
stituencies should be able to secure the return of a
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member of their own choice. The minority of a large
town was not represented efficiently or satisfactorily
by the member for a small rural town, even though
nominally on the same side of politics. It seemed
more reasonable to expect that voters could be led
to take a true interest in public affairs through the
training afforded by the local election of their own
representatives, than by treating the whole kingdom
as one large constituency.

Mr. W. J. BOVILL , Q.C., thought the Society was
much indebted to Mr. Droop, and particularly for
this, that he had shown that voting by majorities
was the only real mode of voting. Notwithstand-
ing the high authority of his friend Mr. Hare, he
(the speaker) was of opinion that the whole ques-
tion must finally resolve itself into one of majori-
ties. If a man said he preferred first A, and next B,
and then C, and so on, it simply was a question of
majorities. It really appeared to him, that reviewing
the whole thing, Mr. Droop conclusively proved that
representation by majorities was the only substantial
and practical representation that they could have in
the election of members to the House of Commons.

Mr. DROOPbriefly replied to the various speak-
ers. He pointed out that he had said in his paper that
the methods for having minorities represented might
well be limited to constituencies with five or seven
representatives. He was not at all in favour of hav-
ing one constituency for the whole kingdom; or to
use words which would not clash with Mr. Hare’s
different use of the word “constituency,” of having
the votes of the whole kingdom distributed together
and treated in a lump. A great deal had been said
about the difficulties of applying the different meth-
ods of voting described, but this was to a great ex-
tent founded on misconceptions. As regards cumu-
lative voting, he presumed it was settled by experi-
ence that individual electors had no real difficulty in
voting according to that method. The only difficulty
was the uncertainty how a party should vote to bring
about the best result. In his friend Mr. Baily’s plan,
all the elector had to do was to vote as in cumula-
tive voting, whilst the calculations for distributing
the votes could be done in half-an-hour on a sheet
of paper.[202] In Mr. Hare’s plan, all an elector had
to do was to select a certain number out of the can-
didates and put them in order of preference, or else
supposing that the names of all the proposed candi-
dates were printed on the ballot papers, he would
only have to mark them 1, 2, 3, 4, according to
the order of his preference. It would be the same
thing as marking the votes he gave to each candi-
date in cumulative voting. But the distribution of a
large number of votes, according to Mr. Hare’s plan,

did seem to him to involve serious difficulties. For
the individual elector, however, these new methods
were much easier than majority voting. It was much
easier for an ignorant elector to find out some one or
two persons whom he could trust to represent him
and judge and vote for him than to decide between
two candidates, or three proposed by rival parties,
candidates who were really not going to act accord-
ing to their own opinions, but so as to be in harmony
with great parties of the kingdom. It was very dif-
ficult indeed for an uneducated man to judge aright
for which of these parties he should vote. It would
be much better for him to choose a candidate whom
he knew and trusted, and who would be free to act
according to his individual opinions. In conclusion,
he would just say, in reply to a question put to him
with respect to the filling up of vacancies, that he
had fully dealt with that subject in his paper.

Editor: This reprinting uses modern typographi-
cal conventions.
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Review — Elections in split societies

Eivind Stensholt.
eivind.stensholt@nhh.no

1 Confrontation or cooperation?

Plurality election in a single seat constituency
(“first-past-the-post”) is the common election
method both in USA and Britain. In their presen-
tation and promotion of various methods of prefer-
ential election, i.e. of methods based on a ranking
of the candidates from each voter, most Ameri-
can and British writers choose the Plurality election
as the target for their first shots. It is considered
to be too competitive, confrontational and “majori-
tarian”. Democracy should be cooperational and
all-inclusive. This is also a basic attitude behind
“Designing an All-Inclusive Democracy” by Peter
Emersonet al [1].

Seeing it from the outside, this writer still thinks
that the Plurality election serves democracy at least
tolerably well. After a series of elections, the mech-
anism behind “Duverger’s law” has a noticeable
effect. Two dominating parties emerge, a ruling
party and a serious challenger. Then the Plurality
method does in fact work like a majority method. As
main criterion for an election method serving toler-
ably well, I have in mind that elections occasionally
lead to a transfer of power. Lord Acton’s words, that
“Power tends to corrupt; absolute power corrupts
absolutely”, may be over-quoted, but they contain
a basic truth. Election methods that, perhaps in the
name of consensus, leave the power with a slowly
changing coalition in the political center, should be
compared to methods that occasionally let a fresh
wind blow through the offices of power.

Where plurality elections seem to work tolerably
well, the political landscape has one important fea-
ture: There is a “median segment” of voters that
are not permanently committed to any of the two
major parties. Since the main purpose of an elec-
tion campaign then is to obtain support from the
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median segment, this purpose is likely to impose
bounds on a ruling majority’s abuse of power. But of
course, seen from the outside, over the fence, both
the grass and the political system may look greener
than when seen from the inside. Moreover, signifi-
cant improvements that also preserve the best sides
of the election methods in use may well be possible.

Emerson is primarily concerned with societies
that are deeply split politically along ethnical, cul-
tural, or religious lines. There is no median voter
segment, and some parts of the society are in reality
never included in political decisions. The book is
dedicated “To the victims of majoritarianism, every-
where, and especially to those who died in such con-
flicts in Northern Ireland 1969-94, Rwanda 1994,
and the former Yugoslavia, 1991-99”. May suit-
able methods of voting and election create an “all-
inclusive democracy” which harnesses the demo-
cratic forces from all parts of the society and avoids
conflicts or handles them in a non-violent way?
Peter Emersonet al are optimistic enough to think
so. Their search for methods that will work in split
societies deserves to be taken seriously.

2 Some criteria for assessing election
methods

In order to discuss the proposals of Emersonet al, I
will refer to some facts and viewpoints concerning

• what preference profiles are realistic;

• how some main voting/election procedures be-
have under straightforward (i.e. non-strategic)
voting when an extra candidate is nominated;

• how annoying the most common methods of
strategic voting really are.

2.1 What is a realistic profile?

Choose 3 candidates, A, B, and C in a real pref-
erence profile. The sizes of the 6 ranking cate-
gories ABC, ACB, CAB, CBA, BCA, BAC are usu-
ally quite well described with a spatial “pie-sharing”
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model. In Figure 1a, imagine 10000 voters are uni-
formly distributed inside the unit circle, and let the
candidates be represented by their “ideal points”, the
corners in the “candidate triangle”:

A: (-0.15, 0.30), B: (0.1, 0.55), C: (-0.15, -0.40).
The voters rank the candidates according to dis-

tance, which means that e.g. the mid-normal be-
tween A and C separates the AC-voters from the
CA-voters. In Figure 1a) the profile is
ABC=1630, ACB=0862, CAB=4284, CBA=0275,
BCA=0123, BAC=2826:

  o

4284

0862

1630 2826

0123

0275

a)

C

A

B

  o

2084

2475

0862

1630
2826

   0123

b)

Figure 1 The pie-sharing model fits well in a)
with a clearly shaped candidate triangle △. It
does not fit so well in b) with a relatively large
triangle T without voters (and a Condorcet cy-
cle).

A unique “pictogram” may always be fitted ex-
actly when 3 secants are used without the restriction
that they be concurrent like the mid-normals [5]. In
Figure 1b) 2200 voters have moved from CAB to
CBA, and in the pictogram the secants form a trian-
gle T covering 1.44% of the circle area.

In the exact pictogram of the profile in Figure 1a)
T covers3 × 10−9 of the circle area; because of the
roundoff to integers, the pie-sharing model does not
fit exactly.

In real election profiles with straightforward vot-
ing from a large number of independent voters, we
should expect a much smaller T than in Figure 1b).
There T also contains the circle center, which is a
necessary condition for a Condorcet cycle. Gener-
ally T is small and the pie-sharing model fits quite
well. Therefore Condorcet cycles are very rare in
elections with many independent voters.

The single-peak condition, e.g. that no voter
ranks A last, means perfect pie-sharing with the se-
cants intersecting on the circle periphery. In Fig-
ure 1a) the profile is reasonably close to single-peak,
with very small voter groups ranking BCA or CBA.
Only a major change of the profile may make it
cyclic.

When T shrinks to a point, i.e. under perfect pie-
sharing, the shape of the“candidate triangle” △ in
Figure 1a) is uniquely determined by the profile, but
△ may be scaled up or down. For a meaningful in-
terpretation of the location of the ideal points of A,
B, and C, we therefore need more information from
the voters than what is conveyed by their ballot rank-
ings. Given adequate additional information,△ is
an average of the voters’ perceptions of the political
landscape, and thereby itself a feature of the land-
scape.

If the candidate triangle△ is chosen so that the
mid-normals intersect outside the circle, the figure
is not a “pictogram” according to the definition [5].
However, the profile still allows a unique pictogram
with secants intersecting on the circle, i.e. perfect
pie-sharing, but with a differently shaped△.

In the profiles considered above, there are no
cases of equal preference or incomplete ballots. I
agree with Emersonet al that it is too strict to de-
mand all ballot rankings to be both complete and
antisymmetric. All voting methods considered here
may well be extended to include all transitive ballot
rankings through the principle of symmetric com-
pletion; candidates not mentioned are then consid-
ered as sharing last rank, and the ballot is counted
as N miniballots of weight 1/N, one miniballot for
each possible consistent extension of the submitted
ballot ranking to a linear ranking.

2.2 What happens to A and C when B
enters the election?

To explore the properties of an election method we
pick 3 candidates A, B, and C, fix the ideal points
of A and C, and let the ideal point of B vary over
the unit circle. Based on the empirical fact that pro-
files from real elections are pretty close to perfect
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pie-sharing, we focus on cases like Figure 1a), and
determine the profile by drawing the 3 mid-normals.

In Figure 2abcd) the ideal points of A and C are as
in Figure 1a). Thus in an A vs C contest A always
wins 5318 - 4682. We look at how the location of
the ideal point of B influences this outcome in an
election with the rules of

a) Borda; b) Condorcet; c) AV (=Instant Runoff);
d) Plurality (=First past the post).

Compare first Borda and Plurality. The CAB area
of Figure 2a) shows that if B enters the race in the
“South”, then C becomes Borda-winner instead of
A. The CAB- and CBA-areas of Figure 2d) shows
the opposite effect. By entering in the “North”, B
becomes a “spoiler” for A, turning C into Plurality
winner instead of A. Figure 1a) is an example: the
ideal point of B is chosen in the CBA-area of Figure
2d). With the chosen ideal points for A and C, no
location of the ideal point for B can turn B into a
Plurality winner.

Figure 2b) shows Condorcet’s relation. (In or-
der to get an election method, one needs a rule
to straighten out cycles. A cyclic triple instead of
a winner is a rare event in real election profiles,
Several overlapping cyclic triples will be extremely
rare.) In a pairwise contest the winner is the can-
didate with ideal point closest to the circle center;
thus the ideal point of a third candidate is irrelevant
for a pairwise contest. The Condorcet winner [loser]
changes when the ideal point of B crosses the circle
through A [C].

Figure 2c) shows what happens in AV. The can-
didate who is last in Plurality (i.e. has the small-
est number of first ranks) is eliminated and given
third place. The critical curves are the closed curves
through the ideal points of A and C in Figure 2d).
Location inside the CBA-area means that A be-
comes eliminated, and B may win, but there is still
an area in the North where C wins. Figure 1a) is an
example of C becoming AV-winner.

Choosing other ideal points for A and C may lead
to more complicated graphs in 2c) and 2d), but one
main feature is common: In Borda it is an advantage
for a side to have two or more candidates. In Plural-
ity the spoiler effect makes it dangerous for a party
to have two or more candidates; in AV the danger is
reduced but not completely eliminated.
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a) Borda

     
o
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Figure 2 The ideal points of A and C are fixed.
If B does not enter, A beats C 5318 - 4682.
The figures show the rankings under 4 election
methods according to the location of B’s ideal
point. Thus, in Figure 1a) it is at (0.1, 0.55) and
belongs to the ACB-regions in Figures 2a) and
2b) and to the CBA-regions in Figures 2c) and
2d); A is then Borda-winner and Condorcet-
winner but Plurality-loser, and after elimination
of A, C becomes AV-winner.
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Borda and Condorcet elections may be arranged
with matrix ballots that are added. In a 3 candidate
election a voter may choose between 63 × 3 matri-
ces. In Figure 1a) the profile has 1630, 0862, 4284,
0275, 0123, 2826 respectively of the following ma-
trix ballots

A B C
A 0 1 1
B 0 0 1
C 0 0 0

A B C
A 0 1 1
B 0 0 0
C 0 1 0

A B C
A 0 1 0
B 0 0 0
C 1 1 0

A B C
A 0 0 0
B 1 0 0
C 1 1 0

A B C
A 0 0 0
B 1 0 1
C 1 0 0

A B C
A 0 0 1
B 1 0 1
C 0 0 0

Adding them together, we get the totals for all
pairwise contests. The matrix sum is all the infor-
mation that is needed for a Condorcet or Borda tally.
From Figures 1a) and 1b) we get respectively the
two following matrix sums in Table 1:

a) A B C Borda
A 0 6776 5318 12094
B 3224 0 4579 07803
C 4682 5421 0 10103

b) A B C Borda
A 0 4576 5318 09894
B 5424 0 4579 10003
C 4682 5421 0 10103

Table 1 Borda and Condorcet counts with the pro-
files of Figures 1ab). The Borda sums are the row

sums; each of the 1630 ABC-voters in Figures 1ab)
contributing 2 points to A and 1 point to B etc.

Borda and Condorcet elections may both be ar-
ranged as a series of pairwise elections in a round-
robin tournament. Both methods also include two
cyclic ballots (“ABCA” or “ACBA”) in their natu-
ral domain, but noncyclic ballots may of course be
prohibited by an ad-hoc rule. A cyclic preference
is not necessarily irrational: consider e.g. a TV-
station arranging a round-robin tournament of pair-
wise discussions between party leaders and inviting
the viewers to vote each time on who was best! It is
different if I am asked to measure the candidates by
a common “yardstick”, e.g. how good I think each
one would be as a president. Then I should be able
to submit a transitive ballot preference.

The3 × 3 matrix sums do not reflect whether the
ballot rankings are transitive or not. The high ag-
gregation level of Borda makes it so insensitive to
profile structure that it would give a transitive re-
sult even if a majority should have voted cyclically
“ABCA”.

In an AV election it is essential for the tally
(counting process) that each ballot ranks the candi-
dates, because when the (current) top candidate of
a ballot is eliminated, the ballot must tell what can-
didate the voter’s support should be transferred to.
Because of the reduced spoiler effect, AV is visibly
an improved version of Plurality. There is also a
trace of the Condorcet in Figure 2c): the areas CBA
and ABC from Figure 2d) are cut in two by circles
from Figure 2b).

Both Borda and Condorcet are in fact based
on pairwise comparisons. A Condorcet method
chooses the Condorcet winner when one exists, and
is otherwise characterized by how it handles the rare
event of cycles. It will favor the candidate closest
to the political center. In a deeply split society, say
in groups of 40% and 60%, the real competition is
between the majority candidates, but if candidate X
is more acceptable to the minority than Y, X will
get a huge lead on Y even before the majority votes
are considered. This creates an incentive for major-
ity politicians to appear as tolerable to the minority.
That appears to me as an argument for Condorcet,
i.e. for any Condorcet method. Borda may have a
similar effect but distorts it in favor of clusters of
candidates that are politically close, and it is wide
open to strategic voting (cf section 2.3 below).

I think Condorcet is not the best choice in a soci-
ety with a large median voter segment. It discour-
ages diversity by picking the most central candi-
date, thus giving all candidates an incentive to ap-
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pear noncontroversial by avoiding difficult topics.
However, Condorcet may be useful in split societies
where diversity is firmly established.

AV (Instant runoff) is based on the voters’ rank-
ings and works through eliminations, gradually con-
centrating the voter support on candidates that are
central to a growing section of the electorate, until
one candidate obtains 50% support. Figures 2cd)
show that a central candidate has a much better
chance to win with AV than with Plurality. To win
with AV it is important to be a balanced candidate
who attracts a primary following large enough to
avoid elimination but who also is considered tolera-
ble enough to obtain subsidiary support from other
parties; B may be eliminated for being too central or
too peripheral!

With AV in a deeply split society, the minority
voters support their own candidates until they are all
eliminated, and in the meantime the most tolerable
majority candidates may also have been eliminated.
AV in itself appears neutral with respect to bringing
the two sides together or taking them further apart.
The prevailing attitudes in the majority will decide:
If the transfer of votes within the majority is gener-
ally towards candidates more acceptable to the mi-
nority, AV should serve unification better than Plu-
rality. Similar considerations apply to STV (multi-
seat), where both sides may influence the outcome.

2.3 Strategies

Figure 2a) shows how the outcome of a Borda elec-
tion with two candidates, where A would win over
C, can be turned into a win for C by “strategic”
agenda manipulation from C’s party: The recipe is
to introduce a third candidate B in the South, so that
there will be a large number of CBA-votes but few
ABC-votes. Dummett [3] considered modifications
of the Borda Count in order to neutralize this effect.
If one could move the curve separating ACB and
CAB in Figure 2a) so that ACB grows and CAB is
reduced one would get closer to Figure 2b). It is nat-
ural to ask why such modification of Borda should
have any advantage over Condorcet.

Here the voters are supposed to vote in a straight-
forward way, according to their own assessment of
their “political distance” to the candidates. How-
ever, inside the Arrovian framework of a fixed voter
set and a fixed candidate set, voting strategies may
be available to a voter or voter group: according to
Table 2, straightforward voting causes OW to win,
but by deviating suitably from the straightforward
ballot preference, a voter group may cause NW to

win, although NW is preferred to OW in the group’s
straightforward preference.

The debate on strategic voting often concerns
three particular types of such voting strategy. In a
3-candidate election they are as follows:

Straightfor- OW Strategic vote NW
ward vote

Strategy 1 XYZ Z YXZ Y
Strategy 2 XYZ Y XZY X
Strategy 3 XYZ Z YXZ X

Table 2Three voting strategies that all exploit a vi-
olation of Arrow’s IIA-axiom: the original winner OW
is replaced by the new winner NW without NW pass-
ing OW in any ballot.

Among the strategies in Table 2, only strategy 1
is available in Plurality elections. The voter’s prob-
lem in a Plurality election is often whether to vote
“expressively” for X, who has no chance to win, or
to vote “instrumentally” for Y, who has a chance to
beat Z. The choice may be difficult. Two popular
names for strategy 1, “favorite betrayal” and “com-
promising” indicate what cross-pressures many vot-
ers are exposed to.

For XYZ-preferrers who actually vote YXZ there
is no clear distinction between straightforwardness
and strategic behaviour since they vote YXZ in an
attempt to get Y elected. Thus strategy 1 is very
different from strategies 2 and 3. Strategy 1 counts
as a strategy because of a very wide definition of the
term “strategic voting”. The Gibbard-Satterthwaite
impossibility theorem rests on this wide definition.

Preferential methods are intended to remove, or
at least reduce, the incentives for strategy 1. How-
ever, the main benefit of a preferential method may
be the changed incentives for the parties involved:
In an election campaign mutual charges of “spoil-
ing” may be replaced by mutual appeals for second
ranks. Some of the hidden intra-party struggle over
platforms and nominations may be replaced by an
open inter-party discussion. It is then important to
reassure voters that they cannot harm their top can-
didate with their choices in the rest of the ballot.

For an XYZ-preferrer it will be natural to vote
XYZ if it is clear that the preferential method “re-
spects ballot rankings” in the sense that voting XYZ
and XZY would have exactly the same consequence
for X, i.e. that strategy 2 is not possible. In the-
ory, every Condorcet method allows strategy 2 in
some profiles, but there are practical difficulties. If
straightforward voting leads to a Condorcet ranking
XYZ, it is Y who may vote strategically, and that
involves creating a cycle.

Thus in the profile of Figure 1a), 2200 C-
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supporters move from CAB to CBA, and create a
cycle of 3 candidates in Figure 1b). Many Condorcet
methods break the cycle where the pairwise defeat is
smallest; in that case A’s win over B is ignored and
B wins the cycle-break. In the profile of Figure 1a)
the same strategy works with a Borda Count. But
a strategy campaign that requires massive moves of
voters will be hard to organize.

In profiles with two strong candidates (A and
C), and one chanceless candidate (B), the Borda
strongly urges the A- and C-parties to use strategy 2.
Consider e.g. the ideal point of B along the border
between ACB and CAB in Figure 2a). Small transi-
tions from ACB to ABC (or from CAB to CBA) are
then important, and small-scale campaigns to apply
strategy 2 may escalate until B becomes the winner.

With the Condorcet, a small-scale campaign for
applying strategy 2 may work only if all pairwise
contests are quite close to 50-50. Moreover, in that
case an attempt at strategy 2 is probably too risky
because of the inevitable stochasticity in any elec-
tion result: The triangle T (cf Figure 1b)) is more
likely to miss the circle center than to cover it, and a
strategy attempt is more likely to harm than to help.

In AV (Instant runoff), strategy 2 is simply never
available, because an XYZ-voter can be assured that
only the ballot’s top rank to X is used in the tally
until X either wins or is eliminated. The unfortunate
price is that strategy 3 becomes available in some
profiles.

As an example, choose the ideal point of B at (0.1,
0.65), just North of the CBA-area in Figure 2c). In
the CBA-area A is eliminated and C beats B in the
second round. But now the profile is
ABC=1633, ACB=1085, CAB=4594,
CBA=0057, BCA=0031, BAC=2600;
thus B is eliminated, and the Condorcet winner A
also becomes AV-winner. However, C still has a
huge lead on B, and can well afford to sacrifice a
few votes to keep B as opponent in second round.
B needs 88 more top ranks to pass A. Clearly C has
enough voters in the CAB- category: we may de-
compose the transition of voters first from CAB into
CBA and then into BCA; the first step cannot help C,
so it is the second step (strategy 3) that works. Since
C has a large lead on B (5736-4264), which even
will grow when the ideal point of B moves further
North, C can afford this strategy for a while. How-
ever, the BAC-preferrers may avoid C by applying
strategy 1 and vote ABC.

The possibility of strategy 3, called non-
monotonicity, is perhaps mainly theoretical. An at-
tempt to use it may backfire because of the pro-
file stochasticity or because of counter-strategic

measures. But it may well happen that a post-
election analysis finds that a strategic opportunity
was missed. Perhaps that does not sound too bad,
but the same reality may be phrased differently.
Suppose that some XYZ-voters could have voted
YXZ and changed the winner from Z to X. Then
those who actually did change from YXZ to XYZ
because of X’s great speech on the last campaign
day may feel victimized. It is upsetting that they
have harmed X by moving X upwards.

How often will this happen? That depends on
what is a realistic distribution of the election pro-
files. In a political landscape shaped according to
Duverger’s law by a series of Plurality elections and
election campaigns, the possibility may well be dis-
regarded. But if small parties are left to grow un-
der better conditions, i.e. reduced pressure to ap-
ply strategy 1, this may change. With 3 candidates,
the danger signals that strategy 3 is available to the
X-party, are: There is a clear plurality winner X, a
Condorcet winner Z, and a clear Condorcet loser Y
just after Z in top-ranks. Then the X-party may let
some of their supporters vote YXZ in order to get Z
eliminated instead of Y.

Both strategies 2 and 3 may be avoided com-
pletely with “conditional AV”: With 3 candidates,
number 2 in Plurality must qualify for round 2 by
meeting another condition, i.e. having> 1/3 of the
top-ranks. In general, it suffices to be closer to the
Plurality winner than to number 3 in terms of top-
ranks. Then there is an instant runoff between the
two best, but if number 2 does not qualify, the Plu-
rality winner is declared as winner of the conditional
AV.

Profiles of non-monotonicity will certainly occur
also in the multi-seat STV. I don’t know of any con-
vincing studies, but I believe that generally, it has
less severe effect for the victims since their votes are
likely to help elect some tolerable candidates any-
way.

3 Election methods for deeply split
societies

For readers ofVoting matters, the technical topics
are probably the most interesting parts of “Design-
ing an All-Inclusive Democracy” [1]. In chapters 1,
2, 3 Emerson describes three voting methods partic-
ularly intended to promote cooperation between the
segments of deeply split societies. The presentations
should have been both clearer and shorter. In chapter
4 he discusses some aspects of manipulation. Vari-
ous experts have written the “Critique” of chapters
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5-8; from the technical point of view chapter 5 by
Maurice Salles and chapter 6 by Hannu Nurmi are
the most important. There is also a foreword by Sir
Michael Dummett.

3.1 The modified Borda Count (MBC)

For voting over proposals in a national assembly,
Emerson suggests a Borda Count where incomplete-
ness is allowed. If there are 6 proposals, A-F,
and a member just ranks ABC, the general idea of
symmetric completion would let D, E, and F share
2 + 1 + 0 points, and give 5, 4, 3, 1, 1, 1 Borda
points to A, B, C, D, E, F. In MBC Emerson gives
3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0 points to A, B, C, D, E, F. The first
method does open for strategic use of an incomplete
ballot in some situations, here by making a 2 point
gap between A, B, C and all the rest. MBC may
give an extra incentive to submit a complete rank-
ing, and thus distinguish between proposals from the
“other side”. These are arguments in favor of MBC,
but both MBC and Borda with symmetric comple-
tion share all the weaknesses of the Borda Count
described above.

Emerson’s own discussion of MBC in chapter 4
(“The Art or Science of Manipulation”) is, in my
opinion, not thorough enough. Agenda manipula-
tion is discussed on p. 90. In a voting with propos-
als A, B, C, D, E, a new alternative F is entered, and
every voter ranks it immediately after E. F is then a
“clone” of E [6] and ranked immediately after E by
every voter. That of course helps E, and even more
so if another“clone” G of F is entered etc. If every-
body ranks X before Y, Emerson calls Y an“irrel-
evant alternative”, an unfortunate choice since that
term for 50 years has been associated with Arrows
IIA-axiom, in a very different meaning.

Emerson claims that, provided some“consen-
sors are doing a good job”, then“-there will not
be any irrelevant alternatives on the ballot paper”
(p.91). My objection is that this argument is irrele-
vant. “Irrelevant alternatives” in Emerson’s sense
will hardly ever occur. Inserting a“clone” F just af-
ter E in every ballot is an extreme case of similarity,
giving a theoretical bound to the effect of entering
an alternative similar to E. Figure 2a) shows how en-
tering B in a large area South of C can help C even
though the effect never is the maximal effect obtain-
able with a“clone”. There will always be some
voters with B on top, and in most cases there will
even be a few BAC-voters. Emerson’s argument is
based on the description of an unrealistic case, and
the correct claim that it is unrealistic. Thus the ef-
fect of similarity is conjured away by an invalid ar-

gument. Dummett [3] was, with good reason, con-
cerned about the similarity effect, but in Emerson’s
book the general and undemocratic advantage which
Borda gives to a cluster of similar proposals has not
been discussed.

Then comes possible use of strategy 2, which in
my mind is an even more serious objection to both
ordinary Borda and MBC. Emerson (p.89) points
out that “.. if the persons voting are MPs, their
preferences should all be in the public domain, not
least via the pages of Hansard, and if there are signs
that someone has been voting tactically - for what-
ever reason - then the press and others may ask
why”. I am sure that awareness of the public eye
may have a dampening effect on the most obvious
use of strategy 2, but we can only expect that really
gross cases will raise public concern. If a genuine
XYZ-preferring MP votes strategically XZY and it
is not obvious to everybody that Y is much closer
to X than to Z, who can criticize it? Most likely,
somebody would have XZY as their straightforward
ranking. Who can prove that an MP should consider
his/her own position as being closer to that of Y than
to that of Z? But in a deeply split society with lots of
distrust, an MP may easily be suspected by the other
side for using strategy 2.

In most cases one of the proposals will be a Con-
dorcet winner, and most parliaments use one of two
voting methods that then almost always end up with
the Condorcet winner. The system of pairwise com-
parisons and eliminations (by Emerson called serial
voting) may be the most reliable, especially if it is
possible always to match the two among remaining
alternatives that are most dissimilar. It is also im-
portant that the matched alternatives are mutually
exclusive. The other system takes the proposals one
by one and the MPs votes “Aye” or “No” until “Aye”
wins; it is then important in the “Aye-No”-method
that the Condorcet winner does not come too early
and thereby run the risk of being prematurely elimi-
nated.

In my opinion, Emerson has not given valid rea-
son to expect that MBC is more likely to produce
better consensus than any of these two established
methods. Because of the serious defects of Borda,
favoring similarity and urging the use of strategy 2,
I am afraid the opposite is true.

3.2 The Quota Borda System (QBS)

For elections to legislative assemblies, Emerson
suggests to use QBS, first proposed by Dummett
[2]. Emerson remarks on p.39 that“... the two main
systems which do this without direct resort to party
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or any other labels are PR-STV[multi-seat Single
Transferable Vote]and QBS”. The goal for QBS is
to achieve a proportional representation without us-
ing eliminations like STV.

The complete rules of QBS are rather compli-
cated, but should have been explained more briefly
and clearly. QBS adopts the Droop quotaq used in
STV [q = the nearest integer abovev/(e + 1) when
v voters are to electe candidates]. QBS does not
work with eliminations, but the tally pays particular
attention to 1st ranks, first and second ranks etc. On
p. 41 is stated“When there are5+ candidates, any
candidate gaining 1 quota of first preferences wins
that 1 seat; any pair of candidates gaining two quo-
tas wins those 2 seats; and any triplet of candidates
gaining 3 quotas wins those 3 seats; any triplet of
candidates gaining 2 quotas wins those 2 seats, the
actual seats going to those 2 candidates of the triplet
with the highest MBC scores”.

A pair may gain the two quotas on first and second
ranks etc.: On p. 113 is stated:“In constituencies
sending 3/4 representatives, any pair of candidates
which has been ranked first or second by at least 2q
voters is elected”. [In this case2q voters have the
pair in the first two ranks, so at least one candidate
getsq top-ranks.] A pair gaining 1 quota on first
and second ranks may get 1 seat, which is awarded
according to MBC-score. Etc.

QBS deviates radically from the Borda Count; in
the latter a vote starting with “1:X, 2:Y, ...” has the
same influence inside{X, Y} as a vote ending with
“... n-1:X, n:Y” (n candidates). That the B in QBS
stands for “Borda”, is therefore misleading; QBS
must be very far from the Borda/Condorcet family.

In QBS there is an emphasis on first, second,
third, ... ranks (in that order), which reminds much
more about STV. However, in STV the elimination
institute gives a certain flexibility: elimination of
a candidate with few top-ranks channels a voter’s
support to the next-in-line who thereby may gain
the quota. Some aspects of QBS are discussed by
Schulze [4].

I miss a discussion of the properties of QBS in
the book and a demonstration of how and why the
QBS should function better than the STV. At least
there should be a reference to an impartial discus-
sion (Dummett is in the book’s reference list, but
not Schulze.)

The many STV variations that have been or may
be devised are based on principles that have been
developed by many contributors over many years.
Many countries and organizations have collected ex-
perience with STV over a long time. I have seen no
evidence that QBS would serve any declared pur-

pose, e.g. proportionality without party-lists, in any
better way than the existing STV variations.

In order to convince the countries Emersonet
al particularly have in mind, that a certain election
method may be a valuable tool in the efforts to im-
prove unity, I think that it would be very helpful to
point out that the method has been tested thoroughly
in practice and studied in theory.

However, as mentioned in section 2.2 above, a
Condorcet method in single-seat constituencies may
be a more radical device in split societies with its
strong urge for the minority to vote across the di-
vide and really modify the majority’s choice; there
must be a related urge for the majority candidates to
pay attention to the minority voters.

3.3 The Matrix Vote

Here Emerson considers situations where a national
assembly appoints a cabinet consisting ofe of the
assembly’s members, office by office. In order to
elect e cabinet members, each MP fills in candi-
date names ine positions in ane × e-matrix, one in
each row (for office), one in each column (for rank).
Thee MPs in the cabinet are first elected by means
of QBS, after that various MBC-scores (for each
candidate to each post, for each candidate, and for
each ministerial post) decide the distribution. For
the QBS-step, the relevant comparison must be with
STV, cf the remarks above.

Emerson does not inform how common it is that
legislative assemblies compose a cabinet with full
office specification. Anyway if the cabinet depends
on the assembly’s support, the problem of how to
compose the cabinet seems less important than how
the MPs are elected to the assembly in the first place.

3.4 The “Critique”

Chapter 5 is “The Theory of Voting and the Borda
System” by Maurice Salles and chapter 6 is “Assess-
ing Borda’s Rule and its Modification” by Hannu
Nurmi.

Chapter 5 (10 pages) is a well written general sur-
vey of relevant voting theory, explaining“... why
Arrow’s independence condition [IIA], the Con-
dorcet winner property and majority rule (and more
generally pairwise voting) were so important and
successful”. Over the last half page the author con-
cludes “by mentioning when and how things be-
gan to change”. Some papers and books by Young,
Dummett, and Saari are then mentioned, but I would
have liked to see the author follow up with a tech-
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nical discussion of the voting methods proposed by
Emerson.

Chapter 6 (11 pages) is more concentrated on
QBS and the Borda/Condorcet family, but is still
quite general on these topics. Based on a con-
structed profile, a comparison between QBS and
Borda (p. 117) points out a difference due to the
fact that QBS is designed as a proportional system
(while Borda, even with straightforward voting, of
course may allow a 51% majority to take all seats).
The comparison is unfavorable to QBS:“It seems,
then, that QBS is considerably more majoritarian
in spirit than BC[Borda]”. However, in the exam-
ple QBS picks the same candidates as STV, and I
am convinced that a comparison based on realistic
profiles will show that both QBS and STV after all
are much less“majoritarian” than Borda. Here I
should have liked to see a comparison between QBS
and STV.

Some properties of Emerson’s“Matrix Vote” are
also described, but without comparison with any re-
alistic alternative. But I do not see any strong demo-
cratic need for a single voting procedure doing all
the things that Emerson wants his“Matrix Vote” to
do.

There are two more chapters in “Critique”: chap-
ter 7 (“Human Rights and Voting Procedures in Plu-
ral Societies” by Christine Bell of the Transitional
Justice Institute, University of Ulster) and chapter 8
(“Inclusive Decision-making in Mediation and Pol-
itics” by Phil Kearney and Aileen Tierney, both
of the Clanwilliam Institute). Their contributions
do not directly concern election technicalities, but
are based on an assumption that the voting proce-
dures suggested in the book really will function as
claimed; I am in doubt that this assumption holds.

4 Conclusion

The book concludes in chapter 9, “TheRealpoli-
tik of Consensus Voting” by Emerson with assis-
tance from Elisabeth Mechan of Queen’s Univer-
sity Belfast. It summarizes arguments for “non-
majoritarian” election rules, and mentions many ob-
stacles on the way to have new rules adopted.

Certainly there is a natural wish from politicians
not to run the risk of an unpredictable outcome of
a formal vote or election. In most formal voting in
a legislative assembly the result is quite predictable
after preparatory work; if need be one may enforce
some party discipline. Elections or decision-making
with new rules will themselves appear unpredictable
to many people.

(Party discipline may also cause cycling. I con-
sider that party discipline extended to subsidiary
voting in the “Aye-No”-voting sequence over the lo-
cation of Oslo airport 1992 was the main cause of
a well documented Condorcet paradox. This is per-
haps most likely to happen in cases of localization:
it was not practical to create a compromise proposal
and build the airport in the middle of the triangle
formed by the proposed sites!)

It is important that people get used to preferen-
tial methods and their properties, and that the meth-
ods introduced are suited for their purpose (e.g. pro-
portional representation, or a compromise decision).
One should perhaps start in other places than high
level politics, like internal elections of representa-
tives at the universities, churches, companies or pri-
vate organizations. As it is stated in the book’s con-
clusion p. 142:“Maybe the academic and the jour-
nalist will study decision-making in greater depth,
when society at large has taken further steps in this
direction”.

The book must be seen as part of a project to
promote “non-majoritarian” methods, especially in
deeply split societies. (However, I do not always
accept all of the authors’ remarks about “majoritar-
ian” methods in established democracies, although I
think that proportional methods like STV will be an
improvement compared to Plurality elections.) The
participation of election theorists and law specialists
in the book, and the book’s acceptance by a major
publisher show a serious commitment from Emer-
sonet al. My main objection is with the particular
methods suggested, especially the MBC for decision
making in assemblies. I also think that one of the
well tested STV-methods will serve better, and will
be more easily accepted, than the less known QBS.
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CONTENTS

Editorial

There are three items in this issue:

• Thomas Hare. This is a reprint of his classic
paper to match the one in the previous issue by
H R Droop. Both of these articles raise issues
about the voting for the House of Commons
which have still not been resolved!
It is hoped that making both of these articles
more accessible will enhance the understand-
ing of STV.

• This item is a book review. The editor is now
being offered books to review on a regular basis
and hence one review per issue is likely to be
the norm.
This review of a book by D Sunshine Hilly-
gus and Todd G Shields has a distinct US per-
spective but should be of interest to all at this
time with the November presidential election.
Peter Emerson provides some useful insights
into both the book and the political background
which I hope will be of interest to all.

• Philip Kestelman’s paper is a significant tech-
nical contribution to the tricky question of pro-
portionality. This builds upon his previous pa-
per published in Voting matters in June 2005.
The vexed question with STV elections of con-
sidering either the first preferences or final
count is overcome by listing both in the tables
of the analysis.

Although this issue might appear to have less con-
tent than usual, the Editor has a number of papers
promised or being processed and hence it may well
be a shorter gap to Issue 26.

In two months time, the US will hold an election
to appoint the most powerful person in the world.
Following the hanging-chad problems, the Federal
Government has passed legislation to regulate the
software in voting machines. These regulations fall
far short of the most rigorous software engineering
standards, as applied for instance, in Civil Avionics
systems (see DO-178B).

We must therefore hope that the result is not close
enough to call into question the quality of such
software-enabled systems.

(DO-178B — Software Considerations in Air-
borne Systems and Equipment Certification is the
mandated standard for software for the civil avion-
ics industry. It has five levels of compliance accord-
ing to the severity of the failure of the component
in question. At the highest level (A) it is probably
the most demanding consensus software engineer-
ing standard. A level of the standard could be ap-
plied to any item of software.)

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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On the Application of a New Statistical Method to the
Ascertainment of the Votes of Majorities in a More
Exhaustive Manner

Thomas Hare.

Reprinted from Journal of the Statistical
Society of London, Vol. 23, No. 3. (Sep.,
1860), pp. 337-356, with the knowledge
of the Royal Statistical Society. The page
numbers of the original are marked by
numbers in square brackets.

[Read before the Statistical Society, 19th June,
1860.]

I.—Introduction.

Upon an examination of the working of our repre-
sentative institutions in early times I think we are led
to the conclusion that the process of counting num-
bers was rarely resorted to, either in local elections
or in the assembled council of the nation. All im-
portant public movements were determined less by
any such calculation than by the force and weight
of individual character, energy, or power. If there
were competent leaders it was not doubted, that the
multitude would follow. This is the substance of
what Bacon thinks it proper to make known of his
views of political science, when, declining to reveal
the secrets of high policy and the royal art of gov-
ernment, he refers us to the observation of Cato the
Censor, that it is easier to drive a flock than a single
sheep; for if only a few are brought into the right
path the rest will follow of their own accord. The
forms and structure of our early parliaments all tend
to show that relative numbers was not the prevail-
ing idea as the measure of representation. Personal
influence, and not the number of voices, predomi-
nated. The summons to the sheriffs directs them to
cause the knights to be sent with full powers (cum

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

plenâ potestate) for themselves and the county; and
a statute of 1405 directs the sheriff to return the
names of the persons chosen “under the seals of
all them that did choose them.” The knights, citi-
zens, and burgesses, when elected, were apparently
regarded as the proxies of those by whom they were
nominated, and as having a relative importance or
value in no respect determined by the number of
heads. [338] Thierry observes that they acted as
diplomatic agents, the number of whom on either
side was unimportant to the contracting parties. In
those times all kinds of superiority—the qualities of
counsel and command—were elicited by the direct
and effectual tests of personal contact and recogni-
tion. The problem of politics in all times must be
the method of making known and giving their due
place to such superiorities. In our own day, when
society is no longer exposed to its early emergen-
cies, difficulties, and dangers, and people have be-
come self-dependent as well in mind and sentiment,
as in their external relations with one another; when
the population of a single city is probably equal
to that of the kingdom a few centuries ago—when
the intercommunication of persons and of material
wealth is rapid and incessant, and the interchange of
thought almost instantaneous, we should surely be
wanting in practical wisdom if, in seeking to elicit
and give their due place to all contemporary superi-
orities, we do not avail ourselves of the new facilities
of instructionand communication which have super-
seded their former manifestations. If the spirit of the
age refuses to place in hereditary or in official hands
the selection of its political organs, our alternative is
to employ, in the service of the constitution, all the
means of appealing to thought and judgment which
we now possess, especially our ubiquitous literature,
and thereby to invoke the aid of all the virtue and
knowledge which is dispersed throughout the em-
pire in the task of making known and putting for-
ward, as their fittest representatives, those whom the
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concentrated result of intelligence and labour shall
shew to be the most worthy.

In adapting our representation to the present state
of society it will be found that we need to create
very little that is new. Liberation from restrictions
no longer suited to our condition is the great neces-
sity. A statute of Henry V, enacted that the citizens
and burgesses should be resident, and dwelling in,
and free of, the cities and boroughs choosing them.
There may have been good reasons in the fifteenth
century why this should be, but the restriction grad-
ually fell into disuse, and was repealed. It is in
thus removing obstacles whereby every single elec-
tor can have more freedom of action that amend-
ment is required. Every scheme of representative
constitution will be found to follow one of two lead-
ing principles—it mainly regards the powerful ac-
tion of numbers, masses, or classes of persons, and
deals with individuals as purely subordinate to that
first object; or, on the other hand, it labours first to
give effect and scope to individual action, and trusts
to the operation of personal effort to promote the
higher interests of all classes, and thereby of num-
bers and majorities. It is in the latter direction—that
of individualeffort—that the genius of what we term
the Anglo-Saxon race has always been displayed, as
the incalculable results of their voluntary association
in the old and new world bear witness. [339]

In this paper I propose to explain several appli-
cations of a discovery in method whereby the indi-
vidual electors of representative bodies are relieved
from all unnecessary restrictions. I use the word dis-
covery in the sense in which we apply the word to
any invention or new process whereby a desired re-
sult is better or more effectually obtained, and be-
cause I have not found any notice of such a principle
earlier than 1839. Perhaps when we consider the pe-
culiarity of our Parliamentary system, and how little
it has entered into the consideration of our political
men to look for the essential qualities of real rep-
resentation, it is less extraordinary that so natural a
thought should so lately have occurred for the first
time. Impressed with the conviction that the vast
majority of mankind must be the more uninstructed
in mind, and the more liable to be governed by direct
sensation and impulse, they have endeavoured to es-
tablish compensations and balances to guard against
the force of undisciplined, ill-disciplined, or mis-
guided numbers. Instead of looking for these bal-
ances and compensations in the better nature and the
higher capacities of man, and in a frame of polity
by which that nature and those capacities would be
evoked, they have been pursued by means of empiri-
cal classifications of persons, geographical divisions

of places, and other artificial expedients, which ap-
pear on a superficial view to act as a sort of clog
on the operation of large masses, and at the same
time give increased force and effect to the lower mo-
tives by which many are liable to be actuated or con-
trolled. So far from being a security, these clogs are
more likely to become dangerous weapons for the
numerical majorities, as well as for the nation. To
the extent in which every man to whom a vote is
given can be induced to engage himself in selecting
as his representative his own highest type and ideal
of excellence, his own moral and intellectual capac-
ities will be in process of development, and there
is just ground for hope that the representative body
will contain the real or reputed worth of the age and
country, and that ignorance and error will be dis-
abled and disarmed.

II.—Modern System of PartitioningDistricts solely
for Electoral Purposes.

All the important steps taken during the last thirty
years in the development of representative govern-
ment in Europe and America appear to have pro-
ceeded on the notion that the only practicable course
is that of enabling every elector to vote for all the
representatives to be chosen, modifying this power
in some cases so as to render them less the nom-
inees of one particular class or of one general pa-
per or ticket, by dividing the city, county, or dis-
trict into wards or electoral divisions, and assign-
ing a small number of representatives, or even one
to each division or ward. [340] This was the sys-
tem pursued in the Reform Bill of 1832—twenty-
five counties, to which additional members were
given, were severally divided into two parts, each
to return two members, instead of giving the four
members to the entire county, and the previously un-
represented portion of the metropolis, instead of be-
ing added to ancient divisions, was formed into the
distinct boroughs of Marylebone, Finsbury, Tower
Hamlets, Lambeth, and Greenwich. Under the Mu-
nicipal Corporation Act of 1835, corporate towns
were divided into wards for the election of town
councillors, every ward being entitled to elect a cer-
tain number. These divisions were nearly all of them
novelties, and perfectly arbitrary, and they, in fact,
constitute electoral districts, or districts for electoral
objects only.

Since this legislation in England, the principle
of the Reform Bill and the Corporation Acts, as to
electoral districts, has been adopted and pursued,
even more rigidly in the United States of America.
In Store’s Commentaries, published in 1833, it is
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stated, of the laws for the election of representa-
tives in Congress, that “there is no uniformity in the
choice, or in the mode of election. In some States
the representatives are chosen by a general ticket for
the whole State, in others they are chosen singly in
districts, in others they are chosen in districts com-
posed of a population sufficient to elect two or three
representatives, and in others the districts are some-
times single and sometimes united in the choice. In
some States the candidate must have a majority of
all the votes to entitle him to be deemed elected, in
others it is sufficient if he has a plurality of votes.”
These diversities which shew how entirely the elec-
toral arrangements had been the result of accident
rather than of preconceived design have since given
place to uniformity. A law of the federal govern-
ment of the 5th June, 1842 (c. 47), made in accor-
dance with a power reserved to it in the constitution
of the United States, provided “that in every case
where a State is entitled to more than one represen-
tative, the number to which each State shall be en-
titled under this apportionment shall be elected by
districts composed of contiguous territory, equal in
number to the number of representatives to which
the said State may be entitled, no one district elect-
ing more than one representative.” This law must
have been carried into effect by Acts of the State
legislature, and I accordingly find that in the State
of Massachusetts an Act was passed on the 16th of
September, 1842, dividing that commonwealth into
ten districts, each of which should elect one repre-
sentative, for the twenty-eighth and each subsequent
Congress, until otherwise provided by law. A per-
manent law for the apportionment of representatives
was made by Congress on the 23rd May, 1850, in
which I do not find the provision of the law of June,
1842, repeated—whether it was omitted from any
change of policy in this respect I am unable to say.
[341] As the number of representatives to be elected
by each State is subject to variation, the necessity of
a geographical re-partition of electoral districts must
be a constantly recurring inconvenience, requiring,
in fact, something like a new survey of the country
every ten years, for the mere purpose of an electoral
apportionment, which it will be seen may be accom-
plished with infinitely greater accuracy and public
benefit by a simple arithmetical operation.

A slight consideration of the consequences of the
principle thus pursued, is sufficient to shew that it
is the cause of most of the evils and infirmities of
representative government, or, at least, that most of
these evils and infirmities would be obviated if the
amendments were made in the direction which has
been pointed out by more recent investigation and

discovery.
When a borough, or city, or county has been

partitioned into electoral districts within which the
choice of representatives must be confined to one or
a small number of the aggregate body which is to be
elected, and that choice is vested in a sole majority
of the electors of the district, the door is immediately
opened for all the vices of which political elections
are susceptible, and the action of all the more valu-
able elements of virtue and intelligence to which it
is desirable to give the most perfect scope and influ-
ence, is in a proportionate degree discouraged and
impeded. A few active, unscrupulous, and intrigu-
ing persons are able by dealing with the more igno-
rant, politically indifferent, or corrupt, to forestall or
usurp the expression of the popular voice, whilst the
more sober, thoughtful, and unconspiring electors
are not heard. Bribery, public-house influence, in-
timidation, false statements, calumny of opponents,
and all the arts for gaining the public ear and mis-
leading and inspiring with prejudices the popular
mind, are brought into play. The union of numbers
sufficient for success is not the result, necessarily, of
any mutual sympathy or confidence, except of that
noxious sort which arises from a predominant desire
to overcome an opponent. The prevailing object is
not to secure the approbation of the good and wise,
but only of such numbers of the constituency as shall
be sufficient to extinguish the voices and opinions of
any apparent minority or minorities, and therefore it
is less necessary, as it is more difficult, to appeal to
reason, than to prejudice and the popular cry of the
hour. I say any apparent minorities, for it will gen-
erally happen that if united, and if it were not for
the very qualities which would render their political
action more valuable—that critical appreciation of
differences which is the common mark of intellec-
tual aptitude and judgment, but which very sense of
difference makes it all the more difficult or impos-
sible for them to combine—the apparent minorities
would be in truth the real majority. [342] Even if
this were not so, if in electing the representative of
a constituency of 2,000, the extinction of the judg-
ment, discretion, and will of 999, by a majority of
1,001 was only an extinction of the exact propor-
tions of such qualities as the smaller number con-
tains, when compared with the larger, it might be
confidently said that there is a waste of valuable ma-
terial in the process of the election, to which no op-
eration in modern labour—no application in modern
art, affords any parallel—a waste which in physical
processes no labour would be spared to avoid, and
which would be regarded as still more intolerable if,
in the waste, as in this case, were included the very
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best of the material which was to be employed.

III.—Apportioning Representatives to divided
Majorities, instead of giving of them to the
aggregate Majority only, in each locality.

Other methods exist of apportioning members to
constituencies without disturbingor breaking up any
ancient or naturally-formed boundary, and without
creating any new or artificial district or division; and
these methods are, moreover, not only far more ex-
act in their results than any geographical partition
can be, but they accomplish every legitimate object
of such a partitionmore perfectly, whilst they are un-
affected by the movement or shifting of population
from one site to another. These may be explained
by the case of the metropolis. At the time of the Re-
form Bill it was proposed to add to the eight mem-
bers for London, Westminster, and Southwark ten
other members, for the five other metropolitan bor-
oughs then created. Instead of creating the five new
boroughs the ten members might have been added
to the existing divisions—those north of the Thames
to Westminster, and those South of the Thames to
Southwark—or which would have been a still bet-
ter and more natural arrangement, having regard to
the numbers who, resorting to their offices or ware-
houses in the City, yet reside in the other districts—
the whole metropolis might have formed one con-
stituency, returning eighteen members. These eigh-
teen members might have been equitably appor-
tioned amongst the electors by the operation of ei-
ther of two rules:—

1. That no elector shall vote for more than one
candidate in the same constituency. The ef-
fect of this rule in the metropolis in the case
last supposed would be to ensure the repre-
sentation of eighteen different classes, or di-
visions of electors, and therefore possibly of
eighteen different sections of thought and opin-
ion, instead of the representation of none other
than the eight majorities which arise out of the
present distribution. This rule may be distin-
guished by the name of “single voting.” [343]

2. That every elector be at liberty to give eighteen
votes, and to distribute them at his will—either
one or more to several candidates or all to one
candidate. This plan which is said to have been
first proposed by Mr. James Garth Marshall,
may be called “cumulative voting.” Except that
this would introduce more figures into the cal-
culation, its effect in permitting the represen-
tation of sections of thought and opinion, not

found in the large majorities now predominant,
would be nearly the same as in the method of
single voting.

A third method should be mentioned—that intro-
duced in the Reform Bill of 1854, whereby, in cases
where three members were to be chosen every elec-
tor was restricted to a vote for no more than two.
This limitation would have been a great improve-
ment on a system which allows every vote to be
given for all the members, but without more than
one for any candidate. The weakness of the prin-
ciple is the absence of any sound reason for stop-
ping at two-thirds, or for restricting its application
to cases in which the number of members is divisi-
ble by three. It will be sufficient at present to confine
our attention to the first two methods.

The Reform Bill, it has been observed, divided
twenty-five counties, to which it gave additional
members. Either of the two rules adverted to
would have obviated the necessity of such a divi-
sion. Cheshire and Cornwall, instead of being sepa-
rated into east and west, and north and south, might
each have returned four members, and four classes
or sections of opinion in each county might have
been represented.

In all these cases there is no doubt that there
would be still minorities, of greater or less magni-
tude, unrepresented, and the system may therefore
be more accurately called that of “the representa-
tion of divided majorities than of minorities.” The
minorities which remain after an equitable appor-
tionment of representatives to majorities, are dis-
sentients on the ground of some principle of impor-
tance and value, or they are not. If they are not, this
exclusion is little to be regretted. If they are, it is
open to them to propagate the truth on which they
insist, and secure the adhesion of enough to make
up at least one majority, and it is in this sense that it
may not unjustly be said that “a minority can consti-
tutionally obtain representation only by becoming a
majority.”

IV.—Objections to an apportionment amongst
divided Majorities, or to any other representation

than of the aggregate Majority.

The propriety and justice of the principle that a
representative assembly should, as far as its num-
bers will permit, accurately express the chief vari-
eties of thought and opinion which are found in the
aggregate body it professes to represent, are so ob-
vious that one is surprised that it does not command
the immediate assent of every candid mind. [344]
That the smaller number should not possess a weight
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greater or equal to that of the larger number—except
such weight as they may win for themselves by
any superiority of virtue or intelligence they may
possess—must be admitted, but that the smaller
body, even having regard to numbers only, should
have a weight proportioned to its relative number,
would seem to be a necessary principle and safe-
guard of public and individual freedom. In fact,
it is perhaps impossible to find any publication in
which the contrary proposition has been seriously
argued. Mr. Mill* says, “I am inclined to think that
the prejudice which undoubtedly exists in the minds
of democrats against this principle arises only from
their not having sufficiently considered its mode of
operation. There is no true popular representation if
three-fifths of the people return the whole House of
Commons and the remaining two-fifths have no rep-
resentatives. Not only is this not government of the
people, it is not even government by a majority of
the people; since the Government will be practically
in the hands of a majority of the majority.”

In addition to the absence of a just conception of
the principle itself, I think that another and not un-
reasonable ground of hostility to it is the uncertainty
of action with which its operation might be attended,
and to correct which it stands in need of a subsidiary
law. I may illustrate this by supposing that in the
West Riding of Yorkshire there were four members
to be chosen, and that the constituency contained
in the aggregate a large majority of one political
party. It is possible for that majority, in giving sin-
gle votes, to concentrate so great a number of votes
upon one or two popular candidates that the oppo-
site party might, owing to this waste of strength, ac-
quire a share of the representation out of all propor-
tion to their aggregate numbers in the constituency.
No party arrangements would be sufficient to guard
against this result where the electors are spread over
so large an area; and if this were otherwise, no indi-
vidual should be left at the mercy of party arrange-
ments. Again, in the City of London, if only one
vote be given by each elector, it is possible that out
of the 20,000 votes 10,000 might vote for one can-
didate, 6,000 for another, and the remaining 4,000
votes would then suffice to return two members of
opposite political opinions, even, though, as the hy-
pothesis is, such opinions be not held by a fourth
of the constituency. Results may, in fact, be sup-
posed, even more extravagant, and yet not impossi-
ble. In order to obviate such an injustice, and to en-
able electors of every party and opinion to act with

* “Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform,” p. 26, 2nd Edit.,
Parker, 1859.

a certainty that their votes will be rendered, as far as
possible, effectual, another and a subsidiary rule or
law is necessary, in addition to a law which should
prescribe either single or cumulative voting; and this
subsidiary law will be found entirely to obviate the
objection by introducing “contingent votes.” [345]

V.—Method of Contingent Voting.

Any possible waste of votes by the concentration
of an excessive number on one or more popular can-
didates, may be avoided by prescribing a maximum
of votes to be appropriated to any single candidate,
and by enabling every voter to give contingent votes
for other candidates. The maximum would prop-
erly and accurately be the product or quotient of the
number of voters who poll at the election, divided
by the number of seats to be filled. Applying this
subsidiary law to an election of four members, say
for the West Riding of Yorkshire, in which we will
suppose 27,000 voters to poll, that number divided
by four gives a quotient of 6,750, which would be
the maximum, and the persons and parties support-
ing the popular candidates may be certain of not los-
ing a single vote unnecessarily, by being enabled to
transfer such of their votes as shall be the surplus of
one candidate, to any of the others. The votes might,
for this purpose, be recorded by the poll clerk in the
form shewn in the Appendix, Table V.

The votes should be recorded in books or on
sheets, entering a certain even number on each page,
every entry or vote being numbered as in the first
column (Table V.), in a series of numbers running
consecutively through all the books prepared for and
used at the election—the next column contains the
names and addresses of the voters, opposite to each
of which under the head 1, is placed the name of the
candidate for whom the vote is given, and if the elec-
tor desires to transfer his vote to the other or either
of the other candidates, in case the first should not
need it, the names of such other candidate or candi-
dates successively will be placed in the columns, 2,
3, and 4, four being the supposed number of mem-
bers. If none of the candidates should poll a number
of votes equal to the quotient, or as to any of them
that fail to do so, the result must be determined as at
present, by their comparative majorities, viz., those
at the head of the poll will be returned.

In the case which Table V supposes there are eight
candidates distinguished by the letters A to H. It ex-
hibits the record of twenty votes, B and F appear to
be the popular candidates and have each polled six
votes, C and G have polled each two votes, and A
and H each one vote. Now as the quotient or max-
imum produced by dividing twenty voters by four
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members, is five, the supporters of B and F, besides
returning those two candidates, are able to transfer
their surplus votes to other candidates.

The first question is which vote shall be appropri-
ated definitively to B or F, and which shall be trans-
ferred to the other candidates, if any, for whom they
have respectively been contingently given. [346]

The first rule of appropriation is to take all such
votes as are given for that particular candidate,
only—such as we now call plumpers—where in the
proposed system the voter has not provided for any
contingent disposition of his vote. Thus, No. 113,
in Table V would be first appropriated to B; then,
secondly, the votes which provide for only one
other contingency, as No. 104; then, thirdly, the
votes which provide for only two contingencies, as
Nos. 105, 110, and 116. This makes up the five
votes, and it will follow that the vote for B, which
will be transferred, is No. 101, which then becomes
available for G.

The process of ascertaining the state of the poll,
and the particular votes which are to be appropri-
ated or transferred is rapidly worked out by a tabu-
lar book (Appendix, Table W), which can be filled
up almost contemporaneously by a second or com-
puting Clerk, and in which a column is appropri-
ated to each candidate, according to alphabetical ar-
rangement. In appropriating the votes for F, accord-
ing to the same rules, it will be immediately seen
by referring to the column in which votes for him
are entered (Table W), that No. 106 must be taken
first, and then Nos. 108, 111, and 117. The prin-
ciple of this rule of appropriation is that of giving
an effect and value to every vote proportioned to the
degree of thought and labour which the elector has
bestowed upon it, as manifested by the number of
contingencies for which he has taken care to pro-
vide. We now perceive, in the case of candidate F,
that another rule is necessary to determine which
of the votes, Nos. 109 and 115, shall be appropri-
ated to him, and which shall be transferred to the
next candidate whom each voter has preferred, each
having provided for the same number of contingen-
cies, and the vote in one case going on to C, and
in the other case to G. All that is necessary is that
the order of appropriation, whatever it be, shall be
distinctly prescribed beforehand, so that it shall be
purely mechanical on the part of the returning offi-
cers, and that the rule shall afford to every elector the
same chances or probabilities as to the application
of his positive and contingent votes. An unexcep-
tionable rule would be this—that the votes shall be
taken in rotation, one from each page or sheet of the
poll book or the tabular register at each polling place

(which places may be distinguished by consecutive
marks or numbers as A, B, C, &c.), and beginning
at the last sheet or page taken at each of such places,
and at the highest number on each page (as, for ex-
ample, taking first 115 for F), proceeding thence to
the lowest number, and following this rotation until
the maximum or quotient of votes necessary for the
candidate is completed. It will probably be found
that a rule for appropriating, caeteris paribus, the
later votes first, will be desirable as counteracting
any tendency that may otherwise grow up, to hang
back from the poll to the later hours, for the advan-
tage of previously ascertaining who are elected. [347]
The name of the candidate whose quotient is com-
plete, may then be cancelled by a stamping instru-
ment, on all the remaining votes given for him, and
the next contingent votes of such electors become
their actual votes.

The change in the state of the poll for the remain-
ing candidates, by the transfer of the surplus votes
of B and F, will be exhibited in the further reduction
of the tabular book, shewn in the Appendix, Table
X.

The entire result is as follows :—

B ... 5 votes (or the maximum) and one surplus.
F ... 5 votes (or the maximum) and one surplus.
C ... 3 votes.
G ... 3 votes.
A ... 1 vote.
D ... 1 vote.
E ... 1 vote.
H ... 1 vote.

And B, F, C, and G are therefore returned. Sup-
posing the twenty votes to be converted into 27,000
votes, distributed in the same ratio, the poll would
be thus announced:—

B ... 6,750 (or the maximum) and 1,350 surplus.
F ... 6,750 (or the maximum) and 1,350 surplus.
C ... 4,050
G ... 4,050
A ... 1,350
D ... 1,350
E ... 1,350
H ... 1,350

I have adapted the Tables V, W, and X, in the
Appendix, to an exhibition of the process of sin-
gle voting in large constituencies, with the aid of
the subsidiary or correcting rule as to contingent
votes. There is, however, much prejudice against
single voting in constituencies accustomed to a plu-
rality of votes. Many of such voters, if restricted to
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one vote by a new law, will be apt to consider them-
selves wronged, as those persons did who, in the last
century, complained that they were robbed of eleven
days of their lives by the adoption of the Gregorian
Calendar. Single voting, it has been said, will be
unpopular, because it seems to cut down the privi-
leges of the voter, while cumulative voting, on the
contrary, extends them. It is yet not improbable that
the power of contingent voting for a larger number
of candidates would, by most persons, be esteemed
an ample compensation; but in case this should not
be so, it is desirable to show that the same certainty
of action, by means of the subsidiary law referred
to, can be obtained in cumulative voting. [348] It re-
quires only an additional column in the Poll Clerks’
Record, to insert the number of votes given for each
candidate. (See Appendix, Table Y.)

It will be seen by the variety in the manner of
distributing the votes (Table Y) that the system af-
fords scope for the manifestation of every degree
of preference which the elector may entertain for
particular candidates. “Why,” observes Mr. Mill,
“should the fact of preference be alone considered,
and no account whatever be taken of the degree of
it? The power to give several votes would be emi-
nently favourable to those whose claims to be cho-
sen are derived from personal qualities, and not from
their being mere symbols of an opinion. For if the
voter gives his suffrage to a candidate in consider-
ation of pledges, or because the candidate is of the
same party with himself, he will not desire the suc-
cess of that individual more than of any other who
will take the same pledges, or belongs to the same
party. When he is especially concerned for the elec-
tion of some one candidate, it is on account of some-
thing which personally distinguishes that candidate
from others on the same side. Where there is no
overruling local influence in favour of an individual,
those who would be benefited as candidates by the
cumulative vote would generally be the persons of
greatest real or reputed virtue or talents.”*

A slight modification of the rule for appropriat-
ing votes is necessary to this form. After taking
the votes of electors who have given no contingent
votes, the next votes to be appropriated should be
those of electors who have distributed their contin-
gent votes amongst the smallest number of candi-
dates (not the smallest number of contingent votes),
the number of candidates measuring, primâ facie,
the amount of intellectual effort. If the last votes
taken for D should be those of Voter No. 105, and

* “Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform,” p. 29, 2nd Edit.,
Parker, 1859.

D should require only two of the four votes to com-
plete his maximum, the remaining two would be ap-
plicable for C.

Progress has been defined to be the development
of order, a maxim which will be admitted by many
who do not accept all the philosophy which has as-
sumed this definition for its motto. We see, how-
ever, that by the simple process which has been sug-
gested, precision and order in the individual exercise
of the franchise is substituted for the uncertainty and
confusion which now prevail. The amount of judg-
ment and discretion which each voter may employ
is limited only by his own capacity, and his field of
choice; and that field of choice, which every geo-
graphical division of constituencies more and more
narrows, is enlarged by every abolition of the arti-
ficial boundaries which prevent union and circum-
scribe mind. [349] Districts and wards for electoral
purposes utterly fail in enabling distinct interests or
opinions, to be represented, for at this day people
do not reside together in certain quarters, or com-
bine their property territorially according to their
opinions. The only way of securing the represen-
tation of special interests or opinions is by permit-
ting, as far as possible, those who have or hold them
to act together. New forces or motives that tend
largely to elevate and purify the representative sys-
tem are thus introduced. Individual intelligence re-
covers that power and weight which is lost in the
systems which permit individuals to be swamped by
numbers. It is in that modification of the electoral
power which considers the individual before it deals
with the masses, that the true strength and excel-
lence of representation resides. In order to stimu-
late personal effort, the advantage of the larger areas
over the smaller districts or wards is evident. The
greater the area and the corresponding number of
representatives to be chosen, the greater will be the
number of candidates, and the opportunity of ev-
ery elector to find amongst them one or more with
whom he sympathizes, and in whom he can repose
confidence. The character of the election is thus
entirely changed. It becomes rather an intellectual
and generous contest, in which every class and party
seeks to put forward the best and noblest exponent
of its opinions, and it is no longer the struggle of
any assumed majority to exclude the rest. If instead
of dividing boroughs into wards under the Munici-
pal Corporation Act, the principle of single voting
had been adopted, giving to every voter the opportu-
nity of voting contingently for as many of the town
councillors as he might think fit, property and intel-
ligence would have been everywhere represented in
the corporations, and it would not have been possi-
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ble even for the Act of 1850 (13 & 14 Vict., c. 99) to
have produced the ill effects apparent on the Report
of the Select Committee of the House of Lords, and
the evidence taken before it. (1859-46.)

VI.—Application of the Method to equal Majorities
in all Counties, Cities, and Boroughs.

I have hitherto adverted only to improvements
in our representative system for which the politi-
cal world seems ripe, and which many statesmen are
more or less directly seeking. The method which I
have explained is, however, capable of far more ex-
tensive development. It is not too much to anticipate
that at no distant time statesmen will be shocked at
the unmeaning and puerile anomalies in the repre-
sentation disclosed in the statistical statements in the
last volume of the transactions of the Society; that
it will be seen that the adoption of population as a
basis is impossible, without rectifying an inequal-
ity which gives one member to 22,000 inhabitants
of boroughs, and only one to 66,000 inhabitants of
counties— [350] that it is impossible to assert the
value and justice of an impartial distribution of po-
litical privileges as the ground of enfranchisement,
and assert it in the same breath as the ground of
disfranchisement—that such a principle cannot be
consistently put forward as a reason for excluding
332 market towns in England and Wales, having an
average population of nearly 5,000 persons, from
the privileges which are given to 248 boroughs, or
far less than half of the towns in the same portion
of the Kingdom. The moral evil of creating such
monopolies of political privileges with all their con-
sequent temptations to the poor, the weak, and the
indifferent, who share in their exercise, may be more
generally felt. It may not always be thought that the
preservation of constituent bodies varying in num-
bers from 200 to 20,000 is the depth of profound
policy. We may perhaps look forward to a time
when, in gathering the exponents of the national
opinion, sentiment, and will, the electors may not
be encumbered with the difficulties and obstacles of
a period when the want of roads almost prevented
communication between remote places, when writ-
ing and printing were generally unpractised, and
their use little known. Instead of considering it a
sagacious policy to compel large numbers of voters
to travel unlimited distances if they desire to vote,
a time may come when they may be permitted to
use the post-office near their dwellings. The na-
tion, in its electoral laws, may one day recognize
that some knowledge of letters has been generally
diffused, and may receive or invite, as valuable aid

in the exercise of electoral powers, by means of pa-
pers deposited or transmitted, the votes of its ener-
getic sons, who, having their homes in Britain, are
absent, conducting maritime enterprise, expanding
commerce, or laying the foundations of colonial em-
pire. Statesmen may endeavour to inspire the politi-
cal life of the nation with a more comprehensive and
noble spirit; they may desire to make it the study and
delight of every subject of these realms to discover
and attach himself to all that his generation contains
of greatness or eminence, to give due play to all his
sympathies, whether with historic association, intel-
lectual power, or moral energy, and to this end to
afford him a choice of representations as wide as the
nation can afford. With this view I have developed
the plan of simple and contingent voting into a larger
scheme, which combines all the great and essential
elements of personal, local, and national representa-
tion. The length to which this paper has extended,
enables me to do little more than refer to the work
in which this scheme is set forth and explained.* I
will but simply state its broader features. [351]

It proposes to furnish every elector, at a general
election, with a copy of an official gazette, stat-
ing the names of all who are candidates for seats
in Parliament, and the town or constituency which
each especially addresses, each candidate having
paid £50 for registering his candidature, and being
free from all other pecuniary liabilities. It then en-
ables every elector to nominate for his own con-
stituency any of such candidates, on a document or
voting paper, in the form shown in the Appendix (Z),
adding, in numerical succession, as many candidates
as he will, no vote being taken ultimately for more
than one person, and all the substituted names be-
ing therefore contingent votes, as explained in the
foregoing examples.

This wider application of the method requires
some additional, but simple, machinery. The quo-
tient, or maximum, of voters sufficient for the elec-
tion of a representative, cannot be determined by
local computation, but must be the product of the
number of voters who poll throughout the kingdom,
divided by the number of members of the House
of Commons.† The voting papers must be carried
temporarily for computation to some central spot,
which should be selected with reference to conve-

* Treatise on the Election of Representatives, Parliamentary
and Municipal; by Thomas Hare. Longmans, 1859.

† In the Treatise referred to (pp. 29, 30), it was proposed to
ascertain the quota by reference to the number of electors on the
Registers. Subsequent investigation and discussion have led to
the substitution of the numbers that actually poll at the election,
as the dividend.
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nience of access from all the chief seats of popula-
tion. The returning officers might appoint the most
competent of the polling clerks to have charge of
the voting papers, assist in the process of compu-
tation and appropriation, and to carry back the vot-
ing papers to every borough and locality, after every
paper has been endorsed by the Registrar-General
with the name of the member to whom it is appro-
priated. The rules for appropriating votes will be
substantially the same as I have already mentioned
with reference to the first and contingent votes in the
Tables V, W, and X (Appendix). The voting papers
appropriated to each candidate will be, first, those
containing the smallest number of unchosen names,
adopting a rotation as to numbers and polling-places
corresponding with that which I have already indi-
cated. Another rule of rotation will be necessary
in order to determine as well between localities as
between polling-places, and this rule would prop-
erly be that the votes given for the candidate in the
constituency for which he offers himself should be
taken first, and then the nearest surrounding con-
stituencies in succession, according to previously-
settled tables of proximate localities, thus giving all
possible operation to local attachments.* After the
number of the House has been as nearly completed
as may be possible from the names which stand first
in every voting paper, it will be necessary to reduce
the number of candidates by stamping out the names
of all those who have fewer votes, contingent or oth-
erwise, than (say) half of the maximum or quotient,
which will bring up others of the contingent votes,
and thereby add to the numbers returned. [352] The
Registrar-General, to whom the control of this oper-
ation is entrusted, can then proceed, by an alternate
or balancing process to complete the House, by ex-
punging one by one the names of the candidates hav-
ing the smallest number of votes above the moiety
of the quotient, and diminishing, as it shall appear
to be necessary, the maximum, by withdrawing at
each step one vote from every appropriated quotient
(taking first, in a rotation the reverse of that previ-
ously adopted in the appropriation, the vote which
has provided for the greatest number of contingen-
cies), and so proceeding as to leave ultimately the
smallest residue or number of unappropriated pa-
pers, or in other words of unrepresented voters.†

The effect of this arrangement is to group every
town and constituency in the kingdom, and every

* Treatise, pp. 208-210.
† This process slightly differs from that which was pro-

posed by Laws xxv and xxvi (pp.214-21) in the Treatise. The
author had then contemplated another mode of completing the
numbers of the House. (See Treatise, p. 324).

section of voters, by the just and attractive prin-
ciple of voluntary association, in which all will
have the exact weight to which their numbers and
intelligence entitle them, and will not be affected
by whatsoever changes may hereafter take place
in the seats of population. Every member of the
House of Commons will represent an unanimous
constituency. The leaders of public opinion will be
there, with those who most perfectly express it.*
Separate tables or lists would shew the names of
the constituents whom every member actually rep-
resents. The electoral results exhibiting the vari-
ous preferences which every county and town has
expressed—the electors by whom every member is
supported—the numbers which, besides these, have
expressed their willingness to vote for him, and the
classes of which they are composed, will afford
such materials for future statistics, illustrating the
condition and progress of society, as the history of
mankind has not hitherto supplied.

In this system it will be seen that there can be no
swamping of persons, or opinions, or classes, or in-
terests. It leaves every voter to act as his feelings
or his interests may dictate. Property will be repre-
sented, by representing every possessor of property,
far more effectually than by a struggle of one kind
of property against another. Education and intelli-
gence will be represented by the representation of
every man of education and intelligence. [353] The
professional, agricultural, commercial, and working
classes may be represented by their chosen expo-
nents. Every locality will have its special represen-
tatives in the members who have received the great-
est number of votes in the county or borough, but lo-
cal divisions become rather, as Bacon says, lines and
veins than sections and separations. All contribute
to the national representation, which will be as per-
fect as the understanding and patriotism of each suc-
ceeding age can make it.

* On nothing connected with modern political society is
it more important that enlightened consideration should be be-
stowed than on the method of ascertaining “public opinion,” as
to which the Legislature is liable to such serious illusion. The
enquiry upon which the author of this paper ventured (Treatise,
p. 276 et seq.), does but touch the margin of the subject.
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APPENDIX.

(V).—Poll Clerk’s Record.

Consecutive
Numbers in the

Poll Book. Name and Address of the Voter. Candidates for whom first and
Contingent Votes given.

1. 2. 3. 4.
101 ... B G H D
102 ... A F G —
103 ... G F B —
104 ... B D — —
105 ... B D E —
106 ... F G — —
107 ... H E D B
108 ... F G C —
109 ... F C A G
110 ... B D H —
111 ... F G A —
112 ... C A F G
113 ... B — — —
114 ... E H — —
115 ... F G C A
116 ... B D E —
117 ... F G A —
118 ... C A F —
119 ... D E — —
120 ... G C F —

(W).—Tabular Book.

A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H.
Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con- Vot. Con-
No. votes No. votes No. votes No. votes No. votes No. votes No. votes No. votes
102 2 101 3 112 3 119 1 114 1 106 1 103 2 107 3
— — 104 1 118 2 — — — — 108 2 120 2 — —
— — 105 2 — — — — — — 109 3 — — — —
— — 110 2 — — — — — — 111 2 — — — —
— — 113 — — — — — — — 115 3 — — — —
— — 116 2 — — — — — — 117 2 — — — —

NB. In the table above, the columns are the Voter Number and the Contingent Votes.

(X).—Tabular Book (after the return of Members having Surplus Votes).

A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H.
102 2 — — 109 2 119 1 114 1 — — 103 2 107 3
— — — — 112 3 — — — — — — 120 2 — —
— — — — 118 2 — — — — — — 101 2 — —
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(Y).—Poll Clerk’s Record — Cumulative Voting.

Consecutive
Numbers in the

Poll Book. Name and Address of the Voter. Candidates for whom first and
Contingent Votes given.

1. 2. 3. 4.
101 ... C 1 C 4 D 4 A 4

D 1 - - - - - -
E 1 - - - - - -
A 1 - - - - - -

102 ... B 2 G 4 H 4 F 4
G 2 - - - - - -

103 ... B 4 H 4 G 4 F 4
104 ... B 1 - - - - - -

H 1 - - - - - -
F 1 - - - - - -
G 1 - - - - - -

105 ... D 4 C 4 - - - -
In the above table, the final pairs of columns give the candidate name and the votes for that candidate.

Computing Table, exhibiting instantaneously the state of the Poll, as above, in Cumulative Voting.

Candidates
A. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
101 1 3
— — —
— — —
1 1 —

Candidates
B. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
102 2 3
103 4 3
104 1 —
3 7 —

Candidates
C. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
101 1 3
— — —
— — —
1 1 —

Candidates
D. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
101 1 3
105 4 1
— — —
2 5 —

Candidates
E. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
101 1 3
— — —
— — —
1 1 —

Candidates
F. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
104 1 —
— — —
— — —
1 1 —

Candidates
G. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
102 2 3
104 1 —
— — —
2 3 —

Candidates
H. Contingently

Voters No. of Votes. Voted for.
104 1 —
— — —
— — —
1 1 —
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Z.) Voting papers on the application of the Method to equal Majorities in all Counties, Cities, and
Boroughs.

Name
Address
Vote No. Parish of Borough of

The above-named elector hereby records his vote for the Candidate
named first in the subjoined list, or, in the events provided for by Statute,
for the other Candidates successively in their numerical order, viz :—

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 et seq.

Editor: This reprinting uses modern typographical conventions.
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Review — The Persuadable Voter

Peter Emerson.
The de Borda Institute

American elections classically involve a
two-step: the candidate runs to the ex-
treme in the primary, then back to the
centre for the general. The Economist,
5.7.2008.

2008 looks exciting — at least for those of us who
do not live in the US. In what might be the most ex-
pensive election ever, Barack Obama might be able
to break through a fairly considerable barrier and go
on to achieve much, both domestically and interna-
tionally, and not only as he impacts on US foreign
policy, but indirectly too, not least in Africa where,
from Kenya to Zimbabwe, democracy desperately
needs a role model.

On closer inspection, of course, the picture is not
so pretty. US presidential elections are won and
lost in ‘battleground states’ by ‘persuadable voters’.
And, as in any two-party system, only a tiny per-
centage of the population may swing the result, one
way or the other.

Originally, the US presidential electoral system
was rather different: the winner of the plurality vote
became the president and the runner-up became the
vice-president. George Washington and others were
fiercely opposed to the (British) two-party system
of politics, and they tried to create a more inclu-
sive polity. Alas, by 1804, it was all over; this was
not just because political parties had come into ex-
istence — in theory, and as often happens in prac-
tice, people from different political parties can and
do work together — rather it was because of the in-
troduction of party political patronage.

The result is the two-party system we have to-
day. It is still a plurality vote, in theory; in prac-
tice, however, while other candidates do indeed put
their names forward — Ralph Nader and others —
it is basically a two-horse race. This book [1] con-
centrates on just these two horses: the elephant and

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

the donkey, and the way they both try to woo not so
much those who would opt to vote either for neither
or even not at all, but rather those whom they re-
gard as indeed ‘persuadable’, either the “waverers”,
(p 30), or those of the other side who, on one or more
policies, are at odds with their own party.

As is well known, people’s political persuasions
bear a remarkable resemblance to our other charac-
teristics, and often tend to fall on a normal distri-
bution curve. If the x-axis varies from Democrat
to Republican, then there are the relatively small
numbers of those committed partisans, who always
vote ‘this’ or ‘that’, regardless of the campaign and
sometimes regardless of events. But a large num-
ber of people are in the centre — middle America
— and like their counterparts in the UK — mid-
dle England — if they swing just a little bit this
way or that, the effect can be crucial. Needless to
say, both parties tend to woo this centre ground, and
the inevitable consequence is that the two political
parties sometimes become similar. . . as happened in
our own UK election of 1997 between John Major’s
Tories and Tony Blair’s Labour Party. A two-party
system, then, can be a form of one-party state. As
Mikhail Gorbachev observed, “Today the Republi-
cans stand at the helm. . . tomorrow it will be the
Democrats. There is no particular difference.”*

The party system in the US is not as rigid as
its equivalent in the UK, and voting for a different
party — ‘voter volatility’ is the phrase some politi-
cians use, normally the losers — is perhaps more
common on their side of the Atlantic. We are told
that 35 per cent of the voting public regard them-
selves as Republicans, and 32 per cent as Democrats
(p 10); and of these, “25 per cent were persuadable
partisans, (another 9 per cent persuadable Indepen-
dents),” (p 8).

If I may express a personal viewpoint, a further
feature of life on both sides of the Atlantic is that
democracy, which should be a collective exercise, is
in fact very individualist. In theory, it is a coming to-
gether, a process by which all come to a communal

* Perestroika, Collins, 1987, p 216.
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agreement on who should govern and on what pro-
gramme. In practice, however, it has become the op-
posite: a win-or-lose contest between two opposing
teams in which the individual supporter is motivated
by the principle, ‘I-vote-for-me’. In a word, people
often vote the way they do for selfish reasons; and
the more unscrupulous politician will often react by
exploiting two of our more basic selfish instincts:
greed, or worse, fear.

Greed is often catered for by generous pre-
election budgets and promises of tax breaks, and
the party in power usually directs these at certain
members of society, the ones more likely to vote
for them. Fear is even more effective. Little won-
der, then, that with but one exception, the winner
of the US presidential election throughout the pe-
riod of the Cold War was he — it was always a he
— who was the more anti-Soviet. It did not mat-
ter which party he came from. Whether it was the
Democratic Kennedy and his missile gap or, as the
authors recall, (p 82), the Republican Reagan and
his empire of evil, the winner was always the one
who was the more belligerent. Thus the US (and
UK) two-party systems, standing as they did sup-
posedly to defend democracy, were actually part of
the arms race which threatened to destroy it.

The one exception was Jimmy Carter. In the
rather introspective mood which prevailed in the US
after the disaster of Vietnam, he came to power in
1976 on a ticket of human rights. But even he fell
to militarism, the khaki election stuff: and doubt-
less, if his attempt to rescue the hostages in Iran had
not ended in a fiasco, he might well have been re-
elected; when the US helicopters were shot down
in the desert, however, so too were his chances of a
second term.

I think the main reason why George W Bush won
the 2004 contest was related to militarism: the Sept
2001 attack on the twin towers, the war against ter-
ror, the US attack on Afghanistan, and the subse-
quent invasion of Iraq. These topics get barely a
mention in this book even though, “economic and
foreign policy issues, in particular, are almost al-
ways the centrepiece of presidential campaigns,”
(p 110). Instead, the authors try to justify the unjus-
tifiable. They appear to have no views, one way or
the other, on the electoral system itself. Rather, it is
a very subjective work, looking only at that percent-
age of the population — middle America — and at
how they have been used, or abused, by presidential
candidates.

Militarism, then, was not covered. Instead, the
book concentrates on those topics which were con-
tentious in the most recent elections: ‘bible belt’

politics on stem-cell research, gay marriage, and
abortion; the gun lobby; race or rather affirmative
action; the environment, which was dealt with rather
glibly; and there was, as always, “the economy,
stupid”. On such issues, the book argues, “some 2.8
million partisans switched. . . in the sixteen key bat-
tleground states of 2004. Bush’s margin of victory
over Kerry in those states was just 200,000 votes,”
(p 8). Now the authors do admit that Bush focused
in Ohio, for example, on ‘national security’ (p 9) —
i.e., militarism — and points out, in a footnote, that
in one state, “60 per cent of Bush ads mentioned ter-
rorism or domestic security compared to 37 per cent
for Kerry,” (p 167), but reverts in the main to dis-
cussing, and basing all its conclusions on, the above
domestic matters.

We then enter a land of jargon. A political party is
indeed a coalition, (p 50); and in a two-party system,
each of the two parties is inevitably a very broad
church; so, needless to say, there will be those voters
who do not agree with literally everything in their
party manifesto (and thank God for that!): these, ap-
parently, are “incongruent” or “cross-pressured vot-
ers” (p 39) or even “policy-conflicted out-partisans”
(p 144), all sorts of facts on whom is not only de-
mographic but “psychographic” (p 46). This infor-
mation, along with a lot of personal trivia, becomes
“hyperinformation” (p 13) which is then available
for “data-mining”, (p 155). Now while voters may
vary from “congruent partisans” (p 85) to “inde-
pendent leaners” (p 25), the candidates also vary
in their behaviour: they talk in general on TV, but
in their e-mails and text messages and more tradi-
tional newsletters, they often micro-target very spe-
cific “wedge issues” (p 6) to specific groups of peo-
ple in a tactic known as “dog-whistle politics” (p
6). Furthermore, such appeals are more likely to
be directed at “ticket splitters” (p 45) or “pivotal or
swing voters” in “pivotal states” (p 11), while those
in safe seats along with any “nonbase voters” (p 149)
are less likely to be contacted. And just in case all
of this isn’t enough, the authors add other bits of
jargon which are tautological, phrases like “cross-
sectional surveys,” (p 35), and “mixed-method re-
search,” (p 57).

Once all of these terms have been translated, there
are the even more tautological sentences: “. . . the
fractures in the Democratic Party are fundamentally
rooted in policy differences among different groups
in the Democratic coalition,” (p 78); “Partisans who
are ideologically conflicted with their party are more
likely to defect,” (p 83); “the decision of a persuad-
able partisan to defect depends on the issue con-
text of the campaign,” (p 128); “Independents and
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cross-pressured partisans are much more likely to be
undecided. . . and much more likely to change their
candidate selection than are congruent partisans,”
(p 86); and maybe the prize goes to this one: “cam-
paign responsiveness is a function of psychological
tension between the compelling considerations un-
derlying the vote decision,” (p 31), whatever that
means. Such statements make this work a turgid
tome.

Having sizzled their own minds in this some-
times repetitive and verbose gobbledegook, the au-
thors then try to make some sense of it all by stat-
ing the blindingly obvious: “our findings reinforce
the conclusions of earlier research that shows po-
litical context helps to show how voters make up
their minds,” (p 91). Eventually, however, we have
something definite, even if rather predictable: “we
find compelling evidence that mail sent to persuad-
able voters was more likely to contain wedge issues
than that received by the partisan base,” (p 175), and
“wedge strategies were more often used when the
cleavages within a party coalition were readily ap-
parent and when the issue not only divided the oppo-
sition but also created consensus among the candi-
date’s own supporters,” (p 151). Little wonder, then
that in 2004, “thirty-three states received no televi-
sion advertising dollars. . . while battleground states
received more than $8 million, and Florida alone re-
ceived $36 million,” (p 11). Consolationcomes, per-
haps, when the authors tell us that the voters “appear
to judge the policy positions of the candidates and
to support the candidate that most closely matches
their preferences on the salient issues of the cam-
paign, even when that candidate is not their party’s
nominee, (p 93).” But I do not think we needed this
book to tell us that!

There is some meat in these pages, however, al-
beit of a disturbing taste. Needless to say — but
this book says it many times —advances in modern
technology have allowed politicians to run a very
different campaign from that of yesteryear. The
worrying trend comes in the ‘big brother’ side of
things: today, candidates have “enormous databases
that include information about nearly every one of
the roughly 168 million registered voters. . . ” (p
157) “in which they have mapped consumer data,
individual party registration, vote history, and other
information from voter registration files,” (p 47),
“. . . your age and the age of your children, whether
you smoke cigars, where you shop, where you at-
tend church, what kind of car you drive, how old
it is, whether you’re on a diet, and what type of
pet you have,” (p 46), not to mention “your hobbies
and habits, vices and virtues, favourite foods, sports

and vacation venues,” (p 151), and even “criminal
records,” (p 159). When all of this is on the com-
puter, it is of course all too easy to micro-target spe-
cific groups of voters on very specific issues. A fur-
ther worry lies in the fact that this practice is now
spreading to our side of the pond and to “the British
Labour party in particular,” (p 195).

I suppose there is little that we can do to prevent
the spread of relevant (and much of what should be
regarded as irrelevant) information. But “vote his-
tory”? At a recent seminar run by the (Northern Ire-
land) Electoral Commission, I suggested that while
political parties should indeed have access to the
unmarked register, the marked register should def-
initely be regarded as sensitive material, in the same
way as are used ballot papers and so on. The idea
that Mugabe or Milošević, to take two extreme ex-
amples, should be able to see who has voted and
who has not, is obviously unwise. In like manner,
any information on “vote history” should be classi-
fied; the book does not say whether this refers to,
not just whether or not the voter has voted, but also
for whom he/she voted and how this information
was gleaned. “Voters’ registration records,” how-
ever, “include [this] history. . . [and] are available to
political parties and candidates (twenty-two states
have no restriction on who can access these files),”
(p 158).

There are, then, two underlying questions: one
concerns the electoral system itself, the other cov-
ers the conduct of the campaign. It states somewhat
dogmatically that “political parties should present
distinct policy alternatives, so that a vote cast for
one candidate over the other provides a clear signal
of the voters’ preferred policy direction,” (p 188).
As mentioned above, however, the very dynamics of
the two-party system mitigate against this and work
instead towards ‘middle America’. Admittedly, the
politicians try to paint the picture that the two can-
didates represent diametrically opposed alternatives,
and it quotes J F Kennedy who suggested, “the two
parties are wholly different,” (p 44). Well he would,
wouldn’t he? It is what many UK politicians call the
politics of clear blue water. The fact remains, how-
ever: the US presidential electoral system is “a blunt
instrument,” (p 13).

So while the authors do not constructively criti-
cize the system let alone suggest alternatives, they
do accept that it has its limitations. “In a complex
and pluralistic society, a two-party system ensures
the parties will be coalitional in nature,” (p 50).
Therefore, as noted above, both parties are broad;
the Republican Party, to quote Robert Dole, “repre-
sents many streams of opinion and many points of
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view,” (p 27). No wonder there is much “cognitive
dissonance” (p 27) and umpteen wedge issues, but
this is an inherent weakness of such a simplistic vot-
ing system, the defects of which have rather worry-
ing implications for both the candidate and the voter.
The former “should focus on moderate, middle-of-
the-road policies rather than taking ideologically ex-
treme positions on divisive issues because these are
the preferences of the median voter,” (p 39). And
for the voter? “By forcing a choice between only
two alternatives. . . casting a ballot for one candidate
or the other masks the complexity of attitudes that
might motivate [such] behaviour,” (p 24). Granted,
the “choice of only two major parties ensures that
some partisans will be cross pressured on some is-
sues,” (p 73). And hence this book. If, however,
“candidates had been purely policy motivated, there
would have been less reason to communicate differ-
ent messages to different audiences,” (p 169). This
all rather suggests, not only that the system is pretty
rotten, but that this book is researching the rotten.

The authors’ references to other electoral sys-
tems are minimal. “We might expect,” they suggest,
“that campaigns in proportional electoral systems,
by lowering the hurdles to office, would see fewer
divisive issues used in the campaign,” (p 195). I
think the logic of the argument, however, is rather
different: the word ‘divisive’, after all, implies a
binary comparison; so if there are more than two
parties debating the issue, it will be seen as contro-
versial perhaps, but not so starkly divisive. Further-
more, it would seem that the authors’ knowledge of
PR is a little suspect, not least because their only ex-
ample of a country which “maintains a proportional
electoral system” is Australia, (p 196).

Then comes the question of the campaign. It
is perhaps regrettable that Obama has opted out of
public finance, which would have limited his cam-
paigning to a ceiling of $84.1 million. This policy
shift may have been motivated by self-interest, but
it already seems to have backfired, as John McCain
is now “attracting millions more dollars than ex-
pected,” (The Guardian, 12.7.2008.) On this theme,
the book has little to say, except to report some “po-
tentially grim prospects,” (p 186). The first is that
the practice of micro-targeting will turn democracy
“ ‘of and by’ the people” into one “ ‘of and by’
a myriad of swing voters,” (p 187). I rather think
the conduct of the 2004 contest shows that it has
already achieved that definition. Unfortunately, of
course, the system is self-perpetuating, as winning
candidates often ignore any deficiencies of the sys-
tem, without which they might not have won. The
book quotes George W who said that the 2004 elec-

tion had given him, “political capital,” (p 188) and
yet, under the existing system, “what ‘the people’
said they wanted was not very clear at all,” (p 189);
but that, too, is just another inevitable defect of the
system.

Democracy in the US (and elsewhere) is already
in a fairly weak state of health, as declining turnout
figures over the years have demonstrated. Granted,
the numbers went up a little in 2004, and they might
do the same with McCain and Obama, but overall,
the trend is still downwards. This again is partly
because of the weakness of the two-party system;
and partly due to the often unscrupulous behaviour
of the candidates, not only in the way they whip up
the voters’ emotions, but also in the almost uncon-
trollable way they are allowed to conduct their cam-
paigns. At the very least, spending should indeed be
capped. And maybe, just a personal thought, adver-
tising should be banned. Again, the book does not
comment.

To a large extent, then, the conclusions of the
book are subjective, and not a little self-evident. The
research which underlies this book, however, should
be scrutinised. Many scholars — the authors of-
ten refer to these ‘scholars’, hoping no doubt that
they too will be counted as such — consider “open-
ended questions the gold standard for gauging atti-
tude strength and importance,” (p 65). That said, the
book uses a series of closed questions. One classic
example is the following: “Do you agree or disagree
that it should be legal for a woman to have an abor-
tion?” (p 209). Well, even the Pope allows for ec-
topic abortions. (Admittedly, the question also asks
a multi-optionquestion — ‘multi’ on a scale of three
— as to the circumstances under which an abortion
should be considered legal. This, too, is a very inad-
equate degree of sophistication.)

Part of the whole problem lies in the very concept
of the book, and in the simple fact that “it is a sim-
plification to label someone as persuadable or not
— persuadability is undoubtedly a continuum,” (p
68). The authors have only made the problem worse:
“being undecided about candidate preference is a
behavioural consequence, rather than a determinant,
of persuadability,” (p 24), even if the candidate will
sometimes be “ambiguous on policy issues in an at-
tempt to vie for the pivotal voter,” (p 39). They are
lost in a bowl of candy-floss.

Other aspects to the research are also a cause
of concern. The authors “classify voters as cross-
pressured or not. . . in order to make a rough esti-
mate,” (p 93), although, to be fair, they also say, “we
must be careful about generalising these results,” (p
104), and “we want to recognise some of the lim-
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itations of our analysis,” (p 109). At the end of it
all, on micro-targeting for example, they say, “it re-
mains unclear whether these messages are. . . more
effective,” (p 155), and “It is likely the case. . . that
we actually underestimate the extent to which divi-
sive issues were prevalent in the 2004 campaign,” (p
163); instead, they ask rhetorically, “Did microtar-
geting bring 4 million lost evangelicals to the polls
in 2004?” (p 181).

Indeed, the book seems to fail, even in its own
limited purpose, in many regards. It announces in
the beginning that it will concentrate on the most re-
cent presidential campaigns, yet it bounces around,
referring to campaigns from earlier times, some
from the first half of the 20th century, some even
from the 19th. In addition, there is a huge section on
Nixon’s campaign, which seems a little out of place.

Finally, the conclusions of the book are as sus-
pect as the content. In earlier pages, it points out
that elections are won and lost on “razor-thin mar-
gins,” (p 7), and in “a handful of states,” (p 144).
It is concerned that, “More than ever before, presi-
dential candidates can now ignore large portions of
the public — non-voters, those committed to the op-
position, and those living in uncompetitive states,”
(p 179). And yet, despite this, it comes to a seem-
ingly bold conclusion: “the balance of power in
American democracy is still held by its citizens.
And our analysis suggests that these citizens have
the capacity and motivation to deliberate about their
vote decision. It is still in the interaction of citi-
zens and government during an American presiden-
tial election campaign that we find the basic struc-
ture, however imperfect, of a democratic process,”
(p 201).

However imperfect. Alas, I fear these imperfec-
tions will stay and, if it does anything at all, this
book will only help the system last longer than it
should.
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On Measuring Transferable Voting Proportionality

Philip Kestelman

Abstract

Following [16], this paper applies four mea-
sures of Party Disproportionality to both cat-
egorical and transferable voting (SMP, 2003;
and STV, 2007) in Scotland. By the standard
of the Sainte–Laguë Index (SLI), the Gallagher
Index (GhI) appears less reliable than the sim-
plest Loosemore–Hanby Index (LHI), or the
Gini Index (GnI). The proportionality of SMP
should not only be compared with that of first
preference AV, which proves no less propor-
tional than SMP.

1 Introduction

For comparison between categorical, non-
transferable voting (notably Single Member
Plurality SMP, — ‘First-Past-The-Post’) and
preferential, transferable voting (especially STV,
including Alternative Voting, AV), precision tools
are needed to measure proportionality. Despite a
generation of sporadic discussion of the best mea-
sure of disproportionality, there is still remarkably
little discussion of its application to transferable
voting.

Substantial references are few and far between.
Thus McLean [19, p22] observed:

The most theoretically defensible defi-
nition of proportionality would be one
which compared the vector of seat shares
with the full matrix of voting preferences
... only STV even attempts to tap voters’
preferences below their first. The incom-
pleteness of extant measures of propor-
tionality is therefore less than fair to STV.

More boldly, Lijphart [18, p19] recommended:

Because first-preference and final-count
votes can differ substantially, the index

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

of proportionality calculated on the ba-
sis of first-preference votes may present
a distorted picture of the actual extent
of disproportionality. It is therefore ad-
visable to use the final-count percentages
for the calculation of the index of dispro-
portionality.

On the other hand, Gallagher [8, p255] argued
that “using later-stage figures overstates the pro-
portionality of STV”. Indeed, between STV first
and final counts (excluding non-transferable votes),
Party Disproportionality may be expected to de-
crease steeply.

2 Definitions

Around 20 Party Disproportionality indices have
been proposed [20]. The simplest measure remains
the Loosemore–Hanby Index,
LHI% = 0.5 ! | VP %! SP % | ,

where VP %, SP % = P -th Party Vote–, Seat–fraction
(percent).

Notice that LHI % = 0.5 ! | 1 ! (SP %/VP %) |
"VP % : that is, half the total absolute differ-
ences, between each Party’s exact proportionality
(SP %/VP % = 1) and its actual SP% / VP% ratio,
weighted by its Vote–fraction (VP% / 100). Com-
pare the Gini Index, GnI%

= 0.005 ! ! | ( VP% "SQ%) – (SP% "VQ% ) |
= 0.005 ! ! | (SP % / VP %) – (SQ % / VQ %) |

" VP % " VQ % :

that is, half the total absolute differences, be-
tween the SP% /VP% ratios of each pair of parties,
weighted by the product of their Vote–fractions [16,
p15].

In a much-cited discussion of various measures
of proportionality, Gallagher [9, p40] proposed his
own ‘Least Squares Index’,
GhI% = [ 0.5 ! ( VP % – SP % ) 2 ] 0.5 .
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At least in academic circles, the Gallagher Index
(GhI) has become the most widespread measure of
Party Disproportionality [10, p602].

Nonetheless, because Sainte–Laguë (Webster) is
the least biased Divisor method of seat apportion-
ment, and invulnerable to the paradoxes to which
LHI (and GhI) are susceptible, Gallagher [9, p47–
9] recommended a Sainte–Laguë Index “as the stan-
dard measure of disproportionality ... probably the
soundest of all the measures”:

SLI% = ! ( VP % – SP % ) 2 / VP %
= ( ! SP % 2 / VP % ) – 100 .

(All four disproportionality indices are recapitu-
lated in Table 3.3 on page 23.)

3 Previous Findings

Between first and final counts at 13 Irish general
elections (multi-member STV, 1961–2002), mean
LHI decreased from 7.3 to 3.1 percent overall; re-
markably invariant with District Magnitude (M =
Seats per Constituency): decreasing from 7.6 to 4.6
percent (M = 3); from 9.3 to 4.3 percent (M = 4);
and from 7.6 to 3.6 percent (M = 5). And averag-
ing two Northern Ireland Assembly elections (multi-
member STV, 1998–2003: M = 6), LHI decreased
from 6.2 to 4.6 percent [16, p21–2].

4 New Findings

Between first and final counts, the 2007 Irish Gen-
eral Election STV LHI decreased steeply, from 12.0
to 4.3 percent overall: and from 16.0 to 6.4 per-
cent (M = 3); from 13.0 to 8.9 percent (M = 4);
and from 10.1 to 4.8 percent (M = 5)[3]. And the
2007 Northern Ireland Assembly (NIA) STV LHI
decreased from 7.0 to 3.3 percent (M = 6: Table 3.1).

Taagepera and Grofman [20, p671] sustained five
Disproportionality indices, including: LHI; GhI;
GnI; and SLI (‘chi-square’). Between STV first and
final counts, all four indices decreased at each of the
last 14 Irish general elections (1961–2007) overall.

However, between STV first and final counts
at the 2003 NIA Election, LHI, GnI and SLI de-
creased; but GhI actually increased (2.9 # 3.4 per-
cent). And between the 1998 and 2007 NIA elec-
tions, first count LHI, GnI and SLI increased, but
GhI decreased; while final count LHI, GnI and SLI
decreased, but GhI increased (Table 3.1).

Further scrutiny reveals that, at the 1965 (M = 4)
and 1981 (M = 5) Irish general elections, LHI, GnI

and SLI decreased, but GhI increased, between STV
first and final counts. Again, in two out of 32 Coun-
cils at the 2007 Scottish local elections, LHI, GnI
and SLI decreased; but GhI increased. Table 3.2
summarises these findings.

Nonetheless — regardless of measure — Table
3.3 shows that the 2007 Scottish Council Elections
(STV: M = 3–4) proved significantly more propor-
tional than their 2003 predecessors (SMP). Indeed,
Party Disproportionality proved substantially higher
in 2003 (SMP mean LHI = 24.9 percent: non–PR)
than in 2007 (STV First # Final Count mean LHI =
14.9 # 8.7 percent: semi–PR # full PR).

Calculating ‘exact’ GhI proves exceptionally te-
dious: necessitating the disaggregation not only of
the votes for each elected independent candidate
(also needed in calculating SLI); but also of every
single unelected independent. Both GhI and LHI
are often miscalculated; mainly by aggregating mi-
nor parties and/or independent candidates (as if they
represented a single party).

Another complication was the protraction of
Scottish STV counts [11, p227]:

“The requirement to continue
transferring votes when there [are]
two continuing candidates and only one
place remains to be filled is unnecessary
and its effects are undesirable”.

All STV final count Disproportionality measures
presented here exclude those superfluous transfers;
following the long-established Irish convention.

5 Controversy

The Independent Commission on the Voting Sys-
tem [13, p26] contended that AV “is capa-
ble of substantially adding to [SMP] dispropor-
tionality”; while the Independent Commission
on PR [12, p118] also maintained that “AV
can produce a hugely disproportionate result”.
And according to the Electoral Reform Society
(www.electoral-reform.org.uk), AV “can
be less proportional than” SMP; a view echoed in
the long-awaited desk review by the Ministry of
Justice [14, 155] — disclosing neither evidence nor
reference.

Moreover, the Electoral Reform Society [7, p42]
argued that AV would actually have proved less pro-
portional than SMP at all of the last three UK gen-
eral elections:
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“In the 1997 election feeling was run-
ning so strongly against the Conserva-
tives that AV would simply have helped
several more Lib Dem and Labour voters
swap preferences and defeat Conserva-
tives in seats where the Tories were ahead
under FPTP. In 2001 it would also have
swollen the Labour majority. In 2005 the
evidence from opinion polling suggests
that Labour would have once again had
a larger majority under AV than FPTP”
[SMP].

So it is of some interest to look more closely at
recent UK general elections; mainly supposing that
SMP Party Votes = AV first preferences; and that,
from third-placed LibDem candidates, two-thirds of
votes transfer to Labour candidates, and one third to
Conservative candidates.

Table 3.4 attempts such a crude estimation for the
three main parties in 2005 in England (where Con-
servative exceeded Labour votes, but Labour much
exceeded Conservative Seats). Between AV first
(SMP) and final counts, Vote–fractions increase for
both the Conservatives (by 1.7 percent) and Labour
(by 2.6 percent); and decrease for the LibDems (by
4.3 percent); while Seat–fractions increase for both
Labour (by 2.1 percent) and the LibDems (by 2.3
percent); and decrease for the Conservatives (by 4.4
percent).

Consequently, between AV first and final counts,
absolute deviations | SP % – VP % | increase for
the Conservatives (by 1.7 percent); but decrease for
both Labour (by 2.6 percent) and the LibDems (by
4.3 percent). Under AV, Labour become less over–
represented; the Conservatives become more under–
represented; and the LibDems — far more under–
represented than the Conservatives under SMP —
become less under–represented. As a result, SMP
Disproportionality (LHI = 16.6 percent) — much as
expected — lies somewhere between AV first and
final counts (LHI = 18.7 # 16.1 percent). Thus in
2005, AV would have been more-or-less as dispro-
portional as SMP — despite increasing the Labour
majority!

Estimated AV results for the 2001 General Elec-
tion were similar. Even in 1997, when SMP Dispro-
portionality, as measured by LHI and GhI, fell below
that of both AV first and final preferences, SMP ap-
proximated AV first count GnI and final count SLI
(Table 3.4).

Despite the crudity of these estimates (and their
assumptions), only trifling differences in Party Dis-
proportionality separate SMP from AV. It remains

possible to devise artificial examples of AV exceed-
ing SMP Disproportionality; and real countries dif-
fer in their political arrangements, perhaps weaken-
ing international comparisons.

Nonetheless, it is of interest to compare the last 10
general elections in the UK (SMP, 1970–2005) and
Australia (AV, 1983–2007); with similar numbers of
parties (in terms of voters). SMP seats have proved
less proportional to party votes (mean LHI = 19.0
percent) than AV Seats to first preferences (mean
LHI = 16.0 percent); and significantly less propor-
tional than AV Seats to final preferences (mean LHI
= 11.9 percent). Table 3.5 gives the details.

6 Discussion

What can be made of the new findings? By
Gallagher’s “standard measure of disproportional-
ity” [9, p49], SLI (like both LHI and GnI) decreased
— as expected — in five cases, between aggregate
STV first and final counts; whereas GhI increased
(Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). Thus GhI appears a less
reliable Disproportionality index, at least for trans-
ferable voting.

Lijphart [17, p59–60] recommended GhI as
steering “a middle course between the Rae and
Loosemore-Hanby indices. Its key feature is that it
registers a few large deviations much more strongly
than a lot of small ones”. (The Rae and Loosemore–
Hanby indices measure party average and totalDis-
proportionality, respectively; but the merit of any
hybrid measure remains unclear). Comparing two
hypothetical election results, with the same LHI
(and GnI = 5.0 percent), his intuitively “much more
proportional situation” returned a “much lower” GhI
(2.2 < 5.0 percent); but a slightly higher SLI (1.3
> 1.0 percent) [15, p9] — prefiguring the real GhI
anomalies reported here.

Calculating GhI is complicated by the problem of
‘lumped residuals’ [10, p603–5]. Table 3.3 com-
pares ‘exact’ LHI, GhI, GnI and SLI, between 2003
SMP and 2007 STV first and final counts, in Scottish
Council elections.

LHI detects proportionality changes between
STV first and final counts more reliably; and sim-
ply quantifies overall party over– (or under–) rep-
resentation. LHI also proves highly correlated with
the theoretically preferable GnI (satisfying Dalton’s
Transfer Principle), analogous to the widely used
Gini Coefficient of income or wealth inequality.

The definitive Sainte–Laguë Index is easily cal-
culated, but may exceed 100 percent [16, p8]. That
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problem may be solved by transforming SLI into a
Borooah Index,

BrI% = 100 – 1 / [ ! ( SP% / 100 )2 / VP% ]
= SLI % / (SLI% + 100) .

BrI is analogous to another measure of income or
wealth inequality [16, p15].

Preferential, transferable voting (including AV)
liberates voters from the tactical constraints of
non-transferable, categorical voting (like SMP).
Accordingly, comparing categorical voting party
Disproportionality with transferable first prefer-
ence Disproportionality is both artificial and unfair.
Transferability allows voters to designate sincere
first preferences for a much wider spectrum of less
popular parties (and independents); reassured that
lower preferences are transferable to more popular
parties.

Consequently, seats may well prove less propor-
tional to AV first preferences than to SMP Votes;
and SMP should also be compared with AV final
preference Disproportionality. Any fear that AV for
British MPs may prove less proportional than SMP
may be reasonably disputed on the basis of crude
estimates for England, 1997–2005 (Table 3.4); and
of comparing the UK (SMP, 1970–2005) with
Australia (AV, 1983–2007: Table 3.5).
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Table 3.1: Party Disproportionality Index: Northern Ireland Assembly Elections, 1998–2007.

Election
STV First # Final Count Disproportionality Index
LHI% GhI% GnI% SLI%

1998 6.0 # 3.8 3.6 # 2.4 9.3 # 5.7 4.7 # 1.8
2003 6.4 # 5.4 2.9 # 3.4 9.4 # 7.0 6.1 # 2.0
2007 7.0 # 3.3 3.1 # 2.6 10.3 # 5.2 7.3 # 1.2

Data Sources: Chief Electoral Officer for Northern Ireland (1998);
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland (2004); and
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland (2007).

http://www.eoni.org.uk/index/elections/assembly-election-2007

Table 3.2: Party Disproportionality Index: Country, Year and District Magnitude (selected), 1965–2007.

Country, Year : STV First # Final Count
District Magnitude (M) Disproportionality Index
[ Aggregate Seats (S) ] LHI % GhI % GnI % SLI %

Irish Republic, 1965 : M = 4 [S = 44] 6.0 # 5.8 4.4 # 5.4 8.1 # 7.6 3.6 # 2.2
Irish Republic, 1981 : M = 5 [S = 75] 5.3 # 4.1 3.4 # 3.5 7.9 # 4.3 5.7 # 0.7

Northern Ireland, 2003 : M = 6 [S = 108] 6.4 # 5.4 2.9 # 3.4 9.4 # 7.0 6.1 # 2.0
Scotland (Moray), 2007 : M = 3–4 [S = 26] 21.3 # 14.4 6.2 # 6.5 32.5 # 17.5 37.3 # 12.7
Scotland (Stirling), 2007 : M = 3–4 [S = 22] 12.9 # 11.1 8.3 # 9.1 16.2 # 13.1 10.7 # 6.6

Data Sources: Dáil Éireann (1962–2007);
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland (2004);
Bochel & Denver [1]; and
32 Scottish Council Websites or Personal Communications.
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Table 3.3: Party Disproportionality Index: Scotland: SMP (2003); and STV (2007).

Council LHI% GhI% GnI% SLI%
SMP STV SMP STV SMP STV SMP STV

Aberdeen City 19.5 8.8 # 4.9 13.2 6.2 # 3.2 20.8 12.1 # 5.8 16.7 7.0 # 2.4
Aberdeenshire 14.6 14.6 # 8.0 7.1 8.2 # 3.9 21.5 22.1 #10.7 20.2 20.0 # 7.5

Angus 28.7 12.2 # 7.4 16.2 6.4 # 4.1 35.1 17.1 # 9.3 42.7 11.6 # 3.0
Argyll + Bute 32.7 19.4 # 7.9 9.5 7.2 # 3.2 41.5 27.7 #12.0 55.6 26.5 # 6.7

Clackmannanshire 13.7 7.8 # 5.1 10.2 6.1 # 3.8 16.9 10.9 # 6.0 11.7 6.1 # 1.3
Dumfries+Galloway 17.6 11.4 # 6.7 8.2 5.3 # 3.7 23.3 14.7 # 8.2 20.8 12.1 # 6.0

Dundee 7.6 10.6 # 6.3 4.7 6.3 # 4.3 10.6 12.3 # 7.0 6.6 7.7 # 2.8
East Ayrshire 22.7 9.1 # 4.3 18.8 5.3 # 3.2 25.5 12.4 # 5.0 23.5 8.9 # 1.7

E Dunbartonshire 23.7 15.1 #10.9 15.8 11.7 # 8.2 27.7 22.1 #14.1 28.5 20.1 # 6.5
East Lothian 33.3 16.3 #10.0 27.2 10.5 # 6.4 37.9 23.7 #13.8 49.8 19.6 # 7.8

East Renfrewshire 17.1 10.4 # 8.1 9.8 6.6 # 4.9 22.2 15.5 #10.2 20.6 10.0 # 4.8
Edinburgh 24.3 10.6 # 5.1 20.7 6.5 # 4.3 34.9 15.1 # 6.7 43.0 8.8 # 1.7

Falkirk 14.0 15.9 #12.2 6.0 8.7 # 8.0 20.9 18.3 #13.0 21.1 16.6 #10.6
Fife 19.7 9.7 # 3.6 12.1 5.0 # 2.1 24.5 12.8 # 5.6 22.1 8.7 # 2.6

Glasgow 42.3 17.1 # 8.0 34.1 11.5 # 5.1 44.1 21.2 # 8.8 72.7 18.4 # 4.2
Highland 29.4 23.2 #10.9 4.6 7.9 # 4.0 41.5 33.4 #16.0 56.4 39.4 #12.9

Inverclyde 25.3 11.7 # 7.3 19.8 6.6 # 4.9 33.3 14.8 # 9.7 39.8 11.6 # 6.3
Midlothian 43.4 17.2 #14.7 34.3 12.3 # 9.8 48.4 23.2 #17.1 82.5 23.2 #15.6

Moray 29.7 21.3 #14.4 12.2 6.2 # 6.5 37.1 32.5 #17.5 44.1 37.3 #12.7
North Ayrshire 29.0 14.6 # 5.8 22.9 6.9 # 3.0 32.9 19.9 # 8.6 37.6 15.4 # 3.8

North Lanarkshire 23.3 11.2 # 8.1 18.5 7.2 # 5.3 25.6 15.6 # 9.6 25.1 14.6 # 7.9
Orkneys 41.5 29.4 #17.3 11.9 7.4 # 5.8 48.0 41.7 #21.6 77.5 58.9 #22.7

Perth + Kinross 5.9 7.9 # 6.7 3.8 5.2 # 4.5 9.6 11.3 # 8.6 7.9 8.0 # 4.5
Renfrewshire 15.7 13.1 # 4.7 12.6 8.1 # 2.9 21.7 15.0 # 7.2 17.2 12.5 # 3.9

Scottish Borders 22.9 14.3 #10.3 8.2 6.0 # 4.4 35.3 18.8 #14.1 46.3 17.2 #11.0
Shetlands 34.9 32.6 #19.2 14.7 7.8 # 6.1 42.7 45.6 #23.6 60.2 68.8 #24.8

South Ayrshire 21.8 6.2 # NA 16.6 3.2 # NA 24.1 7.0 # NA 28.3 6.7 # NA
South Lanarkshire 30.2 13.1 # 6.2 23.9 7.0 # 4.0 32.7 17.0 # 9.3 38.6 14.1 # 5.0

Stirling 36.1 12.9 #11.1 25.2 8.3 # 9.1 37.5 16.2 #13.1 56.7 10.7 # 6.6
W Dunbartonshire 32.2 20.1 # 6.9 26.2 10.0 # 4.4 33.6 24.4 #10.2 42.4 30.1 # 7.6

Western Isles 28.0 23.3 #14.5 8.5 6.0 # 4.5 38.7 34.6 #20.0 47.8 39.1 #18.0
West Lothian 16.0 15.6 # 3.9 11.4 8.7 # 2.7 21.8 19.1 # 5.8 21.3 17.6 # 2.5

Mean 24.9 14.9 # 8.7 15.3 7.4 # 4.8 30.4 20.3 #11.2 37.0 19.6 # 7.6

95%CLmean Upper 28.3 17.1 #10.2 18.2 8.1 # 5.5 34.0 23.5 #13.0 44.2 25.0 # 9.8
Lower 21.5 12.7 # 7.3 12.3 6.6 # 4.2 26.7 17.0 # 9.4 29.8 14.2 # 5.4

Notes: NA = Not Available. First # Final Count

Loosemore-Hanby Index, LHI% = 0.5 ! | SP% – VP% | ;
Gallagher Index, GhI% = [ 0.5 ! ( SP% – VP% ) 2 ] 0.5 ;
Gini Index, GnI% = 0.005 ! ! | ( SP% " VQ% ) – ( SQ% " VP% ) | ; and
Sainte–Laguë Index, SLI% = ! ( SP% – VP% ) 2 / VP% :

where VP%, SP% = P–th Party Vote–, Seat–fraction (percent) .

Data Sources: Rallings C & Thrasher T (2003): Local Elections Handbook 2003. LGCEC, Plymouth;
Bochel & Denver [1]; and
32 Scottish Council Websites or Personal Communications.
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Table 3.4: Party Disproportionality Index: Three General Elections, England, 2005–1997.

Actual SMP and Estimated AV for the three main parties.

Year: System Vote / Seat Party: Fraction (percent)
Count (Basis) Fraction Conservative Labour Lib Dem
2005: SMP V% S% 38.0 36.8 37.7 54.3 24.3 8.9

(Actual) S% – V% !1.2 +16.6 !15.4
2005: AV First V% S% 38.0 32.4 37.7 56.4 24.3 11.2

(Estimate*) S% – V% !5.6 +18.7 !13.1

AV Final V% S% 39.7 32.4 40.3 56.4 20.0 11.2
(Estimate*) S% – V% – 7.3 +16.1 – 8.8

Disproportionality LHI% GhI% GnI% SLI%
2005: SMP 16.6 16.0 22.2 17.1

2005: AV First 18.7 16.6 22.3 17.2
# Final* # 16.1 # 14.0 # 18.2 # 11.7

2001: SMP 18.1 16.1 21.6 16.3
2001: AV First 18.8 16.3 20.3 14.9

# Final* # 18.0 # 15.7 # 18.6 # 13.2
1997: SMP 16.5 14.9 20.1 14.6

1997: AV First 19.5 17.0 20.0 15.4
# Final* # 19.0 # 17.0 # 19.3 # 14.5

* Estimate, based on following Main Assumptions:

Constituency Party SMP (actual) Votes = AV first preference votes ;

Third–placed LibDem: 2
3 Votes # Labour; 1

3 Votes # Conservative ;
Third–placed Labour: 2

3 Votes # LibDem; 1
3 Votes # Non–transferable ;

Third–placed Conservative: 2
3 Votes # LibDem; 1

3 Votes # Non–transferable .

Data Sources: Rallings, C and Thrasher, M eds (1998): Britain Votes 6:
British Parliamentary Election Results 1997. Ashgate, Aldershot; and
Electoral Commission (2001, 2005).
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Table 3.5: Single Member Plurality: UK, 1970–2005 and Alternative Voting: Australia, 1983–2007.

United Kingdom (SMP) Australia (AV)
Election Parties LHI% † Election Parties Count: LHI% †
(Year) ( N P ) * (Year) ( N P ) * First Final TCP ‡
1970 2.46 8.8 1983 2.68 15.2 14.3 11.2

1974 (Feb) 3.13 19.9 1984 2.81 11.8 10.9 7.9
1974 (Oct) 3.15 19.0 1987 2.90 13.6 12.7 9.8

1979 2.87 15.3 1990 3.37 17.1 9.9 5.1
1983 3.46 24.2 1993 2.91 14.1 11.4 7.4
1987 3.33 20.9 1996 3.23 18.8 16.2 12.6
1992 3.06 18.0 1998 3.46 20.5 10.4 6.4
1997 3.22 21.2 2001 3.43 18.2 10.6 4.9
2001 3.33 22.1 2004 3.26 15.8 11.3 6.6
2005 3.59 20.7 2007 3.10 15.0 10.9 5.2
Mean 3.16 19.0 Mean 3.12 16.0 11.9 7.7

(95%CI) (2.9–3.4) (16–22) (95%CI) (2.9–3.3) (14–18) (10–13) (6–10)

Notes

* Parties (Number), N P = 1 / ! ( VP % / 100 ) 2 ,
where VP % = P-th (SMP / AV First Count) Party Vote–fraction (percent).

† Loosemore-Hanby Index, LHI% = 0.5 ! | SP % – VP % | ,
where SP % , VP % = P-th Party Seat–, Vote–fractions (percent).

‡ TCP = Two–Candidate Preferred (Exhaustive Vote Distribution).

Data Sources: Rallings, C and Thrasher, M eds (2000): British Electoral Facts 1832–1999. Ashgate, Aldershot;
Electoral Commission (2001, 2005);
Australian Electoral Commission (www.aec.gov.au); and
Psephos Website (http://psephos.adam-carr.net/countries/a/australia).
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CONTENTS

Editorial

There are three items in this issue:

• Anton Buhagiar and Josef Lauri consider a crit-
ical problem in the use of STV in Malta. Al-
though STV is well established in Malta, the
two-party system has the effect of expecting a
higher degree of proportionality than STV can
actually deliver. The authors propose a very in-
teresting solution to this problem.

• Brian Wichmann provides a review of the
bookMathematics and Democracyby Steven J
Brams. Although the book has almost nothing
useful to say about STV, it does contain some
interesting analysis of preferential voting and
also techniques for resolving conflicts.

• Roger Sewell, David MacKay and Iain
McLean have produced a paper which intro-
duces an aspect of voting not previously cov-
ered inVoting matters. This is the use of a
non-deterministic algorithm using random se-
lection. This paper is substantially longer than
our usual, but it covers more — the relationship
with Arrow’s Theorem and also the mathemat-
ical background (as an appendix).

The tutorial presented in the paper may well
encourage people to consider the concepts in
the paper seriously, in spite of the obvious
problems in its use in real elections.

The actual application of preferential voting is
quite widespread. To analyse the practical implica-
tions of specific counting algorithms needs appro-
priate voting data. The best data are from those
elections for which the complete profile of the votes
are available. Over the years, I have collected such
data. To encourage its use, I have now placed the
data athttp://stv.sourceforge.net/ for
free download.

Another aspect of the openness of a preferential
voting process is the algorithm used. Due to the dif-
ficulty in specifying algorithms precisely, it is surely
best to provide the algorithm as open-source soft-
ware. The Australian Capital Territory passes both
tests — the voting data is available and the count-
ing program is open source. How can we encourage
others to follow?

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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STV in Malta: A crisis?

A. Buhagiar, J. Lauri
University of Malta

Abstract

Malta is one of the relatively few countries
that uses the Single Transferable Vote Method
for its General and Local Council elections and
even to elect its representatives in the European
Parliament. Since at least the election of 1981
the method has encountered serious problems
because it did not deliver as the winning party
the one which had the nation-wide majority
of first preference votes. Subsequent consti-
tutional amendments have tried to address the
problem. In this article we review the situa-
tion and propose solutions which address the
incongruence between the results delivered by
the system and what the Maltese electorate per-
ceives its voting intention to have been in terms
of first preference votes cast. We illustrate our
proposed solutions by working out what results
they would have given on some past general
elections in Malta. We believe that finding
a satisfactory answer to the problems which
the Single Transferable Vote has faced in Mal-
tese general elections is important not only for
Malta but also for anyone who is interested in
seeing the system gain more support.

1 Background

STV was introduced in Malta in 1921 by Leopold
Amery, who then handled Maltese constitutional is-
sues on behalf of the Secretary of State. He was
encouraged to do so by Viscount Alfred Milner who
was an honorary member of the then Proportional
Representation Society. The Society was well in-
volved in the introduction of STV in Malta as evi-
denced by the fact that in 1920, Major Morrison Bell
from the Proportional Representation Society came
to Malta to discuss the workings of the system with
the Maltese political leaders who were very reluc-
tant to adopt it. (A full account of the early years of

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

STV in Malta can be found in [6].) It appears that
from early on there were some problems with the
system [7, 12, 6], but nevertheless STV remained
and it is now considered to be an essential part of
the Maltese political scenario. In 1993 Malta had its
first Local Council elections and in 2004 its first Eu-
ropean Parliament elections [4], and these too were
conducted using the STV system. On 8 March 2008
Malta held its 22nd general elections using the Sin-
gle Transferable Vote system [5].

We take up the story from the General Elections
of 1981. These were held in a very politically
charged atmosphere and were contested by the two
large parties, the Malta Labour Party (MLP) and the
Nationalist Party (NP). Nationwide, the NP obtained
114,132 first preference (FP) votes and 31 seats in
parliament, and the MLP obtained 105,854 FP votes
and the remaining 34 seats [8]. This situation caused
a constitutional crisis and threw Malta into five years
of political and social turmoil. What happened in
1981 cannot be attributed solely to the STV system
but rather to the way the boundaries of the electoral
districts were defined.* The NP claimed that these
boundaries were the result of a deliberate exercise
in gerrymandering, and the perception that the final
allocation of seats was engineered was perhaps the
main cause of the turmoil that ensued. But what-
ever the reasons for this result, that period cemented
into everyone’s minds the importance that the seat
distribution in parliament should reflect the nation-
wide distribution of FP votes. A result such as that
of 1981 is still considered and referred to as a “per-
verse” result by politicians from all parties, by the
electors and by all political commentators in Malta.
It is this strong reliance on FP votes which will be
the technical issue addressed in this paper.†

* Malta is divided into thirteen electoral districts. The vari-
ation of the number of voters in each district must be within±5%
of the average district size in order to avoid effects due to district
sizes. The only exception is the island of Gozo which remainsa
single district thanks to a recent constitutional amendment pro-
viding for an exception to this rule for the island. Each district
elects five seats.

† Exhaustive details about the Maltese General Elections

1
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In 1987, the Maltese Parliament approved a con-
stitutional amendment (CA) which laid down that
a party which obtains an absolute majority of FP
votes but not an absolute majority of seats in parlia-
ment would be given the minimum number of top-
up seats to enable it to have an absolute majority of
the seats in parliament [10, 11]. This amendment
had to be invoked in the elections of 1987, 1996
and 2008. The CA went a long way towards set-
ting the minds of the Maltese electorate at rest that
elections will yield a fair result. But it did not go
far enough for another potential constitutional cri-
sis to be averted. The CA only allowed for top-up
seats for the largest party and did not give a major-
ity of seats proportional to the majority of FP votes.
But, more seriously, it only catered for the possi-
bility that a party obtains an absolute majority of FP
votes. With the emergence of the third small, but not
insignificant,Alternattivà Demokratikaparty (AD),
the situation where no party obtains a majority of
votes was becoming more than a distant possibil-
ity. In 2007 the constitution was again amended to
cover the possibility of no party obtaining an abso-
lute majority of FP votes but this was only a partial
solution [11]. The amendment allows top-up seats
to be given to the party with the largest number of
FP votes, even if this number is not an absolute ma-
jority, only if no more than two parties obtain seats
in parliament. One can speculate whether the two
large parties agreed on this form of the amendment
in order to discourage voting for AD, but there cer-
tainly is a technical difficulty in allowing propor-
tionality right down to a possible single seat by a
small party, since it is in the very nature of STV that
such a seat could be obtained through later prefer-
ence votes so that basing proportionality of seats on
FP votes could necessitate an enormous number of
top-up seats.

Whatever the intention of parliament when en-
acting the 2007 CA, the results of the 2008 elec-
tions showed how near Malta was to a repeat of
1981. The NP, MLP and AD obtained, respectively,
143,168, 141,888, and 3,810 FP votes (with 1,634
FP votes going to other smaller parties) and 31, 34
and 0 seats. The CA came into play and the NP was
given four top-up seats. But there was great specula-
tion before the elections that, because of the political
situation holding in the 10th District, the AD can-
didate could inherit enough later preference votes
to be elected. If that possibility had occurred, we
would have had a repeat of 1981. On the other hand,

from 1921 to 2008 can be found in Professor John Lane’s web-
site [9]

had some AD candidate obtained a seat due to later
preference votes, a naive proportionality based on
FP votes would have necessitated around ten top-up
seats and it is not impossible that a greater number
would be required if a small party obtains an even
lower number of FP votes nationwide but elects a
seat through later preference votes in one district.
Much more serious, perhaps, is that the system en-
courages tactical voting by the parties. If the MLP
had anticipated the result and had wanted to, it could
have instructed its members to give second prefer-
ence (and even some FP) votes to the AD candidate
in some district and so losing one of its seats to AD.
The 2007 CA would not have been invoked and the
MLP would have gained control of parliament with
fewer FP votes than the NP.

Clearly, the situation with the 2007 CA is still
very unsatisfactory. The smaller parties argue that
the system is biased against them because electors
feel that it is “dangerous” to vote for a smaller party,
even if it is with second or later preference votes,
a situation which runs counter to the spirit of STV.
And in general, the feeling is that the system does
not guarantee a fair reflection of voters’ preferences
and that it is open to improper practices and gerry-
mandering. So another constitutional crisis is still a
possibility. In fact, following the results of the last
election the newly elected Prime Minister declared
that it is imperative that Parliament should look into
this issue and amend the electoral law. But the po-
tential crisis does not only concern the political sit-
uation in Malta. It is also a crisis for STV because
should Malta, the first country to adopt STV, decide
to abandon the system, it would be quite a blow to
this method of conducting elections. We shall try,
in this paper, to propose solutions which avert the
possibility of another constitutional crisis in Malta
while preserving the use of STV.

2 Proposed solutions

One could perhaps rightly argue that the Maltese re-
liance on FP votes is not compatible with STV. STV
is a much more sophisticated system than straight-
forward proportionality based on FP votes, and the
Maltese politicians and voters should adapt them-
selves to this reality. We believe that although this
point of view might be technically correct, it does
not address the problem. Reliance on FP votes has
now been firmly ingrained in the political mental-
ity in Malta, and it is, after all, not so unnatural es-
pecially for the average voter who sees what hap-
pens in most other countries in the world. An elec-
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toral system should serve to express the electorate’s
wishes and not the other way round. Insisting that
the Maltese public should mend the way they look
at STV could lead to a decision to scrap the system
entirely. This is an extreme position, and one which
we would not like to see happening. Although trans-
fer of votes across parties is very uncommon, it is of-
ten clear that the Maltese electorate does send mes-
sages to the political parties in the way they transfer
their preferences amongst the candidates of the same
party. So, the electorate is not completely naive in
its use of STV and does express wishes which go
beyond the simple choice of which party is to run
the country for the following five years. Moreover,
if the political situation in Malta were one day to
evolve beyond the present dominance by two par-
ties, STV could be a strong tool in the voters’ hands
to influence better the composition of parliament. It
would be a loss for Malta if this sophisticated way
of electing representatives were to be discarded.

Our solutions are therefore intended to be sim-
ple to apply and understand, to give a final result
which best reflects the voters’ intentions expressed
through FP votes, and to preserve as much as possi-
ble the benefits of STV. Basically we are proposing
the use of the d’Hondt system* in conjunction with
STV. There are two ways of doing this, either us-
ing d’Hondt as a pre-processor or using d’Hondt to
calculate top-up seats.

2.1 d’Hondt as pre-processor

Suppose there aren partiesP1, P2, . . . , Pn who,
on a nation-wide basis, obtainv1, v2, . . . , vn votes
respectively.† We assume throughout thatv1 >

v2 > . . . > vn. Suppose thatS seats are to be
elected. The d’Hondt system is first used to deter-
mine how these seats are partitioned amongst the
n parties. This can be simply done by construct-
ing anr × n matrix H whose first row is the vec-
tor (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and theith row is the vector
(

v1

i
,

v2

i
, . . . ,

vn

i
). The numberr is taken to be the

smallest number such that adding any more rows
will not change the positions of theS largest en-

* One can use other variations of d’Hondt, like Sainte–
Laguë, but we present our workings with the d’Hondt system
because we think it is simpler to follow.

† The method we present in this section was proposed by
one of the authors in 1994 in two reports to the Gonzi Commis-
sion set up to review the Maltese electoral system. Althoughthere
seemed to be a general positive attitude towards the proposal, it
was eventually never taken up. A similar system but with districts
returning one seat each is described in [1]. More details about the
Gonzi Commission and the proposals presented to it can be found
in [9]

tries of the matrixH . Then, the number of seats
allocated to partyPi will be equal to the number of
entries amongst the largestS which lie in columni.
An example of this procedure for the Maltese Gen-
eral Elections of 2008 is shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1:Phase 1 of the d’Hondt pre-processing for the
Maltese General Elections of 2008. The quotients which
give an elected candidate are marked with an asterisk.
The smallest of these entries is marked with two asterisks
and is essentially equal to the quota of a single seat. The
number of seats assigned are therefore 33 for the NP, 32
for the MLP and no seats for any of the other parties.

NP MLP AD Others
1 143468* 141888* 3810 1633
2 71734* 70944* 1905 817
3 47823* 47296* 1270 544
4 35867* 35472* 953 408
5 28694* 28378* 762 327
6 23911* 23648*
7 20495* 20270*
8 17934* 17736*
9 15941* 15765*
10 14347* 14189*
11 13043* 12899*
12 11956* 11824*
13 11036* 10914*
14 10248* 10135*
15 9565* 9459*
16 8967* 8868*
17 8439* 8346*
18 7970* 7883*
19 7551* 7468*
20 7173* 7094*
21 6832* 6757*
22 6521* 6449*
23 6238* 6169*
24 5978* 5912*
25 5739* 5676*
26 5518* 5457*
27 5314* 5255*
28 5124* 5067*
29 4947* 4893*
30 4782* 4730*
31 4628* 4577*
32 4483* 4434*
33 4348** 4300
34 4220 4173
35 4099 4054
36 3985 3941
37 3878 3835
38 3775 3747

The second phase of the pre-processing consists
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in allocating the seats obtained by each party to the
respective districts. One straightforward way to do
this is to allocate first the seats of the largest party
according to the percentage of votes it obtains in
each district. These seats are then removed from
the number available in the districts, and the pro-
cess continues with the next party right down to the
smallest party which has been allocated seats. In
simulations carried out with Maltese General Elec-
tion results of past years it was found that this does
not always give satisfactory results [2]. It can hap-
pen, for example, that a single seat obtained by a
small party is not allocated to that district in which
the party has obtained the highest percentage of
votes. This happens because when seats are dis-
tributed party-wise, all the seats of a given party will
have a higher priority over the choice of district than
any seat of a smaller party. It could therefore happen
that a seat which was marginal for the larger party
could be assigned to a district which should have
been assigned to a less marginal seat of a smaller
party.

To try and get round this problem we follow the
proposal put forward in [3]. We specify what we call
the d’Hondt priority queueQ which determines the
order in which theS seats are to be allocated to the
respective parties. This is an ordered list ofS num-
bers each in{1, 2, . . . , n} such that if theith entry
in Q is j that theith seat should go to partyPj. The
entries inQ are very simply determined from the ta-
ble constructed during the first phase. The queueQ

records the order of the parties according to the de-
scending order of the quotients in the matrixH . An
example of the d’Hondt priority queue correspond-
ing to Table 1.1 is shown in Table 1.2, where instead
of the numbers 1,2 as entries in the queue we give
the abbreviations NP and MLP.(The remaining ta-
bles are at the end of this article - Ed.)

Having determinedQ, the third and final pre-
processing phase allocates the seats to the parties in
the respective electoral districts following the order
established byQ. This is done as follows. Suppose
there ared districts and each district returnsk seats
(in Malta,d = 13 andk = 5). Then for each party
Pi which has been allocated at least one seat in the
first phase create ak × d matrixDi whose first row
is the percentage of FP votes obtained by the party
in the respective districts. Thejth row of the ma-
trix Di equals the first row divided byj. The seats
are then allocated as follows. If the first entry of the
priority queueQ is i then locate the largest entry in
the matrixDi and give a seat to partyPi in the dis-
trict corresponding to the column where this largest
entry lies. Having allocated the firstj − 1 seats, if

thejth entry in the priority queueQ is i then thejth
seat will be given to partyPi and the district is de-
termined by locating in which column (district) of
Di lies the largest entry which does not correspond
to an already assigned seat.

The two matricesD1, D2 corresponding to the
two parties NP and MLP in the Maltese General
Elections of 2008 are shown in Tables 1.3 and 1.4.
The tables give the quotients and also, where ap-
plicable, the corresponding order (in brackets) in
which that quotient yielded a seat for the party.

Having allocated the number of seats each party
obtains in each district, the process continues as
usual using the STV system with the one proviso
that as soon as a party elects all its seats in a par-
ticular district, ballots for the remaining candidates
of that party are eliminated and their votes are dis-
tributed according to their later preferences. From
simulations carried out in [2, 3] using the d’Hondt
priority queue this way gives an allocation of seats
to the parties which reflects better their performance
in the respective districts.

In Table 1.5 we show the number of seats and FP
votes obtained by different parties in different elec-
tions held in Malta without and with (where appli-
cable) the CA, and the number of seats they would
have obtained using the modified system we are
proposing here.

This method has the advantage that it is simple
to apply and understand, it reflects the opinion of
an electorate which gives prime importance to FP
votes, it quickly gives the result of the election,
namely, which party or coalition of parties will lead
parliament, and it removes the threat of gerryman-
dering or any other practice which could be per-
ceived to be an abuse of the electoral process. It also
gives smaller parties which do not manage to obtain
a quota in a single district but which receive a signif-
icant nation-wide support the possibility of gaining
a seat in Parliament (Table 1.5 shows that in 1992
AD would have obtained a seat with this method).
Its main disadvantage is that it does not make it pos-
sible for the smaller parties to obtain seats on the
strength of second or later preference votes. To cater
for this possibility we propose a second method of
using the d’Hondt system to supplement the STV.

2.2 d’Hondt as post-processor

Here we first count the ballots and elect candi-
dates in the usual manner. As before, we assume
that there aren partiesP1, P2, . . . , Pn who obtain
v1, v2, . . . , vn FP votes, in non-increasing order, and
we suppose that the respective seats elected by the
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parties in the normal STV election ares1, s2, . . . , sn

(where somesi could be zero). We shall now use
the d’Hondt method on the FP votes as above to cal-
culate the number of seatsd1, d2, . . . , dn to be al-
located to the respective parties. The final number
of seats partyPi wins will be the larger ofsi or di.
The question now is: how large should thedi be,
and to what extent is proportionality with FP votes
to be guaranteed? As we have already mentioned,
insisting on strict proportionality right down to the
last seat obtained by the smallest party could lead
to an enormous number of top-up seats, especially
if some seats were obtained with few FP votes but
several later preference votes. We therefore proceed
this way.

First of all, let us define the total number of seats
allocated to partyPi to be Ti = max{si, di}. It
could very well happen thatsi = di and therefore
partyPi receives no top-up seat. But it could also
happen thatsi > di because the d’Hondt method is
based on FP votes and partyPi could have won seats
thanks to later preference votes. In this case also,Pi

gets no top-up seats. Top-up seats are only gained
if di > si. We then employ the following heuris-
tic criterion. The d’Hondt method will be continued
until M seats are allocated to all parties, whereM

is the smallest number such that the total number of
seatsT1, T2, . . . , Tn obtained by the respective par-
ties satisfy:

1. T1 > T2 ≥ T3 ≥ . . . ≥ Tn; and

2. if v1 >
∑n

i=2
vi thenT1 >

∑n

i=2
Ti.

The number of top-up seats given to each party
will then beTi − si provided this difference is posi-
tive, otherwise the party gets no top-up seats.

Since the number of top-up seats will be relatively
small in comparison with the total number of seats
Ti, the way they are allocated amongst party candi-
dates is not very critical in our view. They could be
given to the candidates who are left “hanging” from
the first phase and who end up with the largest num-
ber of votes, or they could be assigned according to
some pre-declared party lists.

We again use the results of the 2008 election to il-
lustrate the method. We have seen that in this elec-
tion the NP, the MLP and the AD obtained 143,468,
141,888 and 3810 FP votes, respectively. STV actu-
ally gave 31 seats to the NP, 34 seats to the MLP and
no seats to the AD. To restore proportionality the CA
had to be invoked to give four seats to the NP. In our
proposal, the d’Hondt method will be used to deter-
mine the number of seats the parties should obtain

according to the above criterion. This is the same
working as in Table 1.1, but now we might need to
go down more rows in the matrixH in order to al-
locate theM th seat. Referring to Table 1.1 we see
that we need to go down to the 35th row, giving 35
seats to the NP, 34 seats to the MLP, and no seats to
the other parties, and this turns out in this case to be
identical to the top-up effected through the CA.

But a better test of this method is when one party
obtains more than a half of the FP votes cast and
the STV election does not give it a majority of seats.
The situation is made even more interesting if an-
other party obtains seats thanks to second or later
preference votes. So let us take the following as
a hypothetical example. Suppose parties A, B and
C get 148,308 (51%), 140,000 and 2,492 FP votes
respectively, and that the STV election gives them
31, 33, and 1 seat, respectively. Therefore a correc-
tion is required since party A has an absolute ma-
jority of FP votes. This correction should give party
A at least one more seat than parties B and C to-
gether. Moreover, the low number of votes obtained
by party C indicates that its one seat has been ob-
tained thanks to later preference votes. The d’Hondt
table for this hypothetical election is given in Table
1.6. From this table we see that we need to stop at
line 35 of the d’Hondt table, for this is the first in-
stance which gives a distribution of seats satisfying
the above criteria. Stopping at line 35 and taking
the largest 69 entries in the matrix gives Party A 35
seats, Party B 33 seats and Party C no seats. Com-
bining this with the one seat obtained in the STV
election by Party C gives a distribution of 35, 33
and 1 seat. Therefore Party A has to be given four
top-up seats and no top-up seats for the other parties.
The final result gives an absolute majority of seats to
Party A corresponding to its absolute majority of FP
votes.

Note that if, in this hypothetical election, Party
C had obtained two instead of one seat in the STV
election, then we would have had to go down to row
36 and allocate seats corresponding to the 71 largest
entries in the matrix. This would have given a total
distribution of seats to parties A, B and C of 36, 33
and 2. The number of top-up seats would therefore
be 5 to Party A and none to the other parties.

Finally, as in Table 1.5 we give in Table 1.7
a comparison between the results obtained by this
method and the actual results of the Maltese Gen-
eral Elections since 1987.

This second method probably preserves better the
nature and spirit of STV. From the point of view of
the smaller parties, it retains both the possibility of
allocating seats on the basis of a nation-wide total
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number of FP votes and also on the basis of sec-
ond or later preference votes. One can even consider
modifying the nature of the votesv1, v2, . . . , vn on
which it is based to make it respect better the spirit
of STV. For example, instead of taking them to be
the respective parties’ FP votes one could take the
ballots remaining after the first phase using STV
and lettingvi be the number of candidates of party
i which appear as the highest candidate in these
remaining ballots. This, however, has the disad-
vantage of delaying the declaration of the final re-
sult. In a country like Malta, where a 93% voting
turn-out is considered surprisingly low compared to
other years, and where everything almost comes to
a standstill awaiting the outcome of the elections, an
inordinate delay in knowing the result of the general
elections can cause political tension and this is not
an issue which should be ignored. Also, with such a
choice for thevi, there would be the risk of having
a result which does not reflect the parties’ FP votes,
which goes against the point of this exercise in the
first place.

The main disadvantage of this method is that,
since it allows small parties to get seats with later
preference votes and therefore possibly with a low
overall total of FP votes, the number of top-up seats
might be too large. However, in the present politi-
cal context in Malta this does not seem to be a very
likely possibility. And even if we go further back
in Malta’s electoral history when the present two-
party dominance had not yet been established, we
would find that the occurrence of a small party win-
ning seats despite having a small number of FP votes
is very rare indeed. The only time it happened was in
1947 when the Jones Party obtained two seats with
3664 FP votes, an average of 1832 FP votes per seat,
and the Gozo Party obtained three seats with 5491
FP votes, an average of 1830 FP votes per seat [9].
But in 1947 there were 105,494 voters to elect 40
seats (an average of 2637 voters per seat) whereas
in the last general elections the average number of
voters for each of the 65 seats was 4475. There-
fore although the method dealt with a scenario like
the second hypothetical election above quite well, it
nevertheless seems that such a situation with a party
obtaining two STV seat with 2492 FP votes or even
less is not very likely to occur.

Applying this method would therefore seem to
give very reasonable results which respect the elec-
torate’s wish for proportionality with FP vote and at
the same time does not penalise the smaller parties.
Table 1.8 summarises the results which this method
would have given for the Maltese general elections
since 1987 and compares them with the results given

using the CA.

3 Conclusion

Arithmetic alone cannot determine which is the
fairest election method. Other considerations are
important, not the least being the electorate’s ex-
pectation of what its vote is supposed to mean. We
believe that the two related methods we are propos-
ing in this paper give a good compromise between
the aims of the STV system and the expectations
of an electorate that FP votes should determine who
is to run government for the subsequent five years.
Choosing between these two systems is, in our opin-
ion, a political choice between two equally accept-
able methods. We believe that the issue of STV in
Malta is of interest not only to the Maltese elec-
torate. If STV cannot be shown to be flexible
enough to accommodate the expectations of an elec-
torate in one of the few countries which has been
using it for over eighty years, then it would be more
difficult for the system to be widely accepted and
introduced where it has not been tried before.
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Table 1.2:Phase 2 of the d’Hondt pre-processing for the Maltese General Elections of 2008, the d’Hondt priority
queue with the corresponding quotients. This gives the order in which the seats will be allocated to each party in the
next phase.

d’Hondt Party Seat Seat d’Hondt Party Seat Seat
quotient winning number number quotient winning number number

seat for party overall seat for party overall
143468 NP 1 1 6832 NP 21 41
141888 MLP 1 2 6757 MLP 21 42
71734 NP 2 3 6521 NP 22 43
70944 MLP 2 4 6449 MLP 22 44
47823 NP 3 5 6238 NP 23 45
47296 MLP 3 6 6169 MLP 23 46
35867 NP 4 7 5978 NP 24 47
35472 MLP 4 8 5912 MLP 24 48
28694 NP 5 9 5739 NP 25 49
28378 MLP 5 10 5676 MLP 25 50
23911 NP 6 11 5518 NP 26 51
23648 MLP 6 12 5457 MLP 26 52
20495 NP 7 13 5314 NP 27 53
20270 MLP 7 14 5255 MLP 27 54
17934 NP 8 15 5124 NP 28 55
17736 MLP 8 16 5067 MLP 28 56
15941 NP 9 17 4947 NP 29 57
15765 MLP 9 18 4893 MLP 29 58
14347 NP 10 19 4782 NP 30 59
14189 MLP 10 20 4730 MLP 30 60
13043 NP 11 21 4628 NP 31 61
12899 MLP 11 22 4577 MLP 31 62
11956 NP 12 23 4483 NP 32 63
11824 MLP 12 24 4434 MLP 32 64
11036 NP 13 25 4348 NP 33 65
10914 MLP 13 26
10248 NP 14 27
10135 MLP 14 28
9565 NP 15 29
9459 MLP 15 30
8967 NP 16 31
8868 MLP 16 32
8439 NP 17 33
8346 MLP 17 34
7970 NP 18 35
7883 MLP 18 36
7551 NP 19 37
7468 MLP 19 38
7173 NP 20 39
7094 MLP 20 40
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Table 1.3:The matrixD for the NP for the thirteen districts. The numbers in the firstrow give the percentage of votes
obtained by the NP in the relevant district multiplied by 10.The numbers marked by an asterisk show the order in
which seats are assigned.

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII
493 319 357 373 383 453 478 565 611 632 613 586 553

1 493 319 357 373 383 453 478 565 611 632 613 586 553
*13 *25 *23 *21 *19 *17 *15 *9 *5 *1 *3 *7 *11

2 246 160 178 186 191 227 239 283 306 316 307 293 277
*39 *65 *61 *57 *53 *43 *41 *35 *31 *27 *29 *33 *37

3 164 106 119 124 128 151 159 188 204 211 204 195 184
*63 *55 *49 *45 *47 *51 *59

4 123 80 89 93 96 113 119 141 153 158 153 147 138
5 99 64 71 75 77 91 96 113 122 126 123 117 111
Seats: 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 1.4:The matrixD for the MLP for the thirteen districts. The numbers in the first row give the percentage of
votes obtained by the NP in the relevant district multipliedby 10. The numbers marked by an asterisk show the order
in which seats are assigned.

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII
497 667 625 615 603 536 506 414 362 339 357 390 429

1 497 667 625 615 603 536 506 414 362 339 357 390 429
*14 *2 *4 *6 *8 *10 *12 *18 *22 *26 *24 *20 *16

2 249 333 312 308 301 268 253 207 181 170 179 195 214
*40 *28 *30 *32 *34 *36 *38 *48 *56 *62 *60 *54 *44

3 166 222 208 205 201 179 169 138 121 113 119 130 143
*42 *46 *50 *52 *58 *64

4 124 167 156 154 151 134 127 103 90 85 89 97 107
5 99 133 125 123 121 107 101 83 72 68 71 78 86
Seats: 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
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Table 1.5:Results for some Maltese General Elections compared with d’Hondt pre-processing

Election Party FP votes Seats Top-up Seats Total Seats
Year obtained obtained number obtained

with STV with CA of seats with d’Hondt
pre-processing

1987 NP 119,721 31 4 35 33
MLP 114,936 34 0 34 32
AD 511 0 0 0 0

1992 NP 127,932 34 0 34 34
MLP 114,911 31 0 31 30
AD 4186 0 0 0 1

1996 NP 124,864 34 0 34 32
MLP 132,497 31 4 35 33
AD 3820 0 0 0 0

1998 NP 137,037 34 0 34 34
MLP 124,220 31 0 31 31
AD 3208 0 0 0 0

2003 NP 146,172 35 0 35 34
MLP 134,092 30 0 30 31
AD 1929 0 0 0 0

2008 NP 143,468 31 4 35 33
MLP 141,888 34 0 34 32
AD 3810 0 0 0 0
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Table 1.6: A hypothetical election result. The d’Hondt table is continued until Party A gets an absolute majority of
seats, counting also the seats obtained in the STV election.

Part 1 Party A Party B Party C
1 148308 140000 2492
2 74,154 70,000 1,246
3 49,436 46,667 831
4 37,077 35,000 623
5 29,662 28,000 498
6 24,718 23,333 415
7 21,187 20,000 356
8 18,539 17,500 312
9 16,479 15,556 277
10 14,831 14,000 249
11 13,483 12,727 227
12 12,359 11,667 208
13 11,408 10,769 192
14 10,593 10,000 178
15 9,887 9,333 166
16 9,269 8,750 156
17 8,724 8,235 147
18 8,239 7,778 138
19 7,806 7,368 131
20 7,415 7,000 125
21 7,062 6,667 119
22 6,741 6,364 113
23 6,448 6,087 108
24 6,180 5,833 104
25 5,932 5,600 100
26 5,704 5,385 96
27 5,493 5,185 92
28 5,297 5,000 89

Part 2 Party A Party B Party C
29 5,114 4,828 86
30 4,944 4,667 83
31 4,784 4,516 80
32 4,635 4,375 78
33 4,494 4,242 76
34 4,362 4,118 73
35 4,237 4,000 71
36 4,120 3,889 69
37 4,008 3,784 67
38 3,903 3,684 66
39 3,803 3,590 64
40 3,708 3,500 62
41 3,617 3,415 61
42 3,531 3,333 59
43 3,449 3,256 58
44 3,371 3,182 57
45 3,296 3,111 55
46 3,224 3,043 54
47 3,155 2,979 53
48 3,090 2,917 52
49 3,027 2,857 51
50 2,966 2,800 50
51 2,908 2,745 49
52 2,852 2,692 48
53 2,798 2,642 47
54 2,746 2,593 46
55 2,697 2,545 45

Table 1.7:Top-up seats for Maltese General Elections since 1987 usingd’Hondt post-processing and the CA

Election Year Top-up seats with d’Hondt Top-up seats with CA
1987 5 to the NP 4 to the NP
1992 1 to the NP, 1 to AD CA not invoked
1996 6 to the MLP, 1 to AD 4 to the MLP
1998 None required None required
2003 2 to the MLP Not invoked
2008 4 to the NP 4 to the NP
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Table 1.8:Results for some Maltese General Elections compared with d’Hondt post-processing

Election Party FP votes Seats Top-up seatsTop-up seats
Year obtained obtained obtained

with STV with CA with d’Hondt
post-processing

1987 NP 119,721 31 4 5
MLP 114,936 34 0 0
AD 511 0 0 0

1992 NP 127,932 34 0 1
MLP 114,911 31 0 0
AD 4186 0 0 1

1996 NP 124,864 34 0 0
MLP 132,497 31 4 6
AD 3820 0 0 1

1998 NP 137,037 34 0 0
MLP 124,220 31 0 0
AD 3208 0 0 0

2003 NP 146,172 35 0 0
MLP 134,092 30 0 2
AD 1929 0 0 0

2008 NP 143,468 31 4 4
MLP 141,888 34 0 0
AD 3810 0 0 0
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Review — Mathematics and Democracy

Brian Wichmann
Brian.Wichmann@bcs.org.uk

1 Introduction

This book [1] is not a conventional one, since the
material from each chapter has been previously pub-
lished by the author, typically with a co-author. This
implies a lack of cohesion between the chapters —
for instance, the termNash equilibriumis not de-
fined before use. Hence the reader would be well-
advised to consult the Glossary. I would have found
a list of abbreviations useful. The book does not
have a logical flow — I would have expected it
would start with a statement of the relevant impos-
sibility theorems [4, 3].

The book reflects the technical interests of Profes-
sor Brams rather than being a comprehensive treat-
ment of the topic as given in the title. It is clear that
he has no interest in STV since the transfer of a sur-
plus is not mentioned nor is the Droop quota.

2 Approval Voting

Professor Brams is an advocate of Approval Vot-
ing which therefore features prominently in the
book. He states that theMathematical Associa-
tion of America, the American Statistical Associa-
tion and theInstitute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineersall use AV. (The abbreviation AV is used
in this article alone for obvious reasons.) By way
of comparison, the corresponding UK organisations
are theLondon Mathematical Society, theRoyal Sta-
tistical Societyand theBritish Computer Societyall
of which use STV by Meek’s method. It is claimed
that the UN Secretary-General is chosen by AV, but
I could find no support for this [2].

Since with approval voting one merely ticks those
candidates one ‘approves’ of, it is reasonable to
think of AV as being simpler than preferential vot-
ing. Hence if AV satisfies conditions for an election,

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

perhaps it should be used instead of STV? The book
does not attempt to answer such a question since
there is no logical flow in the information presented
to address the issue. For instance, it is not until page
87 that it is mentioned that there is no perfect elec-
toral system.

The first chapter presents a very interesting anal-
ysis of AV in the context of a single winner. It is
possible to consider that each voter ranks the candi-
dates and then decides where the line between ac-
ceptable and unacceptable comes to undertake the
approval ballot. Using this model, one can consider
the effect of each voter changing the approval line in
his/her vote. It is hardly surprising that the change in
the approval line can result in many different candi-
dates being elected. The chapter also compares AV
with Condorcet which often gives the same result.
The material would seem to advocate Condorcet as
much as AV. Very many small examples are used to
illustrate the logical issues which are helpful in un-
derstanding the details of AV. Due to the impossibil-
ity results with electoral systems, it seems to me that
statistical analysis of the observed behaviour of AV
would be useful, but no such analysis is presented
in this book. Here, the otherwise very helpful ex-
amples can be a disadvantage if they illustrate situ-
ations which do not arise in practice. In general, a
reasonable case is made for AV when there is just
one seat.

It is clear that AV and preferential voting are by
no means equivalent, although Brams has shown
that they can be usefully compared. However,
some other systems certainly are equivalent (in some
sense), as with the Supplementary Vote used for the
London mayoral elections and the two stage vote
used in the French Presidential elections. (Strict
equivalence cannot be expected since, for instance,
an event between the two votes could influence the
result.)

The consideration given to the use of AV for
more than one seat is extraordinarily unconvincing.
The problem here is that AV is not a proportional
system which implies that various additional rules

13
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need to be introduced in almost all practical elec-
tions. All these changes to vanilla AV seemad-
hoc and extremely elaborate in some cases. For
instance, it is suggested that AV combined with
preferences should be analysed using integer pro-
gramming which is known (in general) to present
problems in computational complexity. How could
a voter possibly understand what has happened to
his/her vote? STV is sometimes criticised from a
lack of transparency, but such a version of AV would
be totally opaque.

3 Fair Division

The second part of the book is very interesting. The
classic application of this theory is to divide a cake
into two: one person applies the cut, while the other
decides which portion to take. More elaborate ver-
sions of this type of approach are considered in de-
tail. In fact, the interest is often in practical applica-
tions in which the theory wasnot applied!

There is a presentation of the decision-making
process in the US Supreme Court. The nine judges
tend to either agree (27 cases of this), or have a very
close decision (5 versus 4 in 24 cases) — all the re-
maining positions are less frequent. This is hardly
surprising in view of the political desirability of hav-
ing a consensus judgement. There is some evidence
that the intermediate cases move to the two extremes
as a result of discussion and that this bi-modal dis-
tribution appears in other contexts.

Another interesting example is that of choosing a
cabinet within a coalition government. Here, the ex-
amples are outside the USA. Say that there are three
coalition parties, A, B and C with six ministerial ap-
pointments to make. A reasonable approach would
be for the parties to make their choices in the order
ABACBA assuming that the relative strengths are A
> B > C. Here a mathematical analysis can be made
assuming that each party has its own preference list
of appointments. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the result
of the analysis shows non-monotonic behaviour and
also that insincere choices can be advantageous, as-
suming perfect knowledge. One has to conclude that
the conventional practice of a lengthy discussion is
not about to disappear in favour of a more formal
procedure.

The start of the process of filling cabinet posts
is the question of apportionment even before a se-
quential choice sequence is determined. There is a
brief comparison of apportionment methods which
shows that the different methods vary in the way the
smaller parties would be handled. Again, agreement

on such issues would seem problematic unless al-
ready codified, such as the apportionment of seats
in the US House of Representatives.

Another example of fair division considered in
one chapter is that of distributing a number of in-
divisible items amongst some parties. For instance,
it could be the distribution of heirlooms from an es-
tate. (In this case, we ignore the possibilityof selling
an item which would obtain cash which could then
be divided.) Here, no real example is considered
but a detailed mathematical analysis is undertaken.
The conclusion from this analysis is that significant
problems arise unless the number of heirlooms is
greater than the number of people to receive them.

One chapter considers a more complex form of
division which is calledAdjusted Winner(AW). The
general objectives are proportional and envy-free di-
vision. The approach is to start by listing the issues
involved, trying to make them as separable as possi-
ble. The parties then weight these issues. The higher
weight implies that the solution is likely to involve
winning on that issue. Fairly simple numerical cal-
culations can then be used to ascertain the optimal
solution.

A very detailed analysis is undertaken of apply-
ing this method to the Camp David Accord. The au-
thor suggests (I think rather optimistically)that AW
might well have expedited this agreement, per-
haps by two or three years after the Yom Kip-
pur War in 1973. The difficulty here seems to me
that people would be reluctant to try a mathematical-
based method instead of conventional ‘bargaining’.
On the other hand, the method clearly obtains a so-
lution very near to the actual agreement and with
a high degree of transparence. The example shows
that merely specifying preferences would not be ad-
equate here.

4 Conclusions

Readers ofVoting matterswill no doubt be surprised
at Professor Brams’ dismissal of STV in favour of
Approval Voting. If one ignores that issue, then
there is much of interest in the book. The relation-
ship between AV and preferential voting given in the
first two chapters appears to give support for Con-
dorcet.

Since the book chapters are extracted from previ-
ous publications, there is nothing new here. Also,
the use of mathematics is sometimes very helpful
and on other occasions unlikely to be of interest to
the wider public. Surely the use of the Lebesgue
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measure (p295) is not a requirement of understand-
ing voting methods.
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Probabilistic electoral methods, representative
probability, and maximum entropy

Roger Sewell,
David MacKay,

Iain McLean

Abstract

A probabilistic electoral system is described
in a context accessible to readers not familiar
with social choice theory. This system satisfies
axioms of: identical treatment of each voter
and of each candidate; universal domain; fair
representation of the pairwise preferences of
the electorate; independenceof irrelevant alter-
natives; and clarity of voting for pairwise out-
comes; and hence Arrow’s other axioms (weak
Pareto and no dictator) are also satisfied. It
produces in an information-theoretic sense the
least surprising outcome given any candidate-
symmetric prior beliefs on the voters’ prefer-
ences, and is shown to be able to compromise
appropriately in situations where a Condorcet
winner would not be elected top under many
other systems. However, difficulties can arise
with this system in situations where one politi-
cal party is permitted to flood the candidate list
with large numbers of their own candidates.

The empirical properties of this system
are explored and compared with the systems
known as “Majority (or Plurality) Rule” and
“Random Dictator”.

We also make the case for using a proba-
bilistic system even in the simple 2-candidate
case.

1 Introduction

We offer a solution to a classic unsolved problem of
democratic theory, viz., how to reconcile democracy
with rights protection in a deeply divided society, as
illustrated by one in which 60% of citizens are Tall
and 40% are Short, and in which Talls and Shorts
are in zero-sum competition over public goods. We

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

will refer to this solution as the “Maximum Entropy
Voting System”.

The problem has been recognised since Aristotle.
Madison, Tocqueville, and J.S. Mill all discussed it
extensively. Madison’s solution is federalism. His
classic expositions in the Federalist ##10 and 51 are
different, and arguably inconsistent, but both appeal
to the concept of an extended republic. In Federal-
ist #10 Madison argues that the extended republic,
as a matter of sociological fact, will be sufficiently
large that there will be no republic-wide faction ca-
pable of imposing its will on the minority by ma-
jority rule. In Democracy in America, Tocqueville
confirms this sociological fact for the USA as he ob-
served it in 1835. In Federalist #51 Madison argues
that ambition must be made to counteract ambition,
so that checks and balances, both vertical and hori-
zontal, restrain full-throated majoritarianism1 .

J.S. Mill’s approach is different, and in principle
it applies to democracies of any size and constitu-
tional structure, not merely to federal states. Chap-
ter VII of his Considerations on Representative Gov-
ernment has the self-explanatory, if tendentious title
‘Of True and False Democracy: Representation of
All, and Representation of the Majority Only’. Mill
here confronts the Aristotelian and Victorian night-
mare that a monolithic working class might (soon)
come to power and pass confiscatory legislation by
majority rule. He discusses various schemes for pro-
portional representation (PR), focusing mostly on
the (wildly impracticable) scheme due to Thomas
Hare. The Hare scheme is the ancestor of Sin-
gle Transferable Vote as applied for national elec-
tions in both parts of Ireland, in the Australian up-
per house, and in many clubs and societies. Hare’s
original scheme was wildly impracticable because
it treated the whole nation as a single district; vot-

1 Aristotle, Politics passim,especially 1319b-1320a; J.
Madison in The Federalist## 10 and 51; A. de Tocqueville,
Democracy in Americaespecially Vol. I chs III, IX-XVI; J. S.
Mill, Considerations on Representative Government, especially
chapter VII.
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ers would have had to rank impossibly large num-
bers of candidates. The Australian and Irish imple-
mentations made Hare practicable by reducing dis-
trict size. Both Irish implementations (north and
south) were imposed by the British government be-
fore Irish independence in 1920-21. The Northern
Ireland implementation was designed to protect the
minority Catholic community there, and the Irish
Free State implementation to protect the minority
Protestant community there. The latter remains in
the constitution of the Republic of Ireland, although
the Protestant minority has dwindled to below the
size that can be protected by the PR quota in use
in the Republic (and has never been systematically
persecuted).

The scheme below starts from a point that is
well known, but little explored, in social choice.
Satterthwaite (1975) proved that a direct implica-
tion of Arrow’s Theorem was that all deterministic
choice functions are either dictatorial or manipula-
ble. Therefore, if you want a function that is nei-
ther, you should take probabilistic schemes2 seri-
ously. The best-known probabilistic scheme is the
one called Random Dictator (RD) below. The idea
goes back to ancient Greece, but has more recently
been strongly advocated by Amar (1984). A version
was proposed by Burnheim (1985) in ignorance of
the social choice implications. We take both its mer-
its and its demerits seriously and use it as a base for
advance.

Gibbard (1977) considered probabilistic decision
schemes (which ultimately output a top candidate
with no ordering on the runners-up), and showed
that given symmetry on candidates and voters, the
combination of strategy-proofness and the weak
Pareto property is enough to ensure that the scheme
must indeed be RD. Moreover no probabilistic de-
cision scheme (not even RD) can guarantee to pro-
vide an output distribution over the candidates that
cannot be simultaneously bettered in the opinion
of every single voter. McLennan (1980) extended
these results to probabilistic social welfare functions
(whose ultimate output is a strict total ordering over
the candidates rather than just the identity of the
top candidate) to show that if the symmetry axioms,
strategy-proofness, and weak Pareto are met, then

2 As we talk both of probabilistic voting and maximum
entropy, it is useful to specify two traditions to which thispaper
doesnotbelong. It is not about probabilistic voting theory in the
sense used by Coughlin (1992), where the research question is
the optimal strategy for a candidate who does not know for certain
which voters are of which type. Nor is it about maximum entropy
modelling in the sense used in many papers by R. J. Johnston and
collaborators (e.g., Pattie et al. 1994), who use it as a technique
to complete a flow-of-the-vote matrix with some unknown cells.

the induced decision scheme (which ignores the or-
dering other than for its top place) must be RD.

The authors believe that the symmetry axioms are
the most fundamental3 . Given these, we there-
fore cannot have both strategy-proofness and weak
Pareto without confining ourselves to RD, whose
weaknesses will be discussed below. Further, most
would consider that failure to meet weak Pareto is
more serious than failure to be strategy-proof. The
approach we take therefore is to choose axioms
weaker than strategy-proofness in its place, while
retaining the symmetry axioms and the weak Pareto
property.

However, most of the probabilistic systems that
will be discussed coincide in the two-candidate case,
and one of the first key points we want to make
is that even in the two-candidate case, probabilistic
schemes have very significant advantages over ma-
jority rule.

2 A tutorial exposition

(The reader who prefers mathematical precision will
find it in the appendix section 9.)

The reader may first ask why there is any moti-
vation to replace the simple and apparently easy to
understand system of majority rule (MR)4 . Our mo-
tivation is most easily seen by means of examples.
The general setting will always be that each voter
expresses their preference by placing the candidates
in order, from first (most preferred) to last (least
preferred), and the electoral system then gives an
outcome, which also places the candidates in order
from first to last5 . The number of candidates elected
will depend on the particular election; in some a sin-
gle candidate is elected, in others several are elected
(who occupy the top few places in the outcome). By
taking this approach we tacitly assume that the or-
dering of the runners-up (if there is more than one
runner-up) is an important part of the outcome of
the election.

2.1 The problems with majority rule

Although majority rule has been in widespread use
for many years, it has some important drawbacks.

3 Weighted voters are an easy modification of all the
schemes considered, should one be so inclined.

4 Or plurality rule – for more than two candidates – the
candidate with most votes wins. We will refer to this system
throughout as MR (majority rule) for simplicity.

5 This type of system is known as a “(probabilistic) social
welfare function” to distinguish it from a “(probabilistic) decision
scheme” which only outputs the identity of the top candidateand
ignores the ordering of the runners-up.
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2.1.1 Majority rules – and in some places,
always

By way of hypothetical example, let’s consider the
little known country of Transmogria. It is inhab-
ited by two peoples, the Talls and the Shorts. Talls
make up 60% of the population, Shorts the remain-
ing 40%.

Talls have had it their way for centuries. In conse-
quence they are generally wealthier than the Shorts,
and not surprisingly prefer policies of low taxation,
low public spending, no provision for the poor, and
no restrictions on employers in how they choose
their employees or how they deal with them.

The Shorts differ from the Talls on a huge va-
riety of issues: they want Fridays not Sundays as
their regular day off, anti-discrimination laws and
employee protection, a publicly funded health ser-
vice, and a better choice of housing. Most of all,
they want a say in how the country is governed – be-
cause under majority rule the Talls win the vote on
every single issue all the time.

The result: for as long as anyone can remember,
Transmogria has been in a state of civil unrest; the
Talls claim that the Shorts are criminal political ac-
tivists and protesters who continually resort to vio-
lence to achieve ends which “democracy” has ruled
out, while the Shorts see themselves as oppressed by
the Tall majority, and believe that their only recourse
is to the armed struggle.

Let us suppose that Talls would consider them-
selves to be at 1.0 on a zero-to-one scale of satisfac-
tion with the current situation, but that they would be
at 0.0 if the Shorts somehow got into power. Like-
wise the other way round for the Shorts, currently at
a satisfaction of 0.0. This all means that the aver-
age satisfaction level under majority rule is 0.6, but
that the standard deviation across the population is
0.49. Surely there’s a better and fairer way to organ-
ise things than this.

2.1.2 No compromise

Recently a few brave people have migrated into
Transmogria from the neighbouring country of Cen-
tralia. Appalled by what they found, they set up a
small political party, the Compromisers, who, while
they have the good of the whole population at heart,
still only form 5% of the population. At significant
cost to themselves, they have put forward a mani-
festo of tolerance and co-operation.

However, in every constituency only 20% of the
Talls and 20% of the Shorts are prepared to vote for
the Compromisers over their own party. These vot-

ers are divided randomly between the Talls and the
Shorts in proportion to their occurrence in the pop-
ulation. The rest put their own party first, although
they would happily put the Compromisers second
over the opposition. The Compromisers vote for
themselves first (believing they are a worthy cause
with good intent) and equally for each of the other
two second. The vote therefore splits as shown be-
low — in the table we show not only each voter’s
first preference but also his second and third:

Percentage of voters:
45.6 13.9 30.4 10.1 0 0

voting:
1st: T C S C S T
2nd: C T C S T S
3rd: S S T T C C

Table 1: The votes cast in an election between
Tall, Short, and Compromiser. Each column
shows the percentage voting for a particular
order.

Since 45.6% of the voters placed the Tall can-
didate first (but only 30.4% placed the Short first
and 24.0% placed the Compromiser first), in an MR
election the Tall candidate would win.

However, one way to look at these votes is to ex-
amine which candidate would win in a head-to-head
contest between anytwo candidates; if it should be
the case that one candidate beats any other candidate
in a head-to-head fight, it would be reasonable to
hold that that candidate should be elected top. Let us
therefore examine the table of preferences between
pairs of candidates, which looks as follows:

Percentage of the population preferringc1 to c2 :

c2

T S C
T − 59.5 45.6

c1 : S 40.5 − 30.4
C 54.4 69.6 −

Table 2: The pairwise preference table for the
election of Table 1.

Thus we see that C would beat each of the other
two parties in a straight two-candidate fight (as
54.4% of the voters prefer him to T and 69.6% pre-
fer him to S) – such a candidate is known as a “Con-
dorcet winner” - but under majority rule T always
wins, with the result just as if the Compromisers had
never existed. The only way C can win under MR is
if tactical voting occurs – but Transmogrians would
like to be straightforward and honest, and not have
to engage in practices that require guessing the be-
haviour of the rest of the population.
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In conclusion T wins under MR, even though
more than half the population would have pre-
ferred C.

2.2 Arrow’s theorem

Now suppose that, in the light of these problems, the
Transmogrians decide to replace majority rule by
some other more sophisticated system that takes into
account not only the first preference of each voter
but also the rest of their orderings of the candidates.
A number of options, such as Single Transferable
Vote and other forms of proportional representation
come to mind; they are determined to pick a fair sys-
tem which also has no incentive for tactical voting.

Unfortunately, they immediately hit a brick wall
in the form of Arrow’s theorem (named after Ken-
neth Arrow who proved it in the 1940s – see Arrow
(1963)), which roughly says that no such system ex-
ists (a precise statement follows shortly).

Arrow’s theorem, however, deals only withde-
terministicelectoral systems. In these systems each
voter votes by placing the candidates in order of
preference, and the system then provides an out-
put ordering of the candidates in which no two are
ranked equal, as in all the systems we are consider-
ing; however where the system is deterministic, the
output ordering is determined purely by the votes –
if identical votes are cast in two elections, the output
ordering will be the same in both.

His theorem proves that there is no determinis-
tic electoral system which has even the following 4
minimal desirable properties, known as Arrow’s ax-
ioms:

‘No Dictator’ (ND) : there is No Dictator. In any
system it would be a disaster if some voters were
treated preferentially to others; one of the worst pos-
sible situations would be if the system treated one
particular voter D as a ‘Dictator’, meaning that what
D votes is automatically the result of the election.

‘Universal Domain’ (UD) : if each individual
voter votes legally, the system will output a valid
election result. Thus for example UD would exclude
a system that insisted on annulling the election if no
candidate had an overall majority. It would also ex-
clude a system that limited the number of candidates
to 2.

‘Irrelevant Alternatives’ (IIA) : whether the sys-
tem outputs candidatec1 above candidatec2 de-
pends only on how the voters ordered candidatesc1

andc2, not about where they placed any other candi-
datec3 (i.e. the output takes no account of Irrelevant
Alternatives).

‘Weak Pareto’ (WP): if everybody in the popu-
lation prefers candidatec1 to candidatec2, then so
should the output of the system (this is known as the
Weak Pareto condition).

Even though these properties are relatively simple
and obviously desirable, Arrow’s theorem tells us
that we cannot have them in a deterministic electoral
system. In particular it tells us that Single Trans-
ferable Vote, numerous other forms of Proportional
Representation, and of course the British majority-
rule system, cannot meet these simple requirements.

Fortunately, Arrow’s theorem applies only to de-
terministic electoral systems, i.e. ones in which a
particular set of votes always results in a particu-
lar outcome. In order to achieve a good electoral
system, therefore, we have to ‘think out of the box’
and move to a system in which some other factor, as
well as the votes, influences the results of the elec-
tion. That other factor must be one that carries no
bias, and allows the system to meet an appropriate
set of axioms that should ideally include Arrow’s
four (ND, UD, IIA, and WP), but which should also
include other much stronger axioms (such as SV
(Symmetry among Voters) which requires that all
voters are treated equally).

The factor that the Transmogrians are looking for
is randomness. We will introduce this again by way
of an example.

2.3 A simple alternative method for the
two-candidate situation

We bring in this example first as a two-candidate sit-
uation, and later expand it.

2.3.1 The two-candidate probabilistic election

Returning to our two-candidate situation in Trans-
mogria, consider the following simple but perhaps
unexpected electoral system.

As before, we have two candidates in each con-
stituency - a Tall and a Short. The Talls vote for the
Tall candidate, while the Shorts vote for the Short
candidate. Thus the vote splits:

Percentage:

60.0 40.0
1st: T S
2nd: S T

Table 3: The votes cast in an election between
Tall and Short.

Now we draw arandomordering of the candi-
dates, with probability 0.6 of picking T> S, and 0.4
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of picking S> T, according to the fractions of the
voters voting each way. Therefore T is elected with
probability 3/5, and S with probability 2/5. Thus,
supposing an election is to be held every year, in
roughly three years out of five the constituency will
be represented by a Tall, and in two out of five, it
will be represented by a Short.

Thus the fraction of the time that the constituency
is represented by a Tall will be equal to the frac-
tion of Tall voters, and the fraction of the time it is
represented by a Short will be equal to the fraction
of Short voters. This abolishes the permanent rule
by a majority over a large minority, while still be-
ing ‘fair’, in that an outcome occurs with probabil-
ity proportional to the fraction of voters that favour
it. As an illustration of the idea that this is fairer
than MR, consider the spread of expected satisfac-
tion across the population. Under the MR system
the Shorts always have a satisfaction of 0.0 while
the Talls always have a satisfaction of 1.0 giving
a standard deviation of expected satisfaction across
the population of 0.49; under this non-deterministic
system the Shorts have an expected (average) satis-
faction of 0.4 while the Talls have an expected satis-
faction of 0.6, giving a standard deviation across the
population of only 0.1 – thus satisfaction is being
dealt out more evenly across the population. True,
the overall average satisfaction has gone down from
0.6 to 0.52 – but this is a small price to pay for mak-
ing the results fairer.

Before moving to the three-candidate situation,
let us address two worries that are likely to occur
to many readers.

2.3.2 Interlude to address the worries of how a
random number can be chosen without
abuse

Some people will immediately be worried about
how such a random choice can be made without
abuse; after all, we all know how difficult it can be
to get two children to accept a coin toss as a decision
between their preferences.

A suggestion is that we could adopt something
like the following procedure.

The UK lottery machine (which is carefully ar-
ranged so that the number of balls can be checked
at the beginning) is used to draw a random sequence
of five balls out of a hundred. Each has a number
between 0 and 99. The result is a ten-digit num-
ber. This is used to seed a pseudo-random number
generator in a computer program which everybody
in the country can inspect, replicate, and run. A ran-
dom numberx is then drawn from the generator in a

prescribed way such that it is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1 (i.e. 0< x ≤ 1). If 0 < x ≤ 0.6
then T is elected, otherwise S is elected. Everybody
in the country is able to check the result, as they
have all watched the draw on television. Specifically
the candidates (and an audience) can be present at
the draw to verify that the procedure was carried out
rather than the television transmission synthesised to
deceive. Since everybody can inspect the software,
everybody can check that it is fair.

This procedure is capable of setting up sequences
of random numbers as well as individual ones, so
that any computer software requiring random num-
bers can be initialised in this manner.

2.3.3 Interlude to address how things work in
parliament

If we employ the above method in a two-party situ-
ation with many constituencies, each electing a can-
didate to represent it in parliament, then we have
an ongoing problem when votes are taken in par-
liament. If decisions in parliament are still taken by
majority rule, we will probably fail in our desire to
reduce differences in satisfaction between different
parts of the community.

To see this, consider Transmogria, voting as
above with only the Talls and the Shorts present.
Suppose there are 600 seats in parliament, elected
using the probabilistic system described in section
2.3.1 above. In most years, we will see roughly 360
Tall and 240 Short members of parliament, varying
by roughly 30 seats either way. Only once in every
few thousand years will there be a Short majority in
parliament. Therefore if the Talls want to pass a law
that door handles should always be mounted six feet
off the ground, they will succeed.

However, if parliament also passes or rejects bills
in the same random way that MPs are elected, the
fact that the Talls nearly always have a majority is
less of a problem. The high-door-handle bill will be
passed with probability 0.6 rather than 1.0.

However there are further considerations. If a few
years later a contrary bill is introduced, insisting that
door-handles are always mounted six inches off the
ground (and repealing the old law), it will pass with
probability0.4; in this case this sequence of events is
reasonably fair, though a right nuisance for builders
and carpenters and those who have to pay for the
door-handles to be moved.

The situation could however be much worse: the
Talls might propose a bill to demolish the 5000-
year-old historic Palace of the Shorts, or bomb the
neighbouring country of Dwarfland. If the bill is
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rejected (which it will be with probability 0.4), the
Talls may reintroduce it, again and again, until it is
passed once – after which it is too late to redress the
situation. Indeed the probability that it will eventu-
ally be passed converges to 1 as the number of rein-
troductions approaches infinity.

Therefore, procedure, in particular the process
whereby bills are introduced for consideration by
parliament, also needs to be regulated, if probablis-
tic methods are also to be used in parliament. Al-
ternatively, Amar (1984) believed that majority rule
could be retained in parliament without losing the
value of having probabalistic election of the repre-
sentatives, while Wichmann (2009) believes that this
issue is better dealt with by Human Rights legisla-
tion.

The issue of how parliamentary votes are con-
ducted is an issue we will not address further in this
paper, but which needs further thought. If stabil-
ity of legislation is to be achieved, participants will
have to achieve greater degrees of consensus than
occur at present in parliamentary democracies.

2.4 Desirable axioms

We will now expand our horizons to take in elec-
tions with more than two candidates, and elections
in which we may be electing more than one of the
candidates. In all cases we will be interested in the
whole of the outcome ordering of the election, even
though not all candidates are being elected.

First, however, we need to consider what axioms
we want our new probabilistic electoral system to
satisfy.

The following axioms are potential candidates.
All are more precisely defined in the appendix sec-
tion 9.

‘Symmetry among Voters’ (SV): Each voter is
treated identically; if the views of two voters are
swapped, the probability of any given result should
be unchanged.

‘Symmetry among Candidates’ (SC): Each can-
didate is treated identically. If a set of votesV leads
to election resultQ with probabilityp andVc1↔c2

denotes those votes with every voter’s views on can-
didatesc1 andc2 swapped, andQc1↔c2

denotes the
resultQ with the positions of candidatesc1 andc2

swapped, then if the voting isVc1↔c2
the probability

of getting resultQc1↔c2
should bep .

‘Universal Domain’ (UD) : If each voter has
voted legally, then the collection of all voters’ votes
is legal and the electoral system will output a valid
election result.

‘Clarity of Voting (Pairwise)’ (CVP) : The best
way for a voter to achieve candidatec1 > candi-
datec2 is to votec1 > c2 (i.e. the probability of the
output ordering placing candidatec1 > candidatec2

should be equally maximised by any vote that places
candidatec1 > candidatec2 ).

‘Representative Probability’ (RP): the proba-
bility of the outcome putting candidatec1 above
candidatec2 should be the same as that of a ran-
domly chosen voter preferring candidatec1 to can-
didatec2. In other words, the probability of the out-
come putting one candidate above another should be
the same as the fraction of the voters preferring the
one to the other.

We believe that these axioms cover most of what
is required of an electoral system, but not quite all,
as we shall see later. They are in particular sufficient
to imply Arrow’s axioms WP, ND, and IIA, where
we restate the last as:

‘Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives’
(IIA) : The probability that the system places can-
didatec1 above candidatec2 should depend only on
the voters’ orderings of candidatesc1 andc2 and not
on where they place any other candidates.

We should particularly note the subtle differences
between CVP and two related axioms CVT and
CVO, which we state adjacent to each other here
for easy comparison. In each case the phrase “The
best way to achieve X is Y” means that the probabil-
ity that X occurs in the output ordering is (equally)
maximised by any vote that satisfies Y.

‘Clarity of Voting (whole Ordering)’ ( CVO):
The best way for a voter to achieve a particular or-
dering of the candidates in the result is to vote for
that ordering of the candidates.

‘Clarity of Voting (Pairwise)’ ( CVP): The best
way for a voter to achieve candidatec1 > candidate
c2 is to votec1 > c2.

‘Clarity of Voting (Top)’ ( CVT): The best way
for a voter to achieve candidatec1 being placed top
in the output ordering is to place him top in that
voter’s vote.

These axioms turn outnot to be equivalent. The
system known as ‘Random Dictator’ (described be-
low in section 2.6) satisfies all three of the CV ax-
ioms, while ‘Maximum Entropy Voting’ (described
below in section 2.9) satisfies CVP but not CVO or
CVT. ‘Sequential Random Dictator’ (described be-
low in section 2.7) obeys CVO and CVT but not
CVP. Unfortunately, there turn out to be significant
disadvantages associated with theknownmethods of
complying with all three of the CV axioms.

We will keep as a‘Standard List of Axioms’
(SLA) that a system should obey the following: SV,
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SC, UD, and RP. A system obeying SLA then also
obeys WP, ND, IIA, and CVP by virtue of obeying
RP.

2.5 More than two candidates – preamble

Consider again the situation in Transmogria after the
immigration of some Centralians, previously con-
sidered in section 2.1.2. The voting pattern we are
dealing with is:

Percentage of voters:
45.6 13.9 30.4 10.1 0 0

voting:
1st: T C S C S T
2nd: C T C S T S
3rd: S S T T C C

Table 4: The votes cast in the same election as in
Table 1.

The question is how our new electoral system
should set the probabilities with which it outputs
each of the six possible orderings of the candidates.

The key difference between the two-candidate sit-
uation and those where there are more candidates is
the following. In the two-candidate situation there is
only one system that obeys RP (namely the one de-
scribed in section 2.3.1). It turns out that when there
are more candidates, there are an infinite number of
systems that obey SLA (our Standard List of Ax-
ioms, which of course includes RP). We will now
consider a few such systems, and one that doesn’t
obey SLA.

2.6 The ‘Random Dictator’ system

Considering the election of Table 4, we ask again
how the probabilities of the different outcome order-
ings should be set. The first possible answer (though
not necessarily the best) is to set the probabilities of
the various orderings to be the same as the fractions
of the voters voting for each ordering. This is some-
times known as the ‘Random Dictator’ (RD) system,
as it is equivalent to the following procedure:

Everybody casts their votes; then

A voter is picked at random and the out-
put ordering of the election is set to be the
ordering given by that voter.

Since the voter who is picked gets his own views
output by the electoral system, he is known as the
‘dictator’ (the ‘random dictator’ since he was cho-
sen at random). Note that this systemdoesobey the
No Dictator (ND) axiom – there is no (fixed) voter

who can dictate the outcome (the ‘random dictator’
is chosen at random each time an election is held).

This procedure has the benefit of extreme simplic-
ity. There is also a total absence of any computa-
tional difficulty beyond choosing a random member
of the electorate. RD is very easy to understand.

RD also satisfies all the axioms so far considered.
This procedure, however, has some important dis-

advantages.

2.6.1 No compromise

The RD system can elect totop position only can-
didates whom some voter has put in top position.
There is no possibility of placing a candidate who is
everybody’s second choice at the top, even though
they may be preferred to any other candidate by a
majority of the electorate (i.e. be a Condorcet win-
ner).

2.6.2 No moderation – or ‘It never rains but it
pours’

Suppose a population consists of 50% Tall voters
and 50% Shorts. Suppose, moreover, that there are
ten candidates from each of these parties (a total
of 20 candidates) of whom a total of eight will be
elected (the eight at the top of list). Each voter
places all the candidates from his party in some or-
der at the top of the list, followed by those of the
other main party.

In this situation the RD system as it stands will
elect either eight Talls, or eight Shorts – butnevera
mixture of the two. This characteristic is the oppo-
site of moderation.

The situation could be even worse if there is a
small minority of “Exclusive Talls” who want to
shoot all the Shorts, and who also field 10 candi-
dates. With a 1% proportion of Exclusive Talls there
would be a 0.01 probability thatevery single elected
candidatewould be an Exclusive Tall.

2.7 The ‘Sequential Random Dictator’
(SRD) system

One approach which might at first sight ameliorate
the ‘No Moderation’ defect of the Random Dictator
system is the ‘Sequential Random Dictator’ (SRD)
system.

In this system the candidate to be placed top in
the output ordering is selected according to the same
technique as employed by the RD system. How-
ever, rather than then taking the dictator’s views on
second, third and subsequent placings, the candidate
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placed top is removed from everybody’s votes, and a
new voter is chosen at random to be dictator 2. The
candidate at the top of dictator 2’s ordering (which
has already had the candidate placed overall top re-
moved from it) is then elected in second place. We
continue selecting a new dictator at random until all
places in the ordering are filled. This system avoids
the lack of moderation described in section 2.6.2
above by changing the dictator after each place has
been filled.

Moreover, this modification to RD is easily seen
to result in SRD still obeying SV, SC, UD, ND,
WP, and CVT. Let us consider whether it obeys RP
and/or CVO and/or CVP; in other words roughly “Is
it fair?” and “Is there an incentive for tactical vot-
ing?”.

2.7.1 Does Sequential Random Dictator obey
Representative Probability?

Recall that ‘Representative Probability’ (RP) states
that the probability of the output distribution yield-
ing candidatec1 > candidatec2 should be equal to
the fraction of the population so voting. It is obeyed
by RD, so it is perhaps slightly surprising that it is
notobeyed by SRD. This is easily seen from the fol-
lowing table of voting on three candidates A, B, and
C, and the probabilities of the output giving each or-
dering underneath, under the RD system and under
the SRD system:

Percentage of voters giving each order:
50.0 0 0 0 0 50.0

1st: A A B B C C
2nd: B C A C A B
3rd: C B C A B A
RD prob: 0.50 0 0 0 0 0.50
SRD prob: 0.25 0.25 0 0 0.25 0.25

Table 5: The votes cast in an election between
A, B, and C and the outcome distributions
under Random Dictator and Sequential Random
Dictator systems.

The resulting pairwise preference table for the
voters is:

Percentage of the population preferringc1 to c2 :

c2

A B C
A − 50.0 50.0

c1 : B 50.0 − 50.0
C 50.0 50.0 −

Table 6: The pairwise preference table for the
election of Table 5.

However, the SRD output distribution pairwise
preference probability table is:

Probability that output prefersc1 to c2 :

c2

A B C
A − 0.75 0.5

c1 : B 0.25 − 0.25
C 0.5 0.75 −

Table 7: The pairwise preference table for the
outcome distribution under the SRD system in
the election of Table 5.

Thus, although half the population voted A>B,
the probability of the output ordering under SRD
giving A>B is three-quarters. This is contrary to
RP and gives a severe disadvantage to B; it also il-
lustrates how some simple modifications of systems
that obey all the axioms can fail to obey even basic
ones.

2.7.2 Does SRD obey CVO and CVP?

It is relatively easy to show that SRD does obey
CVO, but not CVP. We omit the proofs for brevity,
given that SRD has already been shown to be want-
ing by failing to obey RP.

2.8 A conjecture

We conjecture that any probabilistic social welfare
function satisfying SLA and CVO and CVT induces
RD as the induced probabilistic decision scheme on
any subset of the candidates chosen after the votes
are cast.

Note that Gibbard (1977) and McLennan (1980)
have together shown that SLA and SP2 (defined in
the appendix section 9) are sufficient to ensure that
RD is indeed induced.

2.9 The ‘Maximum Entropy Voting
System’ (MEV0)

2.9.1 Description

Axioms to be complied with

Returning now to our Standard List of Axioms, we
will restrict our attention to those systems that do
satisfy SLA; we will not require adherence to CVO
or CVT, since we have not been able to find a sys-
tem that obeys these also without suffering the dis-
advantages of the Random Dictator system. There
will of course be some disadvantages to not obeying
CVO and CVT, in the form of susceptibility of some
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properties of the output distribution to some forms
of tactical voting; however no tactical voting will be
able to influence the probability that one candidate
is preferred by the system to another, because as we
have seen SLA implies CVP.

The principle of minimising information

The basic idea and motivation are as follows. The
problems with RD, notably the lack of moderation
noted in section 2.6.2, stem from takingtoo much
information from the votes – with RD, the outcome
distribution matches the voter distribution too pre-
cisely. We want to reduce the information taken
from the votes to a precise set of variables, the min-
imum set needed to ensure that RP is satisfied. Fur-
ther, as it will turn out that restricting the informa-
tion taken from the votes to precisely that set of vari-
ables is not sufficient to specify the system uniquely,
we will turn our attention to that system in which the
votes also give us the minimum amount of informa-
tion about the ordering that will actually be chosen.

Two senses of the word information

There is quite a subtle distinction here between
two uses of the word information, which we will
dwell on briefly as it is important to what follows.

If the system’s output depends only on the table
of the fractions of the voters who prefer each candi-
date to each other candidate (forN candidates this is
a total ofN (N − 1)/2 independent numbers), and
if no two distinct such tables lead to the same out-
put distribution, then in the first sense of the word
information we have defined precisely which infor-
mation we have taken from the votes. However,
there are many systems that could be based on tak-
ing only this information from the votes (and that
satisfy SLA), hence precisely defining the informa-
tion taken from the votes is insufficient to uniquely
specify the electoral system.

There is however, a second sense of the word
information. If I tell you that there has not been
an earthquake in London today, I am telling you
little information, but if I tell you that there has
been one, I am telling you a lot. Equally if I tell
you at least one African died today, nobody will be
surprised (because little information has been con-
veyed), while if I tell you that not a single African
has died today, it will be newsworthy because a lot
of information has been conveyed. In this sense the
amount of information conveyed is greater if after
receiving it our knowledge is very different from
what it was before.

Now, let us consider an example. Suppose that
there are six Tall candidates and six Short. Suppose
also that we believe in advance that half the popula-
tion prefers all the Tall candidates to all the Shorts,
while the other half prefers all the Shorts to all the
Talls, while within each group (Tall or Short) all vot-
ers are equally likely to have any preference. Sup-
pose moreover that the voters do so vote. Whereas
RD can only output highly polarised orderings with
all Shorts above all Talls, or vice versa, there are
other probability distributions over the output order-
ings which also satisfy RP: for example, the uniform
distribution over all possible output orderings. RP
simply requires (for thisparticular voting pattern)
that for any pair of candidates, the output is equally
likely to place one above the other as the other way
round. If under this uniform distribution we were to
find all the Talls above all the Shorts, this would be
a considerable surprise, and the occurrence of this
event would be newsworthy, i.e. carry a lot of infor-
mation in comparison with finding one of a number
of nondescript orderings. As we will see, MEV0
will indeed output all the possible orderings with
equal probability – minimising the surprise, and the
information content of the output ordering about the
votes, while still adhering to RP.

However, information content does depend on
prior belief. Reverting to a two candidate election
with one Tall and one Short candidate, suppose,
strictly hypothetically, that we were to believe in ad-
vance that the Tall candidate is almost certain to be
elected. Suppose then the votes, combined with the
electoral system in use, confirm that the Tall can-
didate has been elected. Then in the second sense
of the word information (the information-theoretic
sense), the votes have supplied little information
(that we didn’t already know) about the result of the
election. If however the Short candidate is elected,
the votes have supplied comparatively more infor-
mation. Therefore in the following paragraph we
confine our attention to prior beliefs that are sym-
metric among the candidates.

Minimal information means minimal surprise

Let us now suppose that in advance our beliefs
about the votes are symmetric among the candi-
dates; i.e. we may believe that it is more likely that
the voters will align into two camps than that there
will be an equal number voting for each candidate,
but if so, we believe that it is equally likely that the
two camps are favouring candidates A and B, as that
they favour A and C, or B and C.Under these cir-
cumstances we also aim to minimise the informa-
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tion about the result ordering given by the votes.
(Not to require the symmetry among candidates in
our prior beliefs about the votes risks violating SC
in the resulting system.) In other words we want
the outcome of the election to be asunsurprisingas
possible, given whatever candidate-symmetric prior
knowledge about voting patterns we may have had,
while of course maintaining compliance with SLA.

What we give up when we go for minimal
surprise

We should note here that in deliberately choos-
ing to go for minimal information, and hence min-
imal surprise, we are deliberately saying we want
one general sort of outcome rather than another.

Suppose there is a religious minority in Transmo-
gria, the Narrows, who form 1% of the population.
Suppose the Narrows will only be happy if their 10
candidates occupyall the top 10 positions in the out-
come ordering; getting a mere 9 candidates in the
top 10 positions is something they would regard as
an outcome tainted by heresy, and no better than
having all of their candidates come bottom.

Under RD the Narrows will be happy 1% of the
time – just as they form 1% of the population – be-
cause 1% of the time, under RD, Narrow candidates
will occupy all the top 10 places in the outcome or-
dering. However, the Narrows will not like a system
that minimises information conveyed, because it is
extremely unlikely to yield the very surprising out-
come that a party with a tiny minority of support
getsall its candidates in the top positions.

Introducing MEV0 is an action of people who do
not want such surprising outcomes; it must be re-
alised that introducing MEV0 will reduce the possi-
bility of minorities such as the Narrows ever being
happy.

A somewhat more mathematical point of view

From a mathematical point of view, for any given
system and for any set of votes, the system gives a
set of probabilities on the set of orderings of the can-
didates, which are non-negative and which sum to 1.
If there areN candidates, there areN ! orderings,
and the possible probability distributions may be
represented as points inN !-dimensional real space
R

N!; in fact they all lie in a(N !− 1) -dimensional
simplex that lies obliquely across the corner of the
positive ‘quadrant’ of this space. LetU denote this
simplex.

Now, given a particular set of votes, adherence to
RP implies that the set of points that could be occu-

pied by the outputs of systems adhering to SLA lies
within a hyperplane satisfyingN (N − 1) /2 linear
constraints; letU0 denote the intersection of this
hyperplane andU .

There are many ways to place the output of such
a system withinU0 and still ensure that it satisfies
SLA. Some we might consider are the mean ofU0,
the point inU0 that is closest to the origin, etc –
indeed almost any point that can be distinguished
without specifically referring to any voter or any
candidate. So how are we going to choose one?

Now, there is a quantity calledentropy(of a prob-
ability distribution over e.g. a finite setT ) that mea-
sures the uncertainty we have about a choice of ele-
ments ofT . If the distribution puts probability 1 on
one element ofT and none on the others, the distri-
bution has zero entropy; the uniform distribution on
T will have the maximum amount of entropy possi-
ble. Entropy is in an important sense the opposite of
information (in its second sense): when we acquire
information about a quantity, on average we reduce
the entropy of the distribution that describes what
we now know about that quantity.

Thus if we want to choose a distribution inU0 that
minimises the amount of information about the out-
put ordering we are supplying, we should choose the
distribution inU0 that has maximum entropy. For-
tunately it turns out that this specifies a unique dis-
tribution.

Another way of looking at this is to note that RD
is not at all moderate (as noted in section 2.6.2).
So we may ask what is the most moderate distri-
bution we can find inU0? One might argue that the
most moderate distribution is the one that mixes in
as many different output orderings as possible, while
still adhering to RP. This again leads us to the distri-
bution inU0 that has maximum entropy. Let us call
that distributionu1 .

Therefore we choose to define theMaximum En-
tropy Voting system(MEV0) (the 0 (zero) is intro-
duced because we will in a future paper define vari-
ants of MEV) as that system which outputs an order-
ing chosen at random from the distributionu1 in U0

that has maximum entropy. That distribution, of all
those inU0, ensures that the votes give us least in-
formation about the actual ordering that will finally
be output by the system when the random draw from
u1 is made, ensures that that ordering will be as un-
surprising as possible, ensures that we know exactly
what properties of the votes are being extracted and
used, and in an important sense is the most moderate
distribution consistent with obeying RP.

A more formal definition of MEV0 is given in an
appendix (section 9) and a discussion of implemen-
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tation will follow in section 5 below.

2.9.2 Example

Taking the three-candidate problem of section 2.1.2
as an example, let’s see how the Compromiser party
fares under MEV0. The voting pattern is, as before,
to within rounding error, given in Table 8 along with
the outcome probability distribution under MEV0:

Percentage voting each ordering:
45.6 13.9 30.4 10.1 0 0

voting:
1st: T C S C S T
2nd: C T C S T S
3rd: S S T T C C
MEV0 Prob: 0.247 0.238 0.095 0.212 0.099 0.111

Table 8: The voting pattern as in Table 1, along
with the outcome distribution under the Maxi-
mum Entropy Voting system.

In this result we see that the probability of the
Compromiser being elected top is not zero (as it was
with Majority Rule), or 0.24 (as it would be with
RD), but 0.45 (i.e. 0.238 + 0.212). That this higher
value is more appropriate is seen from the pairwise
preferences table for the population:

Percentage of the population preferringc1 to c2:

c2

T S C
T − 59.5 45.6

c1 : S 40.5 − 30.4
C 54.4 69.6 −

Table 9: The pairwise preference table for the
voters in the election of Table 8.

which shows that Compromisers are preferred by a
majority of the population to any other single candi-
date (and they are the only candidate with this sta-
tus). In contrast, the Talls are elected top with prob-
ability 0.358 and the Shorts with probability 0.194.
One can of course also verify that RP is being met,
by calculating the pairwise preference table for the
outcome distribution and showing that it is identical
to that for the votes.

2.10 The spectrum from ‘Random
Dictator’ to ‘Maximum Entropy
Voting’

Now, when we defined MEV0, we specified essen-
tially two things. First, a set of constraints that the
MEV0 output distribution must satisfy (leading to a
setU0 of potentially satisfactory distributions), and

second, a rule by which to choose which distribu-
tion in U0 we should draw the output ordering from,
namely the maximum entropy rule.

There are many ways we could specify the set of
constraints. At one end of the spectrum we could say
that the probability of the output distribution giv-
ing each particular ordering should be the same as
the fraction of the voters giving that ordering – this
would define the RD system, as there would then
be only one distribution inU0 . At the other end
of the spectrum we could require adherence to RP
only, yielding the MEV0 system. In between there
are a variety of other sets of properties in which we
could require the output distribution to match the
votes distribution.

For example, one could specify that the output
system should also give the same probabilities of or-
dering all subsets of three candidates in each of the
six possible ways for each such subset as the voters
did. (For a three-candidate election, that would in
fact force the system to be RD, but for more can-
didates such a system would be distinct from RD).
Alternatively, one can allow the voters to express
their preferences not just as a set of pairwise pref-
erences (which is all that is taken from the orderings
by MEV0), but also byoptionallystating combina-
tions of pairwise preferences that they want to occur
together (e.g.c1 > c2 andc1 > c3).

In each case there are two technical constraints
that we must ensure are satisfied, namely non-
emptiness of the setU0 of potentially satisfactory
distributions, and convexity of that set. Provable
non-emptiness is required because otherwise we
cannot guarantee to meet UD (there may be some
voting patterns for which there is no possible out-
put distribution), and we choose to require convexity
because otherwise we may not be able to prove that
the maximum entropy rule chooses a unique distri-
bution.

Now, non-emptiness of the set of potentially satis-
factory distributions is guaranteed for any such sys-
tem by the fact that the RD output distribution, in
all senses equal to the vote distribution, matches the
vote distribution in all the properties we might con-
sider incorporating. Convexity will be guaranteed
providing the constraints specified are of the form

P (outcome ordering has propertyX) =
P (the ordering of a randomly chosen voter has propertyX)

where the equality can be replaced by a non-strict
inequality in either direction.
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3 Measures of satisfaction under
MEV0

In the Transmogrian two-candidate election dis-
cussed in section 2.1.1 we noted that, under major-
ity rule, the mean satisfaction of the population was
0.6 and the standard deviation of satisfaction level
across the population was 0.49. Now, it may eas-
ily be seen that if any probabilistic system obeying
SLA is used (and there is in fact only one such sys-
tem in a two-candidate election, namely that intro-
duced in 2.3.1, which coincides with both RD and
MEV0 in this setting), the mean satisfaction of the
population will be 0.52 while the standard deviation
of expected satisfaction level will be 0.1. Though
there is some reduction inaveragesatisfaction, sat-
isfaction is much more fairly distributed through the
population.

In situations where there are more than two can-
didates, we now ask whether similar improvements
can be obtained from probabilistic systems such as
RD and MEV0.

In order to get an empirical measure of the bene-
fits of probabilistic systems we simulated elections
on four candidates, and considered various ways in
which the voters’ opinions on individual candidates
might combine to give an overall satisfaction with
an outcome ordering. We ran 400 different elections
(different sets of votes) and drew 500 random sam-
ples from the output distributions of each election
under each system (for majority rule all 500 random
samples were of course the same, since majority rule
is a deterministic system).

For each election, we started off by simulating
the opinions of the voters. The details of how this
was done are in an appendix (section 10 below). In
each election, the voters were clustered in 8 differ-
ent broad clusters in their opinions, with the posi-
tions of the clusters being randomly distributed with
a tendency to avoid neutral opinions. This resulted
in each voter having a score (the “input score”) be-
tween zero and one for each candidate, indicating
how much they liked that candidate.

We then deduced from these scores the order that
the voters would place the candidates in when voting
(assuming that each voter votes his true opinions).

We then applied each electoral method to the
votes, and deduced the output ordering distribution.
We drew 500 sample results from the distribution
for each election, each of which is an ordering of
the candidates.

It was then necessary to consider how satisfied
an individual voter would be with any specific out-

put ordering. We considered three different ways in
which the output ordering might be combined with
the voter’s scores on the candidates to give an over-
all satisfaction rating for each voter.

In the following definitions, the words ‘rank’,
‘score’, and ‘correlation’ will have the following
meanings.

‘Rank’ means 1 for the top candidate, 2 for the
candidate in 2nd place, etc.

‘Score’ refers to either input score as described
above, or to an output score derived from the output
ordering by drawing a uniform-random score vector
from those score vectors that would place the can-
didates in the chosen output ordering; in the latter
case score has the intuitive meaning that it is the de-
gree of satisfaction the system’s output ordering had
with that candidate, just as input score is the indi-
vidual voter’s degree of satisfaction with the can-
didate. More formally, if there areN candidates,
then the unit hypercubeIN in R

N may be identified
with the possible sets of scores on the candidates,
and each point in it thus mapped to a particular or-
dering of the candidates. Given a particular output
ordering of the candidates, the output score was then
drawn uniform-randomly from that subset ofIN that
is mapped to the given output ordering.

‘Correlation’ between two vectors means the co-
sine of the angle between the two vectors. Thus if
the two vectors point in the same direction (e.g. two
rankings of the candidates are identical) the corre-
lation will be +1. If they point in exactly opposite
directions inRN it will be −1.

The three methods by which opinions on individ-
ual candidates were combined to give a voter’s over-
all satisfaction with the result of the election were
then as follows:

1. Correlation of output rank with voted rank
(RankCorrel) (which might be expected to
give the advantage to MEV0 or RD);

2. Correlation of output score with voted score
(ScoreCorrel) (where the output score is as ex-
plained above);

3. Input score of the candidate most preferred
by the result ordering(Winner’sScore) (which
might be expected to give the advantage to
MR).

For each measure of satisfaction, a number of de-
scriptive statistics were calculated and used to sum-
marise the characteristics of how satisfaction was
distributed among the voters and between elections.
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We choose to name these statisticsunfairness, aver-
age satisfaction, macrovariation, microvariation ,
and immoderation. Their precise definitions are
given in the appendix section 11 below.

“Unfairness” captures the degree to which we can
expect different members of the population to be
disgruntled with the electoral system to differing ex-
tents – we would like this number to be small, in-
dicating that everybody can expect to be similarly
satisfied over the long term.

“Average satisfaction” is self-explanatory – it is
an average over everything, and the bigger it is the
better.

“Immoderation” captures the degree to which the
system is likely to produce extreme outcomes; for
example, a system that is immoderate without being
unfair is one which given a 50/50 split of the elec-
torate either has all the elected candidates coming
from one party, or all from the other, but never a
mix – so we would like immoderation to be small.

Finally “macrovariation” and “microvariation”
capture different aspects of how the system causes
variable degrees of satisfaction as the random num-
ber generator seedω changes; “microvariation” cap-
tures the variability withω seen by an individual
voter, while “macrovariation” captures the variabil-
ity with ω of average satisfaction over the popula-
tion. For a deterministic system these two quantities
will of course be zero. Ideally we might wish these
parameters to be small – but as we have seen, Ar-
row’s theorem prevents us meeting SLA and having
zero values of macro- and micro-variation.

The results for one particular set of 400 elec-
tions on 4 candidates, of which 500 samples each
were examined, were as follows. Changing the pa-
rameters of the distributions generating the voters’
scores made only small differences to these results,
and none to the relative magnitudes. A bar-chart is
shown in Figure 1 (page 33).

Method of measuring satisfaction
RankCorrel ScoreCorrel Winner’sScore

unfairness (small is good):
MEV0 0.0746 0.0186 0.155
RD 0.0762 0.0280 0.157
MR 0.256 0.0801 0.297

average satisfaction (large is good):
MEV0 0.547 0.512 0.536
RD 0.548 0.521 0.537
MR 0.613 0.517 0.589

macrovariation (small is good):
MEV0 0.0722 0.0259 0.0742
RD 0.0703 0.0257 0.0721
MR 0 0 0

microvariation (small is good):
MEV0 0.274 0.0840 0.243
RD 0.287 0.0984 0.245
MR 0 0 0

immoderation (small is good):
MEV0 0.273 0.0805 0.288
RD 0.289 0.0992 0.293
MR 0.256 0.0801 0.297
Table 10: The various statistics of the three mea-
sures of satisfaction under the Maximum En-
tropy Voting (MEV0) system, the Random Dic-
tator (RD) system, and the Majority Rule (MR)
system. Explanations of the statistics (unfairness,
..., immoderation) are given in the preceding text,
while their precise definitions are given in ap-
pendix section 11.

The level of estimated uncertainty in these statis-
tics is mostly small compared with the differences
between them.

It is interesting that MEV0 causes less unfair-
ness than the other two systemswhicheversatis-
faction measure was used (and a lot less unfair-
ness when assessed by score correlation). Similarly
MEV0 is less immoderate than RD, whichever sat-
isfaction measure is used. To ‘pay’ for this reduc-
tion in unfairness, MEV0 loses only around 10%
on average satisfaction (more like 1% if satisfaction
is measured by score correlation) compared with
MR (as the price of adhering to sensible axioms),
but it does of course introduce introduce micro- and
macrovariation because of its non-deterministic na-
ture; nonetheless the macrovariation is small.

Puzzling over why there was not more differ-
ence in the immoderation statistic between RD and
MEV0, we experimented with other ways of dis-
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tributing the voters’ mean scores. It turned out
that while we could never get the immoderation of
MEV0 to exceed that of RD, or be below that of
MR (except when assessed on Winner’sScore only),
there are scenarios where there are much bigger dif-
ferences in immoderation. One such is shown in
Figure 2 (page 34). Here, voters’ opinions were ar-
ranged such that there was a high probability of vot-
ers either viewing candidates 1 and 3 as much bet-
ter than candidates 2 and 4, or viewing candidates 2
and 4 as much better than candidates 1 and 3; such
a situation occurs in real life where both candidates
and voters are distributed on different ends of the
political left to right axis. Again, the details of how
voters’ opinions were distributed are in the appendix
section 10.

Thus we see that in both scenarios both MEV0
and (to a lesser extent) RD cause vastly less unfair-
ness than the Majority Rule system. In Transmogria
this should lead to less social unrest. The reductions
in average satisfaction are very small compared with
the large benefits obtained by reducing unfairness
while avoiding immoderation.

4 Tactical voting under MEV0

MEV0 does not obey CVO and CVT (proof not
given). It is therefore possible that voters interested
primarily in getting a particular ordering as the re-
sult of an election, or more likely, interested in get-
ting a particular candidate top of the ordering, may
be able to gain by voting other than their true opin-
ion. What MEV0 does guarantee is that they cannot
by tactical voting increase the probability of their
favoured candidate being above any other specified
candidate; the scope for gain by tactical voting is
therefore likely to be fairly limited.

For example, if somebody desiring A> B > C
as the ordering of candidates A, B, and C, and who
especially desires that A should come top, knows
that B is the most popular candidate, they could con-
sider voting A> C > B instead. This would slightly
increase the probability of A coming first – but it
would also make it more likely that C will come
first, and C is this voter’s least favoured candidate.
What it will not do is make any difference to the
probability that A will beat B or the probability that
A will beat C.

The weaknesses of MEV0 in this regard are likely
to be more prominent in situations where only one
candidate is being elected from a constituency, as
opposed to all the candidates being elected in some
order, or several candidates being elected. One

might think that elections where only one candidate
is being elected would be better addressed by con-
sidering the election output to be non-strongly or-
dered with the top candidate> all the others, and
all the others equal to each other, and then requiring
RP to apply. To get the benefits of MEV0 one would
however have to interpret the voters’ orderings in the
original way. This distinction unfortunately leads to
the RD distribution not satisfying the new RP condi-
tion, and to elections where there is indeednooutput
distributionpossible that satisfies this new version of
RP.

5 Implementation of MEV0

So far we have discussed the theoretical basis of
MEV0 and its benefits and drawbacks in various sit-
uations. We next turn to how the necessary calcula-
tions can actually be carried out in practice. While
for RD essentially the only issue is how to choose a
voter uniform-randomly from the population of vot-
ers, with MEV0 we have a significantly more diffi-
cult problem.

We suggest two usable approaches. Neither
is perfect and there is plenty of scope for better
methods of implementation to be developed. Both
are presented as a rough verbal description rather
than as precise mathematics. Software that carries
out each of these implementations (in the Matlab
language) can be downloaded from the directory
http://www.inference.phy.cam.ac.uk/sewell.

As above, letN denote the number of candidates.

5.1 Implementation for low N

The first approach is to calculate the distribution
u1 explicitly. This means calculating the proba-
bility under u1 of each possible output ordering
of the candidates. Since there areN ! such order-
ings, this is a calculation that will necessarily take
(at the very least)N ! operations. Since 20! is
about 2,432,902,008,176,640,000, it can be seen
that this approach will take rather a long time for
a 20-candidate election. However, where the num-
ber of candidates is under about 7, such an ap-
proach is feasible. The definition of MEV0 leads,
via the Lagrange multiplier technique, to a set of
non-linear simultaneous equations on theN ! prob-
abilities to be determined, plus some non-negativity
constraints.The non-negativity constraints are usu-
ally redundant in practice, as the value ofu1 is only
zero on those orderings which give a pairwise com-
parison favoured by zero of the voters. These or-
derings can be eliminated at the start; elsewhere the
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gradient of the entropy becomes infinite as any in-
dividual probability approaches zero, pointing to-
wards that probability being positive.

The problem is then one of solving the set of non-
linear simultaneous equations, and as such a range
of techniques is available in the literature. One so-
lution is embodied insim1.m on the web site men-
tioned above.

Once we are at a point where the constraints are
satisfied and the gradient of the entropy is normal
to the set of points satisfying the constraints, that
point is the output distribution. Since it is a discrete
distribution we can take a random sample from it by
inverting the cumulative distribution function, and
using a uniform random variate. The random sample
thus taken is an ordering on the candidates, which
we deliver as the output ordering.

5.2 Implementation for larger N

As discussed in section 5.1, the above technique
is excessively computationally intensive when the
number of candidates rises above about 7. Under
these circumstances we must resort to a different
method.

By considering a Langrange-multiplier solution
to the relevant constrained maximisation problem,
u1 may be shown to be of the following form:

u1(t) = Ke





∑

i,j:i>j

λi,jdi,j(t)





whereK is a constant andi and j index the can-
didates. Therefore, if we know the values of the
λi,j, we may sample fromu1 using a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo algorithm, (e.g. Metropolis-Hastings,
using proposal distributions that simply interchange
two candidates in the current sample oft).

A possible approach, then, is to initialise the
λi,j to random values, run such an MCMC algo-
rithm yielding a pile of non-independent samples,
assess for each pair(i, j) whether the current frac-
tion of the samples in whichci > cj is too big or
too small, and adjust eachλi,j upward if the frac-
tion needs increasing or downwards otherwise. Such
an iterative approach will eventually converge ap-
proximately (under the assumptions that each com-
ponent MCMC run is ‘sufficiently long’, the step
size for adjusting theλi,j is ‘sufficiently small’,
etc). It is possible to assess how accurately the con-
straints are currently being met at each point in the
run. Nonetheless, it would be better to find a non-
iterative perfect sampling system (for example one

using Fill’s algorithm); we have so far not been able
to.

It turns out that the choice of proposal distribution
used is important. If there is inadequate mixing,
such a scheme does not converge. Software imple-
menting the best approach that we know of is avail-
able insim2.m in the same directory on the web
(see section 5 above).

The limiting factor that governs convergence of
sampling in such an approach seems to be that one
requires a large number of samples of the ordering
at any one of values of theλi,j to get accurate esti-
mates of the fraction of samples preferring one can-
didate to another. However good a proposal distribu-
tion is used, it would seem that an MCMC approach
with feedback to theλi,j will always have running
speed limited in this way.

In practice such a system has been developed and
tested for up to 40 candidates. If such an approach
were to be used in practice it would be necessary to
set precise criteria for when convergence could be
considered adequate.

6 How could one set about introducing
such a system?

In the grand scheme, the MEV0 system itself (and
the RD system likewise) could be implemented
in two parts: the election of local candidates to
be members of parliament, and the application of
MEV0 (or RD) to parliamentary procedure. It would
probably be best to introduce the election to par-
liament first, reserving the somewhat more difficult
procedural issues until experience had been gained
in electing the members.

However, it is clear that substantial education
of the population on the benefits would be neces-
sary, and before any public election, suitable trials
on smaller and more restricted elections would be
needed. Such smaller elections could be surveyed to
assess the real satisfaction of voters with the differ-
ent systems, which might help the public to accept
the necessity of randomisation to achieve fair elec-
tions.

7 Discussion

We have thus seen that probabilistic voting systems
(both “decision schemes” and “social welfare func-
tions”) can reduce the unfairness to minorities that
occurs with majority rule. We have seen how the
impasse of Arrow’s theorem may be circumvented
by such systems.
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We assumed as obvious that we must have sym-
metry among both voters and candidates and uni-
versal domain, and that our system should respect
unanimous opinions (i.e. obey the weak Pareto con-
dition). We then saw (from Gibbard’s and McLen-
nan’s results) that addition of strategy-proofness im-
mediately restricts us to using the Random Dicta-
tor system (at least as far as the induced decision
scheme goes), which has the serious drawbacks that
it is completely unable to compromise and can be
very immoderate in its results.

We therefore chose instead to add the much
weaker axiom of representative probability (RP) and
to output (ultimately) an ordering on the candidates
rather than just the name of the top candidate, even
if our real aim is to elect only one candidate. Im-
plicit in doing so is the decision that some degree
of satisfaction will be afforded to voters by their de-
sired candidate coming e.g. 2nd rather than 3rd, even
if only one candidate is being elected (even though
one of the authors (IM) has argued strongly against
this in the past). Given RP we are guaranteed also
pairwise clarity of voting (CVP), but from Gibbard’s
results we know that this is nowhere near as strong
an axiom as strategy-proofness, and we have also
made it clear that this does not imply clarity of vot-
ing on the top position or on the output ordering.

In choosing between the many possible systems
which obey just these axioms (SV, SC, UD, RP),
we concentrated on the one that offers the least ele-
ment of surprise in the results given any candidate-
symmetric prior beliefs, and saw how this is the one
that minimises the information taken from the votes
and maximises the entropy of the output distribu-
tion. This system is MEV0, the basic “maximum
entropy voting” system.

MEV0 was shown in experimental simulations to
provide very much less unfairness than majority rule
while diminishing overall average satisfaction very
little. Inevitably any probabilistic system must in-
crease micro- and macro-variation compared with
any deterministic system (which has none). Sim-
ilarly a probabilistic system would be expected to
increase immoderation when compared with major-
ity rule (although in fact this is not true if “Win-
ner’sScore” is used as the satisfaction measure);
nonetheless MEV0 causes much less increase in im-
moderation than Random Dictator does.

Neither RD nor MEV0 guarantees to elect a Con-
dorcet winner. We have however seen from exam-
ples that MEV0 is usually much more likely than
RD to do so where one exists. What both do guar-
antee is that to the extent that the Condorcet win-
ner wins unanimously, to that extent also he will be

placed higher than the others in probability.
The one real weakness of MEV0 that we are

aware of is the ability of a political party to increase
the chances of the top elected candidate belonging
to itself by flooding the candidate list with lots of
its own candidates – i.e. the difficulty of “candidate
loading”. Note, however, that this does not mean
that any one of these candidates has any favour com-
pared with any other candidate, from that party or
otherwise. The difficulty of combating this problem
lies largely in the difficulty of detection of “mem-
bership” of a party, as this may not be formal (e.g.
membership of the “party” of those who have lots
of spare time). There is also an argument to say
that if there are more people of one persuasion will-
ing to give up their time to politics then they should
each be given their fair chance. The main reason
that RD does not suffer from candidate loading is
that it avoids all compromise – and we believe that
avoiding compromise is bad. We hope to publish a
future paper discussing in detail the possibilities of
ameliorating the issue of candidate loading.

A major difficulty with MEV0 is that it is hard for
the average voter to understand. However, in gen-
eral it is not necessary for the voter to understand
more than that he should place the candidates in or-
der according to his true beliefs. Indeed, the fact that
the system is hard to understand should be a strong
disincentive to tactical voting, as the effects of tac-
tical voting will be very difficult to predict (and of
course it cannot alter the pairwise outcome proba-
bilities anyhow).

Discussion of alternative electoral systems should
of course also consider some of the other long-
standing attempts to do better than majority rule, for
example Single Transferable Vote (STV). It is the
authors’ hope that consideration of the two candi-
date scenario, as in sections 2.1 and 2.3 above, will
suffice to convince the reader that without recourse
to a probabilistic system one cannot avoid the in-
herent unfairness of majority rule, whichever of the
other deterministic systems one may adopt.

Others may object that MEV0 is likely to elect
middle-of-the-road candidates and avoid any firm
leadership (as is also claimed against most other
ways of avoiding majority rule). Only real experi-
ment and time will show whether this is true, and
any system which promotes compromise can be crit-
icised in this way – if you don’t like compromise,
then use Random Dictator, and take a small risk of
getting a few years of extremist rule! However it
is our hope that use of MEV0 would lead to a need
to reach agreement by genuine discussion that con-
siders the needs ofall parties, before voting, to a
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greater extent than under majority rule. Only then
can one be reasonably sure of what the outcome of
the vote will be.

Finally, since the readership ofVoting mattersare
particularly familiar with STV systems, we com-
ment on the relationship between our RP axiom
and the concept of Droop Proportionality (Woodall
1994):

Droop proportionality criterion (DPC): If
there are|V | voters and an election is to
elect M of the availableN candidates
then we define the Droop Quota to be
|V |

M+1
, and require that for anyk, m ∈ N

with 0 < k ≤ m, and for any subsetC0

of the set of candidatesC, if more than
k

|V |

M+1
voters place all members ofC0 in

one of the topm places in their ranking,
then at leastk members ofC0 should be
elected.

The DPC is a very different concept of pro-
portionality to RP. To see this, consider the case
|V | = 2, m = 1, k = 1 (i.e. a 2-candidate election
to elect one candidate). Then any election satisfy-
ing the DPC must elect whomever gets more votes.
In other words DPC requires fallback, in the 2-
candidate situation, to the MR system – totally dif-
ferent from the RP requirement that the probabil-
ity of electing each of the two candidates should be
proportional to the number of voters preferring that
candidate.
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Figure 1: Satisfaction statistics in simulated elections.Of the three MR is most unfair and least variable,
while MEV0 is least unfair, is less immoderate and microvariable than RD, and has very similar

immoderation to MR (here labelled FPTP).
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Figure 2: An election similar to that of Figure 1, but where there is a correlation between voter groups and
candidates along an (e.g. left-right) axis.
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9 Appendix - Formal description of
Maximum Entropy Voting

In this appendix we describe the axioms and the
MEV0 system formally.

9.1 Definitions of the axioms

Let C denote the (finite) set of Candidates, andN

the number of candidates.
Let V denote the (finite) set of Voters, endowed

with the uniform probability measurePV .
Let T denote the set of strong total orderings6 on

C, andW the set of total orderings onC. Small
letters will denote members of the sets denoted by
capitals.

Let X denote the set of possible sets of votes by
the voters. ThenX = W

V .
Let U denote the set of probability distributions

on T , andD denote the set of probability distribu-
tions onC.

Let Ω denote the underlying probability space
(think of this as the set of possible seeds for the
random number generator, of very large uncount-
able size), andPΩ the associated probability mea-
sure (which we will denote simplyP when there is
no ambiguity).

Let J denote the set of permutations ofC,
and ρ : J → W

W be the function such that for
all c1, c2 ∈ C and anyw ∈ W , c1 ≤ρ(j)(w) c2 iff
j (c1) ≤w j (c2).

We define a probabilistic decision scheme (PDS)
by abuse of notation as either a measurable
function f : X → D or as a measurable func-
tion f : X × Ω → C ; it will always be clear
which is meant by the number of arguments.
We define a probabilistic social welfare function
(PSWF) by abuse of notation as either a measurable
function f : X → U or as a measurable function
f : X × Ω → T (similarly). In both cases we will
only be interested in schemes/functions that addi-
tionally meet certain axioms yet to be defined. (We
assume in both cases that all subsets ofX are con-
sidered measurable.)

We say that a PSWFf : X × Ω → T induces
a PDS f

′

: X × Ω → C
′

on a subsetC
′

of C

6 We will say thatt is a “total” ordering iff
(∀c1, c2 ∈ C) (c1 ≥t c2 or c2 ≥t c1)
(i.e. for any pair of candidates either one is above the other

or it is below the other, but can’t be unrelated to the other; in
contrast to a “partial” ordering).

We will say thatt is a “strong” ordering iff
(∀c1, c2 ∈ C) ((c1 ≥t c2 and c2 ≥t c1) ⇒ (c1 = c2))
(i.e. the ordering can’t rank two distinct candidates as equal).

iff for all x ∈ X, ω ∈ Ω, and c
′

∈ C
′

, we have
f

′

(x, ω) ≥f(x,ω) c
′

.
For the purpose of defining the SP axioms we de-

fine a utility function as a function fromC, D, T, or
U to R (the real line). A utility functiong : D → R

is defined to be risk-neutral if there exists a util-
ity function h : C → R such that for alld ∈ D,
g(d) = Eω∈Ω,c∼dh(c) = Σx∈Ch(c)d(c), i.e. if the
value ofg (d) depends only on the mean of the util-
ity of c underh whenc is distributed according to
d. If so, theng will be said to be the utility function
on D induced byh. In an exactly similar way we
define the concept of a risk-neutral utility function
on U . We define all utility functions onC andT to
be (vacuously) risk-neutral.

Given this background the axioms are then de-
fined for a probabilistic social welfare functionf as
follows:

SV: For any permutationj of V and anyx ∈ X ,
f (x) = f (x ◦ j).

SC: For anyj ∈ J , anyx ∈ X, and anyω ∈ Ω,
f (ρ (j) ◦ x, ω) = ρ(j) ◦ f (x, ω).

UD: (this is automatically met by any PSWF de-
fined as above).

RP: For anyc1, c2 ∈ C, anyx ∈ X , then

PΩ

(

c1 ≤f(x,ω) c2

)

=
PV

(

c1 <x(v) c2

)

+
1

2
PV

(

c1 =x(v) c2

)

,

where<w and=w have the obvious meanings de-
rived from the (not necessarily strong) ordering
w ∈ W written≤w.

IIA: For anyc1, c2 ∈ C, and [for anyx1, x2 ∈ X

such that for allv ∈ V , c1 ≤x1(v) c2⇔ c1≤x2(v)c2],
thenPΩ

(

c1 ≤f(x1,ω) c2

)

= PΩ

(

c1≤f(x2,ω)c2

)

.
WP: For any c1, c2 ∈ C and any x ∈ X ,

(

(∀v ∈ V )
(

c1 ≤x(v) c2

)

⇒ PΩ

(

c1 ≤f(x,ω) c2

)

= 1
)

.
CVP: For any c1, c2 ∈ C, v ∈ V , and [for

any x1, x2 ∈ X such that [for all v
′

∈ V \ {v}

and allc
′

1, c
′

2 ∈ C, c
′

1 ≤
x1(v

′

)
c
′

2⇔ c
′

1≤x2(v
′

)
c
′

2]],

c1 ≤x1(v) c2⇒ PΩ

(

c1≤f(x1,ω)c2

)

≥ PΩ

(

c1≤f(x2,ω)c2

)

.
CVT: For any c1 ∈ C, v ∈ V , and [for any

x1, x2 ∈ X such that [for allv
′

∈ V \ {v} and all
c
′

1, c
′

2 ∈ C, c
′

1 ≤
x1(v

′

)
c
′

2⇔ c
′

1≤x2(v
′

)
c
′

2]],

(

(∀c2 ∈ C)
(

c1 ≥x1(v) c2

))

⇒ PΩ

(

(∀c2∈ C)
(

c1≥f(x1,ω)c2

))

≥ PΩ

(

(∀c2∈ C)
(

c1≥f(x2,ω)c2

))

.

CVO: For any t ∈ T, v ∈ V , and [for any
x1, x2 ∈ X such that [for allv′ ∈ V \ {v} and all
c
′

1, c
′

2 ∈ C,
c
′

1 ≤
x1(v

′

)
c
′

2⇔ c
′

1≤x2(v
′

)
c
′

2]],

x1 (v) = t ⇒ PΩ (f (x1, ω) = t) ≥ PΩ (f (x2, ω) = t).
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SP (for PDSs (also denotedf)): For any risk-
neutral utility functions g : D → R, h : C → R

such thatg is induced byh, and for anyv ∈ V , and
[for any x1, x2 ∈ X such that [for allv′ ∈ V \ {v}

and allc
′

1, c
′

2 ∈ C, c
′

1 ≤
x1(v

′

)
c
′

2⇔ c
′

1≤x2(v
′

)
c
′

2]],
(

(∀c1, c2 ∈ C)
(

c1 ≥x1(v) c2⇔ h (c1)≥ h (c2)
))

⇒ g (f (x1))≥ g (f (x2)).
SP1 (for PSWFs): For any risk-neutral utility

functionsg : U → R, h : T → R such thatg is in-
duced by h, and for any v ∈ V , and [for any
x1, x2 ∈ X such that [for allv

′

∈ V {v} and all
c
′

1, c
′

2 ∈ C, c
′

1 ≤
x1(v

′

)
c
′

2⇔ c
′

1≤x2(v
′

)
c
′

2]],

((∀t ∈ T ) (h (x1 (v)) ≥ h (t)))

⇒ g (f (x1)) ≥ g (f (x2)).

SP2 (for PSWFs): For any non-emptyC
′

⊆ C

the PDSf
′

induced byf onC
′

satisfies SP.
SLA: f is a PSWF that satisfies SV, SC, and RP.

9.2 Definition of Maximum Entropy
Voting

We use the same notation as in section 9.1.
Each voter casts his vote by giving a total ordering

(not necessarily strong) onC.
Let si,j be the fraction of the votes that preferci

to cj , whereci, cj ∈ C ; a voter that rates two candi-
dates equally preferable counts as half a vote in each
direction, and wherei = j we will setsi,j =

1

2
. Let

S denote the matrix composed of thesi,j.
Now let T be the set of strong total orderings on

C.
Then for eacht ∈ T we define pairwise prefer-

ence variablesdi,j (t) which are 1 ifci is preferred
to cj undert (i.e. if ci >t cj ), 1

2
if i = j, and 0

otherwise.
Now let U be the set of probability distributions

on T . Then for eachu ∈ U , we define a matrix
D (u) whose elementsdi,j (u) are the probability
that under a random orderingt drawn fromu can-
didateci is preferred to candidatecj, and which are
given by

di,j (u) =
∑

u (t) di,j (t).
The mapB that mapsu to D (u) is linear7 .
Now let B

−1 ({S}) denote the subsetU0 of U

such thatu ∈ U0 iff u ∈ U and Bu = S. U0 is
thus the set of distributions onT that satisfy the con-
straints imposed by RP.U0 is convex since it is the

7 i.e. for any two non-negative real numbersα andβ which
sum to 1, and anyu1, u2 ∈ U ,

B (αu1 + βu
2
) = D (αu1 + βu

2
) =

αD (u1) + βD (u2) = αB (u1) + βB (u2) .

intersection of a convex set with the inverse image
of a single-point set under a linear map.

We next want to establish thatB
−1 ({S}) is non-

empty, and to that end will exhibit an elementu0 in
it. Let u0 denote the distributiononT defined as fol-
lows: u0 (t) is the probability that a randomly cho-
sen voter orders the candidates according tot. (Vot-
ers who vote with a non-strong ordering are divided
up into several equally-weighted fractional voters
who vote with each of the contributory strong or-
derings.) (Intuitivelyu0 is the output distribution of
the RD system.)

ThenBu0 = S, thereforeU0 6= ∅.
Now consider the functionf : U → R defined by

f (u) = −
∑

t∈T

u (t) log (u (t))

f gives the entropy of a distributionu on T . Then
f is readily verified to be a strictly concave func-
tion onU . Moreover the gradient off is infinite in
magnitude wherever any point valueu (t1) of u ap-
proaches zero, and is then pointing away from the
surfaceu (t1) = 0. Thereforef has a single maxi-
mum on any convex subset ofU , and in particular
onU0.

Let
u1 = argmaxu∈U0

f (u),

i.e. u1 is the distribution onT of maximum entropy
which satisfiesBu1 = S.

We will then define the distribution of outcomes
from the MEV0 system to beu1; to obtain the ac-
tual ordering that is the outcome, we draw a random
samplet1 from u1.

9.3 Axioms adhered to

MEV0 satisfies the following axioms:
SV, SC, UD, WP, IIA, ND, RP, CVP.
Moreover MEV0 uses only the information inS

(the pairwise preference probability matrix) from
the votes, and no other. Under MEV0, and any
candidate-symmetric prior on the votes, the infor-
mation about the output ordering in the votes is as
low as is possible for a system consistent with RP.
Moreover it is the unique method with this overall
combination of properties.

Stated slightly differently, MEV0 is the unique
system meeting SLA which uses only, and all of,
the pairwise preference probabilities from the votes,
and produces an output distribution on the orderings
containing as little information about the output or-
dering consistent with the preceding properties.
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9.4 Proofs

SV, SC, UD are obvious.
RP holds becauseBu1 = S.
RP implies CVP, since if we wish to maximise

the probability that the result prefers candidateci to
candidatecj , we need to ensure that(Bu1)i,j

= si,j

is maximised. Butsi,j is the fraction of the voters
that preferci to cj, and all that we can do to max-
imise that is ensure that we voteci abovecj . RP also
implies IIA and ND trivially.

To prove WP, note that if all candidates preferci

to cj, thensi,j = 1, and hence almost allt1 (i.e. all
but some with total probability 0 underu1) preferci

to cj, so the probability of the result preferringci to
cj is 1.

It is clear that no information from the votes is
used other thanS, since the only information de-
rived from the votes that enters the system isS. On
the other hand, sinceS is deducible fromu1, all the
information inS is also inu1.

Nonetheless the number of bits of information
that the votes contain about the ordering,I (T ; V |y),
given the choice of voting systemy, takes a value
defined by the relevant probability distributions, and
the equation

I (T ; V |y) =
∫

P (t, v|y) log2

P(t|v,y)

P(t|y)
d (t, v),

where we envisage the probabilistic model relating
the variables that is shown in Figure 3. Moreover,
despite the fact that all the information aboutT

comes throughS, I (T ; V |y) does vary withy.
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Figure 3: Relationships between the variables
at an election.

Now, we have some prior distributionon the votes
P (v) which is candidate-symmetric, and some fixed
choice of systemy to be determined, from the setY

of systems that obey SLA and take only the pairwise
probability matrixS from the votes. For any fixed
v there is only one possible value ofS, and for any
fixed value ofS and any choice of systemy ∈ Y

there is only one possible value ofu. We assert that
MEV0 is the system̆y given by

y̆ = argminy∈Y I (T ; V |y).
Indeed we have

y̆ = argminy∈Y

∫

P (v) P (t|v, y) log2

P(t|v,y)

P(t|y)
d (t, v)

y̆ = argminy∈Y (
∫

P (v) P (t|v, y) log2P (t|v, y) d (t, v)

−
∫

P (v)P (t|v, y) log2P (t|y) d (t, v))

But since P (v) has been assumed to be
candidate-symmetric, andy obeys SLA,P (t|y) is a
constant varying neither witht, v, nory. Moreover
P (t|v, y) integrates overt to 1 for any fixedv and
y (as it is a probability distribution), andP (v) inte-
grates to 1 for the same reason. Therefore the second
term above does not vary withy, and we have

y̆ = argminy∈Y I (T ; V |y)

= argminy∈Y

∫

P (v)P (t|v, y) log2P (t|v, y) d (t, v)

= argmaxy∈Y

∫

P (v)H (T |v, y) dv

whereH (T |v, y) = −
∫

P (t|v, y) log2P (t|v, y) dt,
the entropy of the output distribution. But our choice
of the MEV0 system fory uniquely maximises
H (T |v, y) for any fixed v, and hence uniquely
maximises

∫

P (v) H (T |v, y) dv no matter what
candidate-symmetric distributionP (v) may be.

That concludes the proofs of the formal properties
of MEV0. Illustrations of how it differs from RD in
practice are in sections 2.9, 3, and 4 above.

10 Appendix – Simulation of voters’
opinions

For the purpose of the simulated elections of section
5 above, we simulated voters’ opinions as follows.
We describe first the set of elections whose results
are shown in Table 10 and Figure 1, and then indi-
cate how the second set of elections (of Figure 2)
differs.

We created eight voter interest groups. For each
group we drew a mean scorexc on each of the
four candidates independently from a Beta distribu-
tion with parameters 0.5, 0.5. For each group we
also drew independently a single strength of opinion
valuey from a Gamma distribution with parameters
m = 2, r = 0.1.

We assigned each of 50 voters randomly to one
of the eight voter interest groups. Each voter’s
score on each candidatec was then drawn inde-
pendently from a Beta distribution with parameters
yxc, y (1 − xc), with xc andy being the parameters
appropriate to that voter’s voter interest group. Thus
the mean score for a voter on candidatec was the ap-
propriate group’sxc, and wheny was large the score
distribution was tighter aroundxc than wheny was
small.
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The overall effect is therefore that the voters’
opinions are clustered in eight clusters of varying
tightness, with both tightness and position of the
clusters in opinion space varying from one simu-
lated election to another. In this first election the
position of the clusters, though tending to be nearer
edges and corners than in the centre of the 4-d hy-
percube, are in a sense unprincipled – i.e. there is
no link between the opinions of voters in different
groups.

For the second set of elections, instead of using a
Beta(0.5, 0.5) distribution for eachxc, we used ei-
ther a Beta(2, 0.5) or a Beta(0.5, 2) distribution, ac-
cording to whether the parity (oddness or evenness)
of the candidate number matched or did not match
respectively that of the voter group number8 . Thus
we may think, for example, of the odd numbered
candidates as being “right-wing” and the even num-
bered candidates as being “left-wing”, and similarly
for the voter groups; left wing voters are unlikely
to think highly of right wing candidates (and vice
versa). As we have seen, this set of elections brings
out to a rather greater extent how MEV0 ameliorates
RD’s tendency to immoderation.

11 Appendix – Statistics used to
describe profile of satisfaction with
results of simulated election

For each measure of satisfaction, the following
statistics were calculated:

1. Ev∈V,m∈M,ω∈Ω (a (v, m, ω)), whereM is the
set of elections,V the set of voters,Ω the set
of seeds of the random number generator, and
a (v, m, ω) the satisfaction of voterv in elec-
tion m using random seedω, and whereE de-
notes expectation; we refer to this statistic as
“average satisfaction”;

2. Em∈M (stdv∈V (Eω∈Ω (a (v, m, ω)))), where
also std denotes standard deviation; we refer
to this statistic as “unfairness”;

3. Em∈M (Eω∈Ω (stdv∈V (a (v, m, ω)))); we re-
fer to this statistic as “immoderation”;

4. Em∈M (stdω∈Ω (Ev∈V (a (v, m, ω)))); we re-
fer to this statistic as “macrovariation”;

5. Em∈M (Ev∈V (stdω∈Ω (a (v, m, ω)))); we re-
fer to this statistic as “microvariation ”.
8 The Beta(0.5, 0.5) distribution has two equal peaks near 0

and near 1 as well as a lesser amount of probability in the middle,
while the Beta(0.5, 2) distribution is missing the peak near1 and
the Beta(2, 0.5) distribution is missing the peak near 0.
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Editorial

There are 3 items in this issue:

• The paper by Joseph Durham and Peter Lin-
dener ‘Moderated Differential Pairwise Tally-
ing’ considers a method of electing candidates
using a preferential ballot which is quite unlike
STV. The paper details the rationale behind the
method, using Borda scores and Condorcet as
starting points.

As with all such methods, it is difficult to con-
vince people to use a new system, even given
a detailed analysis of its effects. How do vot-
ers react to knowing that later preferences can
affect the earlier ones?

• In the second paper, David Hill considers the
problem of filling a casual vacancy when an
election uses the Meek algorithm for STV.

• The last paper, by Philip Kestelman, presents a
detailed analysis of the proportionality attained
when using the Alternative Vote. This is partic-
ularly relevant at the moment since the use of
AV has been proposed for the House of Com-
mons.

New Zealand election rules

It has recently been noted that the formulation of the
Meek rules given in the New Zealand regulations is
incorrect in significant ways. However, this is not
as worrying as it might appear, since it is thought
that the actual computer software used to implement
the rules actually implements the Meek algorithm
correctly.

Postscript

This is the last issue ofVoting matterswhich I will
edit. An announcement of the new editor is expected
shortly.

Voting mattersoriginally started by reproducing
documents which were hard to obtain, like Meek’s
description of his method. Subsequently, articles
were often papers presented to the Electoral Reform
Society’s Technical Committee.

After some initial difficulties, a strategy was de-
veloped which used one anonymous referee for each
submitted paper. The referee was almost always, but
not exclusively, an author of aVoting matterspaper.
I would like to thank all those who acted as a referee,
since they performed a vital role and it was essential
for me to trust their conclusions.

A review of Voting mattersundertaken by the
Trust resulted in a change to the wording to ensure
that the scope was preferential voting systems, not
just Single Transferable Vote.

Having a free journal published via the Internet
has obvious advantages; there need be no page limit
and issues can appear when there is material, not
just on a certain date. Hence, although the dates of
issues are somewhat erratic, we have never had a
significant backlog.

There are two people I need to thank by name:
Paul Wilder for the website provision and the re-
production of some copies, and David Hill who has
carefully proof-read each issue.

Readers are reminded that views expressed in
Voting matters by contributors do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the McDougall Trust or
its trustees.
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Moderated Differential Pairwise Tallying: A Voter
Specified Hybrid of Ranking by Pairwise Comparisons
and Cardinal Utility Sums

Joseph W. Durham and Peter Lindener
joey.durham@gmail.com
lindener.peter@gmail.com

1 Introduction

In our increasingly interactive world, elections and
other forms of collaborative group decision-making
are becoming ever more important. Many vot-
ing systems have been proposed, from common
plurality-based methods to the historical approaches
of Condorcet and Borda and, more recently, Single
Transferable Vote, Range Voting, and Alternative or
Instant Runoff Voting ([10], [12], [14], [19]). There
is increasing awareness of how the mathematical
properties of voting systems affect not just the elec-
tion outcome but also which options are really con-
sidered and the content of pre-election debate. An
understanding of the tradeoffs of various approaches
appears critical for democratically governed groups
of all sizes to realize their full potential.

Democratic decisions made when choosing be-
tween only two candidates or options seem straight-
forward: the option with the most votes for should
win. Unfortunately, in voting situations that have
more than two alternatives, democratic decisions
rapidly become more problematic. This paper
presents a new vote-tallying method,moderated dif-
ferential pairwise tallying, that can improve the
quality of single-winner elections. This method is
a per-voter hybrid of Condorcet’s pairwise compar-
ison with a cardinal-weighted revision of the Borda
count which gives all voters control over exactly
how their preferences are tallied. We also show
that the method maintains the virtues which make
pairwise comparisons so appealing while reducing
the potential for ambiguous cyclical outcomes. Our

For this publication, see www.votingmatters.org.uk

hope is that the adoption of this and future advances
in social choice theory will help build more respon-
sive democracies and encourage greater civic partic-
ipation.

2 The Spoiler Effect and Other
Challenges

Before describing the developments in this paper,
we would like to provide some motivation and in-
troduce some key ideas. Those readers familiar with
the spoiler effect and Condorcet’s method of pair-
wise comparison may choose to go on to the next
section.

Consider the following common scenario: two
candidates, P and Q, each receive the support of
about half of the voters. Selecting between just
P and Q is simple: whichever candidate receives
more support in a head-to-head comparison can be
deemed preferred by the group as a whole. Now
consider the effect of adding a third option, M, to
the set of candidates. In commonly usedplurality
voting systems, each voter is given one vote to cast
for either P, Q, or M. With the addition of alternative
M each voter must decide whether or not he would
like to change his vote from P or Q to M. If a voter
still prefers P or Q to M, then logically he should
continue to support his prior top candidate. But the
voting system has introduced a risk for those voters
who might change their vote from P or Q to M, since
removing support from either P or Q might cause the
other less desired candidate to win.

The voters who are considering a switch to M are
in a quandary. Each voter is forced to weigh the po-
tential benefit of switching his vote to M against the
risk of causing his least preferred of the three can-
didates to win. It is even possible that every voter
would actually prefer M to either P or Q but, be-
cause of the perceived risk associated with voting

1
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for a third alternative, the group will remain polar-
ized and stuck choosing between P and Q.

This M, P, and Q scenario is an example of the
third-partyspoiler effect, where the addition or re-
moval of a non-winning candidate can affect which
candidate wins. Almost all voting methods in use
today are plagued by variations of the spoiler effect,
but it is particularly problematic in plurality-based
methods where each voter votes for a single candi-
date. The prevalence of the spoiler effect in a voting
method can directly influence how an election un-
folds in several ways.

First, in the face of the spoiler effect, voters are
often forced to speculate about which candidates are
the top contenders to determine how to avoid a detri-
mental result. The spoiler effect effectively penal-
izes voters who do not use a voting strategy which
looks to vote only for one of the front-running can-
didates. This unfortunate reality can cause the out-
come of an election to depend more on perceptions
of popular opinion than the electorate’s true prefer-
ences.

In addition, once a voter has decided to support
one of the perceived front-runners, there is little in-
centive for him to consider other alternatives. The
perceived risk of supporting a third-party candidate
limits which options are fully explored. By focusing
attention on the perceived front-runners, the spoiler
effect contributes to the polarizing divisiveness sur-
rounding some elections and can influence not only
which candidate is elected but the very nature of the
preceding democratic debate itself.

These distinctly less-than-democratic outcomes
are just a few examples of the potential conse-
quences of using a voting system which is subject to
the spoiler effect. The frequent worry about “throw-
ing one’s vote away” around election time illustrates
the awareness of many voters about the spoiler ef-
fect, even if they do not use the term. These issues
are so common that they are often accepted as being
an inherent part of the election process. However,
the potential for electoral results to be influenced by
the spoiler effect highlights the very real value of a
well-formed, truly democratic voting system. The
question then becomes: how can a democratic se-
lection be made between several candidates without
inviting the spoiler effect?

As we have mentioned, the spoiler effect is partic-
ularly troublesome in plurality methods where each
voter has a single vote to cast. In an attempt to
reduce the severity of the spoiler effect, many po-
litical systems using plurality methods hold a se-
ries of smaller contests including primaries, runoffs,
or both. Although holding a final runoff between

the top two candidates does return to the simple
two candidate scenario for the last stage of an elec-
tion, the voting which determines who will be in
the runoff is still subject to the spoiler effect. Re-
cently, Single Transferable Vote (STV) and Alter-
native Vote or Instant Runoff Voting (IRV) have re-
ceived a lot of attention for bypassing the logistical
need for a separate runoff. However, the implemen-
tations of these methods still involve a series of plu-
rality votes and so the spoiler effect still influences
election results.

To show how a voting system can be designed
to avoid the spoiler effect, we will return to the P,
Q, and M scenario. When P and Q were the only
two choices, selecting a winner was easy and there
was no threat of the spoiler effect. The simplic-
ity of the two candidate scenario holds a clue about
how the spoiler effect can be eliminated from demo-
cratic decision-making. When candidate M is in-
cluded in the pool of options and voters are asked
to pick one of three candidates, then the spoiler ef-
fect appears. Consider instead if we asked voters
to pick one candidate out of each possible pair of
candidates:{P,Q}, {P,M}, or {Q,M}. With this ap-
proach, a voter can still support P over Q, but also
express his preference for M over either P or Q, for
example. By evaluating the candidates in pairs in
this way, the risk of the spoiler effect caused by sup-
port for newcomer M is removed. This approach to
tallying votes is known asexhaustive pairwise com-
parison.

To give voters the freedom to express their prefer-
ences over many pairs of candidates, a different kind
of ballot is required, something known as aranked
choice ballot. Ranked choice ballots, which are also
used in STV, IRV, and other methods, allow voters
to rank the candidates against each other. Ranked
choice ballots allow the concept of pairwise contests
to be easily extended to all possible combinations of
candidates. For example, if a voter ranked M higher
than P on a ranked ballot, then it would be the same
as the voter supporting M in the pairwise compari-
son{P,M}.

The combination of ranked choice ballots and ex-
haustive pairwise comparison forms the foundation
of the voting method first proposed by Condorcet in
1785 [5]. Condorcet’s approach effectively holds a
simultaneous runoff between every possible pair of
candidates. To resolve the P, Q, and M scenario with
Condorcet's method, each voter would submit a bal-
lot ranking the three choices. If candidate M won
her pairwise comparison against both P and Q, then
M would be theCondorcet winnerand would be se-
lected as the group’s most preferred choice.
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Pairwise comparisons have the important advan-
tage ofstrict candidate pair dependence: a voter’s
ranking for candidate M has no effect on the rela-
tive standing of P and Q. When exhaustive pairwise
comparison produces a Condorcet winner, then the
result is independent from irrelevant alternatives,
meaning that any non-winning candidate can be re-
moved without affecting the outcome. Thus, we
have found a method for making a truly democratic
decision between multiple candidates without risk-
ing the emergence of the spoiler effect.

It is worth noting that plurality-based runoff
methods, including STV and IRV, will often elimi-
nate a potential Condorcet winner. The spoiler effect
in the early rounds of these plurality-based meth-
ods will often lead to a runoff between two less-
preferred candidates. A Condorcet winner will al-
ways win a runoff election against any of the other
candidates and is therefore distinctly the choice of
the voters overall.

While exhaustive pairwise comparison has many
important virtues when there is a Condorcet win-
ner, unfortunately such a decisive winner does not
always occur. When no single candidate wins all of
her pairwise sub-contests, a set of more-preferable
candidates will often emerge above the rest of the
choices. Thistop cycle setwins over all candidates
outside the set, but there is no coherent ordering of
the candidates within the set [16]. The figure below
gives one example of a cycle set, where P wins over
M, M wins over Q, but Q wins over P to create a
cycle. There exists a class of voting methods known
as Condorcet methods which differ only in how they
select a winner in the case of a top cycle set. There
is little data, however, on how frequently top cy-
cles would occur in real elections, particularly when
there are a large number of candidates. Nonetheless,
the potential for these ambiguous results with Con-
dorcet’s approach means that some further analysis
is needed.

In this paper, we pursue an understanding as to
why cycles can occur in pairwise tally results and
develop a method to reduce their likelihood.

3 Contents of this Paper

The core contribution of this paper is a new pair-
wise tallying formulation which unifies Condorcet’s

method with a linear version of theBorda count. As
we will show, classic pairwise comparison discards
critical relative priority information from voters
which can resolve cycles. Our new hybrid method,
moderated differential pairwise tallying(MDPT), is
built on the premise that not all voters will choose
to strategically maximize their ballot’s influence to
the Condorcet-style extreme. A new voting parame-
ter called themoderation spanwill be introduced,
which allows voters to express slight preferences
between candidates they find similarly preferable.
We show that when voters use the new moderation
parameter, this new tally formulation decreases the
chances that a cycle will occur without introducing
any dependence on irrelevant alternatives. This con-
cept of individual moderation also suggests intrigu-
ing new approaches for resolving top cycles.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section
4 we explore the mathematics of Condorcet’s pair-
wise analysis. The issue of ambiguous cyclical re-
sults and their inevitability in the face of Arrow’s
impossibility theorem is the topic of Sections 5 and
6. We present a fully linear Cardinal utility sys-
tem in Section 7, but the necessary introduction of
a constraint on voter weight in Section 8 leads to a
real-valued formulation similar to Borda’s method.
In Sections 9, 10, and 11 we transform the Con-
dorcet and real-valued Borda tallying methods into a
common difference matrix framework. From these
transformations we derive our new voter-specified
hybrid method, MDPT, in Section 12. We show in
Sections 13 and 14 how this new tallying formu-
lation reduces the potential for cyclical results. In
Section 15 we discuss some properties and interpre-
tations of moderated tallying. Section 16 focuses
on the practical aspects of implementing MDPT, in-
cluding a suggestion of how voters might cast pref-
erence ballots and set the new voting parameter. We
conclude in Section 17 and offer some intriguing fu-
ture directions for this work in Section 18.

For those already versed in social choice theory,
we hope that the perspectives on Condorcet, Borda,
and strategic voting we present will spark further
insights. For those new to some of these concepts
or interested in how our proposal might be used,
you may want to read the more practical material
in Section 16 before diving into the other sections.
We have tried to ensure that your effort to grasp
these ideas is rewarded with some new and inter-
esting understanding. We would also like to open
up these ideas for discussion and look forward to di-
alog with others interested in improving commonly
used democratic group decision methods.
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4 Condorcet pairwise tallying

As we described in Section 2, pairwise tallying
holds a sub-contest for every pairwise combination
of candidates. By considering just the candidate pair
in question for each sub-contest, this formulation re-
mains free of the third-party spoiler effect. Based on
recently rediscovered manuscript transcriptions, the
concept of making group decisions using exhaus-
tive pairwise comparison has a long history. In the
13th century Llull described an iterative procedure
for small groups to elect a leader by holding a head-
to-head vote for every possible pairwise combina-
tion of candidates [8]∗. Condorcet proposed the first
known pairwise tallying method based on ranked
choice ballots in 1785 [5], [11].

We will first present the equations for pairwise
tallying and then show an example of the computa-
tion. The first step in determining the winner of can-
didate pair{A,B} with pairwise tallying is to tally
how many voters ranked A higher than B,

Tcond [A,B] =

all voters
∑

v

(

~bv[A] >~bv[B]

)

(1.1)

For this paper,~bv will always be a voter’s real-
valued preference ballot vector and the term~bv[A] is
the preference rating given to candidate A by voter
v. The relative standing of~bv[A] and~bv[B] indicates
the voter’s relative preference for A or B with the
expression(~bv[A] >~bv[B]) yielding 1 when~bv[A]

is greater than~bv[B] and zero otherwise. Iterating
(1.1) over all pairs of candidates computes a square
pairwise tally matrix, Tcond , using Condorcet’s ap-
proach.Tcond [A,B] contains the number of voters
who ranked candidate A higher than B. While not
necessary for (1.1), in this paper all preference rat-
ings will be real values. The use of real values will
prove significant in later sections.

4.1 Example: Condorcet Tally of One
Ballot

For this example we will compute how the single
real-valued preference ballot below is added to an
aggregate tally.

Voter 1
1.0 A
0.9 C
0.0 B

∗ As Llull was well-read in the writings of Arabic scholars,
there is some speculation that Llull’s ideas may have their roots
in prior Arabic thinking, see [12]

This voter has ranked A> C > B. For all the ex-
amples in this paper ballots will span the interval
[0,1] for simplicity, but any interval is acceptable.
When this ballot is tallied using (1.1), the voter’s
support is added toTcond [A,B], Tcond [A,C], and
Tcond [C,B], as shown in matrix form below.

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 1 1
B 0 0 0
C 0 1 0

Notice that while the ordering of candidates on
the voter’s ballot can be determined from this ma-
trix, the original spacing between the candidates
cannot.

4.2 Picking a Winner from a Condorcet
Tally

To determine a choice from a pairwise tally, we
first compute adelta-tally matrixwhere each ele-
ment compares how candidate A fared relative to
candidate B. Subtracting the transposed tally matrix
T

T
cond

from Tcond yields the difference between row
A, column B and row B, column A,

Dcond = Tcond − T
T
cond (1.2)

In other words, (1.2) tallies the number of vot-
ers who ranked candidate A higher than candidate
B versus B higher than A across all pairs of can-
didates in matrix form. The resulting delta-tally
matrix, Dcond , is anti-symmetric and has zeros on
the diagonal (where candidates tie with themselves).
FromDcond we can easily compute a pairwise win-
Boolean matrixWcond ,

Wcond = (Dcond > 0) (1.3)

As before, the(x > y) operator yields 1 (true)
whenx is greater thany, 0 (false) otherwise. When
this operator is applied to a matrix of values it oper-
ates on an element-by-element basis.Wcond [A,B]

will be 1 if Dcond [A,B] > 0 (ie, when A beats B)
and 0 otherwise. Overall contest results are then de-
termined by examining the full contents of this pair-
wise win matrix.

Together (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) perform Con-
dorcet’s pairwise analysis. If all the win-Booleans
in a candidate’s row inWcond are 1 (except the 0
diagonal where candidates tie with themselves), this
candidate has won a direct comparison with every
other candidate in the election and is distinctly the
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best choice. As mentioned in Section 2, a candidate
who wins all of her pairwise comparisons is termed
a Condorcet winner.Since the delta-tally matrix is
anti-symmetric, a Condorcet winner will also have
her corresponding column inWcond all 0 since she
will not have lost to anyone.

4.3 Example: Condorcet Winner

For this example we will examine a three voter, three
candidate election which produces a Condorcet win-
ner.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 C 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 B 0.0 A 0.0 B

As in Example in section 4.1, we can compute
what each voter will contribute to the tally matrix.

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 1 1
B 0 0 0
C 0 1 0

Voter 2
A B C

A 0 0 0
B 1 0 1
C 1 0 0

Voter 3
A B C

A 0 1 0
B 0 0 0
C 1 1 0

Summing all of these contributions produces the
following pairwise tally matrix.

Tcond

A B C
A 0 2 1
B 1 0 1
C 2 2 0

To compute the corresponding delta-tally
matrix, we subtract T

T
cond

from Tcond , so
Dcond [A,B] = (Tcond [A,B] − Tcond [B,A]).
From the delta-tally we then compute the pairwise
win-Boolean matrix.

Dcond

A B C
A 0 1 -1
B -1 0 -1
C 1 1 0

Wcond

A B C
A 0 1 0
B 0 0 0
C 1 1 0

The winner of this election is candidate C who
wins over both A and B. This can also be seen di-
rectly from Dcond since C’s row is all positive ex-
cept the 0 diagonal.

4.4 Properties of Condorcet Tallying

Since each matrix elementTcond [A,B] depends
only on relative ballot positioning of the associated
pair of candidates, each element ofTcond possesses
strict candidate-pair dependence. This desirable
property is a direct result of Condorcet’s method
of tallying votes. Since each voter’s full support is
given to his preferred candidate in every pairwise
sub-contest, all pairwise results are independent of
the presence of any candidate not in the pair. There-
fore, when there is a Condorcet winner, pairwise
tallying exhibits the very desirable property ofin-
dependence from irrelevant alternatives: any non-
winning candidate can be added or removed from
the contest without changing the result. As a con-
sequence of this independence, pairwise tallying is
free of the spoiler effect. The catch, however, is that
a Condorcet winner does not exist for all possible
collections of ballots.

5 Coinciding Cyclical Majorities

As Condorcet discovered in 1785, even though each
voter submits a strictly ordered list of candidates,
the set of pairwise contest results can form an am-
biguous cycle [3, pg 193]. One collection of ballots
which produces a cyclic outcome is shown in Exam-
ple below.

5.1 Example: Coinciding Cyclical
Majorities

In this example we will modify one of the ballots
from Example in 4.2 such that the pairwise tally re-
sults in a cycle. We will switch Voter 1’s rating of
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candidates B and C so that the previous winner, C,
is now at the bottom of his ballot.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 B 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 C 0.0 A 0.0 B

Notice that each voter is using a different rotation
of the same preference order. Tallying these ballots
produces the following win-Boolean matrix.

Wcond

A B C
A 0 1 0
B 0 0 1
C 1 0 0

Each candidate wins one of their pairwise com-
parisons and loses the other one, forming a cycle:
A wins over B, B wins over C, but C also wins
over A. A cycle can also be shown graphically us-
ing a win edge-graph as above, where directed edges
point from the loser to the winner of each pairwise
sub-contest.

5.2 Cause of Cycles

There are several names for the cycle phenomenon,
including “majority rule cycle” and “cyclical major-
ity.” In his writings on the topic, Condorcet often
used the word “contradictoire” when referring to cy-
cles [5]. The potential for cyclical results is also of-
ten referred to as Condorcet’s “paradox”: although
each voter submits a ranked ballot, it is possible for
the group tally to have no coherent ranking. We
prefer the termcoinciding cyclical majoritieswhich
emphasizes that the pairwise majority-rule victories
which produce the cyclical result all occur from the
same collection of ballots. Regardless of the name,
the potential for ambiguity in the ranking produced
by pairwise tallying can seem paradoxical, contra-
dictory, or at least disconcerting. Under some situa-
tions a result with no decisive winner may be accept-
able, but in general we require a method which can
resolve any possible set of input ballots. This paper
shows why coinciding cyclical majorities are actu-
ally an expected result of the mathematics of pair-
wise tallying and what can be done to reduce their
likelihood.

Contrary to potential misconception, the poten-
tial for coinciding cyclical majorities is not so much
due to underlying irrational preferences of the vot-
ers as it is a product of how votes are tallied. As

noted earlier, Condorcet’s method of maximizing a
voter’s influence over each pairwise sub-contest in-
dependently means that pairwise tallying is immune
to the spoiler effect. However, since each pairwise
sub-contest is tallied based only on the relative rank
order of the two candidates involved, information
regarding relative preference magnitudes is entirely
lost. The sign of the preference difference between
the candidates is conserved, but the strictly pairwise
perspective in Condorcet’s evaluation cannot distin-
guish between a voter’s significant, modest, or triv-
ial preference differentials.

As noted by Saari [14], the emergence of cycles
can be seen as a result of this information loss: coin-
ciding cyclical majorities occur because of the dis-
tortion of all voter priorities to the same weight by
Condorcet’s style of pairwise voter influence maxi-
mization. On occasion, the distortion caused by the
non-linearity of Condorcet’s binary pairwise com-
parison can overwhelm a weaker consensus and this
incoherence of pairwise victories may manifest as
a cycle. As we will show in Section 10, relative
voter priority information loss and the resulting po-
tential for cycles become even more problematic as
the number of candidates increases.

Condorcet discovered cycles in the late 18th cen-
tury, but it would be another 150 years before a
now famous theorem would more clearly explain
the obstacles to designing an optimal social choice
method.

6 Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

In his 1951 bookSocial Choice and Individual Val-
ues[1], economist Dr. Kenneth Arrow proposed a
list of properties that an ideal social choice method
or voting system would possess:

1. unrestricted domain (or universality);

2. positive association of values (monotonicity);

3. independence of irrelevant alternatives (binary
independence);

4. non-imposition (or citizen sovereignty);
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5. non-dictatorship.∗†

Arrow’s famousimpossibility theoremconcludes
that a democratic voting system with three or more
options cannot achieve all of these desirable prop-
erties for all possible collections of ballots. In his
1972 Nobel Prize lecture, Arrow concluded: “Cer-
tainly, there is no simple way out. I hope that others
will take this paradox as a challenge rather than as
a discouraging barrier” [2].

While Arrow’s theorem may seem discouraging
at first, Condorcet’s pairwise analysis provides some
hope. When there is a Condorcet winner, pairwise
analysis achieves all of the desirable properties Ar-
row listed. For many collections of ballots a win-
ner can thus be found without relaxing any of these
properties. The challenge then becomes two-fold:
reducing the occurrence of cycles while maintaining
Arrow’s properties and resolving cycles when they
occur with minimal relaxation. There have been
several proposals for how to resolve cycles since
Condorcet discovered them, including ones by Con-
dorcet [19], Tideman [17], Schulze [15], and Green-
Armytage [7]. We will instead directly address re-
ducing the prevalence of cyclical majorities by pur-
suing a deeper understanding of information loss in
pairwise analysis which causes cycles.

∗ There exist many variations of this famous impossibility
theorem, including a 1963 version which replaces the monotonic-
ity and non-imposition criteria with the Pareto efficiency. Mono-
tonicity, however, is in its own right a frequently discussed prop-
erty of social choice functions so we have chosen to use the orig-
inal version of the theorem.

† Expanded description of Arrow’s five properties:

a) Unrestricted domain means that (1) each voter must have
the freedom to rank all of the choices available in any or-
der, (2) the voting mechanism must be able to process all
possible sets of voter preferences, and (3) it must consis-
tently give the same result for the same profile of votes —
no randomness is allowed.

b) Monotonicity, also termed “positive association of social
and individual values”, means that a change in a candi-
date’s placement on a ballot (either higher or lower), if it
causes a change in the candidate’s ranking, can only result
in a change in final ranking in the same direction.

c) Indepedence of/from irrelevant alternatives means that if
A is preferred to B out of the choice set{A,B} by the
electorate as a whole, then introducing a third alternative
X, thus expanding the choice set to{A,B,X}, must not
make B preferred to A. This property is also referred to in
the literature asbinary independence.

d) Non-imposition means citizens must be free to vote for the
candidate(s) of their choice.

e) Non-dictatorship means no single voter determines the en-
tire contest outcome.

7 An idealized, real-valued linear
system perspective

Since the potential for cycles results from the distor-
tion of differential preference magnitudes, an ideal-
ized choice function that will avoid this pitfall seems
straightforward. We can instead simply sum every
voter’s real-valued preference for each candidate,

~τbenefit−cost =

all voters
∑

v

~bv (1.4)

With this approach, all relative preference in-
formation is aggregated into the tally vector
~τbenefit−cost and the winner is then the candidate
with the highest component. Since it is a completely
linear system, (1.4) does not distort preferences at
all.

In this idealized framework, each voter’s prefer-
ence ballot can be interpreted as a vector ofexpected
cardinal utilitiesor von Neumann-Morgenstern util-
ities [20]. The preference value assigned to each
possible outcome would be the voter’s expected ben-
efit from that outcome minus any associated cost.
Under such a system it would be considered the so-
cial responsibility of every voter to understand how
to map his personal utility into the group’s summa-
tion. The optimal solution for the group as a whole
is then the alternative with the highest tally in the
benefit-cost sum. This choice function is also known
as the Bentham-Edgeworth sum of individual utili-
ties. It can also be thought of as a Range Voting
variant where each voter can pick his own range.

If all voters submit appropriately scaled ballots,
then (1.4) represents a social choice function that
effectively achieves all of Arrow’s five stated prop-
erties. Unconstrained ballots mapped linearly by a
sum into a global tally vector represent a truly unre-
stricted domain. Full linearity implies positive asso-
ciation of values, as all changes to a voter’s prefer-
ence ballot are positively conducted directly into the
tally. Irrelevant alternatives never affect the rank-
ing of other candidates because ballots are uncon-
strained and each candidate can be given any value
completely independent from the others. With this
function, voters are also free to vote as they wish
for each candidate and no voter determines the en-
tire election results (unless all other voters agree that
they should).

However, even though each voter should con-
strain the envelope of his preference schedule to
only exert his appropriate level of influence, it is
in the voter’s interest to maximize the influence of
his preference schedule. This reality causes this
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function to be unusable. Contentious decisions and
differing concepts of individual social responsibil-
ity could easily cause an endless escalation of ballot
vector magnitudes as competing factions wrestle for
control of a decision outcome.

8 Real-world constraints

Rescaling ballots to standardize the minimum
and maximum preference values that a voter can
express appears to be an easy solution to the is-
sue of voter self-interest which renders (1.4) ef-
fectively unusable. Subtracting the minimum pref-
erence value and then dividing by the ballot span
∆v = max(~bv) − min(~bv) normalizes each voter’s
ballot to a standard interval between 0 and 1,

τrvborda=

all voters
∑

v

~bv−min(~bv)

∆v

(1.5)

Similar to (1.4), (1.5) retains all information re-
garding the relative priorities of a voter but also lim-
its the maximum magnitude of support a voter can
express for a candidate. We will refer to this ap-
proach as a real-valued Borda method but note that
it is also equivalent to Range Voting when all voters
mention every candidate and rescale their ballot.∗

8.1 Example: Real-valued Borda

To show how real-valued Borda differs from pair-
wise tallying, we will tally the same set of ballots
as in Example in 5.1. With Condorcet-style tallying
these ballots produce a cyclic result because of the
loss of relative preference magnitude information.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 B 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 C 0.0 A 0.0 B

Since all voters’ ballot spans are 1.0 and all bal-
lots start at 0.0, computing the real-valued Borda
tally vector for this example is a simple sum of the
candidate components. Note, however, that the re-
sults would be equivalent if any ballot was scaled
to span [0, 100], shifted to span [13], [14], or some
combination of the two.

~τrvborda

1.9 B
1.8 A
1.2 C

∗ More information about Range Voting, visit the Center
for Range Voting athttp://www.rangevoting.org/

For these ballots B gets the highest total and is
thus the winner.

8.2 Properties of Real-valued Borda

A real-valued Borda tally is distinguished from the
classic ordinal Borda tally, where preference met-
rics are constrained to an evenly spaced, strictly or-
dered ranking. By forcing preferences onto a con-
strained ordinal number line, classic ordinal Borda
has no means to express either that one candidate
stands apart from the others or that two candidates
are equally preferable. For example, with ordinal
tallying the ballots in Example in 8.1 would produce
a tie since all middle candidates would be effec-
tively forced to 0.5. We use unconstrained cardinal-
weighted ballots because we believe ballots should
be instruments for representing all of a voter’s rel-
ative preference information for any viable alterna-
tives (an extension of Arrow’s unrestricted domain).

In addition, when candidates are added to or re-
moved from the middle of an ordinally constrained
ballot, the voter's expressed preference value will
change for all other candidates except the top and
bottom choices. In contrast, inserting or removing
a candidate from the middle of a real-valued bal-
lot causes no change in the preference expression
for the other candidates. The use of ordinally con-
strained ballots causes unnecessary and detrimental
dependence on all the other alternatives under con-
sideration to be introduced into a Borda-style tally.
The use of real-valued preference ratings will also
prove crucial in the development of our moderated
differential pairwise tallying method.

The introduction of the normalization by ballot
span for the real-valued Borda method in (5) has ad-
dressed the primary issue with (4). However, this
introduction of a limit on the strength of a voter’s
authority renders Arrow’s five properties mutually
unachievable. Although (5) achieves Arrow’s four
other properties, it sacrifices independence from ir-
relevant alternatives. This loss of independence
from irrelevant alternatives opens the door for strate-
gic voting: as Borda himself observed, choice func-
tions like (5) which are sensitive to less relevant al-
ternatives work “only for honest men” [3, p. 215].

Ballot span normalization limits the ability of an
individual voter to set her own weight of influence
but, as we will now illustrate, encourages the adop-
tion of a voting strategy. When there are larger num-
bers of candidates under consideration, a voter’s bal-
lot may be significantly stretched by irrelevant al-
ternatives. This ballot stretching decreases a voter’s
authority over the true contenders, increasing the po-
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Figure 1.1: In this hypothetical example, a voter’s
true preferences are shown at left, while a strategi-
cally dilated version is shown at right. If the voter
believes D, C and F have no chance in the election,
it is in her best interest to strategically dilate and
clip her ballot so that the contending candidates A,
B and E define the span. While this distorts pref-
erence information for the candidates the voter be-
lieves are non-contenders, it maximizes the weight
of influence between those considered to be of real
importance.

tential gains from ballot manipulation. If a voter can
predict the top contending candidates, she can in-
crease her influence in the end decision by dilating
and clipping her ballot to span just these top con-
tenders; an example of this strategy is shown in Fig.
1.1. In the face of large-scale speculative gaming of
this kind, the decision outcome becomes predomi-
nantly dependent on perceptions of popular opinion
instead of true voter preference. We term this ad-
verse situation of outcome dependence on perceived
top contenders a form ofspeculative indeterminacy.

It is worth noting that while ordinal preference
ballots preclude dilating and clipping, they en-
courage other strategic possibilities which are even
worse. Instead of dilating their ballots, voters are
encouraged to stuff the middle of their ballot with
irrelevant candidates to increase their authority be-

tween the top contenders. This strategic reordering
of candidates on the ballot further obscures the true
wishes of the voters, yielding close to meaningless
results. When there are large numbers of candidates,
the potential gain from strategic voting with ordinal
Borda increases as there are more irrelevant alterna-
tives that can be stuffed in the middle of an ordinal
ballot.

The only reasonable goal of any voting strategy
is to elect the highest possible candidate from the
voter’s sincere preference schedule. As we have just
described, with Borda’s method voters can manip-
ulate the placement of perceived non-contenders to
increase the influence of their ballot over the front-
runners. All vote tallying systems which do not
exhibit strict candidate pair dependence will effec-
tively encourage some kind of similar speculative
voting strategy. When voters no longer express their
true preferences to a social choice function, the elec-
tion result cannot reflect the true desires of the elec-
torate.

One way of interpreting Condorcet’s tallying
method is that it automatically maximizes each
voter’s influence since the voter’s full influence is
expressed between each candidate pair. Therefore, a
strategic voter cannot do anything to change a pair-
wise sub-contest where her sincerely preferred can-
didate falls on the losing side. The property of strict
candidate pair dependence limits a voter to trying
much riskier indirect strategies. A voter can only
attempt to flip a pairwise contest to a candidate she
finds less preferable in the hope of creating a cycle
which might end up resolving in her favor.

Unfortunately, as shown in Example in 5.1, when
there are more than two candidates Condorcet’s
influence maximization also invites cyclical out-
comes. In contrast, Borda-style methods with bal-
lot span normalization always yield a distinct out-
come but encourage several forms of strategic vot-
ing. In the following sections, we will transform
these two classic tallying methods into a common
delta-preference framework. This new framework
will clarify their similarities and differences, and
suggest a hybrid method which can exhibit the de-
sirable properties of both methods.

9 Pairwise difference matrix of a
vector

In preparation for the use of concise matrix notation
throughout the rest this paper, we introduce an oper-
ator that computes the pairwisedifference matrixof
a vector. This operator will be used to express both
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Condorcet’s and Borda’s methods into a unified ma-
trix formulation. First, we build a square matrixM
from a vector~v by replicating the vector in each ma-
trix column,

M = [~v . . . ~v] (1.6)

The difference matrix of~v is then defined as the
column-replicated matrixM minus its transpose,

DiffM(~v) = M − M
T (1.7)

The subtraction of the transpose yields an anti-
symmetric matrix which contains the pairwise dif-
ference between every combination of components
in the incoming vector. The element [A,B] of the
resulting matrix is equal to the difference in value
between components [A] and [B] of the vector:
DiffM (~v) [A, B] = ~v [A] − ~v [B] = −DiffM (~v) [B, A]

All the diagonal elements ofDiffM(~v) are 0.
Note that this subtraction of the transpose is the
same operation used in (1.2) to find the Condorcet
delta-tally. We also note that the DiffM operator is
linear, a property we will use to reorder operations
in the development of the re-factored formulations
that follow. When this operator is applied to a
voter’s preference ballot vector, we will refer to
the resulting matrix as the voter’sdelta-preference
matrixDiffM(~bv).

9.1 Example: A Delta-Preference Matrix

For this example we will consider the same ballot as
in Example in 4.1.

Voter 1
1.0 A
0.9 C
0.0 B

As described, the [A,B] element ofDiffM(~bv) is
given by~bv[A] −~bv[B].

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 1.0 0.1
B -1.0 0 -0.9
C -0.1 0.9 0

10 Condorcet pairwise tallying in
difference matrix form

In preparation for forming a hybrid method that
unifies the underlying approaches of Borda and

Condorcet, we will reformulate Condorcet pair-
wise tallying employing the above difference ma-
trix operator. The voter’s delta-preference matrix
DiffM(bv) is used to compute the pairwise tally ma-
trix across all pairs of candidates in a single element-
by-element matrix operation,

TCond=

all voters
∑

v

(

DiffM

(

~bv

)

> 0

)

(1.8)

This equation is the equivalent matrix form of the
classic pairwise comparison in (1.1).

In (1.2) we computed the Condorcet delta-tally
DCond from pairwise tallyTCond. We will now
derive an equation for determining the Condorcet
delta-tally directly from ballots by combining (1.2)
and (1.8). We can reorder the differencing of
TCond and its transpose from (1.2) to be inside
the ballot tallying summation by again employing
the delta-preference matrixDiffM(~bv), which then
givesDCond as:

all voters
∑

v

(

(

DiffM(~bv) > 0

)

−

(

DiffM(~bv) > 0

)T
)

(1.9)
This delta-tally formulation is equivalent to per-

forming both (1.1) and (1.2) but is tabulated directly
from the voters’ ballots without the need of the in-
termediate pairwise tally.

To condense (1.9) we will use the signum func-
tion which is defined as

sgn(x) =







1 if x > 0

0 if x = 0

−1 if x < 0

(1.10)

Signum can also be written as the difference
of two inequalitiessgn(x) = (x > 0) − (x < 0) or
equivalentlysgn(x) = (x > 0) − (−x > 0). Since
the delta-preference matrixDiffM(bv) is always
anti-symmetric, its transpose is equal to its
negation:(DiffM (bv) > 0)

T
= (−DiffM(bv) > 0)

= (DiffM (bv) < 0). Using this, (1.9) simplifies to

DCond =

all voters
∑

v

sgn

(

DiffM(~bv)

)

(1.11)

This equation is the direct difference matrix ex-
pression of the Condorcet delta-tally in (1.2).
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10.1 Example: Direct Delta-tally of
Condorcet Winner

For this example we will use the set of ballots from
Example in 4.2 which produced a Condorcet winner.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 C 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 B 0.0 A 0.0 B

Using (1.11), we can directly compute what each
voter will add to the delta-tally.

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 1 1
B -1 0 -1
C -1 1 0

Voter 2
A B C

A 0 -1 -1
B 1 0 1
C 1 -1 0

Voter 3
A B C

A 0 1 -1
B -1 0 -1
C 1 1 0

As in Example in 4.1, the voter’s original spac-
ing between candidates cannot be recovered from
his contribution to the Condorcet delta-tally. As ex-
pected, summing all voter contributions produces
the same aggregate delta-tally as we found in Ex-
ample in 4.1.

DCond

A B C
A 0 1 -1
B -1 0 -1
C 1 1 0

As before, C wins both of its pairwise compar-
isons and is therefore the winner.

It is also worth noting that since (1.11) is equiva-
lent to (1.2), (1.11) will yield an ambiguous cyclical
outcome for the same ballot collections as (1.2).

11 Real-valued Borda Tallying in
Difference Matrix Form

We will now transform the vector Borda tallying
method from Section 8 into an equivalent difference

matrix form. This new form will have a similar
structure to the Condorcet delta-tally presented in
(1.11). To start, we can compute the delta-Borda
tally matrix for a Borda tally vector produced by
(1.5),

Drvborda = DiffM(~τrvborda) (1.12)

The Drvborda matrix contains the same infor-
mation on the relative standing of candidates as
the τrvborda vector, but it possesses a similar anti-
symmetric structure to the Condorcet delta-tally in
(1.2) and (1.11). We can commute the difference
matrix operator in (1.12) to inside the summation
across voters, creating an equivalent delta-Borda
matrix formulation that implements the preference
differencing operation on a per ballot basis similar
to (1.11),

Drvborda =

all voters
∑

v

DiffM(~bv)

∆v

(1.13)

As in (1.5), ∆v is the span of the voter’s bal-
lot, i.e. ∆v = max(~bv) − min(~bv). DiffM(~bv)

is the delta-preference matrix from the voter’s
ballot as described in Section 5. Normalizing
DiffM(~bv) by ballot span limits the voter’s contribu-
tion to a given delta-tally component to±1 , since

max

(

DiffM(~bv)

)

= ∆v.

In the absence of exact ties, the tally vector from
(1.5) always yields a distinctly ordered candidate
ranking. The delta-Borda matrix derived from this
tally vector contains the same ranking information
and, therefore, the win matrix produced by this
delta-Borda tally will also yield the same unique,
cycle-free candidate ranking. In other words, since
Borda tallying is a linear process that does not dis-
tort relative preference magnitude information, it
will never yield an ambiguous cyclical result. This
statement is true for the vector-based tabulation
from (1.5) as well as the equivalent difference ma-
trix form in (1.13).

11.1 Example: Real-valued Borda
Delta-tally

To demonstrate that (1.13) is equivalent to (1.5), we
will perform a real-valued Borda delta-tally using
the ballots from Example in 8.1.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 B 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 C 0.0 A 0.0 B
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Each voter’s contribution to the delta-tally is the
voter’s delta-preference matrix divided by the span
of his ballot. All ballot spans are 1.0 for this exam-
ple.

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 0.1 1.0
B -0.1 0 0.9
C -1.0 -0.9 0

Voter 2
A B C

A 0 -1.0 -0.2
B 1.0 0 0.8
C 0.2 -0.8 0

Voter 3
A B C

A 0 0.8 -0.2
B -0.8 0 -1.0
C 0.2 -1.0 0

For the Condorcet case in Example in 10.1, only
a voter’s ordering of the candidates could be deter-
mined from his contribution matrix. For the real-
valued Borda contribution matrices above, the rel-
ative magnitudes of delta-preference are conserved.
The aggregate delta-tally is the sum of all voter con-
tributions. As in the Condorcet case, we determine
the winner by computing a win-Boolean matrix.

Drvborda

A B C
A 0 -0.1 0.6
B 0.1 0 0.7
C -0.6 -0.7 0

Wrvborda

A B C
A 0 0 1
B 1 0 1
C 0 0 0

As in Example in 8.1, candidate B is the winner.
This difference-matrix form for real-valued Borda
also demonstrates that determining a winner from a
Borda tally is very similar to finding a Condorcet
winner. In both circumstances, the winning candi-
date will have her row in the win-Boolean matrix all
1 (except to diagonal). The key difference is that
the linearity in Borda tallying guarantees that it will
never yield a cycle.

In the next section, we will combine the trans-
formed Condorcet and Borda tallying formulations
in (1.11) and (1.13) to reduce the prevalence of
cyclical outcomes.

12 Moderated Differential Pairwise
Tallying: A Hybrid

We will now bring together the desirable properties
of Condorcet and real-valued Borda tallying, bal-
ancing Condorcet’s strict candidate pair dependence
with real-valued Borda’s undistorted transmission of
relative priority information. A significant form of
information loss in Condorcet’s pairwise compari-
son is the removal of degree for each voter’s smaller
differential preferences. Cycles are more prevalent
due to information loss when no distinction is made
between candidates far apart versus close together
on a voter’s ballot. Making use of the similar struc-
ture of (1.11) and (1.13), we can address this short-
coming in Condorcet’s method by forming a param-
eterized hybrid of Condorcet and Borda tallying us-
ing a linear sigmoid. A linear sigmoid introduces a
proportional, sloped linear region around near equal
preference to the classic signum from (1.11). This
sloped region will address issues caused by the hy-
persensitive step transition in a signum function. We
define this linear sigmoid function as

linsgn(x, h) =

{

x

h
if | x |< h

sgn(x) if | x |≥ h

(1.14)

The parameterh is the half-width of the linear re-
gion of the sigmoid, with the equation’s conditional
written in terms of the magnitude (absolute value)
of x. As h → 0, the linear region vanishes towards
the signum’s step discontinuity.

Using this linear sigmoid we can insert a param-
eterized Borda-like proportional region into the sat-
urated, binary comparison of Condorcet’s method.
To control the width of this linear region we intro-
duce themoderation span, mv. This voter speci-
fied parameter allows each voter to choose where on
the tallying continuum between the Condorcet and
Borda methods her ballot will be tallied. Moderated
differential pairwise tallying (MDPT) can be written
in matrix form as

DMod =

all voters
∑

v

linsgn

(

DiffM(~bv),mv

)

(1.15)

We can also compute the same moderated delta-
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tally element-by-element and with less abstraction,

DMod[A, B] =

all voters
∑

v

~bv[A] −~bv[B]
mv

if | ~bv[A] −~bv[B] |< mv

sgn
(

~bv[A] −~bv[B]
)

if | ~bv[A] −~bv[B] |≥ mv

(1.16)

As they are equivalent, both (1.15) and (1.16) di-
vide the difference in candidate preference values
by the voter’s moderation span,mv, reverting to
the previous Condorcet formulation when the differ-
ence between the candidates is greater thanmv. Re-
gardless of any voter’s moderation span or candidate
placement, each matrix element inDmod depends
only on the pair of candidates in question. Because
of this property, MDPT possesses the same property
of strict candidate pair dependence as Condorcet’s
classic pairwise tallying.

12.1 Example: Moderated Differential
Pairwise Tallying

For our example of MDPT we will use the collection
of ballots from Examples 5.1 and 8.1. With pairwise
tallying these ballots produced an ambiguous cycle,
while a winner was found using real-valued Borda.
For this example we will set each voter’s moderation
span to half of their ballot span, 0.5.

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
1.0 A 1.0 B 1.0 C
0.9 B 0.2 C 0.8 A
0.0 C 0.0 A 0.0 B

We next compute the moderated delta-preference
matrix for each voter. All preference differentials
smaller than 0.5 are moderated.

Voter 1
A B C

A 0 0.2 1.0
B -0.2 0 1.0
C -1.0 -1.0 0

Voter 2
A B C

A 0 -1.0 -0.4
B 1.0 0 1.0
C 0.4 -1.0 0

Voter 3
A B C

A 0 -1.0 -0.4
B 1.0 0 -1.0
C 0.4 1.0 0

The sum of these voter contributions produces the
moderated delta-tally from which we can also deter-
mine a win-Boolean matrix.

Dmod

A B C
A 0 0.2 0.2
B -0.2 0 1.0
C -0.2 -1.0 0

Wmod

A B C
A 0 1 1
B 0 0 1
C 0 0 0

The winner for this moderated example is candi-
date A. This hybrid method produced a different re-
sult than the Borda and Condorcet methods. With
full ballot span normalization, the winner for these
ballots is B as shown in Example in 11.1. With Con-
dorcet’s pairwise tallying in Example in 5.1, these
ballots produced a cycle. To resolve the cycle, the
two voters on the winning side of one pairwise con-
test in the Condorcet tally need to moderate suffi-
ciently to change the pairwise result. In this ex-
ample, Voter 2 and Voter 3 both indicated that they
found A and C relatively similar, allowing A to win.
If the voters’ moderation spans were expanded to
1.0, then the result of the sub-contest between A and
B would also flip and B would be the winner. This
result would be the same as the Borda case since
moderated tallying with allmv = 1.0 is equivalent
to real-valued Borda.

We will discuss some details of how this new vote
tallying mechanism works and why a voter might
choose to moderate in the following sections.

13 Moderation as a transfer function

Moderation in MDPT can be understood as follows.
If option A is much more preferable than B, the
signum function limits the support of A with respect
to B to +1. Conversely, if B is much more prefer-
able than A, then the differential opposition of A
to B is similarly limited to−1. If the difference in
preference between A and B is less than the voter’s
moderation span, then the expression of relative sup-
port or opposition between the candidates will be
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Figure 1.2: Voter support of one candidate over an-
other based on the preference delta of those candi-
dates on the voter’s ballot. The left graph shows this
transfer function for Condorcet pairwise compari-
son, the right for moderated pairwise comparison.

less than the voter’s full weight. The moderation
span introduces a linear region into a voter’s contri-
bution to the delta-tally matrix. With this addition
to pairwise tallying, the voter can choose to mod-
erate his expression of relative support/opposition
for alternatives he finds nearly equally preferable.
Fig. 1.2 shows a voter’s differential support ver-
sus delta-preference for pairwise tallying using both
Condorcet’s classic quantization and MDPT.

Whenmv is shorter than the smallest distance be-
tween candidates on a voter’s ballot, the voter’s tally
contribution is equivalent to Condorcet’s compari-
son in (1.1). If a voter’s moderation span is equal
to the whole span of his ballot, the voter’s delta-
preferences will all fall within the moderated lin-
ear region as the magnitudes in the delta-preference
matrix are bounded by ballot span. In this circum-
stance, the voter’s tally contribution is equivalent to

Figure 1.3: Assessing candidates A and B with re-
spect to C, where the voter’s ballot is shown be-
low the sigmoid. The voter’s contribution into the
tally matrix for each sub-contest is represented by
the height of the BC and AC arrows. Note that B re-
ceives moderated support while the voter exerts full
support for A.

that from the linear delta-Borda tally in (1.5). When
a voter’s span of moderation is set between these
two extremes, this partial linearity allows for a hy-
brid of strong and moderate opinion. The effect of
the moderation span on tally contributions is demon-
strated in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4.

We note that the transfer function of the lin-
ear sigmoid bears some resemblance to the dilat-
ing and clipping voter strategy shown in Fig. 1.1.
With this strategy a voter effectively created a lin-
ear region over the perceived front-runners and com-
pressed the ends of his ballot. In (1.15), however, the
linsgn(x, h) function is applied to a voter’s delta-
preference matrixDiffM(~bv) instead of directly to
the expressed preference ballot vector~bv . This pro-
cedure mitigates the need for one of the two degrees
of freedom in such a speculative strategic interval
voting strategy: the position of a strategic interval.
In the same way that Condorcet’s pairwise tallying
assesses the relative ranking of all possible candi-
date combinations independently, MDPT evaluates
all transpositions of the voter’s desired moderation
span centered around each candidate on the ballot.
Essentially,mv defines the extent of a moderation
interval around each candidate. The width of the
voter’s moderation span is the remaining degree of
freedom in voting, allowing the voter to choose the
level of influence for his smaller differential prefer-
ences.
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Figure 1.4: To assess candidates with respect to B,
the linear sigmoid is transposed to center around
candidate B. In sub-contest CB, the voter’s oppo-
sition to C is moderated to the same degree as in
BC from Fig. 1.4 since the delta-tally matrix is anti-
symmetric (BC =−CB). In sub-contest AB, A is
considered significantly more preferable to B and
receives full support.

14 The cycle reducing effect of
moderation

To demonstrate the cycle reducing effect of mod-
eration, we simulated elections using uniform ran-
dom ballots. Many other voting models for simulat-
ing perhaps more realistic elections exist, including
issue-space methods [4]. We have chosen instead to
use uniform randomness because it readily produces
cycles and allows us to show the effect of modera-
tion in the most general way.

For each data point in Fig. 1.5 and 1.6, we com-
puted 7,250 elections. Each simulated election used
seven random ballots possessing a uniform candi-
date distribution. After randomly selecting a pref-
erence value for each candidate, we rescaled every
ballot to span 0 to 10 so that a particular moderation
span had the same meaning for each ballot. Fig. 1.5
shows how the moderated span extension to clas-
sic Condorcet pairwise tallying can reduce the oc-
currence of cyclical results. When voters choose to
moderate the expression of their differential prefer-
ence over candidates they find similarly preferable,
cycles are less likely to occur.

For the case when no voters choose to moder-
ate (all mv = 0), Fig. 1.5 shows a sharp growth
in the percentage of elections resulting in cycles as
the number of candidates increases. One conclusion

Figure 1.5: This graph shows how the percentage of
random elections producing a cyclical result grows
with the number of candidates considered for differ-
ent moderation levels. Each of our data points rep-
resents 7,500 elections using seven random ballots.
For each election, seven random ballots with uni-
form candidate distribution were created and then
rescaled to span [0,10]. When all moderation spans
are 0 (blue diamonds), the results are found to be
equivalent to data gathered by Jones et al [9] for
classic Condorcet pairwise analysis (light blue cir-
cles). When the moderation span for these random
ballots is set 40% of ballot span, the data shows a
dramatic decrease in the probability of cycles.

from this result is that, in classic pairwise analy-
sis, elections with a large number of candidates are
much more likely to produce cycles. This result
agrees with the data for classic pairwise tallying of
random ordinal ballots in Jones et al [9], which is
also shown in Fig. 5. For electorates which choose
to moderate, however, cycles are significantly less
likely to occur even with more than 30 candidates.

Fig. 1.6 presents another view of this same cy-
cle probability simulation. This view shows that as
moderation increases the probability of a cycle goes
to 0 even for large candidate fields.

15 Discussion

The addition of the moderation span addresses an
important shortcoming of Condorcet’s pairwise tal-
lying. Although classic pairwise tallying is hard-
ened against manipulation, it does not allow voters
to express any difference between their various pri-
orities. All delta-preference magnitudes are treated
as the same. We would like to suggest three ways of
interpreting this new concept of moderation.

First, voters may simply wish to express slight
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Figure 1.6: This graph shows how the probability of
a cyclical outcome decreases with increasing mod-
eration span for several different numbers of candi-
dates. The results were produced using the same
uniform random ballot method as Fig. 1.5 with
seven ballots. As the moderation spans grow, the
prevalence of cycles drops off towards 0. When
all moderation spans cover the voters full ballot
(mv = 10in this case), the computation is equiva-
lent to a real-valued Borda tally and will never result
in a cycle.

preferences. Some Condorcet methods allow vot-
ers to express that they consider a pair of candi-
dates equally preferable. Moderation extends this
idea to create a smooth continuum between consid-
ering two candidates equally preferable and express-
ing full support for one over the other. For example,
a voter might strongly prefer A over C, but have only
a small preference for A over B. The moderation
span permits the voter to express these differences
in priority. Such slight preferences could represent
some form of uncertainty a voter has for whether A
or B is actually better.

A second perspective on the moderation span
is that it gives voters the freedom to choose not
to strategically maximize their voting influence
over candidate pairs they find similarly preferable.
At mv = 0, MDPT tallies a voter’s ballot using
Condorcet’s pairwise analysis, meaning all delta-
preference magnitudes are maximized. Whenmv

is equal to ballot span, only the single largest delta-
preference on the voter’s ballot is maximized. Mod-
eration gives voters control over the level of strategic
maximization for their ballot. In fact, a voter could
choose to expandmv beyond the size of their ballot,
which brings us to our final comment.

The third interpretation of moderation we suggest
is that it allows a form of voluntaryinterpersonal
comparison of utilities. In Section 7 we described

an idealized, cardinal utility method for making so-
cial choices. The issue which makes this method
unusable is well known in economic theory: while
individuals can determine the relative costs and ben-
efits of different potential outcomes for themselves,
there is no general, well-defined way of comparing
the utilities of individuals. However, as discussed
by Sen [17], the common background and experi-
ences of members of a society do allow at least a
limited form of interpersonal comparison of utilities.
While pairwise analysis operates on the premise that
all voters will try to maximize their own influence
over a decision, the voter-specified moderation span
leaves open the possibility that whole communities
will be able to see their individual preferences in
a broader perspective. When many voters choose
to vote moderately, the group can make decisions
with more of a Borda-like, shared benefit-cost per-
spective. Some voters may recognize they do not
have as much at stake in a particular decision as
others and perhaps then set their moderation spans
greater than the span of their ballot. Although the re-
ality of contentious and consequential elections re-
quires that any well-formed vote tallying method be
hardened against manipulation, voluntary modera-
tion enables more moderate groups of people to also
use pairwise analysis.

The concept of moderation also seems applicable
even in the case where there are only two candidates
on the ballot. In Sections 2 and 4 we discussed how
picking between just two candidates avoided com-
plications from the spoiler effect and was therefore
fairly straightforward. However, as we have just de-
scribed, there are circumstances where a voter may
wish to express a slight preference for one candi-
date over another. The moderation enhancement to
classic pairwise tallying in MDPT gives voters this
flexibility, even in the two-candidate scenario.

When voters are provided the freedom to express
moderate opinion, we assert that a candidate who
emerges on top of all head-to-head comparisons
with every other candidate under consideration is
distinctly the best choice. We term such a candidate
a moderate Condorcet winner. If no voters choose
to moderate, then the moderate Condorcet winner
is equivalent to the classic Condorcet winner. When
voters do choose to moderate, then the moderate and
classic Condorcet winners will sometimes differ. In
particular, as we showed in Section 14, a moderate
Condorcet winner occurs more often than a classic
Condorcet winner.

We refer to a voting method asmoderate Con-
dorcet winner definiteif it always selects the mod-
erate Condorcet winner when one exists. MDPT
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is intrinsically moderate Condorcet winner definite.
Since the moderation span gives voters control over
the strategic expression of their ballot, we claim that
this proposed criterion is an improvement over the
classic Condorcet winner criterion and thus should
be a requisite property of any well-formed social
choice function.

That said, MDPT does not on its own constitute
a complete social choice function. Cyclical majori-
ties can still occur, particularly if voters choose not
to moderate in contentious decisions. It would cer-
tainly be possible to use a cycle breaking scheme
like those proposed by Llull [8], Condorcet [21],
Tideman [18], or Schulze [15] on top of MDPT.
Since our approach uses real-valued preference bal-
lots, the cardinal-weighted approach proposed by
Green-Armytage [7] could also easily be employed.
However, as we alluded to in Section 6, we be-
lieve that the emphasis in designing a cycle reso-
lution scheme should be on minimally relaxing in-
dependence from irrelevant alternatives. Most ex-
isting cycle resolution methods are defined in terms
of properties of the aggregate tally. We suggest
instead that an approach could be built using the
concept of moderation. Such a method would re-
solve cycles by removing edges from the win-edge
graph based on which candidate pairs individual vot-
ers find most similarly preferable. A voter priority
driven method of this type could more directly min-
imize the amount of compromise individual voters
would need to make for the group to reach a coher-
ent decision.

16 Practical Aspects

In the thick of the mathematical detail of our
method, it can be difficult to keep track of the bigger
picture question: how would it work in actual elec-
tions? In this section, we take a step back to address
this more practical question. To begin, we will de-
scribe how a moderated preference ballot would be
cast. We will then describe how elections could be
set up to work with our system. Finally, we will dis-
cuss some properties of MDPT which should make
a transition to this new system easier.

16.1 Casting a moderated ballot

We will now describe how a voter might cast a real-
valued preference ballot with a moderation span.
This new form of voting will require a new user in-
terface, but with a good design we believe it will
be quite intuitive. Our vision for this new interface

involves the use of sliders to move candidates up
or down on the ballot. These sliders could either
be mechanical sliders like those in the figure below,
or graphical sliders on a computer screen controlled
with a mouse or a touchscreen. Forming a ballot
would then be a simple matter of pushing the sliders
up or down until the voter is happy with the posi-
tions of the various candidates.

As an example of how a voter could shape her
real-valued preference ballot, consider the following
scenario:

16.2 Example: Casting a moderated ballot

After careful consideration, a voter has determined
her preferences for six candidates in an election. She
might start creating her ballot by simply placing the
six candidates in order, with her most preferred at
the top of her ballot and an equal spacing between
the rest, as shown in Fig. 1.7 (a). Suppose she has a
strong preference for D, C, or A over any of the other
candidates, but does not have strong preferences be-
tween those three. She would then separate D, C,
and A from the rest and shrink the space between
them, as shown in Fig. 1.7(b). Next, if she partic-
ularly dislikes candidate F, then she would move F
further down (Fig. 1.7(c)).

After placing the six candidates, the voter has two
further decisions to make: (1) how to set her mod-
eration span to indicate which candidate pairs she
finds similarly preferable, and (2) where to place a
default value which would be given to any unrated
candidates.
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Figure 1.7: Shows the incremental construction of
the ballot for Example in 16.2.

Based on her final ballot rankings, Fig. 1.7(c),
the voter would set her moderation span to a dis-
tance approximately equal to the space between can-
didates A and B. This span would indicate her strong
preference for the higher of two candidates on her
ballot separated by that distance, like A compared
to B, or E compared to F. It would also indicate
her smaller preference for candidates placed more
closely on her ballot, like D compared to C or A.

The final step is that the voter should also specify
a default value which will be given to any candidates
she has not rated. This default value will usually
be near the bottom of the ballot, with only candi-
dates that the voter strongly dislikes below the de-
fault. Since this voter finds F particularly unprefer-
able, she would place her default value between E
and F. If there are other candidates in the election, G
and H, for example, the system would register that
this voter prefers them both over F, even though she
has not explicitly ranked them on her ballot. Our
voter’s ballot is now complete. Fig. 1.8 shows the
final ballot at left, as well as how the ballot would
be tallied, at right.

16.3 Setup of an election

One of the main goals of this method is to enable
voting over a wide range of options. As discussed in
Section 2, methods built on pairwise analysis elimi-
nate the need for primaries or other methods of lim-
iting available options. By reducing the potential for
cyclical majorities, MDPT allows voters the widest
possible range of alternatives. However, when many
options are available, voters have to put in greater
effort to determine their preferences. It is therefore
fundamentally important that voters have easy ac-

A B C D E F Def
A - 1.0 -0.2 -0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0
B -1.0 - -1.0 -1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0
C 0.2 1.0 - -0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
D 0.4 1.0 0.2 - 1.0 1.0 1.0
E -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 - 1.0 0.6
F -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 - -0.4

Def -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -0.6 0.4 -

Figure 1.8: Shows the final ballot and moderation
span for Example in 16.2, including the contribution
matrix for the ballot. The moderation span scales all
shorter preference differences on the voter’s ballot.

cess to clear information about all alternatives. In
circumstances where many voters do not have the
time or expertise to form considered opinions, we
suggest the use of adelegable proxy representation
system, similar to that proposed by Green-Armytage
[6]. Such a system would allow voters to proxy their
voting weight to the representative of their choos-
ing for a given issue, achieving a free-form propor-
tional representation structure and a more respon-
sive democratic process.

In addition, when there are many candidates on
the ballot, there must be a way to handle the can-
didates that a voter does not wish to rate. As men-
tioned in the description of how to cast a moderated
ballot, our suggestion is to allow voters to specify a
default value. This default value would be assigned
to any unrated candidate. Again, we anticipate that
this default value would typically be placed at or
near the bottom of the voter’s ballot.
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16.4 Transition to MDPT

A transition to this new system would require an ad-
justment for voters who are used to picking a single
candidate. Significant voter and poll-worker educa-
tion campaigns would be necessary for all voters to
feel comfortable with this or any new voting system.
However, MDPT has a couple features which should
make the transition easier.

The first attractive feature of the new system is the
removal of the need to vote strategically based on
which candidates are top contenders. MDPT would
allow a voter to support any candidate of his choice
- regardless of that candidate’s popularity - without
feeling that his vote might be “thrown away.” This
innovation means that voting can be a simple expres-
sion of preference. With our method, voters can feel
they have greater choice in an election and that their
vote is, therefore, more meaningful.

Flexibility is the second feature of this voting sys-
tem which should ease any transition. In addition
to the moderated preference ballot described above,
voters may use our system to cast other styles of bal-
lots with which they are more familiar. If a voter
wants to vote only for his favorite candidate, then he
can simply put that candidate at the top of his bal-
lot and leave all others at the bottom. A voter who
prefers to do a basic ranking of candidates could list
them in his preferred order and set the moderation
span to 0. We believe voters will appreciate this
freedom to express their preferences, and that this
appreciation will translate into a better experience
while voting and a greater value being placed on the
democratic process.

17 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented moderated differen-
tial pairwise tallying (MDPT), a per-voter hybrid of
the methods of Condorcet and Borda. The founda-
tion for this method is based on Condorcet’s pair-
wise tallying, which has the important property of
strict candidate pair dependence. As we described,
however, the classic formulation of pairwise tallying
discards all voter priority information. This infor-
mation loss can cause ambiguous, cyclical results
for some collections of ballots. At the other end
of the spectrum, we examined a real-valued Borda
method which always returns a coherent result. The
necessary division by ballot span in Borda meth-
ods introduces dependence on irrelevant alternatives
and encourages speculative voting strategies. To add
some Borda-style linearity to pairwise tallying, we
developed the voter-specified moderation span. As

we have shown, for electorates that choose to widen
their moderation spans, cycles will occur less fre-
quently and group consensus will be easier to find.

The introduction of the voter-specified modera-
tion span, in conjunction with real-valued prefer-
ence ballots, is an important enhancement to Con-
dorcet’s pairwise tallying method. Providing voters
the freedom to express moderate differential pref-
erences partially addresses the critical information
loss issue with classic pairwise tallying. We also
proposed to replace the classic Condorcet winner
definite criterion for voting methods with a new
moderate Condorcet winner definite criterion. Of-
ten, cycle resolution will not even be necessary
when voters choose to moderate over their diverse
opinions. It is only when voters choose not to mod-
erate in contentious decisions that the remaining po-
tential for cycles requires some additional resolu-
tion. In the next section we will discuss how the
tools we have presented in the paper could be ex-
tended to resolve cycles or provide a framework for
more directly comparing social choice functions.

18 Future Research

We believe there are some intriguing directions for
further research based on the material in this pa-
per. Through the use of real-valued preference bal-
lots and pairwise delta-tallying, we have expressed
Condorcet and Borda’s tallying methods in a unified
framework. This perspective highlighted the simi-
larities and differences of these methods. It appears
that other common social choice methods can also
be expressed using real-valued preference ballots
and pairwise delta-tallying. This delta-preference
framework is a potential foundation for a general-
ized approach for comparing social choice methods.

The concept of individual moderation introduced
in this paper provides a new foundation for con-
structing a complete democratic group decision sys-
tem. As discussed in Section 15, the additional
needed component is a cycle resolution method
which minimizes dependence on less-relevant alter-
natives. With such a system, the spoiler effect would
be a thing of the past. Primaries and other methods
of artificially pruning the scope of alternatives under
consideration would also no longer be necessary.

While there remains work to be done, the poten-
tial for significant positive social impact from ad-
vances in social choice theory cannot be overstated.
We are grateful for the encouraging style at the close
of Arrow’s Nobel Prize lecture and we would like-
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wise encourage others in this quest to further under-
standing in this vital and challenging field.
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Casual vacancies and the Meek method
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1 Introduction

If a casual vacancy occurs in a body that has been
elected by STV, caused, for example, by an elected
member resigning, there is a difficulty because to
hold a by-election for just the one vacant seat would,
usually, result in the dominant party (or other in-
terest group) gaining the seat, whereas the vacancy
may have arisen by the resignation of a candidate
from a minority group. The ideal solution, in many
ways, would be that of Thomas Wright Hill’s 1819
version of STV [1, 2] in which a substitute would be
elected only by those electors who had, in the first
place, elected the resigning candidate – but that so-
lution is not possible in these days of secret voting.

A possible solution is for the remaining members
to co-opt a suitable replacement and that may be per-
fectly satisfactory in some cases, but in most cases
it would not be thought a good plan.

A properly representative result would be attained
if all seats were declared vacant and a full new STV
election held, but it would not be at all satisfactory
to put other people’s seats at risk because one had
resigned. Those correctly elected in the first place,
for a given term, must be allowed to continue and to
complete their term.

A solution that is sometimes advocated is not
to have either co-option or a new election, but
to recount the original votes, treating the resigned
candidate (and any other candidate who no longer
wishes to be considered) as withdrawn, and the re-
maining elected members as “guarded”, meaning
that they cannot be excluded. Thus the exclusion
rule changes, from excluding the candidate who
currently has fewest votes, to excluding the non-
guarded candidate who currently has fewest votes.

It should be noted that any such recounting is
likely to break the rule that later preferences should
not upset a voter’s earlier preferences because ad-
herence to that rule requires that later preferences

are not looked at until the fates of earlier preferences
have been definitely determined. When recounting,
later preferences will have been looked at, and acted
upon, in making the initial count and that cannot be
undone. Provided that voters can be assured that it
cannot happen on the initial count, the thought that
a casual vacancy could occur later and need to be
dealt with, is rather unlikely to worry anyone much.

There remain some problems: (1) if the voting
pattern has been published, as I believe it should
be, it is possible to determine with certainty who a
replacement will be and, in a party situation, that
could lead to pressure on someone to resign; (2) in
a party situation, there may be no spare candidate of
the same party. This could be an advantage, though,
in that it might persuade parties to offer more candi-
dates in the first place in case of such an eventuality,
thus improving the choice for voters; (3) if the count
were made in the ordinary way, except for observing
the guarding criterion, it could result in too many
candidates exceeding the quota simultaneously, typ-
ically two candidates doing so where there is only
one vacant seat.

If the first two of those problems are not regarded
as too serious, and such a method is to be adopted,
how should the third problem be dealt with? What-
ever is done must be compatible with the particular
STV rules in use. Here I am concerned with the sit-
uation under the Meek rules.

2 Artificial examples of the problem

Example 1.Like many artificial examples this is in-
tended merely to illustrate a point, and so the fact
that something so extreme is unlikely in practice
need not disturb us. Suppose three seats are occu-
pied by A, B and Z, and Z resigns. After redistribut-
ing Z’s votes appropriately, the votes are
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10 A
10 B

100 CA (See Appendix 1 for
60 DB a detailed explanation)
30 EDA
20 EDB

The normal quota is 230/4 = 57.5 and C and D
have both passed it, while A and B are guarded. Is it
right to take a “first-past-the-post” type of solution
and say C has more votes than D and should take the
seat, or is it right to take an STV type of solution and
say that E’s votes must be redistributed first giving
D 110 to C’s 100? I strongly believe that the second
of those approaches is preferable.

Example 2. If that is accepted, we need to note
that a similar situation can arise even though too
many candidates have not passed the quota. Con-
sider the following: again three seats are occupied
by A, B and Z, and Z resigns. After redistributing
Z’s votes appropriately, the votes are

10 A
10 B

100 CA (See Appendix 1 for
50 DB a detailed explanation)
19 EDA
20 EDB
20 FDA
21 FDB

The normal quota is 250/4 = 62.5; C has passed it,
while A and B are guarded. Is it right to elect C, even
though D, E and F between them have 130 votes to
C’s 100? I do not think that it is. The trouble arises
because the normal quota is really irrelevant – the
logic of its calculation depends upon no candidate
being guarded.

These examples are highly artificial, and it might
be thought that such a problem would hardly ever
happen in practice, but experience suggests that it
happens more frequently than would be guessed as
likely. The possibility must be allowed for.

3 A suggested solution

A solution that seems to meet the requirements
admirably has been suggested to me by Douglas
Woodall. It works by treating any non-guarded can-
didate who exceeds the quota as “checked”. In or-
dinary English, “checked” can have more than one
meaning, and it is used here in two senses. First
it means that the candidate’s name has been marked

for special treatment; secondly it means that the can-
didate’s progress has been held up. A checked can-
didate is not yet elected, but is otherwise treated ex-
actly as if elected, in having a reduced keep value to
redistribute surplus votes.

The count proceeds exactly as normal (except that
exclusions are of the lowest non-guarded candidate
in each case) until no candidate remains who is not
either guarded or checked. After that, each count-
ing of the votes must be taken to convergence, not
using any short cut of excluding a candidate before
convergence. In my own implementation, conver-
gence is taken as having been reached when the total
surplus is no more than 1/10000 of a vote.

When convergence is reached, to the degree of ac-
curacy defined in the rules, if there are too many
guarded and checked candidates to fill all seats, a
candidate must be excluded. All checked candidates
will then have a quota of votes and the one with the
highest keep value is excluded.

The counting continues until the number of re-
maining candidates equals the number of seats to be
filled, when all those remaining are elected.

Trying this on Example 1 above, C is not elected
but checked. When an exclusion becomes neces-
sary, E is excluded as having the fewest votes of
C, D and E. D now has more than a quota and is
checked. When an exclusion next becomes neces-
sary the keep values of C and D are 0.521 and 0.474
respectively. C is therefore excluded leaving A, B
and D to be elected.

Trying it on Example 2 above in a similar way, E
and F are the first to be excluded as having fewest
votes. When an exclusion next becomes necessary
the keep values of C and D are 0.594 and 0.457 re-
spectively. C is therefore excluded leaving A, B and
D to be elected.

So in both these cases, the correct result, in my
opinion, is attained.

It should be noted that such a solution is not avail-
able for those versions of STV that do not redis-
tribute votes (when appropriate) to already-elected
candidates. In those versions there is no equivalent
of the keep value of a candidate nor, so far as I can
see, anything else that could usefully be employed
to give a similar effect.

4 Example of a real non-party election

The test, though, must be how it behaves with real
elections. It has been tried on 17 elections where
political parties were not involved, each election be-
ing used several times as each sitting candidate in
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turn was taken as having resigned. The results seem
to me to be satisfactory. As an example, an elec-
tion with 11 candidates (A, B, ..., K) for 3 seats, and
58 votes, has been chosen. The votes are set out in
Appendix 2.

Those elected were GHJ. If G were to resign
and the votes were recounted without any guard-
ing, those elected would be AHK, showing that J
had been thrown out because somebody else had
resigned, which would not be a sensible outcome.
Using the proposed system, those elected would be
AHJ, bringing in A to replace G, but not throwing
anyone out.

Satisfactory results have also been found if two or
more sitting candidates resign simultaneously.

5 A party-based election

Where an election is conducted on political party
lines, and there are some non-elected candidates
of the various parties, it might be expected that, if
someone resigns, the vacancy would probably be
someone else of the same party. The complete
voting patterns of the Glasgow City Council 2007
elections have been published and these are a valu-
able resource of real party-based STV elections. The
actual counting was not by the Meek method, but a
Meek count can be carried out on them nevertheless.

It is a pity that, in general, the Scottish parties
did not make the best use of STV in that, except
for Labour, they usually put up only 1 candidate
per ward. However the Hillhead Ward is an ex-
ception. Here those elected, both in fact and by
Meek counting, were one each of the Labour, Lib-
eral Democrat, Scottish National and Green parties,
while there was also an unelected Labour candidate,
and an unelected Liberal Democrat candidate.

Using the proposed method, if the Labour coun-
cillor were to resign, the other Labour candidate
would be the replacement, but if the Liberal Demo-
crat councillor were to do so, the other Liberal
Democrat candidate would be the replacement.

It is not suggested that, if a councillor resigns,
someone of the same party ought necessarily to be
the replacement. The correct replacement is what
the voters want, even if of a different party. How-
ever, in a party-based election, it would be a little
odd if the correct replacement were not of the same
party, where such a person is available. The ob-
served result, using the proposed system, does fol-
low the expected pattern.

As it happens, the other Labour candidate would
be the replacement if the Scottish National or Green

candidate were to resign, but it is not claimed that
this indicates anything special.

6 Comparison with a plain recount

In the party-based election discussed above, it is
found that if it were merely rerun normally, with-
out guarding, the sitting members would be elected
anyway, and the same pattern of filling the vacan-
cies occurs. That is good – the aim is to get the right
solution in difficult cases, not to change the solution
in easier cases. It is one of the virtues of the pro-
posed system that if a plain recount would elect all
the sitting candidates, then the result always agrees
with that of such a plain recount.
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Appendix 1: Examples 1 and 2

Artificial examples can be very useful as illustra-
tions of a problem, but they should not be so un-
realistic as to be impossible in practice. It might be
thought impossible for A and B to have had enough
support to have been elected originally, yet have so
little at the recount, yet it is possible.

For Example 1, let there be 22 candidates for 3
seats and votes
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10 A
10 B
2 FZDB

18 GZDB
3 HZDB

17 IZDB
4 JZDB

16 KZDB
5 LZCA

15 MZCA
6 NZCA

14 OZCA
7 PZCA

13 QZCA
8 RZCA

12 SZCA
9 TZCA

11 UZCA
30 ZEDA
20 ZEDB

On an initial count ABZ are elected. If Z resigns,
and all candidates except ABCDE are then unwill-
ing to stand, we get

10 A
10 B

100 CA
60 DB
30 EDA
20 EDB

with A and B as sitting members, as in Example 1.

For Example 2, similarly, let there be 22 candi-
dates for 3 seats and votes

10 A
10 B
2 GZDB

26 HZDB
3 IZDB

15 JZDB
4 KZDB

19 LZCA
1 MZCA

14 NZCA
6 OZCA

13 PZCA
7 QZCA

12 RZCA
8 SZCA

11 TZCA
9 UZCA

19 ZEDA
20 ZEDB
20 ZFDA
21 ZFDB

On an initial count ABZ are elected. If Z resigns,
and all candidates except ABCDEF are then unwill-
ing to stand, we get

10 A
10 B

100 CA
50 DB
19 EDA
20 EDB
20 FDA
21 FDB

with A and B as sitting members, as in Example 2.

9 Appendix 2: A real example

These are the votes in the real non-party election dis-
cussed above.
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ACBHJIKFDE
ACH
ACIFHJEK
AHDCGFEBJI
AHICDFEBGJ
BCK
BFGHKAECDJ
CBEJIHKFGAD
CGEHAJBDIK
CKABHGDJ
EGKH
EGKHF
GAHE
GEBFA
GEHFCBJIDA
GEKCB
GFECBADHKJ
GFEHACBKJI
GHFCBAEI
GKEHCJDBAF
GKIH
HABCEFGIKD
HABCJ
HACFGBKIJE
HAGKCJIBEFD
HAJFEBCGKID
HBACFK
HBCEFJAIKG
HCA
HCA
HCBGFEKAJI
HDFCEGABJI
HGCKBFEAJD
HGKCBFAJDE
HIBCDG
HIJEGFBACKD
HIKGCABJEFD
HJA
HJACBEFGIKD
HJAIEGCDBKF
HJCABIGEKFD
HJCFGEDBAI
HJIGAB
HJIGKABCFE
HJKABCDEFG
HKB
HKBCEGJAFI
HKCBGAJEFI
HKJ
HKJABC
J
JCBK
JHICBGEFDA
JHICGFBAED
JHKACGIBFE
JICHKBAFGE
KABCFG
KHACJIGBED
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Alternative Voting in Proportion

Philip Kestelman

Abstract

Measurably fairer than either Single Mem-
ber Plurality (SMP), Supplementary Voting
(SV) or Two–Round Voting (TRV), even the
simplest, fully transferable electoral system —
Alternative Voting (AV) — is poorly compre-
hended. In particular, considering both first
and final preferences, AV is rarely if ever less
proportional than SMP; and would constitute
a reasonable, provisional reform of the UK
House of Commons.

1 Introduction

Following the 1950 UK General Election, a Lon-
don Timeseditorial (27 February 1950) reproached
the Liberal Party for over–nominating Parliamen-
tary candidates: “nothing can excuse the irresponsi-
ble spattering of the electoral map with hundreds of
candidatures for which there was never the remotest
chance of substantial support, but which might just
deprive the members elected of certainty that they
represented the majority of their constituents ... in
the great majority of constituencies, the Liberal
Party can best serve Liberalism by leaving, or help-
ing, its supporters to judge for themselves which of
the two larger parties can do most to put the Liberal
spirit into practice”.

Over half a century later, British MPs are still
elected bySingle Member Plurality(SMP: so-called
‘First-Past-the-Post’); and hardly less forlornly, the
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) nominates candi-
dates in most constituencies.Alternative Voting(AV:
single member majority, instant run-off) enables
voters to express theirsincerefirst preferences; en-
suring that MPs represent absolute majorities of
constituency voters.

However (like SMP), AV scarcely mediates pro-
portional representation (PR). Indeed, the Elec-
toral Reform Society [3, p42], claimed that AV
“could produce even more disproportional results

than FPTP”; and that AV would have so proved
at the last three UK general elections (1997, 2001
and 2005). And following the 2005 General Elec-
tion, John Curtice (Independent, 10 May 2005) con-
tended that AV “would have produced an even more
disproportional result – a Labour majority of 98”
(instead of 66 Seats).

The Independent Commission on the Voting Sys-
tem (the Jenkins Commission) likewise claimed that
AV “is capable of substantially adding to [SMP] dis-
proportionality” [10, p26]. The Independent Com-
mission on PR [9, p118] also maintained that “AV
can produce a hugely disproportionate result”. The
same view was echoed in the long-awaited desk re-
view by the Department of Justice [12, p155], —
with neither evidence nor reference.

This article seeks to contest that formidable con-
sensus; and to highlight widespread misunderstand-
ings of AV — both parliamentary and public. It is
argued that, bearing in mind not only first prefer-
ences, AV has rarely if ever proved less proportional
than SMP. In practice, AV has proved more propor-
tional than SMP — andmeasurablyso.

2 Quantifying Proportionality

Proportionality mainly concerns the relationship be-
tween party vote-fractions and seat-fractions: but
which vote-fractions? The answer may seem obvi-
ous in categorical voting systems (SMP and Party
Lists) — overlooking tactical voting (and personal
votes for party candidates). The problem arises
acutely in preferential, transferable voting systems,
notably: Supplementary Voting (SV: contingency
voting); Two-Round Voting (TRV: double ballot-
ing); Alternative Voting (AV); and multi-member
Single Transferable Voting (STV).

How should the proportionality oftransferable
voting be measured? And in particular, how should
we compare proportionality between categorical and
transferable voting?

For the 1997 General Election in Britain, Dun-
leavyet al [2, p5] calculated aDeviation from pro-
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portionality (DV) of 21 percent for SMP (actual);
and 23.5 percent for AV (estimated): implying that
AV was less proportional than SMP. The Jenkins
Commission [10, p47] adopted that “statistical mea-
suring rod known as a DV score”.

DV is simply the overall difference between over-
represented (or under-represented) party vote- and
seat-fractions; theLoosemore-Hanby Index:

LHI (%) = 0.5Σabs(VP % − SP %),

whereVP % = P-thParty vote-fraction(%)
andSP % = P-thParty seat-fraction(%) [13, p13]

Table 1 illustrates the calculation of LHI for the
2009 European Parliamentary Election in Britain
(d’Hondt regional closed party lists). Notice the
substantial over-representation of the top four par-
ties; and the large contribution of unrepresented
party voters (8.5 percent = 48 percent of LHI = 17.6
percent): implying some need for transferable vot-
ing, and the limitation of an exclusive focus onfirst
preference disproportionality.

Jenkins [10, p47] equated “full proportionality”
with DV = LHI = 4–8 percent; andfull PRelections
may be characterised, a trifle more generously, as
yielding LHIs under 10 percent.Semi-PR— ‘broad
PR’ — elections may then be defined by LHIs rang-
ing 10–20 percent (say); leavingnon-PRelections
with LHIs over 20 percent.

Thus the last three UK general elections (1997–
2005: SMP), with LHIs of 21–22 percent, typi-
fied non-PR. Nominally PR, the first three European
Elections in Britain (1999–2009), with LHIs rang-
ing 14–18 percent, have proved consistently semi-
PR. The fairestSainte-Lagüe regional party appor-
tionments would have yielded LHIs ranging 6–10
percent (full PR) [13, pp 12, 21: updated].

An Additional Member System (SMP-plus)
elected the Scottish Parliament (1999–2007), the
National Assembly for Wales (1999–2007) and the
London Assembly (2000–2008). In their first three
elections, LHIs (between party list votes and total
seats) ranged 11–13 percent, 11–19 percent and 14–
15 percent, respectively: all semi-PR [13, p21: up-
dated].

At the 2007 Scottish Council Elections (multi-
member STV), first preference LHI averaged 15 per-
cent (ranging 6–33 percent): largely semi-PR [14,
p23]. The last three Irish general elections (multi-
member STV) have also proved semi-proportional
to first preferences (1997–2007: LHI = 12–13 per-
cent); though fully proportional over the previous

10 elections (1965–1992: LHI = 3–10 percent) [13,
p22: updated].

All three Northern Ireland Assembly elections
(1998–2007: multi-member STV) mediated full PR,
first count LHIs ranging 6–7 percent [13, p21: up-
dated]. And at the last 10 Maltese general elections
(1966–2008: multi-member STV), first preference
LHIs ranged 1–9 percent: also fully proportional —
despite the wrong party winning four STV elections
— before compensation with additional members in
1987, 1996 and 2008 (Table 2).

3 Other Disproportionality Measures

The simplest — and perhaps most intuitive — mea-
sure of party total disproportionality, LHI is only
one of several different indices [14, pp18-19]. No-
tice that LHI(percent):

= 0.5Σabs(1 − SP %/VP %) × VP %

Compare another promising disproportionality
measure, theGini IndexGnI (percent):

= 0.005ΣΣabs(VP % × SQ% − SP % × VQ%)

GnI is analogous to the widespreadGini Coeffi-
cient, measuring inequality of income or wealth.

In academic circles, the most widespread measure
[7, p602] is theGallagher IndexGLI (percent):

=
√

0.5Σ(VP % − SP %)2

Nonetheless, in the much-cited article proposing
this ‘Least Squares Index’, Gallagher [6, p49], rec-
ommended, “as the standard measure of dispropor-
tionality”, theSainte-Lagüe IndexSLI (percent):

= Σ(VP % − SP %)
2
/VP %

The Sainte-Lagüe (Webster) method is the least
biased divisor method of seatapportionment, and
invulnerable to the paradoxes to which LHI and GhI
are susceptible [13, p12].

4 Transferable Voting Proportionality

When calculating the party total disproportionality
mediated by transferable voting, Lijphart recom-
mended [15, p19], that: “Because first-preference
and final-count votes can differ substantially, the
index of proportionality calculated on the basis of
first-preference votes may present a distorted picture
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of the actual extent of disproportionality. It is there-
fore advisable to use the final-count percentages for
the calculation of the index of disproportionality”.

On the other hand, Sinnott [17, p117], maintained
that “we have no option but to compare parties’
first preference votes with their shares of the seats”;
while Gallagher [5, p255] argued that “using later-
stage figures overstates the proportionality of STV”.

Indeed, between STV first and final counts (ex-
cluding non-transferable votes), party total dispro-
portionality may be expected to decrease steeply.
At the Northern Ireland Assembly elections (1998–
2007), LHI decreased from 6–7 to 3–5 percent; and
at the Scottish Council Elections (2007), mean LHI
decreased from 15 to 9 percent [14, pp22–23]. At
the last 10 general elections in Ireland (1977–2007),
mean LHI decreased from 8 to 3 percent [13, p22:
updated]; and in Malta (1966–2008), from 3 to 2
percent (Table 2).

At the 2003 Northern Ireland Assembly Election,
LHI, GnI and SLI decreased, but GhI actuallyin-
creased, between STV first and final counts. And at
all 32 Scottish Council Elections in 2007, LHI, GnI
and SLI decreased consistently; but GhI increased
in two councils [14, p22].

Between first and final counts at the last 10 Mal-
tese general elections, LHI, GnI and SLI usually
decreased, unlike GhI in 1996 and 2003 (Table 2).
Judged by the standard of the Sainte-Laguë Index [6,
p49], LHI appears more reliable than GhI, at least
for measuringtransferablevoting disproportional-
ity.

5 Single Member Transferable
Proportionality

Table 3 illustrates the calculation of LHI in the most
rudimentary form of transferable voting —Supple-
mentary Voting(SV) — at the 2008 London May-
oral Election. Between SV first and second counts,
party total disproportionality (LHI) — thewasted
vote-fraction — decreased from 57 to 52 percent (47
percent, excluding non-transferable votes).

However, the SV second count non-transferable
vote-fraction (nine percent) exceeded the winner’s
margin of victory (six percent). Voting for neither
first count front-runner — and ignorant of both —
those non-transferable voters might have preferred
another candidate. SV effectively disfranchises such
voters; obliging them to contemplate tactical(insin-
cere)second ‘preferences’, in order to avoid com-
plete vote-wastage (just like SMP).

That problem is partially solved byTwo-Round
Voting(TRV), as in the notorious 2002 French Pres-
idential Election (Table 4a). Between TRV first and
second rounds, LHI decreased steeply, from 80 to
18 percent. In TRV (unlike SV), voters enjoy the
advantage of expressing their second preferences in
the full knowledge of both first preference front-
runners.

The 2002 French Presidential Election exposed
another flaw intruncatedpreferential voting: the
possibility that even sincere first preferences may
prove recklessly fissiparous. Between TRV first and
second rounds, theEffective Number of Partiesde-
creased extremely, from 8.7 to 1.4 parties; and —
with voters doubtless chastened tactically by that
earlier experience — rather more narrowly in 2007,
from 4.7 to 2.0 parties (Table 4b).

Between SV first and second counts (Table 3),
and between TRV first and second rounds (Table
4a), party total disproportionality never increases in
each constituency. What about nationalaggregate
disproportionality? With only a few English may-
ors elected by SV, there is no real example of such
aggregation.

However, a similar form of TRV elects Parlia-
mentary Deputies in France (Table 4b). Averag-
ing 2002 and 2007 French general elections, LHI
halved, from 29 to 15 percent, between TRV first
and second rounds; leaving TRVnon-PRoverall
(like SMP).

The main remedy for the tactical constraints of
SMP, SV and TRV is fully transferable voting —
and arguably, full preference completion —Alterna-
tive Voting(AV), in the case of single member con-
stituencies. The classic example is the 1998 Aus-
tralian General Election in Blair, Queensland (Table
5). Both SMP and SV would probably have elected
the racist Hanson (One Nation); while TRV might
well have elected Clarke (Labor); whereas AV actu-
ally elected Thompson (Liberal). Between AV first
and final counts, party total disproportionality (LHI)
decreased steadily, from 78 to 47 percent.

The Australian House of Representatives fur-
nishes the only real example of AV national aggre-
gation. At the last 10 general elections, the UK
(1970–2005: SMP) and Australia (1983–2007: AV)
exhibited comparable numbers of parties (in terms
of voters). AV seats have proved more propor-
tional even tofirst preferences than have SMP seats
to votes (mean LHIs = 16 and 19 percent, respec-
tively); and significantly more proportional tofinal
preferences (mean LHI = 12 percent) [14, p25].
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6 Comparing AV with SMP

Closer to home, is there something peculiar about
the UK which altogether invalidates such interna-
tional comparison? What of the claim that, at the
last three UK general elections, AV would have
proved even less proportional than SMP?

At the 2005 UK General Election, as the Elec-
toral Reform Society [3, p42] explained: “The rea-
son AV would swell the Labour majority is that the
second preferences of Lib Dem supporters still tend
to favour Labour over Conservative”.

Which implied that SMP (actual) party voters
were expressing AVfirst preferences; and that seats
would be less proportional to AV first preferences
than to SMP votes. The former implication seems
rather implausible. After all, unlike SMP (par-
tially tactical) voting, AV allows voters to express
(wholly sincere)first preferences for a wider spec-
trum of less popular parties; secure in the knowledge
that their lower preferences aretransferableto more
popular parties.

Accordingly, the latter implication is plausible,
but irrelevant. AVfirst preference disproportional-
ity may well exceed SMP disproportionality; but we
are hardly comparing like with like. That compari-
son between AV and SMP is both artificial and un-
fair.

Yet just suppose that we equate SMP (actual)
party votes with AV first preferences; and assume
that, from LDP third-placed candidates, one third of
votes are transferred to Conservative candidates, and
two-thirds to Labour candidates; and that, from both
Conservative and Labour third-placed candidates,
two-thirds of votes are transferred to LDP candi-
dates. At the last three general elections in England
(1997–2005), for the three main parties, such crude
estimates yield the following results [14, p24].

At the 2005 General Election, between AV first
and final counts, Labour become slightly less over-
represented; and the Conservatives become more
under-represented; but the LDP becomes less under-
represented. Then SMP (actual) disproportionality
lies between AV first and final count (estimated)
disproportionality — however measured. Thus AV
would have been more-or-less as disproportional as
SMP —despite increasing Labour’s overall major-
ity!

Likewise in 2001, SMP (actual) LHI and GhI lie
between AV first and final count (estimated) LHI
and GhI. Moreover, SMP (actual) GnI and SLI ex-
ceed even AV first count (estimated) GnI and SLI.

At the 1997 General Election — with tactical vot-
ing (LDP-supporters voting Labour, and Labour-

supporters voting LDP) at its height — AV first
and final count (estimated) LHI and GhI exceed
SMP (actual) LHI and GhI. Nonetheless, SMP (ac-
tual) GnI approximates AV first count (estimated)
GnI; while SMP (actual) SLI approximates AV final
count (estimated) SLI — theoretically more satis-
factory — again leaving AV and SMP comparably
disproportional.

At the 1997 General Election in Britain, Dun-
leavy et al [2, p15], simulated SV and AV out-
comes by applying regional voters’ second prefer-
ences (sample-surveyed) to each constituency. LDP
transfers were divided between 18 percent Conser-
vative, 49 percent Labour and 33 percent other par-
ties (or non-transferable); making AV (simulated)
more disproportional than SMP (actual). However,
SMP (actual) party votes were equated with AVfirst
preferences; and AVfinal preference disproportion-
ality was not considered.

Thus comparing SMP with AV disproportionality
is not straightforward. It depends on what is being
compared with SMP party votes (AV first and/or fi-
nal preferences); and on how the overall vote-seat
relationship is measured (the choice of index).

7 Comprehending Transferability

The Jenkins Commission [10, p39], considered that
“the decisive objection to AV on its own ... was
its potential short-term unfairness to Conservative
party supporters ... parties in adversity should not
be treated unfairly”.

Yet the Conservatives werenot the sole party in
adversity! SMP seats have long under-represented
LDP voters — both absolutely and relatively — far
more than Conservative Party voters.

Even at the 1997 UK General Election, party-
specific disproportionalities(SP % – VP %) mea-
sured: Conservative,−5.6 percent; and LDP,−9.8

percent(SP % / VP % = 0.82 and 0.42, respectively),
[10, p24]

To be sure, Jenkins was not advocating AV alone;
but topped-up AV (AV-plus). However, the 1998
Commission made no attempt to dispute other argu-
ments against AV, raised in theNote of Reservation
by Lord Alexander[10, pp53–55], and summarised
without comment in the 2008 Department of Justice
desk review [12, pp35–36].

Lord Alexander disclosed fundamental problems
in understanding even the simplest method of fully
transferable voting; notably wondering: “Why
should the second preferences of those voters who
favoured the two stronger candidates on the first vote
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be totally ignored ... ? Why, too, should the sec-
ond preferences of ... those who support the lower
placed and less popular candidates ... be given equal
weight with the first preferences of supporters of the
stronger candidates?”.

Somewhat lamely, the Commission [10, p25], ac-
knowledged, without discussion, that “the second or
subsequent preferences of a losing candidate, if they
are decisive, are seen by some as carrying less value
... and so contributing less to the legitimacy of the
result, than first preference votes”.

Nonetheless, the Commission argued that AV
“would increase voter choice ... and thus free ...
voters ... from a bifurcating choice between realistic
and ideological commitment or ... voting tactically”.
Yet Lord Alexander contended that “AV could fur-
ther heighten ... tactical voting”!

Such misapprehensions are not confined to these
shores. Even the Australian House of Representa-
tives Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Mat-
ters [11, p113] — quoted without comment in Far-
rell and McAllister [4, p56] — defended obligatory
full preference completion: “there is a strong chance
that an optional preferential system will eventually
lead to voters casting only one preference as the re-
alisation sinks in to voters that, to indicate second
and subsequent preferences, will decrease the possi-
bility that their most preferred candidate will win”.

On the contrary: transferable voters need reassur-
ing that expressing their lower preferences cannot
prejudice the chance of electing their higher pref-
erence candidates. However (unlike Australians),
British voters need not be obliged to express lower
preferences: after all, some LDP-supporters may
view both Conservative and Labour parties with
equal distaste!

8 Conclusions

It is arguable that SMP and AV disproportionalities
are strictly incommensurable. Nonetheless, the pro-
portionality of categorical voting should not only be
compared with that of first preference, transferable
voting. As Reilly [16, p176], put the matter: “as-
sessments of preferential voting systems on the ba-
sis of their proportionality which do not consider the
impact of lower-order preferences ... offer a miscon-
ceived and sometimes misleading interpretation of
the true relationship between seats and votes”.

In each single member constituency, where no
candidate enjoys an absolute majority of votes, even
SV (or TRV) would be more representative, less
wasteful and more equitable than SMP. Likewise

considering both first and final preferences, AV
is never less proportional than SMP in each con-
stituency.

It may be possible to devise artificial examples
where every constituency is more proportional to
AV final preferences than to SMP party votes; but
less proportional overall [I.D. Hill, personal com-
munication, 2006]. However, there appears to be no
such published argument against AV, which needs
some plausibility — and evidence — to be fully per-
suasive.

Taking account of both first and final counts over-
all, AV has mediated semi-PR in Australia; while
multi-member STV has mediated semi-PR in Scot-
land, and full PR in the Irish Republic. And with
LHIs well under 10 percent, both Maltese MPs and
Northern Irish MLAs have proved fully proportional
even to STV first preferences.

The measurement of electoral proportionality re-
mains debatable. Not much has changed since Gal-
lagher [6, p33], lamented “surprisingly little discus-
sion of what exactly we mean by proportionality and
how we should measure it”. The Gallagher Index
(GhI) has largely displaced the Loosemore-Hanby
Index (LHI), which appears more reliable for eval-
uating transferable voting disproportionality. (And
unlike LHI, GnI and SLI, calculating ‘exact’ GhI ne-
cessitates disaggregating unrepresented party voters
[7, pp603–5]).

LHI retains the advantage of simplicity; being
the fraction of total seats, transferred from over–
to under-represented parties, for exact PR. LHI is
analogous to the little-knownRobin Hood Indexof
inequality: the fraction of total income, transferred
from rich to poor people, for complete equality [18,
p41].

Hart [8, p276] rendered the sentiment, expressed
in that 1950Timeseditorial (quoted above), rather
more forcefully: “Liberals should be forced to
choose between the two other parties”. At the 1951
General Election, 77 percent fewer Liberal candi-
dates were nominated; Labour won a plurality of
votes (48.8 percent); but Conservatives won an ab-
solute majority of MPs (51.4 percent); and SMP me-
diated full PR (LHI = 4.1 percent) [12, p92]!

AV would resolve that dilemma; allowing mi-
nor party-supporters, in hopeless constituencies, to
express theirsincere first preferences, ultimately
transferableto major party candidates. Guarantee-
ing voters absolute majority representation in every
constituency, AV could inaugurate less confronta-
tional politics between parties competing for second
preferences; and even a choice of candidate within
parties.
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Long infantilised by SMP, British voters and MPs
may need a decade to appreciate even the simplest,
fully transferable electoral system. Thanks to tacti-
cal considerations, categorical voting (SMP or Party
Lists) is no simpler than preferential voting (STV,
including AV), which would introduce novel chal-
lenges. AV could provide a valuable learning expe-
rience; and need not be inhibited by fears that AV
might prove less proportional than SMP.

The Electoral Reform Society find AV “only a
very minor ... step in the right direction” (towards
multi-member STV); while Baston [1, pp6, 25, 50],
considers AV a worthwhile reform: “AV could be in-
troduced quickly and simply – it would not require
complex legislation, new boundaries or a referen-
dum . . . It does not justify the hopes (or fears) of
those who regard it as a piece of pro-Labour manip-
ulation”.

AV for MPs in the UK would disclose voters’
genuine preferences; while frustrating anything like
their proportional representation (much like SMP).
Once the principle of fully transferable voting is es-
tablished, more radical electoral reforms (like AV-
plus or multi-member STV) may well follow; need-
ing more complex legislation, boundary revision
and a referendum.

At the 1997 UK General Election, Labour
promised a referendum on what would have been
AV-plus. Over a decade later, Labour could still re-
deem that pledge — not wholly, but in substantial
part — by offering AV in time for the 2010 General
Election.
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Table 1: Party Votes, Seats and Disproportionality
(d’Hondt regional closed party lists):

European Election (MEPs): Great Britain*, June 2009.

Number Fraction Seat-to-vote
Party Fraction

Votes Seats Votes Seats Ratio Deviation
(V) (S) (V%) (S%) (S%/V%) (S%− V% )

Total 15,076,935 69 100.0 100.0 1.00 0.0
Conservative 4,138,394 25 27.4 36.2 1.32 + 8.8
UK Independence 2,498,226 13 16.6 18.8 1.14 + 2.3
Labour 2,381,760 13 15.8 18.8 1.19 + 3.0
Liberal Democrat 2,080,613 11 13.8 15.9 1.16 + 2.1

Green 1,303,748 2 8.6 2.9 0.34 − 5.7
British National 943,598 2 6.3 2.9 0.46 − 3.4
Scottish National 321,007 2 2.1 2.9 1.36 + 0.8
Plaid Cymru 126,702 1 0.8 1.4 1.72 + 0.6

English Democrat 279,801 0 1.9 0.0 0.00 − 1.9
Christian 249,493 0 1.7 0.0 0.00 − 1.7
Socialist Labour 173,115 0 1.1 0.0 0.00 − 1.1
No2EU 153,236 0 1.0 0.0 0.00 − 1.0
Others (V%< 1%) 427,242 0 2.8 0.0 0.00 − 2.8
Over-represented 11,546,702 65 76.6 94.2 1.23 +17.6†
Under-represented 3,530,233 4 23.4 5.8 0.25 −17.6

* Great Britain (England, Scotland, Wales) and Gibraltar (South West Region).

† LHI = 17.6 percent (semi-PR). Compare Sainte-Laguë LHI = 9.6 percent (full-PR)‡.

‡ The Sainte-Lagüe method was used toapportion72 MEPs between 12 UK Regions: South East (10);
London and North West (8); Eastern (7); South West, West Midlands, Yorkshire & Humberside and
Scotland (6); East Midlands (5); Wales (4); and North East and Northern Ireland (3): most fairly
proportionatingregional seats to electorates.

Data source : Guardian (9 June 2009).
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Table 2: Number of parties, and party total disproportionality,
by selected index (multi-member STV first→ final count: before top-up compensation),

and General Election: Malta, 1966-2008.

Election (Year) Parties (Nv) LHI% GhI% GnI% SLI%
1966 2.4 9.0→ 1.6 7.3→ 1.5 12.1→ 2.2 10.4→ 1.5
1971 2.0 1.1→ 0.5 1.0→ 0.5 1.6→ 0.5 1.1→ 0.0
1976 2.0 0.8→ 1.1 0.8→ 1.1 0.8→ 1.1 0.0→ 0.0
1981 2.0 3.2→ 2.8 3.2→ 2.8 3.2→ 2.8 0.4→ 0.3
1987 2.0 3.4→ 3.8 3.3→ 3.8 3.5→ 3.8 0.7→ 0.6
1992 2.1 1.7→ 1.4 1.5→ 1.4 2.1→ 1.4 1.8→ 0.1
1996 2.1 4.5→ 4.0 4.0→ 4.0 5.2→ 4.0 2.1→ 0.6
1998 2.0 2.0→ 0.3 1.8→ 0.3 2.6→ 0.3 1.3→ 0.0
2003 2.0 2.1→ 1.9 1.8→ 1.9 2.4→ 1.9 0.8→ 0.1
2008 2.1 3.5→ 2.5 2.9→ 2.5 4.4→ 2.5 2.2→ 0.2
1966-2008 Mean 3.1→ 2.0 2.8→ 2.0 3.8→ 2.0 2.1→ 0.4

Effective number of parties,Nv = 1/Σ(VP %/100)2

whereVP % = P -th Party (first count) vote-fraction (percent).

Parties : Despite the opportunities afforded by multi–member STV, Malta has become a two–party polity.
For Irish and Scottish Council (2007) voters, the median number of parties (Nv) is four; while Aus-
tralia (AV) and the UK (SMP) are three–party polities.

Parliament : Despite very low disproportionality, the party with anabsolute majorityof total STV final
preferences (50.1–51.6 percent, excluding NT votes) won aminorityof STV seats (31/65 = 48 percent)
in 1981, 1987, 1996 and 2008; and (in 1987, 1996 and 2008) was compensated with four top–up seats
(final count best losers), thereby securing a bare overall majority (35/69 = 51 percent).

Main data source : www.maltadata.com/alltrans.xls

Table 3: Mayoral Election (Supplementary Voting): London, June 2008.

Candidate (Party)
First→ Second count Seat−fraction

Vote−fraction (percent) (percent)
Boris Johnson (Conservative) 43.2→ 48.4 100.0
Ken Livingstone (Labour) 37.0→ 42.6 0.0
Brian Paddick (Liberal Democrat) 9.8→ 0.0 0.0
Seven Others (V%< 5 percent) 10.0→ 0.0 0.0
Non-transferable (NT) 0.0→ 9.0 0.0
Total Disproportionality (LHI%)

56.8→ 46.8 (excluding NT)
= Unrepresented Voters (percent)

Data sources : Guardian, 3 May 2008; and London Elects (www.londonelects.org.uk).
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Table 4: Presidential and General Elections (two-round voting):France, 2002-2007.

Table 4a: Presidential Election: France, April-May 2002.

Candidate (Party)
First→ Second round Seat-fraction

Vote-fraction (percent) (percent)
Jacques Chirac (Rally for the Republic) 19.9→ 82.2 100.0
Jean-Marie Le Pen (National Front) 16.9→ 17.8 0.0
Lionel Jospin (Socialist Party) 16.2→ 0.0 0.0
François Bayrou (Union for French Democracy) 6.8→ 0.0 0.0

Arlette Laguiller (Workers’ Struggle) 5.7→ 0.0 0.0
Jean-Pierre Chevènement (Citizens’ Movement) 5.3→ 0.0 0.0
Noël Mamère (Greens) 5.2→ 0.0 0.0
Nine Others (V%< 5 percent) 24.0→ 0.0 0.0
Total Disproportionality (LHI%)

80.1→ 17.8
= Unrepresented Voters (percent)

Table 4b: Presidential and General Elections: France, 2002-2007.

Election Year
TRV first → second round

Parties (Nv) LHI%

Presidential
2002 8.7→ 1.4 80.1→ 17.8

2007 4.7→ 2.0 68.8→ 46.9

General
2002 5.3→ 3.0 31.1→ 18.0

2007 4.4→ 2.8 26.9→ 11.2

Data source : French Interior Ministry website
(www.interieur.gouv.fr/sections/a votre service/elections/resultats).

Table 5: Blair, Queensland General Election (Alternative Voting): Australia, 1998.

Candidate (Party) Count: Vote-fraction (percent)

1 2-5 6 7 8
Pauline Hanson (One Nation) 36.0 + 0.6 = 36.6 + 0.6 = 37.2 + 1.7 = 38.9 + 7.7 = 46.6

Virginia Clarke (Labor) 25.3 + 0.7 = 26.0 + 1.7 = 27.7 + 1.6 = 29.3 − 29.3 = 0.0
Cameron Thompson (Liberal) 21.7 + 0.4 = 22.1 + 1.1 = 23.1 + 8.6 = 31.8 + 21.6 = 53.4

Brett White (National) 10.3 + 0.3 = 10.6 + 1.4 = 11.9 − 11.9 = 0.0 0.0
Neal McKenzie (Democrats) 3.6 + 1.1 = 4.8 − 4.8 = 0.0 0.0 0.0
Four others (V%< 2 percent) 3.2 − 3.2 = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Disproportionality (LHI%)
78.3 77.9 76.9 68.2 46.6

= Unrepresented Voters (percent)

Data source : Australian Electoral Commission website (www.aec.gov.au).
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